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PREFACE

These lectures ask a question—Who were the Greeks?—and 
attempt some sort of answer. It is a question which every his
torian must ask, sooner or later, about the subject of his studies, 
and every statesman about the object of his endeavors. And it 
is a kind of answer, in which history has more chance of becoming 
an applied science, as well as a graphic art, than in most of its 
tasks. Some day it will be permissible to ask, and possible to 
answer the question, “ Who were the Americans?“ At present 
what concern us more are the twin questions,—“ Who are the 
Americans?“ and “ What are they in process of coming to be?“ 
And the Greeks of classical times asked those questions too 
about themselves.

In attempting an answer, therefore, a method of enquiry is 
sketched, with illustrations of its use, selected from those parts 
of a large subject where it seemed, in the spring of 1927, most 
needful to restate an old problem in view of recent advances of 
knowledge; sometimes in the hope that a solution has at last 
been found; more often with the conviction that until this or 
that piece of exploration has been put in hand, no solution is 
possible. It is some gain to have even an obstacle defined. But 
even where certainty seems to have been achieved, it is at best 
a vantage-ground for reconnaissance of what looms up beyond. 
And the fighting line in a campaign of this kind is a ragged one. 
Far too much has depended in the past on chance occasions, 
capricious hindrances and interruptions, individual preferences, 
and other irrelevant considerations, in the choice of the next 
thing to do. Our knowledge of many parts of the subject is 
fragmentary, not so much by reason of physical or political 
hindrances—though these, in Greek lands, have been serious— 
but because enquiry has been spasmodic and unco-ordinated.

Excavation is always expensive, and when funds are scarce, 
work is curtailed or suspended. Failure to make sensational 
“ discoveries,“ and the supposed need to make them, divert atten
tion from scientific to sentimental objectives. All this makes
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PREFACE

exploration more expensive still, by restricting the prospect of 
results. There was, of course, a time when it seemed better to 
dig about anywhere than not to dig at all: the unknown was so 
vast. But those days are over. We begin to know not only 
what to seek next, but how and where to look for it, efficiently 
and economically. This, like any other kind of strategy, pre
sumes both knowledge and imagination, as well as patient per
sistence; qualities the combination of which means most to 
those best able to take long views and make comprehensive 
plans, in their own affairs, as in pure science.

So I have been careful to note, in the course of this argu
ment, the points at which we are at present balked by lack of 
information, easily obtained at the cost of seeking for it. If this 
survey of a large question as a whole should initiate even a few 
of the pieces of research which if done next will rectify omissions, 
and connect outlying ends and corners of our knowledge, it will 
have been well worth while.

Fragmentary however as our information is, discursive and 
diagrammatic as discussion of it must be, it will be found to 
permit a reconstruction of prehistoric times in the Greek cradle- 
land, on objective naturalistic lines, as a standard by which to 
test the statements which the Greeks themselves have left us 
about their origin. Even in the third and sixth chapters the 
Greeks' own stories about themselves are presented as part of 
the circumstantial evidence. Only in Chapter VIII, where cir
cumstantial evidence must be supplemented by literary, does the 
subjective aspect of the question begin to appear; and at that 
point this enquiry may reasonably end. How the Greeks of the 
Homeric and Hesiodic age, and their successors, looked at their 
own problem of “ living well,“ I have discussed already in lectures 
on the George Slocum Bennett Foundation on The Political 
Ideals of the Greeks (New York and London, 1927). The connec
tion between the two themes is obvious, and is anticipated there 
in the sections on “ Greek Lands," on “ Geographical Distribu
tions of the Greek City-states," on the “Origin of the Polis”  
and on the “ Special Case of Attica," where an attempt is made 
to trace the debt of historical Greek communities to their My
cenaean predecessors, in respect of institutions and customs.
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These aspects of the treatment here adopted must serve to 
explain certain wide variations of scale, and changes of stand
point, in the course of the argument; and also the total omission 
of much controversial ma.tter. For the same reason the names 
of earlier workers, and acknowledgment of their contributions, 
will be found in the notes, not in the text. It would have been 
easy to double the length of this book by recapitulating always 
the stages by which present knowledge has been won; to fill a 
second volume with references to the pioneer-work of the past, 
old guesses, the mere refutation of which was a step forward 
through the new facts established; half-truths the significance of 
which has only been perceived by degrees. But to the reader it 
matters very much more what has been done, than who did it.

To keep the main argument clear and concise, only such facts 
have been cited as seem essential to the proof; and for easier 
verification of these, reference has been restricted usually to a 
few well-known textbooks and museum catalogues. As these 
include bibliographies and full references to original publications, 
it is hoped that much space has been saved without loss of effi
ciency. Though the Sather Lectures at Berkeley were fully illus
trated, there has been no attempt to reproduce those pictures; 
all the more important objects having been repeatedly published 
elsewhere. But I have to thank Dr. Chas. Blinkenberg for per
mission to copy typical specimens from his Fibules Grecques et 
Orientales (Copenhagen, 1926), which supersedes all earlier dis
cussions, and makes possible my own interpretation of the first 
safety-pins, in Chapter VII. They were carefully redrawn for 
me by Miss Amice M. Calverley.

The sketch-maps are due to the skilful draughtmanship of 
Mrs. Ο. M. Washburn. As each gives the geographical distri
bution of one class of data only, they must be compared with 
one another, and supplemented by the use of a large-scale map 
showing those physical features which so largely determine such 
distributions.

Though what is printed here is rather longer than what was 
spoken in March and April, 1927, there has been no serious change 
in the argument; the passages omitted in the lecture-room being 
for the most part such as did not admit of effective illustration.
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For the same reason, it has only been possible to takb account 
in the notes, or by occasional phrases in the text, of the numerous 
important works which appeared after the lectures were delivered. 
It is an encouragement to find that in Chapter IV I am in general 
accord with the views of Dr. Martin Nilsson in 
Mycenaean Religion (Lund, 1827), which appeared after the lec
tures were delivered.

For much help in revising proofs and verifying references, 
I have to thank Mr. W. F. Jackson Knight, and some of his pupils 
at Bloxham School, especially P. A. Schofield. Miss H. L. Lori- 
mer, Fellow of Somerville College, Oxford, and Mr. Stanley 
Casson, Fellow of New College, have also read the whole, and 
called attention to slips and obscurities. I am especially indebted 
to W. W. A. Heurtley, Assistant Director of the British School 
of Archaeology at Athens, for allowing me to refer to unpub
lished results of recent excavations in Macedonia.

New College, Oxford. John L. M yres.
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IN TR O D U C TIO N

The purpose of these lectures is, briefly, to examine the 
Greeks’ own beliefs about their origin, in the light of modern 
advances in the study o f race, language, religious beliefs, 
arts and crafts, observances and institutions: to supplement 
and revise their notions from sources of information and 
methods of enquiry not available in antiquity; to take note 
of our own ignorance in many of these matters; and to 
submit a program of research. For it is no use to detect 
shortcomings unless you are ready with a remedy.

The course o f human advancement has passed through 
three main phases, each expressing the result of man’s 
attempt to realize all that a particular type of natural sur
roundings offered toward the achievement of felicity, that 
is to say, the best mode of life that was possible then and 
there. The first of these phases is represented by the 
civilizations of the great river valleys, Hoang-ho and 
Yangtze, Ganges and rivers of the Punjab, Euphrates and 
Tigris, Nile valley and delta. It depended on a single great 
advance in man’s control over nature, namely, the domesti
cation of running water to irrigate, and thereby make fertile, 
land that was barren before. This invention permitted in
tensive food production on a large scale, and consequently 
the settlement of a multitude of people within easy reach of 
each other, all assured of mere maintenance and some of 
leisure to practice crafts other than food production. With 
the products of these crafts the well-being of all was ampli
fied and enhanced; and thus were achieved coherent and 
distinctive cultures.

The second phase came into being around the shores of 
a lake region, tideless, and in parts island-strewn. It de
pended on another great advance in control, namely, the
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INTRODUCTION

use o f such a water surface as a vehicle for intercourse 
between its coasts, using mere currents, man power, and 
wind power for propulsion, permitting interchange of com
modities, local specialization of food production and crafts
manship, and propagation, coastwise, of the surplus popu
lation o f these specialized communities, within the wide 
range of uniform physical conditions characteristic of lake 
regions. In its mature shape, the Roman Empire, which 
was the political superstructure of this lake-land civilization, 
consisted literally o f an orbis terrarum, a “ ring of lands,”  
maritime regions inward-facing onto this midland or “ Med
iterranean”  Sea. A few outward-facing districts, held for 
frontier defense, were anomalous, precarious, and eventually 
dangerous appendages, never wholly assimilated, and early 
lost.

The third phase began with Phoenician and Greek ex
ploration of other coast regions outside this lake-land and 
accessible from it by water between the “ Pillars o f Her
cules.”  This régime only gained economic and political sig
nificance when Caesar’s conquest of Gaul confronted Rome’s 
Mediterranean empire with an Atlantic sea-power among 
the Veneti o f Brittany. Cardinal extensions, here, of man's 
control over natural forces are his utilization, first, of tidal 
estuaries to carry large vessels upstream into the heart of 
regions fronting on the ocean; and then, of perennial “ trade 
winds,”  to traverse securely that expanse o f water, and make 
accessible lands o f similar climate and resources, through 
similar tidal avenues such as the Hudson. These two oceanic 
resources combined have brought into domestic occupation 
not only the North Atlantic, but other ocean basins with 
coast lines incomparably more extensive than those of penin
sular Europe, and more diverse in their natural resources. 
And the domestication, eventually, of a quite different source 
o f power from combustible minerals— ultimately derived, 
like the winds, from the same solar energy— has achieved a
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THE HUMAN FACTOR VARIES

mechanism of transport commensurate with continental 
obstacles and oceanic storms, as well as a mechanism of 
production commensurate with the needs of modern aggre
gates of humanity, and their enhanced capacity for the 
enjoyment of a life worth living: modern music and modern 
mathematics succeeding to the and mathemata of
the Greeks.

Now within each of these main phases of advancement, 
and in every region wherein any one of them has occurred 
at all, these various controls over external surroundings have 
been achieved by a particular kind of Man; not necessarily 
always by the same kind in any one region, nor even usually 
-—if indeed ever— by homogeneous, thoroughbred strains; 
but always by the human occupants o f a particular region 
within a particular period of time. And it is a necessary 
counterpart to the enquiry, wha it was that happened, and 
why what happened there, happened also just to ask 
further, who were the human agents, how they came to be 
there at all, and what equipment of traditional skill or out
look they brought to the solution of life’s problems then and 
there. This question is the more important, because the 
perspective of history is already long enough to show us 
successive attempts on the part of different peoples to make 
themselves at home in the same natural region, only a little 
defaced by previous occupants. Sometimes these successive 
exploitations have been on similar lines,— like the outflows 
of Semitic-speaking peoples from Arabia— and to this extent 
it may be said that “ history repeats itself” ; sometimes their 
results have been quite different, like the Celtic and the 
Teutonic exploitation o f Britain. More usually they are 
alike in some respects, but different in others, as were the 
Minoan and Hellenic cultures in the Greek archipelago, with 
both of which these lectures are concerned. For while the 
human energy and originality of outlook which created the 
Mediterranean phase of culture, and chiefly directed its
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INTRODUCTION

course, were the energy of the Greek people and the initiative 
o f Greek genius, the Greeks of classical times were not the 
first people to make this experiment, though their prede
cessors’ adventure was thwarted before they had carried it 
to completion, or made the Mediterranean world Minoan as 
their successors made it Greek.

This view of the matter does no injustice to those great 
co-partners in Greek enterprise, and champions of the Greek 
view of life in so far as they understood and accepted it, 
the Romans, and those Italian peoples who, unlike their 
cousins in the south, were Romanized before they were 
Hellenized. Great as the Romans were, in ability to organize 
others without assimilating them, and to provide an admin
istrative structure within which assimilation did eventually 
occur, it was not the culture, nor even the political ideas, of 
their homeland, to which the provincial populations even
tually conformed. Roman law itself owes its coherence and 
philosophical basis to Greek notions of authority and ob
servance, conformity and freedom; Roman literature and 
art are an interpretation of Greek originals, ingenuous, un
critical, often either pedantic or slipshod; Roman morals 
and politics hardly found expression at all before they were 
transformed by Greek philosophic schools, already heirs to 
a long tradition of critical thinking. It is the Romans’ con
tribution to humanity, that they made safe for Hellenism, 
and in due time for Christianity, a world which the Greeks, 
like the Hebrews, had found (and left) quite unsafe for 
themselves. That while they facilitated the spread of 
Hellenism, they accepted so much o f its gift as they actually 
did, was fortunate; that they should assimilate something, 
was inevitable; for if they were to play the protector’s part 
at all, they must at least recognize what they were there 
to maintain.

We must remember also that in the Italian Renaissance 
it was the grandeur of Rome, quite as much as the trans-
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ITALIAN RENAISSANCE AND GREEK

mitted charm o f Greece, that inspired imitation; that the 
Counter-Reformation in France deliberately preferred the 
“ classical”  conventions of Roman literature and Roman 
architecture, to the naturalism of Homer and the ruthless 
rationalism of Attic drama and the fourth-century phil
osophers. The masterpieces of Greek design were out of 
reach and out of mind, in Ottoman territory; and neither 
Pope nor Bentley, nor even Robert Wood, achieved in 
England that revelation of the “ original genius of Homer,”  
which Wood at all events transmitted to W olf and Goethe. 
It was not indeed till the “ Elgin Marbles”  came to London, 
and the “ Aeginetan Pediments”  to Munich, and men so 
differently equipped as Leake and Cockerell and Karl Otfried 
Müller inaugurated exploration of the Greek homeland 
itself, that it became possible, for example, for Gerhard to 
recognize “ Etruscan”  vases as the work of Ægean crafts
men, and in due time for Newton to rediscover the Mauso
leum, and Schliemann “ Homeric Troy” ; for the new German 
Empire to offer to the new Greek kingdom the men and 
the means for excavation at Olympia, and for the French 
School at Athens to recover Delos and Delphi. Only gradu
ally, too, was the real significance of Rome distinguished 
from that of its Greek teachers and protégés, most o f all by 
the historical insight of Niebuhr, in the first days of modern 
German scholarship, and by the massive learning and superb 
organization of Mommsen concentrated on the question 
“ what really happened” in the Roman Empire.1

P o p u l a r  N o t io n s  a b o u t  t h e  G r e e k s

Who, then, were the Greeks? Popular answers to this 
question might be provisionally summarized as follows. 
When we speak of the ancient Greeks, we mean, most of us, 
in the first place, those predecessors of modern Greek
speaking people, who spoke the Greek language in its
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“ classical”  form, and composed the Greek literature, from 
the Homeric poems to the chronicles, sermons, and hymns o f 
the Byzantine age; the inspiration of whose masterpieces 
gave a new spirit and direction to Latin literature, and the 
recovery of which for Western Europe made possible the 
Revival of Learning, and therewith that new outlook on the 
world and on life, of which even now we have only a begin
ner’s enjoyment.

Next, we mean the creators of Greek art, in its two main 
achievements, decorative and representative, whose master
pieces still rank among the supreme achievements of human
ity in this kind, and have been accepted as “ classical”  and 
canonical standards in aesthetic criticism, much as the 
religious and moral writings of ancient Israel have become 
“ canonical books”  in that other domain of experience. The 
decorative art of the Greeks we value and enjoy, as our 
public buildings and a large part o f our industrial designs 
testify, for its superb craftsmanship, its mastery of materials 
and principles o f design and construction, above all for its 
unique sense of proportion, which sometimes we are able to 
reduce to rules and formulae, but o f which more often the 
rational basis eludes us, outranging critical analysis, and 
challenging all our science to explain the inevitableness of 
their art. In the representative arts, sculpture, modeling, 
and painting, we are confronted further with the Greek 
conception of human beauty, a physical perfection o f 
anatomical type, based on intimate observation of what we 
shall find to have been living types among the artists’ con
temporaries, but idealized, or (more truly speaking) nation
alized, and at the same time rationalized by profound appre
hension of generic features,— of the universal among the 
countless individuals and particulars, the “ substance o f 
things seen” ; just as the decorative art o f their craftsmen 
has seized—each according to his ability, but all in amazing 
accord— among the many tables or drinking cups of Greek
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THE GREEK VIEW OF LIFE

daily life, the perfect notion of that kind of support or 
receptacle, “ laid up for ever in the place o f thought,”  as 
their philosophers expressed it, or (more popularly phrased) 
“ in the mind of God.”  So too, in Greek literature, the 
thoughts and desires and doings o f Greek men and women 
are transmitted in a remote perspective like that of the 
fixed stars and of the Parthenon frieze, specie ,
as when Æschylus calls up the Ghost of Darius to reveal 
to the war-shocked Persians “ what the new trouble is that 
racks the state,”  as he sees it from beyond all that; or when 
Thucydides makes Periclean Athens or the frenzied factions 
in Corcyra “ a possession for all time,”  by which to know 
the City at Peace, or at war within itself, as on a new 
“ Shield of Achilles.”

Thus, looking rather deeper, below the surface of literary 
and artistic achievement, we learn to know the Greeks as 
exponents of a Greek “ view of life,”  based on the mode of 
hfe austerely imposed on them by the rigid conditions of 
their geographical surroundings, but rationalized and thereby 
idealized, once again, into an outlook on life commensurate 
with their aspiration “ not only to live, but to live well,”  in 
the fullest sense. Projected into the safe custody of the past, 
and into “ Olympian dwellings” above the clouds, there is 
the natural grace and unconstrained humanity of those 
superb children, the Greek gods and heroes, an unexhausted 
store of personalities, events, and situations “ written for our 
learning”  out of the open book of folklore and (as we come 
to understand it) of folk-memory, in the sense that it was 
not only “ Homer and Hesiod who made for the Greeks their 
gods,”  but other teachers, inglorious but by no means mute, 
whose creations are the repertory of Greek drama, Greek 
vase painting, and in later time of Greek scholarship and 
encyclopedic commentary.

But Greek mythology owes much of its charm, and of 
its appeal to the imagination of all aftertime, to that
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amazing divorce between the doings of the gods and the 
affairs and conduct o f their votaries which is characteristic 
o f the Greek substitute for a theology. For whereas Hebrew 
thinkers, who in this respect reached the high-water mark 
o f theocratic culture, and alone gave voice to its yearning 
after some modus vivendi between God and Man, inevitably 
codified all the law they knew into the two tables o f Duty 
toward God and Duty toward my Neighbor, Greek philosophy, 
analyzing in the same way the common experience of its 
own age, resolved all minor obligations also into two;—  
political obligation, which is my Duty toward my Neighbor 
as in the Hebrew code, and moral or ethical obligation, 
which is my Duty toward M yself, no longer to any god or 
gods, whom the Greek people loved indeed still, and tended, 
but had outgrown. And it is between these two poles of 
conduct, moral and political, that all study and presentation 
o f the Good Man and the Good Citizen is oriented and 
aligned, in dramatists, historians, orators, and philosophers 
alike. On these “ weightier matters of the law,”  the old gods 
might “ give help” — to use the remarkable phraseology of 
Greek oracles— but this “ help” Man was free to accept or 
to ignore. His choice was as free as human knowledge could 
make it; but while “ virtue was knowledge,”  and action in 
accordance with knowledge was the crown of virtue, the 
admission o f “ error”  through “ forgetfulness”  was as near 
as Greek lips could go toward confessing what we call “ sin.” * 

Less popularly— and this “ less”  we must both regret, 
and remedy as we can— the Greeks are recognized as the 
people whose communities are the first expression, in their 
infinitely varied constitutions, o f the supreme political art 
o f government-by-consent; of a rule o f right in reason, the 
sole conceivable alternative to that rule o f might by force 
which had erected, dominated, and devastated in turn the 
kingdoms of the Ancient East, and gave to every such
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GOOD MAN AND GOOD CITIZEN

“ dynasty,”  or “ rule o f force,”  the sanction of gods made in 
its own image, observed by theocracies and priest-kingships, 
a régime “ full of darkness and cruel habitations.”  For with 
the Greek conception o f citizenship, o f a new relation 
between individual and state, based on the “ capacity of a 
free man for exercising initiative, and being initiated for, in 
turn,”  mankind acquired two new concepts of behavior, and 
new departments of philosophy. Once again, on the side of 
social anthropology, as on the physical side, the same ques
tion looms up. “ Who were the Greeks?”  and how did they 
come by this quite exceptional emancipation from their own 
traditional past, from that Homeric state of society in which 
kings alone were as the Lord God, Zeus-born, “ knowing 
good and evil” ; not merely “ shepherds of the people”  like 
the Shepherd of Israel, but “ masters of men”  as a man is 
“ master”  of his horses or his dog? How, in fact, does it 
come that in the full “ grown-up-ness”  of citizenship— to 
translate quite literally their word for personal and for 
political freedom— the Greeks so nearly reached, in their 
great moments at all events, what the Hebrew contem
plated but relegated to his irrecoverable past— that “ they 
should be as gods, knowing good and evil” ?

Summarizing then these aspects of popular notions about 
the Greeks, as (I) a distinct and peculiar people with its own 
standards of physical perfection, and consequently a clear 
self-consciousness of how a thoroughbred Greek should look, 
in the flesh; (2) with its own characteristic modes of ex
pression in the arts, and more especially in its common 
language; (3) with its own notions of a rational order in 
external nature, in society, in individual experience and 
conduct, its own ideal standard of living,-—of a “ good life”  
in the fullest or highest sense;— we shall easily see how little 
these popular notions fall short of what the old Greeks 
believed about themselves.

[xiz]
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T h e  G r e e k s ’ O w n  St o r y  A b o u t  T h e m s e l v e s : C r it e r ia  
o f  N a t io n a l it y

The Greeks themselves seem to have elaborated already, 
in the sixth and fifth centuries B.C., a rationalized and, on 
the whole, consistent theory of their own origin. From what 
data they formed their conclusions, we hardly know, except 
here and there, and in outline; but we are fortunately able 
to recover at all events the main principles of their anthro
pological scheme. In an explicit summary of what consti
tutes a nationality, Herodotus distinguishes four different 
criteria; for when Xerxes’ envoy tried to persuade the 
Athenians to desert the cause of Greek national freedom, 
they justified their refusal on the fourfold ground of “ Greek- 
ness, which is of one blood, and one language, and sanctu
aries o f gods in common and sacrifices, and behavior o f 
similar fashion; and this it would not be proper for Athenians 
to betray.”  Community of descent, community of language, 
community o f religious belief and ritual, and a common 
mode o f thought and behavior in everyday life; these are 
the signs by which a nation is known, and the bonds which 
make it one and indissoluble. The third of these, com
munity of religion, we may discount, if we please, as being 
only a peculiarly delicate test of community of behavior 
generally; but, with this qualification, the tests propounded 
by Herodotus are those which are accepted by modern 
anthropology. O f the use of all these criteria, and of the 
evidence appropriate to each, examples are abundant in the 
pages o f Herodotus and Thucydides.*

But to a Greek historian ‘ ‘community o f descent”  meant 
similarity o f traditions of descent, unverified— and unveri- 
fiable— by contemporary documents, or by more than the 
most superficial comparison of physical types. ‘ ‘Community 
of language” was recognized by the crude test o f mutual
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CRITICISM OF GREEK ETHNOLOGY

intelligibility, at the same time too strict and too lax; rein
forced only by superficial resemblances between individual 
words, traced without acquaintance with phonetics, without 
working knowledge even of the remoter dialects of Greek, 
much less of Phrygian or any non-Hellenic language, but 
with such ingenuity in framing popular and punning deriva
tions for queer words as all children enjoy, and most savages. 
“ Community of religion” and “ community of behavior * 
seldom implied more than obvious similarity of unessential 
names and forms, or such broad identity of purpose as would 
prove nothing worth proving, even between races or peoples 
that were really related to each other. Greek ethnology, 
like our own, was beset with “ diffusionist”  theories, Phoeni
cian, Egyptian, Assyrian,— and even had a modest inkling 
of the doings of the “ Children of the Sun.” 4 With these 
drawbacks it is only to be expected that it should be incon
clusive and inconsistent in detail; but for the same reason 
it will be the more noteworthy, if we find that its main 
outlines are serviceable as a working hypothesis.

One cardinal belief, in particular, could hardly have 
passed into common acceptance if it had not been founded 
on facts of common knowledge. The Greeks of the classical 
period firmly believed themselves to be a mixed people, and 
held further that each of the primary components of this 
mixture was itself composite, and variously composed in 
different districts. Stripped of mythical and legendary per
sonalities, their view, in substance, was that not very long 
ago a small group of tribes, of superior natural endowment, 
to whom alone the name of “ Hellenes”  originally and pro
perly belonged, had spread from the particular district of 
Phthia, or Achaea Phthiotis, in South Thessaly, and that 
this “ little leaven”  had worked among the mass of non- 
Hellenic barbarians, until the whole was leavened with 
Hellenic culture. Herodotus, for example, says that the 
inhabitants of Attica, most conspicuous in his own time
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for all qualities that were Hellenic, were not originally 
Hellenes, and had only become Hellenes by acquiring Hel
lenic language and customs.5 Thucydides adds that the 
superior people need never have been numerous, and that 
they owed their influence to superiority of culture, not to 
any replacement of old inhabitants by new. The great 
“ migrations” from “ Arne”  and “ Doris” by which the actual 
distribution o f the principal varieties of Greeks had been 
effected, he describes as a redistribution of peoples already 
so Hellenic as Homer’s Achaeans and their Dorian con
querors, not as the first spread of the Hellenes among bar
barous neighbors.

The aboriginal pre-Hellenic population passed under 
many names, “ Cranaan,”  “ Lelegian,”  “ Carian,”  among 
which “ Pelasgian,” the commonest and least vaguely con
ceived, came in some measure into generic use.“ To such 
pre-Hellenic and non-Hellenic peoples, tradition here and 
there ascribed ancient fortresses of rude construction, in 
districts now Greek;7 and when speculation about Greek 
origins became commoner, other ancient remains, o f which 
tradition had nothing to say, chance finds of ancient objects, 
barbarous superstitions and grotesque customs, were referred 
to “ Pelasgian” or “ Carian”  times.8 Some Greek-speaking 
tribes, in a backward state of culture, were thought to be 
still imperfectly Hellenized; and other tribal remnants which 
lingered in hill-country, or on capes and islands on either 
side of the Ægean, still speaking a language which could not 
be recognized as Greek, were regarded as actual survivors of 
a “ Pelasgian,”  “ Lelegian,”  or “ Carian” population.* As 
exploration increased Greek knowledge of other countries, 
the opinion became common that some native tribes of 
Italy, Sicily, and North Africa were of the same “ Pelasgian”  
stock, or preserved “ Pelasgian” customs.10

Greek stories of immigrants from oversea, from Asia 
Minor, Phoenicia, and Egypt, arc not at all of the same
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CULTURE HEROES FROM ABROAD

racial interest as those of the “ coming of the Hellenes. 
They refer either to individual adventurers, such as Danaus 
or Pelops and their families, or “ Cadmus and his people,”  
who introduced the art of writing at Thebes; or wonder
working craftsmen summoned for a specific purpose, like 
the “ round-eyed”  Cyclops-folk from Lycia, who built the 
rude walls of Tiryns.11 These were clearly attempts to 
explain the introduction of what seemed to be foreign ele
ments in the early culture of Greek lands, by connecting 
them with legends of foreign immigrants. Some of these 
“ culture-heroes”  were thought to belong to periods before 
the coming of the Hellenes— especially in Attica and Argolis; 
but the arrival of Cadmus at Thebes was approximately 
contemporary with this, though quite independent of it.1*

M o d er n  C r it ic ism  of G r e e r  T r a d it io n a l  H ist o r y

For a long while, this traditional account of Greek 
origins was accepted without dispute. With the discovery 
of Sanskrit, however, at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century, came the comparative study not only of language 
with language, in respect to structure and vocabulary, but 
of dialect with dialect within the limits of a single kind of 
speech; and therewith the discovery, first, that the Greek 
language belonged to the same widely distributed Indo- 
European “ family”  which includes Sanskrit and Old Persian 
eastward, and the Italic dialects and Celtic westward; 
secondly, that within this “ family,”  Greek belongs to the 
same western group as Italic and Celtic, whereas its nearest 
ancient neighbors, Thracian, Phrygian, and Armenian, bc- 
long to the eastern; thirdly, that the Greek language itself, 
while it had in many respects preserved ancient forms with 
vcry little change, nevertheless contained a quite unusual 
proportion of words peculiar to itself, or at all events un
represented in any cognate language, and also that whole 
classes of names for persons and places were devoid of
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meaning as Greek words; and fourthly, that the traditional 
classification o f Greek dialects as Doric, Æolic, or Ionic 
was only appropriate in regard to the speech of the com
paratively recent settlements of Greeks on the coast of Asia 
Minor,1* and was inadequate to explain either the peculiar
ities or the geographical distribution of the dialects o f penin
sular Greece. That the Greeks themselves were partly con
scious of this is clear from their recognition of a fourth 
subdivision of Greek peoples, the Achaeans, alongside of 
the traditional three; but their association of it more closely 
with the Ionian than with either of the other primary groups 
shows that they were less concerned with linguistic distinc
tions— for the Achaeans o f historic times all spoke Doric 
dialects— than with traditional affinities, or even with differ
ences of breed: at all events the common ancestor of Ionians 
and Achaeans is called Xouthos, a purely descriptive term 
for brown hair, fur, or plumage; and this at a time when it 
was apparently common knowledge that the Dorians were 
blond, and the Æolians more or less mixed, as their Greek 
name seems to imply.14

It was not unnatural that, in the early days o f com
parative philology, attempts should have been made to 
draw conclusions from the similarities between these lan
guages, and from their geographical distribution, to relation
ships between the peoples who spoke them; and to recon
struct the characteristics, the movements, and the place of 
origin, of a hypothetical “ Aryan Race,”  of which the Greek
speaking peoples should be, in their Hellenic aspect at least, 
an offshoot. But it has long been obvious that a people 
may acquire a new language from a comparatively small 
number of immigrants, without permanent or significant 
change of breed; and that it is not an easy matter to dis
tinguish what may provisionally be described as the spon
taneous evolution of a language from the perversions which 
it undergoes when it is spoken by unaccustomed lips.
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COMPARATIVE RELIGION

It was not long before the comparative study of lan
guages led to the comparative study o f religions, or (more 
strictly speaking) o f those glimpses o f early beliefs which 
are offered by the names, attributes, and functions of gods. 
At first, it was the similarities between the Greek Zeus, 
the Roman Jupiter, and the Teutonic Odin which attracted 
attention, and seemed to reinforce current arguments from 
similarities of speech. But in time, attention was drawn to 
a few broad uniformities among the beliefs and practices 
most obviously alien to the worship o f “ Indo-European”  
deities, and it became clear that the earliest peoples of the 
Mediterranean coast-lands had had not merely religious 
practices, but religious systems and a natural philosophy of 
their own. Here too it became evident that though, in their 
general grouping and many o f their functions, the great 
Olympian deities, whom Greek peoples venerated, resembled 
the groups or families of deities worshiped by Aryan-speaking 
peoples in India and early Iran, and also those of Italic
speaking peoples to the west, and Celtic and Teutonic folk 
beyond the Alps, the Olympic family did not include all the 
counterparts o f these other groups, while it did include 
deities so important as Apollo and Poseidon, whom it was 
difficult to recognize elsewhere. Still more significant was 
the discovery that whereas in the earliest Greek literature, 
the Homeric poems, the Olympians were completely human 
in character, attributes, and functions, the conception o f 
them in “ classical”  times included many features o f nature- 
worship, and particularly associations with various animals, 
plants, and other objects, while their worship admitted 
magical and other primitive practices quite alien to Homeric 
anthropomorphism. Meanwhile it became clear, on the 
other hand, that even in Greek belief the Olympians were 
anything but indigenous deities on Greek soil; they were 
believed to have won their occupancy by displacing older 
gods, and some o f the crude and cruel practices already
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mentioned were explained in antiquity as survivals from 
earlier religious rites. In their actual presentation, the gods 
o f the Greeks were believed by Herodotus, for example, to 
have been due to the poets “ Homer and Hesiod,”  only about 
four hundred years before his own time.1* Clearly his own 
claim that the Greeks as a nation had “ similar establish
ments o f gods, and sacrifices”  was to be understood only in 
the most diagrammatic and general sense. At Athens, for 
example, the worship o f Olympian Zeus seems to have been 
introduced as a novelty by Pisistratus in the latter half o f 
the sixth century, and in the same city the family of Isagoras 
a generation later was worshiping a Zeus who was in some 
sense “ Carian,”  not Greek at all.1*

Thus “ comparative philology”  and “ comparative reli
gion”  held the field till 1871. Then Heinrich Schliemann 
realized his lifelong ambition to test with the spade the 
tradition that Homer’s “ City o f Troy”  underlay the ruins 
o f Graeco-Roman Ilium, at Hissarlik on the south side o f 
the Dardanelles, and revealed there not one but eight 
superimposed settlements, o f which the relative dates were 
manifest; o f which even the sixth from the bottom was 
destroyed before the use o f iron was demonstrable, while 
the first o f them belonged to the transition from the latest 
Stone Age to the earliest bronze-using culture. With the 
long and brilliant series o f discoveries which followed, at 
Mycenae and Tiryns, in Attica, at Thebes and Orchomenos, 
in the Cycladic islands, and above all in Crete, and with 
the more recent extension o f similar research to Thessaly, 
Macedon, and Thrace, as well as into the Danube basin, 
we are only so far concerned here as to note that this 
archaeological evidence provided a fresh and independent 
background o f prehistoric periods o f culture, and even of 
crises and local events such as the capture and destruction 
o f towns, which not only can be described as relatively 
earlier or later in the series, but can also be assigned to their
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ARCHAEOLOGY AND FOLK-MEMORY

approximate places in the chronology o f contemporary 
Egypt, in which events can be dated (with an average error 
of three or four years) as far back as the sixteenth century 
B.C., and with certain reservations for some two thousand 
years earlier. Consequently the literary tradition o f the rise 
and fall of this or that early center of culture or political 
influence gains fresh significance when it is found that its 
rough and ready calculation of dates by generations of men 
yields results which are conformable with archaeological 
evidence for the settlement, destruction, or rebuilding o f 
those places. The philological evidence as to the distribu
tion— still more the redistribution—of dialects from time 
to time, gains coherence when redistributions of this or that 
type or element of material culture are demonstrable from 
the contemporary witness of original objects o f daily use. 
And the legends o f gods, and evidence from the survival o f 
odd customs or primitive objects of worship, fall into their 
proper place as commentary on actual places of worship or 
cult-objects, o f which the date and duration are known, as 
well as the geographical distribution of similar cults, and 
the period at which the historical sanctuaries of Olympian 
gods were established to supersede or incorporate them.

Archaeological premises, however, have no more claim 
than philological or mythological data to warrant ethno
logical conclusions. Men can adopt a culture and mode of 
life, with its arts and industries, as they can learn a language 
or accept a religion; though it must be admitted that in all 
these respects women are more tenacious o f existing usages. 
The one thing that neither sex can do by taking thought is 
to alter permanently the color o f their hair and eyes, their 
stature and build, or the natural shape o f their skulls; 
though they attempt to disguise all these, and in these pro
tective devices the women show greater adaptability than 
the men. Man, that is, though he alters deliberately the 
breed of his dogs, horses, and cattle, pays little or no atten-
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tion to his own; if he achieves such a thing as the Greek type 
of beauty, it is as little premeditated as the Mongolian eye 
or the Negro lip and hair. There remains therefore a great 
gulf fixed between what a people is by descent and breed, 
and what it has become through the discipline of habits and 
ideas.

Yet the difference must not be exaggerated. It was the 
great achievement o f a single group o f enquirers, Pitt- 
Rivers, Tylor, and Lubbock, to apply the Darwinian hypo
thesis o f evolution by selection o f the fittest-to-survive 
among a multitude o f biological varieties, to explain the 
patterns and styles of the products of arts and industries, 
or the habits and customs which characterize a civilization; 
wherein the original variations are no less spontaneous in 
their way than those among animals and plants, however 
clearly we recognize them as due to individual acts o f choice 
between alternative ways of doing or making things in the 
daily round of human life.

Finally then, there are the material remains of the 
ancient people themselves, recovered from tombs and more 
rarely from the sites of settlements; not very numerous as 
yet, nor so carefully recorded formerly as modern practice 
requires; but sufficient to establish a few broad outlines o f 
the ethnography of Greek lands from very early times, to 
give historical perspective to our more copious records of 
the modern population, and also to interpret the collateral 
evidence of Greek literary allusions to physical build and 
complexion, and of Greek representations of men and women 
in the sculpture and painting of successive periods.

These are the chief new challenges to research, and 
sources of information in regard to the origin of the Greeks. 
But it will be obvious that they became available in a rather 
accidental sequence of events; and that to arrive at a clear 
notion of their collective results, we must deal with them 
in a more systematic order.[xxviit]



PROGRAM OF ENQUIRY

P rogram  of E n q u ir y

Our procedure therefore will be, first, to survey the 
physical structure and natural resources of Greek lands as 
the cradle and home of a great people, with special reference 
to the avenues of approach to it from other regions, and to 
the austerity of the selective control exercised by climate, 
food supply, and other geographical factors, on the fortunes 
of any kind of man who happens to establish himself within 
this very exceptional region.

bor we are indeed concerned with a region of peculiar 
structure and configuration, climate, and resources; mi
nutely subdivided and presenting so many different types of 
environment locally that it is itself a , a minia
ture universe; almost competent to maintain human com
munities self-sufficiently, and consequently fertile in solu
tions of the supreme question “ how to live well” ; but never 
immune against intrusion, and indeed often inviting this, 
especially when people long in possession of it have put the 
«rushing touches of their own housekeeping on its landscape, 
and made wild nature their paradise.

Who these people were; who first exploited this region; 
a*td who thereafter intruded into it and occupied it, is 
obviously our next enquiry. We have to review the evi
dence as to the physical breed or breeds from which the 
ancestors of the classical Greeks were derived; to determine 
their distribution, and draw such conclusions as may be 
reasonable as to their source and origin, the order and date 
° f  their arrival in Greek lands, and the extent to which they 
cither maintained themselves as a recognizable element in 
the Greek people, or faded out of it. We shall find that one 

contrast in physical type between the classical 
both their predecessors and their successors 

remands special consideration, and points to the Greek
[xxix]
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language as likely to furnish the clue to an explanation, 
through its structure and the geographical distribution o f 
its dialects.

Thirdly, then, in the light of our conclusions as to com
munity or diversity of breed, we shall examine the distribu
tion o f the principal dialects of the Greek language, and 
attempt similar inferences as to their history, and redistri
bution at each other’s expense from time to time. We shall 
also have to raise the question, what language or languages 
were in use before the spread of Greek speech o f any kind 
over the regions where it was spoken in historic times; and 
what conclusions may be drawn from this.

Fourthly, in view especially of our conclusions as to the 
origin and spread of Greek speech, we shall distinguish the 
principal elements in Greek religious beliefs, and ask which, 
if any, of them, are connected with the people who intro
duced the Greek language; and which, with the cultures 
and languages found to be already established in this or that 
district. We shall further find in Greek hero-worship a clue 
to the nature of the process by which old and new beliefs 
were adjusted to each other.

Fifthly, by examining the principal phases and local 
varieties of material civilization, as revealed by archaeolog
ical research, the attempt will be made to define the more 
important breaks in the course of that series of developments; 
to determine their causes; and in particular to trace the 
movements o f all bodies of people competent to occasion 
changes of physical breed, of language, or of religious belief, 
of the kind already detected. This, as already explained, 
may be possible with some approach to chronological accu
racy; and also with a depth o f chronological perspective 
quite unforeseen even by those early Greeks who recorded, 
from current folk-memory, pedigrees running back to the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.



HESIOD’S FIVE AGES

It is indeed difficult now to realize that for scholars only 
two generations ago Greek history seemed to begin with the 
First Olympic Festival in 776 B.C. Before this date a vague 
prelude was recognized of unverifiable traditions about a 
period of invasion and emigration; before that, a “ Heroic 
Age”  of wars and wanderings, chronicled in the Homeric 
Poems; and earlier still, another series o f legends and myths, 
and the belief (formulated in retrospect by Hesiod) in the 
sequence o f the Ages of Gold, Silver, Bronze, and Iron, of 
which the last was already so far advanced in Hellenistic 
times that men began to look forward to the day when the 
wheel of change should have turned full circle, and “ bring 
back the age of gold,”  making all things new. It attracted 
little attention that Hesiod’s theoretical sequence was inter
rupted by his intrusion of the Heroic Age between the Age 
of Bronze and that of Iron; and that moreover a more or 
less historical basis was thus given to all three, seeing that 
there were families still among the living who traced their 
origin from one Homeric hero or another. The Neleid 
clan in Ephesus and the family of Pisistratus at Athens 
went back to Nestor, king o f Pylos; and Evagoras, king o f 
Salamis in Cyprus at the end of the fifth century, was 
twenty-second in descent from its founder Teucer, brother 
of Ajax. But in the last fifty years the pioneer enthusiasm 
of Schliemann, and the systematic research of men like 
Montelius and Sir Arthur Evans have substituted for the 
Hesiodic diagram of the Five Ages the revelation o f a whole 
cycle o f culture,— at least as long, from adolescence to 
collapse, as the interval between Agamemnon and Charle
magne,— and of a world in which, though the geographical 
scene was the Ægean region, there were, as Thucyidides 
expresses it “ not even any Greeks yet,”  any more than there 
were any Englishmen in Roman Britain.

Now, in this new perspective, and in view of the estab
lishment not only o f a historical sequence of pre-Hellenic
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events, but even of chronological dates for some of its 
turning points, the formation of the Greek people itself has 
become a historical event; in the sense that there and then, 
within a given geographical régime, and a limited period of 
time, not only an original but a fresh  attempt was made to 
live, and to live well, in those geographical surroundings, 
in  a new kind of society; with a type of culture; and (in some 
degree) by a variety of man, which did not exist there before; 
and not only did not exist there before, but, when and where 
it came into being, replaced a civilization, which had existed 
there, and had offered its own remarkable and very different 
solution of the same fundamental problems.

Sixthly, therefore, it will clearly be desirable to test our 
reconstruction of the historical origins of the Greek people, 
by comparing it with the principal outlines of Greek tradi
tional folk-memory. If the two pictures disagree, we must 
endeavor to account for the failure of the Greek people to 
preserve accurate record of their antecedents, and for the 
amazingly vivid substitute which their fancy must in that 
case have created. If, on the other hand, the data of 
research and of tradition tally, we have not only additional 
confirmation of our own reconstruction from a quite inde
pendent quarter, but also unexpected confirmation of the 
historical value of Greek folk-memory, which may serve us 
in the future as a clue to the meaning of observations which 
do not yet explain each other. We may even find reason to 
maintain certain general conclusions as to the circumstances 
in which such folk-memory may be trusted for historical 
information.

Seventhly, granted that we have ascertained the chief 
ingredients in the make-up of the Greek people, and deter
mined the date and mode of their commingling, we have 
still to discover how it came about that from this mixture, 
and in these historical, geographical, and cultural circum
stances, the outcome was such a people as the Greeks of the
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classical period. This will require separate and rather spe
cial examination of some of the more significant changes 
which occurred during the very obscure period which imme
diately preceded the “ great age”  of Greece. We have to 
account both for the collapse and disappearance of the 
brilliant culture of the later Bronze Age, and also for the 
many points of contrast between that culture and the ruder 
state of things which superseded it.

Finally, we have to attempt such an analysis of the 
nascent civilization of historic Greece as will indicate what 
elements it derived from that immediately preceding bar
barism; what (on the other hand) it retained, or recovered, 
from the previous Bronze Age; what (if anything) it acquired 
from contemporary civilizations of the Nearer East; and 
lastly, wherein consisted its own unique contribution, which 
transmuted each and all of such materials and instruments 
into that original creation which is the Greek way of living, 
and of which the living exponents were the Greek people. 
For while we rightly regard Greek culture as the creation 
and gift of the Greeks to mankind, those Greeks themselves 
in each generation were the result and outcome of Greek 
culture, as it had come to be when they inherited it. That 
is the significance of the appeal of Pericles to his country
men, at the climax of their fortunes “ not to hand on dimin
ished” the heritage which had come down to them.17 That 
too is the meaning of the prospect which Jason had opened 
to Medea,18 and Aristotle holds out to each enforced convert 
to the Greek way of living, whom he “ congratulates on 
account of their hope”  to attain the full measure of adult
ness, self-sufficiency, self-mastery, which is the Greek notion 
of freedom.111

I am well aware that some of the conclusions to which 
the evidence now available seems to point, may bring dis
illusionment in regard to traditional beliefs about racial 
solidarity, perhaps even disappointment that aspirations
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warmly cherished must forego sentimental appeal to that 
aspect of a great national past. I would only submit, at 
the outset: (1) that the racial characteristics of the modern 
Greek people are a different and quite separate subject, 
which only concerns us here incidentally and by way of 
historical parallel; (2) that an Englishman, especially when 
addressing an American audience, may perhaps go farther 
without offense, in the way of racial analysis, because he 
knows that his own nation is physically one of the most 
composite and mongrel bodies of people that the world has 
seen; and that nevertheless it has managed to play a part 
in history which is of some significance, if not so brilliant or 
epoch-making as that of the ancient Greeks; (3) that if my 
story has any moral at all— and I am not sure that a scien
tific discourse has any business to have a moral— it is that 
what makes a people effective is unity of corporate aim and 
action, rather than uniformity of individual build; and that 
what gives value to a culture is not its hereditary but its 
contagious quality, its power to influence the course of ideas 
as well as events, to dominate the thoughts and behavior of 
men of other descent and traditions; to annex not territories 
but proselytes, to win men’s souls to a Way, a Truth, and 
a Life.

G e o g r a p h ic a l  P r e s up p os ition s  for H is t o r ic a l  
E n q u i r y

May I next assume, as common ground for any dis
cussion of the characteristics of any people, ancient or 
modern, that the structure, functions, and mode of behavior 
of any natural species or variety of living being emerge 
during a process popularly and I think truly described as a 
“ struggle for existence” : as the outcome, that is, of an effort, 
instinctive in its earlier but not necessarily simpler phases, 
increasingly conscious and rational as it goes on, on the part 
of those individual living things which collectively are such
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a group, not merely to maintain and propagate that kind of 
life, but to make the most of it; in the most comprehensive 
sense, to enjoy life. But all such effort, such struggle for 
existence, takes place in the physical conditions of some 
geographical region— by which I mean a part of the earth’s 
surface characterized by a general uniformity or type of 
interacting forces, which we may describe as geographical 
controls,· configuration of the landscape, succession of the 
seasons, association of edible, useful, or noxious sorts of 
other living things, engaged in similar struggle for existence, 
and for well-being.

Obviously the precise quality and outcome of such a 
struggle for existence depends only partly on the present 
efforts of living individuals, however momentous and irre
vocable the consequences of each successive effort on their 
Part. It depends also partly on the nature and austerity 
° f  the regional control; and partly on the direction already 
taken in the immediate past, and this in turn on the direction 
in the remoter past, by the efforts of previous individuals, 
and the good fortune which has permitted the survival of 
those among them whom, in view only of the fact of their 
survival, we describe provisionally as the “ fittest”  under 
the given circumstances.

G e o g r a p h ic a l  D is t r ib u t io n  of G r e e k  P eoples

Now we shall see that both in ancient and in modern 
times the Greek people, like all other peoples and races o f 
tnan, has had a fairly definite geographical distribution. In 
ancient times, especially, its distribution was very clearly 
limited to a peculiar kind of community, which the Greeks 
called polis and we clumsily translate as a “ city-state.”  
And these Greek city-states are recognizable, by their geo
graphical distribution, either as colonies, straying along 
certain avenues of propagation where the conditions for such 
ife were favorable—just as cultivated plants are found to
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stray and propagate themselves in favorable nooks of wild 
country beyond the garden to which they belong; or else 
as the characteristic and normal type of human com
munity within a comparatively small region which we may 
provisionally describe as the cradle-land of the Greek 
peoples and of the city-state type of community.

That area of colonial expansion, over which Greek city- 
states became established in a period of about two cen
turies, from about 750 B.C. to 550 B.C., covers a large part 
of the coast of the Mediterranean region, from the mouth 
of the Ebro to Cyprus and Cilicia; from Cyrene on the 
north coast of Africa, to Marseilles, Naples, Odessa, Kertch, 
and Batum along the sea front of all Europe and the Cau
casus. From the historical memories of the people of these 
colonies we know, in most cases precisely, the name and 
position of their metropolis, their mother-city or place of 
origin; and these mother-cities all lie within certain regions 
around the Greek archipelago, which is therefore in a general 
sense the cradle-land for which we are looking. Only after 
a very significant pause of about two centuries more, from 
550 to 330 B.C., did the conquest of Persia by Alexander 
of Macedon throw open a vast continental area to Greek 
colonization of a rather different kind, which went on inter
mittently until the first centuries of the Roman Empire, 
and was the chief instrument in the spread of the Greek 
language, Greek culture, and (to a certain extent) of Greek 
blood, from Philippopolis and Adrianopolis in southeastern 
Europe, temporarily to Bokhara and Candahar, and more 
permanently to the Euphrates and the boundaries o f 
Armenia. Many of these inland communities preserved 
their Greekness in essentials until the Great War and the 
massacres and expulsions which were allowed to happen after 
it was nominally won; and a few of the smaller islands of the 
Archipelago are still governed under constitutions which are 
historically continuous with those of their city-states.[ xxxvi ]
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From the period of colonization onward, the fortunes of 
the Greek people are a matter of history. They will only 
concern us here in so far as we may have to supplement the 
rather scanty evidence for what was going on in earlier 
periods by illustrations o f similar processes in operation later.

But before entering on the examination of that earlier 
evidence, it will be well to take stock, if only in a very ele
mentary way, o f the natural history, the physical surround
ings, the geographical controls, of the cradle-land region 
within which the Greeks came into being at all; in the 
struggle to exploit and enjoy which they became themselves 
Greek, in the sense in which they are so in subsequent 
history.

[xxirii]



CHAPTER I

C o m m o n  A b o d e : E v id e n c e  from  R e g io n a l  
E n v ir o n m e n t

The Mediterranean region— that is to say the “ great 
lakes” of the Old World and the lands which surround 
them—has an obvious but superficial likeness to the lake 
region of North America. But these regions differ pro
foundly both in structure and in geographical configuration. 
Whereas the New World lake-land is itself comparatively 
featureless— a group of mere pools on an ice-worn and 
debris-strewn lowland— and is separated from the Atlantic 
seaboard of the continent by the Appalachian mountain 
zone, running roughly parallel with the coast and broken 
only by the long gorge of the Saint Lawrence and by the 
land avenue of the Hudson and Mohawk valleys, the 
Mediterranean region, in the geographer’s use of the term, 
ls traversed diagonally by a complex system of up-folded 
and contorted mountains; first, the Pyrenees and the Atlas 
ranges, then the Alps and Apennines, then the sinuous 
Carpathian and Balkan ridge, continued (after an interval) 
ln the Crimea and the Caucasus, and escorted to the south
ward by the convex Dinaric arc east of the Adriatic and 
south of the Greek Archipelago, and by the Tauric arc 
from the south coast of Asia Minor to Armenia; whence the 
ranges of northern and southwestern Persia diverge again 
to enclose plateaus similar to those of Asia Minor and cen
tral Spain, but on a far larger scale and in a climate too dry 
to maintain as a lake-land their salt-strewn desert heart.

With this transverse Mountain-zone, the principal basins 
of the lake-land are related in very different ways. The 
Western Mediterranean lies wholly embraced by its folded 
ranges, with steep coasts formed by their foothills. Here
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therefore it was possible for a Carthaginian empire on the 
African shore to confront the Greek settlements spread from 
Sicily and South Italy to Provence and the mouth of the 
Ebro, and eventually to come to mortal combat with the 
Roman masters of its European coasts. The Black Sea and 
the Caspian lie partly within, partly outside the highland, 
and owe much of their historical interest to the fact that 
their northern waters merely overflow sections of the great 
northern flat-land, the Eurasian steppe. The Eastern 
Mediterranean lies wholly outside the Mountain-zone, and, 
conversely, though the Phoenician cities along its abrupt 
east coast found their own “ new world”  among the coast
ward spurs of the Atlas ranges which limit this basin on the 
west, there was no rival culture on the long featureless 
foreshore of Libya to challenge the spread of the Greeks 
along the mountainous northern shores, and their eventual 
domination of the Tripolis as well as of Cyrene.

T h e  Æ g e a n  D ep r e ssio n

But whereas all these greater basins, and also the long 
trough of the Adriatic, sunk between the rear flank of the 
Apennines and the steep forefront of Dalmatia and Albania, 
have been shaped by earth-movements of thrust and wrench, 
the Greek Archipelago, like the long rift of the Red Sea, 
results mainly from subsequent relaxation, fracture, and 
collapse. In the Red Sea, this effected only the severance 
o f the Arabian slab from the main continental pavement of 
Africa, and the slight tilting o f this slab, as a whole, away 
from the Mediterranean, so that it slopes from its high edge 
in the Lebanon and the Palestinian moorland, into the 
waterlogged pool which is the Persian Gulf. But in the 
region which was to become the cradle and nursery of the 
Greeks, it is the Mountain-zone itself which has been shat
tered, dislocated, and let down for about half its total 
height. The submergence is deepest in the south where the
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mountains o f Crete, Carpathos, and Rhodes are all that 
remains of the marginal ridges, and the plateau next west 
of those of Asia Minor lie below some seven thousand feet 
of sea. Farther north, the Cycladic islands, emerging round 
the greater peaks of Naxos and Paros, outline rather more 
clearly another sunken range which reaches the surface in 
Euboea and Attica westward and in Samos and the promon
tory of Mycale on the coast of Asia Minor; dividing the 
whole Ægean depression into a “ Cretan”  and a “ Thracian 
sea. Farther north again, the submergence is not so great; 
the Thessalian Olympus rises to ten thousand feet, and its 
Mysian brother to nearly eight, against eight thousand in 
Cretan Ida, and peaks of less than seven thousand in Rhodes 
and the Morea. Finally, the Sea o f Marmora is another 
lake-land, connecting the Æigean with the Pontic basin 
through the flooded river-valley of the Dardanelles, and 
that outworn Niagara, the Bosporus gorge. Neither of these 
channels is wide or swift enough to be impassable, and conse
quently the continental masses of Asia Minor, and that 
“ Europa Minor”  which politicians persist in calling the 
Balkan Peninsula, are here joined by an easy causeway, 
which has been the path of many peoples, as we shall see, 
and in both directions.

But though the shattered highland rises rather suddenly 
above sea level along the steep coast of western Thrace, and 
repeats its promontory outlines in Mount Athos and the 
Chalcidic foreshore of Macedonia, it retains its cross-frac
tured and collapsed configuration as far north as the Danube 
valley, in a meshwork of steep ridges with a number of 
W e r  plateau between them. These, like Thessaly and the 
heart o f Asia Minor, are only saved from being lake-land 
by the subsequent sculpture of deep drainage channels; some 
discharging the rainfall into the Ægean; some through the 
Balkan range into the lower Danube, opening narrow but 
quite passable avenues into the highland, from the Rou-
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manian lobe of the great steppe; some again running north
westward into the middle Danube, and accentuating the 
facility of access offered by the corridor of broken land 
between the rugged Albanian mountains and the steep 
Carpathian-Balkan range, for intercourse between the 
Ægean and the Hungarian plain.

In the Ægean then we have a natural region of very 
unusual type. It is not a mere foreshore and continuation 
either of Asia Minor or of southeastern Europe, however 
gradually the highland structure of both sinks downward 
into it. Nor is it, like the Adriatic, a mere gulf of the eastern 
Mediterranean, for it is not open water but island-strewn, 
interrupted by long promontories, and screened from the 
“ great surge of the sea”  to the south by the long breakwater 
o f Crete. Still less is it an open strait for passage between 
the Mediterranean and the Black Sea; the communication 
through the Marmara region is precarious, almost accidental. 
It is on the other hand a coherent and well characterized 
region, with peculiar land-forms, climate, and human régime; 
a highland, deeply sculptured into peaks and gorges, and 
then half-submerged, so that all terrestrial activities are re
stricted to its most rugged districts, while the broad lowlands 
lie drowned, down its gulfs, and consequently all human 
enterprises are restricted to minute isolated patches of softer 
rock and alluvial débris, scattered like oases within a desert 
of rugged rock. And this desert is all the more barren be
cause much of the surface is limestone, soluble and porous, 
so that much o f the rainfall is lost at once in swallow-holes 
and reaches sea level underground, or emerges in coast 
swamps like that of Lerna.

The effects of these principal characteristics of the struc
ture o f Greek lands, on the fortunes o f all human societies 
which occupy them, are obvious. In the first place, the 
habitable areas o f a mountain region of this kind are uni
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formly small, mostly enclosed valleys or heads o f gulfs, 
half-submerged, half-choked with cultivable silt. They are 
also isolated from each other by rugged and inhospitable 
uplands; intercourse between their occupants is restricted, 
and local differentiation inevitable.

On the other hand, such traffic as is attempted is con
centrated along a few well-defined routes through mountain 
passes, and under these circumstances any community which 
has the good fortune to command, in a military sense, the 
access to such a pass is clearly in a very strong position not 
°nly for controlling intercourse between its neighbors on 
either side, but for making their commerce a source of great 
profit to itself. This is perhaps most clearly seen in the 
Medieval principalities established in Greece by Frankish 
and other West European invaders1: perhaps also in the 
fortified settlements of Minoan exploiters of the Greek main
land, especially at Mycenae, which commands the passes 
leading from the plain of Argos and Tiryns to the northern 
foreshores on either side o f the Isthmus o f Corinth. The 
acropolis of Athens similarly commands all routes inland 
r°m the hospitable open beach at Phalerum; and Orcho- 

J^enus, the convergent roads into northern and western 
reece from the Isthmus, Attica, and the Euboean channel. 

„ æ while land communications, even along the coast, are so 
imcult, the sea is ubiquitous, running up the long drowned 

valleys far into the hill-country, or filling open roadsteads 
with shingle beaches where small vessels may be drawn up 
° n shore. Whenever the seas are safe, the settlements spread 

own to the water’s edge from under the shelter of the old 
dl fort; but when there is anarchy, and pirates are every

where, they shrink away to a safe distance up the hillside, 
ahd sometimes stay there long after security returns, if the 
resources of the countryside are adequate. Here is a nursery 

r navigators; an archipelago where many similar commun
i e s  may sharpen their wits on each other’s needs, and
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develop competitive arts and industries according to their 
special resources. And these vary greatly, in a region so 
complicated in its geological structure; marble here, emery 
there, obsidian, pumice, trachyte, and basalt for millstones 
elsewhere, besides occasional veins of metallic ores. Some 
o f the non-metallic minerals, such as the obsidian of Melos, 
a natural glass, flaking keen as a razor, perhaps also the 
emery of Naxos, for grinding and polishing, were already 
being exploited in the Stone Age.’ Moreover, whereas 
Europe north and west of the Mountain-zone is for the most 
part ice-worn, like the corresponding regions of North 
America, and has its lowlands smothered either by its own 
ice-borne débris, or by wind-driven loess-dust derived there
from, the Mediterranean’s “ pluvial”  equivalent of our “ gla
cial”  age stripped it o f superficial deposits of all kinds, except 
where the forest belt, which gradually enveloped it from the 
southeast and southwest, as the climate became milder, 
formed and precariously conserved its own vegetable mold. 
We have to picture the primitive Ægean— before man began 
to devastate it and the highlands which enclose it, and as we 
still see it in the less exploited and better watered regions— 
as densely forested from snow-line almost to sea level, 
where alluvial fenlands were beginning to choke the gulf- 
heads; and we have also to attribute mainly to human 
agency, and most o f all to man’s worst servant, the omni
vorous goat, the general deforestation which had begun 
before the great days of Greece in the more densely popu
lated regions, and has replaced trees by evergreen scrub 
almost everywhere between classical times and our own. 
In the Bronze-Age “ palaces”  o f Crete, the diameters of 
beams o f the native cypress range up to sixteen inches’ : 
now, only in the remotest highlands are there stunted and 
scattered remnants o f such timber-trees at all.

To the steep gradients— and consequent close associa
tion, on the same valley side, o f alpine pasture, timber belt,
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scrub-land, arable and fenland, with fisheries and sponge- 
grounds where the same slope passes below sea level— is 
due the characteristic and unusual combination of food- 
quests which is the economic foundation of all human 
societies in Greek lands. Pasture for sheep and goats uphill, 
and for horned cattle in fenland and reed-brake behind the 
beach, grain crops and vineyards on the valley bottom, 
rising, on the recent marls and pluvial débris o f the foothills, 
to terrace cultivation o f deep-rooted evergreen like the olive 
and carob, and soft-fruited trees— vine, fig, mulberry, and 
the like— on the steeper slopes wherever there is enough 
moisture in the subsoil. This combination of food-quests, 
characteristic o f the Ægean, is not however by any means, 
confined to it.

M e d i t e r r a n e a n  C l im a t e

It is indeed remarkable how uniform is the plant-covering 
of Mediterranean lands, over more than two thousand miles 
from east to west. The reason for this is the marked uni
formity of the climate, and the characteristic sequence of 
lts seasons. And these peculiarities in turn result partly 
mom the geographical position of the whole region, partly 
rom the fact that it is large enough and sufficiently coherent 

to have a type of weather of its own.
If this section of the earth’s surface were all sea, like 

the Atlantic Ocean west of it, the northeast trade-winds 
would blow all the year round, whereas actually they are 
only perceptible as one factor in the “ etesian wind”  o f the 
navigator’s summer. If it were all land, like the Persian 
plateau, which long ago was part of it, it would have the 
intense winter cold with out-draught, and summer heat with 
in-draught, which characterizes all continental regions; and 
the summer in-draught of Arabia and Saharan Africa is the 
Principal factor which transforms the Atlantic trade-wind 
into the “ etesian wind”  o f the Mediterranean.
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But the Mediterranean is actually a lake region, deeply 
imbedded among continental land masses, and intersected 
by plateaus and ranges lofty enough to catch winter snow 
and much summer rain. Its volume of water is large enough 
to maintain an almost constant temperature; it consequently 
serves as a gigantic hot-water-apparatus in winter, and in 
summer as a refrigerator, for its coast-lands, which have 
accordingly a far more uniform temperature than would 
otherwise accord with their inland situation. Its winter 
régime moreover is determined by the warm moist currents 
of air eddying off the water surface along the maritime dis
tricts; discharging rain and snow on the coast ranges, but 
alternating these cyclonic storms with frequent spells of the 
bright sunshine which has made the fortune of Mediterranean 
health resorts.

In the West Mediterranean, which is nearer to the 
Atlantic, this rainy winter lasts longer than farther east: 
in Pontus too, which is far enough north to be affected by 
the rain-bearing “ westerlies,”  it lasts longer than in the 
Levant. Most typical of Mediterranean conditions, on the 
other hand, is the climate of the South Ægean, and the 
converging coasts of Greece, Italy, and Sicily, as far north 
as the strait of Otranto; and even farther north than this, 
the water temperature of the Adriatic Gulf reinforces the 
effects of the Tyrrhenian Sea, and spreads truly “ Mediter
ranean”  weather over Italy up to the Apennines. No wonder 
that Herodotus characterizes the Greeks of Ionia as enjoying 
a climate which for him was ideal just because it was a mean 
between extremes. “ They chance to have set their cities 
in the fairest spot of all men we know, for sky and seasons. 
For neither do the districts up-country do the same as 
Ionia, nor those to seaward, nor those to the east or to the 
west: some oppressed by cold and wet, others by heat and 
drought.” 4
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Once again we must take note of the effect of these high 
ridges everywhere, in furnishing the valleys and plains with 
deep alluvial soil, and also with a far more copious supply 
of water locally than the climatic average would lead us to 
expect. This effect is strongest in Greek lands, where the 
clear air makes radiation rapid, and causes not only mist 
and rain on the high grounds far on into the dry summer 
season, but also copious dews at morning and evening 
nearly all the year round. Thus while the best and richest 
land is almost invariably near sea level, lining and choking 
the heads of land-locked gulfs and half-submerged valleys, 
especially since the devastation of the highland forests; the 
higher ground also, barren and rain-swept as it usually is, 
is yet able to maintain, in many places, a sufficiently con
tinuous covering of dry and hardy shrubs and bushes to 
furnish pasture for goats, and livelihood for shepherd folk, 
almost up to the snow-line.

But though there are local variations, the “ Mediter
ranean”  type of climate is found almost universally through
out the coast-lands, and sometimes also for considerable 
distances inland, as in Ionia, and still more markedly in 
North Syria as far east as the Euphrates. Its distribution is 
graphically illustrated by that of the cultivated olive, sup
plemented by the modern acclimatization of orange and 
lemon from southeastern Asia.

The sequence of “ Mediterranean”  seasons may best be 
described in terms o f their divergence from the trade-wind 
and monsoon types with which we began by contrasting 
them. In autumn, the strong, steady, cool but dry north 
w>nd fails gradually as Sahara begins to cool; the westerlies 
shift southward over Europe, and the store o f summer 
warmth in the Mediterranean water sets up moist atmos
pheric eddies, which bring the first clouds over the mountains 
a°d  into morning and evening sky. About the equinox, long
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calms and misty weather are succeeded by the early rains; 
but the same water-warmth postpones the onset of winter 
till November, when you may still bathe safely; though 
spring bathing is perilous till June. The rainy season lasts 
till April, its cyclones seldom lasting as long as a week, and 
allowing brilliant days betweenwhiles. There are snowfalls 
occasionally and locally in January and February, and longer 
spells of sunny, dry weather, as the north wind begins again. 
The “ latter rain”  of April and early May is precarious; on 
the other hand, there may be disastrous hailstorms, with 
thunder, far on into the growing season. But by May the 
cyclones become rarer and less violent, though in the 
western basin “ black Auster”  may loom up from the south
west, sultry and rain-laden, as late as June. By this time, 
however, even the dews diminish, except on the African 
shore where the north wind is sea-borne as well as cool. 
The Pontic shore of Asia Minor owes its copious summer 
rains to similar but in tenser conditions, for here the north 
wind comes from wide water to high land, and sheds its 
moisture before swooping down dry and gusty onto the 
central plateau.

M e d it e r r a n e a n  V e g e t a t io n

With this distribution of soils and climates in mind, it is 
easy to recognize and interpret the main varieties of Med
iterranean vegetation. Limiting conditions, in Herodotean 
phrase, are on the one hand African and Arabian desert, too 
“ hot and dry”  for anything to grow without a supply of 
water from artesian springs, or perennial rivers traversing 
the dry belt. Where the minimum temperature is high 
enough, this is the zone of palms, and there is one small 
district on the sheltered .south side of Crete where the date 
palm grows wild, perpetuating itself. Short of utter desert, 
there is the “ hot steppe” with sparse evergreen shrubs 
heavily armed by spines and bitterness against camel, ass, 
and goat. But where rainfall rises above an annual average
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of about ten inches, and the greater part o f that moisture 
comes in the cool winter, evergreen scrub not only becomes 
denser and deeper, but is supplemented by three other types 
of plant; bulbs and corms, like the dreary ubiquitous aspho
del, which sleep through the heat; winter-growing annuals 
with their brilliant spring flowers fading early to become 
“ dust before the wind,”  leaving only hard dry seeds to 
sleep till autumn rain wakes them; and grasses, propagated 
both by seed and by creeping roots, ranging from mere 
herbage to those “ nobler grasses”  which bear nutritious 
“ grain,”  and include wild oats, wild barley, and wild wheat, 
ancestral to the cultivated “ cereals.”

At about twenty-five inches o f rainfall, and again with 
the proviso that most of the moisture comes in the cooler 
season, deciduous shrubs, and trees bearing soft fruit or 
nuts, begin to compete with aromatic evergreens, and perma
nent pasture covers the deeper soil and smothers the drought- 
loving bulbs and annuals. With the appearance of snow—  
still more, o f prolonged frost— the conifers gain rapidly on 
the deciduous trees; and by their dense foliage overlay the 
turf and other undergrowth.5 And at last, in the coldest, 
Wettest, and bleakest situations, alpine pasture and sessile 
evergreens among the peaks, and “ cold steppe”  with dwarf 
birch and short-lived summer-flowering annuals, outlast 
even the pines; to fade out in their turn among rock débris 
and frozen mud respectively. Of all this sequence, from heat 
to cold intolerable, every phase is to be found in some part 
or other of the Mediterranean ; snow-flecked rock with lichens 
and mosses on the summits of Ida, Parnassus, and Olympus; 
sand desert within sound o f the surf, around the Greater
Quicksands.

Plant distribution, depending here as elsewhere directly 
0n light, heat, and moisture, changes as the supply of these 
changes, with altitude, aspect, and exposure to winds; and 
varies also in detail with the quality o f the soil, the presence
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or absence of lime, potash, and other mineral matters. It 
has been terribly modified, too, by the devastations of man, 
and man’s disastrous satellite, the goat; indeed the present 
immense extent of the most characteristic of Mediterranean 
plant associations, the maquis or evergreen scrub, is very 
likely due to this devastation mainly, in classical times and 
later.

It is in this evergreen scrub, however, which most closely 
accords with the climatic régime of the region, that Mediter
ranean man is most completely at home, and from it that 
he has won his most notable auxiliaries. It has few large 
or dangerous animals; wild goat and wild sheep are in their 
own element here; and some of its most characteristic shrubs 
and evergreen trees, such as olive and carob, and other deep- 
rooted trees with summer fruits, like the vine and the fig, 
have been improved into valuable orchard-stock. Many of 
the bulbs are edible, “ the leeks, the garlics, and the onions”  
which Israel remembered with the “ fleshpots of Egypt” ; 
many of the dry tough-leaved scrub plants themselves are 
aromatic— thyme, sage, rosemary, lavender, bay, myrtle— ; 
the gourd-bearing cucumbers and water-melons belong to 
the margin between scrub and fen; apple, cherry, and plum, 
walnut and Spanish chestnut, to the outskirts of deciduous 
forest; and the “ cereal”  grasses, to the desert margin.

E conom ic  E ffects of  Æ g e a n  R é g im e

Combining these indigenous resources, improving their 
quality by selection of the best strains, or by grafting more 
edible varieties on hardy local stocks, and adding, in time, 
oxen and horses— both however rather as sources of power 
than of meat or even milk products, for which sheep and goat suffice—man has achieved a food-quest® and therewith an 
elementary exploitation of this Mediterranean régime which 
limits him, indeed, rather strictly by some of its more special 
features, such as the habitual use of oil and wine, but for the
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same reason has enabled him to extend his settlements over 
very widespread regions, just because this Mediterranean 
plant-régime is as widely and uniformly distributed as is the 
climate which determines its composition. So closely ad
justed is this elementary regime to the geographical condi
tions, that very little change can be detected in it, from the 
farback moments when ox and horse were introduced as 
sources of power, for ploughing and transport respectively, 
and when the knowledge of navigation made it possible for 
ftian to extend his exploitation to the Cyclades and Crete, 
down to the present day. Even steam transport has only 
renewed and intensified that competition between home
grown and imported cereals which was established long ago 
by Pontic, Sicilian, and Alexandrian corn-ships, and has led 
once again to that intensive cultivation of the same indige
nous tree-crops, olive, vine, fig, as in the days of Solon; 
the destination of this produce, as of those later arrivals, 
orange, lemon, carob, tobacco, cotton, being now, as in the 
days of Herodotus, lands lying within reach of the culture 
of the Mediterranean, but beyond its climatic region, and 
either too dry, like Egypt, or too cold, like Scythia, to 
produce these foodstuffs for themselves.

And not only have modes of competition and specializa
tion been identical in classical and in modern times, and in 
the medieval periods when Constantinople, Alexandria, 
Venice, and Genoa were insatiate consumers, or at all events 
purchasers, of Mediterranean produce. Ih e  same process 
and some o f the same results are already recognizable within 
the Minoan exploitation which preceded the Hellenic. 
Staple produce of Cnossus and its dependencies was cer- 
tainly olive oil, perhaps also wine, though the evidence for 
the latter is not so clear; and the distribution of Minoan 
settlements outside their Ægean home land, so far as it is 
*uade out at present, presents some notable analogies, cspe- 
cially in the west, with that of the Greek colonies, five cen-
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turies later; though it did not go so far afield as they. It is 
not possible yet to be sure whether Cnossus or other Minoan 
centers imported cereals, as Athens and Corinth did, still 
less to determine where those crops were grown. Probably 
the trade with Egypt in articles of luxury and craftsmanship 
is but a symptom of far more voluminous dealings in con
sumable necessaries.

One other series of settlements, and enhancement of 
human control over regional resources, must be noted briefly 
here. Even the Hellenic polis, intimately adapted as it was 
to what we have found to be the most typically Mediter
ranean conditions, did not complete its exploitation of them. 
This was in part due, as has been hinted already, to fateful 
collision with a powerful alien organization, the Persian 
Empire foreclosing all eastern shores; partly to the rivalry 
of similarly constructed societies, the Punic and Etruscan 
cities. But in part also it may be ascribed to the difficulties 
encountered by the citizens of a polis in exercising that direct 
personal control over their public affairs which was char
acteristic of these states, under climatic conditions differing, 
even so slightly as those of Italy, Provence, and Spain, from 
those of the eastern Mediterranean. The sudden halt of 
Greek colonization just within the entrance of the Adriatic 
is an instance of this correlation of pluvial and political 
régime. Another is the lack of Greek settlements on the 
Pontic coast of the Caucasus.

It is all the more notable therefore that the type of 
community which eventually took up the task that had 
been found too difficult for the colonizing Greeks, and became 
the standard instrument for the spread of Mediterranean— 
and, in essentials, of Hellenic civilization— to the Atlantic 
seaboard and far into the middle and lower basins of the 
Danube, differs politically from its precursor precisely in 
this point, that its public affairs were administered not by 
a mass-meeting, or by any general assembly of a privileged
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class, but by an executive of officials and professional public 
servants, supplemented at most by a town council of very 
moderate size; and differs in its distribution, in that it occu
pies regions with an annual rainfall, and a liability to rain
storms at almost any season of the year, which made any 
kind of direct government impracticable. Such squalls ex
plain the political influence, even so far south as Latium, of 
any “ clerk of the weather”  who could opportunely “ see light- 
ning and bring public business to a standstill.

Restricted thus to settlements of small dimensions, in 
isolated areas of exploitation, with mainly sea-borne inter
course, the Greek cradle-land has always been liable to over
crowding, and consequently to spasms of emigration. These 
movements have been in two main directions: from the 
austerer highlands of the interior into the maritime districts, 
more especially in periods of colder and wetter climate, 
when the grain crops, always precarious there, are most 
. ble to fail; and from the coast plains, coastwise, as far as 

similar conditions of life were found to prevail. And we 
ave already noted how so large a body of water as the lake 

region, and especially the eastern Mediterranean, contains 
distributed a very uniform climate, for a few miles back 
r°m the shore, over some two thousand miles of coast, 
ctween the lowland of Philistia and the Atlantic strait, 

and from the Riviera to Tunis. Even the North Ægean, 
£i°re deeply land-locked between large continental masses, 

as this maritime climate in essentials, and the spread of 
reek settlements throughout the Marmara region, and far 

a ong the shores of the Black Sea, results from the same 
moderating effect of that lake basin, notwithstanding its 
tdore northerly latitude. It is indeed only where exceptional 
rainfall, due to the drift of Mediterranean moisture onto 
steep, lofty coast ranges, made the open-air habits o f Greek 
1 e and direct self-government by mass-meeting imprac- 
mable, that there are Greekless regions; east of the Adriatic, 
0r example, and on parts of the south coast o f Asia Minor.
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L ocal  V a r ia n t s  a n d  M a r g in a l  R e g ion s

It will be evident from the structure of the country, and 
especially from its altitudes, that there is progressive re
placement, northwestward as well as uphill, of evergreen 
scrub by live oak, boxwood, laurel, and of these by decidu
ous oak, chestnut, and walnut. A hay crop is cut now as far 
south as Macedonia, but not in Thessaly; sloe gin and cherry 
brandy, which keep out cold as well as wet, replace brandy 
and mulberry spirit very near the boundary between Slav 
speech and Greek. To the northeast, on the other hand, and 
especially in Thrace, where the land is lower (apart from 
Mount Rhodope), the climate is more continental, and there 
is wide prairie round Adrianople, and much of the Deli- 
orman, the “ Mad W ood”  between this and the Black Sea is 
the blasted heath that its name implies. The Marmara 
region too is bleak open country far into the foothills of 
Ida and Mysian Olympus. South of these wind-screens, 
warmth, moisture, and fertility increase, and the great open 
valleys of Lydia, and still more the Ionian section of the 
coast, had the pick of the world’s climates and soils, as 
Herodotus knew.7 During classical times, and since, the 
denuded earth from what was forested highland has de
ranged the rivers and thrown their mouths forward ten or 
twelve miles in malarious delta-fens. But south of the Mae- 
ander valley, patches of forest are left even now, and a large 
“ wood-cutter” population, the Tachtajis, secluded, exclu
sive, and primitive, pursues its craft all over Lycia. The 
southern half of Rhodes, too, has much woodland still.

These are but glimpses of an ancient world, sadly frayed 
and scarred by man’s long use, still more by flagrant abuse 
of it, in his worst fits o f self-seeking. Whether Greek lands 
can ever recover, until another deluge clothes them with 
fresh sediment, and “ all things are made new”  as the 
ancients dreamed, is uncertain, though fifty years of sane 
forestry in Cyprus, and five of mere goatlessness in a small
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“ proclaimed”  district o f Leros, give unforeseen encourage
ment.8 And this devastation had begun early. In Attica it 
was widespread in the fourth century,* when Plato graph
ically compared the country to a decayed carcass “ with the 
bones sticking out through the skin.”  The parable o f the 
sower, with its “ stony ground”  side by side with “ thorns”  
and “ good soil,”  illustrates the same state of things in 
Palestine.

P e r io d ic  V a r ia t io n s  o f  C lim a t e

Under favorable circumstances, terrace cultivation ex
tends the fertile area, and as long as this expansion is main
tained, population grows commensurately, producing at first 
all things needful in every district, but later increasing the 
value of the yield by concentration on the most remunerative 
crops; oil or wine in the sheltered valley states, and grain 
crops especially in the remoter colonies on flat-land fore
shores; the surplus of the home crops being exchanged for 
what is lacking here but grown abundantly elsewhere. 
Athena’s gift o f the olive tree was indeed ‘ the best gift 
for Attica; but Metapontum set Demeter’s corn-ear, and 
Locri its barleycorn, on its coins as the city s badge. In a 
few states, Poseidon’s gift of the horse made it possible to 
exploit ranch land, too dry for grain crops, at Argos, in 
Boeotia and Thessaly, and at Tarentum; and this too is 
reflected in the coin-types, though later only in memory of 
°ld times. More commonly we have the bull, or the cow- 
and-calf, for these can graze in hillier and shrubbier ground, 
and need less space for exercise. When conditions are at 
their best, olives, cow’s milk, and sheep-butter reduce the 
demand for goat-cheese, and the importance as well as the 
range o f the goat-keepers. In Homer’s Ithaca, the faithful 
servant was the swineherd, the goatherd was the villain of 
the story, and we infer “ optimum climate”  for the Heroic 
Age, at all events in western Greece; Laertes, too, was 
pruning pears that he had planted for the boy Odysseus;
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and Penelope’s tears were "like the thaw, after snow on a 
west wind.” 10 The offset to such conditions in the lowlands 
and coast districts was that the high pastures were snow- 
swept and the uplands uncultivable. The Phaeacians, for 
example, had come down to a new site at sea level in the 
days of the father of Alcinous.11 Here they grew all kinds 
of fruit trees under irrigation; but the "up country”  that 
they had left, like some of the coast ranges, was haunted 
by their old neighbors the “ round-eyed”  folk; pastoral at 
best, but unsocial cave-dwellers, with neither crops, vine
yards, nor manners: for a Cyclops would turn cannibal on 
small provocation, and was an ill carrier of good liquor. 
There was obviously a risk too, lest better men than the 
Cyclops folk should be drowned out of the hills, at a climax 
o f rainfall, just as the grassland folk are driven by drought 
into better-watered countries; a point which must be kept 
in mind when we consider alternative causes for immigration 
into Greek lands.12

But the Mediterranean is not always at a climax o f 
fertility; nor are the surrounding regions. And when fer
tility has declined, overpopulation ensues, and migration to 
relieve this; resulting in oversea colonization by the people 
already there, and invasion overland from without; the 
Cimmerian inroads of the seventh century B.C., during the 
great colonization, are an example. At the worst, under 
either peril, irrigation is impracticable, cultivation shrinks 
downhill, anti-social shepherds and goatherds range with 
less restriction, reducing woodland and fruit land alike to 
the “ thorns” and "stony ground” of the parable. In modern 
Greece, the limit of olive culture lies very close to the range 
o f the nomad Vlachs; on the other hand, the Serbian pig
keeping, which presumes oak woods, sets a northward as 
well as rainward limit to these and other goatherds, "wild, 
seditious, rambling” like their “ living fields.” 1’
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Su m m a r y  of  F u n d a m e n t a l  E c on om ic  R e l a t io n s  

These, then, are the fundamental economic relations 
between Man and Nature, in the Mediterranean, and espe
cially in the Ægean world: geographic controls over every 
solution proposed there to the problem of living well.
To these Ægean society reverts in each successive period o f 
quiescence, acquiring experience and leisure and, through 
observation, experiment, and reflection, attaining to some 
degree of understanding. On these, in periods of greatest 
fertility— that is, of maximum rainfall— societies are built 
op, necessarily of small size, enforcing intimate acquaintance 
between close neighbors of similar descent, breeding, and 
occupations; similar in their political structure, and social 
habits, but infinitely diverse in the local niceties of speech, 
belief, and conduct, and obstinately loyal to local usage. 
Complete preparedness for instant defense against raiders 
was but the necessary outer-guard to sturdy insistent hus
bandry whenever there was any work to do: though nor
mally, while only a barbarian would “ make war in the 
winter,”  only a fool would make it after the enemy had 
gathered his crops. There was a “ time to be silent in 
politics too, among sensible people: the best government 
ever enjoyed by Miletus was that of the quiet men who had 
not only kept their own farms tidy during civil disturbances, 
but had avoided having them raided by the other fellows.14

T h e  Æ g e a n  in  R e l a t io n  w it h  N e ig h b o r in g  R eg io n s

It will be seen at once from the general trend of the 
mountain structure, that the coasts of the Ægean Sea fall 
apart into two distinct groups, standing in quite different 
relations to the regions behind them. On the south, and 
also on the east, Ægean coasts are but a semblance of main
land, a fringing screen of narrow drowned ridges or mere 
Islands. Even at its widest the peninsula which forms the 
modern Greek kingdom can be crossed on foot in three or
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four days. Beyond these islands or peninsulas there lies 
only the open basin of the East Mediterranean, devoid of 
islands, and its farther side is the only really inhospitable 
shore in the whole lake-land, the northern coast of Africa, 
from Egypt to Tunis, particularly shrubless and barren, and 
further defended against human approach, from the sea by 
shifting sand banks, and from the land by more stretches of 
sand drifting above water level. Thus the river valleys of 
Crete, and the eastern coasts of Greece, insignificant and 
impracticable as they are, have the further disqualification 
that the paths up them literally lead nowhere, except to 
equally minute downward valleys and strips of coast plain 
fringing the outer face of a broken breakwater.

Contrast, with this, the appearance alike of the eastern 
and the northern shores of the archipelago. Both are the 
frontages of considerable land masses, Asia Minor, and the 
broad trunk of Minor Europe. In both alike, except in 
Thracian Rhodope, the principal highland stands well back 
from the sea front, and its spurs intersect the coast line 
either obliquely, or even at right angles, instead of escorting 
it in parallel fashion as do most of the mountain ranges of 
Greece and Crete. Further, between these spurs of highland, 
both the eastern and the northern shores offer large lowland 
valleys, copiously watered by rivers of considerable length 
and comparatively gentle grade. The valley roads which 
follow the course of the streams are consequently easy to 
ascend, and the passes to which they lead offer no serious 
difficulty to the passage o f caravans or armies. Even 
beyond the watershed the same favorable conditions are 
continued. The headwaters o f the greater rivers of Mace
donia and Thrace interlock, on high open moorlands, with 
those o f considerable tributaries of the Danube, whose upper 
valleys form the prosperous inland regions of Bulgaria and 
Serbia, and prolong the valley roads already mentioned into
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wide, fertile, and habitable regions of southeastern and cen
tral Europe, the Roumanian section of the Danube valley, 
and the great Hungarian plain about its middle course.

Similarly in Asia Minor the passes which stand above 
the headwaters of the Maeander and other Ægean-ward 
streams open out at once on their eastern side upon broad 
moors and grasslands stretching away from the foothills 
of the great marginal ranges of the peninsula. These moors 
and grasslands cover an immense extent o f country in the 
heart of Asia Minor. It is only locally that the water supply 
derived from the inner faces of the surrounding chains is 
insufficient for the maintenance at all events of pasture for 
flocks, and in most districts there is sufficient moisture to 
secure, for their present population, an independent and 
sufficient corn supply. Even in antiquity, when the popu
lation appears to have been much larger, Phrygia had the 
reputation of having corn enough and to spare; in the days 
of Herodotus, this district was “ the richest both in corn 
and in sheep, of all the countries of which I know.” 18 East
ward, then, as well as northward, the Ægean basin adjoins 
great regions of ample natural resources, and great capacity 
for maintaining human population at a fair level of civiliza
tion; it is consequently from the east and from the north that 
Greek lands, in the narrower sense of this Ægean area, have 
been brought into the closest and most vital relations with 
their human neighbors outside.

But the influence which has been exerted by the Asiatic 
neighbors of the Ægean has differed wholly from that of the 
European. The peninsula of Asia Minor, lying as it does like 
a great promontory or pier-head, projecting westward from 
the main land mass of Asia, toward southeastern Europe, 
has from the earliest times served the purpose of a bridge 
of transit by which, first, the post-glacial flora and fauna of 
the Near East, then its indigenous breeds of man, eventually
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the produce, the people, and the ideas of the Eastern Em
pires, could enter both the Greek world of the Ægean, and 
also the younger world of central and northern Europe on 
the flank of which it lay. The function o f the northern 
mainland was different: some few raw materials indeed it 
had to offer, like the tin of the Carpathians and Bohemia, 
and amber from the Baltic coast; but its staple commodity 
was men: slave-men at all times, raided persistently, by 
Greek adventurers for example, to satisfy the clamorous 
labor-hunger o f that ancient world; master-men at rarer 
intervals, when barbaric but unspoiled hordes of northern 
giant-folk poured in upon the weakling southron, and made 
his world their own. And on such occasions, with the men 
came some at least of their craftsmanship, customs, and 
beliefs.

Note further, here, how the Ægean is not only an inti
mate mixture of Mediterranean and highland, and lies in 
close proximity to important prairie flat-lands on the north; 
but also how central its position is in regard to the Mediter
ranean basins as a whole; how it controls great stretches of 
coast-land, and commands also (as we have seen) many ave
nues o f approach from oversea to the highlands, and of 
transit across them. Note again how it commands and 
controls these facilities without serious rival. Since the 
eastern Mediterranean, unlike the western, lies quite clear 
o f the mountain zone, Greece has no rival to fear on the south 
side; no African state to contest its supremacy, as Carthage, 
with somewhat similar geographical advantages in the 
western basin, could and did contest that of Rome. Egypt 
lies entrenched so deeply behind its delta screen, that it very 
rarely aspired to sea-power at all. Cyrene is a mere island, 
washed by sand waves on the south instead of water, but 
insulated none the less, and devoid o f significant background. 
Even Phoenicia, with all its genius for persistent exploita
tion, lay but skin-deep between the surf and the cedars.
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I have dwelt at some length on these purely geographical 
features of the Ægean and its neighborhood, partly to cor
rect, if that be necessary, misconceptions suggested by the 
too limited and special maps of the Greek world which are 
commonly in use: partly because as we are beginning to see, 
the question, who are the Greeks, is at bottom a geographical
problem in which interaction among human agencies has 
been rigidly directed and restricted by non-human factors 
of a peculiar and rather complicated kind.

I n v a s io n  a n d  C o l o n i z a t i o n : T h e ir  R es p e c t iv e  C a u s e s

a n d  E ffects

Now, down to this point, geographical and economic 
considerations have hardly given occasion to raise the ques
tion, what kinds of men inhabited this precarious paradise; 
still less whether, for example, the description of the neigh
bors of the Phaeacians as “ round-eyed” meant more to the 
poet than the distinction between “ nut-eating” and “ meal- 
fed” men, or between men “ who divide their speech” into 
words you can recognize, and those who just “ babble,”  like 
the Carians, or go into battle, as the Trojans did, with the 
screaming of cranes.16

But as there is no question that, whatever may have been 
happening in ancient times or in prehistoric ages, there have 
been notable displacements historically not only of nation
alities and peoples, but even of racial breeds, around and 
within the Greek cradle-land, it becomes evident that we 
must be prepared for such redistributions, and at all events 
for contact and intercourse between people within the Ægean 
region and people on its borders and beyond them. Though 
Greek lands, under Providence, have never ceased to be 
Greek since they first became so— and the fairest and most 
ill-fated of them only ceased to be Greek, after just three
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thousand years, through the catastrophe of 1922— even the 
Greeks themselves made no claim that they had been so 
always.

And as there are various kinds of men, still more various 
have been the modes of life habitual to those who have 
found their way from other regions onto Mediterranean 
coasts; and the distribution o f this or that mode of life and 
type o f culture does not always coincide with that of distinct 
breeds and strains. Further, the barriers set by specialized 
modes of speech— as potent to separate men who do not 
understand each other, as to bind together those who do, 
and share the same inheritance o f ideas and beliefs—do not 
always coincide with the limits either of culture or of race. 
Speaking of the bald-headed Argippaei who dwell on the far 
side of Scythia, and eat plum cake, Herodotus characterizes 
them by a series of such contrasts, as “ snub-nosed and 
long-bearded,”  and in this respect not peculiar, “ speaking 
however a language of their own, yet wearing Scythian dress, 
but making their living off fruit trees” — which of course no 
Scythian could do, for sheer lack of trees on his grassland.17

Yet it is the same Herodotus who first formulated the 
criteria of common nationality, with which we began, in 
terms which modern ethnology hardly needs to amend. 
Common descent, common speech, common beliefs, and 
common culture, are for him the bonds which make a people 
one.18 These are however obviously separate criteria of 
national unity, and must be examined independently, and 
by the scientific method appropriate to each. Common 
descent is a problem o f comparative anatomy; common 
language, o f philology; common beliefs and ritual, of folk
lore and mythology; common customs in daily life, o f 
archaeology, or (where that fails) of the comparative study 
o f archaic institutions. Each o f these enquiries however 
may, and (as I hope to show) does occasionally help one or 
more of the others. But while all contribute to the criticism
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and elucidation of the Greeks’ own folk-memory, it may be 
from that folk-memory itself that some of the most helpful 
clues are to come, for connecting coherently the results of 
these separate researches.

Next, then, after this survey of the geographical scene, 
this remarkable cradle-land of the Greek people, we come 
to the question, what varieties and breeds of men have 
attempted to make themselves at home in it.



CH APTER II

C o m m o n  D e s c e n t : E v id e n c e  fr om  P h y s ic a l  

A n t h r o p o l o g y

From our review of the geographical features of the 
Greek cradle-land it is clear, first, that the Ægean archi
pelago consists of a shattered and foundered section of the 
Alpine-Anatolian Mountain-zone which was once continuous 
highland; then, that it has still a practically continuous con
tinental land-bridge through the Marmara region; but fur
ther, that its subsidence has been sufficient to give free access 
to it by sea, east and west of Crete, from the main East- 
Mediterranean basin, and also to provide land avenues into 
it both from the Roumanian extremity of the Eurasian flat- 
land, and also from the Hungarian plain within the great 
Carpathian arc. It is therefore to be expected that the 
Ægean should have received from time to time contributions 
to its human population from each of these distinct and 
contrasted regions.

And this has in fact been its fate throughout historic 
times. To take only familiar instances: from the highlands 
on the European side have descended in medieval and 
modern times many small bodies of Albanian highlanders, 
very tenacious of their tribal organization, their simple mode 
of life, and their peculiar language. From the interior o f 
Asia Minor have come nomad-pastoral Turkish-speaking 
Moslem folk, interpenetrating the sedentary, agricultural, 
Greek-speaking Christians who continued to occupy much 
of the cultivable lowland from classical times till their exter
mination between 1914 and 1923. By the seaways, Romans 
in classical times, Franks of all sorts in the Crusading period,
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Saracens of Arabia and North Africa, modern Maltese and 
Italians, have infested the coasts and occupied the ports 
with a mixed “ Levantine”  population, from which it is still 
fairly easy to distinguish the purer-bred Greek peasants and 
fishermen of the smaller islands, and the stalwart moun
taineers of Crete. From the Roumanian plain, through the 
small plateaus and “ gateless amphitheaters”  of Thrace and 
Macedonia into the larger lowlands of Thessaly, central 
Greece, and even farther south, the nomad-pastoral Vlachs 
are traceable by their Rouman speech, their migratory (or 
rather, oscillatory) habit, their comparatively slender build, 
fair complexion, and lighter-colored hair and eyes. And 
from the middle Danube have come successive floods of 
Slav-speaking peoples, of various racial types and modes of 
life; some almost purely pastoral and migratory, but the 
majority in close-ordered village-communities of peasant 
cultivators, spreading less rapidly, but no less persistently 
and permanently, by mere natural increase and forward 
propagation of similarly organized groups. Add to these 
the tumultuary establishment in medieval Bulgaria of a 
horde of Finnish-speaking tribes from the woodlands along 
the upper Volga, and the conquest of the whole region by 
originally Mongoloid but utterly cross-bred Turks, in the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, whose direct descendants 
only surrendered their last corn lands and cattle ranches in 
Thessaly and Macedonia after 1918;— the only wonder is 
that it is still possible to trace so clearly, among the modern 
population, elements which are none of the admixtures, 
but continuous in descent, as in language, from the Greeks 
of Byzantine and Hellenic times. Certainly it need not 
surprise us, if we find that the same avenues were open 
earlier still, and contributed their respective contingents to 
the making of a Greek people.
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M o d e r n  E n q u ir y  in t o  A n c ie n t  P h y s ic a l  T yp e s

Direct scientific study even of the modern population 
only began almost within living memory, and it was not till 
Schliemann’s revolutionary discoveries of early settlements 
and tombs, and his lucky finds of a few human remains, 
that it was possible to supplement modern by ancient ma
terial.1 Nicolucci in 1867 was dealing only with casual ob
servations, Beddoe mainly with Greek sailors measured at 
Bristol and Cardiff. Zaborowski in 1881 recorded sixteen 
skulls “ from a Greek tomb in Asia Minor” ; Virchow and 
Weisbach in 1882 described Schliemann’s Trojan indi
viduals, all certainly prehistoric; and Bent in 1884 one skull 
from an early Bronze-Age grave in the island of Antiparos. 
In the same year, 1884, Klon Stephanos published the first 
general survey of ancient and modern material. While he 
regarded the ancient Greeks as essentially of a long-headed 
type like that of South Italy, he detected a distinct broad
headed variety, which he thought to be “ Pelasgian,”  that is 
to say, pre-Hellenic; though he recognized that the heads of 
Greek statues had usually these broader proportions, and 
that this type was predominant among modern Greek
speaking people. But he printed no statistics, either in his 
first essay, or in his all-important note in 1905 on early 
skulls from the Cycladic islands. His large collection o f 
Greek skulls of all periods still lies in Athens, awaiting 
exact description, though several well-qualified travelers 
have recorded their general impressions of its significance.® 

Meanwhile in 1891 von Luschan’s statistical account of 
179 Greeks of Castelorizo and 13 Tachtaji highlanders, all 
from the same district of southwest Asia Minor, demon
strated the coexistence of two distinct types in a single well- 
secluded Greek community, and the identity of the broader-
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headed of these types with the most indigenous section of 
the Moslem and Turkish-speaking population of this part 
of the mainland. He also noted one “ very ancient”  skull, 
of neolithic or early Bronze Age, from a cave at Limyra, of 
the same broad type, which confirmed his conclusion that 
this breed had been long established here: and the observa
tions of Chantre in Cappadocia and Armenia proved this 
type to be characteristic of this Mountain-zone and its 
plateaus at all known periods. Only in the foothills over
looking the Mesopotamian lowland does it give place to a 
long-headed Kurdish type which merges in that of the 
Arabians, ancient and modern. Also in 1891, Neophytos 
published measurements of 180 Greeks from northwest Asia 
Minor, among whom the broader-headed type was pre
dominant; and Virchow in 1893 took occasion of a fresh 
discovery of skulls of the fourth and third centuries at 
Athens to review the whole question of Greek racial types.3

Then theory broke loose, and controversy therewith. 
Sergi, overestimating the value, and still more the continuity 
of the evidence for intervening regions, asserted the identity 
of the long-headed occupants of early graves in South 
Russia with the “ Mediterranean Race,”  of which it was 
his great merit to have shown the extent and coherence 
south of the Mountain-zone: he argued further, that if (as 
Zampa had claimed in 1886) this Mediterranean Race was 
aboriginal in the Ægean, and if it had spread through and 
beyond the Mountain-zone so early as the Russian evidence 
seemed to require, the occupation of the highlands by their 
actually very broad-headed population must be subsequent, 
and might be comparatively recent. This conclusion was 
at the time more tolerable, because the contrast in anatom
ical build between the “ Alpine”  and “ Armenoid”  type, and 
the Mongoloid types, which are also very broad-headed, had 
not yet been realized, nor the total contrast between these 
two breeds in respect of hair, complexion, and other sig-
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nificant characters. Sergi’s general conclusions were ac
cepted by Ripley in 1900, and have been widely popularized 
since.4

Partly relying on Sergi’s work on the “ Mediterranean 
Race,”  but also influenced by Greek literary traditions 
(which had been discussed by Beddoe in 1893) and by far- 
reaching comparisons between certain features of early 
Greek culture and his own bold reconstructions in central 
European archaeology, Ridgeway in 1896 and more volum
inously in 1901 formulated the theory that in the ancient 
Greek people, already generally admitted to be mixed, the 
slighter-built and darker-complexioned “ Mediterranean”  
constituent was the aboriginal folk whom the Greeks de
scribed as “ Pelasgian,”  and that the other was a gigantic 
blond breed, of northern origin, which he described some
times as “ Celtic,”  sometimes as “ Teutonic.”  For the 
“ Alpine” or “ Armenoid”  breed, broad-headed but not 
blond, he had no use, and disputed its very existence in 
Greek lands. How precarious these speculations were, is 
indicated by Ripley’s failure in 1900 to find record of more 
than one hundred ancient Greek skulls at all; and as evidence 
for stature, not a single complete skeleton had yet been 
measured.5

Meanwhile, the discovery that in Crete lay the center 
and origin of the Bronze-Age culture, already revealed by 
Schliemann at Mycenae and Tiryns in peninsular Greece, 
made urgent the examination of the human remains which 
were being found in considerable numbers in tombs of sev
eral early periods. Following closely on the pioneer work 
of Sergi and Boyd Dawkins in 1900, came Duckworth’s 
publication of 87 early Cretan skulls, in 1903, supplemented 
by very copious measurements of living Cretans by Duck
worth and by Hawes from 1905 onward— the latter unfor
tunately not yet published in detail— and later by another 
series of modern Cretans measured by von Luschan in 1913.
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Duckworth also examined a considerable number of skulls 
of various periods in Athenian Museums, and in the collec
tion of Klon Stephanos; and Velde in 1912 published six 
early skulls from Leucas on the west coast of Greece. The

B llliiä l'lli'C 'l Long-Headed brunette 'Mediterranean stocks,and Atlantic offshoots.
E - - - - - - -1 * * * * * *:! Innq-hrndrd blonde’ Northern’ stocks still fa irly  pure.

Broad-headed dark-haired sallow Alpine-Armenoid stocks.
Mixed breeds, Mediterranean + Alpine + Northern,
Mixed breeds, Alpine + Northern * broad-headed and fair.
Mixed breeds, Alpine t  Mediterranean.
Mongoloid Immigrants. C Z ___ H I Among Northern stocks.

Fig. 1.—Principal Human Breeds and Blends of the
M editerranean and A djacent Regions

general significance of the Cretan evidence was discussed by
Myres in 1906, and Mosso in 1907. Lastly Buxton in 1920 
published a considerable series of skulls from tombs of the
Bronze Age in Cyprus, and full measurements of living
adults and children from several villages in the eastern part
of that island.8
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P r in c ip a l  H u m a n  T y p e s  in  A d ja c e n t  R eg io n s

Scanty though the material still is for the study of the 
origins of this Ægean population, there has been sufficient 
general advance in our knowledge of the distribution of 
human varieties over the whole o f this part o f the world, to 
justify some provisional inferences from it. Clearly we 
are concerned with the interrelation of three main breeds, 
established respectively within the Mountain-zone itself, and 
in the wide flat-lands north and south of it; and in view of 
the peculiar geographical structure of the Ægean region, 
and of its subsequent history, we must be prepared to find 
in it, sooner or later, representatives of all three.

T h e  “ M e d it e r r a n e a n ”  T yp e s

All through the southern flat-land, from the Atlantic 
seaboard of Morocco to the foothills of Persia and Armenia, 
the group of closely related types, commonly described as 
the “ Mediterranean”  or “ Brown” race, extends with remark
able uniformity; separated from the Negro types of the 
Equatorial forest region by the broad barrier of the Sahara, 
and strongly contrasted with them in physical character. 
These “ brown”  types are of moderate stature, slight build, 
with small hands and feet; the head is long, narrow, and 
not very high, of oval outline, with oval face and upright 
profile, fairly narrow nose, brows level but not prominent, 
and oblong eye-sockets. The skin is translucent, but tans 
readily in sunlight to a warm brown; the eyes are dark, and 
the hair black, lustrous, and wavy. There is not much hair 
on the body, and the beard, thickest and longest on the chin 
and along the edge of the jaw, fades out low on the cheek: 
even on the upper lip the growth is neither dense nor long. 
Local varieties with lighter brown hair and gray eyes, com
monest in the highlands o f northwest Africa, may be due to 
local conditions, but it must be remembered that the Vandal
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invasions in the fourth century A.D. brought a foreign fair
haired element into this region. Throughout this “ brown”  
race, however, children are often less dark-haired than 
adults, and infants are sometimes very fair. I f  the hair is 
neglected or weather-beaten, it fades to a pale brown like 
old straw.

East of the Mediterranean these “ brown”  types extend 
as far as the foothills of the Mountain-zone, and occasionally 
among them: on the other hand, they have failed to estab
lish themselves in the strip of high ground between the 
Jordan valley and the sea. In the West Mediterranean, 
there is easy access to the European shores at Gibraltar, 
and between Tunis and Sicily, where the Maltese islands are 
the remnant of a causeway which was nearly if not quite 
continuous in very recent geological periods. Consequently 
a population of North African origin is found occupying 
Italy up to the foothills of the Alps in the Later Stone Age: 
in Spain, and along the Atlantic seaboard, similar types 
spread widely as far as the British Isles. Greek colonists 
in the West Mediterranean recognized close affinity between 
the oldest element in the population of Sicily and of the 
Ebro valley; and their name for this “ Iberian”  element has 
been commonly used for the western group of “ brown”  
types in general. Under Carthaginian rule, natives of North 
Africa and Spain seem to have understood each others’ 
speech, and recognized each others’ place names; and the 
Saracen conquest of Spain was as rapid and effective as it 
was, because its leaders were able to employ the rather less 
Romanized Moors against the rather more Romanized 
Iberians beyond the strait.

Between Sicily· and Syria, however, the Libyan flat-land 
is separated from the abrupt southern face o f the Mountain- 
zone by a wide expanse of water, stormy in winter, and 
swept by a steady north wind in summer; and at first sight 
this barrier of the eastern Mediterranean would seem to be 
impassable. How it was overcome, we must ask later.
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T h e  “ A l p in e ”  a n d  “ A r m e n o id ”  T yp e s  in  th e  
M o u n t a in -zo n e

The Mountain-zone, too, has its characteristic breed of 
men. From the Pamirs and Hindu-Kush to Armenia and 
the Caucasus, and from Armenia to the Carpathians, the 
Alps, and the Auvergne, all its most rugged and inaccessible 
regions are the most completely occupied by a series o f 
closely related types, to which the general names of “ Alpine”  
and “ Armenoid”  are appropriate. Though their stature 
varies, like that of all races exposed to different degrees of 
austerity in their local surroundings, they are all alike 
broad-built and thickset, with large wide hands and feet, 
thick wrists and ankles, short broad neck. The head is so 
broad that from above it seems nearly round; seen from the 
side, it rises in a high dome above the ears. The face is 
broad across the brows, cheek bones, and jaw; frequently 
therefore square in outline, and large in comparison with 
the whole head. The skin is pale and notably opaque, con
cealing the blood vessels, so that this kind of man blushes 
unseen, if at all; under sunlight it becomes sallow and some
times yellowish, the sole point of resemblance, beyond its 
broad head, with the Mongoloid races o f central Asia. In 
utter contrast, on the other hand, with the almost beardless 
Mongol, all Alpine breeds are excessively hairy; the head- 
hair often covers the shoulders of the men, and may descend 
to the women’s waists or even to their knees. The beard 
and moustache are very long and dense; the hair often grows 
high over the cheek bones, and sometimes on the nose. 
Even the women often have hair on the face in middle life, 
and sometimes earlier. The hair is usually wavy, and raven 
black, and the eyes dark brown; but if the hair is neglected, 
it fades to a warm brown. Brown or chestnut hair is common 
in some districts, associated with coffee-colored or even 
honey-colored eyes: but as these varieties are commonest
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in central Europe, where there has been most admixture 
with fair-haired elements from the north, they may be the 
result o f cross-breeding, like the fairer varieties o f the 
Mediterranean type.

Within this group of Alpine and Armenoid types there 
are well-marked varieties o f head-form, best illustrated by 
comparison of profiles. Least specialized, most widely dis
tributed, and also most characteristic o f regions farthest 
east and west, such as the Auvergne, and the foothills o f the 
Hindu Kush, or side-tracked, like the Caucasus, is a sym
metrical almost globular brain case, of great capacity, rising 
steeply from the brow ridges, and above the ears, with 
fairly uniform curvature from the base of the nose to the 
nape of the neck. Here there has clearly been uniform 
accommodation of the brain case to its growing contents, 
unconstrained by that lateral pull of the jaw muscles, which 
has had so large a part in the shaping o f the longer and 
narrower skulls among the long-jawed Negroes, and even 
among the longer-faced kinds o f white men. Next in order 
of form are the square-sided varieties, in which the curvature 
o f the vault begins higher, both in front and at the sides, 
as though the base of the skull had become so firm-set that 
accommodation had been mainly upward, beyond distinct 
brow ridges, and lateral walls which are vertical or slightly 
inclined outward as they rise. These varieties are common 
throughout central and southeastern Europe, in Caucasus, 
in western Asia Minor. Thirdly, the back of the head be
comes flattened, both in profile, rising vertically from the 
neck, and also in top view. In extreme examples this flat 
back meets the curve of the vault abruptly, as if the head 
had been artificially deformed; and indeed there is reason 
to believe that such deformation is practiced deliberately 
on young children, by bandages and the use o f a hard 
cradle-board, in Asia Minor, in Cyprus, in Crete, and prob
ably elsewhere, until in some examples the breadth of the
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head exceeds its length. This flat-backed type is common 
in Albania and among the southern Slavs, and also through
out Asia Minor, especially in and around Armenia. Lastly, 
in addition to the flat back, the forehead also becomes rigid 
and receding, so that the general appearance o f the head 
is conical, rising to a high narrow dome, set far back in 
profile, and sometimes also perceptible from in front. In 
this extreme form, the face too looks as if it were flattened 
by pressure between the brows and the nape of the neck.

What the relations may be between these varieties, is 
not yet clear. The prevalence of the less specialized at the 
greatest distances and of the most differentiated only within 
the comparatively small region of Asia Minor and Armenia 
suggests that the whole group of types originated in the 
latter region and has been spreading eastward and westward 
for a long while. That it gradually fades out to the northeast 
along the great mountain belt of western Persia, and is 
eventually replaced by long-headed and dark-skinned types 
akin to the older inhabitants of India, shows that even in 
highland conditions its range is limited as temperature rises, 
and in particular as forest conditions disappear; and this 
inference is confirmed by its occurrence along the highland 
edge of the Arabian region, through Syria, and the Lebanon 
country, till it fades out similarly where the plateaus of 
south Palestine become too dry for woodland, even in 
ancient times. On the other hand, the earliest appearances 
o f broad-headed men in central and western Europe, in late 
paleolithic times, seem to be connected with that general 
change of climate from dry to very moist, which spread over 
this continent the dense forests that covered most parts o f 
it until historic times; and as the characteristic trees of these 
European forests form a consecutive series with those o f 
Asia Minor and the Southeast, it seems probable that the 
spread o f “ Alpine”  man into wide areas o f lowland, for
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example beyond the Carpathians, and down the Rhine into 
the Netherlands, has resulted from the former extension of 
the same conditions for forest life.7

“ N o r t h e r n ”  T y p e s  b e y o n d  t h e  M o u n t a in - zo n e

There is a special reason for insisting on this connection 
between forest habitat and “ Alpine” population, which will 
be appreciated when we examine the distribution of racial 
types on the large lowland regions north of the Mountain- 
zone, and in the plains enclosed within its complex European 
section. In late paleolithic times, and also in the earliest 
neolithic period, the broad basin of the Upper Danube was 
occupied by a breed of very long-headed men, and only 
received broad-headed population, of Alpine type, com
paratively late, and for the most part within the Bronze 
Age and in connection with advances in culture which do 
not concern us at present, except in so far as they contribute 
to the facilities through which this dry featureless region was 
made habitable by organized communities. For this Da- 
nubian lowland is covered with thick deposits o f “ loess,”  a 
fine porous dust too dry to maintain trees unless the rainfall 
is both copious and well distributed round the seasons. 
Without such moisture, it remains prairie at best, and easily 
fades into steppe and desert. Consequently it remained 
literally a “ happy hunting ground”  for the older inhabitants 
o f peninsular Europe, long after the highlands, which enclose 
it, became afforested during the rainy period of transition 
from the older Stone Age to the new. These people are 
among the types which Sergi regarded as a northern exten
sion o f his long-headed “ Mediterranean Race” ; but the 
differences o f physical structure are sufficient to separate 
this Danubian population from everything south o f the Alps, 
except perhaps some leakage o f it into Lombardy.*

Similar early long-headed people have been recognized, 
though less clearly, in the Hungarian basin of the Middle 
Danube and its tributaries, but though this basin is also
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loess-covered, it has repeatedly been reduced to fenland in 
periods of  abundant rainfall, by reason of the obstruction 
offered to its drainage at the “ Iron Gates.”  Consequently 
its early population is little known, and may have been 
only marginal.

East of the Carpathians, the great flat-land which ex
tends to the Urals and the Caspian, and beyond these to 
the foothills of the Central Asian plateaus consists o f two 
main regions, over the northern of which, covered with 
drifted glacial deposits, the Alpine forest régime has spread 
northeastward till it has coalesced with the Siberian forest 
margin advancing westward as the climate allowed. The 
two sets of trees now interpenetrate each other in the 
neighborhood of Moscow. But none of them encroach on 
the southern region, because this is mainly loess-land, and 
consequently fit only for grass, unless the rainfall is much 
greater than it has been in historic or later prehistoric times. 
That there has however been a not very distant period, when 
the Carpathian forest margin lay far out toward the lower 
course of the Dnieper, is certain, from the quantity o f 
vegetable matter and traces of tree roots which make the 
“ black-earth”  variety of loess so fertile as it has been since 
man began to cultivate it; and from the gradations o f 
“ brown earth”  and ‘ ‘gray earth”  which mark the early 
and the later stages of such an oscillation of climate and 
plant-distribution.· Similar restrictions of the great grass
land have probably occurred round its Siberian margin, 
though they have not been so closely studied as in Ukraine 
and Roumania; and also it is certain that the level and 
consequently the extent of the Caspian has varied greatly 
according as its supply of water compensated the loss by 
evaporation. At present for example the surface of the 
Caspian lies about eighty feet below ocean level, exposing 
a wide belt of steppe which would be covered if the levels 
were the same.10 But the deficiency o f “ black earth”  over
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large areas makes it certain that this grassland has never 
been wholly overgrown with trees since the Carpathian and 
Siberian forests began to spread round its northern edge, 
and probably the broken margin of the woodland has not 
often been far in advance of the line where the loess ceases 
to cover the glacial drift. But while the difference between 
the cultural history of the regions east and west of a line 
running roughly north from the mouth o f the Danube to 
the upper Dnieper only serves to confirm an early spread of 
the Carpathian forest over this end of the region, the wide 
distribution of the miniature flint flakes, characteristic o f 
the latest paleolithic people, indicates that there were large 
areas o f open hunting ground during the period of transition.

Here consequently there seems to have been since later 
paleolithic time a large continuous region where the condi
tions already noted on the Upper and Middle Danube were 
repeated on a far larger scale, and in view of the continuity 
o f at least a nucleus of grassland during the transitional 
period it may be inferred that the earliest inhabitants of 
this region at the beginning of the New Stone Age were 
directly descended from paleolithic peoples. Here then we 
have an immemorial breeding ground for a definite and dis
tinct type of man, in a region which has been the cradle of 
successive broods of emigrants in later times.

These earliest neolithic people buried their dead under 
earthen mounds, locally called “ kurgans,”  which are very 
numerous and well preserved. From their practice, common 
also in the later paleolithic periods, of smearing the corpse 
with yellow or red ochre, these “ kurgans”  are commonly 
described as “ ochre-graves.”  The “ ochre-grave”  people, or 
“ kurgan” people, were tall, long-headed, with rather low 
forehead and prominent brow ridges, but the jaw was not 
prominent nor was the nose wide. They thus resemble in 
some respects the later and more modern-looking types o f 
paleolithic man, in others the gigantic long-headed blond
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type which is most familiar now in Scandinavia and round 
the Baltic coasts, but is also recognizable as an element of 
the mixed population of many parts of Russia. With the 
same northern blond type were connected also the long
headed neolithic occupants of the Upper Danube basin.11

West of the Dnieper the earlier stages of the “ kurgan”  
culture are not found; on the other hand, as far east as this 
river are found settlements of a quite different culture 
characterized by the habit of decorating the common pottery 
with boldly painted patterns. The people of these settle
ments buried their dead not under mounds, but in mere 
surface graves, which have consequently been much more 
difficult to find. It is however at last certain that the 
“ painted-ware”  people were predominantly broad-headed, 
though they included long-headed wanderers, probably from 
the “ kurgan”  country, and also some cross-bred individuals.1* 
Reserving for the present all discussion of the cultures 
associated with these distinct breeds of men, we have to 
note here that at later periods (which we shall have to define 
more precisely hereafter) the “ painted-ware” culture dis
appeared from the whole region east of the Carpathians, 
and was replaced there by “ kurgan”  folk spreading across 
the Dnieper at least as far as the lower Danube, and also 
widely to the northwest toward the Baltic regions, where a 
blond gigantic breed has been dominant since the Later 
Stone Age. On their original grassland home, meanwhile, 
“ kurgan”  people continued to practice their inherited mode 
o f burial until classical times, without serious change o f 
physical type. There was some intermixture with Greek 
colonists along the Black Sea coast, but nothing at any 
period to justify Sergi’s inclusion of them in his “ Mediter
ranean Race.” 11

From the wide distribution, in modern Europe, o f various 
types o f people who are both more or less broad-headed and 
also more or less blond, it is evident that there has been much
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intermixture o f “ Alpine”  and “ Northern”  blood; and the 
very complicated distribution in graves of earlier periods, 
even of the more typical groups o f both breeds, and still 
more o f the numerous cross-bred peoples, makes it certain 
also that this interbreeding has been going on for a very 
long time; indeed, ever since the first westward and north
ward movements of the “ kurgan”  people from their cradle- 
land east of the Dnieper. While therefore, whenever it is 
possible to prove that the people of a particular district, or 
migratory movement, was more or less blond, especially if 
it was also o f more than average stature, it may reasonably 
be inferred that it was in part at least derived from some 
branch of the “ northern”  breed, this does not distinguish 
between descendants of direct emigrants out o f that cradle- 
land or even from east of the Carpathians, and descendants 
o f the derivative stocks which made themselves a secondary 
home round the Baltic shores and elsewhere. Further, the 
fact that a people was blond, or gigantic, or both, does not 
prove it to have been long-headed; and conversely the fact 
that the skulls of an ancient people are broad-headed does 
not prove that they were not blond. Further still, though the 
fact that the skulls of an ancient people show the northern 
type of long-headedness is strong presumption that they 
were both tall and blond, the discovery of a batch of broad
headed skulls is no proof that the owners were not blond, 
even if they were also not tall. Finally some broad-headed 
people, who are also very tall, like the modern Albanians, 
are nevertheless very far from being blond.

Furthermore in the Ægean (as in any other region, such 
as northern Italy, or the British Isles, where men o f 
“ Northern”  and o f “ Mediterranean”  type may have met, 
beyond or across the highlands usually occupied by “ Alpine”  
broad-headed folk) it is not possible to draw from the long
headedness of any series of skulls, without taking other 
characters into account, the conclusion either that their
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owners were o f dark complexion or that they were of fair. 
In modern Greece, for example, the nomad Vlachs are the 
longest-headed element in the population, but they have 
also the fairest complexion and hair, except that o f those 
very broad-headed inhabitants of the village o f Heraklio 
close to Athens, who are descendants of the Germans intro
duced by King Otho, mainly from Bavaria, in the middle 
o f the nineteenth century.

How widespread had been the distribution of more or 
less blond breeds in peninsular Europe— and therewith of 
the sandy-haired, auburn, and red-headed varieties which 
seem to result from cross-breeding between dark-haired and 
fair-haired strains, and to be rather persistent, once estab
lished,— is clear from Greek and Roman descriptions of the 
Gauls and Teutons who broke through the Mountain-zone 
and invaded Mediterranean countries, and also from Greek 
descriptions of Thracians in settled occupation of the dis
tricts northeast of the Ægean. O f the complexion of the 
Scythians and other peoples of the great grassland north o f 
the Black Sea in Greek times we are less fully informed; 
but Herodotus in the fifth century B.C. expressly describes 
the Budini, a people of the woodland north of it, between 
the Don and the Volga, as having red hair and blue eyes. 
We may infer that they were cross-bred from blond “ kurgan”  
people intermixed with some forest folk of the darker com
plexion which is common among western tribes of the great 
Ugro-Altaic group in western Siberia and northern Russia. 
The latter however do not otherwise come within the scope 
of this survey. But as in medieval times an offshoot of them 
made their way from the upper Volga to the lands south of 
the lower Danube and became a principal element in the 
Bulgarian people, it is not safe to assume that such a move
ment had never happened before.

With these general notions of the relevant physical 
types and their regional distribution as our background, let 
us now sketch the outlines of an ethnography of the Ægean.
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E a r l y  H u m a n  T y p e s  in  G r e e k  L a n d s

Human remains from the neolithic period are at present 
very rare; but a single skull from Limyra in Lycia, closely 
resembling the strongly Armenoid type of the modern 
Tachtaji foresters in that district, shows that this type is 
ancient there. It is also predominant all through Asia 
Minor at all subsequent periods: for example, the only skull 
from the “ second city”  at Hissarlik, the traditional site of 
Homeric Troy, registers a “ cephalic index”  of 82.5.u

A single neolithic skull, very thick walled and of other
wise massive build, from the island of Leucas close inshore 
on the west coast of the Greek peninsula, registers 81, and 
shows that the same broad-headed type had reached this 
distant seaboard early.16 Here too the subsequent pre
dominance of similar types, for example among the modern 
Greeks of the western districts, and the Albanian and Dal
matian regions to the northwest, supports the view that the. 
“ Alpine” type is at least as early as any other, and probably 
primary, on this side of the Ægean. Similarly in the moun
tainous interior of the Peloponnese, the predominant type 
is rather more broad-headed than in the rest of southern 
Greece.1*

Among the central island group of the Cyclades, in the 
early Bronze Age, Paros, Oliaros (Antiparos), and Siphnos 
have a distinctly broad-headed population, though long
headed individuals occur. In Syros, on the other hand, in 
the same island group and at the same early period, the 
population is predominantly long-headed, but with some 
broad-headed individuals. It follows that the occupation of 
this central group o f islands by two distinct types of people 
went on concurrently. That this process had been going on 
already for some while is shown by the contemporary popu
lation of Naxos, where the extreme varieties, both broad
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and long, are absent, and the majority are of a fairly uni
form mixed breed, registering between 75 and 80 and closely 
resembling the modern population of the whole of this 
island world. That the broad-headed element in these 
mixed populations came from the adjacent regions of the 
Mountain-zone may be inferred securely.17

But whence came the long-headed element? The answer 
comes from the comparatively abundant material— over one 
hundred individuals— from early Bronze-Age graves in 
Crete; supplemented, as on the mainland, by the modern 
distribution of the principal varieties between districts more 
secluded, or more accessible to immigrants from oversea.

For the Later Stone Age, as in Leucas, there is at present 
only a single specimen, from a rockshelter in the eastern 
peninsula, Sitia. It registers 80.3, but is as inconclusive by 
itself as the Naxian evidence would have been without the 
data from other islands.18 Yet it shows at all events this, 
that the island was already accessible from one section or 
the other of the adjacent Mountain-zone; and imposes a 
certain degree of caution in dealing with the archaeological 
evidence, as we shall see later (p. 234). Hi then o the deeply 
stratified Stone-Age débris at Cnossus has not yielded any 
human remains, nor is there any well preserved material 
from the great charnel-houses o f the Early Bronze Age. 
From other Early Minoan sites, the skulls show an average 
index registration o f 73.4; and among them 55 per cent 
register 75 or less, and 10 per cent register 83 or more.

From Middle Minoan graves at Palaikastro in eastern 
Crete there is a series of eighty-seven individuals, and thir
teen more come from graves of the same period in other 
parts o f Crete.1* The sixty-four males from Palaikastro 
average 73.4 and the twenty-three females 73.0, and this 
slight difference was the more significant because among the 
70 per cent o f individuals registering 75 or less are included 
70.6 of the women, and only 65.3 of the men; while the
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7 per cent, who register 83 or over, include 8.55 o f the men, 
but only 5.87 of the women. The men, that is, were of a 
broader head-form than the women, and among them there 
is one skull registering no less than 87.6, and therefore of 
purely Armenoid type. Now such discrepancies between the 
sexes in a population which is in any case of mixed descent 
indicate the intrusion of a comparatively broad-headed 
people, represented by the sex most likely to have migrated 
without its normal complement of women, among a com
paratively long-headed population of whom the women are 
more likely to have been spared by their conquerors than 
the men. Such discrepancies may last long; for example, 
the modern Bulgarian women are rather longer-headed than 
the men, though the intrusion of the Bulgars occurred about 
a thousand years ago.*0

The thirteen other skulls of this period, which are mostly 
from sites farther west, have an average of 75.5, rather 
higher than the 73.4 at Palaikastro: and the ratio of the 
longer to the broader types is different. For the Middle 
Minoan period as a whole, the percentage o f long-headed 
individuals (75 or less) has risen from 55 to 66.6, and that 
of broad-heads (83 or more) has fallen from 10 to 7.7. 
Either therefore the broad-headed element, which we have 
already reason to regard as intrusive, was dying out, or the 
long-headed element was being reinforced from somewhere. 
That some such reinforcement occurred is indicated by the 
presence of a new and fairly distinct variety registering 
71.8, considerably longer-headed, therefore, even than the 
women of the already mixed population of Palaikastro.

In the Late Minoan period, however, though a fairly 
long-headed strain, with average 75.9, is well established, 
a series of skulls from graves at Gournia, on the neck of the 
Sitia peninsula, averages 76.5, and skulls of rather later date, 
collected from several localities, average as much as 79.1 and 
include four individuals over 83, but none below 75.81 For
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this period in general, the percentage registering 75 or less 
has dropped from 66.6 to 29.6; the percentage registering 
83 or more has risen from 7.7 to 46.4, and there is a well- 
marked group of individuals averaging 80.5. Clearly be
tween this series and those earlier ones, there has been a 
considerable influx of broad-headed folk represented by the 
new type last mentioned. As the material under review 
comes from the eastern half of the island, it has been assumed 
hitherto that the source of this broad-headed influx was the 
neighboring mainland of Asia Minor. This conclusion how
ever is not necessary, unless it is proved either that the west 
of the island was less affected than the east, or else that there 
was no such movement outward from the Greek peninsula 
sufficiently general to affect the eastern districts from which 
alone there is evidence at present. That the people of Late 
Minoan culture who spread widely outside the Ægean 
between 1400 and 1200 were predominantly of the older 
Cretan type, is clear from a series of five skulls from Late 
Minoan tombs in Leucas, all between 74 and 76, and of 
uniformly slight-built type, in complete contrast with the 
massive neolithic broad-head from the cave in Leucas 
already noted.2*

From the much larger mass of data for the modern 
population of Crete, representing moreover, as it does, all 
parts of the island, general conclusions result as follows: 
First, the general average o f head-form has risen consider
ably, though it still stands lower than that of Asia Minor, 
and even than that of the Greek mainland: at Palaikastro, 
where the old skull average was 73.4, the modern skull 
average is 82. Secondly, comparison between individuals 
with Venetian surnames and the rest shows that the effect 
of Venetian immigration, whatever it may have been in the 
centuries from the thirteenth to the sixteenth, has been 
eliminated in the course of three hundred years; but this 
proves little as to the general rate at which Crete assimilates
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alien types, because the physical characters of  the elements 
most likely to have been introduced under Venetian rule 
do not differ much from those of the modern Cretan people. 
Thirdly, it is clear from the broader-headed average o f the 
eastern and the western ends of the island, that Crete has 
been receiving alien and broader-headed elements from 
Greece as well as from Asia Minor. Fourthly, however, 
the most broad-headed, and also the tallest and (in general) 
most distinctive variety among the Cretans themselves is 
confined to the secluded and defensible highland o f Sphakia 
near the west end; and the question must be raised whether 
this Sphakiote variety is mainly due to broad-head types 
intruded from the Greek mainland in later times, or to the 
survival and local inbreeding of a very early, if not altogether 
primitive element, as its geographical position suggests. We 
have already seen (p. 44) that the only Stone-Age skull from 
Crete registers 80.3.

Hitherto we have been dealing with the island world of 
Crete and the Ægean Archipelago, and with the large conti
nental highlands on either hand; and we have detected here 
a comparatively long-headed element interrupting the con
tinuity of continental broad-headedness. From the Greek 
mainland, on the side where it faces the Ægean, we have two 
short lists, from Argolis and from Attica, which on the whole 
bear out the same conclusion.

From Argolis there is no evidence at present earlier than 
the end of the Middle Minoan period, when this district 
had begun to be profoundly influenced by the civilization 
o f Crete, and had probably received some of its people as 
settlers. In the “ shaft-graves”  at Mycenae, which cover 
the period from about 1700 to 1500 B.C., or a little later, 
there is considerable variety among the skulls, with a pre
dominant variety registering about 80, evidently the coun
terpart o f the mixed breed in contemporary Crete. Closely 
related in culture, but of rather later date, are the chamber
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tombs at Nauplia, on the coast near by, with variable types 
o f skull, averaging rather over 79.ss In view of this evidence, 
and of four other skulls from Argolis, all broad, in Klon 
Stephanos’ collection, it cannot be assumed that all broad
headed immigrants into Late-Minoan Crete came from Asia 
Minor. They may equally well have come from Argolis, or 
other parts o f the Greek mainland.

In Attica, which had received considerable elements of 
early Ægean culture from the Cyclades, and shared after
wards in the spread of Cretan civilization to the mainland, 
a skull from the Late Minoan “ beehive”  tomb at Menidi 
registers 73.2, which is unusually low, and a series of six 
from various sites consists of three long, two intermediate, 
and only one broad; but from a Late Minoan chamber tomb 
at Spata there is one registering 80.9. In the Early Iron 
Age, later than the tenth century but earlier than the 
seventh, the occupants of the Dipylon cemetery at Athens 
are predominantly long-headed, but include one inter
mediate at 78.2, and two broad-headed at 82.7 and 86.7. 
Later still, among seven skulls of uncertain but ancient 
date from the Museum Hill, one is short, two are inter
mediate, three of ordinary long type, and one of a quite 
unusual form and very long.“  Among skulls of the fourth 
and third century, two distinct types are recognizable, one 
with low forehead and high vault, the other with high fore
head and uniformly curved vault; both however are within 
the range o f “ Alpine”  profiles already described.

Though there is a rather high proportion of long skulls 
among this ancient series from Attica, this is not in itself 
incongruous, in view of early communications between 
Attica and the Cyclades, and the later attractiveness of 
Attica to settlers from all parts, during the classical splendor 
o f Athens.

But whereas adjacent districts have a very high head- 
breadth in modern times— Corinth, infested with Albanians,
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averaging 84, Aetolia 83.6, Euboea, also with numerous 
Albanians, 82.5, and the Greek kingdom as a whole, 81 
before the annexation of Macedonia— Argolis drops to 81, 
Attica, in spite of Albanian settlements at Eleusis and else
where, to 79.6, and Thessaly, farther north, to 77. Now the 
very low average in Thessaly is certainly due to the large 
influx of nomad Vlachs from the highlands to north and 
west. Most o f them return every season to regular villages 
such as Samarina beyond the old Turkish frontier. Some 
however have stayed and settled down in the Thessalian 
lowlands. The same Vlach element also brings down the 
average head-length of the whole west coast of the Black 
Sea, from the Danube to the Sea of Marmara, to 79, and 
locally to 78, whereas the rest of Bulgaria, which has but 
few of these people, has an average of 81.6, and rises in some 
districts to 85. As an indication of origin, we should note 
that though the Roumanian population north of the Danube 
includes only 5 per cent of blond individuals, 40 per cent 
have blue or gray eyes; the eye color among a mixed people 
outlasting the blondness of hair and complexion. The former 
existence of a longer-headed type in Bulgaria too is sug
gested by the observation (already noted on p. 45 in another 
connection) that the Bulgar women are rather longer-headed 
than the men. As the Rouman-speaking Vlachs are in gen
eral much fairer than their neighbors, and are historically 
derived from the Roumanian region north of the Danube, 
it is evident that the low head-widths for northeastern 
Greece, including Attica, in modern times result from Vlach 
infiltration, not from any persistence of old Mediterranean 
blood o f the kind we have been identifying in Crete and 
elsewhere farther south. Moreover, among 1767 Greek 
recruits, 25 per cent had blue or gray eyes, though less than 
10 per cent had light colored hair;*6 and light eyes are fairly 
common in Albania.
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How ancient is this intermixture o f northern blood? 
North of the Danube, the answer is given, first by the occur
rence of the long-headed “ kurgan”  type of individual among 
the people o f the “ painted-ware”  culture; next by the com
plete replacement of that people and culture by the west
ward spread of the “ kurgan”  folk, whose conspicuous tumuli 
were distributed widely over Galicia and Roumania before 
the end of the Stone Age in those regions. A more precise 
date can only be inferred indirectly from evidence which 
must be considered next.

Tumuli of the same type as the Russian and Roumanian 
“ kurgans”  are widely distributed in Thrace and Macedonia. 
Not all are of early date, but the contents of some of them 
in the northeast of the region are of a mixed culture including 
elements derived both from the “ kurgan”  folk and from the 
“ painted-ware” people. Very few skulls from these burials 
have been examined; but among those from Rustchuk on 
the Bulgarian bank of the Danube there is a majority of 
long-headed individuals, mixed with broad-heads of Alpine 
types.26

There are mounds of similar appearance on both sides 
of the Dardanelles, and in northwest Asia Minor, but most 
o f them have not been examined, and those which have been 
opened have either been of late date or have yielded no 
human remains. A very late set of skulls at Hanai Tepe in 
the Troad, probably buried centuries afterwards in a mound 
already ancient, registered from 70.2 to 78.0, with an average 
between 74 and 75.27 There is clearly considerable mixture 
here; but as extreme types are absent, this mixture is the 
result of long fusion. It has produced a moderately long
headed stock quite different from the Armenoid types which 
are usually dominant in Asia Minor.

From the only excavated settlement in this region, how
ever, there is ample evidence that this long-headed element 
is ancient here. In the deeply stratified ruins at Hissarlik, on
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the traditional site o f Troy, the “ first city,”  represented 
by the lowest layer of all, has not yet yielded any human 
remains. From the “ second city,”  which was destroyed by 
fire about 2000 B.C. (to judge from its remains; see ch. v), 
there is a single skull, o f broad type (82.5), female, and 
therefore probably one o f the actual inhabitants. In the 
“ third city”  which was built among the ruins of the second, 
three skulls have been found, registering 73.8 (male), 
71.3 (female), and 68.6 (male). All are of different types and 
the last of them differs in its general form from normal 
“ Mediterranean”  and resembles closely the skulls from the 
early “ kurgans.”  Clearly we have here representatives of a 
fresh mixed population, who brought their own women with 
them, and may therefore be regarded not merely as raiders 
who destroyed the “ second city,”  but as immigrants who 
had come to stay.28

Anticipating provisionally the conclusions to which the 
distribution o f early types o f culture lead us (p. 256) it is 
certain, from the similarity o f the culture in the “ second”  
and the “ third”  city, that these newcomers did not bring 
with them any elements of the contemporary civilization o f 
Crete or the Cycladic islands, but either had, or forthwith 
adopted, the habits, arts, and crafts o f the people whom they 
had attacked. They came therefore either from some other 
district within the same cultural region or else had moved 
so far and so fast that they had lost any sedentary crafts 
which they formerly had. As there is no reason to suppose 
that Asia Minor has ever contained any long-headed people 
o f its own, the only alternative is that the newcomers came 
from across the strait. Here a similar culture is represented 
by the stratified mound believed by the ancient Greeks to 
be the “ tomb of Protesilaus,”  and also by other sites farther 
inland. But if the destruction of the “ second city”  was 
merely the work of local rivals, it is difficult to explain the 
failure o f such people to exploit the great natural advantages
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o f the site; and the long misery of the “ third”  and “ fourth”  
settlements points rather to profound disorganization of the 
whole district. And as it was about this time that the prac
tice of mound burial seems to have spread widely into the 
northwest of Asia Minor, and far into its interior, the alter
native explanation seems preferable, provisionally, that the 
destruction of the “ second city”  was an incident in a tumul
tuary movement of the mound-burying people who certainly 
destroyed and superseded the “ painted-ware”  culture be
tween the Dnieper and the lower Danube, and have been 
traced through the spread of their burial mounds very widely 
into central Europe.

For the moment, however, we are only concerned directly 
with the human remains; and what is certain is that a fresh 
and apparently “ northern”  type is represented in the “ third 
city” ; that one of the skulls is that of a woman, and therefore 
that we are not concerned merely with a raid, but with a 
migration; and that if the suggestion that such a movement 
originated beyond the Danube is regarded as over-bold, the 
sole alternative is to admit that a long-headed and appar
ently “ northern”  people was already established in Thrace, 
and made its attack on Hissarlik from near by. We have 
therefore here direct evidence of an expansion of the long
headed people of the “ kurgan” culture, south of the Danube, 
and eventually south o f the Dardanelles, at a fairly early 
phase o f the Bronze Age, and long before the first traces of 
the spread even o f the culture— not to speak of the people—  
of the South Ægean: for that culture only appears at Hissar
lik in the “ sixth” city, the foundation of which is shown by 
the character o f these Ægean elements to be not earlier than 
about 1400 B.C. and its greatest prosperity about 1250 B.C., 
whereas the catastrophe which replaced the “ second”  city 
by the “ third”  cannot be much later than 2000 B.C. and 
may be earlier.
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C o m p a r iso n  w it h  O t h e r  R e g io n s  o f  C o n t a c t  a n d

M ig r a t io n

Before coming to general conclusions from this admit
tedly scanty material, it is instructive to compare the more 
cogent evidence from neighboring regions o f inter-racial 
contact, all in some respects similar, but each presenting a 
special aspect of the matter in detail. We should also dis
tinguish, in advance, two main types o f migration which 
have not hitherto been clearly separated.28

I have spoken of the control which is exercised over the 
movements o f man by the forms o f the land masses, and 
by the sea basins which separate and dissect them. I return 
to this aspect o f the Mediterranean now, to deal with its 
special relation to that inward thrust of non-Mediterranean 
men, which we have just seen to be so marked a character
istic o f the human history of the region.

A distinguished historian has taken as the keynote of 
his work the notion o f “ Italy and its Invaders.”  The same 
notion is a clue to the history o f the Spanish peninsula, o f 
the region between the Rhine and the Atlantic, o f the British 
Islands, and (in a quite different direction) of Palestine and 
its “ Chosen People.”  In each case, the frontier obstacles, 
avenues of entry, and reservoirs of immigrants endure; they 
make history, as well as ethnography, because it is the 
human element that is different on each occasion.

For these great avenues o f intrusion are not the scene 
o f single, isolated movements. They are, as we well know, 
habitual means of access, immemorially old, as we read the 
tale of their archaeology; and no less today the despair o f 
statesmen and strategists. It is a suggestive thought, too, 
that the discovery of a new route of this kind, by modern 
human artifice or ingenuity, is one of the rarest o f occur
rences. The great railways, for example, which penetrate 
the Alps at their wildest, depend so completely upon daily
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repair and maintenance, that, in any real breakdown o f the 
cosmopolitan mode of life they subserve, they would prob
ably be the first routes to disappear, driving men back on 
those old natural passes which are traversable on foot or 
with pack-horses.

That kind of avenue naturally attracts the most atten
tion from historians, which operates, so to speak, as a sluice, 
admitting newcomers more or less freely and copiously, if at 
all, through one or more well-defined passes or causeways. 
These can, however, be closed by superior force or skill; 
and they may remain long unused, merely for lack of desire 
to go that way. They are gates or breaches in strong natural 
partitions, not necessarily very thick, between large regions 
each more or less homogeneous within itself, but contrasted 
usually in their natural situation or resources, especially in 
altitude, climate, vegetation. Attack on such a barrier and 
its avenues is frontal; successful passage may be described 
as “ transverse” migration. The great political frontiers 
between nation-states are usually of this kind, and avenues 
through them are the world’s “ cockpits.”  The Alpine, 
Carpathian, Balkan, and Himalayan barriers are examples 
of this; the Jordan valley is another.

In contrast with them stands another type of avenue 
and of migration which I would compare with a process of 
infiltration, or propagation, gradual, continuous, and for that 
very reason almost imperceptible as a process, and all the 
more surprising in its results. The mountainous region be
tween eastern Tibet and the Malay Peninsula is the best 
example of this; the Equatorial Highland of East Africa is 
another; the Mountain-zone of North America, and its 
prolongation into Central America and the Andes is of more 
complex structure, but has had an essentially similar func
tion. Here movement is longitudinal, not transverse; per
sistent usually, not spasmodic; an affair not of organized 
campaigning hordes, but of separate wandering tribes, clans,
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or even families, shifting almost imperceptibly in one direc
tion, like the spread of a new weed or animal pest; soaking 
rather than flooding the foothills and the lowlands around 
or beyond; for these regions of “ longitudinal propagation”  
are usually, if not always, highlands. At all events there 
seems to be no instance of such infiltration apart from the 
rigid control exercised by complicated physical relief, nor in 
a direction unconformable to that o f the principal structure 
lines. The distribution of the broad-headed types of man in 
western Asia and central Europe seems to result from move
ment o f this kind along and mainly within the Mountain- 
zone, though the spread o f the “ terramara”  settlements on 
the Italian side of the Alps, and of similar “ lake-dwellers”  
down the Rhine valley into the Low Countries illustrates 
lateral spread from among its foothills. Within the near 
neighborhood of the Ægean, the southward infiltration of 
Albanian and Slav into districts formerly Romanized, and 
even Greek, has been of this “ longitudinal”  kind; within 
classical times, Illyrian aggression was similar; and we shall 
have occasion to ask, later, whether even this movement 
was the first in those parts.

Obviously, if the geographical circumstances are com
plex, migration may begin in one of these classes and end 
in the other. For example, pastoral nomads, or people 
formerly sedentary but disturbed from their abodes, may 
move forward on a broad front against a great natural 
barrier, and force their way “ transversely”  through its 
passes; but if the country behind that barrier be rugged 
highland, their further progress must conform to its struc
ture and become more or less “ longitudinal.”  It is precisely 
this that makes all intrusions through the Balkan passes so 
difficult to follow southward coherently; for indeed they 
were not long coherent. Conversely, gradual movement from 
the middle Danube, like that of the Gauls, up the Drave, 
Save, and Inn, or of the Slavs up the Morava, begins by
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“ longitudinal”  infiltration, and only becomes torrential 
when something relatively accidental opens summit passes 
and discharges an accumulated “ head”  of humanity into 
lowland Venetia or Macedon, like the bursting of a dam. 
The Mongoloid occupation o f eastern Bengal was probably 
an overflow of this kind.

Another non-Mediterranean example is the southern half 
o f the Rocky Mountains, in relation to the plateaus of 
Mexico and Central America. Here again, with man, as 
with the animals and plants of this region, we have gradual 
and persistent infiltration of northern stocks and families 
into southern regions, rendered possible mainly by the 
longitudinal structure of the region, and a similar gradation 
o f climatic control from metropolitan to colonial extremity. 
This American example is the more instructive because in it, 
as in the Balkan instance, the movement is not wholly of 
the “ filtering”  type: from time to time the floodgates were 
thrown open here too, and massed raiders, of lower culture 
like the southern Athabascan peoples, but of greater initia
tive like the Toltec and Aztec conquerors, broke loose over 
the more civilized plateaus of the south; with consequences 
political and economic which, so far as we can trace them, 
recall many features of the “ Dorian Invasion” in Greek 
legends.

It would be instructive to work out these parallel in
stances in greater detail than is attempted here: and to lay 
alongside them the southward dissemination of the Bantu 
peoples of Africa, whifch is peculiarly suggestive through 
this point o f contrast with the last, namely, that the highland 
avenue is at the same time of wide extent and restricted 
on either hand by lowlands of tropical jungle, while the area 
o f colonization, south of the Equatorial rains, lies not in an 
isthmus region, like Central America, nor in a Malay 
archipelago, but in ever-widening “ veldt.”
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Looking back, however, now, into our Mediterranean 
region, we are in a position to throw some little light (par
ticularly if we keep in mind our African instance) on some 
difficult questions in the ethnology of western Asia as well 
as on our Balkan problem.

In the Italian peninsula, there are copious data as to the 
modern population, and ample early examples from which 
to reconstruct its history. Here the conditions were far more 
favorable than in the Ægean for the establishment of 
“ Mediterranean”  man on the north side of the lake region, 
and remains of long-headed individuals are found in graves 
of the Early Bronze Age, at Remedello for example, close 
to the foothills of the Alps.30 The Alpine valleys on the 
other hand were occupied far back in the Stone Age by a 
broad-headed population with a peculiar culture— that of 
the compact defensible “ lake dwellings” — which greatly 
facilitated expansion beyond the Alpine foothills as far as 
those of the Apennines, where the water supply necessary 
for lake dwellings failed, and further propagation was pre
vented. Only with the introduction, long afterwards, of a 
fresh social organization, at the close of the Bronze Age, 
and the adaptation of this to local conditions, was the 
Apennine frontier forced, and a broad-headed element thrust 
forward into the valleys o f Arno and Tiber, and into the 
central highlands of the peninsula. Subsequently the 
Gaulish invasion in the fourth century B.C., the great 
facilities for peaceful intercourse under Roman rule, and 
then, after the collapse of Roman frontier defense, repeated 
invasions from central Europe, gradually modified the com
position of the peoples of Italy from north to south. The 
result (fig. 2, a) is a complicated curve of frequency for the 
principal physical characters for Italy as a whole, which finds 
however its explanation in the varying make-upof the people, 
from province to province. For instance, the head-form for 
all Italy shows a summit of frequency at 79, which corre-
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sponds with the type predominant in Sicily and therefore 
most purely Mediterranean; and other minor frequencies at 
82, 84, 86, and 89, which are recognizable as major culmina
tions in Lombardy, where the northern invasions have been

(a ) Ita lia n s , a fte r  L iv i ; ( b )  M od e rn  G reek s  o f  S ou th w estern  A s ia  M in o r , 
a fte r  v on  L u sch a n ; (c )  M o d e m  G reek s  o f  C y p ru s , and  ( ) B ron ze -A g e  sk u lls  
from  C y p ru s , a fte r  B u xton .

T h e  ce p h a lic  in dex  (r a t io  o f  b rea d th  to  le n g th ) in creases  fro m  61 on  th e  
le ft  t o  91 on  the r ig h t. F req u en cy  o f  e a ch  h ea d -form  is sh ow n  b y  th e  h e ig h t 
o f  th e  gra p h .

most extensive. It is a further conclusion from these cul
minations, that the broad-headed intruders have been them
selves composite; nor however that they were multiple, or 
that these culminations of type record distinct invasions; 
for it will be seen that they correspond closely with the
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quite independent series o f peaks 84, 86, 89 among the 
head-forms o f modern Cyprus, and significantly, though not 
so closely, with those at 85 and 88 in the series of modern 
Greeks from southwest Asia Minor (fig. 1, b, c).

This series of Lycian Greeks is the only one from the 
immediate neighborhood of the Greek cradle-land of which 
a detailed study is available: the voluminous measurements 
made more than twenty years ago by Hawes in Crete being 
still unpublished. Among 179 persons, 49 registered between 
69 and 79, with a conspicuous peak at 75, not far removed 
from the long-headed average of 73 representing the 70 per 
cent of Early Bronze-Age Cretans (p. 44) who registered 75 
or less. Then comes a large group o f 79 persons registering 
between 79 and 83, and representing the 23 per cent cross
bred Cretans. Finally there are 41 broad-headed persons, 
registering 83 or more, up to an extreme of 91, with peaks 
at 85 and 88, as already noted in comparing this series with 
the Italian evidence. As all these individuals were Greek
speaking Christians from a single compact community, un
usually secluded from casual admixture, but situated on the 
coast between the main Greek-speaking area oversea and a 
no less secluded highland of Asia Minor, still retaining much 
forest, with a pure-bred Armenoid forest folk, Moslem and 
Turkish-speaking, the Lycian evidence is of the first im
portance as record of one of nature’s experiments, and as a 
clue to much that is obscure in the processes which the 
fragmentary evidence from other districts imperfectly 
reveals.

In Cyprus, far removed from the Ægean, equally remote 
from the African coast, but within sight both o f the south 
coast of Asia Minor and of the Lebanon range (which is 
also occupied by Armenoids) eastward, tombs early in the 
Middle Bronze Age, not yet fully published, contain a dis
tinct group averaging 73, and a larger group between 77 
and 85, with culminations at 78 and 80. The longer-headed
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group is not o f normal Mediterranean appearance, but has 
a very low forehead and prominent brow ridges which mark 
it as a primitive type, perhaps related to the peculiar variety 
o f paleolithic man recently discovered in one o f the Tabgah 
caves in Galilee.31 Now an offshore island like Cyprus, 
heavily forested as it was until far on into classical times, 
offered the most favorable conditions for the preservation 
o f such a primitive breed, provided it had the means to 
arrive there at all. The broader-headed types, which closely 
resemble common modern types on the adjacent mainland, 
are themselves a mixture resulting from long-continued 
cross-breeding between normal “ Mediterranean”  folk and 
normal “ Armenoids” ; and this mixture had already resulted 
in the emergence o f two principal varieties, averaging 78 
and 80, before the middle o f the Bronze Age, which may be 
dated archaeologically by the furniture of the graves, be
tween 2000 and 1500 B.C. These early local varieties are 
moreover recognizable still in the modern population of 
Cyprus, which consists of a majority of individuals regis
tering between 72 and 82, with “ peaks”  at 74 (close to the 
73 o f the primitive Bronze-Age type) and 78 (one o f the 
cross-bred Bronze-Age varieties), while the more broad
headed element in the Bronze-Age series has disappeared 
into a new element still more broad-headed (from 82 to 90) 
which is clearly due to fresh immigrants of more emphatic
ally Armenoid type. Precise occasions o f such immigration 
cannot be specified at present, but much allowance must 
clearly be made for habitual intercourse with the neigh
boring mainlands, as well as for the Turkish conquest in the 
seventeenth century, in view o f well-marked mainland types 
among Turkish-speaking villagers in Cyprus today.

On the Mesopotamian borderland between Arabia and 
the Persian hills, the occupants of very early graves near 
the Sumerian city o f Kish similarly form two distinct 
groups.”  One is very long-headed, registering from 66.84
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to 69.43 with well-marked brow ridges, though not such a 
primitive aspect as the long-headed Bronze-Age Cypriotes. 
The other ranges from 73.37 to 82.08; that is to say, it is a 
well-marked Armenoid type with the same cross-bred satel
lites as in Cyprus. The long-headed type is clearly akin to 
the fully developed “ Mediterranean”  or “ brown” race, but 
resembles also the “ Combe-Capelle”  breed from late paleo
lithic sites in western Europe, an early precursor o f it. It is 
notable that even among these very early people (about 
3000-2800 B.C.) there was already some artificial deforma
tion of the head; that is to say, distinctions of physical type 
were appreciated, and imitated deliberately. This Meso
potamian evidence is of the greater significance, as it offers 
no support either to the belief that there existed here a 
primitive broad-headed people overlaid by a “ northern”  
aristocracy which faded out later, (whereas the long-headed 
type at Kish is not of “ northern”  aspect, and did not fade 
out)’8; nor to the vievi that it was the Semitic conquerors of 
Babylonia who introduced the Armenoid type among a 
Sumerian population essentially of the “ brown” race;88 for 
at Kish the Armenoid element is already present, long before 
the Semitic invasion, and it is the long-headed element 
which, whether Semitic-speaking at this early stage or not, 
is geographically continuous with the “ brown”  types which 
are aboriginal in Arabia, where all Semites originated.

The case I have just sketched is, o f course, a very com
plicated one, and it is not easy to state it without appearing 
to argue in a circle; our knowledge o f the actual distribu
tions, too, is as yet very imperfect. Rather clearer perhaps, 
because more continuous through a long period than either 
Cyprus or Lycia and historically more suggestive even than 
that o f Italy, is another Mediterranean instance, in which 
both types of migration operate side by side. The east end 
of the Mediterranean, as a glance at the map will show, is 
cut off very abruptly by a long and lofty but very narrow
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plateau, with marked longitudinal structure running from 
south to north, prolonging the rift-valley structure o f eastern 
Africa from the Gulf o f Akabah, along the valleys of the 
Jordan and the Orontes, and extending the same type of 
dislocation o f the crust far away into the Armenian knot, 
on the upper reaches of the Euphrates. It is certainly a not
able coincidence, and after what we have seen we may fairly 
regard it as something more, that the physique of the 
peasant population in the hill-country of Syria and Palestine 
from end to end o f this region presents today well-marked 
Armenoid types, and the evidence of neolithic burials shows 
that this is no modern phase, nor attributable to invasions 
of Hittites or Armenians from the north within historic 
times.*6

Yet all the while, pure-bred Arabs are imminent up to 
the very rim of their plateau reservoir “ beyond Jordan” ; 
and not only are they imminent now, but they have been 
there insistently for at least four thousand years, within the 
confines of a physical régime which is their own. And this 
is not all. These pastoral nomads have ever been prompt to 
seize opportunity of immigration and settlement. .Some
times it has been a cataclysm of armed pastorals, like the 
“ Shepherd Kings” of Egyptian history, or the traditional 
ancestors of the “ Chosen People.”  Sometimes, when the 
desert was no longer “ in eruption,”  its human lava-flow 
was stayed, and all that entered the “ Good Land”  was a 
family o f Bedawin here, and two families there— “ Abraham 
and Lot,”  so to speak— forced, even so, to scatter and sub
divide “ for their substance was great, so that they could 
not dwell together.” ** Yet here is a strip of country, not 
fifty miles deep, from Jordan to the Midland Sea, continu
ously drenched with men of desert blood for thousands of 
years, but still retaining in its peasantry a markedly non- 
Arabian, and specifically Armenoid type, which connects
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the region anthropologically in the closest fashion with the 
highland nucleus to which it is physically so close, and 
geographically so distant an outpost.

I have placed this instance last, because it clearly leads 
us to another question altogether. In Syria and Palestine, 
it is not merely the Armenoid type that persists; it is no less 
clear that the Arab type vanishes away, however assiduously 
it may be reinforced by immigration. Such colonization 
from “ beyond Jordan”  has been continuous, and at intervals 
intense, as we have seen; yet the desert blood fails and fades 
when it enters the “ Promised Land” ; it is the Gibeonite, 
the hewer of wood and drawer of water, the conquered 
Armenoid of the rift-valley and its maritime plateau hills, 
who survives the invader, and replaces him. Here, in an 
extreme instance, is the ruthless selective control of a 
geographical régime, in a region sharply delimited, and con
fronted with a contrasted type, both of region, and of man. 
And the ruthlessness of this control is all the more startling 
and notable, when the régime itself is one which to northern 
peoples seems almost a paradise. For us, “ to be sent to the 
Mediterranean” means life renewed, and amplified; but for 
the Bedawin apparently it is death. The fact itself is but 
recently observed, and the reason is not yet clear; but the 
case will serve to show how intimate is the connection, even 
in so mild an environment as the Mediterranean world, 
between geographic factors and the limits of human dis
tribution.

The Palestinian instance is not the only one in which 
Mediterranean conditions appear to exercise a strong selec
tive control over immigrant man. Readers of Kingsley’s 
Hypatia will remember the keen and humorous observation 
with which the intrusive Goths are sketched, intolerant o f 
southern warmth and sunlight, and early exhausted by 
them; and anyone who has watched the health of a regiment
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o f  mixed British in Malta or in Egypt knows how acute an 
anthropologist that warm sunlight can be. The complexions 
o f the native-born among the British residents in a place 
like Smyrna tell the same tale; the children live, but climatic 
selection is clearly at work; and I have known Anglo-Greek 
families within which complexion was closely linked with 
susceptibility to regional diseases.

This selective control of climate on human physique 
clearly has an important bearing on the question, how race 
is correlated in the Mediterranean with language and culture. 
In our Palestinian example, the Armenoid peasantry speak 
Arabic, and nothing else; and their forefathers likewise spoke 
Aramaic, or Hebrew, or Canaanite, or whatever variety of 
Semitic speech the last desert-bred conqueror had inflicted. 
They are also good Mohammedans, to all outward show; 
perhaps a little inclined to overvalue “ standing stones" 
other than the Kaaba, and to make oblation on the sly to 
rocks and growing trees: a strictly religious Pasha, in the 
nineteenth century, might have found cause to “ break the 
pillars and hew down the groves,”  like Josiah or Hezekiah 
before him; and at Gezer, as we now know, the “ pillar cult”  
and all the “ abomination”  thereof, goes back to a “ pre- 
Semitic”  phase. But where religion shows but a cloven 
hoof, economy goes unashamed. These men are less than 
half pastoral: they plough and sow; above all, they are 
growers o f trees; they sit each “ under his vine and under 
his fig tree” : it is a land of “ corn, wine, and oil,”  where men 
may sow their field “ with mingled seed”  as the heathen 
do.*7 Yet it was the heathen who flourished like their own 
bay trees; and it was the “ sheep of his pasture”  whom their 
own God could not save when they “ mingled among the 
heathen and learned their works.”

Language alone, that is, in this instance, survives from 
intrusive man; religion can survive, if it be tolerant enough 
o f what it finds already: culture may bring and consecrate
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new arts of life, or contribute its own experience to the 
improvement o f existing arts; but it is the geographic con
trol which determines first and foremost what man shall 
have to eat, and what are the trees, whereof, if he eat, he 
shall surely die; what, secondly, he shall wear, or desist from 
wearing; and then, in general, how he shall order his life, in 
respect o f times and seasons of work and leisure, and in 
respect o f his neighbors’ convenience; what he shall be per
mitted to do by himself, and what he may only do if he and 
his neighbor can agree to do it, and how to do it, and for 
whose profit: how, in fact, he shall live in society, and to 
what special, regional end.’ 8

It is here that our simpler Palestinian example— so fully 
capable of illustration from its ancient literature— must give 
place to the more tangled and complicated problems pre
sented by the Greek cradle-land. Aristotle, long ago, at
tempted, and partly carried through, a classification of men’s 
livelihoods into types referred to their economic basis; and 
if we go back farther, among the historical writers o f the 
fifth century of Greece, and particularly to Herodotus, we 
find traces of an attempt to plot this economic basis on a 
scheme of geographical distribution; or at all events to 
record and collect the data for such a plotting.**

T he  “ P r o sp e c t o r”  T y p e  a n d  its S ig n if ic a n c e

One other corollary is suggested by the ingredients in 
this mixed Ægean population, by the diverse modes of inter
mixture, and by the selective control of geographical cir
cumstances on the result.

There is a rather widely spread variety o f large-built and 
especially very large-headed man, o f dark complexion, eyes, 
and hair, and exceptional “ drive”  and force o f character, 
which does not at first sight fit into the current classification 
o f the threefold “ white races.”  It is approximately the 
“ littoral”  type in Deniker’s analysis o f the population o f 
Europe.40 By others, on account of its maritime distribution,
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and also of the occurrence o f rude stone monuments, o f early 
date, in some of the same maritime districts, it has been 
regarded, not very logically, as the builder of them. Fur
ther, because these monuments belong to a stage of advance
ment at which copper and gold were beginning to be used, 
it has been argued rather inconsistently that these people 
built these monuments partly because they were bringing 
copper, partly because they were taking gold away. For 
these various reasons they are described as “ prospectors”  
and it is argued that they do not belong where they are 
observed to occur; whereas at the east end of the Mediter
ranean, where they are supposed to have originated, they 
have left no traces. Some, however, would have them come 
from the shores of the Persian gulf where neither they, nor 
rude stone monuments, nor copper, nor gold occur now.41

In view, however, of the long stretch of contact-zone 
between “ Alpine”  and “ Mediterranean”  man, and of the 
great antiquity of these contacts, even over considerable 
expanses of sea, the question arises whether discontinuous 
and widely distributed groups o f physically similar people, 
combining characteristics of these two primary types, have 
necessarily come to be, where they are found, by “ diffusion”  
from any single center, and have not, rather, been “ evolved”  
locally as cross-bred strains o f similar ancestry, similar 
physique and temperament, similar coastal habitat along 
the Mediterranean shores, and consequently similar facil
ities for adventures oversea, such as brought a minority 
of “ prospector”  individuals among the “ Mediterranean”  
inhabitants of early Sardinia, in the graves at Anjelu-Ruju.4* 
And it should be noted that along the other zone of contact, 
between peoples o f “ Alpine”  and of “ Northern”  breeds, 
there has come into existence a similar series of well-marked 
derivative types, combining for example blondness with 
round head and thickset build, and furnishing, like the
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southern “ prospectors,”  such sources o f driving power as 
the “ John Bull”  type in England, and the heavy-built 
Dutchman and Prussian on the Continent.

This comparative survey of other regions and examples 
of race contact has illustrated some of the chief limiting 
conditions o f such intercourse; the distinction between 
transverse immigration and longitudinal propagation or in
filtration, the selective control of regional conditions over 
intrusive breeds, by whichever process they are introduced, 
and the establishment of new breeds of men along a zone 
of marginal intercourse between principal races.

S u p p l e m e n t a r y  E v id e n c e  from  O t h e r  P h y s ic a l  
C h a r a c t e r s

Hitherto we have confined attention to a single physical 
character, the form, and especially the relative length and 
breadth of the head. This has been done, not because this 
character is of any special significance in the determination 
o f race, but to simplify argument, and also because it hap
pens that the data for this character are more numerous. 
To what extent they are supported by other physical char
acters, it is easy even for the untrained traveler to verify 
for himself by habitually observing the headgear o f the 
people whom he encounters. Round-headed people wear 
round hats, not for aesthetic reasons, nor (as a rule) as 
ethnological labels, but because round hats fit round heads, 
like those of Chinamen, Russians, Turks, and South Ger
mans. Long-headed peoples similarly wear long hats, like 
the English “ bowler”  or hard “ straw,”  or “ deer stalker”  
with a fore-and-aft peak, or the Scotch “ glengarry.”  Even 
if they prefer round hats or are compelled to wear them, 
like the subjects of the unregenerate Turk, or the British 
“ Tommy” and “ blue-jacket,”  they either shift them at the 
first permissible moment to the back of their heads, where 
they fit best, or they stretch them to fit, with the brim
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projecting fore-and-aft, but curled up at the side. Compare 
the brims o f the “ stove-pipe”  hat, as worn by the Londoner 
and by the Frenchman from the south.

There was this further encouragement to begin with the 
head-form, namely, that it is a character which, except 
among hat-wearing people, does not attract much attention, 
and certainly did not attract the attention of the ancient 
Greeks sufficiently to be mentioned in their literature, except 
in the pathetic instance o f Thersites, a bad bold man, who 
was not only “ agin the government,”  but had his head 
pointed at the top, which we have seen to be an extreme 
Armenoid feature.43 This character, then, we may discuss 
without fear of being prejudiced by our opinions as to the 
credibility o f Greek testimony.

It is at this point that we may best consider the rare 
examples of men with bald heads, in Greek works of art; 
the only occasions when it was necessary to draw carefully 
the whole curvature o f the skull. Here the few remaining 
skulls of classical Athenians give us confidence in the artists’ 
powers o f observation.44 Commonest are those with well- 
filled forehead and uniform curvature of outline: unfor
tunately the hair usually conceals the whole occipital region. 
For the flat-backed head, rising straight from the neck, we 
have to look to youths, whose hair is close-cropped. More 
pronouncedly Armenoid is the high dome of the infuriated 
schoolmaster,4* whose prominent nose, more Minoan than 
Hellenic, as we shall see, is commoner in the sixth and 
seventh centuries than in the fifth, to which this drawing 
belongs. Different from both these types are the Greek 
representations of giants, centaurs, and satyrs, with strong 
brow ridges, low retreating forehead, vault rising toward 
the back, short weak nose, and very high growth of hair on 
the cheeks.4* To these features of giants and other out
landish creatures, we shall have to return shortly. There is 
also among ordinary people a low-class type prognathous,
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low-browed, with mean concave nose; it is used also com
monly for comic actors, and for Charon the infernal ferry
man.47 Contrast now with those low-browed types, the high 
forehead, erect profile, short firm chin, but also the very 
short head and broad face of ideal types in the fifth century, 
and also the less idealized types, with more prominent nose, 
in scenes of daily life.48 When portrait statuary begins, the 
material becomes almost bewildering, and has not yet been 
adequately studied from an anthropological standpoint. 
But the observation of Klon Stephanos, that Greek statuary 
in general is broad-headed, has not been disputed, though 
the rarity of very bald heads in sculpture makes accurate 
measurement impossible. Socrates, who was bald, is an 
exception; and we learn from Plato, who had known him 
intimately, that he looked like one o f those wild-men-of-the- 
wood.< whom we have just been considering;4* a type which 
is not extinct evèn now.

There are however other characters, less easily demon
strable from ancient skeletons, but illustrated by literary 
references, and, more undesignedly, by the representations 
of Greek men and women in ancient art.

St a t u r e  a n d  B o d y  P ropo r tio n s

Stature is notoriously variable, and is so directly de
pendent on nutrition, especially during the years when 
growth is rapid, that it is no sure mark o f breed. Neverthe
less there are tall races and short races, sometimes in close 
neighborhood. The Greeks, for example, admitted the tall 
stature of the Persians.80 The Gaulish invaders o f Italy, 
and the Teutonic peoples beyond the Rhine, seemed gigantic 
to the ancient Romans, and since they were also fair-haired, 
the inference is sure, that they were o f large-built, more or 
less “ northern”  types, even if we had not their bones for 
measurement. The modern Albanians similarly are con
siderably taller, as a people, than the modern Greeks, and 
the Sphakiote highlanders of western Crete than other
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Greek-speaking people. Consequently, when the Homeric 
poems describe Achaean leaders as conspicuous by their 
stature among their followers, or Hebrew chroniclers speak 
o f Goliath of Gath and other “ lords of the Philistines”  as 
giants, the question arises whether there was here some 
difference of breed.

More significant are the proportions and general build 
of a people. It has been already noted that the Alpine and 
Armenoid types are not only broader-headed, but broader- 
bodied and also more inclined to corpulence than the 
“ Mediterranean”  long-heads. The difference of the hand
shake o f a South German and an Italian illustrates this 
contrast in respect of the hand; Heine, you will remember, 
proposed to add a chapter to his “ Essay on Feet,”  on the 
substructure o f the Göttingen ladies; and in these days o f 
short skirts and “ plus fours”  the ethnologist has a fresh 
and agreeable field of study. 1-et each man form his own 
conclusions as to the racial origins of his compatriots. This, 
like most other distinctions of breed, has found expression 
in the ideals of poets and lovers, as well as in political carica
ture. The Turkish ideal o f feminine beauty has its counter
part in the popular picture o f the Turk himself, who has 
however only acquired this Armenoid physiognomy since 
he stocked his harems with the beauties o f Asia Minor and 
the Caucasus. In earlier times it was the same. The lithe 
forms o f the Minoan Bronze Age, and especially the wasp 
waists o f both sexes, prove first that the popular ideal o f 
that culture was rather Mediterranean than Alpine, and 
secondly that there was the fashion to conform to it so far 
as nature allowed. Ridgeway called attention, long ago, to 
the very short hilts of Minoan rapiers, which hardly admit 
more than three fingers of an "Alpine”  or "Northern” hand;*' 
and the very small diameter of many Minoan and Hellenic 
finger-rings is evidence to the same effect.
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There were however shorter and more thickset individuals 
in the Minoan population, of a type which is common also 
among the athletes o f early classical times: and the attempts 
o f buxom Minoan ladies, broad-faced and broad-breasted 
by nature, to be in the fashion, were not always wholly 
successful.4* Still more significant is the testimony o f those 
early female figures (the meaning o f which we shall have to 
discuss (p. 224) in connection with the distribution o f cer
tain religious beliefs), extraordinarily broad-bodied and cor
pulent, which are common in the earliest Bronze-Age graves 
o f the Cyclades, and aie found also in Crete both in the Early 
Minoan period, and even in the later neolithic deposits at 
Cnossus.“  Occurring as they do among a people whom their 
actual remains show to have been mainly of Mediterranean 
breed, though not without Alpine elements, they force us to 
consider how it came about that the type which was in a 
minority among the living imposed its own physical ideal 
on popular imagination and belief; more especially as this 
corpulent type is not confined to the Ægean but recurs as 
far north as the Danube,44 as far west as the neolithic sanc
tuaries of Malta,41 and as far cast as the conventional Ishtar- 
figures of Babylonia Iront the days of Hammurabi onward.**

H air  a n d  B kak d

Another conspicuous contrast is in the quality of the 
hair, and especially in the shaj»e and size of the beard. 
Though the hair both of Alpine and of Mediterranean breeds 
is usually m o r e  or le s s  wavy, it is more commonly curled in 
the Mediterranean breed, ami straighter in the other, espe
cially among Armenoids. On this point, Minoan representa
tions show that wavy or curly hair was normal; and in this 
respect Hellenic art and Greek literary phrases give the 
same result f o r  classical times.4’ This however does not 
carry us far: it is with the beards that a contrast is recog» 
ni/ahle.44 l*Y*r the Mediterranean beard is sparse, and 
pomfed, because it is dense only on the chin; "Alpine" and
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“ Armenoid”  beards are wide and bushy, and the hair grows 
high on the cheeks, as well as low on the forehead. Unfor
tunately the habit of shaving, recorded by the artists of 
many generations, has destroyed much valuable evidence; 
but the custom of wearing the beard, prevalent among 
ancient philosophers, medieval saints, modern Greek priests, 
and old men of all periods, gives us a fairly continuous series 
o f records. In Early and Middle Minoan times beards are 
not represented as a rule. The earliest representation o f a 
Cretan, on a seal impression of Middle Minoan period, shows 
a short head, very large face, aquiline nose, and massive 
square jaw.** The same type reappears among the Spartan 
caricatures, in the Early Iron Age (p. 77), and among the 
portraits o f the earlier Ptolemies and Seleucids, raising 
questions not easily answered at present.40 That the absence 
o f beard was due to art, not to nature, is certain from a few 
bearded elders41 and from the frequent provision of a few 
keen flakes of obsidian, a natural glass, in the earliest graves 
o f the Cyclades, and of bronze razors later; it was as neces
sary to be presentable in the next world as in this. The 
women, for the same reason, were provided with face paint, 
usually green, and there are occasionally tattooing needles 
to remedy mundane omissions.

No conclusion can be drawn from this habit o f shaving, 
as to the natural beard. Fashion, like some greater matters, 
is a thing that “ passeth understanding,”  But it has been 
noted already that fashion tends to enhance natural char
acteristics, and in a mixed people the characters of the 
dominant element. In Egypt, for instance, gods and kings 
are represented with the scantier hair shaved, and only a 
»mall beard on the point o f the chin. C onversely the wearing 
o f moustache without beard, which enhances the width of 
the face, seems to have originated among the broad-faced 
Gaul», and has had repeated vogue since among broad-faced 
people* of Central Europe, and neighbor» influenced by their 
fashion*.
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So, too, the earliest representations o f Cretan men show 
the same narrow pointed beard as the predynastic Egyptian 
statuettes. Later, even after shaving had become habitual, 
a Minoan cup o f inlaid silver work shows a row of heads 
with narrow pointed beards, but shaven cheeks and upper 
lips.*1 One o f the gold masks from the “ shaft-graves" at 
Mycenae, of the sixteenth or seventeenth century, shows a 
moustache only, another the natural thin beard and mous
tache unaltered, while two others are clean-shaved.”  A 
carved head in Minoan style, o f uncertain but not very early 
date, has a fuller beard, and long moustache.** This is in 
accord with the skull types, which show predominantly 
Mediterranean descent till the fall of Cnossus about 1400, 
and then a rapid influx of broad-headed types. When pic
torial art declines into artless caricature during the interval 
between Minoan and Hellenic, the men have the same 
shaven lip and narrow pointed beard as they have on the 
Minoan silver cup. Examples are the “ Warrior Vase”  from 
Mycenae, at the beginning o f the “ Dark Age," the “ Aristo- 
nophos vase,”  and the Melian amphorae at its close.”  
Later the moustache reappears, and every stage o f the 
development of this typical “ Mediterranean" growth ta 
illustrated in vase paintings and in statuary, large and small. 
That this was a real type is clear from portraits o f all periods 
after the fifth century. The hair is sometimes curly, some
times only wavy, but never quite straight.

Evidence that the Greek vase painters were competent 
to represent racial types comes from their drawings of 
Negroes and Orientals, for example, in the fight between 
Heracles and Busiris;”  and in a Homeric scene o f rather 
later style, the Trojan Dolon wears side whiskers and a 
moustache but no beard, like a nineteenth-century colonel.*’ 
The latter, being a stage scene, leads to the consideration 
o f the deliberate caricatures of tragic and comic characters; 
and here we have something unexpected. Both the mad
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hero burning household and furniture,** and the buffoons 
parodying acts o f adoration,** are not o f the thin-bearded, 
slight-built breed at all, but are thickset, and hairy up to 
the eyes.

This alternative breed is always used to depict spirits 
o f  the woods, like Pan and the satyrs; giants, monsters 
such as the horse-bodied centaurs, and bad men of all sorts.70 
In a remarkable scene, showing a Persian standard bearer 
thrown down by a Greek warrior, the barbarian is of the 
same type.7* It was by reason of this unpleasing physio
gnomy that the philosopher Socrates was compared to a 
satyr by contemporaries, as the portraits o f him show.7* 
The inclusion o f Pan and the satyrs in this type, and the 
localization of Pan in inland and upland Arcadia, and of 
the centaurs in the park-land foothills o f Pelion and Ossa, 
shows that what artists and other retailers of legends had 
in mind was a real backwood population surviving in out
lying districts, and especially in highland and forest. This 
hairy, broad-faced, and frequently snub-nosed type is still 
common; it is probably only the accident that (»reck priests 
do not cut their hair at all, that makes illustrations o f it to 
be most easily found in the monasteries.”

T he C lassical Ideal or Beauty

There remains the question, how cither o f these dis
tinct! vcly-lrearded extremes in real life is related to the 
classical ideal o f "Greek beauty," with its broad oval face, 
high upright forehead, full jaw and chin, recurved and some
times almost sensuous lip, and (above all) its narrow straight 
nose descending in the same line with the forehead. Was 
this remarkable type the creation of some master, or school 
o f design, and if so when and where? Or was it rather the 
product of countless impressions, experiences, and observa
lions, such as have given us the national tyj*e* of modern 
timet; "John Bull," an undesigned composite portrait from
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Lord Palmerston, Dean Gaisford, William Thackeray, 
Charles Darwin, Francis Galton, John Millais, and Winston 
Churchill; "Uncle Sam,”  reincarnated in Abraham Lincoln; 
and the three generations of gracious American women who 
have presided over the currency of the United States.

The so-called "Greek type” is an old one in the Ægean. 
The Minoan silver cup and the stag’s-horn head, already 
mentioned, have something o f it already; and in profile, at 
all events, the ladies in Cnossian frescoes74 and on the glazed 
cups with female heads from Late Minoan tombs in Cyprus, 
probably about 1300 B.C.,n though these last are not more 
fully idealized than some o f the sphinx heads which are 
their Attic successors. But side by side with them, there 
are other Minoan types, more purely Mediterranean, and 
recognizable among the modern population, especially in the 
islands: the "Parisienne”  from Cnossus,7* and the wor
shipers on the Agia Triada sarcophagus; the long narrow 
face in stucco from Mycenae; the fresco lady from Tiryns, 
the more prominent nose and high forehead of the Cup
bearer, the maturcr, more fleshy, small-nosed type, o f the 
helmctcd heads from Spata. There are also the broad- 
faced, round-eyed votaries from the "Temple Repository”  
too plump for their belts; above all, the Lady of Boston, 
who might pass for a Swede or for a daughter o f the Middle 
West.”  To her we shall have to return (p, 199) in another 
connection. To group these varieties under two successive 
types one of them Middle Minoan in «late, with prominent 
chin, aquiline nose, and hair cut short, the other Late 
Minoan, from about 1750 B.C., more angular, and with 
larger nose, wearing its hair long is to simplify over
much.74 The reality is more complex, though one or other 
of the two main groups o f factors, "Mediterranean”  and 
"Alpine,”  is frequently recognizable, and sometimes dom
inant.
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Thus though the ‘ 'classical”  type begins within the 
Minoan Age, it begins only as one o f a group o f varieties, 
among a people not only already composite, but interbred 
so long, and under sufficiently congenial conditions, that 
weaklings and dysharmonie misfits were disappearing, and 
fresh varieties were being established and in a fair way to 
become in due course thoroughbred, each in its own special 
way. Here we see the significance of that minute dissection 
o f the Greek cradle-land into self-contained areas of occu
pation, which we noted at the outset. This is obvious when 
we consider each smaller island as a separate whole. But 
within Crete itself there are a dozen such districts, and in 
some of the larger islands two or three. Along the be
wildering coast line o f both mainlands it is the same; still 
more among the highlands of the interior. In our own days, 
Albania is the only quite unspoiled bit of such insulated 
tribal population, where types of beauty change with the 
cut o f the costumes from tribe to tribe and sometimes from 
village to village. Yet in the modern Ægean, where things 
so different as styles o f embroidery and varieties of dialect 
go closely together from island to island,’ * it does not need 
much practice to recognize local types I will not say, 
always, of beauty- but o f feature, build, and bearing.*0 
When the seaways were cleared of piracy, you could have 
seen as many types o f Ægean beauty at the "Palace of 
Minos”  at Cnossus, as in that of King Constantine.

Some o f these other Minoan types came through into 
classical Greece; the tip tilted nose and pert chin of the 
"Parisienne," the more bulbous nose of the I.ady of Tiryns, 
the fine-drawn jaw and arched eyebrows o f the boxer from 
Kampos, the inquisitive beak, thin lips, and "archaic smile" 
o f the "Cup-bearer" and the frescoed youths from Tiryns.*' 
This last feature, the "archaic smile," is conspicuous in the 
early statuary of Cyprus,** and survives there today. Other 
types quite disappear, and meanwhile, fresh types have 
come in.
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At this point mention must be made o f the remarkable 
clay masks from Sparta, of the sixth or seventh century, 
which give us, if not “ speaking likenesses/’ at all events 
cruelly realistic caricatures, of the one people in historic 
Greece who had remained inbred since their immigration, 
which tradition placed at the end of the twelfth century.** 
One very pronounced type, with aquiline nose and angular 
jaw comes close (as has been noted already) to portraits o f 
the earlier Ptolemies; but another has the same prominent 
bulbous forehead and strong nose bridge as a skull o f the 
Early Iron Age from a grave at Halos in Phthiotis.*4 In 
what sense these Spartans were themselves Greek, we must 
consider later, in view of their language and traditional 
history.

For the Athenians, if we have not this ruthless realism, 
we have at all events a very large series of portraits. Rare 
in the fifth century, they become common for celebrities in 
the fourth, and copious for ordinary officials anti well-to-do 
citizens from the third to Roman times. Since they differ 
considerably in individual traits, they are the more valuable 
for the points that they have in common, and it would be a 
valuable addition to our knowledge, if they were studied 
anthropologically, with composite photographs, such as have 
been made for modern European peoples.

If there arc two men o f the "great age" o f Greece, other 
than Socrates, whom we should recognize in a crowd, they 
arc Demosthenes and Alexander. O f Demosthenes we have 
only elderly c a r e w o r n  versions, but the structure o f head 
and face s h o w s  all the more clearly for this, and refers him 
to a frequent, indeed dominant type, among the later 
Athenian portraits.”  O f Alexander’s antecedents we know 
that his father, a Macedonian, had the low forehead, prom
inent brows, and high bushy beard, of the backwoods· 
man," though the nmc is f i r m e r ;“  and that his mother was 
a beautiful temperamental highlander from Epirus, prob.
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ably much like the tall handsome women o f Albania and 
Montenegro. But Alexander himself came very near to the 
Greek “ Apollo”  type:17 a little broader in forehead and face, 
heavier in the brow ridges, than the ideal, and a shade more 
florid than would reveal the set o f the jaw ; but in profile a 
cousin to the younger gods, and a cousin also to Mace
donians in the next generation or two, who lived to maturity. 
That the portraits on their coins perpetuate profiles like 
that of Alexander, was less due to devotion or policy than 
to the racial homogeneity o f the new lords o f the world.

Not much is added to this analysis by the late wax-por
traits on Greek mummies from Ptolemaic and Roman 
Egypt and Christian mosaics from the fifth century A.D. 
onward: except that the Hellenic ideal disappears; Alpine 
and Armenoid types, large-eyed, broad-faced, and fleshy, 
become common; also low-bred and cross-bred individuals 
with dysharmonie faces and weak jaws. Naturally, with the 
spread o f Christianity, and the shift o f the political center to 
Constantinople, and o f “ big business” to Antioch and 
Alexandria, low-class and Levantine-looking Armenoids pre
vail, with high domed heads when they lose their hair and 
become saints or bishops. Both types of licard remain 
common; but allowance must be made at this point for the 
Syrian and Palestinian types, mixed Armenoid and Arabian, 
that were traditional for Christ and his Apostles; Peter with 
his great stature, burly fisherman’s frame, and massive 
symmetrical dome, Paul with the low forehead, bushy eye
brows, anti high beard o f Socrates and the backwoodsmen 
o f  old time. As Paul came from Cilicia, this is just what 
we should expect. The few portraits Justinian, a sleepless 
competent man o f business, Maximian, the hard fanatical 
churchman, Theodora the stage adventuress, slight and 
alert, with her ladies, whose pert chins and wide eyes under 
arched brows recall the palace· beauties of Cmnsut arc 
graphic testimony to the mixture oi high ami low type*
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which infested the Byzantine court. So too occasionally 
now, among the cross-bred majority, one finds, especially 
in the island world, very passable models for an Apollo or 
a Hermes, especially at that age “ when the time of youth 
is most gracious.” **

S u m m a r y  of C o n c l u s io n s  as  to  P h y s ic a l  B r e e d

(1) Summarily, then, the Greek cradle-land in the Ægean 
basin has been occupied, since the beginning o f the Bronze 
Age at all events, by a population partly “ Alpine”  or 
“ Armenoid,”  partly o f “ Mediterranean” descent. The pro
portion of each in the mixture has varied, and on the whole 
the "Alpine”  and still more the “ Armenoid”  element has 
increased, both between Minoan and Hellenic times, and 
again between Hellenic and modern. But the “ Mediter
ranean” dement, though it has gained no ground since 
Minoan times, has shown remarkable endurance and vitality 
under conditions which suited it, and in a few sheltered 
and exceptionally favorable places has maintained itself 
almost pure.

(2) Before the beginning of the Bronze Age, evidence is 
scanty, and separate lines of inquiry lead to different though 
not necessarily contradictory results. While “ Alpine”  indi
viduals, at all events, have been found in Stonc-Aec condi
tions on both sides of the Ægean and also in Crete, “ Mediter
ranean”  individuals have not been recorded before the 
beginning o f the Bronze Age. But the Stone-Aac culture o f 
Crete, on its material side, belongs, as we shall see in Chapter 
V, to a wide Mediterranean province, and has only later 
and partial affinity with the cultures of Asia Minor or o f 
southeastern Kuru}*·, so far as these are known at present. 
Kven the symbolic female figures, which are common to 
Asia Minor, the C yclades, and Crete, are common also to 
Thrace, Sicily, and Malta. It cannot therefore be argued 
that fhry prove Asiatic influence only, unless it is admitted 
that this influence reached these remoter regions too,
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(3) But since the only "Alpine”  individuals o f  neolithic 
age come from remote and sheltered districts, it is possible 
that the highland and forested areas were more attractive to 
such people, and the lowlands and coasts, then as usually 
later, to "Mediterranean”  folk. If so, much interpenetration 
might occur without frequent collision; and it is certain from 
the patchwork population o f the Cyclades early in the 
Bronze Age, that such interpenetration was occurring then, 
in the very heart of the region.

(4) Seeing that geographical conditions permitted easy 
access of northern folk to the northern districts of the 
Ægean basin, and that northern individuals have been recog
nized as far south as the Troad, and as far back as the Early 
Bronze Age, it may not be assumed that all long-headed 
people in that basin are o f Mediterranean descent; they 
may owe their long-head form to northern ancestry. On the 
other hand, since some blond people arc round-headed, it 
may not be assumed that all blond people are of purely 
"northern” breed, without the positive evidence of “ north
ern”  skulls.

(5) At this point, then, we have to look for some fresh 
source o f evidence, as to early relations between the .'Egcan 
and the regions north and south of it, the Mediterranean 
shores and the home of “ northern”  man beyond the Dan
ube. For the former we shall have to wait till we deal in 
Chapter V with archaeological proofs of material culture; 
with the latter, w e  are confronted at once by the fact that 
Greek is an Indo-European language; and with this we shall 
be concerned in Chapter III.

16) The attempt to characterize more precisely rhe 
Hellenic ideal of beauty is postponed, till we have taken 
note of the evidence f<*r complexion, and the color of hair 
and eyes. Here the evidence of monuments is more frag
mentary, and that of literary allusions more explicit. More
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over the whole problem o f the external appearance o f the 
classical Greeks is complicated by the conception which they 
had inherited of the physical characters o f their gods, and 
this in turn complicates the consideration o f Greek religious 
beliefs which is attempted in Chapter IV.



CH APTER  III

C o m m o n  L a n g u a g e : E v id e n c e  from  C o m p a r a t iv e  
P h il o l o g y

From the study of the physical build o f ancient Greek 
people, in comparison with other evidence for the distribu
tion o f human breeds, we have been brought to the conclu
sion, (1) that the Greeks o f classical times were o f mixed 
descent; (2) that two of the principal strains in that mixture, 
“ Alpine”  and “ Mediterranean,”  had coexisted in the Greek 
cradlc-land at least since the beginning of the Bronze Age 
and had interbred into a number of local strains before its 
close; that quite early in the Bronze Age a third element 
appears, in the Marmara region, akin to the “ Northern” 
type, whose source is on the steppe cast o f the Dnieper, 
and the westward spread of which began early enough to 
account for the appearance of similar people in the “ third 
city”  at Hissarlik. As the general proportions of the skull 
in the “ Northern” and in the “ Mediterranean" types are not 
very different, there is greater risk of confusion between 
these two elements than between either of them and the 
"Alpine Armcnoid" types, so long as we are restricted to 
this anatomical evidence. But the “ Northern" type differs 
in two other rcsj>ecfs from the "Mediterranean” ; in its 
geographical distribution, for if comes info the dkgcan world 
from the north and by land; and in the superficial appearance 
of it* living representatives, for it is characteristically blond. 
To trace more precisely, therefore, the movements and 
effect* of intruders from the north, we must turn to other 
kinds of evidence; and these we shall find, when we examine 
the »«corn! and the third of Herodotus* criteria of nationality, 
namely, language and religion.
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T he  G r e e k  L a n g u a g e

When we speak o f the Greek language, we are using a 
general and abstract term to describe collectively several 
groups of closely related dialects, within each of which minor 
differences are recognizable between the speech o f almost 
every community and its neighbors. In a country so 
minutely subdivided geographically, these local variations 
o f speech are only what is to be expected. What is less easy 
to explain is the existence o f larger groups clearly distin
guished from one another, and each nearly homogeneous 
within itself. Not that these larger groups were by any 
means uniform in early times. Just as the common speech 
o f literary and commercial use, in Hellenistic times, was an 
artificial idiom mainly derived from the common speech o f 
educated Athenians, but modified by general use among 
Greeks from all parts, so the literary Ionic in which Herod
otus and Hippocrates wrote was an artificial idiom current 
among learned and literary men in Ionia during the fifth 
century alongside the four colloquially spoken dialects o f 
Ionic of which Herodotus has described the geographical 
distribution in his own time.' By comparison o f examples o f 
dialects as early in date as the sixth and even the seventh 
century, but for the most part o f the fifth, fourth, and third, 
it is possible to trace back the more important variations to 
the eleventh or twelfth century or rather to the redistribu
tion o f dialects by movements traditionally ascribed to those 
centuries (fig. 3).*

The Greek'* themselves recognized three main groups o f 
these dialects, /Eolic, Ionic, Doric, best represented by the 
dialects o f the three main groups o f comparatively late 
Greek settlements on the foreshore o f Asia Minor, but all 
recognisable also in peninsular Greece; in Thessaly 
and Boeotia, Ionic in Kulme« and (with certain modifiât»
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tions) in Attica, Doric mainly south o f the Corinthian 
Isthmus. To these three, modern philology has added a 
fourth, represented by the dialects of Arcadia, Cyprus, and 
the Greek colonies in Pamphylia and other parts o f the 
south coast o f Asia Minor, and has considerably extended

the group to which Doric belongs, by associating with it the 
dialects o f northwestern (»recce which, together with Ar
cadian, the ancients thought to he Æolie.*

The philological ground of distinction between these four 
groups is the kind and amount of modification of their prin
cipal vowel sounds, and also o f certain consonants, from the 
corresponding sounds in the earliest phases of (»reek speech 
recoverable by comparison with other lm!o~Kurope«n Ian-
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guages; supported by other changes in the terminations o f 
verbs and substantives. In Ionic and Attic, for example, 
a became first a  and then (in Attic) , and consonantal o 
disappeared: in Æolic, initial th and / became ph and p ; in 
the Arcadian group e and o changed to and u. Doric on 
the other hand retained a number of more primitive char
acters which most other dialects had outgrown. The whole 
question of the relationship between the main groups is com
plicated by a number of cross-resemblances, which are only 
noted here by way of caution against arbitrary use o f any 
one set of likenesses or differences. The dialect groups are, 
in fact, groups of local idioms, not standard modes of speech 
mishandled in popular usage.4

From their distribution in classical times, it will be 
obvious that it is only on the west coast of Asia Minor that 
the three divisions recognized by the ancient Greeks were 
an adequate classification of coherent local groups; Æolic 
from the Hellespont to the gulf of Smyrna; Ionic south o f 
this point to Miletus just south o f the Maeander river; 
Doric from the gulf o f Iasus to Rhodes.

Doric, it is true, was continuously spoken south of 
Rhodes, in Carpathos and Casus, in Crete, and also in 
Thera, Melos, and a few other islands in the southern 
Cyclades; thus linking Asiatic Doris geographically, as it 
was associated traditionally, with the Doric-speaking dis
tricts of the Greek peninsula, Messenia, Laconia, Argolis, 
with Mcgaris north of the Isthmus. Ionia similarly lay 
opposite to the ionic-speaking Cyclades and Euboea, and 
also to Attica; but the Attic dialect differed appreciably 
from the insular and Asiatic dialects of Ionic, though tradi
tionally the Ionian» oversea were mainly emigrants from 
Attica. .Tubs, too, lay opposite to two Æolic speaking 
districts, Thessaly and Hoeotia; but between these lay 
Phthiotis, Malts, Encm, and Phocia, where the dialects were 
of the West Greek group which is now recognized a* clotely
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akin to Doric; and as these territories form a wedge between 
Thessaly and Boeotia, it seems clear that the Wcst-Greek 
dialects have been intruded from farther west, in the same 
way as the Doric dialects o f Peloponnese were believed in 
antiquity to have been recently intruded from northwestern 
Greece.

The traditional genealogy, then, of “ Hellen and his sons," 
in its earlier form, not only is later than the “ coming o f the 
Dorians," but presupposes the establishment o f the three 
groups o f Asiatic colonies.* On the other hand, it came into 
existence before the establishment of the “ Achaean”  colonies 
in South Italy, or at all events before their ethnological 
significance was realized; for it is only in the redraft of the 
traditional pedigree by Hclianicus, in the fifth century,* that 
“ Achaeus” is bracketed with “ Ion" as grandson of Hellen, 
under a very suspect father whose name Xouthos simply 
means the "brown" man.’ As the western “ Achaeans" did 
not speak Ionic, but Wcst-Grcck dialects like their mother- 
tongue in north Peloponnese, the linguistic basis of classifi
cation has here been superseded by one based on tradition, 
and supplemented by a racial contrast between “ brown" 
people and others who were not "brown." How diagram
matic the pedigree had become by this time is shown further 
by the addition of a daughter of Hellen, whose name 
Xenopatra, the "dan of strangers," suggests that provision 
was being made for receiving as "sons o f Hellen" {Kopie 
who could claim to be so only on their mother’s side, if at all. 
Who such {Kopie were (so to speak) on the father's side was 
a further question; for as we have seen already ip. xxi), 
Greek tradition was dear that the Greek people was of mixed 
origin, and that the “ Hellenic" ingredient had spread 
recently and at first locally among the others.

In the fifth century the fyj*c specimen of a |>eople which 
had been converted from Pelasgtan to Hellenic was the 
population o f Attica, which certainly had a dialect more
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strongly characterized than any other at that time.* From 
the fourth century onward, however, it was the Arcadian 
who was presented as typical of “ pre-Hellenic”  man.* The 
reasons for this were in part at least political, but it can 
hardly have escaped the notice of contemporaries that 
Arcadian envoys and exiles spoke very queer Greek, and 
had notions and habits o f their own. But the “ Pelasgian 
theory” was sufficient explanation; at most it was observed 
that there were parallels to Arcadian customs in other back
waters of the Greek world, and also in some parts o f Italy. 
There was at all events no further attempt to amend the 
Hellenic pedigree; even when the West-Greck dialects had 
come under review, in the days of the Ætolian and Achaean 
leagues, for the same kind o f political reason as the Arcadian 
in the fourth century, they were set down as a kind of 
/Folic; anti so matters rested till the scientific study of 
languages began again, early in the nineteenth century.

So recent was the expansion of the “ sons of Hellen”  
believed in classical times to be, that an approximate date 
was assigned to it, at the beginning of the fifteenth century. 
All pedigrees of “ sons of .T'.olus” ran up to the generation 
of 1 W ),and stopped there; Hellen therefore, the father of
Æolus, was conceived to belong to the generation of 1400, 
and Deucalion’s flood to that of 1430. The significance of 
such legends must be examined at a later stage in this argu
ment (Chapter VI). For the moment, it needs only tob e  
noted that one of the Æolid pedigrees is given fully in the 
(A/v,wv, and is therefore not a mere invention o f classical 
scholarship, but a piece o f folk memory presuming an 
cepted perspective of a period before and Iteyond the estab
lishment of the actual state of things, in which the Homeric 
poems came into being, There was, that is to say, a begin
ning, as well as an end, to the traditional “ coming of Hellen 
and his vats,”  and this “ coming”  was conceived as a more 
or less historical jvrtod lasting about four hundred years,
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beginning with some kind o f dispersal from a source in or 
near the southern margin of Thessaly, about 1400 B.C., and 
ending with the establishment o f Greek-speaking commun
ities, Æolic, Ionic, and Doric, in the west coast o f Asia 
Minor, in the latter part of the eleventh century B.C. It is 
important to realize how long this period was, and how much 
time it allowed for complicated secjuences o f events. It is 
as long, for example, as the interval between the coming o f 
the Saxons into Britain, and the reign of King Alfred; or in 
European history, between Alaric and Charlemagne.

The Greek language then consists of a fourfold group of 
dialects which were believed by the Greeks themselves to 
have been distributed in Greek lands not many centuries 
before Greek history begins; and even some of the most 
characteristically Greek peoples o f historical times, such as 
the Athenians, were believed to have learned to speak Greek 
after previously speaking some other language. But to trace 
“ Hellen and his sons”  back to a home in Phthiotis, in the 
days immediately following "Deucalion's flood,”  though it 
seems to have satisfied ancient (»reek curiosity, does not 
explain the resemblances defected not much more than a 
century ago between the structure and vocabulary of all 
dialects of (»reek, and those of other languages of the same 
"In do European”  group, as far cast as Sanskrit in northern 
India, and as far west as the Italic and Celtic languages of 
Europe.

For us, therefore, the linguistic problem is threefold. 
The first question is, what kind of language was spoken in 
Greek lands before the introduction of (»reck? And the 
answer to this comes from a few local survivals, ami from a 
comparison o f local place names with the place names of 
adjacent region# where languages distinct from (»reek were 
»till in use in classical times, or have been preserved m some 
other sertpt than the (»reek alphabet.
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Secondly, we have to ask, how an Indo-European lan
guage such as Greek came to be introduced into the lands 
about the Ægean, and especially why it obtained so firm 
and early a hold on the European side, and so late and 
precarious an occupation o f the Asiatic coast, and even in 
European Thrace. The answer here comes from a com
parison between the circumstances in which Indo-European 
languages first appear in regions east of the Ægean, where 
documentary evidence is available much earlier than in 
Greek lands, and in those of the Greek peninsula and ad
jacent regions landwards; and in particular we have to 
follow up the clues offered in Chapter II by the rare indica
tions o f intrusive kinds of men from north of the Mountain- 
zone, in the light of the geographical features of the whole 
region, illustrated in Chapter I, and o f the collateral argu
ments from religious beliefs and material arts, in Chapters 
IV and V.

Thirdly, when we have formed some provisional idea 
of the mode, anti date, of the arrival of Greek speech in 
Greek lands at all, we have to return to the relations between 
the principal dialects of Greek itself, and ask how far their 
actual distribution accords with ancient beliefs as to their 
origin, and in particular with the notion o f a proximate dis
persal from a focus so far south as Phthiotis, or even (as 
the legend o f Deucalion’s flood suggests) as the northern 
ami eastern slopes of Parnassus.

SuavivAt s or ΡλκΤ Ι κιλκνιο L anuuaoks

Beyond and even within the "Period o f Migrations," 
which (as we have seen) was closed, not initiated, by the 
colonization o f  the west coast o f Asia Minor, there is no 
direct evidence as to the distribution of the Greek dialects; 
for there are no inscriptions in Greek characters so early as 
these event*, and the numerous documents from Mtnoan 
palace archive* in Crete, and similar writings from elsewhere,
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have not yet been read, so that it is not certain whether the 
language o f these is some kind o f Greek or not.1®

That the Minoan inscriptions are not in Greek is, how
ever, the more likely alternative. Greek belongs to the 
Indo-European group o f languages, and so far as its structure 
is concerned, its vowel system has remained very little 
changed from the earliest recoverable phase in any of them. 
Its verb is more completely preserved than in any other, 
except Sanskrit; its noun retains five o f the original case- 
endings in regular use, and occasional examples of one or 
two more. With the structure of the language so well pre
served, existing dialects, though themselves represented only 
in comparatively late texts, are good evidence for the general 
character o f any earlier variety of Greek; and as the later 
Minoan script separated each word from the next by punctu
ation, and also represented each syllabic by a separate sign, 
it should not be difficult to recognize (»reek verb-inflections 
and case-endings, if they are present at all. Hitherto how
ever this has not been found practicable.

On the other hand, the Greek vocabulary contains an 
unusually high ratio (estimated at about forty per cent) 
o f words which are not recognized as belonging to any Indo- 
European roof or stem. Probably the ratio is really even 
higher, because it has been easier, and also for some en
quirers more attractive, to identify doubtful words as Indo- 
European, than as loans from some other kind of language.11

Greek has, therefore, after taking independent shape as 
a language or coherrnt group o f dialects, been in contact 
with a civilization different from, and more elaborate than, 
that enjoyed by those w h o  spike any kind of (»reck lie fore 
auch contact was established. Further, some of these “ loan 
words*' are of certain well marked forms, or include dis
tinctive suffixes or terminations, which are found also com
monly in names o f  places, rivers, hills, and other physical 
features, not only m most parts of ( »recce and the /Egcan,
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but also in large districts o f southwestern Asia Minor, where 
Greek was only spoken in very late times.11 It is inferred 
from this that these local names, and the words o f common 
use which resemble them, have been taken over from a 
language or languages habitual in this region before Greek 
was spoken there; and further, from the large percentage o f 
borrowed words in Greek, that the people who first spoke 
Greek in these lands had to make acquaintance with a large 
number of things, in daily intercourse with those whom they 
found there, for which they had no words of their own. 
That is, they were strangers in a strange land and had come 
rather suddenly into contact with fresh surroundings and a 
culture and mode of' life different from their own. If these 
strange words were found only in late Greek, they might 
be explained as loan words due to trade or travel in classical 
times, but a sufficient number of them are used in the 
Homeric poems to make it certain that this borrowing is in 
great measure ancient. That they have been borrowed from 
either Illyrian, the nearest neighboring language to the 
northwest of peninsular Greece, or from the Thracian and 
Phrygian group (best represented now by the earliest 
mediaeval stages of Armenian) to the northeast o f the 
Aegean ami in northwestern Asia Minor, is also unlikely, 
because the place names already mentioned are far more 
frequent in the parts of Greek lands and Asia Minor where 
there is least reason to believe that these other languages 
were spoken ar any time. Also, some of the same words 
appear also as loan words in Armenian, and consequently 
cannot have come into (»reek from the group to which 
Armenian itself belongs.

A few scraps of evidence help rather to illustratr, than 
to remedy, our ignorance of the older languages of the 
.igran. The islands of I minus and Itnbros in the North 
A gran were still inhabited as late as the end of the sixth 
century by a people whom Herodotus writing in the fifth
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century describes as “ Peiasgian.”  T o the same people he 
ascribes settlements in the Hellespont region, and also on 
the eastern border o f Macedon, a little inland behind the 
Chalcidic promontory, and says that these two groups of 
communities could understand each other’s language; that 
there were other survivals of “ Peiasgian”  speech here and 
there; that formerly there had been for a while a “ Peiasgian” 
settlement within a few miles o f Athens; and further that 
the ancestors of the Athenians had been originally in some 
sense “ Peiasgian”  until “ at the same time as they were 
transformed into Hellenes, they also learned anew the lan
guage.” '* From other statements of Herodotus, and also 
from the express testimony of Thucydides, it is clear that 
the name “ Peiasgian" had already been commonly used as 
a general term for peoples who were pre-Hellenic, though 
not therefore necessarily aboriginal.'* Hut it is also certain 
that among such peoples were included some who bore in 
Greek the same “ Tyrrhenian” name as the people whom the 
Romans knew as the Etruscans in the region of middle Italy 
between the river Arno and the Tiber; and Herodotus and 
others believed that the Tyrrhenians of Italy were emigrants 
from Lydia and akin to the Lydian people or (since that 
people was composite) to some element in it.'* Though little 
is known about the Etruscan language, it is at least certain 
that if is unconnected with any other language of Italy; 
that its alphabet, though generally similar to the Chalcidic 
or western class o f early Greek alphabets, contains a few 
forms which are not ( halt idic but are found in the scripts 
o f Lydia, Phrygia, and some early Greek cities of Asia 
Minor; that its vocabulary includes words resembling forms 
o f place names in those southwestern regions ol Asia Minor 
where the pre Hellenic place names already mentioned 
occur; and that there is some resemblance between its 
grammatical forms anti those of the Lydian language and 
perhaps also o f some of the more am lent languages still 
spoken in ami around the Caucasus,'*
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All this would not carry us far, but for the discovery o f 

an inscribed stone in Lemnos, probably the tombstone o f the 
warrior whose effigy is carved on it in armor resembling at 
the same time some early Greek armor, and the earliest 
representations of Etruscan armor in Italy. The inscription,

Kt* 4 (inxm^oiK Ai, Durmimmoi* or PeoruM, and
Hi hvivai*  »r Tit km in Οηκκκ Κοι.κ-Μκμονιγ

which is in an early alphabet closely resembling early 
Etruscan letters, is now generally admitted to be cither in 
a dialect of Etruscan or at all events in a closely related 
language.'* There is therefore little doubt that at lent 
one non Hellenic language remained in use in the North 
Ægean until classical times, and as there is no reason to
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regard the Lemnian inscription as akin to Thracian or 
Phrygian— the only languages introduced into this region 
as late as Greek, or later—it seems necessary to conclude 
that the Lemnian language is not only non-Hellenic but 
pre-Hellenic.

Secondly, short inscriptions have been found on the site 
o f Praesus in eastern Crete, in an early Greek alphabet but 
not in any kind of Greek speech: it is not even certain that 
they are in any Indo-European language, and they show no 
resemblance to the Lycian language of the southwestern 
coast of Asia Minor, which is in much the same ambiguous 
position, though its script differs more than that of Praesus 
from ordinary Greek lettering.'* Now of Praesus, Herodotus 
has a story1” that its people, alone of all Cretans, refrained 
from joining a great oversea expedition to Sicily which he 
assigns to “ the days of Minos,”  and thereby escaped destruc
tion. As “ the days of Minos” in Greek folk-memory repre
sent at latest the earlier part of the thirteenth century 
(p. 321) and perhaps a hundred years earlier (since there are 
tales about two kings of that name), we have here a Greek 
attempt to explain why the people of Praesus were so differ
ent from other living Cretans; and as the Praesian inscrip
tions show that a non Hellenic language remained in use 
there within Hellenic times, it seems to follow that this was 
also a pre Hellenic language; though there is nothing to 
suggest that it was the same as that of Lemnos, nor any 
proof that either of them is the same as that of the Minoan 
inscriptions at Cnossus, in support of that alternative, 
there is only the widespread similarity of place names to 
suggest that at some time or other a single type or group 
o f languages was rather widely spoken. 1 hat it was still in 
common use at the tinte of the introduction of (»reek, seems 
to follow from the (»reek borrowings from its vocabulary.

Thirdly, though if is rather a far cry from the /Lgean 
to Cyprus, it is necessary for our argument to note, first
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that the dialect of Greek which was in use in that island 
was long written not in a Greek alphabet but in a syllabic 
script like that of the Minoan inscriptions, and in part 
derived from it, as a few early documents show. Now though 
most of the inscriptions in this Cypriote script are in the 
same Greek dialect— to the peculiarities o f which further 
reference will be made later— a few are in another language, 
which is certainly not Phoenician (the other common means 
of intercourse in the island in Hellenic times) but has not 
yet been identified with any other known language.10 This 
evidence is only of interest in the present connection, be
cause, though the unknown language may be that of the 
aborigines of Cyprus, there is nothing at present to show 
that it is not that of the Minoan colonists who came from 
the Ægean to Cyprus in the fourteenth century, and used 
there that intermediary script, already mentioned, which 
was borrowed from the Minoan and is ancestral to the 
Cypriote.1' Consequently it is no longer permissible to 
assume, as has sometimes been done, that the people who 
introduced the Cypriote syllabary into Cyprus were also 
those who introduced the Greek language. It is indeed more 
likely, in the present state of the evidence, that the inter
mediary script was introduced by people speaking the 
Minoan language, and that it was later that Greek-speaking 
settlers, finding both Minoan language and Minoan script 
in the island, and having as yet no regular script o f their 
own, adopted the Cypriote variety o f Minoan script for 
intercourse in Greek. For this purpose, it must be admitted, 
this syllabary is very ill-suited; being contrived, like its 
Minoan prototype, for recording a quite different kind of 
language, in which every consonant was followed by a 
dearly pronounced vowel.51

From this survey of the slight and scattered remnants 
o f pre Hellenic speech in districts afterwards occupied by 
Greek-speaking people not much information is to be gath-
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ered, until it is possible to read the Minoan documents of 
Crete. O f these, meanwhile, the chief significance is that 
the period which they cover is approximately known, and 
also the date at which this system o f writing went out o f 
use (about 1400 B.C.), in the collapse o f the régime which 
employed it. This event does not necessarily date the first 
introduction of Greek speech into Crete, and still less (as 
the Praesian inscriptions show), does it imply the disuse o f 
any older language.1* It does however mark the close of a 
long period of essentially continuous development of ma
terial civilization, and the beginning of a period of successive 
disturbances which lasted for about four hundred years; 
nearly as long, that is, as the interval between the invasion 
o f Gaul by the Germans o f Ariovistus in 58 B.C. and the 
siege o f Rome by Alaric the Goth in 408 A.D.

For survivals of the pre-Hellenic peoples o f the North 
Ægean, Greek writers used, as we have seen, the tribal 
name "Pelasgian,”  and there is Homeric folk-memory o f 
“ Pelasgians”  in Crete too, about 1200 B.C., speaking appar
ently a distinct language from that of the "Eteocretans”  
who seem to represent the older population of the east end 
o f the island, round Praesus, and also from that o f the 
“ Cydones”  whose name survived in that of Cydonia, in the 
west. But the commoner names for pre-Hellenic peoples in 
the South /Egean were those o f the "Lelcgcs”  and "Kares.”  
These also were certainly used in a generic and descriptive 
sense, but there were actually Lclcges still in the fourth 
century, speaking a language o f their own, and forming the 
serf population o f the coast district of Asia Minor from the 
Macander valley southward to the gulf of Ceramus; and 
their overlords, the historic Carians, had given their name 
to an even longer stretch of coast, as far south as the main
land opposite Rhodes, and also to a considerable distance 
inland. They still spoke their own Carian language in the 
country districts until the early days of the Roman Empire,**
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but it already included many Greek words in the third 
century B.C. O f this Carian language, however, hardly 
anything remains except names of persons and places; but 
these exhibit that class of stems and terminations which has 
already given us our principal clue to pre-Hellenic speech in 
the South Ægean, and also others which recur in the Lydian 
and even the Mysian country farther north.

The Lydian language, represented by numerous inscrip
tions of classical date, is not yet fully understood. The 
belief of Herodotus that the Etruscans o f Italy were of 
Lydian origin, compelled by famine to migrate at a period 
which he seems to regard as not long before the twelfth 
century, is confirmed by similarities o f structure between 
Etruscan and Lydian “ which cannot be accidental” ;“  but 
other elements in Lydian grammar seem to be Indo-Euro
pean, and probably the language is a mixed one. That there 
were at least two elements in the population of Lydia, as in 
that o f Caria, is suggested by Herodotus’ description, and 
also by the fact that in the Homeric Catalogue, which is 
in geographical order, the place of the Lydians is taken by 
another people, the Maeonians, whose name remained asso
ciated in classical times with a district o f Lydia." The 
significance o f the mixed speech of the classical Lydians 
will be appreciated when we come to the history of the conti
nental interior o f Asia Minor. Similarly connected with 
those “ Carian” survivals, and much better represented by 
numerous inscriptions in alphabets closely related with 
those of Greek communities, are the languages of Lycia, 
and other districts farther east, along the mountainous 
southern margin of Asia Minor as far as Cilicia and inland 
as far as the non-Hellenic language encountered by Saint 
Paul in Lycaonia.”  But while these more easterly languages 
show general agreement among themselves they present 
fairly well marked differences from Carian and other vari
eties o f west-coast sjtcech; the frontier between the two
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groups lying in the very rugged highland which separates 
the large drainage basins of the East Ægean from the 
smaller and more torrential streams which reach the sea 
east o f the island screen o f Rhodes and Carpathos. The 
Lycian language, it is true, shows some resemblances in 
detail with Greek; but in view of the persistent and appar
ently early intercourse between Lycian coast towns and 
Greek seafarers, and of the establishment of Greek-speaking 
settlements in Pamphylia immediately to the eastward, 
these may probably be ascribed to the introduction of 
Greek idioms, comparatively late, rather than to community 
o f origin.28 But, as in Lydian, the alternative of an early 
mixture of Indo-European and Old-Asianic speech is not 
quite excluded.

How far northeastward into Asia Minor these related 
groups o f languages once extended, it is as difficult to 
determine as to discover their former range over the Ægean; 
and for a very similar reason. Place names, here too, 
indicate a wide early range; but in addition to the de
struction and disturbance caused by the Gaulish invasion 
in the third century R.C., which established a Celtic
speaking Galatia on the central plateau, there is ample 
evidence from language to confirm the historical tradition 
that the Phrygian population, which the Gauls displaced, 
had not been long established there; that if had come thither 
from southeastern Europe; that the Thracians were laggard 
tribes o f the same group who had stopped short in the 
Marmara region and west of it;3* and that on the other hand 
the Armenian language, which displaced the older and quite 
different speech of the old "V annic kingdom as late as the 
seventh century, represents the high water mark of this tide 
of European intruders.40 With the European antecedents 
o f  these Thraco-Phrygian invaders we shall have to deal 
later when we come to the archaeological evidence; at this 
point it is sufficient to note that though this group of larv-
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guages spread into Asia Minor from the European end, it 
belongs to the same eastern group of Indo-European lan
guages as Sanskrit and Old Persian, not to the western group 
which includes as its nearest neighbors the northern dialects 
o f Greek, including that of the Macedonians, who were 
coming in the fifth century to have a common frontier with 
the Thracians in the Strymon basin, owing to the rapid 
disappearance of the Paeonian tribes, who had hitherto occu
pied that region and held Macedonians and Thracians 
apart.31

We have now made a complete circuit through the 
regions immediately east of the Ægean, seeking for some
thing more coherent than the survivals in loan words and 
place names, with which we began, to illustrate the distri
bution of languages there before Greek dialects began to 
spread. And in the center and northwest of Asia Minor we 
have found just such a situation as in Greece itself, with a 
comparatively recent group of Indo-European languages, 
Thracian, Phrygian, and Armenian, superimposed on lan
guages and a culture more anciently established there. 
And some of these older languages clearly belong to the 
same group as those which are revealed by loan words and 
place names in the Ægean and perhaps also in the Greek 
peninsula itself. Is this however the whole story? The 
circumstance already noted that Thracian and Phrygian 
appear to belong to the eastern group o f Indo-European 
languages, whereas Greek is of the western, suggests that it 
is not; and at all events makes it necessary to distinguish 
carefully between these two instances o f Indo-European 
intrusion. Clearly it will help to define the problem which 
confronts us here, if we can form any conception o f the course 
of events in Asia Minor, a larger, more continental area, 
more coherent as well as of simpler structure, than the 
shattered and partly submerged country west of it.
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Fortunately here there is not only a large mass of docu
mentary material of early date, at last decipherable; but, as 
now deciphered, this gives us an outline of historical events, 
very much farther back than any documentary record on 
the side of the Greeks.”  The reason for this is simple; for 
whereas Ægean civilization devised a mode of writing of its 
own, to which at present we have no clue, Babylonian 
merchants established themselves in the heart of Asia Minor, 
at least as early as 2400 B.C., and their cuneiform writing 
was ίη time adopted for several of the native languages. 
The only very large series of documents from this region, 
the Hittite archives from Boghaz-keui in Cappadocia, be
longs, it is true, to rather later times, and moreover does 
not yet give us the means to interpret the numerous monu
ments inscribed with pictorial signs, which are local and 
probably later; but the texts at present available are 
sufficient to establish a few very important points, more 
especially when account is also taken of Babylonian refer
ences to certain peoples of alien speech, still farther to the 
east.

The importance o f this fresh source of evidence is best 
illustrated by comparison with what we have for countries 
and languages where it is not available. The earliest written 
examples o f Latin which can be dated by their historical 
content belong to the third century B.C., and the unique 
"black stone” from a low-level excavation in the Forum 
is in letters derived from the (»reek alphabet, and probably 
not earlier than the sixth. I he earliest literary texts belong 
quite to the end of the third century. I he earliest (»reck 
documents only go back to the seventh or at most the eighth 
century’, and the earliest extant compositions in (»reck, 
namely, the Homeric poems, though preserved by their 
metrical form and the esteem in which they were held, in 
something like their original shajK?, refer mainly to events 
which Greek popular tradition assigned only to the early
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part of the twelfth century; the poems themselves were 
believed by the classical Greeks to have been composed in 
the ninth.

In India, too, there is at present nothing but literary 
evidence of the same kind as the Homeric poems and far 
less easily dated, either by the form of the compositions, 
or by the coherence of the traditions they embody. On 
literary grounds, and mainly by estimates o f the historical 
sequence of literary styles, which may however have been 
either slower or more rapid than is commonly supposed, 
the fifteenth century seems likely as a lower limit for the 
occupation of the Punjab by immigrants of Indo-European 
speech. But as the occupation itself was probably gradual, 
its beginning may have to be placed considerably earlier 
than this.

F irst  A p p e a r a n c e  of I ndo - E u r o p e a n  S peech  in  t h e

N ear  E ast

From the linguistic resemblances between Latin, Greek, 
and Sanskrit, it is certain that these, and other languages 
of similar structure distributed farther to the northwest, 
result from geographical spread and local modification o f a 
kind of speech which once had a continuous distribution in 
some region north o f the Mountain-zone. Into and through 
the Mountain-zone these several languages have been propa
gated, changing as they went. Now between northern India 
and Asia Minor, the diverging and then converging ranges 
of the Mountain-zone enclose the Iranian plateau, occupied 
still by Indo-European-speaking Persians, earlier stages of 
whose language arc preserved in a simplified cuneiform 
script as far back as the sixth century B.C. Their great 
Achaemenid kings, Cyrus and Darius, in the latter half o f 
that century traced their pedigree back to the latter part 
o f the eighth, with obviously Indo-European names, in a 
highland principality among the great mountain chains
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which rise immediately east of the Persian gulf and the 
Tigris valley. It is also late in the eighth century that the 
Assyrian king Sargon encountered in the Median section 
o f the same highland a chief whose name Dayakku repre
sents the Deioces whom Herodotus describes as the founder 
o f the Median kingdom.33 This name too appears to be 
Indo-European.

Now Babylonia, as we saw from its geographical position 
at the junction of the Mountain-zone and the Arabian slab 
of the great southern flat-land, and from the intermixture of 
“ brown”  and "Armenoid” breeds, to which it owed its 
earliest culture, lies in an exceptionally favorable position 
for recording the linguistic history of this frontier region, 
and had a very ancient system of writing in which to do this, 
first in Sumerian, then in Semitic language.

About 2CKX) B.C., Babylonian documents begin to record 
a long gradual expansion of alien tribes from beyond the 
Tigris, originating in or beyond the mountains, and by about 
1760 Babylonia itself became subject to the "Kassite”  
dynasty, whose official language is neither Semitic nor 
Sumerian, nor indeed of any recognizable affinity.« But 
as the Kassites introduced the horse into Babylonia, and 
used it, like the Aryans who were bringing it at about the 
same time into northern India, not for riding but for drawing 
wheeled vehicles, it is inferred that they had been in contact, 
before arrival in Babylonia, with people of Aryan culture 
and speech. More than this, among the names of Kassite 
kings arc some which apfiear to contain Indo European 
elements, as though they belonged to families which had 
once used Indo-European speech, but had lost it as their 
official language, through assimilation to the people o f 
Kassite speech whose movements they were now directing. 
Some Kassite deifies too seem to have Indo Kuroj>ean 
names.”  YVe shall have occasion later to discuss other 
instances of such a c hange of language (p. 107), In medieval
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times we may compare the fate o f the Scandinavian North
men o f Normandy; they often bore pagan Norse names, 
long after they had become Christian; they invaded England 
speaking the Norman French o f their vassals in Normandy; 
but they found themselves obliged, before long, to make use 
o f  the English speech o f their new subjects across the 
Channel.

Further evidence of movements o f  the same kind is found 
in a treaty about 1360, between the kings o f the Hatti folk, 
then dominant in Asia Minor, and of the Mitanni people in 
northern Mesopotamia, some of whose chiefs bore Aryan 
names, though the Mitanni language is unrecognizable. 
This treaty is sanctioned in the names o f Babylonian and 
Mitannian deities, and four of the eight Mitannian deities 
have the names of Aryan gods, Indra, Varuna, Mithra, and 
the twin Nasatya, all familiar from the earliest Aryan litera
ture of India. Further, the Mitanni people had a grade of 
fighting men called marianna, which seems to represent the 
Sanskrit word tiulry a for “ young warriors’ *; and a Mitannian 
document dealing with the management o f horses, in the 
same Hatti archives, used Aryan -words for the numerals 
1 ,3, 5, 7, and 9.«

In this connection it is to be noted that it was in the 
obscure period between 1900 and 1600, when the Kassites 
were establishing themselves in Babylonia, that the Egyp
tians became acquainted with the horse through conquest 
by a foreign people, the Hyksos, who certainly retreated 
eventually into Syria, though it cannot yet be proved that 
they came thence. But also about 1400 1350 there were 
local princes in Syria and Palestine with Aryan names, one 
o f which, Biridasva, seems to contain the .Sanskrit asva 
“ h o r s e . A s  there is at present no evidence that Indo- 
European languages were commonly spoken cither in Syria 
or in Mitanni land, probably these horse-using, Aryan- 
named leaders were o f different origin from their followers, 
like the Kassitc kings in Babylonia.
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As these Indo-European names in western Asia show 
greater likeness to those o f  Aryan India than to the Iranian 
speech of the later Medes and Persians, it has been inferred 
that Iranian and Aryan speech had not yet diverged. This, 
however, is not necessary, as may be illustrated from the 
queer geographical distribution o f other intrusive lan
guages, such as the Teutonic and Slavonic groups in Europe. 
All the Indo-European languages hitherto noted, however, 
belong to that eastern division o f the whole family, in which, 
for example, the word for “ hundred” has an j-sound as in 
satem, not a more or less guttural sound as in Latin ,
Greek hekaton, or German hundert.

Now comes the notable discovery that a language o f this 
western “ centum group” was in official administrative use 
from before 1500 B.C. till about 1200 B.C. in the so-called 
“ Hittite Empire”  of the Hatti folk in Asia Minor. But here 
the linguistic situation is quite different from that o f Mit- 
anni-land or the Kassitc régime, for neither the Hatti them
selves nor their principal vassals spoke (as the writers
call this official language) and even the Hatti names o f gods 
and kings are not Indo-European. This Nasili idiom itself, 
though Indo-European in structure, contains many alien 
elements in its vocabulary; a notable point o f similarity 
with Greek, and of contrast with the languages of the eastern 
division and also with Latin and other European groups, 
which have all retained a considerable proportion of their 
original outfit o f words.

As Nasili is a centum language, it stands rather closer
phonetically to (»reck and other western languages, than do 
Phrygian and its derivative Armenian, which eventually 
superseded it in Asia Minor; and there is no evidence that 
there were any Phrygian-speaking or other /«/cw-using 
peoples in Asia Minor as yet. Other evidence (besides its 
western affinities) that Nasili did not come into Asia Minor 
from the east, is supplied by its geographical position, and
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by the quite different relations between language and per
sonal names, in the Hatti, the Mitannian, and the Kassite 
régimes. The possibility cannot be excluded that it came 
in from the north by way o f the Caucasus, but the circum
stance that Armenian, which superseded the older Vannic 
language there in the eighth or seventh century, seems to be 
derived from Phrygian, makes this unlikely; and the only 
other route from the northern flat-land, where all Indo- 
European speech seems to originate, is by way of the Mar
mara region.

The Hatti, like the Kassites and Mitannians, used horse- 
chariots in war but did not ride.’ * And it should be noted 
here that in Greek lands too, as throughout the Ancient 
East, the earliest evidence for horse-rô/wjj as distinct from 
horse-driving in war chariots, is from monuments o f the 
Early Iron age, certainly not earlier than about 1000 B.C. 
and probably later; also that the earliest horse-riding peoples 
in the Iranian region are the historical Medes and Persians, 
of whom little is known before the widespread excursions of 
nomad horsemen from beyond the Caucasus in the early 
seventh century. In the Ægean, the earliest representation 
o f the horse is on a seal impression from Cnossus, showing 
that the animal was being transported oversea about 1500 
B.C.; it was in use in Crete as a beast o f burden soon after; 
and for chariots on the mainland as early as the “ fourth shaft 
grave”  at Mycenae and the Vaphio tomb.1* In Homer, 
Horses are driven, but not ridden except by an acrobat; 
even in the eighth or seventh century, though warriors had 
begun to ride to battle, they dismounted to fight.4®

The historical context, in which the Nahli language 
appears, deserves attention now, because it supplies both 
analogies and contrasts with the circumstances in which we 
first detect Grcck~s|>eaking people in Greek lands. Docu
ments from Cappadocia, in Babylonian script and language, 
reveal a flourishing business community there, about 2400
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B.C., in frequent intercourse with the mother-country o f  
these merchants.41 In these letters, persons are mentioned 
whose names resemble later Hatti names; but there is no 
reference to such a political régime as the Hatti eventually 
created there. About 1950 B.C., however, Babylon itself 
was invaded by Hatti folk; and as this raid immediately 
preceded (and probably facilitated) the Kassite conquest o f  
Babylonia, and was about contemporary with the Hyksos 
conquest of Egypt, it seems to have been part o f the same 
great series o f disturbances, though it did not therefore 
necessarily proceed from the same quarter as the Kassite 
inroad.4’ There is also reason to believe that Egypt had 
some experience o f Hatti folk in this disturbed period.4® If 
the leader of the Hatti attack on Babylon was the king 
Mursil, whose account of such a raid has been preserved, 
the pedigree o f the Hatti kings goes back beyond 2(XX) B.C.; 
for Mursil was fifth in descent from Tlabarnas. Even if this 
Mursil was some later king, he must nevertheless have been 
a predecessor o f Dudkhalia, who reigned about 1450 B.C., 
and is succeeded by known kings until about 1200 B.C.; 
and consequently the date of Tlabarnas can hardly be later 
than 16(X) B.C.44 But this doubt only affects the duration of 
the dynasty; it does not alter the fact of Hatti aggression 
about 1950 B.C., nor the historical context in which it 
occurred. And we shall see reason, in Chapter V, to accept 
as historical the arrival of fresh people in Asia Minor from 
the northwest, about the same time as the Kassite inroads 
from the northeast, and to identify them with those who 
devastated the “ second city” of Hissarlik, leaving some of 
themselves among its ruins, as we have already seen (p. 51).

There was therefore a period of at least one century, 
and probably of four or five, between the establishment o f 
the Hatti régime in Asia Minor, and the first historical 
encounter between the empire of Dudkhalia and that of 
Thorhmcs III of Egypt, about 1470 B.C.;4* and we have
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next to enquire what conclusions may be drawn from these 
facts, as to the peculiarities o f the Nasilt language, and as 
to the origin o f Greek, which is eventually found established 
within the next large geographical region west of the Thraco- 
Phrygian.

T he  C o n s e r v a t i o n  a n d  P r o p a g a t io n  or L a n g u a g e s

Most of us are so generally accustomed to regard lan
guage as a means of intercourse and mutual understanding, 
especially with a view to common courses of action, that we 
are liable to underestimate the importance o f a difference 
of language as a barrier against such cooperation. Yet in 
early times especially such linguistic frontiers were o f the 
greatest importance and were, moreover, often determined 
by much slighter differences o f speech than those which 
distinguish the national languages o f modern political and 
business life. For one of the chief uses o f speech in primitive 
society is as a shibboleth to distinguish kinsman from alien, 
friend from foe; as a cipher to conceal ideas and information 
from outsiders, while conveying them to the initiated. 
Among ourselves too this is one o f the functions o f social 
or professional slang, to detect or to foil interlopers; and the 
rapidity with which such a jargon changes is a warning, not 
to require too long periods o f time for linguistic changes 
within small and highly organized communities, confronted 
with rapid changes o f outlook or fortune. Language indeed 
shows less "what to do" than “ how to do it" : what has to 
be done is determined, quite independently o f vocabulary 
or grammar, by the hard facts of environment and the 
struggle to maintain life. A language may for example con
tain no word for "salt," or "the sea," or “ beech trees." 
Drive those who s{>cak it, however, into salt marsh, or a 
coast district, or a beech forest, and they soon find means 
to desertin' what they arc daily seeing and using. What 
keeps language uniform between distinct communities is
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habitual intercourse and common needs, such as those which 
link nomad societies over wide areas o f grassland, or trading 
communities on the shores o f a navigable sea. Standard 
languages, too, such as the Greek koini o f Hellenistic times, 
arise as the result o f such intercourse, especially if this 
extends to the cultivated and literary classes who (as in 
Greece) are not always the most adventurous.

On the other hand, languages, however uniform before, 
easily break up into dialects when intercourse is obstructed 
by natural or political barriers; most rapidly of all, when 
spontaneous changes o f intonation or idiom from one gen
eration to another are emphasized and supplemented by 
the efforts of aliens to speak a tongue not their own. Such 
aliens may be of two kinds; the older population o f a district 
occupied now by invaders whose language is accepted and 
acquired by the conquered; or the invaders themselves, if 
it is they who accept the language of those among whom 
they have come. What determines the survival or extinction 
o f a language in such an event, it is not easy to say. Im
portant factors arc (1) the rigidity and exclusiveness of the 
social structure on either hand, (2) the amount, and still 
more the mode and kind, of intercourse, and especially of 
intermarriage, between the two sets of {»copie, (3) the rela
tive potency o f the two civilizations, as well as (4) the 
utility, and the adaptability, o f the compering languages 
themselves, under actual conditions of use.

Obviously change o f circumstances produces different 
results, according as the transference of those who speak 
ir from familiar to unfamiliar surroundings is effected by 
migration or by the intrusion of an alien language into their 
midst. Migration again may result either from the advance 
o f invaders and conquerors into fresh country, or from the 
retreat of expatriated refugees, or very commonly from both 
experiences combined, when desperate exiles carve out a 
home for themselves in their turn, at the cx[»cnsc o f a third 
party.
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Most favorable o f all to the conservation o f language is 
the maintenance o f the social structure in unimpaired rigidity 
and exclusiveness, for example in a close militant aristocracy 
such as that o f the Aryan invaders o f northern India; whose 
speech, in the older and even in the later phases o f Sanskrit, 
preserves many characters which are lost in other Indo- 
European languages. Here the very contrast between the 
customary mode of life o f the invaders and their new geo
graphical circumstances - more particularly the social struc
ture and economy of indigenous societies around them— led 
to scrupulous and even superstitious enforcement o f prac
tices which had lost their original use and meaning. The 
same was long the habit of the Israelites after their forcible 
occupation o f Palestine, with the result that Hebrew re
tained, like Sanskrit, an exceptionally archaic appearance, 
in comparison with the speech o f other Semitic peoples less 
careful of ancestral habits and beliefs. Where there is much 
intermarriage, on the other hand, between the invaders and 
the old population of the country, the mother’s language has 
a good chance o f being perpetuated as the speech o f daily 
life, though that o f the fathers may be retained for admin
istrative purposes, as long as their political organization 
remains efficient. In the "scribes’ language’ ’ o f Ixmdon, for 
example, they write honi soil qui pense, and le roy
le venir, and issue a congé d'élire.

Applying these general considerations to the special case 
o f the Harti folk o f Asia Minor, we note that some centuries 
after the beginning of their régime they were employing for 
official correspondence what they called "our own language’ ’ 
* or "the scribes' language" which is essentially Indo- 
European, though with a very corrupt grammar, like pidgin 
English; while among themselves they spoke and wrote (in 
the same Babylonian script) one of the local languages o f  
Asia Minor, and their provincial dependents also had half a 
dozen languages of their own. We infer - quire apart from
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any historical records— that the Hatti folk themselves are 
invaders, originally of Indo-European speech, but that they 
have intermarried extensively in Asia Minor, acquired the 
home language of their women-folk, and given native names 
to their kings, while continuing to employ their original 
speech in official correspondence, and forcing their subjects 
to do so.

In such artificial circumstances, it is not to be expected 
that a “ scribes’ language” will maintain itself unaltered. 
But what happens in any such predicament, depends on 
the relative advancement o f the two civilizations, indigenous 
and intruded. When the civilization o f the conquered people 
is the lower, the vocabulary of the conquerors is likely to 
remain in use, for it expresses ideas and needs on which they 
are in a position to insist, but its grammar is liable to be 
disintegrated through the conqueror’s tolerance o f slipshod 
performance on both sides. Examples are pidgin English, 
babu English, and the Romance languages, in compara
tively modern times; and Celtic in ancient Europe. The 
maintenance o f Arabic over the whole extent of Arab con
quests as an official and commercial language, with pro
gressive corruption from east to west in North Africa, 
among peoples who formerly spoke either Berber or Latin, 
illustrates the same changes, less far advanced. Sanskrit, 
preserved as a literary language alongside o f numerous 
regional derivatives more or less profoundly modified, occu
pies an intermediate position between Arabic and Nastlt.

When, on the other hand, the civilization o f the abo
rigines is the higher, the invaders have to adopt many words 
for unfamiliar practices and objects, though they may keep 
their grammar with only slight losses and simplifications. 
The best modern example of this is I urkish, which retains 
almost unaltered the structure which the 1 urkish invaders 
brought with them from Turkestan, but has incorporated 
many Persian, Arabic, Armenian, (»reek, Romance, and 
even English and Teutonic words, from the more civilized
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peoples with whom conquest and commerce brought into 
contact first the Seljuk, and later the Ottoman Turks. 
It was probably only the accident that the official classes 
were polygamous that prevented Turkish from becoming 
another Nasili, and from being superseded, in the Byzantine 
provinces by Greek, in the Saracen provinces by Arabic, 
as the language of Turkish children, according as they were 
brought up by Greek-speaking or Arabic-speaking mothers; 
but while Turkish grammar survived, the vocabulary, as we 
have seen, reflected the confluence of these women’s cultures 
in the harem, where a Turk had to be pleased if possible, 
but understood at all costs.

Now we have seen already that this is the type o f the 
linguistic change which has befallen not only Nasili but also 
Greek, and the conclusion follows that those who established 
Nasili as a lingua franca in Asia Minor, and also those who 
brought primitive Greek into what thereby became “ Greek 
lands,”  were themselves comparatively uncultured, but 
found themselves confronted by a civilization already ma
ture and elaborate, with words o f its own for all sorts o f 
things unfamiliar hitherto to the Greek-speaking or Ncùili- 
speaking immigrants. From this it follows further, first, that 
those who brought the Greek language with them did not 
come into contact with Ægean civilization till that civiliza
tion was already well matured and for this (as we shall 
see later) the archaeological evidence, supplies a fairly de
tailed chronological scheme and next, that the (»reek lan
guage was itself also already well matured, and differentiated 
from other I ndo. European languages, before those who 
spoke it came into contact with this higher civilization. 
For example, (»reck has not only acquired an alien word 
thalas.ut for "the sea,”  bur hail already lost its inherited 
Indo Fatroj*ean word for any large sheet of water; otherwise 
it would have had no need for a loan word, from  this it 
seems a necessary conclusion that Greek sj>caking |ample
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had passed through a distinct phase o f experience in which 
they were quite out o f touch with any large water basin; 
though as they retained original words for “ boat”  and “ oar”  
and “ fish,”  they clearly were not without continuous ac
quaintance with considerable streams.

Not a little depends on the quality o f the languages 
themselves, and the stage of development and degree o f 
utility attained by each when they come into practical 
rivalry. Here Greek, like Turkish, had the supreme advan
tage o f an unusually complete and efficient verb, and a 
system of case-endings, to modify substantives according to 
their place in the sentence. It is a primitive character in 
both instances, and in Turkish we know the circumstances 
which conserved it; very rapid progress from the original 
“ home”  o f the people; then long seclusion, in an upland 
district o f western Asia Minor; then rapid expansion again, 
this time among people o f far higher material and intellectual 
culture, but without the close tribal organization which 
made Turkish conquests easy. On the other hand, the 
ruinous state of Nasili grammar, like that of English, points 
to a long period of exposure to competing cultures and 
political emergencies, and is in the strongest contrast with 
the remarkable conservation of the grammatical structure of 
Greek, and o f the tribal substructure o f Greek political 
communities.

We have seen already that the language, like
Greek, appears to belong to the western or centum group 
o f Indo-European languages. Hut in historic times there 
lay between the regions in which Sahli and (»reek were 
respectively established, a group of languages, of which 
Thracian and Phrygian are regarded as typical, belonging 
apparently t<> the eastern or satem group. Thar these 
languages became established on cither side of the Marmara 
region at a later period than Salt it and (»reek, is probable 
from their geographical position in the ftrst place, and
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secondly from the connection between Phrygian and Arme
nian; for Armenian only superseded the older Vannic lan
guage of the highlands round Mount Ararat between the 
eighth and the seventh centuries B.C.“  I f  then it is possible 
to determine more precisely when the Thraco-Phrygian 
group was being established where we find it in historical 
times, we have a lower limit o f date for the introduction 
o f Greek speech into Greek lands. And this brings us to a 
second aspect o f the question with which we are now con
cerned. How (that is) did it come about, that o f these two 
“ western” languages, Nah It and Greek, the former, after a 
comparatively brief though brilliant career as the official 
speech o f the Hatti régime, faded out so completely from 
Asia Minor, whereas Greek, after a long period o f obscurity, 
dominated eventually, and in the form o f a complex group 
o f dialects, the Greek peninsula and the Ægean island-world? 
How was it also that, whereas Greek maintained itself as 
far north as Thessaly and Macedonia, against repeated 
aggressions from Thrace, the languages which succeeded 
Na}ili as the dominant means o f communication in central 
and eastern Asia Minor belonged, like Thracian, to the 
"eastern” variety o f Indo-European speech?

S u b s e q u e n t  H ist o r y  of  t h e  H a i t i  R é g im e

It is not until the Eighteenth Dynasty o f Egypt had 
extended its dominion far into Syria that the Hatti folk 
appear as a "great power”  in history. By about 1470 B.C. 
their king HatruHil I and his son Subbiluliuma made con
quests in southern and eastern Asia Minor, which threatened 
the Mitanni kingdom, but then sent complimentary gifts 
toThofhmes III in Egypt, to avoid complications; for Egypt 
was supporting Mitanni against Assyrian attack from the 
east. There was a treaty about a century later with Amen- 
hotep IV (Akhenaten) o f Egypt, which was quoted in still 
later negotiations; but Hatti aggressions went on while
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Egypt was recovering from the disorders o f Akhenaten’s 
reign; treaties with Harmhab and Seti I were made and 
broken; and there was open war with Rameses II, o f which 
a principal incident was a great battle at Kadesh in 1288. 
Then suddenly, a great reconciliation between Rameses II 
and HattuSil II, about 1272, marks the summit of prosperity

and good will around the eastern end of the Mediterranean; 
in 1259, the king of Hafti-land paid a state visit to the 
Egyptian court.

But there was a cloud on the western horizon. 1'hc wide 
extent of Hatti dominion eastward is demonstrated by the 
numerous documentary references to negotiations ami wars 
with Mitanni, in the fifteenth century, and by corrcsjjon« 
dence about a disputed succession in Babylonia about the 
time o f the great treaty with Egypt. This treaty fixed the
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Hatti-Egyptian frontier by agreement in the Lebanon dis
trict of Syria. Westward the references to districts and 
peoples are less easy to identify, because here there is 
neither Egyptian nor other oriental confirmation o f the 
references to western events in Hatti documents. It is cer
tain that the Hatti kings claimed general control over Asia 
Minor as far as the coast districts on the south and south
west. But this control was disputed by a considerable power 
on or beyond the sea coast; moreover in the northwest there 
was a district in Asia Minor itself which was not under Hatti 
dominion. This district was called As-su-va; it included a 
considerable city Ta-ro-i-sa, and in or near it was a place or 
district called I,a-as-pa.Tlfe coincidence of these three 
names with Asia, Troia, and Lesbos is not in itself con
vincing (see note on p. 165).

But the name Asia, which had become the general name 
for the continent east o f the Ægean among the Greeks o f 
classical times, must have begun as that of some particular 
district of it with which Greek-speaking peoples became 
acquainted early, and in which they had some early and 
special interest. Now in the Homeric poems, though the 
name Asia is not used in a general sense, there is mention of 
an “ Asian meadow” along the Caicus river, ol a chief called 
Asios, "man of Asia” and a whole family of “ men o f Asia 
who all came from the Asiatic shore o f the Hellespont, a few 
wiles northeast of Troy, and o f another "man of Asia who 
was brother-in-law o f Priam and lived in Phrygia in the 
Sangarius valley.** The value of Homeric testimony for the 
geography or history of the thirteenth or fourteenth century 

shall have to discuss later: for the moment we have only 
to note that the earliest Greek use (whatever its date may 
ta) of the word Asia and its cognates is in reference to this 

northwestern district of the "Asiatic" continent of later 
rimes: also that the later the date o f these passages them- 
*elvex, the more significant they arc for still later extension 
(}f the meaning of the word As
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As proof of the importance o f Troy at all periods with 
which we are concerned, we have its archaeological record; 
and, for its exceptional importance in the fourteenth and 
thirteenth century, the complete reconstruction o f the site, 
in what is known as the “ sixth city,”  with a massive fortress 
wall in a peculiar style o f construction only known otherwise 
from fortresses o f the same period in central Greece.4*

For Lesbos, we have again Homeric testimony, fully in 
accord with the geographical position o f the island, that its 
capture and occupation by the forces of Agamemnon was a 
strategical preliminary to the siege o f Troy itself.10 Here 
again, Homeric testimony by itself proves nothing but the 
opinions of a Greek poet, of early but uncertain date, as to 
the politics and strategy of bygone times.

Quite independent o f this is the contemporary record of 
the Hatti king, MurSil, nearly a century and a half before 
the traditional date for the Trojan War, that was
being attacked by an enemy chief, Tavagalavas son o f 
Antarams, who is described as an A  y avalas, and as ruler of 
a state called AhhiyavaA Other references to this Ahhiyava 
show that its headquarters was oversea, for its chiefs inter
fere later with Hatti interests in the southwest and south 
o f Asia Minor, and in the district o f AlaSya, which contem
porary Egyptian documents show to have included all or 
part o f Cyprus (where there was a sanctuary of Apollo 
Alasiotcs in classical times), and probably also the coast of* 
Syria north o f the Orontes.*1

The names Tuvagalavas, Antaravas, Ayavalas, and Ahhi
yava resemble words of Indo-European structure; and when 
we come to examine (»reck traditions about the generation 
which lived about 1310, wc shall find mention o f a chief 
Eitevokicvcs (in later Greek, Etcoclcs), son o f Amlrcvas 
(Andreus) the founder of Orchomenus in central Greece; 
o f a great family, “ sons o f /Kölns'' (Aivolos) widely dom
inant in neighboring districts; of a district, Achaea (also
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called Phthia) south of Thessaly whence the “ sons of 
Æolus”  spread; and o f the settlement o f a “ grandson of 
Æolus” in Lesbos itself.“  Later, there are “ Achaeans”  still 
more widely distributed, and forming the greater part of 
the forces o f Agamemnon in the Trojan War. Whatever 
the date and historical reality of that war, there was a 
powerful state called “ Achaea” somewhere west o f Asia 
Minor, more than a century before it, including “ Æolian”  
people, and at all events naming its chiefs in some sort of 
Greek. MurSil’s son, Mutallu, who reigned from 1329 to 
1290 B.C., mentions a chief AlakSandu o f Uilusa, in or near 
southern Asia Minor.“  These names too fit closely those of 
Alexandres, son o f Priam king of Troy, though this Paris 
(to use his more familiar name) belonged to the generation 
of 1200 B.C.; and o f lalysus, one of the three cities of Rhodes 
which sent contingents to help the Achaeans in the Trojan 
War, and was an important Mycenaean settlement, as its 
rich tombs show, from about 1400 B.C. to the close o f the 
Bronze Age. No one named Alexander, however, was remem
bered in connection with lalysus.

A generation later, the allies of the Hatti in the Syrian 
campaign of 1288 include men o f Ilium (the Homeric syn
onym of Troy), Dardanians, Lycians, men o f Pedasus (a 
town name several times repeated in the western coast 
districts), Cilicians (who in the Homeric Catalogue live south 
of Mount Ida), Mysians, and Maconians.“

We have now ascertained what were the westward 
anxieties of the I latti folk, which contributed to the great 
settlement o f old quarrels with Egypt in 1272, and it is 
entirely in accord with the stare of things thus indicated, 
that in the same year the Haiti king Hattulil Π, who made 
that treaty, had to send a nephew into exile, and in the next 
year had trouble with the oversea folk o f Ahhiyava.

Another generation later, the Haiti king Dudkhalia III 
had to protect himself, about 1250, against an attack by
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Attarissyas, ruler o f Ahhiyava, on his own dependency 
Zipparla, which was apparently in Caria, and made a treaty 
about this matter with his own friends or vassals in Syria. 
At this time Attarissyas (whose name recalls that o f the 
traditional Atreus, father of Agamemnon, a great chief 
among the Achaeans o f southern Greece in the generation 
o f 1230) had a base o f operations in Pamphylia, on the 
south coast o f Asia Minor. He also made an attack about 
1225 on AlaSya, which (as we have seen) was either in 
Cyprus, or on the coast of north Syria, or included both.6* 
in another context, Dudkhalia accepts the alliance o f 
Attarissyas, and grants to him and his associate Biggaia the 
title of kuirvanas, corresponding closely with the Homeric
word koiranos “ lord," and probably connected also with the 
later Greek tyramios "despot” which was believed to be a 
Lydian word or title, and was still used in the sixth century 
in the Greek cities o f that coast, for the vassal or any kind 
o f local representative o f a suzerain, in a different political 
sense from that which it bore in Argolis and Attica at that 
period.

At first sight it may seem unimportant whether “ Attaris
syas o f Ahhiyava" is to be identified with Atreus or with 
Perseus, and whether his career falls within the generation 
o f 1230 or that o f 1300, But in the thirteenth century 
events moved rapidly, as we arc already able to perceive, 
and between those generations the whole outlook of the 
Hafti regime was revolutionized by the intervention o f a 
fresh group o f peoples. In regard to these, too, we arc only 
concerned with two points; their names, in so far as these 
are any guide to their speech and linguistic affinities; and 
their movements, so far as these may be ascertained from 
documentary evidence, and may help to explain the eventual 
distribution of the (»reek language, and its linguistic neigh
bors in historical times. Only when this part of our enquiry 
is completed, are we justified in raising two further questions,
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“ What is the value o f  Greek folk-memory about these 
peoples and their early movements?”  and “ What is to be 
learned from archaeological evidence about their culture, 
and their relations with the forefathers o f the classical 
Greeks?”

E g y p t ia n  E v id e n c e  as to  O v e r s e a  P eoples

At this point, evidence comes once more from the 
Egyptian side, and again some retrospect is necessary, if 
the situation is to be understood. From 1500 onward, the 
Syrian conquests o f Thothmes III had brought Egypt into 
contact with a group o f maritime peoples, the Keftiu, o f 
whom one of the principal countries lay somewhere north 
of Phoenicia; other districts were AlaSya, already men
tioned, and Asi, recognizable in the Greek name “ Axios” 
for the river Orontes, which is “ Asi”  in modern Arabic too. 
From these peoples Thothmes III received rich gifts o f gold 
and silver vessels in various foreign styles, some identical 
in shape and closely comparable in decoration with gold 
cups from Mycenae, and from Vaphio in Laconia, inde
pendently dated earlier than 1400.*’ As Mycenaean settle
ments were established in Rhodes and Cyprus about this 
time, it is easy to see how such works of art came into 
Egyptian hands; less easy, however, to discover the precise 
province and functions o f an Egyptian “ governor of the 
islands” who received from Thothmes Ilf a gold bowl with 
complimentary inscription rehearsing this title;** or the 
meaning of an allusion to “ Danaan islands” in a hymn of 
this period.** If we may infer direct political as well as 
economic dealings between Egypt and the South /Egcan as 
early ns 1500, the legends o f Danaus and Ægyptus acquire 
new significance, which we shall have to discuss in Chapter 
Vl. All intercourse between .Egcan and Nile earlier than 
the eighteenth dynasty belongs to another aspect o f our 
subject, and is reserved for t hapter V .
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After the reign o f Amenhotep II, who died in 1420 B.C., 
there is no further reference to the Keftiu, but now there 
are other, less friendly people afloat,'0 piratical Lykki, 
Shardana, and Danuna, in the reign o f Amenhotep III 
and IV, and Egyptian curiosities and other loot, sometimes 
marked with the names of these kings, begin to appear in 
Cyprus, in Rhodes and Crete, and at Mycenae.

From all these Egyptian allusions, which begin consider
ably earlier than the Hatti documents already noted, it is 
clear that we are concerned with no momentary incursion, 
but with a whole period o f intercourse between Egypt and 
oversea peoples, beginning about 15(X) and lasting till after 
1200; and further, that this period included three distinct 
phases; from 1500 to 1420, friendly relations with Keftiu 
and remoter “ islanders” ; from 1420 to 1220, growing incon
venience from piratical adventures; from 1220 to 1190, 
repeated peril from violent and concerted mass movements. 
As to the source of the trouble we have already some clue 
from the doings of Tavagalavas about 1330, on the west 
coast of Asia Minor, and from those o f Attarissyas about 
1230, in Caria, Pamphylia, and Cyprus, within a few years 
o f  the raid o f Akhaiwa-sha and Libyans on the Western 
Delta in 1221.

Among the numerous “ lords o f the north” who harried 
the coasts o f Egypt and Syria, we are only concerned in 
what follows to note those that bear recognizable Ægean 
names.

The kings of Egypt, like Roman emperors in similar 
difficulties, “ set a thief to catch a thief,”  enlisting Shardana, 
and probably also Tursha sea- raiders,** as coast guards. To 
stich foreigners, settling down within Egypt itself, belong 
the poor graves with local imitations of very late Minoan 
pottery, from the Fayum district. A little later we have the 
coffin o f a man named Amen tursha, who seems to have been 
one o f them,
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Long afterwards, the Greek historian o f Egypt, Manetho, 
identified one o f the numerous rulers of Egypt, in the 
anarchy which followed the death o f Amenhotep IV, with 
the Danaus of Greek tradition, who quarreled with his 
brother Ægyptus and was pursued by him as far as Argos, 
whence the family had come two generations before. What 
Egyptian evidence Manetho had for this story, is not now 
known: but the name Harmais which he gives to the Egyp
tian king who restored order in Egypt corresponds with that 
o f Harmhab, the military adventurer who ended the period 
o f confusion and founded the Nineteenth Dynasty in 1350,° 
and it is quite likely that one of the incidents of that obscure 
period may have been the expulsion o f some corps o f Danaan 
mercenaries who abused their position and had to be chased 
back home by Egyptian forces. The Greek traditional date 
for the arrival o f Danaus in Argos from Egypt is rather 
earlier, and contemporary with the first mention of Danaan 
marauders in the correspondence of Amenhotep III. Per
seus, a distinguished member of the dan, carried off a native 
princess from the coast o f Palestine in the generation o f 1300. 
The Danaan dynasty ruled in Argos till the generation of 
Atreus the father of Agamemnon. Thus even if we had not 
the Homeric description of Agamemnon’s forces indifferently 
as "Danaan”  and "Achaean,” we should be able to place 
“ Danaan”  sea-raiders alongside the rulers o f Ahhiyava as a 
growing danger to the coasts o f the eastern Mediterranean.

Egyptian and Hatti sources o f information now interlock. 
Within a very few years o f the raids of Attarissyas o f Ahhi
yava on Caria Pamphylia and Cyprus, Mcrneptah, the suc
cessor o f Kamcses 11, had to repel, in his fifth year, 1221, 
» great raid of land and sea {»copies together, on the western 
edge o f the Delta. The land-folk were mainly Libyans, one 
of whose principal tribes, the Meshwcsh, seems to be the 
“ Maxycs”  o f Herodotus. Among their allies are Lykki, 
Shard ana, Shakalsha, Tur-sha, with whom we are already
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acquainted; Akhaiwa-sha,— clearly the people o f Ahhiyava,
with the termination -sha- added which represents the 
-assos -issos ending o f many place names in the Ægean 
and southwestern Asia Minor. In Greek tradition, which, 
as we shall see in Chapter VI, stands in closer relation to

historical events than has been commonly supposed, this is 
the generation o f the voyages o f the Argonauts, who in 
addition to their famous raid along the north coast o f Asia 
Minor made another to the coast o f Libya and buried one 
o f their crew there.** It is also that of the adventures o f 
Beilcrophon, an exile from Argolis, who fought in Lycia 
with the Solymi o f the interior, and was last heard o f 
stranded on the "Alcian plain”  which is in lowland Cilicia.** 
In this generation, too, the swineherd Kumacus was carried 
off from his father's palace in a far country which he calls 
Syria, and was sold to Laertes, father o f Odysseus, in Ithaca. 
His captors are described as "redskin” seafarers, o f the kind 
afterwards identified with Phoenicians; and his nurse tell*
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them the plausible story, that she too had been carried off 
by Taphian pirates, o f whose bad doings on the west coast 
o f Greece there are other tales: Eumaeus himself afterwards 
bought a man from them.“

A generation later, again, Egypt fell into momentary 
confusion and there was a change of dynasty, perhaps more 
than one. How much o f the trouble was due either to sea- 
raiders or to foreign mercenaries, we do not know; but 
three bronze swords have been found in Egypt o f a fashion 
which originated in the Hungarian plain, and is found in 
scattered groups in Italy, and occasionally in Greece. One 
o f them is cast in a mould formed on the broken pieces o f a 
similar sword, clearly for the use o f someone who was far 
from home and had no other means to replace the weapon 
of his choice; another bears the royal mark o f Seti II, which 
not only dates the whole scries, since this king only reigned 
from 1214 to 1210, but shows that he followed precedent in 
taking sea-raiders into his own service,“  We have probably 
here a due to the sources of the new naval force with which 
only a few years later Ramcses III defeated the worst inroad 
o f these people in the early years of his reign; and also valu
able commentary on the "old soldier”  tales told by the hero 
o f the Odyssey.*1 Here we have all the phases of a sca-
taidcr’s career.

Then, just after 1200 B.C., the storm burst. In 1194, 
during a fresh Libyan war, ships of the Puhsata, Shardana, 
and Zakkaru, "peoples o f the north," entered the Nile 
Souths, and were captured there. In 1190 Ramcses III 
is more explicit still: “ the peoples of the north in their 
islands were in agitation, uprooted in the storm . . . .  not 
one held his place before them. Their chief powers were 
Rulisara, Zakkaru, Shakal sha, Danuna, and Uasha-sha; 
these lands were held together in a single league,” ** It was 
not a mere excursion of pirates, but (like the Libyan invasion 
of 1221) a concerted movement by land and sea together.
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This time however the land attack was from the north, 
through Syria, and the invaders had come to stay, for they 
had with them women and children, in great bullock wagons. 
As the nomad Bedawin o f north Arabia never used wheeled 
transport, and as there are Hatti folk among these invaders, 
though no longer in command, it is clear that they came from 
the northwest, out o f Asia Minor; consequently that the 
danger foreseen by HattuSil II, when he made his treaty 
with Rameses II in 1272, had been realized. The “ Hittite 
Empire”  in Asia Minor had collapsed before an inroad from 
beyond; and indeed the Hatti archives at Boghaz-keui come 
to a sudden end, a few years before 1200.

Now a movement which could plan a concerted attack 
o f this magnitude, with a rendezvous on the Syrian coast, 
between a land force moving across the Taurus mountains, 
and a sea force including Pulisata, Shardana, Shakal-sha, 
Danuna, and others with the same names as the seafaring 
allies o f the Libyans a generation before, implies a vast 
confederacy, and skilful leadership: as Rameses III says of 
them “ their lands were held together.”  No Achaean» are 
mentioned now; on the other hand the Shardana may be 
provisionally recognized in the name Sardis in Lydia, the 
Shakal-sha in Sagalassos in Lycia; the Uasha-sha, in Oaxos in 
Crete and Oassos in Lycia; the Zakkaru perhaps left their 
name in Zakro, a modern district and port at the east end of 
Crete, and in the Teucrians who arc traceable in Crete, in 
the Troad as immigrants, and lor some while afterwards as 
pirates on the coasts of Palestine and Cyprus. The royal 
house of Salamis in Cyprus in the fifth century claimed 
Tcucrian descent.** A small but important group o f identifi
cations seems justified by the proximity of the names in the 
lists o f Rameses III: Salotnas ki, Kathian, Salt, Ithal, can 
hardly be other than Salamis, Kition, Soli, and Idalitm, finir 
of the principal cities of Cyprus in later days.’ "
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Now this is the generation within which fall the voyage 
o f Paris, on which he not only carried off Helen from Sparta, 
but also brought back from Sidon skilled weaving women as 
a present to his mother Hecuba at Troy;n the voyage of 
Menelaus, which included Cyprus, Sidon, Phoenicia, Egypt, 
Libya, and another people, the Erembi, whose name prob
ably covers that o f the Aramaean nomads who had been 
intruding into Palestine from beyond Jordan during the 
thirteenth century;”  and the “ old soldier”  yarn of Odysseus 
(p. 123), that on returning from the Trojan War he could not 
settle down in Crete, but fitted out a ship and raided the 
coast o f Egypt, was captured there and taken to the Egyp
tian court; then was sold into slavery and given to a Greek- 
named prince o f Cyprus. In another version o f the story, 
in Egypt he went into partnership with a “ redskin”  mer
chant, and was wrecked, like St. Paul “ out in mid-sea, 
topside of Crete,”  that is on the far side o f the island; and 
so drifted round to Ithaca, with the same current that made 
St. Paul’s shipmen deem that they were “ driven up and 
down in Adria,”  that is, off the entrance to the Adriatic.”  
Such a "yarn" has especial value, because it implies an 
original audience familiar with such adventures, true or pre
tended, and consequently dates this section o f the Odyssey 
within a period o f sea-raids. And there are numerous stories 
about settlements founded oversea, not only by Achaean* 
“ coming back from the Trojan War," but also by a wide
spread disjKrsal of Trojans, as far as the west o f Sicily and 
the rugged eastern shore of the Adriatic.”  Some at all events 
of the adventures collected into Virgil’s , go back to 
Greek legends o f early date.”

Indeed the name o f Sicily itself, and those o f Sardinia, 
end o f the Tuscan, Etruscan, or Tyrrhenian occupants o f  
Etruria, arc too closely linked to be accidental. So long as 
nothing was known in detail about the sea-raids, or about 
Minoan intercourse with South Italy, Sicily, and the Lipari
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Islands, it was excusable that allusions in the Odyssey to 
slave trade between Ithaca and Sicily, or to trade in bronze 
and iron between the mainland opposite Ithaca, and Temesa 
in South Italy, should be regarded as indications o f a date 
later than the Greek colonization of the west in the eighth 
century. But Minoan intercourse with Sicily goes back to 
the thirteenth century at least, and probably earlier; the 
old settlement at Taren turn had a continuous history from 
the same early period to classical times; Cnossus was 
handling the rare mineral liparite very much earlier, and 
there is evidence o f traffic, not necessarily direct, between 
Sicily and Hissarlik as early as the “ second city,”  and be
tween the Cyclades and Sardinia probably as early.’*

The suggestion has been made, more than once, that 
the names o f these western regions are ancient, and that 
the Shakal-sha, Shardana, and Tur-sha o f the thirteenth 
century came thence.”  But the western Tyrrhenians at all 
events originated in western Asia Minor,7* and it is more 
probable that Sicily and Sardinia also had their names from 
bands o f the same Ægean peoples as went down to Egypt 
and Syria with the Pulisata. For Sardinia, there is even 
an indication o f date; for early in the history of Cumae, the 
earliest (»reek settlement on the west coast of Italy, a body 
o f refugees, expelled from Sardinia by Carthaginian neigh
bors, was incorporated, whose story was that they were the 
descendants o f lolaus, companion of Heracles in his famous 
raid into the western seas, which Greek tradition dated to 
the generation of 1230, contemporary with the voyages o f 
the Argo, one o f which W'as an exploration of the Adriatic.’ *

T he F a t e  or tut; St.a raioj ks is  Pai.e.viine and C vimujs

Following precedent, Kamrsrs 111 interned the survivors 
o f the Pulisata and their allies, with their iamdies and be
longings, where he found them, in the coast plain o f "Pales- 
tine," which has its name from them still.**
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Of these “ Philistines”  it is only necessary to recall, first, 
their wars with the Hebrew invaders o f the hill-country o f 
Judah;— highlanders and lowlanders quarreling, as pastoral 
and agricultural neighbors inevitably do; secondly, Hebrew 
folk-memory o f their gigantic chiefs, with helmet, breast
plate, large shield, iron-pointed spear, and slashing sword, 
such as were used by the foes o f Rameses III; and thirdly, 
allusions, in later Jewish writers, to their “ ancient grudge”  
and to their oversea interests and alliances with Cyprus 
and the peoples o f western Asia Minor. For it was on the 
Philistine coast at Dor, that sea-raiding Zakkar folk, a cen
tury later, ill-treated an Egyptian officer Uen-amon, whose 
narrative is preserved;*1 and the king of Ryhlus in the same 
narrative is named Zakar-baai.

There was another Libyan raid on Egypt in 1187, but 
in this connection we hear no more o f the Sea-raiders. They 
had indeed attained their object, a permanent settlement 
in the fertile coast plain o f Philistia, and this they owed to 
the king of Egypt, whose spectacular victory did not blind 
him to the facts. Hut the later annals o f his reign arc con
cerned with domestic troubles, and it is mainly by inference 
from archaeological evidence, now fairly copious, that the 
extent and permanent results o f the great sea-raids can be 
recovered; and in particular their significance for our present 
enquiry into the spread and distribution o f Greek-speaking 
Peoples.

Obviously if is to Cyprus that we must turn, in the first 
place, because here a Greek dialect closely akin to Arcadian 
was spoken in classical times, and written, as we have already 
seenfp. 95), in a syllabic script adapted from the Minoan. We 
have also to take account of the closely related dialect o f 
the Greek settlements in Pamphylia; and o f the fact that the 
Dorian dialects, spoken in Rhodes, Crete, and the southern 
and eastern islands generally, as well as throughout south
eastern Pelojwnncsc, separated Cypriote anti Pamphylian
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from Arcadian speech, and are therefore to be regarded as 
more recently established; a conclusion in full accord with 
the folk-memory o f the Dorian cities.

To discover when this Arcadian dialect was introduced 
into Cyprus, we must review briefly the archaeological his
tory o f the island.

Minoan colonization o f Cyprus began about 1500 B.C. 
with settlements o f which the most significant were at 
Salamis, Citium, and Curium. It flourished, to judge from the 
abundance o f tombs, and the dates o f Egyptian objects in 
them, from Amenhotep III to Kameses 11 or a little later.”  
It was sufficiently coherent, and also sufficiently remote from 
its sources, to undergo gradual specialization, such as occur
red also in Rhodes at Ialysus, and even in Crete and the 
neighboring islands, after the fall o f Cnossus. It was in 
continuous and intimate contact with several distinct centers 
o f culture on the Syrian coast, not yet precisely located, one 
o f which betrays affinity with an old-established pottery 
tradition of Asia Minor in its liking for red bands bordered 
with black. There was also much intercourse with the coast 
plain o f Palestine, the culture of which during the long 
Egyptian protectorate was fairly high and is better known 
than that o f the regions farther north.

But very shortly alter the reign o f Ramcse.s II, this 
Minoan civilization of Cyprus came to an abrupt and violent 
end. Not only do tombs cease at the same phase of develop
ment, on all its principal sites, but they arc replaced by 
fresh series o f tombs on distinct though neighboring sites, 
which had not been occupied before: Curium by Paphos, 
farther west; Enkomi, up the river mouth, by Salamis on 
the sea front. At Citium too the old site on the land-locked 
lagoon was superseded by one on the sea front, where larer 
was the Phoenician harbor. Other new sites are at Amarhus» 
east o f Curium, and at Soli and Capethus on the north 
coast.M The pottery of these new tombs is different in style
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and technique from the Minoan, though it inherits forms 
and ornaments from it: safety pins were worn, and iron 
weapons were used.*4 At the same time all the foreign 
fabrics o f pottery, characteristic o f the Minoan tombs, dis
appear; only there remains the fondness for red bands bor
dered with black. But a peculiar black fabric with grooved 
or fluted body, which was formerly always hand-made and 
o f black clay, is now imitated in white clay, wheel-made, 
and painted to look like the original vases, which (it should 
be noted) are o f the only foreign fashion which has not been 
found hitherto on the Syrian coast.”  We shall see later 
some reason to believe that this fashion originated in a 
quite different quarter.

Cyprus, that is, passed abruptly out o f its Minoan phase, 
which had kept it in close intercourse with the highly civil
ized countries o f the Keftiu and other vassals o f the Eigh
teenth Dynasty, and at the same time had established 
Minoan arrs and crafts there, and in particular a Minoan 
script. It passed at the same time into a new phase of cul
ture, more closely linked with the contemporary west and 
north, while its intercourse with Egypt lapsed. And this 
crisis occurred not only between the reigns of Ramcses II 
and Ramoses III, the significance o f which we have seen,— 
but between that eastward raid o f Attarissyas o f Ahhiyava 
about 1230 and the traditional date (1176) for the foundation 
of "Achaean colonies" in Cyprus itself. When we remember 
that in the Trojan War, the breastplate o f Agamemnon, son 
of Atrcus, was the gift o f his friend Cmyras from Cyprus;** 
that Cyprus was among the eastern countries visited by 
Mcnclaus; and that it was to Dmctor, son of lasus, a prince 
with (ireck names, who "ruled Cyprus in might," that the 
king of Egypt is represented as handing over Odysseus, 
captured in a sea-raid,,r the conclusion is sure, that it was 
within this pc nod of about two generations that "Achaean”  
•pecch that is to say, some sort of Greek became estai»-
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lished there; and further that the speech o f these “ Achaean" 
settlers was the Arcadian dialect; for that is the only kind 
o f Greek which can be traced there at all, until the fifth 
century.*8

This disappearance o f the old foreign connections o f 
Cyprus would be notable enough in itself; it is all the more 
so, because a fresh series o f foreign forms and ornaments 
come into fashion both in Cyprus itself and widely in 
Phoenicia and North Syria as well, as far inland as Car- 
chemish on the Euphrates; and at Carchemish it begins 
immediately after a great destruction and reoccupation o f 
this important bridgehead on the great river. To these 
fresh fashions, common to Cyprus and the mainlands north 
and east of it, we shall have to return later. What immedi
ately concerns us now is the relation between Cyprus and 
Philistia.

For just at the moment o f this sudden and profound 
breach in the continuity o f Cypriote culture, there occurs a 
converse change in that of the coast plain o f Palestine.** 
There had already been, for a while, some importation o f 
Minoan pottery o f Cypriote and similar styles. What now 
becomes common is a fresh but restricted set o f forms, and 
a few well defined ornaments, which, though they arc quite 
rare in Cyprus and seem to belong there to the very latest 
Minoan tombs, are fairly common on sites in the .T'.gcan, 
from Rhodes and Crete to Mycenae, Thessaly, and Mace
donia; they arc also very uniform in design and execution. 
Most characteristic is a dissection of the vase surface by 
groups o f  vertical lines, into panels, and the use o f a peculiar 
spiral design to decorate these divisions. 1 here are also 
schemes of concentric semicircles, roughly drawn, and 
sketches of birds, derived from a common Late Minoan 
design, but barbarously mishandled.*0 It is the old story 
o f a limited selection made by unskilled imitators front an 
opulent style, and tediously rrjtcatcd. tan confidently
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identify this style with the newly settled Philistine occupants 
o f South Palestine, and consequently date it not later than 
the generation of 1200 B.C. At this point, the traditional 
date 1176 for an “ Achaean” colonization o f Cyprus exactly 
supplies the explanation, and links these Palestinian settle
ments with the adventures of Menelaus and the yarns o f 
Odysseus in the years following the fall o f Troy in 1184.”  
Clearly an important element in these new settlements drew 
such culture as it had from Ægean sources.

This Philistine culture in South Palestine did not last 
long, and gave place to a local school of the unpainted pot
tery which had never ceased to be customary on sites in the 
highland interior. This is the material counterpart of the 
conquest o f Philistia by the Israelites under David, shortly 
after ΠΧΧ) B.C. Archaeologically, however, as in Hebrew 
history, the link with the Philistines’ own kinsfolk oversea 
was never quite broken. David’s body-guard included 
“ Cherctbites” from Crete as well as "Pelethites”  from 
Philistia; and on the coast-land sites there is a series o f  
occasional imports of foreign pottery in various Early Greek 
Styles. These penetrated also occasionally inland, to 
•Samaria, Taanach, Mcgiddo; but neither more nor less 
rardy than into Cyprus over the way.

T he Κα it OK ! HI L and RAIDERS

Before returning to trace the course of events in the 
^hgean, wc have to note the sequel to the great Land-raid of 
1PX). Nor all the Land raiders fell into the hands o f Ramcses 
lu ,  Or were interned with their Philistine friends. The 
spear point was broken off, but its edges were still sharp.

The meaning of the destruction and rcoccupation o f 
Carchemish, already mentioned, and also its approximate 
date, is shown by tin- Assyrian record o f a campaign west, 
ward toward the Euphrates, to stop an invading people, 
the Muski, whose name frequently recurs in Assyrian docu-
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merits thenceforward, to denote the dominant people o f Asia 
Minor; it occurs also as the Greek name for a people of 
eastern Asia Minor, the Moschi, and in the biblical form 
Meshech along with the iron-working Tubal-folk, whom the 
Greeks called Tibareni, and located near the Chalybes whose 
name gave the Greeks the word for “ steel.” ** The
first and farthest raid o f the Muski was repelled thus about 
1150 B.C.; but behind their great fortress they remained in 
occupation o f the country west o f the Euphrates, until the 
Assyrian capture o f Carchemish in the eighth century.

The clear strategical connection o f this capture o f 
Carchemish by a fresh people before 1150 with the Pales
tinian land-raid o f 1190, makes it necessary to assign an 
origin for both movements far to the northwest, and to 
conclude that the whole movement was on a very large 
scale, indeed a wholesale migration o f fresh people.

It is therefore o f the first importance that on monuments 
o f the “ reoccupation period” the people and the male deity 
of Carchemish arc represented wearing beards, and long 
plaits of hair, and in a fresh costume; strong boots with up
turned toes, as on monuments in the same style from Asia 
Minor, and a close-fitting short-sleeved tunic, clasped by a 
broad belt, and usually fringed below. With the belt is worn 
a sword with broad blade, and well defined hilt with large 
pommel, narrow grip, and crescent-shaped fore-end en
closing the heel o f the blade, the significance o f which will 
appear in Chapter VII.

Another glimpse o f the devastation wrought by the Land- 
raiders is the statement of a late Greek writer that the great 
Phoenician city, lyre, reckoned its years from an “ era" 
about IPX),** Now an “ era”  of this kind usually signifies 
the date of the original foundation o f a city. We know 
however from Egyptian documents of the fifteenth and 
fourteenth centuries that 'l yre already existed, and there is 
every reason to believe that the city was even then ancient.**
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This “ era o f Tyre”  therefore indicates some profound reor
ganization of the city; and whether this occurred in the very 
year of Rameses’ defeat o f the Land-raiders or a few years 
earlier, it is significant that Tyre should have been making 
a fresh start so close to such a catastrophe.’ 5 It may be 
inferred that Tyre was so seriously damaged by the Land- 
raiders that it had to be reconstituted; its special interest 
in trade with the farther coasts of the Mediterranean, in 
later times, suggests that in the rejuvenated city fresh 
elements of population were incorporated from among the 
disorganized Sea-raiders, whose western experience was wide. 
Such partnership between Phoenicians and Sea-raiders is 
illustrated by Odysseus’ “ yarn” how he met a Phoenician 
and fitted out a ship for Libya; and as they were wrecked 
south of Crete, it is clear that their destination was well 
away to the west.”

In this connection it should be noted that in the Homeric 
poems the principal Phoenician city is always Sidon, not 
Pyre;*7 and that this (like the use of the name Thebes for 
the capital o f Egypt, not Memphis, which superseded 
I hebe» in the twelfth century) is further prw>f that the 
state of things which the epic describes is earlier than this 
change in the relative importance o f Sidon and Tyre. I he 
first record indeed of such a change is that Solomon’s friend 
Hiram, king of Eyre, is also ruler of the Sidonians in the 
tenth century; here Tyre is leading, and in a dual mon
archy** Sidon takes second place.

Farther north, a curious group o f legends is all that is at 
Present available for the maritime plain o f Cibcia. Solinus, 
summarizing traditions otherwise lost, says that before the 
Assyrians came, Cilicia was one of the great powers of Asia.*· 
h  is in harmony with this that Rameses 111 enumerating 
regions devastated by the I .ami-raiders before they reached 
V i a ,  mentions Ilatri and Quedi, the Egyptian name for 
Cilicia and expressly mentions Mannus, in a context which
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warrants identification with Mallus, a very early Greek 
settlement in the Cilician coast-land.100 The total absence, 
so far as is known, o f Hatti monuments in maritime Cilicia, 
and the long line o f frontier forts and monuments of this 
kind on the north side o f the Taurus range, from Lycaonta 
to Melitene, shows that the builders of these monuments 
ruled as far south as Taurus but not farther, though they 
held extensive conquests farther east, between Taurus and 
the Euphrates.

This region Egyptian kings knew as Quedi, and coupled 
if with AlaSya and Asi as homes of the rich and cultured 
Keftiu people, who disappear from view, however, before 
the end o f the fourteenth century. The name Cilicia appears 
in the eighth century in Assyrian references to Khilikku folk. 
Before this time there are Kirki-sha among the Sea-raiders'01 
and there is Homeric memory o f “ Kilikes” but it is as a 
people in the south o f the Troad, to whom Andromache 
belonged: important enough therefore to furnish a wife for 
the chief warrior o f Troy; indeed Sarpedon reproaches 
Hector for behaving as if he could defend Troy "with his 
own brothers and brothers-indaw” only, dispensing with 
“ contingents and auxiliaries.’ ’1“'·' If the "Kilikes”  o f the 
Troad may be connected with the Khilikku o f Cilicia, it is 
a crucial instance of the far drift of Land raider peoples; 
especially if if is possible to date their invasion of Cilicia, 
The general question of the credibilit y of (»reek folk memory 
is reserved for discussion in C hapter V I, but it may be sub
mitted in advance, that the coherence of separate traditions 
o f this kind with each other is noteworthy, and their con
sistency with Egyptian documentary record remarkable, 
especially in regard to their chronology.

Now, o f the fate of the ( dician coast-land during the 
Sea raids and Land raids, (»reek folk memory knew a gtaxl 
deal. Three distinct adventures are commemorated, led by 
Amphiloehus of Argos, ( babas of Mycenae, and Mopsu*
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o f Thebes, all “ seers”  o f exceptional knowledge and fore
sight, in the generations o f 1230-1200. Amphilochus was 
son o f Amphiaraus, who fought in the first Theban War: 
he had a chapel at Oropus in Attica, and an Argos o f his 
own in the far northwest, and his brother Alcmaeon settled 
at Oeniadae, at the mouth o f the Achelous. Besides his 
western adventure, Archilochus founded cities in Pamphylia, 
at Mallus in Cilicia, and Poseidium on its Syrian margin. 
Chalcas had cults in Pamphylia, and at Selge in Pisidia; 
Mopsus, in Lycia and Pamphylia, and in Cilicia at Mallus, 
Mopsu-estia, and Mopsu-crene. The last two are in the 
interior, and there is a story o f an encounter between Cal- 
chas and Mopsus, when the latter was “ leading his forces 
over Mount Taurus.” 10’ Fragmentary as these traditions 
are, they reveal a twofold aggression on the rich Cilician 
coast-land, by the sea ways from the Ægean, and also “ over 
Mount Taurus" through the regions devastated by the Land- 
raiders. That “ seers”  from the European side o f the Ægean 
should have taken part in both, need not surprise us, in view 
of the cooperation o f Achacans and Danaans with Shardana 
and Zakkaru.

Other Ægean settlements in this region are Aspendus in 
Pisidia, and Tarsus, which were reckoned to be colonies from 
Argos, though not specifically Dorian, nor on the other hand 
arc they specifically referred to Calchas. Soli in Cilicia was 
colonized from 1 .indus on the east side o f Rhodes; the date 
o f this is unknown, but Lindus had its contingent in Agam
emnon's force; and if Uilusa (in the Haiti archives) he its 
sister city lalysus, there was « Rhodian chief operating on 
this coast as early as 1300. The foundations o f Amphilochus 
and Calchas the latter was an old man at the time o f the 
Trojan War are instructive commentary on the aggressions 
o f Aetartssyas of Ahhiyava, about 1230 on Carta and 
AlaSya; and the excursion of Mopsus over the land front o f  
Cilicia, on the movements of the 1 .and raiders."“
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Another tradition which falls now into its place is that 
o f the wandering o f Bellerophon on the “ Aleian plain”  in 
eastern Cilicia, after his expulsion from Lycia where he had 
fought against the Solymi o f the interior; for Bellerophon 
belongs to the generation of 1260 and thus connects that of 
AlakSandu o f Uilusa with that of Attarissyas of Ahhiyava.101

These more easterly glimpses o f the activity o f the Land- 
and Sea-raiders have been examined in detail here, partly 
because their close proximity to the region covered by 
Egyptian documentary references gives them the support o f 
that evidence; partly because their remoteness from the 
source o f disturbance in the northwest, and from the "K il- 
ikes”  o f the Iliad, gives them greater significance as proof 
o f the extent o f the movement.

T h e  ‘ ‘ C h il d r e n  o r  J a v a n ”  in  H e b r e w  F o l k - m e m o r y

At this point a curious complication arises from the list 
o f the "children o f Javan” in the Hebrew “ Table o f Na
tions.” 10* Their names are Elishah, Tarshish, Kitiirn, and 
Rodanim, with the supplementary note “ by these were the 
isles o f the nations divided, in their lands, every one after 
his tongue, after their families, in their nations.”  Like the 
rest o f this "Table of Nations,”  the names arc presumably 
in a geographical order. As Kittim certainly represents 
Citium in Cyprus, wc have a fixed starting jtoitu. West o f 
this, Rodanim seems to be Rhodes, and beyond it lies the 
island-world of the .T.gean. iarshish and Elishah must 
therefore he sought nearer the writer’s home; Tarshish in 
Cilician Tarsus, and Elishah in AlaXya on the Syrian coast. 
Though C anaan in the next section o f the list ranks as a 
child o f Ham, it may he that "Elissa,”  better known as 
Dido o f 'l  yre, the traditional foundress o f Carthage, repre
sents an AlaXvan element in the new lyre of the period 
after the Sea-ranis. But in what sense arc Alalya and
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Cilician Tarsus "children o f Javan” ? In its present form 
the "Table o f Nations”  represents Hebrew geographical 
knowledge in the seventh century, when "Iavones” — that is 
to say, wcst-Asiatic Ionians were beginning to swarm east
ward along the sea ways, like the Sea-raiders four centuries 
earlier.107 But there is no reason to believe that they had 
as yet such a hold on these districts as to justify the ascrip
tion of them to "children of Javan.”  Moreover Javan him
self ranks as a "child o f Japheth,”  with Gomcr, Magog, and 
Madai on the one hand, Tubal, Mcshech, and Tiras on the 
other. The former group certainly represent the newly 
intruded Cimmerians and Manda-nomads from the northern 
grassland, who were harrying Asia Minor and the northern 
dependencies of Assyria; the latter, the Tibareni, Moschi, 
and other descendants o f the Land-raiders. If Javan is to 
be associated with either of these groups, it can only be 
with the latter; but an alternative is to regard Javan as 
representing those peoples of the southern seaboard o f Asia 
Minor who were of western origin but had come coast-wise, 
not by land; that is to say, as the descendants o f the Sea- 
raiders. Yet in view o f (»reck beliefs that, the Tyrrhenians 
were "brothers of the Lydians”  and had issued from western 
Asia Minor, there is some reason for regarding Tiras, who is 
brigaded here with Tubal and Meshech, as indicating that 
some Tyrrhenians came, like the Cilicians and the followers 
o f Mopsus, overland with the Land-raiders; and in thar case, 
Javan also may have had representatives among the Land- 
raiders, as well as in the coast settlements. That the Hebrew 
geographer thought that the "children o f Javan” had spread 
Westward from the neighborhood o f Klishah and Tarshish, is 
possible, but not a necessary conclusion from the order o f 
sanies in the list; what is far more significant is the assign- 
toent of "Ionian" (that is, western) parentage to the whole 
group, Laml raidcrs and Sea-raider* alike.
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S e a - r a id e r s  in  L y c i a , C a r i a , a n d  R hodes

Farther west, in Lycia, there is the same convergence o f 
oriental testimony and Greek folk-memory. The Hatti 
archives have references to a district o f “ Lugga,”  and to 
places therein, named Yura and Talaova, representing the 
Myra and Tlos o f classical times. From somewhere beyond 
Cilicia came seafaring “ Lykki”  to the Syrian coast and to 
Egypt, as early as Amenhotep II. And Herodotus’ account 
o f the Lycians is that they came to the mainland from Crete 
in days when "all Crete was held by folk who spoke no 
Greek,”  and occupied under the name Termilai the Milyan 
district which then belonged to the Sol y mi against whom 
Bellerophon and Isander fought.10* As "their customs are 
partly Cretan, partly Carian,” this links up both the Carian 
"beehive” tombs (p. 383) with South Ægcan aggressions such 
as that o f Artarissyas in Bellerophon’s generation, and also 
the famous "Carian armor,”  with “ crested helmets”  and 
"shields with handles” instead of "leather slings” worn 
"round the neck” and over the left shoulder as heretofore; 
a sufficient description of the round parrying.shield which 
was superseding the Minoan body shield in Homeric times 
and was, as we shall see ip. 377), the customary shield of the 
Sc a-raiders.1011 The feather headdress, common among the 
Sea-raiders, was worn by Lycian fighting men in the army 
o f Xerxes. The Caunians, in the rich coast plain between 
Lycia and southern Caria, had (according to Herodotus) a 
language assimilated to Carian, or conversely. They said 
that they came from Crete, though Herodotus thought them 
indigenous. They had public drinking bouts, and a mixed 
religion, one ritual of which was a war dance for "driving 
out the foreign gods” toward the territory of Calymta. 
Clearly there had l»ecn at some time a "closing o f the ranks'* 
among the immigrant parr o f a mixed population.
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At this point we have to take note o f the late and in some 
respects sophisticated story o f the Rhodian "Children o f the 
Sun,”  which appears to have escaped the notice o f some who 
are curious in these matters. In the Homeric ,
the three cities of Rhodes were ruled by Tlepolemus, a son 
of Heracles, exiled for a murder not long before the War. 
His people were the folk of Althaemenes, brother of Atreus’ 
Cretan wife Aerope, who had settled there with a large body 
of Cretans.'10 Not long before, “ war-comrades o f Minos,”  
the grandfather of Althaemenes, had occupied a halfway- 
house in Carpathus, in the same generation as Sarpedon’s 
settlement in Lycia and those of Rhadamanthys in Chios 
and other parts o f the west coast. But Rhodes itself was 
already in civilized hands, for there had been here indigenous 
‘ ‘Children of the Sun,” who practiced navigation, star-gazing, 
weather lore, and other kinds of learning, and used writing; 
though their documents were “ washed away by the rain,”  
a fate to which sun-dried clay tablets (like the Minoan) are 
peculiarly liable.m They bail settlements on the Carian 
coast, in Cos, and Lesbos. They were also credited with a 
settlement in Egyptian Heliopolis probably a myth to 
explain the eventual (»reck name o f that city and their 
inventions and great prosperity were set back “ before the 
coming of Dunaus (1430) and o f Cadmus”  (1400); though 
these dates, like the claim to have taught astronomy and 
writing to the Egyptians, have been credited to local patriot
ism, ami discounted. To the "C hildren of the Sun,”  how
ever, was ascribed a city, Achaia, in the neighborhood o f 
lalystis, and this may well be early, since the “ Achaean”  
name was being used by Hatti scribes to describe a hostile 
«««-power as early as 1330. There was also a “ harbor o f the 
Achaean»”  in Cyprus, ami one Greek family there long 
afterwards described itself specifically as “ Achaean” ; similar 
vcstiges of these far ranging adventurers. There can be little 
doubt that these "Children of the Sun”  represent the
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Minoan founders o f lalysus and orher Bronze-Age settle
ments in Rhodes; and that Greek folk-memory clearly dis
tinguished this exploitation o f the western fringe o f Asia 
Minor— for the “ sun men”  ranged as far as Lesbos-“ from 
the subsequent adventures of the “ divine-born” Rhadaman- 
thys and Sarpedon, and their “ divine-born” contemporary 
Macareus o f J,esbos, who in fact was “ Ionian” in that his 
home was on the north coast of Peioponnese.11*

There were similar stories, o f an occupation o f the 
Cnidian promontory o f the mainland near by, from Argos, 
as early as 1530; o f the foundation of lasos in Caria about 
the same time; of help rendered by a “ Child of the Sun”  
when the “ children of Deucalion” were establishing them
selves in Thessaly, and of an Æolid element in the Triopian 
promontory. Very early intercourse along this important 
group of halting-places on the immemorial route from the 
South Ægean to Egypt cannot therefore be excluded, in 
view o f actual Egyptian imports, in Rhodes itself as early 
as Amenhotep Π ( 1447-1420) and at Mycenae under Amcn- 
hotep III (1411-1375); in the generations, that is, of Danaus 
and Cadmus respectively.

We have now worked back from the farthest point 
reached by the Sea-raiders, to their nearer fields of enterprise, 
and thence into their Ægean hontes, where wc find them 
securely identified with two aspects o f the same group 
peoples, the “ Sea-power of Minos” in Greek folk memory, 
and the Ahhiyava o f Attari.ssvas in the Matti archives. 
Mow closely these aspects are related wc realize partly from 
their respective dates, partly fron» (»reck folk memory about 
Atreus, founder of a new dynasty at Mycenae, son in-law 
of Minos, and father of Agamemnon."* Minos, a generation 
earlier, and in a more advanced position strategically, «iocs 
the necessary preliminaries o f clearing “ Carians” out o f 
Crete and the islands, establishing the Greek language where 
it was not commonly s|*»kcn yet (though as wr have seen,
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not to the complete extinction of older speech); colonizing 
advanced bases with the Cretans o f Sarpedon and Rhada- 
manthys; and supplementing or refounding the older settle
ments o f the “ Children of the Sun" and those “ Ayavaias" or 
Æoüan folk who had already reached Lesbos in the days o f 
Eteocles son o f Andreus a century before.114 Attarissyas fol
lows up the successes o f A treu s’ father-in-law, harries the 
Carians’ bases on the mainland, occupies Pamphylia (where 
an “ Arcadian" dialect was spoken in classical times), and 
raids AlaSya; all in the same decade as the Argonaut raids 
into Pont us and across to Libya, and the combined "Achae
an" and Libyan attack on Egypt in 1221. One o f Atreus’ 
sons, Agamemnon, ruling over “ all Argos and many islands,”  
has a powerful friend in Cyprus, where again “ Arcadian”  
Greek prevailed: the other, Menelaus, visits Cyprus, 
Phoenicia, and other districts o f the “ great circuit," as well 
as Libya and Egypt itself. He loses his wife to another Sea- 
raider, Alexander o f Troy, who visited Sidon on the same 
trip, and brought away skilled weaving women for a present 
to his mother. The "yarns" of Odysseus, and the nurse o f 
Eumacus, are in the same context; and the doings o f Bellero- 
phon, Amphiioehus, Calehas, and Mopsus, anticipate the 
convergence of Sea-raiders with Land-raiders, at the "great 
circuit" o f the coast, as Egyptian documents call the 
Cilieian plain.

Now if we had only the story o f the Sea-raids, as these 
indications permit us to reconstruct it, we should indeed be 
able to account for the discontinuous distribution o f "A r
cadian" Greek, for the occurrence of "Arcadian" dements 
in the "D oric" of Crete and Rhodes, and in the "Æ olic" o f 
I-cshos, and for the long list o f rare words which are common 
to the Homeric poems and the dialect o f Cyprus,'“  on the 
•ingle due supplied by Herodotus, that in the time o f Minos 
and his brethren "all Crete was held by folk who spoke no 
Greek,”  and by Diodorus that it was just before the untfica-
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tion of Crete by those rulers, that the "mixed barbarians 
were in time assimilated in speech to the Greeks who were 
there.” 11* But it leaves unexplained the distribution o f the 
other groups o f dialects, and it does not answer the question 
why Greek had so different a fortune from that of the Nahli 
language in Asia Minor.

If, on the other hand, we had only the Land-raid of 1190 
and its sequel in North Syria, we should not be much ad
vanced in our enquiry why the language faded out
with the political régime which it subserved, nor why the 
political power o f the Hatti folk collapsed so suddenly and 
completely about 1200 B.C.; still less would it help us, except 
by remote analogy, in our search for the origins o f Greek. 
It is the concurrence of Land-raids with Sea-raids, which 
makes the situation at the same time so complicated and 
so instructive from both points o f view. On the one hand 
it permits, and indeed compels, the conclusion that the 
origin o f the whole disturbance lay far back to the north
west, beyond the Hatti territory and its dependencies, and 
beyond the "Achaea”  o f Kt codes and A treu» alike. While 
the founders o f the Hatti régime itself arc recognizable in 
the destroyers o f the "second city” o f Hissarlik, its destroy
ers were the founders o f the "sixth city”  there. Further, 
when we compare the historically demonstrable movements 
o f the third century Gauls, who founded Galatia in the heart 
o f what had been Phrygia, but also penetrated into penin
sular Greece as far as Delphi in the foothill* of Parnassus, 
with those now ascribed to the first Indo European immi
grants, who occupied Haiti land, where Phrygia afterwards 
was, but also seem to have been responsible for the intro
duction o f Greek speech into peninsular Greece, we find 
ourselves confronted with three successive movements, sur
prisingly similar. For while the Phrygian-speaking peoples 
overran Hattidand, and eventually made, themselves at 
home in Armenia, and Thracian speaking tribes following
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hard after them settled in Bithynia, and sacked Magnesia- 
on-Maeander, Greek folk-memory preserved incidents which 
are the counterpart o f the Gaulish raid on Delphi and the 
spread of Greek speech itself (more fortunate than later 
Celtic) from a cradle-land "under Parnassus.”  Not only 
were there still Phrygians, Tyrrhenians, and Pelasgians, 
scattered about in Macedon in the fifth century; traditions 
o f Tyrrhenian, Pelasgian, Thracian occupants of Thessaly 
in early times; Thracian raids into Phocis, Attica, Naxos, 
and other parts of the island-world; Pelasgian settlements in 
Thessaly, Attica, and Crete; but there was also early and 
explicit belief that the father o f Atreus himself was "Pelops 
the Phrygian,”  son o f Tantalus, prince o f Lydia or (as 
some said) o f Paphlagonia; and it is certainly a remarkable 
coincidence that the traditional date for Pelops’ arrival in 
western Peloponnese is in the same generation as Laomedon’s 
establishment at Troy, and the sudden reconciliation be
tween the Haiti kingdom and Egypt, in view o f some new 
situation portending peril to both. It will be noted that 
“ Pelasgians" are here included, in accordance with Greek 
folk-memory, in the same category with Tyrrhenians and 
Phrygians in-Europe. Whatever their origin, Pelasgian 
bands were certainly on the move oversea during the Sea- 
raid jK’ riod; in Homeric Crete, in Attica under Hymcttus, 
in ! amt nos, Imbros, and in thcTroad. Anti a name o f which 
the consonants were PLSQ in the North Ægcan, may well 
have passed into Pl.SP farther south, recognizable in the 
names of Pelops ami Peloponnesus; and again into PLST, 
as in the Pnhsataof the great Sea raid ami their Ramessid 
plantations in Palestine,

Thus it is not only the geographical distribution o f  the 
Htracmn and Phrygian group of languages that finds its 
explanation in the migration jtcriod n| the thirteenth cen- 
tury. History, wohin the region which they occupied, 
^ould seem to have so closely re la ted  itselt on three dis-
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tinct occasions, that we are forced to study very carefully 
the question, how far stories o f the arrival o f alien adven
turers in various parts o f Greece and the Ægean during the 
thirteenth century signify an anomalous complication of 
the linguistic, as well as the political situation; and also 
how far this alien element is in fact the explanation, because 
it was the cause, o f much that is anomalous in the early 
history of the Greek people. Thus, though this examination 
o f the historical background o f the Hatti régime in Asia 
Minor, and o f the Nasili language in which its administra
tion was carried on, has carried us wide and far, it has not 
been so irrelevant to the argument as may appear at first 
sight. For our immediate purpose, the examination o f the 
Greek dialects in their geographical distribution and sur
roundings, it has the advantage o f giving in chronological 
dimensions the outlines o f the linguistic history o f Asia 
Minor, the land area immediately east of the Greek penin
sula, and separated only from it, north of the Ægean Archi
pelago, by the Thracian region from the sea coast to the 
Danube, which is all that divides either Greece or Asia 
Minor front the Roumanian prolongation o f the great grass
land o f the north. Either through this Thracian vestibule or 
through the narrower but not more difficult avenue from 
the Hungarian plain into Macedon, any migration o f peoples, 
or spread of languages, from those large grassland regions 
must have come; and the history of the Hatti-folk reveals 
two such comings; that o f the Hatti-folk themselves, which 
cannot be later than 1900 and may be earlier, and that of 
the Land raiders, which reached its farthest jxiint in 1150, but 
had probably begun al>ouf 1270, and certainly went on later 
and farther to the southeast than the great land raid of 
1190 which was stopped in Philisfia,

Summarizing the linguistic information derived from 
documentary sources, east of the .Ægean and within if, we 
have seen that the earlier introduction of Indo European 
s|ieech into Asia Minor incurred not later than about 1900
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B.C., and may have been earlier. This date accords with 
that o f the first appearance o f horse-using people with Indo- 
European names for kings and gods, in Babylonia, and less 
precisely (because the Indian evidence is less precise) with 
the coming o f Indo-European speech into India. But the 
limited use made by the Hatti-folk o f their Nalili language, 
and the perpetuation of several languages which are not 
Indo-European, in Asia Minor, until the whole Hatti admin
istration was itself upset about 1200, confirm the notion that 
in Greece, too, many place names, and the loan words 
already described, are derived from similar languages. In 
the Ægean the Minoan script only went out o f use shortly 
before the date o f the first Hatti references to Ahhiyava 
and its “ Æolian” princes; in Cyprus it was introduced about 
1500 B.C., and afterwards adapted rather clumsily for 
writing Arcadian Greek. It had probably been used to write 
several languages during the long period when successive 
varieties of this script were in vogue; and that several 
languages besides those o f "Dorians" and "Achacans”  were 
in use side by side in Crete, is described in a well-known 
passage o f the Odyssey,The importance o f this graphic and 
detailed description of the starting point of a Sea-raid to the 
Egyptian coast can be but slightly affected by opinion a$ to 
the date o f its composition. If it is accepted as approxi
mately contemjxmiry with the events it describes, it is valu
able evidence for the distribution o f Greek peoples and 
dialects at that j>criod. If, on the other hand, it is later, it 
illustrates the persistence o f Greek folk-memory about the 
*Sea-raidcrs, and also demonstrates the survival o f language* 
other than (»reck in Crete to a later period than is com
monly assumed; though the Prussian inscriptions, already 
discussed, prove the survival o f one such language some 
centuries later still.

From the political status o f the Phrygian and Thracian 
languages, in early Hellenic times, Phrygian, as the speech
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o f the inscription on the monument o f “ Midas the king,”  
and Thracian, as that o f a people whose chiefs had Indo- 
European names, and were great horse-breeders— and also 
from the displacement o f the old Vannic language by 
Armenian between the eighth and sixth centuries,—it is 
certain that the new régime in Asia Minor which resulted 
from the Land-raids, was “ Indo-European”  in a quite differ
ent and more domestic way than the Hatti régime had been. 
Only around the margins o f the peninsula, and in its high
lands, did languages such as Lydian, Lycian, and Lycaonian 
remain in use, alongside o f Phrygian, much as the Praesian 
language lingered in Crete; but in the “ List o f Sea Powers”  
after the Trojan War (preserved by Eusebius from Diodorus, 
and probably referable to a fifth-century source,117) the 
Lydians, Pelasgians, Thracians, and Phrygians occupy the 
first, second, third, and fifth places respectively, - from 1184 
to 900 according to Eusebius' chronology,- as though these 
peoples, three of whom in the Homeric Catalogue have 
sea fronts around the Marmara region, dominated the west 
coast o f Asia Minor as well. The belief o f Herodotus that 
the Tyrrhenians o f Etruria were in some sense “ brothers o f 
the Lydians,” is a hint that there had been a considerable 
early exodus from the Lydian section of that coast. It is 
clear, further, from the presence of the Bithynians, who were 
a Thracian people, in Asia Minor in early classical times, 
though not in the Homeric Catalogue, that the movement 
o f such people across the Marmara region went on after 
that document was comjxwcd as well as before. The Lyd
ians, similarly, are {«ist Homeric, and presumably new
comers; Herodotus thought that their predecessors, the 
M aeon i a ns of Homer, had "changed their name" to that of 
a new ruler.
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T h e  G r e e k  D ia l e c t s  in  T h e ir  G e o g r a p h ic a l  
D is t r ib u t io n

Meanwhile, what was happening in the Greek peninsula 
itself? Having here no such documentary evidence as in the 
regions east o f the Ægean, we must work backwards from 
the geographical distribution o f the dialects in classical 
times, which as we have already seen is anomalous and 
presumes much dislocation.

From the likenesses between Arcadian, Pamphylian, and 
Cypriote Greek, it is certain that the Pamphylian and 
Cypriote settlements were colonized from southern Greece 
at a time when Arcadian was spoken in maritime districts 
o f Péloponnèse. The Dorian dialects therefore have flooded 
round the south and east of Arcadia, and West-Greek dia
lects round the north and west, from a common center of 
distribution. That both reached Péloponnèse from the 
northwest, not by way of the Isthmus, is certain; first, from 
the distribution o f the West-Greek dialects in central Greece, 
which have split the Æolic-speaking peoples into a Boeotian 
and a Thessalian section ; secondly, from the existence o f the 
solid uncontaminated mass o f Ionic-speaking people in At
tica, north o f the Isthmus; thirdly, from the existence o f the 
»rnall Dorian enclave in Mcgaris, showing that where Doric 
speech did displace Ionic, it came from the south, not from 
the north, and failed to make touch, even so, with the Wcst- 
Greck-spcaking people in Phocis. That the Doric and West- 
Greek movements originated some distance to the north
west, is also certain from the intrusion of West-Greek ele
ments into the speech o f western Thessaly, which was there
fore already dKolic when this southward movement began. 
All these inferences from the geographical distribution are 
confirmed as we see in Chapter VI by (»reek tradition* 
*i*wt such movements as are here inferred. We may there
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fore confidently dissect away these latest overlaps, and re
construct the "pre-Dorian”  distribution o f dialects in Greece, 
as sketched in figure 5.

T h e  W est- G r e e k  D ia l e c t  a n d  D oric

The “ Dorian”  group o f dialects, or more accurately 
speaking, that "West-Greek”  group o f which the Dorian dia
lects (themselves variable) are the most widespread, and 
best represented by extant examples, conserved several 
primitive features which all other groups have lost, and must 
therefore be regarded as having attained that eventual wide 
distribution rapidly and comparatively late, and also as 
having been previously secluded more effectually from lin
guistic disturbance.

Sufficient ground for these inferences is their later geo
graphical distribution, which is in two main divisions. The 
southeastern of these contains the dialects o f districts, in 
Peloponncse or in the South Ægcan beyond, which in Greek 
tradition became Doric through the "coming o f the Dorians”  
at the end o f the twelfth century; moreover all the Pelopon
nesian districts, and also most parts o f Crete, still had a 
lower stratum of pre-Dorian population in classical times, 
and a more or less acute race-feud between these conquered 
people and their closely organized Dorian masters. In Doric 
dialects, and especially in those o f Argolis and Laconia, s 
between vowels tends to become h and then disappear. 
Whether this and other "D oric”  peculiarities were common 
to the Dorian upper-class and the serf population in classical 
times has been disputed: but this question concerns rather 
the amount o f survival than the fact o f Dorian conquest 
and the spread o f Doric sjtcet h.” *

The West Greek group of dialect* related to Doric in
cludes those of Epirus, Acarmtnia, .E.tolia, Ozolian ï-ocri», 
Mali*, Phthiom, and Phocis, t«>gcther with Elis south o f 
the Corinthian Gulf, Greek tradition regarded the popula-
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don o f Elis in classical times as having spread out o f Ætolia 
during the “ coming o f the Dorians”  and after it. Conversely, 
though the name o f the small upland district o f Doris, north 
o f Phocis, was explained as recording an early occupation 
by Dorians of the same stock as those who eventually

*'t*. 7,—Γηοηλμ!jc DwTWftTKiM or Umkm Dial* ? ·  in me Thiktbknth 
λni> Twet mt * '«,μί hiio* H i me Hoithwaho Κχ«·αν« ον or

Wurr <ί»κκ*. a ni» me IhrreusNTUTio* or Do Hit

fettled in PclojHmncse, the dialect o f this northern Doris 
classical times was o f the West-Greek group. As the 

Northern Doris separates the two districts called latcrb, and 
** the Homeric Catalogué omits the southern 1-ocris, and 

Doris itself, it is commonly inferred that these northern
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Dorians were late intruders. Their intrusion however is not 
necessarily post-Homeric; for not only are these districts 
ignored in the Catalogue, but no town in either o f  them is 
included in any o f the neighboring contingents. They are 
in fact a blank area in the Homeric map; and this is best 
explained by supposing them to have been simply outside 
that “ Achaean”  régime o f which the Catalogue is a gazetteer. 
Another such outland region extends from the limits o f 
Agamemnon’s sway, on the north border o f Thessaly, to the 
west border of Paeonia, along the Axius river, which is the 
limit of Priam's confederacy; and the statement of Herodotus 
that there was a time when the Dorians “ lived in Pindus 
and were called Macedonian” would be in full accord with 
this silence o f the Catalogue, if it could be shown that 
this region, which includes nearly all the Macedonia of 
Herodotus’ time, was occupied by Dorian tribes at the 
period to which the Catalogue refers. Proof o f this will 
be offered later from genealogical evidence (p. 318).

By late Greek writers, such as Strabo, the Wcst-Greck 
dialects were included in the /Kobe group because they 
were neither Ionic nor ordinary Doric;"* but though there 
arc Wcst-Grcek elements in the speech of western Thessaly, 
and though Thucydides describes an irruption o f fresh |>copic 
into Thessaly anti Boeotia only twenty years before the 
“ coming o f the Dorians,”  and seems to connect these two 
movements,1,0 the linguistic differences between /Polie and 
Wcst-Grcek speech are sufficient to separate them in the 
way now generally accepted; and the geographical position 
o f Phocis, Janas, Malis, and Phfhiotis, wedged between 
AKolic Thessaly and /Polir Boeotia, confirms the impression 
that the dialects of these districts represent an injection of 
northwestern fxtoplr into an /Polit; area formerly cominuou* 
from Thessaly southward at least as far as northern Boeotia.

ft follows that the whole West (»reek group, together 
with the related Doric dialects to the southeast, reached
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their historical positions by some more westerly route than 
the Thessalian plain. This is in accord with Herodotus’ story 
that before the Dorians came south they “ lived in Pindus, 
and were called Macedonian” ; for “ Pindus”  was a general 
name for the main highland watershed o f peninsular Greece, 
north and west o f Thessaly. Now immediately north of this 
lies the long V-shaped valley of the Haliacmon river, whence, 
at its sharp angle, an easy pass leads into the headwaters 
o f the Peneius. Here is direct lateral leakage downstream 
into western Thessaly, o f the kind indicated by the West- 
Greek elements in Thessalian /Kobe. From the Peneius 
headwaters, however, there is passage to the long southward 
trough o f the Achetons, which runs parallel with the main 
watershed but west of it, and reaches the sea on the north 
side o f the Gulf of Patras, with easy crossings thence into 
western Pclojwmnese. By way of the principal tributary 
which joins the Achdous from the east, there is moreover 
direct and fairly easy access to the headwaters o f the Sper- 
eheius, and thence eastward down its wide valley, into 
Phthiotis south of Thessaly, and through Malis and Doris 
into Phocis and l-ocris. Geographical configuration thus 
confirms the traditional history, and explains the philological 
relationships of the dialects in classical times.

In what sense, other than geographical, the Dorians or 
any other people of the northwestern linguistic group de
served to be "called Macedonian” is a further question; less 
easy to answer, because there is no reason to believe that 
the Macedonians of classical times ever wrote their own 
languagr, and consequently our knowledge of it comes 
wholly cither from Macedonian proper names, or from 
curious Macedonian words preserved by Greek scholars who 
evidently did not themselves know the living speech of 
Macednn, It was however agreed in the fifth century that 

least the Macedonian royal faintly was Greek, for Alex
ander sott uf Amvntas was accepted as a comj»efitor in the 
Olympic games; and, for this, (»reek descent was necessary.***
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Probably some kind o f Greek speech spreading from the 
numerous Greek cities on the coast, which were o f mixed 
Ionic origins, became the language o f trade, of the court, 
and o f administration fairly early, and thereby reduced the 
unwritten Macedonian language to a patois.1”

At this point we may leave Doric and its West-Greek 
"poor relations" on one side, and ask what the distribution 
o f other dialects was, before the “ coming o f the Dorians.”

T h e  A r c a d ia n  G roup  of  D ia l e c t s

It has been commonly supposed that because the Arca
dian group of dialects is most widely scattered in discon
tinuous areas it was the first to be so widely distributed; 
also that this distribution must have occurred early. For 
the Arcadian dialect itself, though it must once have been 
spoken in a maritime district, since its counterparts in 
Cyprus and Pamphylia are oversea, was completely sur
rounded in classical times by Doric and other West-Greek 
dialects, and restricted to the highland interior of Pélopon
nèse. As the “ coming of the Dorians”  into Péloponnèse is 
the latest of the readjustments which folk-memory has 
recorded, it follows that Arcadian-speaking peoples were not 
cut oft from the coast later than the end o f the twelfth 
century, but also that there is no need to suppose that they 
were cut oft* any earlier than this, unless some earlier cause 
than the "coming o f the Dorians" is detected. That the 
"coming o f the Dorians” was sole and sufficient cause is 
indicated by the fact that, though the Pamphyiian dialect 
differs from the rest of this group in containing a few points 
o f resemblance with Doric, these are the sole alien char
acters which have been observed in it; whence if may be 
inferred that no Greck-s|>eaking people of other than Doric 
dialect had opportunity for dose intercourse with the 
Pamphyiian colonists, after their arrival m Pamphylia.**1*
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In regard to Cyprus, we have already reason (p. 95) 
to doubt whether there was any historical connection be
tween the introduction of the Cypriote syllabary, or its 
Minoan prototype, and o f the Arcadian dialect o f Greek, 
which alone was established there. From resemblances 
between Arcadian and the Doric dialects o f western Crete, 
Rhodes, and other southwestern islands, it is inferred that 
something like Arcadian was spoken there before the “ com
ing o f the Dorians” ; and it is dear from the presence o f a 
large Cretan contingent in the Homeric Catalogue, and 
from explicit mention of Achaeans speaking a dialect o f 
their own, among the peoples o f Crete,1’* that the Dorians 
were not the only Greek-speaking occupants of this island 
in Homeric times. It seems to follow further that, in Crete 
at all events, Homeric Achaeans spoke Arcadian Greek.

T he Io n ic  D ia l e c t s , a n d  A ttic

The dialect of Arcadia itself differs slightly from oversea 
members of this group, in that it has points of resemblance 
with Ionic-Attic. Such resemblances may arise either by 
mere intercourse between habitual neighbors, or through 
overlap consequent on the spread of the one dialect at the 
expense of the other, in which event it usually happens 
that some elements o f the speech which has been superseded 
arc acquired bv that which becomes dominant, especially 
in matters o f idiom and pronunciation, A familiar example 
is the prevalence of a Highland, or Welsh, or Irish accent, 
and even o f some grammatical peculiarities, as well as many 
Words of Celtic derivation, in the dialects of Fnglish which 
lie next to the districts where Celtic speaking peoples sur
vive. The question then arises, whether these resemblances 
result from contact; or, if not, whether the Arcadian dia
lect has been imjx»*cd upon a people speaking an early 
form of junk, or an Ionic dialect upon a j»topic originally 
Arcadian. This question cannot be answered directly, be
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cause the “ coming o f the Dorians”  not only restricted the 
range o f Arcadian speech south o f the Isthmus-region, but 
also that of Ionic-Attic north o f it, by the conquest and 
permanent occupation o f Megaris, which is geographically 
the westernmost district o f Attica. Consequently the whole 
region within which the zone o f contact between Arcadian 
and Ionic-Attic lay, before the “ coming o f the Dorians,”  
has been completely disfigured and transformed in respect 
of its speech.

Indirectly, however, this blank in our knowledge may be 
supplied. In the first place, though the Ionian cities o f Asia 
Minor were founded by a very mixed flood o f refugees from 
peninsular Greece, including people from both shores o f  the 
Saronic gulf, and even from the south coast o f the Corin
thian gulf west of the Isthmus, there is no such evidence of 
Arcadian admixture in the Ionic dialects o f Asia Minor, 
as there is o f  Ionic-Attic elements in the Arcadian. Sec
ondly, besides folk-memory o f a population closely akin to 
that o f  Attica, south o f  the Saronic gulf, wc have the state
ment of Herodotus1*4 that the population of Cynuria, the 
district west o f the gulf o f Argos, very much farther south 
of the Isthmus, had been formerly Ionic, hut had been 
“ made Dorian by Argivc rule and lapse of time” since the 
arrival o f the Dorians in Argos. Thirdly, there is Attic 
tradition interwoven with one o f the supreme crises o f early 
Athenian history, that it was out of north Pclojxmnese, ami 
by way o f  the Isthmus, that "Ion and his men” entered 
Attica in military array, at the invitation o f the Athenians 
"when need overtook them," "settling with them," there
upon, and leaving their mark on the jhditicai structure o f 
the region in that fourfold classification into "Ionic tribes" 
with "tribal kings" which remained the basis o f Attic 
military organization and political privilege until the last 
years of the sixth century.” * I his Ionian movement into 
Attica has nothing to do with the tumultuary drift of broken
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people through this region under stress o f the "coming o f 
the Dorians"; for it occurred before the days o f Theseus, 
the great reorganizer and federator o f the whole Attic 
promontory, and consequently at latest in the third genera
tion before the Trojan War, that is to say, on Greek reckon
ing, about 1300 B.C. We shall have occasion to refer again 
to this incident, when we come, in Chapter VI, to the general 
question, what historical value is to be assigned to Greek 
folk-memory.

Throughout this discussion, the name Ionian has been 
applied, in accordance with Greek usage, to describe people 
who spoke Ionic dialects, or may be reasonably supposed to 
have done so. Ionic speech was so called because its most 
important dialects in classical times were those o f the Greek 
cities o f Ionia. But by Ionia was meant the coast district 
of Asia Minor, north o f the Maeander and south o f the 
Hermus. Miletus, for example, a first-class Ionian city, was 
not geographically in Ionia, but on a promontory o f northern 
Caria. This regional use o f the name explains Herodotus’ 
description o f "Ionian and Carian" adventures in the levant, 
whereas if members of Greek cities had been intended, we 
should have expected "Ionian and Dorian.”  In view o f the 
"Ycvanna”  among allies o f the Haiti in the thirteenth 
Century,m and of the Hebrew use o f  "Javan” to describe 
people of Cyprus and Rhodes, and o f coast districts of North 
% ria and southern Asia Minor, it has lasen suggested*”  that 
the original "lavoncs”  were pre-Hellenic inhabitants o f the 
regional Ionia; and the form o f the name has analogies in 
the Ma eon es of the Hermus valley, in the Trojan Cata~ 

and in the historical Eycaones o f the interior. Sim
itar tribe names occur, however, elsewhere; Paeones and 
Macedones; Chatvjones, A(vJones, and Ophioncs in Epirus; 
beside* Acarnancs and numerous other ” »anes" names in 
ftttrthwcstern (»reecc. As, however, the Asiatic coast region 

already beginning to he occupied in the generation o f
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1260, and at all events one leader in this oversea movement 
came from the Peloponnesian “ I o n i a , t h e  alternative is 
not excluded, that even the Yevanna allies o f the Hatti, in 
the same generation, may have been precursors o f the 
“ Ionian and Carian” seafarers o f later days; more especially 
as the “ coming o f Ion and his sons”  from northeastern 
Peloponnese into Attica was in the generation o f 1300, and 
the Peloponnesian settlers in Iatsbos were themselves antici
pated there by “ Æolian”  Ahhiyava about 1330.

That there was unstable equilibrium in the island-world 
is clear, first from Greek memory o f “ Carian”  occupancy 
both before and after the "sea power o f Minos” in the 
thirteenth century, to which the coastwise settlements o f 
Sarpcdon and Rhadamanthys belongs (p. 141); secondly, 
from the almost complete silence o f the epic about the island- 
world east o f Euboea and north o f Agamemnon’s vassals 
around Rhodes and Cos; thirdly, there was also considerable 
intermixture o f “ Carians,”  and even o f Lycian descendants 
o f Bellerophon,1** in the eventual “ Ionian” city-states, as 
far north as Ephesus and Colophon; and fourthly, the 
Rhodian stories o f coastwise colonization, as far as Lesbos, 
and as early as the generation of 13(X), show how persistent 
had been the attempts of the southern /Egcan folk to exploit 
what Herodotus justly regarded as “ God's own country."'1» 
If the interpretation now to be suggested ip. 159) for the 
peculiarities o f “ Ionic”  speech be well founded, here is a 
region in which intercourse between (»reek-speaking and 
"Carian”  (that is to say, southwest-Asiatic speaking) folk 
was most intimate, and lasted longest.

These convergent indications that, before the "coming 
o f  the Dorians," the northwestern districts of Peloponnese 
had once been Ionian, must be qualified, however, by two 
considerations; first, that the exclus of "Ion and his men”  
occurred nearly two hundred year» before the Dorian con
quest;1*» second, that the régime which the Dorians displaced
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in Peloponne.se is described not as Ionian but as “ Achaean,”  
and was attributed to a group of powerful adventurer fam
ilies, the most important o f which, the “ House o f Atreus 
son o f Peiops”  was establishing itself in Laconia, Argolis, 
and on the north coast o f Peloponnese, in the generation 
immediately before Theseus.1”  It would seem that there is, 
in this group o f legends, at the same time the political 
explanation o f that exodus, and a hint, which needs careful 
examination, that the “ Achaean”  domination in Pclopon- 
nese was the political counterpart o f the Arcadian-speaking 
period in the linguistic history o f the region; and we have 
seen already (p. 141) how place names and folk-memory 
connected the Greek colonization of Cyprus, Rhodes, and 
the south and west o f Asia Minor with the great days of 
Achaean domination at Argos and Sparta. This does not 
involve complete identification o f Achaean peoples with 
Arcadian-speaking Greeks; it serves however to explain how 
it happened that districts which had been formerly "Ionian,”  
and had parted with some o f their “ Ionian”  population in 
the thirteenth century, were Achaean-ruled and Arcadian
speaking when the Dorians came at the end o f the twelfth; 
and also how it happened that the sea and islands offshore 
the gulf o f Corinth were called lönian (though not indeed 
Iflnian) in classical times.

There is a further reason for discussing at some length 
the relations between the Arcadian and the Ionic Attic 
dialects, namely the closely analogous relationship between 
Ionic Attic and its northern neighbor, the Boeotian variety 
o f /Tube. The Boeotian dialect, like the Arcadian, differs 
from the other dialects of its own group in certain points o f 
resemblance to Ionic Attic. In this instance however, the 
Zone o f linguistic contact is known. South o f the abrupt 
fountain frontier between Bocotia and Attica there is no 
trace either o f Boeotian or o f other /io lic  speech, nor any 
tradition of successful invasion of Attica from the north.
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though there are legends o f occasional wars and raids, and 
o f old families from Boeotia who took refuge in time o f 
trouble, across the Attic frontier. On the other hand, there 
were traditions o f a considerable extension o f ‘ 'Ionian" 
population north of this line, as the philological evidence 
leads us to expect.u> In the Homeric Catalogue the cities 
o f Euboea, which in historic times were reckoned Ionian, and 
spoke Ionic dialects rather more closely related than those 
o f Asiatic Ionia to that of Attica, are assigned not to lonians 
but to the Abantes, remnants o f whom were recognized by 
Herodotus among the mixed population o f Asiatic Ionia, 
though they had otherwise disappeared as a people.1,4 
There was however an Ionian contingent in the Trojan War, 
and as it was brigaded with those of Boeotia, Locris, Phthia, 
and the Kpeians, it is probable that it was drawn from the 
same neighborhood.1“  Now Thucydides records an invasion 
o f Thessaly and Boeotia by fresh people from the northwest, 
sixty years after the Trojan War, and twenty years before 
the Dorian conquest of Peloponnes«; and though there is no 
reason to suppose that this was the first occasion on which 
Æolic-speaking peoples occupied parts of Central Greece, 
such an intrusion certainly helps to explain the abruptness 
o f the linguistic frontier between Attica and Boeotia, the 
presence o f Ionic-Attic elements in Boeotian .Tadic, the dis
appearance o f  Ionian people from the mainland of Central 
Greece, and the appearance of lonians, in place of Abantes, 
as the inhabitants of the coastal island of Euboea, a natural 
stronghold for refugees from Boeotia.

There is the further consideration, that the dialect o f the 
Homeric poems, conventional and tn part artificial as it 
admittedly is, presents a remarkable mixture of /Kobe with 
an early stage of Ionic, and also that the poem* themselves» 
Contain legends, and presupfxtse local knowledge, of places 
and evenr# withm regions which were occupied by Tadic- 
speaking peoples m historic times, but were dominated (it*
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the “ Heroic Age”  to which the poems refer) by recently 
established dynasties—-such as that founded by Peleus, 
father o f Achilles, who came to Phthia from Æigina,—of the 
same type as we have traced encroaching on the Ionian 
area from the southwest.1S‘  However, there is no proof that 
these "divine-born’ ’ dynasties had anything to do with the 
first introduction o f Æolic speech into any part o f north
eastern Greece; any more than with that o f Arcadian speech 
into Peloponnese. In both regions alike they are at most 
a secondary cause of disturbance, and in both, the effect o f 
their doings was to accentuate the abruptness o f the linguistic 
transition, from Arcadian and Æolic respectively, to the 
Ionic-Attic dialects which lie between them, in a way which 
is shown by the survivals of Ionic elements, both in Arcadian 
and in Boeotian Æ.olic, to be due to the encroachment o f 
these dialects on the margins o f the region previously occu
pied by Ionic-speaking folk. The Homeric mixture o f /Polie 
and old-ionic needs some bet ter explanation than the arrival 
o f a few forceful strangers, some of whom may have learned 
to speak Arcadian, but who were so far "divine born" that 
their names at all events do not seem to be Greek at all. 
1 o this problem of Homeric dialect we must return later 
fpp. ,h>5, 417) with other equipment.

That the common ancestor of Ionic and Attic was earlier 
established in Central ( »recce than cither Arcadian or Æolic 
is in accord with the greater differentiation o f its vowels from 
their primitive sounds, even before the separation o f the 
dialects of Insular and Asiatic Ionia, in which further 
differentiation was thereafter slight, from Attic, in which 

continued in some respects to increase after they migrated 
oversea Such differentiation presumes either a longer period 
ö f separate development, or exposure to more intense lift* 
gutstic jHTvcrsjon, that is to say, more direct and intimate 
Contact with a (Kipulatton which «lid not speak Greek at ail,
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Moreover, if there is any reason for believing that the period 
was not long, it is the more necessary to suppose that the 
disturbance was intense, and conversely. Now it is one o f 
the paradoxes o f Greek ethnography that the Athenian 
people, who were eventually recognized as being so thor
oughly typical o f all that was Greek, were generally admitted 
to have been originally “ Pelasgian,” in the sense of "pre- 
Hellenic," and to have become Greek subsequently and also 
gradually. Herodotus, for example, gives three distinct 
stages before the arrival o f "Ion and his people” consum
mated the conversion o f the people o f Attica into Greeks,,,, 
and none of them are long: for Cecrops, who achieved the 
first o f them, belongs only to the generation o f 1560, less 
than three hundred years before the coming o f Ion, This 
"Pelasgian”  quality is something far more deep-seated than 
is attributable to those Lemnian "Pclasgians”  who came and 
went “ beyond the Ilissus" as "fellow-lodgers with the 
Athenians."'** It presents the Hellenization o f Attica as an 
ancient, and yet far from primeval event, and raises the 
question, how far the deeply stratified folk-memory o f the 
Athenian people results from a real continuity o f culture 
with the pre-Hellenic world, of which the differentiation o f 
the Attic dialect is a symptom. To this question it will be 
necessary to return more than once (pp, 289, 3,13, 361,365).

T he ,'Eoi.ic Dialects

Further light is thrown on the situation in ('entra! 
Greece from a quite different quarter. While the Boeotian 
dialect o f .Folic has peculiarities in common with Ionic- 
Attic, the lesbian dialect o f the same group agrees tn certain 
other respects with Arcadian and Cypriote, In view o f the 
resemblance# between dialect* which have been already dia* 
cussed, and the conclusions which it seems proper to draw 
from them in the light o f (»reek folk memories, it need only 
be noted af this stage that the »amc disturbing factor,
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namely the “ divine-born”  dynasties, which has been already 
detected in connection with the colonization o f Cyprus, 
Lycia, and Rhodes, and the dislocation o f the dialect
grouping both south and north o f Attica, was also held 
responsible, in Greek legend, not only for the siege o f Troy, 
but for a whole series o f conquests and settlements in that 
section o f the Asia Minor coast which was known in historic 
times as Æolis: Lesbos in particular was believed to have 
been conquered by Agamemnon in the course of the Trojan 
War."* Nor does this imply that Lesbos was then first 
occupied by /Kolic-speaking or any kind of Greek-speaking 
people; indeed the folk-memory of Lesbos is among the 
longest in all Greece. But it illustrates a political situation 
in which it was likely- perhaps inevitable— that the Æolic 
dialect, which was eventually spoken there, should include 
Arcadian, that is to say pre-Dorian Peloponnesian elements. 
It must further be remembered that the Ahhiyava chief 
who attacked La-as-pa in the fourteenth century was in 
some sense “ /Kolk” ; and that one of the two districts which 
kept the topographical name Achaea in historical times, was 
Achaca Phrhiotis west of the Pagasaean gulf, in the heart 
o f the Æolic speaking area. That its dialect in classical 
times was Wcst-Greck proves nothing as to its speech in 
the fourteenth century, in view o f the geographical distribu
tion o f West-Greek dialects, which has been already dis
cussed f[>. 149).

It is at first sight a small jx»int, that the shift o f vowel 
sounds in the " Arcadian" group o f dialects (by approxima
tion o f c to I anti of o to m, leaving the primitive a unchanged) 
had already occurred before the spread o f this kind o f Greek 
to Cyprus and Pamphylia, and further that this change is 
the converse o f the differentiation in ionic Attic where t  is 
fOaintamed at the expense of and in Æolic, where o is 
tnaintamed also at thr expense of «, as when becomes
strates' But this is # kind of divergence most likely to occur
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if Arcadian-speaking folk intruded into regions which were 
Ionic-speaking in the south and Æolic-speaking in the north; 
upper and lower ranks cherishing and emphasizing their 
respective peculiarities o f utterance. A parallel instance is 
the modern intensification o f the aggressive “ cockney ac
cent”  o f the southeast o f England in face o f the dialects o f 
the Midlands and the North Country. Similar complemen
tary changes are recognizable between the “  to e” modifi
cation in Ionic-Attic, and the “  to o”  in Æolic; and it is 
significant that the change from to went much farther in 
Attic, in face o f Æolic aggression as far as the abrupt 
Cithaeron-Parnes frontier, than in Asiatic Ionia, where there 
was no such Æolic aggression;— where indeed such aggression 
as there was, in early historic times, extended the range of 
Ionic speech slightly, at the expense o f its /Eolic-spcaking 
neighbors to the northward.140

P r o b a b l e  S e q u e n c e  of  G r e e k  D ia l e c t s

It seems then reasonable to suppose that Ionic-Attic 
represents the earliest group of Greek dialects to be intruded 
into an Ægcan world which then spoke something quite 
different from any kind o f Greek; and that Æolic dialects 
established themselves in the spacious northeasterly regions, 
o f which Thessaly and Boeotia arc the most important, but 
occupied them only gradually, until at a quite late date, - 
according to Greek tradition, late in the twelfth century, - 
this process was accelerated under pressure from the north
west, just before the "coming of the Dorians”  into the 
south; with the result that the Boeotian dialect replaced 
Ionic as far south as the frontier of Attica, driving Ionic- 
speaking refugees into Eulxra and through the Cydadic 
island» toward Asiatic Ionia. A* there are no relics o f 
Arcadian speech in these northeastern regions of peninsular 
Greece, it seems necessary to suppose that Arcadian, which 
exhibits less modification than Ionic, and of a quite different
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and contradictory kind, found its way into Peloponnese by 
the only alternative route, namely through the western 
highlands, much in the same way as the Doric and other 
West-Greek dialects later. Thus Arcadian was intruded, 
like Doric, from the west, into districts o f northeastern 
Peloponnese which were already speaking Ionic; and Ar
cadian was still engaged in superseding Ionic here, and also 
in propagating itself oversea (as is shown by the dialects 
o f western Crete, Rhodes, Pamphylia, and Cyprus) when it 
was superseded and restricted in its turn by the "coming of 
the Dorians” from the same northwestern highland. Dorian- 
speaking settlers oversea thus found Arcadian speech in 
western Crete, and superseded it with the exception o f a 
few traces; they established dialects of their own throughout 
the southwestern Ægcan, and in Asiatic “ Doris” ; but in 
Pamphylia Arcadian speech survived with only slight 
changes, presumably due to these Dorian neighbors; and in 
Cyprus maintained itself uncontaminated.141

From linguistic evidence alone, it is seldom possible to 
date precisely even an abrupt linguistic change, still less the 
gradual spread of one dialect at the expense o f another. 
Kven when documents o f various ages are available, their 
respective dates have to be determined on archaeological 
grounds in the first instance; and when the philological 
argument rests on survivals or the results o f processes o f 
which only the nature can be determined, not the rapidity, 
it is inevitable that the appeal should be to other kinds o f 
evidence, when chronological results are desired. The evi
dence of the (»reek dialects must therefore be left for the 
tnomrnt in this rather indecisive state; but if is submitted 
that the relative }*crs}>ectivr of the linguistic processes and 
events outlined here is sufficiently well established to deserve 
tttore exact determination later.

Now it is one of the paradoxe* <»f early (»reek ethnology, 
fbat the Dorian speaking {»copies, who catnc smith last, and
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from farther north even than the Æolic peoples, are confi
dently described as being in the fullest sense "children of 
Hellen," with a circumstantial story14* o f events which drove 
them first north, from the traditional cradle o f the Hellenes 
(which was not on the Eurasian steppe, nor even in Mace- 
don, but in Central Greece, between the north foothills o f 
Parnassus, and the southern border o f the Thessalian plain) 
and only afterwards through the northwestern highlands 
into the south. At first sight this story looks like a myth 
devised to incorporate among the "children of Hellen,”  o f 
Central Greek origin, a dominant but alien people from the 
highlands o f Pindus farther north. But though this may 
account for the Dorians, it does not explain why the other 
“ sons o f Hellen”  were supposed not only to have spread 
from the same Central Greek cradle-land as the Dorians, 
but to have originated there, For Hellen is the son o f Deu
calion and Pyrrha, and sprang into being as they came down 
from Parnassus, on the morrow of the great flood. To accept 
this myth would be to postulate a special creation for one of 
the most most notable of Indo-European languages. But 
how did the story arise; and in particular how did "Pyrrha”  
come by her red hair? Moreover, how did the "gods of the 
Hellenes,”  like the Hellenic peoples who worshiped them, 
come to be regarded as the offspring o f a supreme sky-god, 
who is at the same time the occupant o f Olympus, a con
spicuous snowcapfnrd mountain on the northeast margin o f  
Thessaly? To make headway in our argument, wc must face 
next the question, W h a t common conception, if any, did 
the Greek peoples form of their gods?
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NOTE ON INTERPRETATION AND VALUE OF LISTS OF 
FOREIGN NAMES (Pp. 115-124)

In estimating the value of names of foreign peoples trans
literated by Egyptian or Haiti scribes, it is necessary to remem
ber that this evidence is cumulative. Each identification, if it 
occurred alone, would be negligible, for it might be due to acci
dental similarity; taken together, in sufficient numbers, they are 
conclusive. An example nearer home will illustrate this. "Her
ring” is the name both of a fish and of an old Saxon clan. There 
is an English village in Suffolk called Hcrringswell, and a French 
village close to Boulogne called Harenguezelle: to identify these 
place names without other evidence, however, would be risky. 
But within ten miles of Boulogne there are no less than seventeen 
village names with equally obvious English equivalents certainly 
derived from Saxon family names, such as Audinghcn (Odding- 
ham), Echinghcn (Etchingham), Manihen (Manningham); five, 
of the form Alincthun (Alington); four like Bonningues (Bönnings) 
and VVirwignes (VVirrings); as well as Brequcrcque (Braekirk or 
Braychureh), Wicardcnne (Wickerdcn), and descriptive words 
such as Wissant (Whitesand), Dieppe (Deep), Pittefaux (Pitfalls), 
end I -cWasst (the Waste). These make it certain that the French 
side of the Channel was as completely occupied once by Saxon 
settlers as the Kentish coast, and this justifies in turn less obvious 
•dentifications such as Qucstrecques (Westwreck) and Hesdingneul 
(Heading knoll). Similarly, when four or five names of tribes or 
districts of Asia Minor are associated in the same Egyptian list of 
Haiti auxiliaries, neither the addition of grammatical suffixes, nor 
the peculiarities of Egyptian spelling, need prevent u# from recog. 
sizing them.



CHAPTER IV

COMMON BELIEFS: EVIDENCE FROM 
COM PARATIVE RELIGION

The religious beliefs o f a people are a peculiarly delicate 
test o f uniformity, or its opposite, in mental outlook and 
principles of behavior; and religious practices conserve ex
pressions, no less significant because antiquated, o f beliefs 
formerly held in regard to the two ever-present problems, 
how things happen in the world around us, and what our 
own place is in that world, more esja:cially in respect o f 
the three supreme crises o f birth, parentage, and death. 
Now the only events in nature, in regard to which we seem 
to have a glimpse into "what really happens,”  are our own 
actions, and actions of other beings like enough to ourselves 
to justify us in imputing to them minds and wills like our 
own. And the only event, outside the course o f nature, o f  
which most people arc sure that they know something, is 
the fate o f those minds and wills, which have made other 
beings behave as we ourselves do, after every manifestation 
o f them, that was in the course o f nature, has ceased to be.

O l y m p ia n  D e ities  jn T m eir  M a t u r e  F orm

In regard both to the Powers o f Nature, and to what we 
may describe as the Powers o f the Disembodied, the religious 
beliefs o f the Greeks present some superficial uniformities, 
but also surprising anomalies when they are examined more 
closely. When Pericles commissioned Pheidias to express in 
visible permanent shape "the gods whom the city observes,”  
the sculptured frieze of the Parthenon showed a gathering 
o f human figures slightly larger, but hardly more beautiful#
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than their human worshipers, and similarly clothed, o f a 
grave dignity rather than majesty; expressing courteous par
ticipation in ritual acts, and gracious acceptance o f what is 
offered them. This Olympian pose was not achieved in a 
day, nor without effort, any more than the Greek view of 
life, as Pericles saw it in fifth-century Athens. Portrayed m 
retrospect in the pediments of the same Parthenon, Athena 
and Poseidon and Zeus himself are strenuous participants 
in a world in-the-making; Apollo at Olympia, Athena at 
Ægina, only hold the balance as even as they do in confidence 
that the right side which is their own side -is to win; but 
the victory is not won, any more than Ormuzd has quite 
won yet, in the proclamations of Darius. More plainly still, 
on that archaic pediment from the Acropolis, the “ three- 
bodied monster”  is not beaten yet; it is not he, but his divine 
adversary, who is the strenuous aggressor.

And what their votaries depicted, imaging their own 
hof>es and fears, the Olympian gods had experienced, when 
the world was younger. For the Olympians had not made 
the world; they had won it by right o f conquest from gods 
who occupied it before; and before that, too, the world 
already ttm, fashioned by “ assignment”  o f place and part 
in it to every kind of being. It was in this sense that , 
“ Portion" ill translated "Fate,“  - was “ before the gods.”  
Poseidon could not say that “ the sea is his for he made it,”  
nor did Zeus make the “ homes on Olympus," as Odin and 
the northern gods built Asgard. And Æschylus, at all 
events, like- the composer of the troubled his great
soul "what it should be in the end thereof.”  Only by agree* 
ment with his adversary, last survivor o f the old order, but 
nevertheless Prometheus, “ he that plans ahead,”  could Zeua 
himself hope to esea|>e dethronement by the “ child that 
should hr born,” And dethroned he was, in due time, though 
neither A'sthylus nor Vergil saw him fall.'
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This precarious tenure o f the Olympian gods has its 
counterpart in Norse, and (above all) in Iranian belief, 
wherein it is only if all good things, and good men, do their 
utmost in support o f the source and champion of all good, 
that the good cause can ultimately win; a conception which 
illuminates for us the amazing successes of Persian imperial 
administration under Cyrus and Darius, and makes the 
collision between Persians and Greeks one o f the world's 
great tragedies. It is not necessary, therefore, to demon
strate the kinship of the “ gods o f the Greeks”· in their 
aspect as a personal anthropomorphic polytheism, to those 
other renderings of the beliefs o f the widespread users o f 
Indo-European speech, out on the great grassland o f Eurasia. 
Wherever we find them, they are there like their worshipers 
as intruders, occupying and exploiting a world not their own.

What does, on the other hand, challenge explanation, is 
that while it is clear that the Olympian gods form a divine 
dynasty or family group, and to this extent correspond with 
other Indo-European polytheisms, the individual deities in
cluded in this Greek group are, to speak frankly, such a 
“ scratch lot." Zeus alone, “ father o f gods and men”  has a 
recognizable Indo-European name, but it is not a personal 
name, only descriptive o f a “ shining one"; specifically ap
plied to the spirit immanent in the open sky, in the sense 
which the Latin Dies piler,"sky father," and Vcdic lhaùh- 
ptiä  retain.’ How utterly Zeus was a sky-god, before he 
came to rest on Mount Olympus, like Jehovah on Mount 
Sinai early in the Israelite “ wanderings," is shown by the 
Greek observation that north of this, in Maccdon, men 
“ worshiped the atr”  under the name o f  which may
have been their way of saying dtvA. Two dynasties of god» 
before Zeus, there had been another sky.god whose name, 
Ourums, persisted in Greece as a common word for “ the 
sky.”  He has his Counterpart in the t ’uruna o f Aryan 
India and o f the Irantan rulers of northern Mesopotamia
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(p. 103). Perhaps the “ lady o f the dawn,”  (Sanskrit aids 
Latin aurora) and the “ lady o f the hearth fire,”
(Latin Vesta) are other heritages from old time, and there 
are certain groups of coequal deities, with descriptive names, 
Charités, Mousai, Moirai, Horai, more loosely attached to 
the Olympic family, as the multitude of Vedic dlvâs are to 
the greater “ world guardians,”  , o f Brahman
theology.

But here traditional names cease.’ Apollo is a god o f 
light, and has an epithet âyieus“lord of ways,”  so he may 
have been men’s guide in trackless country, as he presided 
later over their streets.4 To his sanctuary in Delos came 
Hyperborean pilgrims and offerings from "back of the north 
wind"’· or was it only from Locris?’ “  but no other Greek 
god has these distant affinities, not even the north wind 
himself, whose name Boreas comes only from Mount Bora 
in Illyria. But Apollo’s own name does not seem to be 
Indo-HurojK-an, nor even originally Greek,* and that o f his 
mother Le to has been identified with the Carian word 
"woman." Demeter, too, has only partly a Greek name; 
for though the ancients, who were poor philologists, equated 
de~ with yc (meaning “ earth"), this is not the name o f any 
grain goddess elsewhere; and in (»recce her affinities are 
mainly not Olympian. Her place in the Olympic family is 
as a sister of Zeus, like Hera and Hestia, not as his offspring.

As with earth, so with the sea. Poseidon’s name, so 
variously pronounced in (»reck dialects, looks foreign, and 
may contain the same da element as Demeter’s;’ also, in far 
Triphylut, Poseidon mates with a Demeter who is anything 
but Olympian, h o rs e  headed herself and mother of his 
horses. But neither a horse-god, nor a horse-goddess, can 
be primitive in western Péloponnèse. From what we know 
*bç»dy about the spread o f  horse-using folk, they must be 
totruaivc, and probably are to be referred, as elsewhere, to the 
bt»t I»doT,uroj»can speaking intruders. Aphrodite was only
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“ born o f the foam”  by a local and popular etymology, and 
people whose language had to borrow a word for the sea, 
are not likely to have had a sea-goddess, any more than a 
sea-god.* In Aryan theology, it was Varuna, the god of 
illimitable sky, to whom illimitable ocean was ascribed, but 
not until his votaries became acquainted with it; and the 
Greek Oceanus may have had the same experience. Posei
don, too, had lordship over the sea through his sea-consort 
Amphitrite, as Menelaus had over Sparta through Helen. 
Aphrodite’s proper business, however, is on land. Her even
tual association with Eros looks like an identification of a 
disembodied love-god like the mischievous Kamadeva- 
Ananga with the “ male companion”  to a mother-goddess of 
Anatolian type.

Dionysus, Ares, Hephaestus, and Hermes are even more 
loosely linked with Zeus and the great Olympians. Dionysus 
certainly, and Ares probably, arc Thracian newcomers, ill- 
acclimatized, as Homeric descriptions o f Arcs show.* 
Hephaestus, though, like Ares, he is a minor son o f Zeus, 
is nor originally a fire-god, such as occurs in the Aryan 
scheme, but a smith-god,10 nor has any other Olympian a 
special craft like his. Hermes may possibly be (»reek, but 
his function, like that o f Arcs, is quite subsidiary both in 
Homer and in later times.11

The goddesses are at once numerous and queer. Hera, 
consort o f the s k y - god, is neither a sky-gt>ddcss nor an earth- 
goddess, as usual in nature-polytheism, but a very inde
pendent lady, of jieculiar appearance with large lustrous 
eyes, like a cow. She has abodes her own, where it is Zeus 
that is the stranger, if he comes at all; but these are not 
numerous, and are all in the region o f cast central (»recce, 
which was once Ionian, except Samos which eventually be
came so,·1 Nor has Hera any special attribute or function, 
except to look after women generally, as her name “ pro
tectress”  implies; otherwise she is simply “ queen" a* Zeus
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is “ king.” 1* Her special home is in the plain o f Argos, not in 
the Dorian city, but on the other side o f the plain, where the 
Minoan palace sites are; it is probably a survival from such 
an establishment, for there is a fine “ beehive”  tomb close by, 
and the ground is full of Minoan debris, as at Samos.

Artemis, though she is daughter o f Zeus, and Apollo’s 
sister in Homer, was not always so. She belongs to the wild 
woods, looks after deer, bees, and wild nature generally, and 
with her huntress bow brings sudden death, especially to 
women; in Attica and Arcadia she just escapes being a bear- 
goddess; at Ephesus, where her temple stood aloof from the 
Greek city, like that of Hera in Samos, she was anything but 
a virgin, and her image was first a shapeless meteorite, then 
many-breasted like a Hindu deity. In Crete and Arcadia 
she looks after children and brings them into the world like 
Eilithyia, whose name, like that o f Artemis herself and her 
Cretan names, Dictynna and Britomartis - “ sweet maid”  
we arc told it means- probably goes back to something that 
is not (»reek.

Strangest of all is Athena. Motherless offspring of Zeus 
himself, she became Olympian by symbolic surgery, like 
Dionysus, and is anything but an Eve to her Adam.1* Alone 
among the ill assorted family, she has no consort Demeter, 
as we have seen, had more than one yet alone she shares 
with Zeus the titles P hr atria, P alias, and the sur
veillance (that is) of birthright among men, o f civic order 
in cities, and of Greekncss among Greeks, More than other 
goddesses, Athena is infested by her own owls and snakes·, 
alone among Olympians is she represented occasionally by 
her owl or snake in Attic art,“  or herself provided with wings. 
I .ike I lera she has her own abodes; she is in Homer the only 
deity (except A j o IIo with his "house of enquiry" Pytho, and 
his "unapproachable”  home at Perga mum) who has an 
earthly residence. This is in the "strong house" of King 
Hrcchthcus, a fortified palace, identifiable with the citadel
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which bears her name. Yet only one other Greek city 
(Heraca in Elis) bears a divine name, till the Apollonias and 
Posidonias o f the colonial age.** On the other hand, town 
names, which (like Athenae) are feminine and plural, pro
voke conjecture; Potniac, Alalcomenae (twice), alongside of 
Pherae, Thebae, Plataeae, Thespiae, Acharnae, and M y
cenae. But who were the “ ladies” o f Potniae? Why is 
Athena “ from Alalcomenae”  in Homer? And who was 
Mycene, o f whom also we have a glimpse in Homer?17 When 
Greek experience widened, an alternative origin was found 
for Athena in Libya, and another in Egypt, though it is the 
same Libyan goddess, Neith, in both regions; and the reason 
is obvious, for both carry shield and spear.1*

All the five Olympian goddesses, then, stand a little 
apart from the seven male gods. There is a shadowy Dionc, 
to pair off with Zeus, but not in Olympus where Hera is 
queen; nor are Poseidon and Demeter consorts there, nor 
Apollo and Artemis originally brother and sister, nor 
Hephaestus so securely married to Aphrodite as to exclude 
Arcs and Anchises, on occasion. All have some aspect of 
guardianship over women, but this is never primary nor 
exclusive. All, like some of the male gods, have places 
where thev are at home and paramount.

With Greek lands lying, as they do, on the margin o f 
the great continental region within which the "Great 
Mother”  was aboriginal and long predominant; with a well 
defined cult o f the “ Mother of the Gods’ * in Crete, and nu
merous local goddesses, such as Britomartis, Dictynna, Eu
ropa in Crete, anti Aphaca in .Tgina, who only just misses 
being a local Artemis; with some of the chief goddess cults 
planted on the very fringes o f that area, Artemis at Ephesus, 
Hera in Samos, Demeter and Aphrodite at Cnidus, Athena at 
Lindt» in Khtxie*; above all, with "the goddess” of Paphos, 
Idaiion, and other places in Cyprus, nameless Itccausc unique 
at first, though later identified with Aphrodite; we are
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justified in regarding these as older cults which have been 
identified by Greek settlers, locally and eventually, with 
the worship o f essentially similar nature-powers in the dis
tricts from which those settlers came; Hera in Argolis, 
Artemis in Arcadia, Attica, and Euboea, Demeter in Tri- 
phylia and at Eleusis, Nemesis a wild-nature goddess at 
Rhamnus in Attica; above all, Athena at Corinth, Ægina, 
Athens, Thebes and other places in Bocotia, maintaining 
herself quite aloof from all Olympian alliances, while sharing 
certain of her most general functions with Zeus alone, rather 
than he his power with her. She had had, like Hera, her 
own early disputes with Poseidon; at Athens she had won, 
at Corinth and in Bocotia honors were divided, if we may 
judge from later cults and coin tyj>es; at Eleusis and in some 
Boeotian sites Poseidon’s subterranean functions seem to 
have fallen to various minor personages, Aidoneus, Amphi- 
araus, Trophonius, perhaps also Erichthonius at Athens. 
Only on the capes at Sunium and Taenarum and on the 
islet o f Calauria does he rule unquestioned as sea-lord; and 
Calauria he had by exchange.

From the qualify o f Olympian goddesses we have dis
cerned one widespread cause o f anomaly in Greek religious 
beliefs, the prevalence o f cults resembling that of the Great 
Mother in Asia Minor; though we must beware o f the 
assumption, currently made but sometimes without sufficient 
reason, that all female personifications o f the reproductive 
forces in nature in (»reek lands are loans from one Asiatic 
source, or even that there was in early times any single 
source for this nothin even in Asia Minor, What for example 
is the relation of the "(treat Mother" of classical Phrygia 
to the great Hittite goddess at Arinna, who was solar? All 
(Hat we know is that, in Minoan culture, goddesses are com
monly represented with quite as various emblems and func
tion* as the Olympian goddesses afterwards; and that, after
wards also, Greek enquirers equated the Mother of Atys in
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Phrygia with the Mother o f Zeus in Crete. And when we 
come to consider archaeological evidence commonly sub
mitted in support o f this assumption o f a single widespread 
cult o f a mother-goddess, we shall find that some o f it is not 
demonstrably relevant, and admits another explanation.

A second set o f disturbances, no less instructive, is ex
posed when we study the local differences between the cults 
o f the same Olympian deity, from Zeus downward, and still 
more outside the inner circle o f beliefs and rituals. Associ
ated more or less closely with Zeus himself as “ father o f gods 
and men”  generally, many minor deities were worshiped, 
some widely, some only here and there, with similar ritual. 
Some o f these are clearly personifications o f natural forces or 
human institutions, such as Helios, the sun, Eos, the dawn, 
Boreas and the other winds, or “ lightnings and storms,” 
quite impersonally; Pan is god o f flocks and pasture, and 
goat-like himself; Hestia is the hearth fire, Nemesis the 
principle o f order, in nature ami society alike, resentful o f 
ail breach of that order; and there arc many others, some
times nameless, or with only a general name; gods (for 
instance) of “ aversion”  or “ birth” or "justification.”  And 
to some o f them special offerings were appropriate.

Between “ gods,”  in the full sense, and their worshipers, 
there was however always the same human relation of 
cheerful, friendly, respectful confidence. Worship consisted 
essentially in a sacrificial meal shared between the god and 
the congregation, and accompanied by prayer, song, music, 
and dance. Burnt offerings were the god’s share of the feast; 
when blood bad to be shed, if was shed or sprinkled upwards, 
and in daylight. Not all communities maintained “ dwelling 
places”  fttaot) for all g o d s ,  but only for those who for one 
reason or another were "customary.'* From time to time 
on a special occasion a fresh g o d  was domiciled, as Olympian 
Zeus himself was domiciled by Pisistratiis at Athens.
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Divine dwellings remained primitively simple, a glorified 
hut with a porch, perhaps also an anteroom, and sometimes 
a storeroom in rear; sometimes this too had a porch, or there 
were wide eaves supported by upright posts all round the 
building. Original timber construction left its mark to the 
last, in chamfered shafts, low gables resting on the flat 
lintel, projecting beam-ends between lintel and eaves and a 
deep wall plate inviting continuous frieze of ornament. This 
uniform plan of construction goes back directly to the - 
aron o f the Mycenaean mainland, a single room with single 
door and portico, standing free in a courtyard, and insulated 
from any complex of rooms and corridors which might be 
huddled round it in the haphazard Minoan fashion, as we see 
it at Tiryns and Mycenae, in Melos, and on the Athenian 
Acropolis. Mere the god "lodged,”  at will or on request, 
sometimes in the bodily form o f a cult statue, sometimes 
still in a meteorite or ancient symbol; his furniture, often 
lavish, had been accumulated in generations o f thank- 
offerings. His priests were his housekeepers, hereditary or 
nominated, ami little more. They ministered to his ritual 
needs, hut they did not live in his "dwelling”  any more 
than he lived in any chapel of theirs, as Minoan deities had 
dwelt in kings’ palaces. Sacerdotalism was as alien as 
mysticism, in Olympian religion. Wronged or insulted, such 
gods took their own revenge; invoked as witness o f a trans
action or a promise, they would exact fulfillment. Thus 
they guarded public law, personal honesty, and the sanctity 
of local usage in private life; they protected their worshipers, 
powerfully supjHtrtcd the higher aspects o f political and 
social behavior, encouraged and rewarded self respect and 
reasonableness between man and man. The likenesses are 
fundamental and close Inriwecn all this aspect o f Greek 
Religion, and the early beliefs and practices of Aryan India 
*nd T CUfonii kurnJH*.
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T he  " G ods B e l o w ”  a n d  T h e ir  C h t h o n ic  C ults

But there were other powers, none o f them so potent as 
the greater Olympians, but widely observed, and feared 
rather than respected, though most of them were more 
locally limited, and many were only worshiped at some one 
place. Blood was offered to these powers, too, but it was 
shed or poured into the ground, and either with it or after it 
came a triple outpouring o f honey, wine, and water. The 
sacrifice, usually a black animal, was buried, unburned and 
uneaten, sometimes in a cave or at night, always with 
gestures o f propitiation, avoidance, and gloom. Sometimes 
we know the cause; there was a cult o f Fear itself at Corinth, 
o f "Retaliation” potniin Argolis, and a few cults o f other 
monsters and bogeys.1* These powers were of the earth, or 
from beneath it; from earth they could themselves emerge or 
send up their symbols, green herb or creeping thing. With 
these powers, Zeus had but vague relations; some part o f 
their domains he had invaded, for he was addressed locally 
as "Earthly”  and "Propitiatory” ; and Hades, lord o f the 
"unseen,”  was in a sense himself the “ allseeing.”

Now there is nothing in the objects of these cults which 
separates them, any more than the countless quaint pre
scriptions and prohibitions of Greek folklore and magic, 
from the lesser Olympian deities. 1 he contrast is partly 
in their localization; partly in the generic differences o f 
relation between god and worshiper, shown in the ritual; 
partly in the very imperfect personality and humanity with 
which they were invested even in appearance. Frequently 
they have no names, or names merely expressing their func
tions, like the "Bean grower”  on the road to Eleusis, the 
"Fly-catcher”  in Arcadia and Elis;’ · many had no statue 
or vehicle except a block of stone, or other natural object.
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of symbolic shape or none. Some o f them are monsters, like 
the fish-tailed Eurynome, near neighbor o f horse-headed 
Demeter. How vague was the distinction between “ chthon- 
ic”  and “ Olympian”  in this respect, is evident from the 
worship o f Artemis at Brauron by girls dressed as bears, o f 
Zeus at Corinth by boys in ram skins; and from the Diony- 
siac “ goat dances.”

ίη the last four examples, and in many titles borne locally 
by Olympians, like Apollo the “ mouse-god”  or “ locust-god,”  
or “ wolf-god,”  or Demeter the “ green goddess,”  the humaner 
cult seems to have superseded a cruder notion o f deity, 
without abolishing it or even suppressing performances, o f 
which the meaning was sometimes so far forgotten that the 
symbolic explanation had been replaced by what the Greeks 
themselves called a “ myth,” that is to say an explanatory 
narrative, as for example that somebody was once turned 
into a bear “ and so we all dress up as bears,”  much as 
Christmas mince pies devoid now of minced meat are said 
to be the “ frankincense and myrrh" o f the Wise Men from 
the East. In some parts o f Crete, for example, the infant 
Zeus was “ nourished”  by a goat or other animals, as at 
St. Ncot's in Huntingdonshire the Saxon saint was fed by 
miraculous fishes; and the ox and ass have never quite been 
banished from pictures o f the Nativity.

Now it would be natural to expect that in our earlier 
glimpses of Greek religion, these cruder and more barbarous 
features would be more frequent and conspicuous, and the 
humane Olympians less dearly distinguished from symbols 
of mere }>owers of nature. But in the Homeric poems, 
which, whatever their precise history, arc by far the earliest 
Greek texts that we have, and profess to describe the life o f 
*n age already bygone it is the nature worship, the mag
ic«! rites, the gloomy ritual o f “ gods below" which is almost 
ibsent, and the wholesome humanity o f the Olympians that 
·» accentuated almost to caricature. The other kind o f
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observance is not absent, however; the poet knows o f it, 
but it did not interest him, nor presumably his audiences, 
unless it was already “ in the story,”  like Odysseus’ sacrifice 
in the underworld.

H eroes  in  C la ssic a l  G r e e k  R elig ion

This is especially notable in respect to one class of 
observances and beliefs which is likewise almost absent from 
Homeric poetry, but was very common, and became com
moner, in classical Greece; namely the worship o f what the 
Greeks called a “ hero.” 11 The word, like the name o f Hera, 
seems to mean simply “ strong to save.”  Hesychius trans
lates it “ strong”  or "noble.”  In Homer there arc plenty o f 
“ heroes,”  but they are not worshiped after death. Alive, 
they are “ honored as a god among the people," but not 
because they are specially beloved by a god, or descended 
from him, or devoted to his service, though there are priest- 
kings in Homer, and some o f them are good fighting men. 
It is for their own worth and qualities that they are honored 
so; for leadership and personal prowess. Occasionally there 
is specific skill, in healing for example, hut usually their 
distinction is quite general; they are “ shepherds o f the 
people,”  “ masters o f men.”  But when they die, all this 
forsakes them. As Odysseus secs them in a dim desolate 
abode by the Ocean stream, they are “ strengthlcss heads” ; 
they twitter and flutter like bats, till the shedding o f warm 
blood into a trench revives them; a mere day laborer on a 
poor man's farm is I»ettcr off than the greatest o f them. 
For Homer’s "heroes,”  as has been said, arc the least “ other
worldly" o f all ancient {»copies." For this very reason, even 
the prospect of such a "latter end" did not trouble them, 
because "the average Achaean simply did not think much 
about it.”  I.east o f all could the dead return; they were 
regretted, but no longer operative, for good or for evil,"
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Quite different is the position o f a “ hero" in classical 
Greek religion. In the first place all kinds o f persons might, 
on occasion, "come back”  after death; there was even a kind 
o f "All Souls' Day”  when each family in Athens awaited 
its own deceased members, entertained them while they 
were loose, and kindly but firmly swept them off the prem
ises with a broom when time was up. At all seasons, fallen 
crumbs from the table were left “ for the heroes,”  as German 
peasants leave them "for the poor souls” ; and if you did 
not want a particular soul back—if for instance you had 
murdered a man you could maim him to prevent this; as 
formerly, when a man killed himself in England

"They buried him at the four-cross-roads 
With a stake in his inside.”

In later times a quite ordinary person was sometimes 
described as a "hero” on his gravestone.

But there were others, whose continued presence and 
assistance was desired, and was believed to be assured, by 
establishing for them "the worship of a hero.”  The founder 
of a new city was always so honored by a chapel and altar 
on consecrated ground at his tomb, with provision for a 
priest to be in charge and perform the customary acts o f 
maintenance and worship. Occasionally other persons were 
thus honored, for exceptional leadership or other distinction 
in Now there is no evidence o f the Itelief that the
hero’s life-soul necessarily remained, or returned, though 
there were stories about heroes who reappeared. What it 
was desired to conserve was not his ghost, but what is per
haps best described as his "influence” ; that quality of 
"push" and leadership in him, which had marked him out 
from others, and made him beneficent in life.

Occasionally, the remains of an ancient "hero”  were dug 
up ami transferred to another place and people. We are 
told o f heroes sent by one state to help the army of another,
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like the "ark o f G od" to help the Israelites in war:“  and 
again, of one "hero”  being brought in to get rid o f another 
whose enemy he had been in life.“  You could have part o f  
a hero, like the missing shoulder o f Pelops,”  or the arm of 
Saint Anthony of Padua; or no bones at all, but ritual at 
an empty monument.”  Sometimes it was not the site but 
the hero’s name that was forgotten, perhaps because, like 
other "genuine secrets,”  it had been concealed overlong; 
certainly some heroes’ graves were deliberately concealed, 
their contents being so valuable. In addition, some heroes, 
nameless and otherwise, had functions so special, like the 
"plough-tail hero”  at Marathon, or so general, like the 
"guardian”  at Delphi, that it is difficult to distinguish them 
from the small local "nature-powers,”  with similar under
world habits and fertilizing grace, and similar anonymity, 
like the “ unknown god”  noted at Athens by Saint Paul.

Now though "hero cults”  are so common in Greece, they 
do not appear in Roman religion, any more than Roman 
deities marry. Yet many Roman families buried their dead 
under mounds, or in enclosures, like the "mound”  or ’ ’en
closure”  which often marked the place of a "hero cult”  in 
Greece; and the Romans had similar belief that the snakes 
which haunt such spots were manifestations o f the dead 
occupants. We have therefore to look for some event or 
circumstance demonstrable in the history o f Greek religion 
but absent from Roman, which may explain both the fre
quency o f hero-worship among the classical Greeks, and the 
use o f the word "hero" to describe the subjects o f these 
cults and rituals.

First it must 1«· remembered that in the Homeric poems 
there are no "hero cults,”  that the word "hero”  is usually 
applied to the living, and that a man who wa* a "hero”  in 
life has no influence on the living when he is dead. It follow* 
that the worship o f "heroes”  came into vogue later than 
the period o f culture which the Homeric poems describe»
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though the ritual so closely resembles that o f the "chthonic”  
deities whom we have seen reason to regard as pre-Olympian, 
that it seems reasonable to regard it as a survival from some 
such ceremony at a tomb as is depicted on the Minoan 
sarcophagus from Agia Triada, and demonstrated by the 
trenches and ritual vessels which have been found in the 
entrances o f several Minoan tombs.5* At Menidi in Attica 
such observances went on from Late Minoan times to the 
fifth century; but we do not know that there was a “ hero 
cult”  at this tomb.10

Next, in the Works and Days o f Hesiod, an “ Age o f 
Heroes”  is interposed, in the retrospect o f ancient times, 
between the "Age o f Bronze”  and that “ Age of Iron”  which 
describes Hesiod’s own time and is dated to the middle of 
the ninth century B.C. by his astronomical reference to the 
rising of Arcturus." The men o f the “ Golden Age,”  he says, 
when they passed away in the days o f Kronos, before Zeus 
began to rule, became " daimonesof good upon the earth,”  
minor deities of the “ nature-power" kind, like the Sanskrit 
dfvdst promoting fertility, presiding over seasons, and so 
forth. The "Silver-Age”  men “ did not worship the gods”  
and became merely the blessed dead, or more literally the 
“ blissful corpses,”  as though the term originated from the 
discovery of richly equipped interments not associated with 
recognizable symbols o f religion, nor sites o f temples in the 
Greek fashion, nor any abiding memories.·* About the 
“ bronze”  men, he has more to say. They fought with one 
another, and had bronze armor, tools, and houses. They 
"did not cat bread," the staple diet of the "heroes”  in the 
Homeric pwms, anti of ordinary Greek* of later times; they 
lived therefore mainly on meat; as the Vlachs in (»recce 
do now. And they were “ born o f ash-tree nymphs"; came 
therefore out o f forest*, such as still clothed Belton and other 
northern range* in the Homeric age, and yielded spear shafts 
for hvmg “ heroes' ”  use. I he “ bronze' men killed one.
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another, and went down to cold Hades, nameless. Then 
came the “ Age o f Heroes,”  men of a race “ more orderly and 
braver” : they were “ half-gods” ; but war and strife destroyed 
them, some at Thebes, others at Troy,—so their date and 
doings were known: they are indeed the "divine-born”  
dynasties o f whom Homer sang. The rest of them, too, have 
passed away: for Zeus “ gave them a maintenance and 
harvests apart from men, and settled them at the ends o f 
the earth [and far from the deathless gods; among them 
Kronos is king” ]. They live, with soul untouched by sor
row, in the Isles o f the Blest beside deep-eddying Ocean; 
blissful heroes, for whom the bounteous earth beareth 
honey-sweet fruit thrice a year.”  No wonder that on a 
poor soil like that of Greece, men conserved the mounds, 
enclosures, and libation-pits o f such “ heroes,”  in the hope 
that some o f that virtue might filter back into the fields 
around.

'Phis destiny is different from that o f the "golden" men, 
who move “ upon the earth,”  not buried in it, doing their 
good work for men. Only to one of the Homeric heroes, 
Menelaus, was this alternative to the common fate o f dead 
men foretold in the Homeric poems themselves, and to him 
only because he had "become the son-in-law of Zeus” by 
marrying Helen, partaking thereby o f the divine nature.“  
But in Hesiod's account, all heroes who survived the great 
wars had passed that way. As, however, Menelaus and 
Helen were worshiped together in classical times at Therapnc 
outside Sparta, and Helen at all events was credited, like 
a medieval saint, with a jiersonal apparition to the skeptical 
poet Srcskhorus, and a miracle personally performed on an 
ugly child,”  it is dear that (unless Proteus was mistaken) 
residence in Elysium was compatible with continued and 
effectual interest in human affairs, as well as with the enjoy
ment o f a cult at the former place of abode, pcrhajts even at 
an actual tomb, such as was shown in antiquity at Thera-
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pne.’* The ritual o f hero-worship was, however carefully 
distinguished from that o f divine service: and though the 
tomb of a hero would be described as an “ altar,”  a different 
set o f words was in general use to describe their sacrifices. 
These offerings were buried, not eaten; were offered some
times at night, and usually on an anniversary; and were 
accompanied by games o f strength and skill, like those for 
Pclops at Olympia, where his “ enclosure”  is far older (as its 
contents show, though it was not his tomb) than the “ dwell
ing” o f Olympian Zeus by its side.17 Such funeral games 
were usual for Homeric chiefs, and were customary among 
the Thracians in the fifth century.’ *

H ero-Worship P resupposes a Political C risis

Though many peoples in early states o f culture, ancient 
and modern, have traditions or myths about the great men 
o f the past, it is comparatively seldom that they have turned 
them into "heroes” in the classical Greek sense,’ * More 
usually "no practical notice is taken of them” : though 
romances and even myths are told about them, “ the hero, 
apart from flic ancestor, has slight chance of being wor- 
shijied while he is still recognized as a human ghost." What 
seems to be essential is such a break in the cultural life and 
historical traditions o f a people, that the occupants o f certain 
tombs are recognized, first, as being o f a different kind from 
those who are being buried by their kinsmen today ; secondly, 
as having been exceptionally powerful or effective in their 
own lifetime. Kor example, shortly after the conversion o f 
the Northmen to Christianity, there was a reaction to 
paganism, and “ they built a temple to King Eric, who had 
died long before, and began to offer to him vows and sacri
fices as to a god,”  for help in their present need.4* Another 
hero of the tenth and eleventh century “ because of his 
popularity was worshiped when dead” under a fresh name; 
another "received sacrifices offered to ensure a plentiful
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harvest/' The body o f another was claimed by four dis
tricts, and divided among them, “ thinking that they who 
got it”  like the shoulder o f Pelops “ might expect to have 
plenteous seasons thereby.”  Here too there were traces o f 
an older crisis of the same kind, for Ingvifreyr, from whom 
the Swedish kings claimed descent, seems to be also the 
ancestor o f the Ingaevones o f Tacitus, a thousand years 
earlier, but had meanwhile become a mere fertility deity in 
common belief. The parallel with Greek usage is all the 
closer, because in the north “ men drank also a cup to their 
dead kinsmen who had been buried in mounds, and that was 
called the cup o f memory” like the second libation in Greek 
ritual which was “ to the heroes” in the same literal sense, 
and, irrespective of any worship paid to them individually. 
The transition however was beginning when the Gothic 
migrations began, for “ their ancestors, who excelled in good 
fortune, they called not mere men, but half-divine, that is 
amas.”

What then was this crisis, whereby “ the deeds o f a single 
man can glorify a place, in itself o f little worth”  as one o f 
Haddon’s natives told him in Torres Strait ? In that instance, 
as in that of King Eric, it was the spread o f a new religious 
cult that “ reacted socially”  and canonized "strong or noble" 
men o f the olden time as recipients o f appeals for help; 
they become, as Wundt says, a "projection of human hopes 
and wishes.” This is something quite différent from the r61c 
o f a “ culture hero” like Hiawatha, o f the deified kings of 
Babylonia and Egypt, o f distinguished ancestors like the 
Brahmin ” rishtst''of an "august child like umato-dake
in Japanese romance, or of a tragic figure in history, like 
Saigo Taksmori who was "raised to Mars" in 1X?7. It ha# 
indeed its nearest counterpart in what Xenophon described 
a* the "heroes who occupied the land of the Mcdcs and 
watch over it," whom Cyrus the Persian was careful to 
conciliate, as well as the Median g<*Ss.“  For here too "a
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local celebrity has culminated in a local worship,”  though 
not quite like that o f a god. Occasionally the same indi
vidual passes historically through all stages. In China, for 
example, Kuan-u, beheaded in 219 A.D., was remembered 
“ for exemplar only,”  till he was canonized in the twelfth 
century, and he was deified, by another dynasty,only in 1594.

Once established, however, and the crisis which estab
lished them once over, the class of “ heroes”  clearly received 
numerous recruits; not “ faded gods,”  however, but rather 
certain old “ nature-powers”  never promoted to deity at all, 
but now so far personified that, from being “ daemons moving 
upon the earth”  like the men o f the Golden Age, they were 
translated to the "Isles o f the Blessed.”  Thus unlike the 
great men of Israel, if “ their name liveth for evermore,”  it is 
because of the new conviction that “ their bodies are buried 
in peace”  where each old sanctuary stood.”

It has been necessary to devote so much attention to 
the Greek “ heroes,”  because it reveals to us another aspect 
of the contrast between Olympian and other kinds o f deity. 
Just because the Greek “ heroes" are not gods and never 
were gods, but arc dead men whose [tower for good has been 
found not to have failed (like Christian saints "resplendent 
with the glory o f miracles"), they bring the whole problem 
hard down upon the touchstone o f historical fact. When 
was it, and why, that Homer’s heroes, and such as they, 
were found to have still this power after death, so that their 
“ mounds” and “ enclosures“ became places o f worship, and 
sources o f help at need? If we can determine this, it will go 
far tu give us at all events a terminal date for the establish
ment of those Olympian gods whose humanity is revealed 
most purely in Homeric narratives o f those “ heroic”  lives. 
Thi» is a question which can only be answered by the con
vergence o f two distinct lines of argument; from the archae
ological evidence for such a catastrophe, and from the tradi
tional genealogies of men «»I the “ Heroic Age” ; it is accord
ingly jKt*tjK»ned to Chapters V and VI.
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M i n o a n  a n d  H e l l e n ic  C ults  a n d  R it u a l

Without rushing to any conclusions as to the date cither 
o f the coming o f Zeus and an Olympian household o f some 
kind into Greek lands, or o f the final acceptance o f the 
“ twelve gods,”  whose joint altar at Athens is first mentioned 
in an episode o f the late sixth century,4* it will clear the 
argument at this point, to note the principal points in which 
the religion o f the Minoan Bronze Age differs from the 
Olympian, and resembles the Greek cults most alien to 
Olympian worship in historic times. This will at least indi
cate the limits within which «»«-Olympian observances arc 
likely to be also pre-Olympian.44

Old Ægcan sanctuaries are o f two kinds, holy places on 
hilltops or in caves, and chapels in houses and in the great 
“ palaces.”  The natural sanctuaries arc roughly fenced with 
stone, and contain sometimes a hut, sometimes merely votive 
offerings, vessels and other gear, scattered or stored. The 
less perishable offerings include vessels o f clay, implements 
or models o f them, figures o f people or animals, domestic, 
merely wild, or noxious; all kinds o f objects in fact to which 
the attention o f the deity was desired, or through which it 
might be assured to the worshipers themselves. In Cyprus, 
such open sanctuaries were in use all through classical times, 
though they have not been traced back beyond the Early 
Iron Age. The maintenance o f a bonfire in such a hilltop 
sanctuary o f Middle Minoan date, at l ’etsofà in eastern 
Crete,44 dt>cs not seem to have disturbed those theorists who 
make a distinction in time l^twccn primitive “ tireless”  
devotion of objects to ” gods below,” and subsequent burnt 
offerings to Olympians: but the Minoan use of fire altars, 
a* well as o f “ tables o f offering” and “ libation tables”  seems 
to be well attested. Libations were sometime* but not 
always threefold, recalling the (»reek combination of honey»
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wine, and water: sometimes they were poured into hollow 
figures o f bulls and other animals, symbolic or sacred. 
Objects o f veneration included natural stones o f unusual 
shape, or conical or domed, the “ residence,”  or baetyl (like 
the Semitic beth-el) o f a divine force; sacred trees, carefully 
tended and sometimes planted in pots; columns or posts, 
perhaps representing the dead trunks of such trees. Other 
columns which sometimes support part o f a lintel and roof 
seem to be symbolic abbreviations o f a portico or shrine; 
but Minoan perspective represents a background above not 
around the nearer objects, and is not always easy to inter
pret; some of these columns therefore may be architectural 
accessories, not objects o f worship. There were various 
sacred or symbolic animals, sphinx, griffin, lion, deer, bull, 
doves and other birds, snakes, bees, and butterflies. Espe
cially common symbols are the bull’s head, representing the 
vital force o f the deity; the double axe, for his power to 
strike; the 8-shaped body-shield, for protection; and the 
knotted sash, for the sacramental union between god and 
votary. The word labrys, said to mean an "axe,”  survived 
in the name of the sanctuary o f Zeus at Labranda in Caria; 
o f Zeus Labranios in Cyprus; o f the Cretan "labyrinth,”  
which harbored the monstrous "bull o f Minos” ; perhaps 
also o f the Labyadcs, a priestly family at Delphi, and o f 
Artemis Laphria at Calydon. With the symbolic shields 
we may compare the anci/ia which symbolized the god Mars 
in Rome, where there are other curious parallels to Minoan 
worship, stich as the sacred fig tree. But the shield deity 
on a painted slab from Mycenae is female.

Deities are als«) represented in human form, though, 
being m ordinary dress, they arc not easily distinguished 
from wnrshijiers engaged in ritual acts, But there are both 
male ami female figures dominating (or escorted by) lions, 
deer, or birds; women standing on a mountain top or a pile 
of stones, seated beneath a tree, attended by sun, moon,
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double axe, shield, bulls' heads, and other religious symbols, 
and escorted or adored by other persons. Other women have 
a male companion, armed or surrounded by rays o f light: 
and if these women are divine at all,—-as is commonly 
assumed— they may be goddesses with a consort like the 
Attis and Adonis o f the “ Great Mother”  farther east. Male 
deities are rarer, but there are armed men escorted by lions, 
and unarmed men in symbolic association with them. Acts 
o f worship included gesture, music, dance, and the gathering 
o f flowers or branches from the trees within a sanctuary. 
Sometimes the dancers wear masks, or whole skins, o f lions, 
bulls, deer, and birds. Monsters with lion’s head and feet, 
standing erect, in a lizard-like disguise with trailing tail, may 
be cither masqueraders, or more probably the demons they 
personated; usually they carry libation vessels, and some
times they minister to an altar or sacred tree. The dan
gerous acrobatic sports, with charging bulls, may also be 
impersonations o f divine might, or enhancements o f it, to 
which there are widespread parallels. Bulls and other vic
tims were sacrificed at shrines: but the altars are usually 
small, and there is no representation of a sacrificial meal. 
On the contrary, the blood o f the victim is poured into a 
vessel on the ground, and funnel-shaped vessels for accurate 
pouring are frequent, and are represented in processional 
scenes. In tombs, shrines, and palace courtyards there arc 
libation trenches and pits containing bones and animal 
refuse. Similar blood-offerings are made before a shrine 
containing apparently a shrouded corpse; as this scene 
decorates a stone coffin, it represents more probably a 
funeral ceremony than any posthumous cult like that o f a 
Greek "hero," Offerings and occasionally human victims 
were buried before the doorways of the more stately tomb*.
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D e it ie s  a n d  C ults  in  A s ia  M in o r  a n d  
P r e - M i n o a n  G r e e c e

It is easy to find analogies to these elements o f Old 
Ægean religion. In Asia Minor monuments o f various 
periods, usually ascribed to the Hatti, illustrate the worship 
o f mountains, rivers, springs, and trees. A few deities in 
human shape, both male and female,1* arc characterized by 
weapons and other emblems, and are accompanied by, or 
stand upon, a lion, bull, or other sacred animal. Principal 
deities of this kind are a storm-god, Teshup, who was also 
war-god, standing upon a bull, and a mother-goddess, wor
shiped at Comana under the name Ma, with a young male 
companion, and a symbolic lion. It is not certain whether 
the great goddess at Arinna, who was apparently a sun- 
goddess, was identical with the lion-goddess, or different. 
Anot her figure, wearing short skirt, girdle, coat o f mail, and 
the high horned cap o f a male god carries battle axe and 
dagger, and guards the city gate.47 Being beardless, with 
rather prominent breasts, this personage has been inter
preted as a goddess; but Hittite art is not always precise in 
its modeling o f clothed figures. A male god, bearded, holds 
ears of grain, and a grape-vine. Minor powers are more 
symlmlically figured, a double-headed eagle, a lion-bodied 
monster, and so forth. The names o f several deities are 
known only from their occurrence in personal names. For
eign deities4* such as Asshur and the Syrian Kcshef were 
recognized if not incorjtoratcd in this pantheon; and, most 
significant o f all, the Aryan deities Mithra, Varuna, Indra, 
and the twin Naxarya were at all events admitted, along 
with Babylonian gods, among the guarantors o f a treaty 
with the Mitanm people, though there is no evidence that 
they were worshiped by the Hatti-folk themselves.
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Ritual scenes show the pouring of libations from a jug 
into a larger vessel on the ground: as there are sheep and 
goats in attendance, probably the offering was o f blood. 
Occasionally libation is made at an altar, on which an 
offering lies: consequently burnt sacrifice is not excluded. 
The “ lower temple”  at Boghaz-keui contains a large pedestal 
but whether it supported a statue, an altar, or a table o f 
offerings is not evident.

In all this, the resemblances between the Minoan and 
Anatolian cults o f great goddesses, and between the rituals 
o f libation, are obvious; so too is the background o f nature- 
worship. The storm-god with his battle-axe recalls the wor
ship o f the double axe in Crete, and o f “ Zeus o f the Axe” at 
Labranda in Caria. The armed goddess (if it is a goddess) 
combines the rôle o f an Amazon with those o f Athena and 
the shield-goddess from Mycenae. The goddesses escorted 
by lions and a male consort have their counterpart in Cretan 
art work: so too has the bull, as symbol and victim.

Analogies with the religious beliefs and observances of 
the Haiti and other peoples of Asia Minor arc thus fairly 
common. On the other hand there is nothing distinctively 
Babylonian in Minoan religion, and the prominence o f the 
cult o f the Great Mother in Babylonia itself is apparently 
not primary, but due to North Syrian influence about Ham
murabi's time, not long before 2UÜ0 B.C. Still less is there 
in Minoan belief or practice anything specifically Semitic. 
On the other hand, some o f the composite monsters have 
hippopotamus heads, recalling the hippo-goddess Ta-urt in 
Egypt, ami occasionally baboons are represented in ritual 
scenes; there was also a snake-goddess Wa /.et in the Nile 
Delta, and at Sais an armed goddess Neith was symbolized 
by a body-shield. In Minoan religious ceremonies a rattle 
identical tn form with the Egyptian ststtum was used. There 
was therefore certainly an Egyptian element at all event*
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among Minoan representations and ritual accessories; but it 
was hardly more than is recognizable in the later stages of 
classical Greek religion, when intercourse was frequent again 
between the Ægean and the Nile.

On the mainland westward o f the Ægean, there is very 
little evidence for early ritual before Minoan culture spread 
thither. It is not certain for example that the refuse pits 
beneath the floors o f early houses, at Orchomenus and else
where, served any religious purpose. The slab-lined graves 
on Thessalian sites are furnished according to much the 
same ritual of interment as those of the Cyclades, and in any 
case prove nothing about either gods or heroes. The curious 
Thessalian idols with clay bodies and rudely shaped heads 
o f stone belong to the widespread class o f representations of 
a "Great M other"; but the resemblance of some o f these 
stone heads to neolithic axes, even if it was intentional, 
hardly justifies the belief that a symbolic axe was worshiped 
here too, though such a symbol for a thunder-god or sky-god 
is almost inevitable.

All this does not carry us far; in particular it does not 
distinguish clearly between the ritual o f divine worship and 
the cult of the dead. But this ts in itself significant, for the 
rituals of "hero cults” and non-Olympian cults in Greek 
times are so closely alike that it is certain that those who 
created the worship of heroes were already worshiping both 
dead men and nature-powers in the same general fashion; 
and in spite o f Homeric silence «bout hero-worship, the 
procedure of Odysseus when he employs exceptional means, 
under special guidance, to revive a «lead hero and get his 
help, supplies the link o f Homeric tradition and belief 
between pre Homeric and post-Homeric practices.
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T he P e r s o n a l  A p p e a r a n c e  of  O l y m p ia n  G ods

Wc have now found approximately the stage in religious 
development at which the Greek hero cults were instituted, 
and a reason for their establishment. Can we find any 
similar clue to the occasion and cause o f the introduction 
of Olympian gods into Greece? An answer seems to be given 
by the physical build and appearance which the Greeks of 
later periods ascribed to these gods.

I-et us begin at that end of the story, where the originals 
are before us. A few fragments of fifth-century sculpture in 
white marble show the flesh parts carefully polished as if to 
imitate ivory, and the hair heavily primed with a red color 
over which remains of gold leaf are still in place. These 
statues were certainly meant to represent a fair-haired type. 
The Varvakeion Athena, a late copy o f the fifth-century 
masterpiece of Pheidias, has the face similarly polished, and 
though there is no gilding on it now, we have contemporary 
evidence that the original was o f ivory and gold, and the 
later eye-witness o f Pausanias, both for this, and for the 
statue o f Zeus at Olympia, another masterpiece o f Pheidias, 
and also for that of Hera by Polycleitus, and o f Asclcpius by 
Thrasymedes.0  Athena, as wc shall presently sec, was con
ceived as "gray-eyed"; and the proof seems complete that 
in these statues the hair as well as the clothing was of gold, 
like the gilded hair o f the marble heads with which wc began. 
Wc reach then the conclusion that the classical Greeks be
lieved that some at least o f their principal deities were 
fair-hatred.

How many o f these deities were thus characterized? 
Poseidon in Homer has always the "blue-black" hair** which 
is normal among people of Mediterranean physique. Zeus, 
in the only Homeric passage which describes his personal 
appearance, has "blue-black" eyebrow* likewise:« and it wa*
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this passage to which Pheidias acknowledged his inspiration 
for the statue o f Zeus at Olympia. But that statue, as we 
have seen, was wrought in ivory and gold; unless then we 
are to suppose the employment o f some third material (o f 
which there is no trace in extant references to this statue), 
Pheidias was referring not to color, but to pose, and abun
dance o f hair, as is clear from the numerous representations 
o f it on coins. Hera is not described in Homer, but on a 
fifth-century vase she has yellow hair, and the statue in her 
Argive temple was of gold and ivory. Demeter in Homer is 
xanthe, like Athena in Pindar,”  but it is an obvious criticism 
that this epithet may refer to the color o f ripe corn, o f which 
Demeter is patroness. While therefore this reference is o f 
value as to the meaning of xanthe, it does not prove more 
about the appearance o f Greek deities than that no incon
gruity was felt in giving "Our Lady of the Grain”  grain- 
colored hair. Aphrodite in Homer is simply "golden.” ** 

Pindar alludes to Apollo’s "golden hair,”  and describes 
Athena by the epithet xanthe, and in another passage 
couples xanthe with the Homeric epithet glankôpis which 
we shall presently find to mean "gray-cycd,”  a normal 
accompaniment o f fair hair, though found also among per
sons o f brunet appearance.** What Pindar meant by 
we know from his description o f a fiower bank with "rays 
(spikes or petals) o f xanthe and full purple.” ** O f the same 
flower, ton, the botanist Theophrastus mentions, after other 
varieties, "the white ion, and still more the flame-colored, 
and then the black, which needs care all the year round.” ** 
Etymologically ton is the equivalent of the Latin viola but 
if is not certain to what flower or flower» the Greek word ion 
was applied. Bur any flower which included white, flame- 
colored, and black varieties, like p»««v and iris, to 
name only familiar kinds certainly included also all tints o f 
Cream and yellow, as well as full purple.** As such flowers 
•Iso have brown varieties, the possibility cannot be excluded
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that xanthe also may include “ brown,”  and the verb 
zein is used for the color o f fried fish. But that it did not 
always mean “ brown,”  but usually “ yellow”  or “ golden”  is 
clear from its use for gold itself, for ripe corn, for sandy soil, 
for the discoloration produced by jaundice, and for “ white”  
wine, o f which there are now all tints in Greece, from 
“ hock” to “ madeira.”  It is the name o f several rivers, and 
no one who has seen either the Lycian or the Mysian 
Xanthus in flood“  doubts that a pale sandy color is meant. 
It is important to note that both these rivers are known to 
the Iliad, where the word xanthosis also the proper name o f 
one o f the horses o f Achilles;“  his yoke-fellow is , 
“ dappled.”  On the other hand, later writers distinguish the 
“ flaxen”  hair o f the Belgic Gauls as polios which properly 
describes the hoary hair o f old age, and is used o f iron by 
Hesiod.'0

Returning now to the classical use o f we find
it employed for changing the natural color o f the hair, and 
dyed hair is contrasted with hair that is o f that color "by  
nature," xanthophyes. Fortunately wc can test this process, 
for the herb which was used, s human um, docs
actually turn human hair not brown but golden yellow, and 
is commonly used still as a yellow dye. It was noted in 
antiquity that this hair-dyeing was especially prevalent 
among the ladies of I hebes," one ot the reputed centers of 
intrusive folk in the twelfth century, but though these 
invaders arc described by the general name "/F olic" meaning 
"variegated” or "patchy," no positive conclusion follows as 
to their appearance, for the Greek word may be only a 
popular etymology for some tribal name of which the mean
ing was forgotten. The due however deserves to he followed, 
in view o f the contcmjxirary evidence for a blond strain 
among the historic (»reeks themselves as well as among 
their gods.
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F a ir  H a ir  A m o n o  H eroes  a n d  C la s s ic a l  G r e e k s

Now Bacchylides in the fifth century describes the 
Spartans as fair; and alludes also twice to blond athletes at 
the Nemean Games.”  I f  Apollo was in any specific sense a 
“ Dorian god,”  his “ golden”  and “ uncropped”  hair, cele
brated by Pindar,** would support the testimony o f Bac
chylides, the description in Herodotus o f the Spartans 
combing their long hair before the last fight at Ther
mopylae, and the Homeric epithet , which may
mean "with waving hair,”  on the one occasion when Dorians 
are mentioned in the poems.** But Laconia, like all eastern 
Péloponnèse, had been "Achaean” before it was "Dorian” ; 
there were blond leaders among the Achaeans in Homer, and 
Menclaus king of Sparta was one of these; Pindar speaks 
collectively o f the Homeric Danaans as “ fair-haired” ** and 
Apollo, though not on the Achaean .side in the Trojan War, 
was a great and well known god. Clearly it was not the 
Spartans who introduced blondness into Peloponnese; 
though if they were themselves blond in Pindar's time, 
their strict inbreeding after arrival makes it certain that 
they were already so when they came.**

In view of the belief of ancient writers that in Attica, 
if anywhere, there were “ earth-born” aboriginals, and that 
Attica had never been permanently invaded by anyone, it 
is natural to expect that Here at least the older elements in 
the population would be preserved in at least relative purity. 
It is disconcerting therefore te» find that the great Attic 
goddess Athena, though not in the fullest or strictest sense 
Olympian, was nevertheless gray eyed from Homer’s time 
onward, anti also fair-haired for Pindar and golden for 
Pheidias,** Nor are things any simpler when we examine 
the Attic population.
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Though the vase painters of the sixth, fifth, and fourth 
centuries usually painted in black on a red clay, they some
times rendered hair and beard in the same purple as is used 
for clothes and bronze work. Later they diluted the black
glaze-paint so as to produce a “ half-tone”  effect, and occa
sionally employed this to render a contrast o f light and dark 
hair. When this serves to identify a fire demon, tormenting 
a soul in the Etruscan hell, or to distinguish the dawn- 
goddess Eos from her mortal lover, it need not be more than 
symbolic, like Demeter’s epithet but there is no
positive reason to depict maenads or a sea monster or the 
West Wind as blond,*1 nor to contrast blond Sleep with 
brunet Death when they carry the body of Sarpedon. On 
the other hand there was a reason for giving Peleus lighter 
hair than the sea-goddess Thetis, because Peleus became 
the father o f the “ yellow-haired” Achilles, and grandfather 
o f the “ red-haired” Ncoptolcmus.** These however are per
sonages of myth or tradition, not inhabitants of Attica: they 
prove neither more nor less than the blonde Virgins and angels 
o f Italian painters. It is quite another matter when the 
painters o f polychrome scenes, on the “ white ground”  vases 
o f Athens, use frequently a warm terra cotta brown (bright
ening to brick red) for the hair,** whereas they had a dark 
umber at command; still more when they employ the dark 
umber for one head in a group, and clear tints o f  ochre for 
another.70 Sometimes, it must be admitted, the dark woman 
is the mistress and the fair girl her maid, who may have 
been a foreign slave, like the Xanthias who serves Dionysus 
in the Frogs o f Aristophanes, under a nickname which we 
may translate by "Sandy.”  But in other scenes it is the 
master or the mistress who is blond, and the servant ha» 
dark hair and therewith the pug nose of a Socrates, Con
trast o f fair and dark typ es comes out well in the scene 
where two l»oys deal with a snake; the elder, who is fair» 
attack» it with a »tick; the little dark fellow look* on.7' Here
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there is no doubt that the painter was enhancing the con
trast o f temperament by appropriate contrast of physique.

How far back can this blond strain be traced? When did 
it appear, and whence did it come?

Pindar,”  as we have seen, describes the Danaans o f the 
Heroic Age as xanthokomoi, “ golden-haired,”  in the war 
between Argos and Thebes traditionally dated late in the 
thirteenth century. This is the only ancient passage in 
which the word is used of a heroic people in general; and it 
is in retrospect, seven hundred years after the event. But 
there was reason for Pindar’s belief. In the Homeric poems,”  
individual heroes are described as , Menelaus, Achil
les, Odysseus, Meleager, and also one woman, Agamcdé, 
and one personage, Rhadamanthys, two generations ear
lier.”  In view of the significance o f red hair as evidence o f 
blond parentage, we must note here the name o f Achilles' 
son Ncoptolemus, who was also called pyrrhos “ red-head," 
like his namesake and descendant in the third century;”  
perhaps also Achilles’ friend Phoenix, for the epithet 
is applied to a bay horse and to the orange-flowered palm 
tree, as well as to “ redskin" seafarers. Such epithets are 
only likely to be given when this kind o f hair color is excep
tional.”  We may therefore be sure (as we arc already en
couraged to he by the occurrence of red hair at all) that 
around these blond hero-families there was a predominant 
element that was dark, for example Eurybates, the herald 
of Odysseus, was "stooping at the shoulders, dark-skinned 
and curly headed,’ ’ in implied contrast with his lord.

Only once is a hero described as dark-haired, and that is 
on the occasion when Athena’s divine magic destroyed and 
then restored the manly beauty o f Odyaaeua, but whereas 
he was xanthoi before the double change, he becomes “ dark- 
•kinned”  after it, with “ blue-black" beard,”  like that o f hit 
divin« enemy Poseidon, or the hair o f Sappho, long after, 
*hich Alcaeus described as "violet-dark." Pindar later »till
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uses the same word o f the Muses. A great literary artist 
may perhaps be excused for such a slip o f memory as Sir 
Walter Scott made as to the appearance o f j e a n i e  d e a n s , 
and no other hero is described as dark-haired in Homer.

Another Homeric description o f Odysseus7* has caused 
controversy through insufficient attention. Here too it is 
Athena who rejuvenates Odysseus, making him “ taller to 
view and sturdier, and down from his head she spread curly 
locks, like the hyacinth flower, and as when a man o f skill 
overlays gold on silver. . . .  and completes a work o f beauty, 
so she showered beauty on his head and shoulders." That 
without exact knowledge o f the color, or even the species, of 
the Greek “ hyacinth flower”  - which was in any case not our 
Hyacinthus, for it had conspicuous red spots like blood-drops 

on the petals- and ignoring the fact that even if it was our 
hyacinth, or any similar flower, the curled petals illustrate 
well the curly locks which are compared with it, learned 
persons should have written as if this passage proved 
Odysseus to be dark-haired, argues sad lack o f acquaintance 
with goldsmith’s work. To “ overlay gold on silver" and 
thereby “ shower beauty on his head and shoulders" expressly 
describes the same object and procedure as the combination 
o f gold and ivory in the great fifth-century statues.

We shall have occasion later to discuss more fully 
Homeric allusions to fine metal work. Here it is enough to 
note that long before the twelfth century, in which the plot 
o f the Odyssey is laid, the Minoan silver howl, already 
noted (p. 73), had recorded several different complexions, 
and among them the silver face with golden hair which the 
Homeric description of Odysseus presumes. There were, 
then, people with fair or golden hair in the population o f the 
later Bronze Age. Further evidence comes from ivory 
statuette», one representing an acrobat, certainly from the 
“ Later Palace”  at Cnossu*, and earlier therefore than if* 
destruction about 1400 B.C.; the other of uncertain but
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probably Cretan provenance, now in the Boston Museum, 
a masterpiece in this technique. The Cnossian acrobat has 
his hair represented by fine curled strands o f copper or 
bronze inserted in a row o f holes above the forehead. When 
these were new they were certainly not “ blue black" like 
the beard o f the rejuvenated Odysseus, but coppery, conse
quently intended for yellow or (at most) reddish hair. 
Moreover, they may have been gilded. Now, o f course, 
they are corroded, and have stained the ivory around them 
with green. The “ Lady o f Boston" has similar holes on her 
head, and other scars where long tresses rested on her ivory 
shoulders. The metal curls have fallen out, but as there is 
no trace of verdigris, there is at all events no evidence that 
they were o f bronze, and great probability that like the other 
metal trimmings o f this figure they were o f gold. In any 
case, they were intended, like those o f the acrobat, to repre
sent hair that was not darker than copper color. On the 
other hand, the glazed statuettes and frescoes, at Cnossus 
and elsewhere, represent almost invariably both men and 
women with black hair; only one fragment, from Mycenae 
and another front Orchomcnus, show hair colored with 
ochre; just as there is one male figure painted white, from 
Tirynsd*

KvtoFScr. f o r  K yf . -C oi.or a n d  C o m p l e x io n

To supplement the evidence o f hair color, there is that 
for eyes and complexion; ami this is fairly complete.*®

Minoan painters regularly color the women white and 
the men a deep maroon or terra cotta. Their object clearly 
was to distinguish sunburnt open-air life from shaded domes
ticity; ami some vase painters o f the seventh and sixth 
centuries revived this conventional color scheme, and (more 
commonly) urn pied white women with men drawn in mere 
black silhouette like the rest o f the design. Earlier school*, 
going back to the last days o f Minoan decline, draw the
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faces both o f men and o f women in outline, on a light ground; 
not to give the complexion, but so as to add the eye in paint, 
and distinguish flesh parts from hair and costume. The same 
device is commonly used for the faces o f animals, and proves 
nothing about complexion.

In Greek literature two rival types o f complexion are 
recognizable. Equally applicable to the sallow parchment
like Armenoid skin, and the clear often bloodless complexion 
of the Mediterranean brunet, are epithets ôchros (whence 
our word “ ochre” ) and chltros (whence the chemist’s 
“ chlorine") used also anciently o f cream cheese, and unripe 
fruit and vegetables, such as apples and celery. In Homer, 
Odysseus' herald Eurybatcs was “ swarthy,”  and Odysseus 
himself too, as we have seen, through a mistake of Athena, 
or the poet. Similar phrases for brunet complexion, such 
as “ honey-colored,”  are not uncommon in classical Greek.

In Hellenic times, however, the true counterparts of the 
Minoan red-painted men are two. First we have the 
Homeric epithet phoinix meaning “ blood-colored,”  used for 
tanned sailor-men and “ redskin”  Phoenician merchants from 
oversea, as well as for a bay horse, a red-haired man, and 
the date palm with its tawny-orange flower and fruit. 
Secondly, there is the Greek habit o f making statues and 
even portraits in bronze, not sickly green imitations o f cor
roded antiques, as we see them in modern galleries, but well- 
groomed by the skilled statue-tender, as they stood in the 
sunlit portico o f a Greek temple, with the color o f a new 
penny, a perfect match for their sun-tanned models and 
makers. No one who has seen Greek sponge fishers at work, 
or the little boys o f Kalymnos infesting the whole luminous 
bay on a Sunday afternoon, questions that eloquent realism* 
Some day a museum will make that discovery too. The con
trast however between the clean limbed, wholesome, ' 'red
skin ned”  islanders as they bring their laden vessel alongside 
at Piraeus, and the sallow hairy loafers on the commentai
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quay, is conspicuous; and it is, on the whole, the remoter 
islands which breed the more shapely as well as the clearer- 
skinned men.

But there is another series o f words, applicable indeed in 
some degree to the clear suffusible skin,— which has often 
a high color, and moreover can blush charmingly (as ancient 
poets like modern travelers have discovered) as well as go 
dark when annoyed;— but even more appropriate to the fair 
complexions with which we are familiar in the north. 
Examples are "rosy face,”  “ rosy skin,”  “ rosy cheek,”  and 
also "rosy bosom,”  "rosy finger,”  “ rosy arm,”  and “ rosy 
ankle.”  On the well-known Alcmena vase the heroine has 
bright red cheeks,*' and some o f the painted tombstones 
show the same peculiarity.

In strong contrast with the “ red-skin”  Phoenicians is the 
“ lily-white" skin o f Homer’s Achaean chiefs, which was 
much admired: for they are even described as o f “ radiant”  
or "dazzling" beauty. When Menclaus is wounded, he is 
comparetl with "ivory red-stained”  (like our chessmen) by 
the skilled women of the Asia Minor coast.** O f his grand
father Pclops, who came as a stranger into western Greece, 
it was believed that he had an "ivory shoulder” ; and a 
gruesome tale was invented quite early to account for it.**

The eyes are usually dark, among Alpine and among 
Mediterranean jieoplc alike, though brown eyes sometimes 
accompany chestnut-brown hair in some Alpine individuals. 
Both types however have occasionally gray or even blue 
eyes, and the frequency o f these varies locally. If the gray 
eyes had any regular geographical distribution, among high
lands, for example, or from east to west, we might infer some 
sort o f selec tion by external circumstances, but the distribu
tion docs not indicate this. The alternative is to enquire 
whether any third racial element can be traced.

Now gray and blue eyes are normal among the blond 
“ northern" {»copies everywhere, and observation o f a region
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such as East Aberdeenshire where blond “ northern”  people 
have intruded among homogeneous brunet folk o f “ Med
iterranean" origin shows that on the margin o f the blond 
settlements the fair hair fades out more rapidly than the 
light eyes, which are numerous even where there is little 
other trace o f the “ northern” element such as sporadic red 
hair, the marginal distribution o f which in East Aberdeen
shire is instructive.*4 The same occurs all through the long 
Central European zone o f contact and interpenetration be
tween “ northern” and “ Alpine.”  Here “ Mediterranean”  
blood is as completely absent as “ Alpine” blood is from 
Aberdeenshire. The “ northern” clement can therefore be 
isolated as the sole disturbing factor in each case. With this 
clue, even so remote an instance as the gray eyes o f the 
Khoumirs of northern Tunisia is explained by the invasion 
of this region by the Vandals from East-central Europe in 
the fourth century AT).: in the lowlands they have been 
superseded by the Saracen invaders in the seventh century, 
but in the nearest defensible highland their presence is 
betrayed.

These gray and blue eyes are familiar in Greek iirerature, 
where three colors o f the eye arc distinguished; me/ati, 
charopon, and glaukon.w O f these, meian "black” explains 

itself. The word ghiukonis used in the to describe
the sea, the change o f eye color when a lion is roused, and 
the normal color o f the eyes of Athena; in later Greek, it 
describes the foliage o f olive, willow, and "glaucous”  poppy, 
the pale green beryl, and the "whitening”  f of the
eye by disease, as well as the tints o f certain fishes, birds, 
and animal furs. Herodotus describes the Budini cast o f  
the river Don as a people “ all strongly and red-
haired." Among them was a settlement of runaway Greeks 
from Black Sea ports; so the association here withred hair is instructive, since red hair is a frequent token o f 
«■«•».breeding between fair and dark strains. (Ihukutt then certainly describes light-colored eves, from gray to battel·
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The hero Glaucus in the Iliad was grandson o f Bellerophon, 
an Æolid from North Greece. His grandmother was a 
Lycian, and of his mother we know nothing.

The third epithet, charopon, describes literally a joyous or 
“ glad”  eye; it was intermediate between and melon
and therefore darker than glau, and it was also more 
intensely colored, for Theocritus makes a girl boast that her 
eyes are more o f this hue "than those o f gray-eyed Athena"; 
it was therefore not any kind o f brown, and consequently 
included the tints from gray to blue. Two Homeric heroes, 
one Achaean, one Trojan, seem to have had their names 
from this peculiarity; and the son o f one o f them, Nircus, 
was the most beautiful man of all who went to the war.** 
In later Greek it is used for the eyes o f Germans and mon
keys, ami in Latin the eyes o f Germans were aient lei, a word 
used also of the sky, the sea, and certain flowers. The 
occurrence o f gray and blue eyes among the Greeks in 
Homeric anti classical times is therefore well attested; and 
occasionally statues o f marble and bronze have their eyes 
inlaid with gray stone, or a gray glass-paste which may 
originally have been blue.

T h i : S iuNm cAN cK o r  Burnt» T y p e s  in N e a r e r  E a s t

In view of the early occurrence of Indo-European lan
guages in western Asia, and of the fact that the Aryan 
invader» o f India are described in their own early literature 
as blond, occasional traces o f blond people* in this region, 
at a far earlier pcruwl» arc significant. In early Sumerian 
sanctuaries votive eyes have been found, made o f gray 
marble, and also of lapis lazuli.*’ In Egyptian representa
tions of Syrian peoples, in the Eighteenth Dynasty, the 
Amurri folk are tall, o f fair skin, with blue eyes, and brown 
hair; and there are still blond strains in the ancient home 
of the Persian», Earsisian, among the long headed Kurd* 
in the foothill» o f southern Armenia, and among the Druses
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o f the Lebanon.*' No evidence as to complexion has been 
recovered as yet from Hatti countries, and the numerous 
Hatti portraits, by Egyptian and native artists, o f various 
periods, show typical Armenoid profiles. The old Vannic 
population of the Armenian highland was o f the same 
Armenoid type.

The significance o f ancient evidence for a blond strain 
in the Greek people will be better appreciated in comparison 
with modern illustrations o f the same peculiarity, of which 
the causes are more directly traceable. Among the modern 
Greek-speaking population, two quite distinct groups o f  
comparatively blond people are easily recognizable, one on 
the west coast o f Asia Minor, the other in the northeast 
o f peninsular Greece; but as the source o f  each scents to be 
clear, and to be due to movements within historical times, 
it is only necessary to take account o f them here, in so far 
as they illustrate the two distinct kinds o f immigration, to 
which attention has already been directed in dealing with 
the racial types of this region (p. 53).

The peasant population on the west coast o f Asia Minor, 
before the catastrophe o f 1022, included a fairly common 
type with unusually light hair, fair rather than brown, 
usually straighter than that of the darker individuals, 
though occasionally curly like theirs. The moustache and 
beard are copious, stiff, and often sandy or reddish; the eyes 
are sometimes gray or hazel, sometimes distinctly blue and 
"glati”  like the tharopon type among the ancients. The 
complexion is fresh and clear, with rosy color in the checks; 
it tans to ruddy tints or to a warm brown, and is sometime· 
freckled. These people are thickset, not very tali, with 
round face, wide plump cheeks, and short chin. Their 
disposition is active, lively, humorous, though not very 
intelligent; they are trustworthy and hard working, a fin« 
type o f peasantry, recalling a common peasant type in 
Belgium and the east o f  France. My own exjiericncc o f
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this type is limited to coast districts, and I do not know 
how widely it was distributed into the interior before the 
recent massacres. They may be descended from the ancient 
Greek settlers, but they are so different from the Greek 
townsfolk both of the mainland and the neighboring islands, 
that the alternative must be considered that they owe their 
physical characters rather to the Gaulish invaders who 
created Galatia in the third century B.C. in a region which 
moreover had been extensively occupied by another Eu
ropean people, the Phrygians, nearly a thousand years 
earlier.

The other blond type is that o f the Rouman-speaking 
Vlachs, who have wandered all over Bulgaria, Macedonia, 
and northern Greece, since the collapse of the Roman frontier 
defense toward the steppe, but retain their "Rom an”  speech, 
in a variety of related dialects, the Latin origin of which is 
unmistakable. "W e would describe the Vlachs”  write the 
most recent students o f them in Thessaly and the highlands 
to the northwest, "as a race o f medium size, and slight 
build; with often a white skin and high complexion as com
pared with the olive tint o f the Greeks. The hair is rarely 
black, usually dark brown and sometimes quite fair, espe
cially in youth; and many o f the children with fair hair, 
rosy cheeks, and blue eyes could pass unnoticed in northern 
Europe.”  A good (»reek observer regards them as "neither 
o f Hellenic nor of Albanian type, but more akin to Slavs." 
But "there is a great variety o f types and the features vary 
extremely; in some faces they arc clean cut and refined, in 
others broad and heavy.” ** Clearly the Vlachs, o f this 
region at all events, arc themselves a mixed people, and 
include, besides Slav admixture, a considerable remnant of 
the population o f the obi Roman provinces beyond the 
Danube. Besides the Rouman speaking Vlachs of today, it 
ieems certain that "(»recce herself has drawn into Hellenism 
large numlwr* of Vlachs, and that in Thessaly a large pro
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portion o f the town population is o f Vlach origin.”  No 
systematic measurements have been made, hitherto, but the 
long-headedness o f Thessaly and all East-central Greece 
seems, as already noted, (p. 49) to agree in its distribution 
with that o f Vlach settlements, past and present, in part 
at least it is probably due to Vlach admixture; but the 
Vlachs are not the first to traverse the permeable highland 
between the Danube and peninsular Greece. Its avenues 
and intermont basins have harbored Gauls, Thracians, and 
if we may trust Greek legend, Phrygians too. How far 
back in time, as well as geographically, we can trace this 
series o f movements, it is for the archaeological evidence to 
show, in Chapters V and VII.

E t h n o l o g ic a l  I n f e r e n c e s  from  O l y m p ia n  a n d  
H eroic  P h y s iq u e

We arc now in a position to put the gold-and-ivory 
statues o f Greek deities into a coherent ethnological setting, 
and also to interpret the traces o f another long-headed breed 
in Greek lands, besides the old "brown race" o f the Mediter
ranean. Olympian gods and goddesses Zeus and Apollo, 
Hera and Athena, Demeter, Aphrodite, and the G races-  
were fair, because whatever their antecedents, they were 
incorporated into the theology o f a tribe or tribes of people 
who were predominantly fair-haired themselves. In only 
one o f these instances have we precise folk memory o f the 
occasion o f their installation in one o f the principal centers 
o f their worship. It was Eteocics son o f Andrews, in the 
generation o f 1330, who established the worship o f the 
Graces at Orchomcnus in central Greece. What wonder 
then that they were fair haired, with checks "like milk and 
blood,"**

Now the Graces are one o f the best authenticated o f 
those families or brotherhood* of coequal deities, who re
mained sufficiently coherent and intelligible to their
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worshipers, to resist incorporation in the Olympian scheme 
which eventually prevailed, and supplied the connecting 
link between the heterogeneous, ill-assorted, almost incom
patible assemblage who gave Zeus so much trouble in 
Olympus, as we see that noisy quarrelsome ménage in the 
Homeric poems, intriguing, bullying, slapping one another. 
The Muses on Mount Helicon, only a short day’s journey 
to the south are another such group as the Graces o f 
Orchomenus; the "M oirai” are another, and we need hardly 
be reminded at this stage, that the Moirai are described as 
being “ older than the gods." At Athens, even at the end o f 
the sixth century, there was an “ altar o f the twelve gods" 
but we do not know who these “ allied and associated 
powers" were; saving that Zeus, Athena, Apollo, and Dem
eter, at all events, had their separate sanctuaries in Athens, 
some of them already o f old standing.

Of these (»hier groups o f deities, the Muses deserve par
ticular attention, for while their worship and theology in 
Central (»recce had been already accommodated to its de
partmental niche in a large artificial scheme, when we have 
our first glimpse of it in Hesiod’s T V o r  celestial 
peerage, folk-memory preserved the story o f their northern 
origin. The Olympian Muses indeed were born on Olympus 
itself; but in Thrace, beyond the margin o f the Greek- 
speaking world, there were Muses with very different func
tions and attributes, one of whom the tragedy o f Rhesus 
represents as the mother o f a hero-ktng; and this Rhesus 
has a historical aspect too, for in Homer he is son of htoneus 
(a good Thracian name) and was killed at Troy, as the 
Dofoneia describes.

In these and similar groups of coequal deities, less trans
formed by the need to incorporate local and alien jrersonages, 
we have glimpses not only of the religious system of this or 
that tribe in Central Greece in early tunes, bur o f earlier 
phases m the history of the Olympian family itself. For the 
Olympian theology, like the (»reek language, had passed
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through a stage o f  experience quite different from that of 
the Aryan pantheon in India or that gathering o f “ all the 
gods” for whose festival the Hatti king was responsible.

In Vedic India, the greater gods retain, with their cos- 
mical functions, their proper descriptive names, as the San
skrit language has retained in unusual purity both its struc
ture and its primitive vocabulary. In Greece, both language 
and theology have retained their structure, but have replen
ished, the one its vocabulary, the other its repertoire o f dei
ties, from local and alien cultures. In Asia Minor, the Nasili 
language not only refurnished its vocabulary, but under
went serious disfigurement o f its forms; and we have seen 
that, so far as our knowledge extends, the Hatti pantheon, 
if wc may call it so, included the great mother-goddess o f 
Asia, a sun-goddess, a lord o f vine and grain, a storm and 
lightning god, as well as other nature-powers less precisely 
personified but characterized by symbolic attributes; it 
also recognized, if it did not embrace, Assyrian, Syrian, and 
Indo-European gods. But even this miscellaneous assem
blage had its social order. As the Olympic gods sir grouped 
together in the Parthenon frieze to receive their votaries, 
so, on the sculptured rock-wall at Yasili-kaya, greater and 
lesser deifies converge in processions, male and female; their 
leaders consenting by their gestures in concerted action, 
wherein some have seen a sacred marriage like that o f Zeus 
and Hera at Samos. They co-operate also to sanction treaties, 
as do the grouped deities of Mitanni, Babylonia, and the 
Indo-Europeans, under their proper names. Later, but only 
when Greek observer» have been before us, we find that in 
Phrygia the “Great Mother”  of all nature is also “ Mother 
o f  all the Gods," as in Olympic religion Father Zeus is 
"father o f gods and men." Conversely, in the folk memory 
of the Heroic Age, to which we must soon attend m«r€ 
carefully, Zeus is not the only "father of men.“ Both 
Poseidon and Ares begat “ divine born" king*; and Are#,
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like the Muses, is a stranger in peninsular Greece, whereas 
he appears to be at home among the Thracians, and is a far 
closer parallel than Zeus to the war-god and storm-god 
Teshup among the Hatti-folk. He might indeed be described 
as the Thor o f the Homeric Olympus. Poseidon, too, what
ever his origin, never acquired either sonship to Zeus or 
an Olympian wife, or the golden hair o f a true-born Olympian.

S u m m a r v  ok C o n c l u s io n s  as t o  G r e e k  D eit ie s  
a n d  H e r o - C ults

We have now dissected out o f the complex religious 
beliefs o f the classical Greeks, first,a multitude o f old local 
nature-powers, closely akin to the objects o f Minoan wor
ship; secondly, local manifestations o f worships resembling
that o f the "Great Mother" o f Asia, likewise traceable back 
into Minoan times, and thinly disguised in the Hera, 
Demeter, Athena, Aphrodite, and Artemis o f Olympus; 
thirdly, at least two non-Olympian father-gods, Ares and 
Poseidon, very loosely associated with the household o f  
Father Zeus\ fourthly, certain self-contained groups or con
fraternities o f coequal deities, Graces, Muses, Moirai, only 
little modified in what was probably once tribal as well as 
regional seclusion. O f these, some one group was worshiped 
long enough in sight o f Olympus, to become localized in the 
"Olympian homes" above its cloud cap; and then driven, by 
the political circumstances o f its votaries, rather than by 
any theological expansiveness, to incorporate by clumsy ex
pedients the chief gods of neighbors and vassals. That this 
had already occurred before the "Age of Heroes”  seems to 
follow from the very intimate association o f these Olympian 
gods, including even Ares and Poseidon, with those heroes 
On the Homeric sense of the word) who were o f almost as 
v*ficd origin. Finally came the crisis which left all these 
objects o f worship, old and new, confronted with a new class 
ftf cults, the worship of great men o f the more or less recent
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past; which is almost unknown to Homeric tradition, but 
ubiquitous, and profoundly influential, in the religious life 
o f early Hellenic times, and in some instances demonstrably 
continuous with pre-Homeric worship at Mycenaean tombs. 
For indeed, in that crisis, old gods, o f whatever origin and 
competence, had themselves been in the same need as their 
worshipers. Their authority had received a shock, from 
which it was never fully to recover; and so, while the Greek 
people, in the whirlwind moment o f its birth, was outliving 
the gods to whom Homer “ assigned their functions" de
scriptively, and whom Hesiod was trying to classify and 
explain, it was to the spirits of the great dead that men 
recurred for help. So too Saul in utmost need bade the 
Witch o f Endor call up Samuel the prophet, at the moment 
when the national unity of the tribes o f Israel, momentarily 
imperiled on Mount Gilboa, was in fact on the point o f  
being consummated by the establishment o f a new “ House 
of G od” in Jerusalem, “ whither the tribes go up,”  the Delphi 
and Olympia o f the Hebrews, as Sinai had been their 
Olympus.

With the contemporary references to /Egean peoples* 
and the glimpses o f /Egean and other affairs, which we have 
from Egyptian and Hatti documents, it has been {«jssible 
to follow back some aspects of ethnography, o f linguistic 
history, and o f the growth of a complex religious system* 
from the eleventh to the fourteenth century B.C. But both 
before and after that not very lucid interval, those docu
mentary resources fail us. 1 here remain, however, two other 
classes of evidence, more extensive and continuous. One o f  
these is at all points contemporary, the evidence of material 
remains. And when we have reconstructed archaeologicatly 
the principal crises o f cultural development in Greek lands» 
we may perhaps find means to ascertain the value of *be 
second source o f information, which is the Greeks' own 
folk memory about the "Age of Heroes” ; that is to »ay» 
their pre-Dorian past.



CHAPTER V

COMMON CULTURE: EVIDENCE FROM 
PREHISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

We have now been confronted with several successive 
anomalies in the Ægean distribution of man. We have 
found an area, structurally a sunken part o f the Mountain 
region, to be occupied only partly by Alpine or Armenoid 
breeds, and partly by Mediterranean from oversea, and this 
mixture we have traced back to the beginning o f the Bronze 
Age. Traces o f a distinct northern ingredient occur at 
Hissarlik, early in the Bronze Age, and we have seen from 
the distribution o f blond elements in the modern population 
two main avenues by which such ingredients have been 
introduced in later times. From the distribution o f Greek 
dialects, and languages related to Greek, we have detected 
similar movements in progress before Greek history begins, 
though the evidence of language alone has not permitted 
any bur relative dates for them; still less, any but the most 
general conclusions as to the duration o f particular phases, 
hrom the evidence o f religious beliefs ami rituals, we have 
found the spread of (»reek and kindred languages to have 
been accompanied by that o f a distinct outlook on external 
fftturc, and conception o f its organization and guidance, 
n*mdy the Olympian polytheism; and in Olympian poly- 
theism the principal deities arc l»rgc*l>uilt and blond. But 
here too the literary evidence does not justify more than a 
distinction between earlier and later: and it was only when 
*e  turned to the materia! works of art representing gods 
*Rd men that we were able to fix relatively, and (as we shall 
presently see) also chronologically, the periods to which such
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representations belong, without prejudice to the question 
whether the physical types so represented may not be shown 
to be both earlier, and also more persistent, than can at 
present be proved.

We have now to set all those kinds o f evidence completely 
on one side, and enquire what may be inferred from the 
distribution and redistribution o f this or that element in the 
material civilization. Here, as with actual human remains, 
we are dealing with the original objects, not with inferences 
from the distribution o f survivals or transcripts, as with 
languages or institutions, nor of traditions, as with religious 
beliefs. Whereas the student o f men’s ways o f doing things 
has first to discover somehow, by these indirect clues, what 
it was that was done, before he can discuss its significance, 
the archaeologist, who studies men’s ways of making things 
in the past, as the technologist does in the present, has at 
all events no doubt as to what it was that was made, in 
any department of skill that comes under his notice at all. 
Each recovered object o f stone or pottery or metal work is 
an original piece of craftsmanship fashioned by such and 
such an individual, at this or that time, usually also in 
this or that place, from materials the local source of which 
may be ascertained. Moreover it was made to satisfy a 
particular need, popularly felt, in a way popularly ac
cepted as adequate, and consequently gives direct infor
mation as to a particular stage in the struggle to "live 
well”  under particular regional conditions.

Further, the more certain wc are that such originals have 
been discarded as worthless broken pottery is the com
monest and most typical example the more accurate »» 
the information which they transmit as to the place and 
time at which they thus passed out o f use; and consequently 
it ii in the successive layer* of a rubbish heap or o f a building 
site devastated and reoccupicd, that we have the most ind**' 
putable as well as copious evidence o f the sequence style#*
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that is to say, o f the transitory ways o f doing the daily 
round of life and making things to subserve this end. For 
each successive stage of Greek pot-making, that is, we have 
in thousands the finger prints of the potters themselves on 
the same clay that they were moulding: what would not a 
philologist give, to watch contemporary lips pronounce once 
only the Greek sounds of a and e, first of the fifth century, 
and then o f the fifteenth? Finally it is from the comparison

F i* .  K. Diaouam to ΪΜ,υκτκΑΤ*; τιι» Iakuo or Παπε-ήα***

° f  such stratified deposits, or from a group of objects as
sembled for a momentary purpose, such as the furniture o f 
8 grave, and deliberately set aside together (as was hoped) 
forever, that we are justified in concluding that this and that 
group were contemporary; and are enabled by comparison 
° f  such "date marks”  eventually to correlate the relative 
*ntHjuify of otherwise prehistoric material with the absolute 
chronology o f Egypt or Babylonia, and so with the political 
history.

The logic o f this argument from “ date-marks’* is as 
•impie as it is conclusive (fig. H). If an object belonging to 
* given phase (a) oi one culture (A) be found among dit*
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carded products (bbb) o f a given phase o f another culture 
(B), the object (a) cannot be later than those products (bbb), 
though it may o f course happen to be o f earlier date. If 
however, also, even a single object o f class (b) is found sim
ilarly associated with objects (aaa) of culture (A), though it 
might in default o f other evidence be earlier, it cannot under 
the circumstances be later. But as (a) is not later than 
(bbb), and (b) is not later than (aaa), the possibility that 
either (a) or (b) is earlier than its associates is also excluded, 
and therefore not only (a) and (b), but the whole phases o f 
culture (aaa) and (bbb) are neither earlier nor later than 
each other, and therefore arc contemporary.

It is only because arguments from "potsherds,”  and the 
like, are still occasionally treated by some persons with a 
levity commensurate with their inexperience, that it is de
sirable to digress for a moment to state what archaeological 
method is, and the kind and validity o f the conclusions to 
which its reasoning leads. It is in all respects identical with 
that o f the other stratigraphical sciences, though it must 
be admitted that it shares with geology the disability that 
access to its proper materials is restricted, partly by the 
decay and disappearance o f important kinds of material, 
partly by accidental and quite irrelevant obstacles to the 
study o f any materials at all; chiefly by the obstruction of 
this or that portion o f the earth's surface by other kinds of 
human enterprise. An antiquary may no more excavate 
freely in Turkey than a geologist may cut sections in enemy 
trenches or under Saint Paul’s, or use hammer on stone in a 
powder magazine.

Τ ηκ  I ,ATF.* S tow F A«r, tw t h e  A o k a n

At present the only coherent scries of material illustrating 
the dKgcan Stone Age comes from the stratified deposit o f 
village débris, from twenty to twenty five feet tleep, which 
underlies the "palafe" buildings at Cnossus.1 Even this long
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series begins with material arts, pot-making, implement
grinding, and adobe-building, which are far from primitive. 
Crete therefore was discovered and occupied by people from 
elsewhere, at a time which cannot be fixed precisely, but
cannot be less than many hundreds o f years, and was prob
ably some thousands, before this neolithic community and 
its culture were superseded by those o f the Minoan Bronze 
Age. O f that transition, and consequently o f the total 
duration of the Cretan Stone Age, the evidence has been 
destroyed; for the top o f the old mound was removed when 
the site was leveled for the construction o f the first “ palace”  
about eighteen hundred years H.C. For the latter end o f 
this period, then, and also for supplementary information 
about its earlier phases, we have only the scanty material 
from a few other Cretan sites, including one or two caves; 
from the lower layers under the late “ palace” at Tiryns; 
from a much ravaged deposit on the south side o f the 
Acropolis o f Athens; and from village-mounds in Centra! 
Greece, Thessaly, and Macedonia.* Even the “ first city”  
in the stratified mound of Hissarlik, the traditional site o f 
IVuy, only goes back into the transitional period when 
copper was already in use. In the Cychulic islands, and at 
Korakou on the isthmus of Corinth, nothing has been found 
Hitherto of purely neolithic culture.*

The stone implements o f neolithic Cnossusdo not present 
®ny peculiarities to distinguish them from the numerous 
plump oval ad/cs, ground out o f a natural |>cbble o f hard 
rock to a blunt cutting edge at one end, which arc found on 
•djaeent mainlands. And there is at present no sufficient 
s<,ries of such implements from the Nile valley, still less from 
‘«her parts o f North Africa, to justify comparisons between 
African types and those which have been found in consider» 
•Hie numbers m Asia Minor anti in peninsular (»recce. The 
Π**»«, rather acutely conical butt end, characteristic of West 

‘•cdifrrranean implements is, however, inconspicuous in 
the /Tgcan, if not absent.
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The pottery is rather more instructive. In the neolithic 
culture which immediately precedes that o f pre-dynastic 
Egypt— not to mention the more primitive “ Badarian”  cul
ture which is considerably older— the art o f pot-making was 
already ancient and well developed, at all events in the 
oldest settlements and graves which have not yet been 
overlaid by marginal spread o f the Nile mud over the valley 
floor. But whereas the pottery o f these settlements employs 
chiefly either simple “ mud-pie”  forms, or imitates stone 
vessels, or very rarely vessels o f skin or gourd, there is one 
fabric so completely distinct, introduced so abruptly, and 
fading out also so soon and rapidly, that it is easily recog
nized as intrusive; and as it has no counterpart either in 
Palestine, or Arabia, or Up-Nile, it must have come into 
Egypt from the west. It is of coarse black or merely dark 
earth-colored clay, o f  simple open forms, bowls and wide 
cups, and is carefully decorated with close-set basketry 
designs, incised deeply and enhanced with white clay filling.* 

Now all through the grassland margin of the Sahara, 
pottery even today plays a very small and subsidiary part in 
domestic economy, compared with ubiquitous, simple, bui 
very skilful baskerry, usually made from the perennial 
“ esparto grass,”  a tough flexible rush which covers very wide 
areas, and is exported in large quantities now to the paper 
mills o f western Europe.* North Africa itself is still so ill- 
explored, and pottery o f any kind ha* such local vogue there, 
that it is not yet possible to demonstrate the Libyan origin 
o f the pre dynastic basket-pots* though the modern 
Kabyle pottery clearly betrays in its pane! decoration it* 
dependence on such a prototype; but in Spain, where 
esparto flourishes as in Africa, there are numerous neolithic 
fabrics o f  pottery showing the same close observance 
esparto basketry both in forms and in their incised decor*- 
tion.* One o f the latest, and by far the most important 
these form* i* the graceful ” hell·beaker,”  which had ***
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immense vogue in the period o f transition to the use o f 
bronze, and is to be found from Portugal to Hungary and 
from Sicily to Britain.* Similar fabrics, varying in detail 
from one district to another, occur in Sardinia, Sicily, South 
Italy, and Malta in the later Stone Age;16 in caves o f the 
same age in the I^banon;u in Crete in the neolithic settle
ment at Cnossus.1* In Crete elaborate basketry decoration 
is not common; but in the earliest Bronze-Age tombs and 
settlements of the Cyclades, the same grass-woven tradition 
is passing already into special local forms. This suggests 
that their makers had not had long to accommodate them
selves to Cycladic circumstances; a fact with which we 
are already familiar from the history o f their physical breed 
(pp. 43 if.). But in Crete this neolithic pottery, and the cul
ture which accompanies it, go back through the long period 
represented by some twenty or twenty-five feet o f stratified 
village débris,'* There is therefore ample evidence for the 
derivation of essential elements in the civilization both of 
Crete and the Cyclades from the same oversea source as 
we have had to infer for the important “ Mediterranean0 
element in their population; though the Cyclades seem to 
have been reached by a distinct and later exploitation.

How t hen, and when, did the people o f "Mediterranean,0 
that is to say o f originally North African descent, make good 
their footing on the islands and coasts o f the Ægean? Tele- 
niachus in the Odyssey1* enquires jestingly of the stranger 
*ho «arrives at his island home in Ithaca, "where is your 
•hip, tor i do not think you could have come by land?0 
And the same question must be asked o f  these other aliens, 
before we go farther. Fortunately the answer is clear, 
Representations o f boats are fairly common on one o f  the 
e*rl*est fabrics o f pottery in the Cyclades; not only small 
boats, propelled by a single man, but large vessels with a 

line o f oars, though the artist may have exaggerated
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the number o f them. These vessels have long low hulls, 
with a sharp spur astern. The prow rises high and oblique, 
and usually carries an ensign representing a fish, a bird, or 
other emblem. This is o f some importance, as it shows that 
it was necessary to distinguish vessels from one another, at 
sea, or on arrival at a foreign port.“  There was therefore 
habitual traffic between independent communities. Similar 
ensigns are carried on the Egyptian ships represented on 
pottery o f the pre-dynastic age, and some of these Egyptian 
emblems are recognized as the badges o f provinces and 
communities the situation o f which is known, because they 
figure animals or other objects which were principal symbols 
o f worship there in historic times.** The date of the Cycladic 
ships cannot yet be determined accurately, but they are 
certainly earlier than the first traces o f Cretan influence 
among the islands, and this influence begins to be per
ceptible about the time of the Sixth Dynasty in Egypt, that 
is to say, not later than 28(X) B.C. and perhaps earlier.

In Crete similar evidence comes from representations o f 
ships on engraved seal-stones of Early Minoan style and 
date, not later than the Fourth Dynasty in Egypt. Sonic 
o f these ships have a mast with stays, and a yard with a 
sail; they carry at the masthead a crescent or a ball as ensign. 
Some have also numerous oars, and are of considerable size. 
Their hulls differ from the Cycladic vessels, and have a 
convex keel, rising high at bow ami stern alike, in this 
respect showing closer resemblance than the Cycladic ships 
to the pre dynastic Egyptian, the only other known type 
o f vessel o f as carlv date as these.

There is no doubt then that it was possible to cross a 
considerable width of water in the ,*Egean quite early in the 
Bronze Age. It is also certain that though m pre dynastic 
Egypt most o f the boats depicted (,n fhe {lottery and repre
sented rarely by day models were houseboats designed 
primarily fo r  river traffu, there were others, larger and more 
heavily built, which were competent to make sea v o y a g e * »
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Moreover, as Egypt was already practically devoid o f native 
timber in the pre-dynastic age, the very existence o f these 
large vessels presumes acquaintance with a timber-producing 
region, and some command o f its resources. Such timber 
countries existed then on either side o f the Nile delta. 
Northeastward there is the Lebanon region of Syria, where 
the forested frontage falls steeply to water level, the winter 
torrents are large enough to sweep fallen trees down to the 
sea without human aid, and the summer wind blows steadily 
and obliquely to the coast, so that a mere timber raft can be 
piloted alongshore without serious risk except from stranding 
on the low shelving coast between Carmel and the Nile 
mouth. The return journey can be made either by the coast 
route overland, or by taking advantage of the main sea 
current o f the Mediterranean, which flows counter-clock
wise, and consequently northward from the Nile to Syria. 
This great source o f timber was known to the Egyptians at 
least from the Third Dynasty, and perhaps earlier.

Hut there was also an alternative source of timber west
ward, along what is now the treeless Libyan shore o f North 
Africa. As late as the sixth century Herodotus describes the 
"Hill of the Graces," in the modern region o f Tripoli, as 
"thick with forests.’*'’ Even now, though the country has 
bicorne much drier than in classical times, there is high 
scrub with occasional trees, as well as considerable olive 
culture on the edge o f the plateau inland of Ixbda

gna), and in earlier times there can be little doubt that 
this wooded area was considerably larger, and nearer the 
Cr»ast, En un this region the sea current flows toward and 
past the mouths of the Nile. In summer the seasonal wind 
** on shore, ami where the coast is low there is dangerous 
*Uff, but the modern sjtonge fisher» keep the sea here for 
long period*, in small sailing vessels. There was therefore 
ho difficulty in bringing timber, or ready-made vessels, to 

Nile mouths from the west.
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It must further be noted here, that whatever may have 
been happening in the eastern Mediterranean, the western 
basin had been traversed by skilful navigators already in 
the later Stone Age, This is proved by the occupation not 
only o f Malta and the Balearic Islands, but even o f distant 
Corsica and Sardinia by the builders o f various kinds o f 
stone monuments and o f the settlements and tombs associ
ated with them. As all this phase o f seafaring preceded 
the first introduction o f copper working, and as the earliest 
types o f copper implements in the west are borrowed from 
the copper-working province which includes pre-dynastic 
Egypt, there is no doubt as to its very early date; and we 
have already learned from the pot fabrics that there was 
some community o f culture between the shores o f the West 
Mediterranean and several coast districts o f the eastern 
basin.

What evidence, however, is there for intercourse between 
the Libyan and the Ægean shores of that sea, as well as 
between the Nile-folk and their neighbors; In the first 
place, the main sea current, after passing the coast of the 
Ixbanon, sweeps round along the south coast o f Asia Minor, 
and past Rhodes to the south side of Crete, and thence up 
the west coast of Greece and on past Sicily and Malta, as is 
vividly illustrated by the voyage ami shipwreck of Saint 
Paul.** Secondly, from the l-ebamm onward, the coasts are 
for the most parr high, and the daily alternation of land 
and sea breezes is a sure aid to the coaster in either direction· 
The Egyptians discovered very early what they described 
as the "great circuit" or bend of the coast from Syria to 
Cilicia, and had frequent intercourse with it, all the more 
easily because the steady north winds of summer g*ve 
security o f return from any point on this outward course» 
to an African shore, and theme with current and shot* 
breeze back to the Nile. If was indeed a "great circuit °* 
the sea," not a mere bend of the coast as has been suppo**d·
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and the Roman or bis tcrrarum was only a westward extension 
o f it. And the farther west a ship went beyond the Cilician 
gulf, the more certain it was to make African land west 
rather than east o f the Delta, and so avoid featureless 
country: best o f all was it to go full circuit and make the 
southward turn where the distance from Crete to Cyrene 
was shortest, and the high profile o f the Cyrenaic plateau 
gave sure landfall and ample warning to veer into the 
homeward current.

O t h e r  P roofs  of  E a r l y  I n t e r c o u r s e  b e t w e e n  
Æ g e a n , L i b y a , a n d  E g y p t

Thus it was not the Nile-folk only, but all the coast 
people o f Libya, who were in the position to make this 
grand tour o f the “ very green sea,”  as the Egyptians called 
it. Hence widespread and very early uniformity o f culture, 
along these coasts, in several important respects.

Rather later in date, in respect of archaeological evidence 
for it, but quite distinct from any symptoms o f intercourse 
between Crete and Egypt, however early, is the appearance 
in Crete o f a type o f stone·building which does not occur 
in Egypt, but is on the other hand widespread and very 
ancient both in North Africa and on other coasts o f the 
western Mediterranean. This is the corbeled or "false- 
faulted" construction o f the so-called "beehive" tombs. In 
Early Minoan Crete the primary graveyards with their sep
arate interments dose below the surface were economized 
and re-used as soon as the bodies were decayed; and the 
bones, and any remains o f the tomb furniture that were 
recovered with them, were transferred to permanent charnel- 
houses, constructed underground, lined with stone walling, 
*nd roofed with a beehive shaped corbel-vault narrowing to 
* single flat stone at the top.·* In the island o f Syros, some

the primary graves, when they were constructed on a 
hill-slope, were roughly corbel-roofed, and provided with a
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doorway in the downhill side; and it is likely, from the 
abundance o f their contents, that they were used for several 
burials, like a family vault. This kind o f construction is 
without early parallel either in southeastern Europe where 
surface graves remained undisturbed by reinterment, or in 
Asia Minor where cave burials or excavated chamber-tombs 
were customary at all periods, though in the Ægean itself 
it developed later into the magnificent "treasury”  tombs o f 
Mycenae and Orchomenus, and the chambered tumuli o f 
the Carian coast. It is found however in North Africa, 
ancient and modern, and comes to high perfection in the 
great sanctuaries o f neolithic Malta and G o/o and in the 
"giants’ graves”  o f Sardinia. Through these local and insular 
developments this vaulted form is affiliated to the long 
earlier scries o f  “ passage graves” and other stone-built 
monuments ruder and earlier still in Spain and Portugal, 
and their counterparts of various jtcriods and types along 
the Atlantic coasts as far as the "dolmens”  o f Sweden, 
and the great cupola-tomb o f New Grange in Ireland. It is 
still in use for farm buildings in South Italy, and for dairies 
and cheese stores by the shepherds of Mount Ida in Crete.”  

The more special connections between the pre dynastic 
culture o f Egypt and that of Crete, which have been dis
covered and recently analyzed by Sir Arthur Evans,”  valu
able as they are as the first phases o f an intercourse which 
came to be o f the greatest importance later, do not go back 
very far in the long neolithic scries at Cnossus; still less if' 
the Cydades can they be shown to go back to the beginning 
even o f  the Bronze-Age culture. They mark rather a fresh 
stage by revealing the growth o f intercommunication be* 
tween the South Ægean and a particular African region, the 
Nile valley, which was the home of a special and precociou· 
culture. Example» are the use of green malachite for 
paint, an alternative to rouge which must Ik- seen on a clc*r 
brown complexion to be appreciated a* tt deserve»; the
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simple wooden bow, and the chisel-edged arrow for bringing 
down birds and “ small deer” ; the flexible ox-hide shield, 
for hunting big game as well as for war; the fine craftsman
ship and characteristic forms of the vessels in hard stone; 
the peculiar vessels o f copper with no neck or rim, but a 
trough-spout inserted in the shoulder. Common also to the 
early men o f Egypt, Libya, and Crete,—or at all events 
associated in Egypt with other Libyan connections,— are 
the lock of hair left long on one side o f the head, the narrow 
pointed beard, and the peculiar loin cloth and protective 
belt; common likewise to the women, the costumes variously 
elaborated from a blankct-like wrapper, open down the front 
from the neck, and folded over itself round the waist, quite 
different, therefore, from the apron-shawl o f primitive 
Babylonia.

Some other similarities are less instructive because they 
arc not limited to the eastern Mediterranean. For example, 
mace-heads with drilled }>crf«ration are common to neolithic 
Egypt and neolithic Crete. But they occur also in early 
Bronze-Age tombs in Cyprus, which has only a secondary, 
later, and otherwise quire different contact with Egyptian 
Culture; they occur on early Sumerian sites; in neolithic 
Susa, and at Anau in Trattscaspia; in the “ second city” at 
Hissarlik, and in the far off “ ochre graves" of South Russia. 
Fhcrc is therefore nothing specifically Egyptian in the 
Cretan use of this very important invention, any more than 
there is proof, as yet, that the use of the drill itself originated
1,1 Egypt rather than in some part o f the large drill-using 
region o f western Asia.**

Similarly, neolithic Cnossus had objects made o f the 
Trirfaau, shell, a mollusk of the Indian Ocean; but unless it 

be shown that the Sumerians had not yet established 
**Ucrcuur>c with those wafers at this early period, there is 
ntJ proof that 7 'ruituntishell came to Crete (as also to 
*|<8olirhic Italy) by way o f Egypt rather than through Asia 
Minor,o
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E a r l y  F e m a l e  F i g u r e s : T h e i r  D i s t r i b u t i o n  a n d  
S i g n i f i c a n c e

Quite ambiguous in its affinities at first sight, but also 
most important in view o f its later distribution, if it can be 
assigned definitely to either group o f influences, is the sym
bolic or magical significance o f a type o f female figure, nude, 
often grossly corpulent and otherwise exaggerated in detail, 
sometimes represented sitting (or rather squatting, with one 
foot under the body) sometimes at full length, but rather 
recumbent than erect. The arms are sometimes extended 
beside the hips, sometimes they arc folded across the body, 
or support the breasts.

These figures occur in the later neolithic layers at 
Cnossus, in clay, in various kinds o f stone, and especially 
in a white marble indistinguishable from one of the Cycladic 
varieties. In the earliest Bronze-Age graves o f the Cyclades,“  
containing pottery o f “ basketry” fabric, they arc common, 
and develop into large-scale workmanship, and subsidiary 
types carrying a vase or playing a double flute or a three- 
sided lyre. One has a smaller figure perched on its head; 
there arc rarely male figures in this style, and there is one 
sheep or goat, hollowed to serve as a vessel. In the Cyclades 
the same technique and material arc employed for vessels 
o f the same "basketry” forms as the pots which are buried 
with them. As has been noted already, Cycladic figures of 
this kind seem to have been transported to Crete; there i» 
one, in Cycladic marble, from Laconia, and one from Athen* 
in the local Pen tel ic marble, and unusually corpulent. B*st 
o f the Ægcan, there is a local fabric o f them from earlf 
village-mounds in the interior o f Lycia," full length figure* 
in marble, (with a stray example from the "third city”  *l 
Hissarlik) ami squatting figures in polished brown clay* 
represented clothed, with hat* or wreaths on their heft«*»
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and incised details. From Adalia, farther east, there is one 
squatting figure in a very early fabric o f  black clay, polished 
and incised, with white filling.17 There is one very rough- 
hewn example in stone from Phrygia in the far interior.
Hissarlik has a long scries o f local forms, in the early black- 
polished clay from the “ first city,”  in red-polished clay and 
white stone from the “ second”  and subsequent towns; with 
a single figure o f lead, cast in a mould, and with unusually 
precise detail connecting it with the Babylonian type to be 
described later.7' From Lydia, farther south, comes a stone 
mould for casting similar figures.7'  In southeast Europe, 
there are seated figures in clay, very like the Cycladic (and 
like them tattooed), from neolithic graves near Rustchuk on 
the Lower Danube, from neolithic Vinca and other Serbian 
sites along the Danube and lower Morawa, from the settle
ments o f the “ painted ware" culture in Roumania and 
Ukraine, and from “ painted ware" settlements in Thessaly. 
Sir Arthur Evans has collected other examples even farther 
afield, as far as Lake Ladoga in northwestern Russia; and 
has suggested that ultimately the origin o f this whole class 
o f object is to be traced to the corpulent female figures from 
the late palaeolithic sites o f western and west-central 
Eaiwpc."

latss remote analogies are to be found in two other direc
tions, Exceptionally corpulent women, sometimes clothed 
however in a full skirt, are common in the great sanctuary 
•tructures o f neolithic Malta, together with conical stone 
objects rudely representing a single breast, probably an 
abbreviated symbol o f similar meaning. Female figures o f a 
different style come also from a cave near Palermo.“  This 
8foup is important as showing that this symbolism had deep 
hf,hl in a principal center o f the early culture o f the West 
Mediterranean, with which, as we have seen, primitive 
'- rete shares its pot technique and its corbel-vaulted tomb 
^hitecture. On the other band, a special type from
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Hissarlik and Lydia points eastward to Syria and Babylonia, 
where the fully symbolized figure o f the goddess Ishtar, 
quite nude except for rich necklaces and earrings, and hold
ing both breasts with her hands, was conventionalized in 
North Syria and thence first introduced into Babylonia at 
the tim eof Hammurabi’s conquest, about 2100 B.C.”  Similar 
figures o f the mature Ishtar type have been found on several 
early sites in Syria and Palestine, from this period onward. 
Some may even be earlier, but this is not certain. Pre- 
dynastic Egypt has occasional clay figures of corpulent 
women, not conventionalized, however, but studied from 
life, and quite distinct in technique and style from any of the 
Asiatic types.”

Finally, in graves o f the Early Bronze Age in Cyprus, 
very primitive female figures, clothed and bejcweled, and 
sometimes in pairs, are executed in red clay, polished and 
incised, but in a flat clumsy style which looks as if it imitated 
figures carved from a plank o f wood.11 Only at a much later 
stage, and after these flat figures had long gone out o f  
fashion, do clay figures o f the symbolic Ishtar type, o f 
grossly exaggerated ugliness, come gradually into use, but 
not until intercourse with the adjacent coast of Syria is 
demonstrable from other borrowings, and probably not 
much before 15(X) B.C.”

In the light of this evidence from Cyprus, we are now 
able to distinguish two distinct usages, and two stages o f 
symbolism. Primitive female figures, even if nude and 
exaggerated in their execution, arc not necessarily derived, 
as has been commonly supposed, from the conventionalized 
Ishtar type which was developed in North Syria and trans
mitted in Hammurabi’s time to Babylonia. For the Ishtar 
type, though widespread in Palestine, did not reach even 
Cyprus til! considerably later. That the Ishtar type spread 
also northwestward is shown by the examples from Hissftrltk
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and Lydia; but its influence is only perceptible in the 
gesture o f one small class o f the Cycladic figures, and not 
at all in the Cretan, or any o f the European types.

On the other hand, in Cyprus at all events there was a 
custom o f putting into the tombs figures o f women, in ordi* 
nary attire, and these had already become highly conven
tionalized,™ perhaps even had lost their meaning— before 
they were first copied in clay; and this was certainly not 
later than the Twelfth Dynasty o f Egypt, for the earliest 
beads of Cyprus, which are o f that period and style, do not 
occur in the tombs with the flat figurines, though they came 
into use soon after. Similarly in Malta, a quite different 
sort o f convention had already fixed the type of the female 
figures there, before they were translated from more perish
able material into stone or clay. Hut there is no evidence 
that in Malta these figures had any other use than as votive 
symbols in a sanctuary; they represented therefore their 
dedicators, not any goddess; they were sometimes in ordi
nary attire, and they could be replaced by a single breast, 
Sufficient to express their meaning. There is therefore noth- 
,ng to connect the Maltese figures with those of Cyprus 
or the Cyclades, which are itinerary, not votive, except 
that these also arc shown by their music-playing variants 
Uot to be divine j*crstmages but human escort for the de
based, of a familiar sort, replacing actual human beings, such 
** were buried with distinguished persons in many regions, 
for example in early Egypt and in Bronze-Age Sicily.** The 
foutale figures o f neolithic Egypt fall clearly into the same 
Category as the more elaborate escorts in Twelfth Dynasty 
f*>mbs. Jf only remains now an open question, whether the 
Cycladic figures are to be connected with the Egyptian cus- 

and if so, whether the custom o f Cyprus is also to Ik  
connected with the Egyptian; or whether both Cyprus and 
me Cyclades, which were in any case nor yet in direct com· 

with each other, both obtained this custom from
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a common center o f culture in Asia Minor. It would seem 
that this question must be left open for the moment; but 
the next class o f evidence to be considered will be found to 
bear indirectly on it.

Po t t e r y  F ab ri cs  of  t h e  E a r l y  B ronze  Age

At Cnossus, as has been noted already, there is a break 
in the stratification between the end o f the neolithic and 
the beginning o f the Bronze Age, due to the removal o f the 
top o f the mound by the Middle Minoan “ palace builders.”  
In the Cyclades the course o f events is clearer. Here, though 
no purely neolithic sites or tombs have been found as yet, 
the earliest tombs, best illustrated in the Pelos cemetery 
in Melos, though they belong to a period when copper» and 
probably also bronze, was already in use, contain pottery 
which is wholly modeled on vessels o f basketry and wood: 
their clay moreover is unrefined, earthy, and without arti
ficial coloring, usually therefore o f dull brown tints.*7 It has 
no handles, even of the rudimentary sort which occurs in 
the later layers at Cnossus, but only a few knobs o f day 
perforated to carry suspension cords. Though its forms are 
composite and not ungraceful, there is nothing to differ
entiate if from other fabrics of the widespread Mediterranean 
tradition already described.

These earliest tombs, fairly common in the islands, are 
clearly distinguished from another scries, well illustrated in 
Amorgos, in which the pottery is o f a quite different tradition, 
with smooth globular forms, without distinct standing-base 
but with fully developed handles; in particular there are jug* 
with trough-shaped lip for pouring liquids.** The clay, if**”  
»till usually dark and earthy, shows an attempt to produce 
a red color by stronger firing, though this is often disfigure^ 
by darker stain». Sometime* a wash or “ slip”  o f brighter 
red clay has been applied to improve the surface, and the 
whole pot, after firing, ha» !*cett burnished with a pebble or 
other hard smooth implement. this polished surfed*
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there is little or no incised ornament, but occasionally small 
pellets o f clay are applied, to enhance the lively aspect o f 
the beaked neck by the addition of eyes or breasts. That 
this fabric o f pottery is later than that of the Pelôs tombs, 
and gradually superseded it, is proved by the stratified 
settlement site at Phylakopi in Melos, where Pelôs ware 
predominates in the lowest layer, and gives place gradually 
to the "red-polished”  ware, with a whole series o f inter
mediates, decorated with various incised ornaments, chiefly 
derived from the old basket patterns, but now presented 
separately on the free field offered by the polished surface 
o f the vessel; and including also representations o f animals, 
the boats already mentioned, and human figures.

This is a type o f artistic development in an imitative style 
from the "skeuomorphic”  to "substantive”  decoration— from 
“ enhancement,”  that is, to "ornament" in the strict sense o f 
that word, which we shall find to be frequently the symptom 
° f  a fresh relation between the craftsman and his work, and 
usually the reaction to a fresh material or means o f expres- 
sion. Here, the novelty was the smooth "rcd-polishcd” sur
face, which needed no enhancement and originally received 
ftor>c, hut challenged a jxnrer accustomed to enhance his 
rude handiwork by assimilating it to basketry or woodwork,

experiments in incised design which could 1« made with- 
°ut destroying the new red-polished finish, and also without 
•trtet reference to the shape or purpose o f the vessel. A more 
familiar example is the result, in renaissance ceramic, o f the 
‘Production of Saracenic and other oriental glazes among 
Raftsmen already accustomed to decorate woodwork and 
§ja»e pictorialiy and now enabled to decorate their pottery 
* *o in this way,

Whence came this "red-polished”  technique, with its 
•toooth globular forms, beaked spouts, and appreciation o f 
“Pooth self colored surft ices? At Hissarlik, similar forms are 

aracteristic of the finer pottery o f the “ first city,” but they
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are less mature, and some o f them are clearly modeled on 
vessels o f skin, for they stand not on a flattened base, but 
on three or four short legs. They are executed moreover 
not in the “ red-polished” technique, but in a clay which has 
been artificially blackened; originally perhaps by smoky 
firing, though usually such accidental blackening has been 
enhanced or even produced by mixing with the clay some 
oil or vegetable juice which became carbonized in the fire, 
and also made the pot easier to polish. Similar “ black- 
polished" pottery is found in early burials in the interior of 
northwest Asia Minor, and sporadically near Adalia and 
other districts farther southeast. The forms arc sometimes 
“ askoid”  or skin-modeled, sometimes globular with long 
trough-spouts. Westward from Hissarlik also there are more 
primitively shaped pots in similar technique, all through 
Thrace, Macedonia, and peninsular (Jrecce; and the same 
tradition influences also the pottery of neolithic Serbia as 
far as the stratified mound at Vinca on the Danube.1*

But this is an early and immature phase; in particular, 
the pots are blackened, when they are deliberately colored 
at all. In the "second city" at Hissarlik, on the other hand, 
there is already an attempt to make "red-polished” pottery, 
and this technique presumes greater control o f the firing, 
and especially avoidance o f smoke stain, which is not easy 
without some provision for separating the pots and the fuel; 
that is to say, without a rudimentary oven or kiln. The pot 
forms o f  the "second city” are also less commonly "askoid” 
and usually imitate the spherical or pear-shaped gourds 
which grow wild in moist places, all over the Near East, 
and are still commonly cultivated, like pumpkins and African 
calabashes, for use as cups, jugs, and inn ties. For they may 
be moulded during growth t<> more convenient shaj*es, and 
provided with the characteristic trough-spout by cutting 
obliquely the end nearest the stalk. Though the hard 
smooth rind has a |>erfccf natural jsilish of its own, it is eftsity
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scratched, and consequently may be decorated with linear 
ornament. But such ornament stands in no natural relation 
to the form or utility o f the vessel, and therefore is not 
skeuomorphic but purely representative o f whatever the 
craftsman has in mind.

Now this "red-polished”  pottery, with its characteristic 
"gourd” forms, is widely distributed in the Asiatic section 
of the Mountain-zone, in association with very early types 
o f copper implements, flat celt, leaf-shaped dagger, spiral
headed pin. Though it is only at Hissarlik and in Cyprus 
that this culture has been studied in detail, the “ red ware”  
has been found in Phrygia, Cappadocia, Lycia, Cilicia, 
North Syria, South Palestine. Other red-polished fabrics 
occur in adjacent areas to the southeast and east, in pre- 
dynastic Egypt, in Babylonia (though not in the earliest 
layers), at Anau on the foothills o f North Persia (here, too, 
intrusive into an older, quite different culture); but these 
fabrics have quite different vase forms, and their connection 
with the "gourd type" ware is obscure. Beyond Hissarlik 
Westward, the "red ware” rapidly fades out, but the "cut
away” neck is common among the pottery o f Macedonia 
*nd Thessaly and remains characteristic o f this North 
''Egcan region until the Early Iron Age. In southern Greece, 
** wc shall see, the "cut away”  neck reappears; but until 
We know when the quite alien culture o f neolithic Thessaly 
Was established there, it is not possible to distinguish be
tween vase forms propagated from the north, overland, and 
0fhcr "gourd-types” which were introduced here by sea from 

Cyclades (p. 244). Even in Serbia and beyond the 
Danube there are occasional local attempts to make a "red

but they are discontinuous, and also of uncertain 
ttate ,  a n d  th e ir  v a s e  forms are not obviously related to those 
° f  the "gourd type." AH through the first neolithic culture 

the Upjvcr !>amil»e, however, the forms o f the pottery 
*** simple derivatives from a "gourd type," and their incised
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decoration is not skeuomorphic, but consists o f a band o f 
substantive designs, zigzags, wavy lines, or spirals, running 
continuously round the vessel, clear o f both rim and under
side. Hence the German nickname of “ band-keramik”  for 
this whole class o f pot fabrics, which however fails to express 
the “ free-field”  composition, and the ‘ ’ representative”  qual
ity o f this style o f ornament. But if, as seems likely, the 
Danubian fabrics owe their original inspiration to the use 
o f actual gourds, either the climate o f the Danube valley 
must have been considerably warmer than now (which is 
unlikely) or else this habit o f imitation must have spread 
from far to the southeast, and in a more elementary phase 
than is represented at Hissarlik or in Cyprus.49

In both these instances, the “ red-polished" ware begins 
with simple forms, and almost complete absence o f incised 
ornament. Later, in Cyprus, the forms become varied and 
elaborate, much linear ornament is incised all over the surface, 
and filled with white, and the quality o f the "red-polished”  
surface degenerates. The linear ornaments arc usually de
rived from the repertory o f basketry, but they are frequently 
dissociated and employed as substantive designs, chevrons, 
zigzags, triangles, lozenges in the way already described — 
on the free field of the vase surface. After a long purely 
“ red-ware” period, painted pottery comes in about the time 
o f the Twelfth Dynasty o f Egypt, with fresh types of copper 
implements and blue-glazed beads of Egyptian fashion.

At Hissarlik the simple ami rather heavy forms o f the 
“ second city”  become varied and more graceful in the 
“ third,”  "fourth,”  and “ fifth,”  and then degenerate in com
petition with fresh fabrics of which there will be something 
to say later. Incised ornament is never common or elabor
ate; instead, the rotund bodies themselves and the peculiar 
upstanding handles o f the bilateral pot* remotely suggested 
human form and were enhanced with breasts, eyes, and nose·
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modeled in relief. Often the face is on a bell-shaped lid; 
and similar “ face-urns”  have a wide though discontinuous 
distribution far into Central Europe.

In the Cyclades, the fabric and forms o f the first “ red 
ware”  are sufficiently like those o f Hissarlik and also suffi
ciently remote from those o f Cyprus, to make it certain that 
this fabric was introduced from the west coast o f Asia Minor, 
not from Cyprus by sea. And this conclusion is confirmed 
by the fact that among early Cydadic implements o f copper 
and bronze only those types arc common to Cyprus and the 
Cyclades which are common also to Hissarlik and the Dan- 
ubian region; whereas other types, common to Cyprus, 
Hissarlik, and the Danube, never reached the Cyclades; and 
there are types common to Hissarlik and the Cyclades which 
do not occur in Cyprus.

Both in its pot forms and in its implement types, how
ever, the Cydadic culture shows, from the first, a notable 
originality, freedom o f experiment, and command o f ma
terials; especially after the introduction o f painting, which 

shall have to discuss separately later.
In the Early Bronze Age o f Crete, there is less evidence 

of this Asiatic influence, anti much o f what there is comes 
,fb not directly, but through the Cyclades, There is, indeed, 
poe local fabric o f “ red ware" at Vasiiiki in the east o f the 
•»land: it began as a clumsy imitation, defaced by smoke 
>fdns, though it retrieved itself by arranging that these 
#t*ins should form a rough mottled decoration; its forms are 
n°t Cydadic, and it lias an exaggerated “ swan's neck" 
Garment o f the trough-spout, which occurs in the interior 

Asia Minor, though not in the Cyclades. Apart from this, 
fed ware" hardly occurs in early Crete; its place is taken 

dark-colored wares, at first due to the use o f clays con- 
fitting organic matter, but later less to deliberate addition 

oil or juice, than to the use o f a black "slip" or paint-—
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eventually o f fine glazing quality. On these dark surfaces, 
ornaments derived from the neolithic repertory were first 
incised and emphasized with white filling, subsequently imi
tated in white paint and greatly elaborated, and then 
supplemented in Middle Minoan times with other colors, 
yellows, reds, and purples. The forms, though reminiscent 
o f their gourd prototypes, are never so freely handled as in 
the Cyclades, and the early introduction o f the potter’s 
wheel in Crete cramped the free-hand modeling o f the 
vessels and limited the repertory to a few standard forms, 
as such mechanical devices always do.41

C o n v e r g e n t  I n f l u e n c e s  in E a r l y  Æ g k a n  C u l t u r e

We have by this time proof from wholly archaeological 
evidence, and quite independent o f any reference to actual 
human remains, of that convergence o f two distinct cultures, 
one Mediterranean, the other from Asia Minor, into the 
Cyclades, which the earliest human remains indicated; o f 
the coalescence o f these two cultures in various local schools; 
and, thereafter, of a notable originality o f handling, early 
enough, and aggressive enough, to influence considerably the 
Early Bronze-Age culture o f Crete. For in Crete the country 
was larger and more mountainous; better watered indeed, 
but consequently more obstructed by the great forests, 
which the timber work of the later "palaces" reveals. Crete» 
indeed, to Cycladic explorers o f these early days, must have 
seemed a "new world" to be domesticated gradually and 
piecemeal, and fas the differences between local pot fabric* 
show) in competition with other explorers from Asia Minor* 
perhaps also from the (»reck peninsula. But western Crete 
is ill-explored as yet, and »mithern (»recce had, so far as **  
know, no recognizable culture of its own at this early period. 
Blurred offshoots of the derivative "gourd ware'* culture o 
Macedon were probably spreading gradually southward 
through the peninsula ; but the same coalescence of gour«
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forms and leather forms as is seen at Hissarlik, as well as 
an early spread o f Cycladic gourd forms to the mainland, 
make the mainland repertory very difficult to analyze.

That the newcomers into the Cyclades from Asia Minor 
brought with them other elements o f culture, besides their 
“ red ware,’ ’ is .shown by those instruments o f music, double 
flute and three-cornered lyre, which are played by marble 
figures from graves o f the Early Bronze Age;41 for both these 
instruments are characteristic also of the votive figures from 
sanctuaries in Cyprus, when we first detect them in the 
Early Iron Age; and o f the orgiastic rituals in the interior 
o f Asia Minor, which we have already had reason to regard 
as aboriginal there; both were also regarded by the classical 
Greeks as Asiatic and alien from their own religious rituals. 
But whether the Cycladic musicians are ritual or secular 
players; and whether their instruments were introduced as 
accessories of an Asiatic cult o f the “ Ishtar” type suggested 
by the pose of some o f the female figures already discussed, 
arc questions which must: await further evidence. At all 
events both instruments art* shown, much later, on the 
painted sarcophagus from Agia Triada in a scene o f Cretan 
ritual which has nothing to do with an “ Ishtar” deity, but 
** the cult o f an enshrined and probably heroized man.

We have been able already (p. 231) to trace, through 
*he association o f the "red-polished" pottery with the first 
widespread types o f copper implements, the culture from 
which the .T.grati, as well us the Thracian and Danubian 
regions, drew its first knowledge o f metallurgy (as the 
Moulds from the "first city" at Hissarlik show) and first 
re8«lar supplies of copper. Some o f these copper types ccr- 
fainly reached Crete (which was as unconnected with 
Cyprus as were the Cyclades till much later) and were in- 

in its more copious repertory', along with other 
which are absent from Cyprus, Hissarlik, and all Asia 

k**nor, but are common to Crete and Egypt. Thus from
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the earliest phases o f the Bronze Age, Crete enjoyed two 
distinct sources o f material culture, Egypt as well as Asia 
Minor, to an extent which differentiates its progress mark
edly from that o f the Cyclades.

With the specifically Egyptian contributions to the com
posite culture of the Minoan Age, we are not here con
cerned.4* For there is at present no evidence that there was 
any general inflow o f population from Egypt, even to Crete, 
at any period; and even if there was, during the periods for 
which there is evidence o f Egyptian influence on Minoan 
arts and crafts, this is so much later than the occupation of 
Crete by people from other parts of North Africa, revealed 
by the peculiarities of the neolithic culture at Cnossus, that 
any Egyptian elements were quite subsequent, as well as 
subsidiary, in the make-up even o f the Cretan people.

Meanwhile, two anomalies, not very significant at first 
sight, are left quite unexplained down to this point. The 
first one is the complete breach of continuity between the 
"first city" and the "second" at Ilissarlik for grass grew 
over the site and left its unmistakable trace between the 
two layers o f house rubbish, and the subsequent "red-ware" 
culture failed to make any such impression on southeastern 
Europe, as the more primitive "black ware" o f the "first 
city" had done. The second anomaly is the supersession, 
early and rapid, o f the "red-ware”  fabrics in the Cyclades 
h light-colored fabrics decorated with paint, and the rapid 
•»similation of the new art of pot-painting in Crete also. 
Eor a new art it was, in ceramic enhancement, notwith- 
funding the occurrence in Crete o f occasional experiments

pot-painting as early as the latter part o f the neolithic Period,”
The last jaunt may he treated summarily. Even at 

Htsiarlik, though painted pottery styles are absent till the 
city," « very few painted fragment# occur quite 

sporadically in the lower lasers; and at Cnossus the initial
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rarity and gradually increasing frequency o f such sporadic 
experiments in pot-painting— from about eighteen feet up
wards in the neolithic stratum till, above twenty feet, they 
form about one-third o f the whole output,—probably results 
in the main from the success o f  such spontaneous efforts. 
Much o f the earliest Cretan “ painting”  consists indeed 
merely in omitting to incise the pattern before putting on 
the liquid “ filling” o f white paste.

On the other hand, this does not account for the more 
abrupt and genera! adoption o f pot-painting in the Cyclades, 
if only because the Cycladic choice o f pigments and handling 
o f them was different from the Cretan. Hut seeing that any 
knowledge o f painting which reached the Cyclades from out
side at all came from oversea, and that any oversea traffic 
with the Cyclades, with the north wind so prevalent as it is, 
meant a strong probability that sooner or later Crete must 
have the benefit o f a Cycladic castaway as indeed con
stantly happens at all times all that is necessary to account 
for occasional Cretan acquaintance with pot-painting 
other than its own experiments in white on black, is to 
discover a }>ot painting culture ancient enough as well as 
sufficiently to windward o f Crete, to influence the later 
stages of its neolithic pottery,

T hi·: " P ain h o Wa r k ”  Cut.rtfjtt·: o r  T iif.ssa ly

Here wc come to the most surprising scries o f discoveries 
in Ægean antiquity since the revelation o f the Cretan culture 
itself. These discoveries began in l hessaiy within a year or 
two o f the excavation o f  Cnossus, and passed into a fresh 

phase o f activity with the entrenchment o f Salonica »n 
191 ft 1H ami the subsequent opening of Macedonia ami 
Thrace to scientific study.“  I besc researches have estab
lished three principal punts, supplemented o f course by 
many detath which it is not necessary to consider here* 
These concern respectively the character, the source, 
the influence and results of an alien and intrusive culture«
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In the first place, the plains o f Thessaly, which are mul
tiple, and o f old were probably separated by woodland along 
their rolling margins, were occupied, far back in the later 
Stone Age, by numerous settlements, the pottery o f which 
was habitually painted, in white on red, in red on white, 
or in black on white, together with other special devices of 
local interest. Similar settlements o f the same “ painted- 
ware” culture, but with various local styles, are distributed 
through the lowlands o f East-central Greece, as far as the 
district immediately south o f the isthmus o f Corinth; and 
the influence o f the southernmost extended to the plain of 
Argos.”  This culture was already established south o f the 
isthmus before the people o f the Cyclades began to exchange 
their wares with this region o f the Greek mainland. Inter
course began before the old self-colored “ basketry" ware o f 
the Cyclades was superseded by the “ red ware,”  still earlier 
therefore than the common use of painted ware in the 
islands. As there was a settlement o f Cycladic people using 
'’basketry ware”  only, on the island o f Euboea,47 in close 
proximity to the “ painted ware” settlements in Central 
Greece, there can he little doubt that the art o f pot-painting 
reached the Cyclades from this contiguous culture; especi
ally as deposits o f obsidian, the natural glass which was being 
extensively quarried in Melos ami exjw>rtcd as far as Crete 
f nd Uissarlik from the storehouses o f Phylakopi where 
** is found in heaps, both worked and in the rough are 
Common I y found on the excavated sites of the "painted- 
^arc’ ’ culture on the mainland,4*

Though no certain example o f the mainland "painted 
has yet been found on any Cycladic site, and though 

*be comparatively infantile beginnings of the Cycladic 
painted ware" itself do not show direct imitation o f main- 

and patterns, however similar their technique, there is one 
^direct him o f Cycladic indebtedness » the mainland stock 

Mgrts. Two, at least, of the local Thessalian schools o f
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“ painted ware”  employed, among other patterns, the spir
ally coiled line, and ornaments derived from this. O f the 
sources from which they derived it, there will be something 
to be said in another connection4* (p. 243 below). O f the 
great attractiveness o f this pattern, due to its optical pecu
liarities when in rapid movement, it is not necessary to say 
anything in detail here.

Now not only do the Cyclades, and also Crete, make 
prompt and copious, varied and highly original use o f spiral 
design, when once they learn to employ it at ail,,a·—which 
was very shortly after the art o f painting was itself acquired 
in the Cyclades, and came into general use in Crete,·—but 
in the Cyclades the spiral is occasionally used quite elab
orately, as an dement in the incised decoration o f the later 
‘ ‘ basketry ware”  and of "polished”  fabrics derived from it 
after the introduction o f the "red-ware”  process. And 
further, some o f these incised ornaments, though apparently 
spiral throughout, arc composed sometimes o f true spirals, 
sometimes o f a much more primitive and easily executed 
pattern, the target-like "concentric circles."*' This is what 
frequently happens when a more difficult or complicated 
device is first adopted by designers who do not quite under
stand how to make it; and we shall have occasion to 
study exactly the same substitution o f "concentric circles”  
for spirals in a much later and quite different context 
(pp. 451-2).

D k r i v a t i o n  or T m k s x a m a n  Cui-tuar: rioM 
I r a n s - D a n o m a n

The great significance o f the "painted-ware”  culture 
the Greek mainland Is now evident, in view o f its influent* 
on the Early Bron/e Age culture o f the dkgcan; and the 
second principal conclusion from the same group o f 
coverte* is concerned with it* derivation from the "paint®** 
ware”  culture o f the region lift ween the Carpathian«, *** 
Dnieper, and the l/iwer Danube, which was already kno«n*
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to some extent before the discoveries in Thessaly, but had 
been regarded, not unnaturally, as a far-off derivative o f the 
Bronze-Age “ painted ware”  o f Crete or even Mycenae.“  

This proof in essentials is fivefold. First, there is general 
similarity between some of the earlier Thessalian styles 
which have no spiral element, and the earlier phases o f the 
trans-Danubian “ painted ware," which also have no spirals. 
Secondly, a special local style which appears abruptly in 
the district of southeastern Thessaly, around Dimini— con
sequently called “ Dimini ware"— has spirals interspersed 
in an otherwise rectilinear design, and drawn in unusually 
broad solid brtishwork. As the pot forms change abruptly 
at the same stage, it is certain that some people o f a different 
culture suddenly appeared at Dimini and occupied an older 
site. Now at Cucuteni in Roumania and on other sites o f 
the later o f the two periods of the trans-Danubian “ painted 
ware," a similar employment o f brushwork spirals as an 
unfamiliar accessory appeared just Indore the whole o f this 
culture was swept away suddenly by the paintless and much 
simpler culture o f the "kurgan" folk from beyond the 
Dnieper.“  ft is inferred from this that spiral-using refugees 
from Roumania became the spiral-using intruders into 
Thessaly, which already contained a "painted-ware" popu
lation, just as Roumania had had an earlier painted ware 
before the spiral came into use there. Thirdly, the discovery 
of settlements o f the spiral-using phase o f “ painted-ware" 
culture, just south o f the Danube, not preceded by the earlier 
Phase o f that culture, proves that there was a sudden 
southward movement o f the "painted-ware”  people at this 
inter stage in their development; fourthly, on other sites in 
Bulgaria and Macedonia, sufficient traces o f various types 

"painted ware" have been found, to supply the necessary 
connecting-links between the northern and the Thessalian 
Cultures; and fifthly, the apparition o f other "painted-ware" 
Culture* both within the Carpathian barrier, and outside it
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in Galicia, Moravia, and as far as Bohemia, at a stage 
approximately corresponding with the extinction o f “ painted 
ware”  in its old home, prove that the southward spread 
o f this culture was only part o f a larger movement which 
could be demonstrated quite independently o f the apparition 
o f the “ painted wares”  in Thessaly, bar beyond Thessaly, 
moreover, in Leu cas, at Molfetta in South Italy, and in 
Sicily, the sudden appearance of similar “ painted wares,” 
is suggestive, though not yet precisely datable.M

Now these repeated and abrupt irruptions of fresh pot 
fabrics into the northeastern regions o f the Greek peninsula 
are facts o f the first importance in respect to the population 
as well as to the culture o f those regions. Among civilized 
peoples, many arts and industries are acquired, and conse
quently spread, by mere intercourse, without more than a 
negligible transference of people from one district to another. 
But the settlements of the blemish wool-workers, and French 
Huguenot silk-weavers in England, and of large bodies of 
Furopean craftsmen in various districts of the United 
States, illustrate the dose connection which sometimes 
exists between the spread ot an industry and the migration 
of a coherent group of [ntoplc. In primitive societies, more
over, the distinction between the proper work of the men 
and the women is an important one, and usually pot making 
is in a strict sense “ woman's work." Further, among prim
itive industries, pot making is the craft, products of which 
arc least trailed from place to place, except as articles o f 
luxury or by sea, simply because jots  arc so fragile. It 
may therefore be safely inferred that the common jtottery 
o f an early settlement was made dose to the place wheie if 
fieri shed in u s e ;  and often tf is possible to p r o v e  this by 
defecting either the actual source of the clay, or some f>eeu* 
liant y of if which fias local significance. When therefore 
there ts a sudden change in file style of the jotfery of an 
ancient settlement, rsjiectally when this involves changes
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in the mode o f preparing the clay, it is safe to conclude that 
a fresh element has appeared among the women o f that 
settlement. This may o f course result, in special cases, from 
the domestication o f captured women from elsewhere among 
their conquerors, and this does not displace the original 
female population, though it may account for the introduc
tion o f a fresh pottery style alongside o f that already in use. 
But in default o f positive evidence to the contrary, a change 
of pot fabric signifies a change o f women, and consequently 
a general shift o f population; for the women being the home- 
keepers are the most sedentary part of any people.

We may therefore safely conclude that in late neolithic 
times a considerable influx o f people occurred from the 
trans-Danubian flat land, into peninsular Greece, and that 
*t occupied ail the principal lowland areas as far south as 
Corinth.

These "painted-ware”  cultures o f Thessaly and the 
Neighboring regions, both south, and northeast toward the 
Cower Danube, pass through three principal phases. In the 

the “ painted”  decoration is rectilinear, and resembles 
that of fabrics widespread around the northern grassland, 
from Gali ciu to Anau, Seistan, and Mongolia, and remstrk- 
a^ly uniform considering their vast range in space. In 
the second phase, represented in southeastern Thessaly at 
Rimini, spirals are employed freely; not however in con
tinuous hands, but as fillings and enhancements of inter
spaces in rectilinear designs, akin to those of the "painted 
"'ares" of Kountania and Ukraine. These are sufficiently 
explained in connection with other elements derived from 
the neolithic culture o f the middle and upper Danube, a 
jj*luVini»l and specialized province of which, best exempli· 
fi«d on Bosnian sites, is a near neighbor northwestward 

I hessaly.
 ̂fiat is to say, the spiral design has been borrowed by 

Nopjç ^}ίο only partly appreciated its decorative value.
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and used it as a curiosity to supplement their own customary 
style. And the general dependence o f this second Thessalian 
style on the later phase o f the trans-Danubian, makes it 
certain that these Thessalian spirals are not borrowed 
locally, like those o f the first, but are elements in a new 
style, already composite when it spread south o f the Danube, 
as Thracian examples show.

Now the spiral ornament o f the Cyclades and Crete 
appears fairly early, and with full appreciation of its value 
as a continuous or running pattern. This is not quite what 
we might expect if it was borrowed from the second Thes
salian phase. But there are a few Thessalian vessels o f 
rather early types, with continuous spirals more like those 
o f  the Danubian incised styles; and if the Cycladic spirals 
are derived from such models as these, a rough sequence- 
date is obtained for the introduction o f the second “ painted- 
ware” culture, at Dimini, not later than 25(X) B.C.

The S i t u a t i o n  in So u t h e a s t  E u r o p e , a n d  t h e  
L a c u n a  a t  M i s s a r u k

The third principal conclusion from Thessalian dis
coveries relates to the situation which resulted, between the 
Ixiwer Danube and the Ægean, from the interpenetration 
o f cultures so strongly contrasted as those represented 
respectively by the old "gourd-type”  pottery (which we have 
seen to have originated in Asia Minor or beyond it) and the 
“ painted ware" from beyond the Danube. For in this early 
crisis begins the age-long "balkanization”  o f the countries 
south o f the Balkans under the geographical condition» 
already discussed** in Chapter L

From the second Thessalian phase to the third the 
transition is gradual. The painted styles, which vary locally» 
become degenerate and slowly fade out. Their principal 
competitors are "smear ware»”  {p. 249) spreading from Ce«* 
trail Greece, but allowance must be made for similar spre»^
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o f unpainted fabrics from the large Macedonian province 
to the northeast, and also o f fabrics and styles akin to those 
o f Serbia and the Middle Danube. As these northern 
provinces are least explored on their frontiers with the 
Thessalian, it is not yet possible to estimate precisely their 
several contributions. All that can at present be made out 
is the contamination o f the southern “ painted-ware” cul
tures, both in Thessaly itself, in Central Greece, and in 
Macedonia and Thrace, by local cultures, older established 
and better suited to their surroundings. The “ painted- 
ware" adventurers, that is, failed to establish their mode o f 
life as a permanent element in the civilizations south o f the 
Danube. They served however to interpose, for a consider
able period, a broad barrier o f fairly uniform, rather lowly, 
very stagnant communities between the more progressive 
and aggressive civilization o f the Ægean, and the very 
different events which were in progress in Danubian Europe, 
after the breakdown o f the "painted-ware” regime in its 
native region east o f the Carpathians, where it had long 
played a similar part as an obstacle to the spread o f the 
grassland peoples from beyond the Dnieper. Stagnant, un- 
teceptive cultures, as well as aggressive and progressive 
°nes, arc significant factors in the course o f human affairs.

was indeed in dose sequel to the corrosion o f this Thes
p ia n  screen from within, by expansive régimes in Central 
Greece and the Ægean, that the next great aggression on 
Greek lands from outside took effect, in circumstances which 

shall have to consider later.
Eor the duration o f this "painted-ware”  régime in 

^ e « » a ly and its ncighborho»>d, we have only very general 
•«dictations at present. For the superposition of its second 

, we have the sequence date derived (as from the various uses o f spiral ornament,.........  agreement with the conclusion* derived
the course of events in the Marmara region, between 

decay of the "first city”  of Htssarbk and the establtah*

pnase on the 
jjjjfçady expiai
*nU i. »Kf
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ment o f the “ second.”  For the "second city”  is dated to 
the first Middle Minoan period o f Crete that is, about 
2100 B.C.

Side by side with the predominant white clay vases with 
pattern in dark paint, Melos and some other islands have a 
rarer dark-colored fabric, decorated with white, like the 
early painted pottery o f Crete; and on the mainland too 
this alternative treatment was practiced, and spread even 
farther and more commonly; probably because white clays 
were not found everywhere, and smoke stains were less con
spicuous on a darker ground. Also, as in Crete, the transition 
was easy from ornaments incised and filled with white, to 
white painted decoration; though there is not much of that 
incised ornament on the mainland sites, except in Thessaly, 
and in those east coast districts where Cydadic [lottery o f 
the Pelos type had been introduced. Probably therefore 
white painted fabrics such as that at Agia Marina may be 
regarded as a further instance of mainland borrowing from 
the island-world; especially as many of the vase forms in
these fabrics are more or less Cvcladic.*« To these fabrics*
we shall have to refer again shortly (p. 249).

This composite "I ielladic”  culture spread widely over the 
mainland; as far west as Olympia and as far north as the 
Spereheius valley, whence it penetrated over the watershed 
and is represented in the earlier tombs o f l^ucas. Through
out Central (»recce it replaced the "painted ware" culture 
rapidly; but north o f the Spereheius valley the Thessalian Culture held its own for a while, though there is evidence of 
intercourse and imports in some t hcssalian settlements at 
the dose of the second phase o f the "painted ware" culture. 
Naturally this mainland culture devdoped most rapidly and 
farthest, in the districts most easily reached from the 
Cyclades, its chief source of inspiration; that is, in Attica 
and Boçotia north of the Saronic gulf, and in the well 
»tratified sires at Korakou and Asinr south o f it,»T
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T he " G ray-Ware” C ulture at “ M inyan”  
O r c h o m e n u s

For the forces and events which contaminated the third 
Thessalian phase with alien elements o f southern origin, 
there is rather better information. But here, to confuse the 
issue, an unfortunate nomenclature has been superadded to 
the incompleteness o f the record, and the complexity o f the 
material evidence. To describe the Bronze-Age culture o f 
Crete, with its wide oversea connections and its preeminent 
focus at Cnossus, as “ Minoan,”  was defensible, because 
Greek tradition distinguished from the Homeric Minos, 
grandfather o f Idomeneus who fought in the Trojan War, 
an earlier Minos whose genealogical place is within a gen
eration o f the last phase o f the “ palace régime” itself. But 
when the excavation o f the "Minyan Orchomenus”  o f 
Homeric and classical times, deliberately undertaken in 
search o f a mainland counterpart to the Cretan discoveries, 
resulted in the revelation o f a sequence o f quite different, 
and at first sight very barbarous remains, the name “ Min
yan” was arbitrarily applied to a particular phase in that 
sequence, merely because that culture was the most char
acteristic of this particular sire, and without consideration 
for the known place of the "M inyan”  occupancy of Orcho
menus in Greek tradition, which was at earliest about 1400, 
fand probably about 1330, as we shall see) and therefore 
*ontc centuries later than the culture which was being pro
posed as its archaeological equivalent.

In what follows, therefore, these legendary implications 
»ill be strictly ignored so long as we arc discussing archaeo- 
logical evidence: for they suggest a limited and quite false 
perspective of the course o f events. The peculiar culture of 
Orchomenus was decadent before the "M inyan”  dynasty 
Rrt*se, If that dynasty, indeed, had anything to do withculture, it was to destroy tr and replace it by something
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quite different, as we shall see in Chapter VI. It will there
fore save some confusion, and facilitate comparisons, if the 
third civilization at Orchomenus is provisionally described 
as the "gray-ware”  culture, from its characteristic fabric o f 
pottery.

The origin o f this "gray-ware”  culture is not yet estab
lished. The circumstances o f its introduction at Orchomenus 
are however sufficiently clear. Orchomenus lies on the 
northwest margin o f that large lowland area of Central 
Greece which was occupied in classical times by the Copais 
lake-land and marshes. This partial submergence, as in 
other inland basins in Greek lands, results when the rainfall 
supplies more flood-water than the natural outlets can dis
charge by the subterranean channels which are common in 
all limestone districts. The Mantinean plain in Arcadia is 
wholly drained by such “ swallow-holes”  and another Ar
cadian basin, called Stymphalus in ancient times, and Phonia 
in modern, undergoes remarkable variations of water level, 
probably because its underground outfall is a siphon, oper
ating only when the water rises to a certain high level, and 
then sucking out the whole content o f this natural reservoir 
and causing great floods in the Krymamhus river farther 
west. In the Copais basin prolonged rain-wash has blocked 
any subterranean outlets it may have had; but a large part 
o f  the district has been reclaimed within living memory and 
made cultivable, by pumping, and there arc remains o f an 
ancient tunnel and other waterworks to which Greek tradi
tion assigned a date in the thirteenth century which accords 
with their structure and appearance. Such a project has 
to be examined in connection with another local tradition 
in Central Greece, alnnif a "great flood,”  to which (as we 
shall see) a genealogical date was assigned about 14,10 B.C. 
For the conception that t he natural distribution of land and 
water may lie altered by man's enterprise is less obvious o f 
common, than that of remedial restoration of what wa*»
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after some such accidental "cataclysm”  as the Greek story 
describes; and there are other examples o f exceptional but 
local droughts and rainfalls, in Greek folk-memory. The 
significance of these physical peculiarities o f the Copais 
basin, and o f these traditions about it, will appear later; 
for the moment, all that it is essential to note is that the 
importance of Orchomenus in early times is not to be meas
ured solely by the present extent o f exploitable land in its 
neighborhood.

The archaeological history o f Orchomenus falls into four 
pre-classical phases, at least; and a fifth is supplied by allu
sions in the Homeric poems.** The earliest phase reveals a 
settlement in the first Thessalian "painted-ware”  culture, 
which is represented also on several other sites in the neigh
borhood. This first settlement, like its neighbors, was re
placed by a second, representing the northward spread o f the 
mixed culture to which the name o f "Helladic”  has been 
given (p, 246), and in which three principal elements are 
Combined. These arc characterized respectively (1) by the 
earth-colored pottery with incised basketry ornament which 
predominated in the earliest Cycladic settlements; and has 
been identified earlier in this argument as the contribution 
(>f the "Mediterranean" immigrants from oversea; (2) by 
simplified derivatives of the earliest painted pottery o f the 
Gyelades; (3) by a rather primitive fabric almost without 
decoration, but intentionally colored all over with a smear 
° f  fine dark brown clay. This "smeared”  (lottery - to para
phrase the Gentian term Vr f which is both am
biguous and inaccurate, seeing that this fabric is neither 
aboriginal nor glazed has a wide distribution over rhe 
Greek mainland south o f the 1 hessalian *paintcd*ware”  
Province. It ha« been interpreted as resulting mainly from 
early Cycladic influence; and, if this be so, must have origin
ated at a stage when the C ycladic culture itself was dont* 
,ft»»cd by it« "red ware" and "gourd ware” elements, o f
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Astatic origin and before the introduction o f painted 
ornament. But its forms are in sufficient contrast with 
those o f the Cycladic “ red ware,”  and show sufficient 
resemblance to the earliest self-colored fabrics o f Macedonia 
and parts o f Thrace, to suggest an alternative origin, namely 
that it represents the propagation o f that North Ægcan 
culture which we have seen reason already to connect with 
the “ first city”  o f Hissarlik, into peninsular Greece within 
the same early limits o f time as brought dements o f that 
culture far out into the Danubian region during the later 
Stone Age.

That “ smear-ware” has not been observed below the 
“ painted-ware”  layers o f Thessalian settlements does not 
prove more than that these were founded by fresh people on 
fresh sites; and there is sufficient contrast between the 
Thessalian plain and the hills round it, to make the plain 
less suitable for primitive people, and at the same time more 
attractive to wanderers from the northern grassland. That 
the “ smear-ware” has been artificially colored dark, whereas 
most o f the northern fabrics, which resemble it in form, are 
self-colored, does not prove derivation from the Cycladic, 
though Cycladic fabrics o f "red-ware" often have quite dull 
brown tints. But that it has been much influenced by the 
Cyclades is obvious, especially in the maritime settlements, 
at Tiryns, Mycenae, Asinc, Corinth, Mcgara, and in Attica; 
yet there is no greater reason to attribute its peculiarities 
wholly to this source, than there is to describe the Mace
donian jugs with "cut away necks” ro Cycladic influences 
only. Both fabrics, like those of the Cyclades themselves, 
derive this and other series of forms common to them all, 
from the same Asiatic region, Ihr difference between them 
is rather, that the mainland styles, in Macedon and penin
sular Greece alike, seem to have been influenced chiefly by 
the culture represented by the "first city" at Htssarhk, the
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Cyclades on the other hand mainly by the “ second city,”  
at a period when the “ red-ware”  fabric had in great measure 
superseded the older “ black-ware.”

The general similarity moreover between the mainland 
styles, and also the prevalence o f dark coloring, have another 
obvious cause, in their “ askoid”  imitation o f the forms o f 
leathern vessels, which are commonly used among cattle
keeping peoples everywhere, and also among many hunting 
peoples. As leathern vessels are perishable, their use in 
ancient times can only be detected through such clay copies; 
but the survival of leathern bowls, buckets, and jugs, in the 
more backward districts of most European countries, as well 
as all through the pastoral nomad cultures o f Eurasia, 
Arabia, and North Africa, supplies sufficient material to 
establish the characteristic forms o f such leather work, and 
the skeuomorphic rendering of their seams and strap-handles. 
There is, for example, a well marked “ leather-type”  element 
in the forms o f some o f the Thessalian “ painted wares,”  as 
there is also in some o f the modern painted pottery o f  
Algerian and Tunisian hill-tribes. Usually, however,
“ leather tyj>e" pottery is darkened, like the "smear wares”  
of Central Greece, to resemble the dull brown o f used 
leather.

Quite different from these primitive and widespread Hcl- 
ladic "smear-wares”  is the new “ gray-ware" which super
seded them at Orchomenos, in the third stratum. Discussion 
o f this "gray-ware" however must be postponed till other 
Points o f  difficulty have been cleared up in connection with 
H« predecessor. Its introduction at Orchomenus was clearly 
* much later as well as a local event, for the “ smear-ware”  
«fatum  is o f  substantial thickness, and at Tsani, one o f  the 
ï ’hessaltan sites where the sequence o f style is traceable 
^rough no less than eleven layers, the gradual influx of the 
’smear ware”  culture begins as early as the sixth, but the
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“ gray-ware’ ' not till the eleventh, probably as a symptom 
o f a new state o f things which led rapidly to the desertion 
o f that site.1*

The “ smear-ware”  culture o f Orchomenus, then, differs 
hardly at all from that o f the rest o f Greece, south o f Thes
saly, so far as its pottery and other industries go. As this 
culture spreads to the north, it becomes modified in some re
spects into conformity with the southern varieties of the 
“ Danubian”  culture, which was similarly encroaching on 
Thessaly through Serbia. But as that culture also had self- 
colored pottery it is difficult to detect its influence among 
other dark-faced fabrics. 11 does however present some pecu
liar though not unique features, o f which it is necessary to 
trace the distribution and significance, before going farther.

R o u n d , O v a l , a n d  S q u a r e  H o us e s  a t  O r c h o m e n u s , a n d

ELSEWHERE IN MAINLAND GREECE

These arc the forms o f the houses, and mode o f disposal 
o f  the dead. The first stratum at Orchomenus contained 
round huts, with very simple rubble foundations, and a 
superstructure o f mud brick or wattle. In the "smear ware”  
settlement the house foundations are not circular, but o f oval, 
horseshoe, or long "hairpin”  form; with sides, that is, o f  
varying length and curvature, but always with at least one 
oval end, and sometimes two. .Similar "oval”  houses are 
widely distributed in the districts where "smear wares" pre
vail; in Thessaly where the "smear ware" steadily extended 
its range (as wc have seen) at the expense of the old "painted- 
ware" culture; as far south as the Corinthian Isthmus 
(though at Tiryns the houses o f this culture are round); and 
as far west as Thermon in /Ltolia, and Olympia in western 
Feloponncse, In the settlement at Korakou, dose to rhe 
Isthmus, the "oval” house first appears above a burnt layer, 
and in company with fully formed "gray ware" of the kiftd 
which apj>ears at Orthomenus in the third stratum;
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Thermon also it is accompanied with a local fabric of “ gray 
ware” ; elsewhere the associated pottery is o f the old “ smear 
ware” ; and at Orchomenus "oval”  houses and “ smear ware”  
alike are devastated, and then “ gray ware”  appears along 
with rectangular houses o f quite different construction, and 
a fresh type o f burial in graves lined with stone slabs. Among 
such confusion, only this is clear, that it was a period of 
confusion; that the “ oval”  house appeared rather widely 
within the “ smear-ware” area, at a time when this culture 
was spreading at the expense of the “ painted wares,”  espe
cially to the northward; ami that it was still so spreading 
when the “ gray ware,”  already full-grown, appeared in a 
central district o f this expanding culture, and itself spread 
rapidly both north, south, and west, overtaking the spread 
of the “ oval”  house at Korakou.

Now this “ oval”  house is difficult to explain.10 It is ill- 
adapted cither to stone-walling or to timber construction; 
yet when it appears the use both o f stone and o f timber 
was already quite well understood within the “ smear-ware”  
region, as well as rectangular planning both north and south 
of it. If, however, these oval foundations were designed to 
support a “ wigwam” or "lodge”  framed with slight poles 
bent inwards ami lashed together, and covered with skins, 
matting, or wattlcwork, their oval plan (which seems pri
mary) would be explained, and also the gradual assimilation 
of it to the ordinary straight-sided dwelling, conserving only 
»n oval end, or ends, for some customary purpose, such as 
worship, seat o f honor or other kind o f "sanctum.”  But while 
this type of construction is difficult to explain in a country so 
Well supplied with building stone, and also with large timber, 
*» many parts of Greece certainly were still, even in classical 
*‘mes, esjKrcially in the central highlands and in the west 
Country, it is a common and obvious construction among 
hunter* anti nomad herdsmen on open plains, where neither 
•tone nor lug* arc to be had, anti even light poles have to be
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collected where they can be found and carefully preserved; 
but where, on the other hand, hides and thongs are plentiful, 
and all huts have to be dismantled easily when the camp 
moves on. Dwellings o f this kind are customarily used still 
by Tatar nomads all over the Eurasian grassland; mounted 
on wheeled carts, they were characteristic o f the ancient 
inhabitants in Greek times; and one o f the “ ochre graves”  
o f the Kuban district north o f the Caucasus contained a 
clay model of such a waggon with its characteristic “ tilt” 
roof, ft is certain therefore that this type dwelling was 
in use on the grassland in very early times. Taken by itself 
however, the "oval”  house does not prove more than a change 
of habit in architecture, natural enough in the neighborhood 
o f the Copais marsh, where reeds are easily obtained.

But another peculiarity of the houses at Orchomenus 
needs explanation, namely the habit o f burying ashes and 
other house-refuse in a pit within the dwelling, instead of 
throwing them away outside. Similar indoor ash-pits arc 
still in use as cooking-places in some districts between the 
Danube and Ægcan. In a permanent village this seems both 
insanitary and improvident, but on grassland, and among 
migratory people, if is intelligible, and indeed is the only 
(juite secure precaution against accidental prairie fires: to 
watch the house fire in such communities is not so much to 
prevent it from going out, as from getting out. But this too 
is a reasonable precaution for dwellers in a fenland to ailopt; 
in summer, dry reeds arc as inflammable as prairie grass.

Again, the rather frequent burial o f infants under the 
houses o f this culture is less a proof of infanticide than o f 
the desire for offspring characteristic of all pastoral people«* 
for the best chance of recapturing the strayed souls of the»« 
little ones was to bury their bodies in the closest proximity 
to their parents, so long as the family remained in the same 
camping ground at all. Such infant burial was rcmemb«ret* 
in classical time* as an ancient custom.*'
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For adults, the mode o f interment in this phase o f culture 
varied. One adult has been found built into the wall o f a 
house o f this period, on a site in Ægina where there were also 
house-burials o f infants, and a kind o f “ gray ware”  was in 
use, though the settlement contained also Cycladic pottery. 
Whereas the older “ smear-ware” people o f north Pélopon
nèse sometimes buried in caves or artificial rock-chambers 
approached by a shaft unusual types o f tomb in Greece, 
but both usual all through Asia Minor and Syria, and 
therefore perhaps primitive among Mountain-zone people, - 
the northern districts of "smear-ware”  folk and also the 
“ gray ware” invaders o f the Korakou district at the Isthmus 
usually buried in surface graves lined with stone slabs, such 
as are sometimes found in the mound burials o f the northern 
grassland, though also in the Cyclades and Crete. But occa
sionally, as in Leucas, off the west coast o f (»recce, and also 
at /.ygouries south of the isthmus, the cist grave, or (at 
Leucas) a group of such graves, is surrounded with a circle 
ofstones, as though the custom of burying under an earth 
ttiound were gradually fading out. At Drachmani in Phocis, 
(here is an isolated burial which is described as a mound 
Containing a skeleton in the regular “ contracted”  posture, 
crith self-colored jwtttery, one vessel of degenerate painted 
fabric with the “ butterfly” ornament characteristic o f the 
earliest Middle Minoan phase in Crete (not later than 2(XX) 
Ö.C.) ami a one-edged knife o f bronze, also of a type used 

Crete at that time.*’ There are many mounds farther 
“ orth, in Thessaly, Macedonia, and Thrace, and though 
*°mç o f them are certainly of various later dates, the fact 
(Hat even a single one is as early as that at Drachmani 

it necessary, in view of the peculiar interments at 
ami '/ygouries, ami of the peculiarities of the “ oval”  

" “ use culture at Onhomrmis, to review the whole situation 
,a(her more widely.
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What confronts us, then, is a “ smear-ware”  culture o f  
admittedly complex origin, which begins to encroach steadily 
on the “ painted-ware”  culture north o f it, at a phase when, 
without other general change in the material arts, a new 
type o f house, and new types o f burial, appear customarily 
at Orchomenus, and also more irregularly farther west and 
south, accompanied in north Péloponnèse by symptoms o f 
violence, and eventually superseded in turn by a new and 
different culture out o f Central Greece. We have clearly 
to look for some disturbing cause, Π) such as to operate in 
Central Greece without at first disturbing the "painted- 
ware”  culture o f Thessaly, through which it must have 
passed; (2) such as to change partially the habits, while 
adopting the material culture, o f the “ smear-ware”  folk; 
and (3) such as to give the “ smear-ware” population that 
impulse to expand, northward and westward first, and then 
southward also, after being equipped, as we shall sec, with 
fresh arts and industries, not wholly o f local invention.

C auses or B reaks in the S equence at H issaruk

This brings us back to that other anomaly o f which wc 
were obliged to postpone discussion (pp. 236, 245), namely 
the break in the sequence at Hissarltk, between the “ first”  
and the “ second”  city: to which we have now to add the 
devastation o f  the "second”  city by fire, and the reoccupa- 
tion o f it, partly by the remnant o f its own inhabitants, a* 
the continuity o f the “ red-ware" pottery shows; but partly 
also by newcomers, o f whose physical characters we havt 
already learned something from their actual remains among 
the lowest débris o f the “ third” city (p, 51),

These two breaks arc however o f different kinds, Thef* 
is no evidence that the “ first”  city was burned or forcibly 
destroyed; if rather seems to have been deserted. In 
case, the gran* grew over it* ruins, fill the "second”  city 
founded above them; and by that time the old “ bladt-wâf·
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culture had been supplanted by the “ red ware”  with its wide 
eastward affinities. All this presumes a considerable lapse 
o f time; and as the establishment o f an unfortified settle
ment— as the “ first city”  was— in this far corner o f Asia, 
overlooking an easy crossing into Europe, implies habitual 
and peaceful intercourse between these adjacent regions, it 
follows that its decline and disappearance requires for its 
explanation some cause o f disturbance on one side or the 
other. Now the evidence o f general continuity between the 
“ black-ware”  and the “ red-ware" cultures in Asia Minor, 
though very fragmentary, is sufficient to show that there 
was no profound change in the mode o f life on this side. 
There was improvement o f technique without abrupt re
placement o f forms; there was increased familiarity with 
copper implements; and the wide range o f communications 
indicated by the numerous foreign objects in the “ second" 
city points also to steady advancement, not to forcible 
supersession o f one people by another. The cause o f dis
turbance must therefore be sought on the European side.

Here we are already acquainted with the widespread and 
repeated intrusions o f the "painted-ware" culture from 
beyond the Danube through the lands north o f the Ægean 
into Thessaly and beyond if; beginning, as we have seen, 
before the "red-ware" culture began to affect the Cyclades, 
ftnd continuing till the influence o f that culture was super
seded among those islands by "painted-ware" influences 
from the (»reek mainland itself. We have seen however, 
also, chat the people o f the “ painted-ware”  culture in its 
Cradle-land on the "black earth" region was mainly, though 

quite wholly, o f Alpine type. Consequently this move
ment involves no profound or abrupt replacement o f one 
ra«e by another, but rather the gradual spread o f tribe* 
^uitç loosely connected with each other through a region, 
*P*rsely populated, in which (as the continuity o f culture in 
many part* of'Thrace and Macedonia shows) the old “ black-
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ware”  culture remained fundamental, though it was modi
fied, especially in southern Greece, partly by its own local 
discontinuity, but partly also by Cycladic contacts in the 
period o f “ red-ware”  influence, and perhaps even earlier.

F t ( l .  1 0 .  i ί*ΑI* V . X . M l K « * *  < t U !  « * ,  A » l>  N » »  M t A , , AW I l , « , * « ,1» m* V.h ni A*«.**«,
The result wan the variable medley of local styles which 
have in common the preference for dark-colored wares, and 
did something to stand.mli/c their practice by the general 
adoption of the dull “ smear” treatment.

O f the blend of physical r\{>es which resulted from inter* 
mixture of aboriginals and “ painted ware”  folk we krtoW 
nothing, because human remains, even if any have bctfO
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recovered from these sites, have not yet been described; 
and as both these sets of people seem likely to have been 
predominantly “ Alpine," it will probably be difficult to detect 
intermixture at all.

With the replacement o f the “ second city”  at Hissarlik 
by the “ third” it is different. Here the crisis was certainly 
violent, and the human remains in the “ third”  town include 
individuals o f "northern”  type, as we have already seen 
(p. 51 above). As it was the. westward and southward 
movement of people o f this type from the old “ ochre-grave”  
region beyond the Dnieper, that dispelled the “ painted- 
ware”  people, and scattered conspicuous burial mounds all 
over the "painted-ware” country, the geographical distribu
tion o f such mounds should indicate the extent o f their 
incursions, since the “ painted-ware”  people did not dispose 
o f their dead in this way. Now tumuli o f this kind to sub
stitute the familiar Latin name for burial mounds outside 
that northern region are common in most parts o f Thrace 
and Macedonia, and occur also in Thessaly. Farther south 
they are very rare and o f uncertain age, and many Thes
salian and more northerly tumuli arc of various later periods, 
The custom o f mound burial, however, seems to have been 
introduced here suddenly and widely. As there are similar 
burial mounds on both sides o f the Dardanelles, and others 
in Phrygia, Lydia, and Caria, regions o f northern and western 
Asia Minor, and as some o f them contain burials of the 
earliest Hron/e Age, it is certain that we have here a further 
extension of this custom. That Thracian mounds sometimes 
contain “ painted ware,”  and Phrygian mounds pottery o f 
fine "black-ware“ fabrics, does not preclude us from classing 
*uch mounds with the rest, because an invading and on» 
Quering people, in small raiding parties, readily adopts the 
Crafts o f the local population, while conserving its own be
nch* and customs. This is the sure explanation of a crisis 
*hich introduced a new type of interment, while leaving the
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pottery unchanged, as at Hissarlik, and establishing, so far 
as can be discovered as yet, no new type o f settlement in 
connection with their tombs. Probably these sporadic 
tumulus folk “ traveled light”  and accompanied by few o f 
their own women.

One further point must be considered at this stage. We 
have seen that the new distribution o f , continuous
from the Dnieper to Thessaly, ends rather abruptly in 
Central Greece. Now it frequently happens that a raiding 
movement, o f the kind which has been identified here, when 
it meets with a serious check, and when as in the Lay of 
Horatius

Those behind cry ‘ forward’
And those before cry ‘back,*

results in concentrating a more or less compact body o f 
immigrants in the farthest occupied region. And such con
centrated groups may last long, even when the stragglers 
have been obliterated along the avenue o f access. Examples 
arc the Gauls between Alps and Apennines, and in Galatia, 
the Phrygians before them in central Asia Minor, the 
Thracians fas wc shall presently sec) at the Sea of Mar
mara, the Volga Kinns in Bulgaria, the South Slavs in 
Serbia, the Magyars in Hungary, the Vandals in Tunisian 
Africa, and the first “ northern”  immigrants on the Baltic 
shores. If would not be surprising to discover such a "nest” 
o f concentrated and isolated folk of "northern” origin, on 
the southern margin of the “ tumulus”  region in the Greek 
peninsula; and the southernmost mound burials in penin
sular Greece are at Draehmani in Phocis ami Aphtdna in 
Attica.

Now this is at the same tinte the district within which 
we have been already compelled to look for a place o f origin 
for the new “ gray ware”  fabric and for the new disturbing 
factors o f  which tf is the most conspicuous symptom; and
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into some districts, as we have seen, “ oval”  house, and 
“ gray ware”  intrude together. Is there any connection 
between these two intrusions, and if so, what is it?

T he G ray-Ware C ulture at Orchomenus

After a considerable interval, the “ smear-ware" culture 
at Orchomenus, with its oval houses, domestic ash-pits, and 
house-burials, was superseded, suddenly and violently, by 
a third culture, which is still one of the chief puzzles o f pre
historic archaeology in Greece. As this new culture itself 
was displaced, in part at least, by the spread of the Minoan 
culture from the south Ægcan not later than 1400 B.C. 
• and probably a good deal earlier, as the splendid “ Treas
ury of Minyas,”  at Orchomenus itself, proves, its arrival 
at Orchomenus must be placed considerably earlier still; 
and it must have been early enough at Orchomenus to 
precede, and probably (as we shall see) to cause the violent 
Supersession of the mixed “ smear-ware" culture o f northern 
i*doponnesc, and to undergo itself a marked change in that 
area o f comptent and settlement, before the Minoan culture 
from Crete appeared around the head of the gulf o f Argos, 
an event itself securely dated not later than about 1700 B.C. 
As we have an approximate date about 2000 B.C. for the 
motjnd burial at Drachmani, this fixes the rise o f the third 
Culture o f Orchomenus within a jteriod o f about three hun
dred years and probably not far from the upper limit of it.

This new culture had dwellings which were neither round 
huts nor oval wigwams, but square built houses with several 
rooms. It is a tempting conjecture that these houses incor
porated cither the single room huts of the early Thessalian 
•«ttlements, or the oblong dwellings, with door under a 
portico at one end only» such as are found in the “ second 
^ ty " at Itissarlik, ami resemble so closely the form eventu- 

adopted for the dwellings of gods in classical Greece,
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But very little is known o f these new houses at Orchomenus, 
except their ground plan, which is more complex than either
o f the suggested prototypes, and also does not seem to con
template any portico or vestibule. From the character o f 
the foundations, it is not even certain whether the super
structure was o f stone or o f timber. AH that may be said 
is that they represent a far higher and better organized mode 
o f life than anything hitherto established in Central Greece, 
and yet that they present no positive resemblance either to 
the earlier houses o f  the Cyclades and Crete, or to the 
grouping o f such houses round a courtyard, which seems to 
l>e fundamental in the contemporary Cretan “ palaces.’ ' It 
must however be noted that the period o f their introduction 
at Orchomenus is also that o f the “ first palace”  at Cnossus, 
and it is possible that there may be some further connection 
between these two advances in construction; but here evi
dence fails us at present.

The mode o f burial changes also; for there are now well 
constructed cist-graves, lined with slabs, in which the bodies 
are placed in the “ contracted posture” and fairly well fur
nished with pottery, implements, and the like. This, too, 
is nothing new, for such graves were customary in the 
Cyclades and Crete from early times; ir is only the more 
substantia! construction and orderly furnishing which marks 
a new tradition in Central Greece, and is propagated wher
ever the new culture spreads.

Far more obvious, and valuable as a symptom, in tracing 
the distribution o f the new regime, is its very remarkable 
pottery, which arrived at Orchomenus already mature, and 
consequently was not invented there.1* This pottery is wheel- 
made, and has a distinctive repertory o f forme; ojvn bowle 
on a high foot, which is usually modeled with a number o f 
horizontal concave mouldings or rings, as easily turned to 
•tillable clay, as in wood on a lathe; deeper bowls with a 
pair o f loop handles rising high above the rim; vessels with
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similar handles, globular bodies, and narrower neck; and so 
forth; all shaped in bold profiles, with well designed rims 
and necks, The boldness o f the profiles often suggests 
those o f turned woodwork; the high handles, the strength 
and rigidity of metal work, and sometimes there are clay 
rivet heads as in the Cretan copies o f metal vases. It has 
been natural also to suspect that the clean gray tint o f the 
clay itself may be intended to imitate silverware. The gray 
color is all due to charred organic matter, not (as has been 
suggested) to the deliberate restriction o f the draught in a 
closed furnace, nor to reduction o f all iron contained in the 
clay to the gray silicate as in the "blue-brick”  o f Stafford
shire. Those processes presume great experience and skill, 
and moreover do not account for the carbon-content o f this 
ware. Probably, like the mottling of "Vasiliki ware,”  and 
the “ black-topped” varieties of "red ware,”  it was first 
achieved accidentally, and perfected by experiment. Its 
artistic value, like that o f the nero o f Etruria, long
afterwards, was that, with suitable clay, the pots could be 
given the color, as well m the forms, o f metal work.

Most characteristic o f all is this standard gray color, 
and the smooth finish of the surface. The clay is specially 
prepared, so as to give a peculiarly smooth soapy "feel,”  
unusual plasticity, and uniform iron-gray color after firing. 
The only natural clays which have this soapy quality and 
high plasticity arc those which contain a considerable 
amount of magnesian minerals; and probably the original 
home o f  this fabric will be found in some secluded district 
where such a day has resulted from the wearhertng o f some 
mass of magnesite or serpentine such as is fairly common 
in the older rocks o f (»recce. Large deposits o f magnesite 
for example are now being worked in North Euboea, adja
cent to the "gray-ware” region. These speculations, how. 
f vcr, are only submitted at this point to show how meager 
l< our present knowledge and («till more) how defective is
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the customary method o f attacking a scientific problem o f 
this kind. For there is much scope, in archaeological re
search, for the special skill o f the geologist, the chemist, and 
the physicist.

Since no neighboring region offers any trace of the ante
cedents or models o f this “ gray ware,”  it seems necessary 
to conclude that it originated locally, that is to say some
where in Central Greece. It was indeed a reasonable sug
gestion, at an earlier stage in the enquiry,** that its source 
should be sought among certain new elements which appear 
at Hissarlik in the “ third”  and “ fourth”  cities, and are 
intensified in the “ fifth” and "sixth.”  But the evidence now 
available as to the relative antiquity o f the various “ gray- 
ware" fabrics, and especially the dates of its contacts with 
the Cyclades, makes it certain that the culmination o f this 
style in Central Greece is earlier than its greatest vogue at 
Hissarlik, and that the introduction o f “ gray ware” there 
results from oversea communication with a home-land west 
o f the Ægean.**

For very shortly after its introduction at Orchomenus, 
the "gray-ware” culture appears among the primitive 
“ smear ware” and local “ painted wares” on all known 
settlements in this neighborhood. It spread steadily north
ward, first into the Spcrchcius valley, then into otic district 
o f  Thessaly after another, and was widely popular in north
eastern Greece before the first coastwise introduction of 
Cretan civilization front the South /Fgcan. It is within the 
period o f this northward expansion, that oversea contact 
was established with Hissarlik ami Maccdon.

Southward, too, the "gray ware” culture intruded into 
Péloponnèse, and superseded** the mixed culture of "painted 
ware,”  "smear ware,”  and "C ydadic” fabrics in the stratified 
aettlemcnts at Korakou and Asinc. This gives us at all 
events a relative date, and links the whole course o f event» 
in Central (»recce with that in the Cyclades especially a*
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examples o f the finest “ gray ware”  o f Orchomenus were 
imported occasionally into Melos, whence were derived the 
obsidian flakes which are found on the mainland sites where 
such “ gray ware" was habitual. Though no very precise 
date can be given as yet for mainland events, the contacts 
with Melos and neighboring islands are securely assigned 
to a period not much later than 2000 B.C.; and this falls 
close to the upper limit of the period within which we have 
already seen that the “ gray-ware” culture became estab
lished at Orchomenus itself.

In this southern area of “ gray-ware”  conquest and 
exploitation for the arrival o f this culture was sudden and 
accompanied by wholesale ravaging o f the district—a not
able change took place in the quality o f the “ gray ware”  
itself. Immediately southwest o f the Isthmus lies the copious 
supply o f fine pot-clays which later made the fortune o f the 
Greek potters o f Corinth. But these clays vary from buff 
to cream-white, and as the special treatment which had 
originated the "gray ware”  was ineffective with clays so poor 
in iron, the derivative fabrics o f this district, and of the 
plain of Argos farther south, were buff colored, and remained 
so till the end of the Bronze Age. Kvcn when the Cretan 
civilization was established subsequently in Argolis, the local 
potters made only sparing use o f its abundant repertory o f 
Painted ornament. At Corinth, which from the Argive 
point of view was in the back country, a peculiar local style, 
picturesquely labeled “ Kphyrean”  by it* discoverer, com
bined the smooth self-colored finish of the traditional “ buff 
* «rc”  with “ free field" representative designs selected singly 
from that repertory, anil only slightly specialized to fill their 
‘/»dépendent role; a development o f which we have had 
instances already ipp. 229, 232).*’

Though the origin of the "gray-ware”  technique seems 
l*c somewhere in Central Greece, a quite local discovery 
«η art so domestic as pot making is not in itself sufficient
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to account for the release o f so vigorous and aggressive a 
culture as that for which it is the chief material evidence. 
Potters do not invade other people’s lands and burn their 
settlements for the zeal o f teaching them to make the “ right 
sort”  o f pots. We have therefore to look farther for the 
source o f the driving-power which spread the “ gray-ware”  
culture far south into Argolis, northward into Thessaly, 
and oversea to Macedon and Dardanelles.“  We have 
already seen that the northward spread o f the “ smear-ware”  
culture into Thessaly followed the introduction o f the oval 
house, and also o f mound burial, into Central Greece. We 
have also to recall the contemporary encroachment of 
Danubian culture into the mixed “ third culture”  o f Thessaly, 
which resulted; and we have to note the ease with which 
fabrics o f pottery akin to the “ gray ware”  o f Central Greece 
established themselves at Hissarlik in the cities from the 
"third”  to the “ fifth.”

Vet another piece o f evidence points even further in the 
same direction. In the interior o f Asia Minor there are 
fabrics in which the old gourd forms are imitated in an iron- 
gray clay, sometimes painted with simple white binding- 
patterns. And in the Middle Bronze Age of Cyprus, about 
the time o f the Twelfth Dynasty o f Egypt, nnd therefore 
nor far from the dates o f the destruction of the “ second city”  
o f Troy, an<! o f the establishment o f the “ gray ware”  at 
Orchomenus, there appears, side by side with the first intro
duction of painted pottery, from the adjacent mainland, a 
fresh fabric in which the natural cream color of the clay is 
disguised by a dense iron gray surface layer or “ slip,”  and 
the forms o f this “ black slip ware“ though very different 
from those o f any Ægean fabric, are also quite new in Cyprus·

These scattered apparitions o f “ gray-ware" fabrics would 
be o f little interest, if it were not that they occur on the 
margins o f a region which, when we begin to sec more o f it* 
higher culture, after 1500 B.C., turns out to be the world**
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first source o f copious silver, during the later days o f Hatti 
exploitation o f the mineral resources o f Asia Minor. For 
they give some support to the obvious suggestion, that the 
color, and also the metallic aspects o f the “ gray ware”  o f 
Central Greece may result from the attempt to imitate silver 
vessels in clay. If the creators o f the “ gray ware”  of Orcho- 
menus were in possession of silver supplies, or had access 
to them, their peculiar pottery, and also their rapid advance 
to power and conquest, would be simply explained.

That there had been such a people and silver-using cul
ture in Central Greece we have already reason to suspect 
from our examination o f Hesiod’s retrospect o f antiquity. 
His graphic description o f the "blissful corpses" o f the 
Silver-Ave men, who "did not worship the gods,”  and were 
superseded by the Bronze-Age men who were "born o f  
ash-trec nymphs,” and "did not eat bread,”  and spent them
selves fighting one another, is surely grounded in the folk- 
memory o f Bocotia. His Silver Age, separated by the Bronze 
Age from that Age of Heroes which included the wars about 
Thebes and Troy, stands in striking analogy with the “ gray- 
ware” culture which faded out before the Minoan exploita
tion o f which the "palace”  at Thebes and the splendid 
"treasury”  at Orchomenus itself are monuments; just as 
Minoan exploitation faded before the confused and demoral
ized Late Mycenaean, which so closely corresponds in date 
with the Heroic Age in Greek tradition, and immediately 
precedes the full advent o f an Iron Age in this region.

Several attempts have been made to identify these 
Silver-Age men, and the "birthplace o f silver”  whence they 
drew their wealth. Silver was certainly copious in the 
‘ 'second city" at Hissarlik, but the forms o f the silver vessel* 
there do not resemble those o f the "gray ware”  at all, and 
Sftly remotely resemble the clay vessels with cylindrical 
«overs, in the “ second”  and subsequent cities at Hissarlik 
R*elf, There is silver also in early Cyeladic graves, but not
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in great quantity, nor in suggestive forms. The silver cup 
from Gournia in Crete illustrates the models o f a whole series 
o f Middle Minoan vases in clay, both there and at Cnossus; 
but their forms are purely Minoan and their decoration is in 
black glaze with polychrome ornament, and therefore prove 
only Minoan use o f silver, not silver production, and con
tribute nothing to the “ gray-ware” problem. In classical 
times, Attica, Siphnos in the western Cyclades, and Myndus 
on the Carian coast, were mining and trading silver on a 
large scale; but there is no proof that these workings are 
early. At Mycenae, silver is far rarer in the “ shaft-graves”  
than gold, and it is only rarely that even a gold cup recalls 
a “ gray-ware” vase form.** Clearly we have to wait for 
fresh evidence before basing any argument on the metallic 
appearance o f the "gray ware.”

Similarly the suggestion70 that the line "gray-ware”  was 
fashioned in a mould, not on the wheel, does not help to trace 
its origin rill some parallel has been found to this most 
unusual technique; which, moreover, does not seem to have 
been observed in “ gray ware”  except at Asine, and needs 
further examination in view o f the thoroughness with which 
much fine “ gray ware”  has been polished, to the destruction 
of its original surface, and consequently of the crucial evi
dence for moulded technique.

Though the "gray ware” o f Orchomcnus owes its char
acteristic color to carbon, not to ferrous matter in the day 
(p. 263), the process by which this color is produced needs a 
smoky fire and yields much soot. Also, it is as an accidental 
product o f one of the primitive "black.ware”  processe·» 
which need similar conditions, that the "gray ware” is most 
likely to have originated. Similar "gray.ware” fabric· 
emerge in "black-ware” cultures elsewhere; and there is * 
quite black fabric among the jxittery of the earlier layer· 
at Orchomcnus itself, ami on other sites m Central Greece* 
a* well as m Thessaly. That there is mi continuity *f
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Orchomenus between these earlier hand-made “ black wares,”  
and the wheel-made “ gray ware" which is under discussion 
now, is no bar to this explanation; because in any case the 
“ gray ware” appears at Orchomenus fully developed, and 
therefore must have been invented elsewhere. For the 
origin o f such a fabric, it is obvious that a natural clay 
heavily charged with decayed vegetable matter is the 
simplest possible cause; and Orchomenus is so close to the 
Copais marshland, that it may turn out that the place o f 
origin o f the “ gray ware” is within this marshland itself, 
and has been submerged or silted over later. That the 
Copais was formerly much smaller, and that its great extent 
in Hellenic times was due to obstruction of its outlet, is 
certain; that its area had been deliberately reduced in 
Minoan times is also certain, from ancient tradition and 
existing remains of great drainage works; a great rise in the 
water level, earlier still, is suggested by the folk-memory of 
“ Deucalion’s flood" (which is reserved for discussion in 
another context, p. 363); and that “ before Deucalion’s time”  
there were settlements far out in the marshland, is further 
indicated in (.»reck tradition, and confirmed by recent ob
servation, though none o f the likely sites have been exca
vated as yet.

For the establishment o f "gray ware," approximate dates 
*re supplied by its Association, among imports into Melos, 
*»th the polychrome painted Middle Minoan fabrics current 
fcbuut 1'XX), and by its occurrence in the "shaft graves" at 
Mycenae about !7sU. By about 1500 (Late Minoan II)

vogue seems to have been over, and before this it had 
hèen generally sujterseded in Afgolis by its “ bufl derivative.

Korakou and Asine its irruption is dated, by associated 
Pottery of Middle Cycladic styles, to about LAX); and proli
x ly  its arrival at Orchomenus was not much earlier, though 

remarkable uniformity of "gray.ware" forms and 
technique makes it difficult to estimate intervals within its
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total vogue. The resemblance between its mature forms and 
certain experimental types, in the “ second" and subsequent 
cities at Hissarlik, may eventually be found to explain its 
origin, but is not close enough to determine at what stage, 
if at all, “ gray ware” diverged from such normal self-colored 
wares; and the reputed prototypes are hardly earlier than 
the mature “ gray ware” which reached Melos about 1900. 
On the other hand, the gray local fabric o f a small site in 
Phocis, within a day’s ride o f Orchomenus, shows fairly 
typical “ gray-ware”  cups associated (as also at Asine) with 
various other shapes in gray clay, including ordinary 
household ware o f poorer quality.71 Here we certainly seem 
to be not far from a real source o f the standard “ gray ware” ; 
and we may reasonably ask, how far this district o f Phocis 
fulfils the other conditions o f the “ gray-ware”  problem?

It is, of course, a different question, why such natural 
facilities as these were exploited in this particular region 
and period, with such exceptional skill in the use of the wheel, 
for the production o f a fabric o f pottery so closely and delib
erately imitating vessels o f metal and especially o f silver; 
and why this fabric, once achieved, was established at 
Orchomenus, and propagated so rapidly and so far afield. 
T o this question, the answer is surely to be sought in con
nection with the other new feature o f the third culture at 
Orchomenus, its square-built, complicated houses, so 
strongly contrasted with the round and oval huts of its 
predecessors, and so closely related to the house-types of 
sites in Argo!is and other parts o f the (»reek mainland, 
whither the “ gray ware" culture was propagated.”

T hu FotrasQUAMK Housrs at O ju homknus

Foursquare construction in architecture is as widespread 
as it is, because tf depends for tfs achievement on a verf 
widespread building material, namely timber, which eft' 
forces straight walls and partitions, ami esjiecially determine*
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the forms o f that most essential constituent, the roof, 
whether it be o f gable shape or flat;”  and it is the shape 
and design o f the roof which determines the relation o f 
ends and sides to each other. Conical or hemispherical roofs 
require curved walls, except in very advanced architecture; 
gable roofs and flat roofs alike presuppose longitudinal and 
transverse timbering, beams and joists, or ridgepole, rafters, 
and ties; and consequently the rectangular junction o f side 
walls and ends. In Crete and the Cyclades the flat-roofed 
house, which is ubiquitous and o f great antiquity throughout 
the comparatively rainless region o f the Mediterranean and 
the Mesopotamian lowland, was habitual as far back as our 
evidence goes; though as we have already seen, the more 
primitive hut, circular in plan, and axially symmetrical also 
in its conical or hemispherical roof, which survives locally 
all through northwestern Africa, in the Roman Campagna, 
in the nuragh ro f Sardinia, in the stone truddhi o f Apulia, 
and in t he turf cabins and ’ ‘ round towers" o f Ireland, has left 
its mark in the corbel-vaulted charnel houses o f Crete, in 
the modern cheese stores o f Mount Ida, and in the “ round 
houses”  of the first culture o f Orchomenus. At first sight, 
then, the foursquare houses o f the "gray-ware" stratum o f 
Orchomenus might seem to betray, like those of Korakou 
and other sites in Southern Greece, the influence o f oversea 
design. But the total absence o f other Minoan elements 
from the third culture o f Orchomenus makes it necessary 
to look for an alternative explanation.

Wherever the rainfall is sufficiently heavy, and (what is 
tftore important) sufficiently intermittent around the year, 
flat n m  fs are replaced by gable anti lean-to, provided there 

timber long enough and straight enough to serve as a 
ridgepole ami carry rafters. In the more primitive gable 

the ridge)*lie is not carried on the walls, but upon a 
forked post set upright within each gable end; this survives 

the gable-roofed house* o f the Kabyles in Algeria,”
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and in ridge-tents everywhere.”  If the house is to be longer 
than a single ridgepole can roof, the overlap o f two ridge
poles in line is carried by an intermediate prop,”  or the end 
props are brought nearer together, and rafters rest on all 
four walls, forming a "hip-roof” such as is common, though 
not primitive, in the highlands north and west of the 
Ægean.77 The principal building o f the "sixth city”  o f 
Hissarlik7" has three such posts down its middle line. As 
provision must be made for the drip from the eaves, gable- 
roofed buildings normally stand separately; this too is well 
seen in the "second city.”  If they adjoin, it is either end-on, 
or at right angles.79 A hip-roofed building, dripping from 
ail four caves, necessarily stands free, except for lean-to 
aisles or stoups.

In highlands, where the supplies o f rainfall and timber 
are sufficient, gable-roofed houses are found far to the south
east; in the Troodos range o f Cyprus, in Syria, Kurdistan, 
and North Persia, as well as in the Caucasus. Very primitive 
types persist in the highlands northwest of the Ægean,19 and 
the châlet and log-hut are in practically universal use 
throughout the forested peninsula o f Europe until Roman 
times. Early examples are supplied by the timber built lake 
dwellings of Switzerland and Austria, and by the derivative 
“ tcrremarc" o f  the Po Valley. At Orchomenus, the roofs 
and upj>cr part of the walls have perished, but the grouping 
o f the rubble foundation-walls suggests gable-roofs and 
especially hip-roofs.11

Though there was not at Orchomenus anything cor
responding either with the "palace" tv}»e of construction, 
characteristic o f Minoan Crete, nor with the "megaton'* 
house as it appears later, fully developed, at Mycenae, 
Tiryns, and \thcns, the jtcculiaritie* o f the latter have been 
so generally interpreted as evidence for its northern origin, 
that this seems to be the place where they may be discussed 
most appropriately. It is common knowledge that in the
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Cretan “ palaces”  the principal living-rooms are incorporated 
in a complex o f buildings irregularly distributed round one 
or more open courts; that there is provision for draining 
roofs and courtyard, and for the storage o f water in tanks 
below internal “ light-wells” ; that there are no fixed hearths, 
but only portable braziers; and that living-rooms com
municated freely (and sometimes on their longer side) with 
a courtyard or terrace through openings usually multiple 
and in even numbers, so that there is a column or pilaster 
in the axis of the plan. They could be closed by folding 
doors, but these were countersunk in the pilasters or jambs, 
so as to be inconspicuous; they were therefore only for 
occasional use, like sunblinds in England. As room adjoins 
room, without more than occasional light-wells, as already 
described, the roofs must have been flat; and this is con
firmed by contemporary reproductions of such houses.**

In the mainland “ palaces," on the other hand, the central 
and most important feature is a great living-room, with fixed 
central hearth, louvre ventilation, and single door protected 
by vestibule and portico, the openings o f which are odd- 
numbered and consequently an opening (not a pillar) must 
be axial. The courtyard, onto which the portico opens, has 
a pillared cloister on one or more sides. What is most not
able however, is that each o f these principal living-rooms 
(wegara) is separated from other buildings by a narrow, more 
or less continuous passage. The significance of this has not 
been generally recognized; but the jPosition of the hearth, 
and o f the four column bases which surrounded it at Tiryns, 
Mycenae, and Athens, shows that the roof had a clerestory 
or louvre, to let out the smoke, and the provision o f this 
yacant space around the building shows as clearly here as 

the "second city" at Htssarlik, that it was a hip-roof, 
hkc that of a Bosnian or Montenegrin house, and that 
pfnvUjun had to be made for the drip from the eaves.
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Whether this passage always remained open above, or 
whether when its convenience as a thoroughfare was appre
ciated, it was eventually roofed, is immaterial: for whether 
roofed or not, it seems to have been an architectural con
vention that it should be there; and its presence strongly 
supports the probability that the mainland “ megaron" is o f 
highland, and, at all events relatively, also o f northern 
origin. But the similar roof constructions in Bosnia and 
other not very distant regions** show, first, that it is not 
necessary to look even so far as the Danube valley for its 
antecedents; and secondly that it does not stand in any 
necessary relation to the dwellings o f longer proportions and 
nave-and-aisie interior, which have gable roofs, and also an 
alternative and divergent structural history. Hip-roofed 
buildings, in fact, when they are not quite square in plan arc 
very commonly “ broad-fronted,”  that is, the doorway is in 
their longer side.

There is then some probability that, though extant ex
amples o f the “ mainland" or “ megaron” houses were built 
considerably later, the type itself belongs to the third culture 
o f Orchomenus, and consequently was introduced into 
southern Greece by those who spread that culture; also that 
the immediate source o f the “ third” occupants of Orcho
menus was in the highlands to the northwest, as indeed the 
presence o f immature "gray ware" in Phocis has already led 
us to suspect,

T hk M i no a n  C ui-turk or C a m ;

While the "gray-ware” culture was establishing itself in 
Central Greece, and spreading thence widely to north and 
south, the main course o f  event# in Crete and the islands 
was undisturbed by any such anomaly, and therefore may 
be reviewed quite briefly. Characteristics o f the mature 
Minoan civilization, as it is exhibited in Cretan sites, 
and small, are what may be expected in a region where long
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continued development and intercourse had occurred, with
out disturbance from outside. The settlements occupy low
land sites, chosen for convenience rather than security; they 
lie within, or bordering on, the cultivable land, with con
venient water supply, sometimes still available; but natu-

Kijj, II. XittoaturNtCA!. Dimmtmow or Mi ko aw Sitm,

the best preserved sites are those which have gone dry 
and ceased to be occupied. Some settlements enjoyed special 
V ilifies for intercourse anti trade; Phylakopi in Melos was 
lHe port for local obsidian; Zakro and Palaikastro at the 
**** end o f Crete had safe harbors facing toward Egypt; 
p^wrnia had its isthmus, exploited similarly later by Nel
l i e  Hierapytna; Cnoisus was connected by a great highway 

it* own port on the Ubyan Sea. Though luxury went
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farther in the “ palace”  centers, there was grace as well as 
elementary comfort in the country towns, and free inter
course between them and the cities.

Observant utilization o f natural resources found expres
sion in really skilful sanitation and water control, soil con
servation, road-making, irrigation; and no less in the un
usually rich repertory o f naturalistic decoration, drawn, like 
that of Japan alone, from the experience of the fisherman 
and sponge-diver, as well as the hunter, the shepherd, the 
farmer and gardener, and from the religious ritual, the 
dances, the games of athletic skill, which occupied so large 
a place in social life; their favorite models are acrobats, tore
adors and jujitsu men. Abstract conceptions interested the 
craftsmen less. They could subdivide a circle into fifths and 
sixths, but as artists, not geometricians; the spiral they drew 
freehand, for its optical, not its mathematical qualities; their 
close approximations to parabolic and other curves were 
achieved empirically when vases of graceful profile were 
lathe-turned in laminated stone.

In their social life, the freedom, intelligence, and evident 
distinction o f the women are conspicuous; their dress, however 
elaborated by fashion, remains practical, even rational; they 
share the most dangerous spirt o f the men, and dance pub
licly and to please. O f their embroidery we learn something 
from its influence on design in general, as well as from votive 
models o f rich dresses. Economic opportunities, in such a 
modern-looking society, make it the less necessary to suppose 
that they owed their status to primitive matriarchy, though 
there was matrilineal organization still in Hellenic times in
I.ycia, "where men called themselves after their mothers.” *1 
Even the general reverence to great goddesses, quire as much 
queenly as maternal, and o f various attributes and function*» 
does not necessarily imply more than the practical import
ance of the natural processes o f growth and fertilization 
which all agriculture depends; and the large provision ft*
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storing agricultural produce, in the houses as well as in 
"palace” -magazines, shows how intimately Minoan pros
perity depended on the staple crops, grain, tree-fruits, wine 
and oil, as well as on the yield o f flocks and herds. For all 
its artistic and technical skill, Ægean society remained 
rooted in the soil, where women’s work counts for so much.

The social structure o f any people depends only partly 
on the traditional organization which it inherits from some 
type or other o f what may he provisionally described as 
"natural”  society, in the sense that the cooperation o f its 
members docs not extend appreciably beyond the two 
natural tasks o f maintaining living persons alive, and pro
viding for their replacement when they cease to live. It is 
doubtful whether there is any community, now in existence, 
or recognizable in historic times, that has not passed beyond 
this threshold between animal and human life, at all events 
so far as to make the simple gear that it requires for is not 
Wan in a fundamental sense the ‘ ‘ tool-using’ * animal? - in 
some recognizable characteristic way, and thereby given 
Expression to ideas ami ideals o f its own, aesthetic and 
•eristic as well as technical and utilitarian. And as needs 
change, less perhaps because men’s own desires mature, 
than because external circumstances change from season to 
***son, from phase to phase o f fluctuating weather cycles, 

which we still know little beyond the fact o f their occur* 
r<mcc mi do men rcsjtond to external changes, and vary 
the ways in which they satisfy those needs. It is, moreover, 
• paradox o f advancement, t hat if necessity be the mother o f 
Wvemion, the other parent is obstinacy, the determination 
*h»t you will go on living under adverse conditions, rather 
than cut your losses and go where life is easier. It was no *fridenr, that is, that civilization, as we know it, began in 
that ebb and flow o f climate, flora, and fauna, which char- 
Jcteri/es the fourfold "Ice Age," Those primates who just 

**utM arimfcitl cofuiÎ!iorï!i wilted* fr nu n nt their
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primacy among the servants o f natural law, but they fore
went the conquest o f nature. Those others won through, 
and became men, who stood their ground when there were 
no more trees to sit in, who “ made do”  with meat when 
fruit did not ripen, who made fires and clothes rather than 
follow the sunshine; who fortified their lairs and trained 
their young, and vindicated the reasonableness o f a world 
that seemed so reasonless.

So too in minor matters. What seems to each generation 
to be the “ custom o f our fathers” is in continual adjustment. 
The rate o f change varies, and when circumstances arc 
stable— on grassland, or in forest for instance— it is very 
slow indeed: most rapid, on the other hand, wherever man 
is himself altering his surroundings, not always with intent 
to do so,— as for example when his goats devastate forests, 
or his hocings or gold-washings choke the rivers with silt. 
Most o f all are circumstances changed, and society shifts 
its shape and its contact with the earth, like quicksilver, 
when unwillingly, or otherwise, man finds himself with 
“ goods laid up for many years,”  o r  even for the remainder 
o f this one; with an accumulation, that is, of what the 
Greek language simply and truly described as “ utilities,”  
usable things, challenging human invention, still more 
human restraint, in the choice among ways o f vising them.

This perhaps seems over-solemn preface to the double 
question, how the lords o f Cnnssus and Mycenae acquired 
their wealth, and especially their gold; ant! what use they 
made o f it. Ægeatt lands themselves have but small metallic 
resources: a little gold in Siphnox; plenty o f silver in the 
promontory o f Attica, but no evidence that it was w o r k e d  

before the sixth century; small veins o f copper here *tjd 
there, but so far as is at present known, no tin**; iron, *n 
Sertphos, in western Crete, in Laconia, un worked however 
·»  yet, nor for want o f fuel, but for ignorance o f its utihtf» 
except m a hard »tone for the seal-engravers Cp, 434). Me!**·
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was the Sheffield o f  the later Stone Age, exporting incom
parable razor blades o f natural glass, long after bronze was 
common. The other islands had their marbles and serpen
tine, and perhaps a few more strokes o f prospector’s luck, like 
the green porphyry o f Laconia. On the other hand, gold 
there was in plenty in the Fangaean hills between Macedon 
and Thrace, accessible from the sea; a little gold in the 
back-country of Hissarlik; and the great gold field o f Lydia, 
with placer washings at Sardis and up the Pactolus river, 
and reef mining in Mount Tmolus. But how early were any 
o f these in use? How early, further, did Ægean peoples hear 
o f these gold fields? 'Pill Sardis is further excavated, we 
cannot be sure; hitherto, one of the most incomprehensible 
things about Ægean civilization is its failure to set foot on 
the Asiatic coast until its later phases o f decline.

Gold however was in use quite early; a gold cup from 
the “ second city" at Hissarlik; a larger one from the heart 
o f Arcadia, o f a Cycladic "sauce-boat”  shape, common 
enough in clay; gold ornaments freely in the “ second city”  
at Hissarlik, at Mochlos in Crete, and occasionally else
where; and then the amazing gold wealth o f the “ shaft- 
graves," the gold cups from the Vaphio "beehive”  in 
Laconia; the gold signet rings, found casually, a score or 
nuire hitherto; and quite at the end o f the whole Bronze 
Age the gold howl and jewelry from tombs in Æigina.** 
That {he gold o f Mycenae was not simply loot from the 
raid on Cnossus, as was formerly supposed, is now clear 
from closer study of its place o f discovery, for the “ shaft- 
graves" were certainly dosed before that event, and the 
fame which endured till Homer’s time was not won in a day. 
Sole sources of great wealth, so far as our evidence goes, 
were war, agriculture, and slave trade. Predatory war seems 
Precluded by the rarity of objects o f alien workmanship, 
even from Lgypt, On the other hand, it rum and molasses 
Cimld buy slaves, so could oil and wine; but whither were
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the slaves consigned, if the gold o f Mycenae was their sale 
price? That there was traffic in human beings at Cnossus 
is suggested in the Minotaur legend, and confirmed by the 
clay tablets; but this only puts the question one step back; 
for whence did gold flow to Cnossus?

Only one kind of internal revolution, twice repeated, can 
be traced modifying the simple countryside régime. Near 
the close o f the Middle Minoan period, about 18(X) B.C., and 
again at the opening of the Late Minoan, about 15(X) B.C., 
Cnossus, and also Bhaestus, though not quite at the same 
moment, and perhaps alternately, acquired a predominance, 
certainly economic, and apparently also political, over the 
rest of Crete; perhaps in some degree over the Cyclades, 
which in any case counted for much less, once the greater 
resources o f Crete had been exploited. Exactly how and 
why a Cretan “ palace" came into existence is not clear; 
what is certain, however, is that its creation was an internal 
readjustment o f Cretan society and culture to meet easier 
conditions o f life, and wider opportunities for exercising the 
facilities which that society had won, among its neighbors 
or farther afield. For these “ palaces" were not only the 
residence o f a personal ruler and his retinue, nor the head
quarters o f a civil service. They included sanctuaries, 
store-houses, workshops, places o f public amusement, above 
all, large open spaces paved or graveled for mass meetings. 
O f these there are f r e s t o  pictures, with the men crowded in 
the open air, and women looking on front upper windows 
and terraces, and discussing with lively gestures what they 
saw. The “ palace" of t nossus covers more than eight acres» 
and outside were villas, guest houses, eating houses, and 
extensive suburbs, still only partly traced. I he graded 
avenues for traffic, and especially the outlay of the seaward and landward gates, shows that traffic was heavy, and 
business on a large scale. Copious records of receipts, and 
o f certain percentages, were kept, documents were endorsed
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by secretaries and inspectors; archives and valuables were 
officially sealed; values were reckoned for some purposes in 
gold units. Linear scripts developed locally from earlier 
picture writing. That they never wholly superseded it is a 
token not of incapacity, but of business haste; for it is often 
quicker both to write and to read a conventional sketch o f 
an object than to spell its name in full. Greek servants 
today sometimes make out their kitchen bills in this kind 
o f pictorial shorthand: on our own roads and railways, 
colored lights, symbolic zigzags and triangles, warn speeders, 
better than written placards, o f dangers ahead.

One class o f these documents deals, as we have just seen, 
with groups o f men and women, much as other classes do 
with horses, chariots, or bowls and jugs. What this human 
traffic was, is not dear, but it looks like labor gangs or 
slave trade. In any case Cnossus, like classical Greece, had 
work enough and to spare; labor was certainly organized, 
as the whole palace system shows; and labor-hunger leads 
to dangerous expedients. The significance of these glimpses 
into a rule of force, beneath the wealth, luxury, ami beauty 
of the Cretan palaces, is obvious already, and will reappear 
in another context ipp. 409 71). In any case, there was risk 
o f reprisals, A fragment of fresco shows Negro soldiers led 
by a white officer; these at all events came from oversea, 
and from the far interior o f Africa. Whether they were 
police, like the Thracians in classical Athens, or troops for 
oversea service, is not clear: but a society which cannot, or 
Will not, defend itself, is in peril from less fastidious people. 
It is certain that the earlier "palace”  o f Cnossus did not 
last very long though the accident of an earthquake 
disorganized if ami was succeeded by a marked revival 
in those smaller towns which had dwindled while Cnossus 
grew : and the second or Late Minoan "palace,”  which car
ried the same system even farther than the first, perished 
%  fire and violentr about HM! B.C, after a dominion of 
little more than a century.
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M i n o a n  E x p l o it a t io n  of  thf . G r e e k  M a i n l a n d

To the period o f the Middle Minoan “ palace," about 
1800-1700 B.C., belongs the Cretan exploitation o f the 
mainland region round the gulf of Argos, the occupation o f 
Tiryns and Mycenae, and the establishment o f a dynasty 
whose wealth is best illustrated by its great "beehive”  
tombs, and by the masses o f golden gear and works o f art 
in various materials, accumulated in the “ shaft-graves,”  
dug originally close outside the citadel wall o f Mycenae, 
though later they were included in an enlargement o f it. 
These Cretan enterprises in Argolis effected on a more exten
sive scale the same kind o f revolution in mainland culture, 
as the Cyclades had begun round the Corinthian Isthmus 
and in Attica, long before. Bur that earlier process had been 
checked by the “ gray-ware”  invasion; and when Crete took 
up the task, its natural line o f approach was farther south, 
into a district where the “ gray-ware” culture was already 
modified profoundly, as we have seen (p. 265).

Once established, Tiryns and Mycenae seem to have 
enjoyed continuous advancement, perhaps even greater 
prosperity, after the collapse o f the first “ palace" régime 
in Crete; at all events in these mainland sites there is no 
clear trace o f that setback. With the establishment o f the 
second “ palace”  at Cnossus, moreover, what had been done 
already in the Argivc plain was repeated in Laconia, in 
Messenia, and in western Pelopomtese. Here only the rich 
“ beehive”  torn!»» remain, in smaller numbers and unaccom
panied by heavily fortified castles.*' Laconia and Messenia 
at all events seem to have been exploited from open town», 
which have left n« clear traces. If, as is probable, there 
was still virgin forest here, the mainland “ palaces" may 
have been built o f wood. To the northward loo, there wa* 
similar but less extensive occupation. In Attica the Ac!#*
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polis of Athens was fortified strongly, but again rather late, 
round a stone-built “ palace”  o f the same mainland type 
as at Mycenae; but at Menidi there is a late “ beehive”  in 
open country. At Thebes, quite in the interior, there was 
another “ palace,”  with frescoes, and business transactions 
in writing as at Cnossus, and “ beehive”  tombs.*· At Orcho- 
menus, the old settlement was rebuilt and fortified, and the 
largest of all the “ beehives”  was built near by, with a carved 
slab roofing its side-chamber, the spirals, papyrus flowers, 
and rosettes o f which are closely copied from tomb ceilings 
o f the Eighteenth Dynasty in Egypt, about 1500 B.C,** 
Even in South Thessaly, there is a “ beehive”  of poorer con
struction, and rather later date, constructed unwittingly 
in the side of a deserted village-mound of the “ painted- 
ware”  folk, which probably was itself reoccupied by the 
Mycenaean».**

11 is not, of course, supposed that all these new settlements 
were directed from Cnossus; and some of the later ones, as 
in Thessaly, resemble more closely the later settlements in 
Attica, and the chamber-tombs o f Mycenae itself, which are 
subsequent to the great “ beehives.”  But in southwestern 
Pcloponncsc at ail events, the richer contents o f the “ bee
hives”  are o f purely Cretan artistry, whereas much o f the 
finest pottery of Mycenae is o f a rather different and 
certainly local fabric.

The controversy whether the driving force in the ' ‘M y
cenaean” culture originated in Crete or on the mainland, 
can only be settled by the discovery o f fresh evidence. The 
difference between the Cretan “ palace” architecture, adapted 
for mild sunny climate, with its flat roofs, light wells, bath
ing tanks, anti | tor table bra/iers, and the Mycenaean 
"W garon”  house, with fixed central hearth in a main living 
ftxmt, anti a vestibule with portico between this “ hall”  and 
fhc courtyard, is in favor of mainland, perhaps even highland 
habits, as we have already »een, Hut the mainland “ palaces"
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seem to be fortified against land enemies, and strategically 
have the sea to rearward, as if exploiting mainland provinces. 
The “ shaft-graves”  at Mycenae have long been regarded as 
glorified “ cist-graves” like those o f  the Cyclades; but cist- 
graves are now known to be habitual in the “ gray-ware”  
culture, and consequently this argument for oversea people 
falls. The great “ beehive" tombs, however, have no pre
cursors in the Ægean except the corbel-vaulted ossuaries o f 
early Minoan Crete (p. 222), and if the “ shaft-graves” o f 
Mycenae are ossuaries rather than graves, as their mixed 
contents indicate, and consequently subsidiary to the places 
o f primary but temporary interment (for which the “ bee
hives”  with their stately practicable entrances are well 
suited), they have prototypes in the Hast Cretan ossuaries 
o f Paiaikastro, The recent discovery o f an unplundered 
"beehive”  tomb at Dcndra in the Argivc plain, with con
tents resembling those o f the "shaft-graves”  at Mycenae, 
goes far to confirm this interpretation o f both kinds o f 
monument. The argument from the presence o f late tomb 
debris under the stone threshold of the "Treasury o f 
Atrcus”  most splendid o f the "beehives” at Mycenae, - 
to an equally late date for the whole monument,*' proves 
too much; for this debris includes pottery which cannot be 
earlier than the twelfth century, too late for the architec
tural style o f the façade: and as the same exploration proved 
extensive repairs to the threshold itself, the alternative is 
not excluded that these repairs were necessitated by damage 
done to the doorway in forcing open the burial place o f an 
earlier dynasty for the use o f a later one. Hut whether thii 
Mycenaean régime was established by Cretans, or by main
land ruler* under Cretan influence, can only l»c decided 
either by documentary evidence for ir is a strictly his
torical question or by a contrast of breed which is not at 
pretent demonstrable among }w»pulanons already so mixed 
(p. 47; see also pp, 381 2).
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S u m m a r y  of A r c h a e o l o g ic a l  C o n c l u s io n s

We may now summarize the results o f archaeological 
enquiry in the periods before about 1400 B.C. as follows:
(1) Corresponding with the Mediterranean immigrants, 
within the Ægean area, and hardly perceptible outside o f  
Crete, the Cyclades, and a few coast districts o f  Central 
Greece, we have the "basketry-ware”  culture, o f wide 
Mediterranean distribution and North African origin, sea
borne, sea-sustained, supplemented and profoundly modi
fied by frequent intercourse with the highly specialized 
civilization o f the Nile Valley,
(2) Corresponding with the Armenoid immigrants, both in 
the Cyclades and in Crete, but with different results in
each of these regions, we have dements o f the "red-ware”  
culture, associated with the introduction o f copper, and per
haps (though less demonstrably) with the spread o f the cult 
o f an Asiatic Mother-goddess. These dements arc subse
quent, ami in Crete for the most part subsidiary; in Melos 
transition is clear front the "basketry ware”  to the com
posite "gourd-types” which supersede it; and it is this 
composite ami originative "C ydadic" culture which become« 
the dominant influence in the "smear-ware" culture o f the 
Isthmus region and the mainlands north and south o f it.
(3) Corresponding with the ancient Alpine inhabitants o f 
the Greek mainland, anti highland regions north o f  it, we 
have locally specialized offshoots o f  the old "black-ware”  
culture represented in the "first city”  at H im rlik and 
•imilar early sites in Asia Minor, The resemblances between 
this "smear ware” culture anti the Cydadic which so pro
foundly influenced it are however partly due to aboriginal 
kinship, as the recently excavated sites in Macedonia show, 
But there is no evidence that the A”.gran receive«! any further
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contribution from this direction, either to breed or to culture, 
after the establishment of the “ painted-ware”  cultures in 
Thessaly and farther south, until very much later,**
(4) The “ painted-ware”  cultures o f Thessaly, above men
tioned, are connected through similar local cultures in 
Macedonia and Thrace with the large region o f “ painted 
ware”  between Danube and Dnieper, and probably are 
offshoots from it. That conditions were profoundly dis
turbed between Danube and Ægean for a long period con
temporary with the establishment o f these southern “ painted 
wares”  is shown by a severance o f intercourse between Asia 
Minor and the Danube basin, after the spread o f the "black- 
ware” culture, but before the establishment o f the “ red 
ware”  at Hissarlik and in the Cyclades, This severance 
explains the decay of the "first city" at Hissarlik, and the 
failure o f the “ red-ware" culture as a whole to advance 
beyond the Marmara region, though the types o f its copper 
and bronze implements were transmitted widely into 
Europe, and the “ red-ware” technique more sporadically; 
both, however, as separate cultural dements, that is to say 
by trade, not by progressive settlement.
(5) The subsequent intrusion o f a later type o f "painted 
ware” with spiral ornaments, into southeastern Thessaly, 
is connected with the appearance o f spirally ornamented 
"painted ware”  south of the Ia>wcr Danube and also west 
o f the Carpathians, and marks the expulsion o f "painted- 
ware”  culture from its home land by the advance o f “ kur- 
gan”  folk from the region cast o f the Dnieper.
(6) The distribution o f tumuli reveals the spread of"kurg»n”  
folk into Central Europe, and also south o f the Danube, as 
far as Central Greece, a ml across the Marmara region into 
western Asia Minor. The circumstances o f the destruction 
o f  the “ second city”  at Hissarlik date this movement about 
2000 B.C, and consequently synchronize it with the intro
duction o f  Indo-European speech into Asia Minor, a* shown 
in Chapter HI,
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(7) In Central Greece, the appearance o f  the “ oval”  type
of house indicates the arrival o f a nomad grassland people, 
without pot fabrics o f their own, within the “ smear-ware”  
region, followed by steady spread o f the “ smear-ware”  cul
ture through the Greek mainland, disintegrating the 
“ painted-ware”  cultures to north and to south. Though 
this movement is not so precisely datable, it seems to have 
occurred about 2(XX) B.C., and consequently may be a 
western counterpart o f the spread o f Indo-European speech 
o f the Nasilitype into Asia Minor.
(8) Within this expansive “ smear-ware" culture emerge the 
new “ gray ware”  and the force which spreads “ gray-ware" 
culture as a dominant element into southern and western 
Greece, and influences also oversea the later “ red-ware”  
culture of Hissarlik 1II-1V. Meanwhile, the collapse o f 
Cydadic exploitation among the mixed cultures o f Central 
Greece, at the onset o f the "gray-ware”  folk, was retrieved 
about 1700 B,C. by Cretan exploitation o f the derivative 
“ bufl’-ware” culture, and the creation o f the “ Mycenaean”  
culture -with a principal center in Argolis, and later cen
ters also along the mainland coasts both westward and 
northward.
(9) Associated with the “ gray ware”  is a fresh architec
tural tradition which seems to be more closely akin to the 
gable-roofed timber-built dwellings of the rain-washed and 
forested highlands than to the flat-roofed Mtnoan houses.

is suggested that the "megarun”  o f the later mainland 
palaces belongs also to this culture.
GO) The contemporary spread o f the “ gray-ware”  culture 
northward through Thessaly was consolidating this region 
»gainst intrusion from the north; at the expense however o f 
the old "painted ware” culture which had hitherto occupied 
» broad belt of country here between an /Kgcan and a 
frtftuhian world. Refugees carried the "painted-ware”  cul-
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ture into the highlands to the northwest, where it is found 
with local modifications, long after, in the upper Haliacmon 
valley (p. 459).
(11) Consequently there is no archaeological evidence that 
any fresh racial factor was concerned in the creation of the 
Mycenaean variety o f Minoan culture in the Greek main
land, or in the quarrel between the Mycenaean and Cretan 
sections of the Ægcan world, which led to the destruction 
o f the palace régime o f Cnossus about 1400 B.C. A single 
picture o f Negro auxiliaries at Cnossus proves «as much, or 
as little, as a single picture o f a white-faced man at Tiryns, 
as to the breed or culture o f the chiefs or their peoples. 
Occasional representations o f golden-haired individuals, at 
Mycenae, and probably also at Cnossus, arc sufficiently 
accounted for by the far earlier irruption o f the ‘ ‘ tumulus’ * 
folk (§6) into the mainland regions on both sides o f the 
North Ægcan; and prove nothing as to the arrival o f any 
fresh racial element in the fifteenth century.
(12) There is obvious correspondence between the regions 
occupied in the north by the “ gray ware” culture, and in 
the south by its “ buff-ware" derivatives, and those areas 
which were indicated in Chapter III as occupied by peoples 
speaking dialects akin, and ancestral, to Ionic, before the 
spread o f Æolic-speaking peoples over north Greece, and 
Arcadian speaking peoples from the west into Péloponnèse, 
alt in pre-Dorian times. This correspondence may !>c a clue 
to the date o f the establishment o f such dialects ancestral 
to Ionic. But before sale use may be made of it, the move
ments and distribution ot the peoples who brought Æoiic 
and Arcadian speech into the regions so occupied at the time 
o f the "coming o f  the Dorians" must he investigated by 
some other means; for the extensive Minoani/arian «if «<* 
large a part of the mainland introduced the profoundly 
disturbing factor of a higher material civilization aggrewi^* 
in the opposite direction to the general southward prop*'
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gation o f all kinds o f Greek speech alike. But it will have 
been noted that the eventual spread o f this Minoanization 
northward corresponds approximately with that o f the 
previous spread of the “ gray-ware” culture. Probably the 
one transformation facilitated the other, for though the 
higher elements in the Mycenaean or mainland-Minoan 
culture were Cretan, its principal bases were in the “ buff- 
ware”  province o f its predecessor. Now there has been 
occasion already (p. 159) to examine, and provisionally 
adopt, the suggestion that the divergence o f the Ionic 
group of dialects resulted from prolonged exposure o f those 
who spoke them to a higher culture and alien speech. It 
only remains, therefore, to show, by any legitimate means, 
that Greek speech o f some kind was being spoken in this 
region while its culture was being Minoanized, to explain this 
divergence of dialects ancestral to Ionic.
(13) This, however, only sets one stage farther back our 
investigation of the origin of such ancestral Greek speech. 
I’ or if it was already spoken in the region dominated by 
the “ gray-ware”  culture, it must have been either the speech 
o f the propagators of that culture, or that o f the people 
among whom that culture was propagated; rhat is to say, 
o f the “ smear ware”  culture o f the second stratum o f 
Orchomcnus, with its oval houses, and other peculiarities 
suggestive of a grassland origin.

Now this " s e c o n d  culture”  appeared at Orchomcnus 
about th e  s a m e  time as the destruction o f  the “ second city" 
•t I l i s s a r l i k ,  and the wide spread o f  tumulus burials south 
of the laiwer Danube; and as we have already seen reason 
to connect t h o s e  events with the propagation o f Indo- 
Kuropcan »)*<*«;)> into Asia Minor, it becomes probable that 
the spread of Indo European (that is to say, of Greek) 
•Ecech into the r e g i o n s  north and west of the -Egr.m is to 
^  associated with the “ second culture” of Orchomemts, 
•od with that “ hold up”  of immigrant folk in Central
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Greece, by the physical obstacles o f  the Corinthian Gulf, 
and the Citheron-Parnes frontier o f Attica, to which atten
tion has already been directed.

T he N ext Step in A rgument

We have now, however, reached a chronological period, 
where in addition to the contemporary Egyptian records o f 
Egyptian dealings with foreign peoples from oversea, and o f 
similar intercourse between the Haiti power in the heart o f 
Asia Minor, and its neighbors on the south and west coasts 
o f that peninsula, a quite fresh source o f information begins 
to be available, namely the Greek traditions about that 
"Heroic Age” which Hesiod has so oddly intruded between 
his "Age o f Bronze”  and “ Age o f Iron." And there were a 
few traditions also about the "Age o f Bronze”  itself, which 
the "Age of Heroes”  superseded.

Only when we have taken account of this other class o f  
evidence shall we be in a position to compare the distribution 
o f the Greek dialects (which we have been able to interpret 
as a sequence and superposition, but not yet to date chrono
logically) with the more accurate archaeological perspective 
o f  the distribution and sequence o f material culture; and to 
link both language and culture with the historical course 
o f  events, o f which we have had glimpses in contemporary 
documents.



CHAPTER VI

DESCENT, LANGUAGE, BELIEFS, AND CULTURE 
IN THE LIGHT OF FOLK-MEM ORY

The archaeological materials with which we have been 
dealing have been evidence for the establishment, not o f one 
but o f several régimes within the Ægean basin. In the island 
world, the Minoan civilization o f the Cyclades and Crete 
developed progressively and continuously, and twice ob
tained foothold on the coasts of peninsular Greece. On the 
mainland, the very ancient regime o f the neolithic “ painted- 
Warc” culture was intruded into the midst of an area already 
inhabited and not wholly barbarous. Its intrusion only cov
ered a certain area, and after a certain interval it was gradu
ally superseded and obliterated by other cultures north 
and south o f its principal domain in Thessaly. The mixed 
culture o f the north in Macedonia and western Thrace owed 
little as yet and never very much to the Minoan régime, 
o f which the chief center shifted southward, from the 
Cyclades to Crete and consequently farther away from the 
•bores o f the “ Thracian sea.“  But the mainland regions 
•outh of Thessaly had been explored and exploited by 
People from the island world almost from the first; and even 
that unexplained interlude, the rise and spread o f the 
"gray ware”  culture in Central Greece, had only retarded 
Wtnoanization, and contributed to modify in some degree 
the cultures and outback of all mainland provinces. I hen, 
*htle this Mmoani/atton o f the mainland was still in 
Progress, a historical event occurred, the causes o f which 

obscure; but its effect* mark it as the beginning o f  a
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fresh period o f history. About 1400 B.C. the “ palace”  o f 
Cnossus and the whole régime which it represented, was 
destroyed; and it is certain that, whoever destroyed it, 
those who directly benefited by its destruction were the 
Minoanized peoples o f the mainland.

Now the Fall o f Cnossus not only marks a crisis in the 
culture and history o f the Ægean; it has this further im
portance, that it coincides closely with the appearance o f 
two fresh sources o f evidence, contemporary documents 
recording the dealings of Egypt and the Hatti-folk o f Asia 
Minor with Ægean countries and peoples, and Greek folk- 
memory about persons and events, linked genealogically 
backwards as far as the generation in which Cnossus fell, 
and occasionally even beyond it. Consequently the method 
of enquiry changes abruptly at this point, as well as the 
supply o f information.

To realize the significance of these sources o f information 
and also the complexity and amplitude o f the course of 
events which they reveal, it is useful to compare the prin
cipal intervals between these events with those with which 
later history deals. From the Fall of Cnossus, about 1400 
B.C., to the traditional foundation o f the great Ionian cities, 
a little before KXX1 B.C'., is as long a period o f turmoil and 
disintegration as that which separates the destructive career 
o f Aiarie from the constructive administration o f Charle
magne. And from the foundation o f those Ionian cities, in 
what may be characterized as the “ primary dispersal,”  to 
the first colonization o f Sicily about 710 B.C,, is as long a 
period o f  recuj'eration as separates t harlemagne from 
William the Conqueror. No doubt there were fully organ
ized Communities of Greeks in the Ægean much earlier than 
730 B.C., but it is with the establishment of such a “ home* 
away from home" to paraphrase the (»reek word apmkié 
for settlements like Naxos or Syracuse that we have
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the first time proof that the “ city-state”  as a form o f gov
ernment was so far established and recognized as to be 
reproduced at will, wherever suitable conditions were found. 
Even then, however, Greek life and Greek culture were 
still adolescent and immature. There were yet nearly two 
centuries to run before Cyrus the Persian gave a new trend 
to Greek history by his conquest o f Lydia in 545 B.C.; and 
more than two centuries again, before the fateful work o f 
Cyrus was undone by the conquests o f Alexander o f Mace- 
don, who died in 323 B.C. If we continue our comparison 
o f chronologies, Cyrus stands as far from the founders of 
Naxos and .Syracuse as Henry V from William the Con
queror; and the death of Alexander, as the accession o f 
Charles II: or, to rake more recent dates, if we synchronize 
the colonization o f Sicily with the discovery o f America, the 
career of Cyrus ranges with that o f the Duke of Marlbo
rough, and the death o f Alexander with that o f Queen 
Victoria.

Within the "age of transition" itself, too, between the 
Pali of Cnossus and the "coming o f the Dorians," we are 
concerned with long periods. Even such a minor phase as 
the Pclopid dynasty lasted five generations; as long as from 
the Norman Conquest to Magna Charta.

Each of the periods of this age has its own place and part 
ttt the general course o f events. First comes an age o f dis
traction, conflict, and disintegration, though it includes epi- 
M t *  o f  temporary and enforced vigor under coherent 
leadership, such as the Pclopid dynasty already mentioned. 
*Πι«η, when the lasr ingredients o f ore and flux have been 
*flded and fill the crucible, and the last load o f fuel has been 
Piled into the furnace, the noble metal o f a new nationality 
»· slowly reduced and separated, and runs out coherent into 
the concise mould o f Hellenism.
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T he F all of C nossus a n d  its S equel

The Minoan civilization died hard. Indeed, in some 
respects it did not die at all, but after long quiescence and 
recuperation emerged as an element in its Hellenic successor. 
The shocks which brought collapse were three, successive 
in time, and very different in kind. The first seems to have 
been essentially a quarrel between the mainland settlements 
and the Cretan motherland, in which the new countries won, 
and the palace régime of Cnossus fell. Hut this catastrophe 
was attended, perhaps in part caused, by other disturbances, 
and these had profound effects in redistributing linguistic 
and tribal groups.

The second shock came ultimately from without; for the 
arrival of the “ divine-born”  dynasties was the western 
counterpart of a far more extensive movement o f aggressive 
peoples, which broke down the Marti régime in Asia Minor, 
and harried the coast and the dependencies of Egypt. O f 
its effects in the Ægean wc have vivid reminiscence in the 
Homeric poems, and concise epitaph in Hesiod's estimate of 
his “ Age o f Heroes."

The third shock came from the highland margin o f the 
new world created at the Fall o f Cnossus and reorganized 
by the "divine-born“  dynasties. The “ coming o f the 
Dorians" put an end, in many places, to the stare o f things 
described in the poems, and compelled wholesale emigration 
into regions hitherto unaffected by Minoan culture. Unlike 
it* predecessors, it has neither documentary record abroad, 
for it cut off, at their source, adventures which merited this; 
nor contemporary memorial among (ireeks, except Hesiod's 
wish that he were dead, seeing that he lived in the age it 
inaugurated. Its effects were threefold. It split (»reek* 
speaking peoples into two kinds of political communities, 
managed respectively in the interest o f the newcomers or o f
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the old populations. In language, it established the dis
tribution o f dialects which persisted into classical times. In 
the material arts, its influence has not hitherto been studied 
comprehensively, nor clearly distinguished from that o f its 
predecessor; but there is reason to believe that its effects 
were profound, and more widespread than has been com
monly suspected.

In between these three shocks, Greek folk-memory, if it 
has any historical content at all, may be expected to give 
at all events glimpses o f successive and distinct régimes. 
We must however presume that each shock destroyed much 
and dislocated more; consequently the traditional informa
tion should become more fragmentary as it comes from 
farther back.

Consequences of the Fall o f Cnossus were twofold. By 
the destruction of the palace régime, the energies and ambi
tions o f the mainland west o f the Ægcan were released from 
an obstacle to expansion along the seaways into greater 
waters; and the “ mainland” or “ Mycenaean”  variety o f  
Minoan culture spread rapidly, to Cyprus and the mainlands 
adjacent to it; and also westward, at all events as far as 
Sicily,

The effects too on the mainland centers themselves were 
momentous. It is natural to rxjseet that a transference of 
political initiative will be followed by transference o f ma
terial culture, and even by enhancement of this. But that 
is not what hapjxmed at Mycenae, nor on any mainland site 
Hitherto examined. On the contrary, the secure date-marks 
furnished by the pottery o f Mycenaean style imported into 
I'gypt M ure U50, and the Egyptian objects o f about 1400

tombs at Mycenae,' prove that a marked decline from 
the “ palace style”  had already set in; considerable profi
ciency of mechanical and other technical processes being 
tuore than offset by the lack o f originality, and even of 
ptofit’iem y, m design.
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For this anomaly it is necessary to look for a cause; and 
as the material evidence, being concerned with means and 
results, not with ends or initiative, inevitably fails us, we 
have to look elsewhere for an explanation.

Fortunately, that expansion o f the area, over which 
Ægean enterprises were now spreading, led to new inter
course between Ægean peoples and foreign centers o f culture 
whose documents were durable and are also legible. Ex
amples o f information from such sources have been discussed 
already in connection with the earliest appearances o f Indo- 
European speech, (p. 102) and o f peoples bearing names o f 
Greek-speaking tribes ip. 116). But the mere fact o f wide
spread aggression by Ægean peoples is itself an effect, not a 
cause; and presumes some fresh driving force intervening 
within the Ægean, or in the land areas which lie behind its 
northern and western shores. O f such causes Egyptian and 
Hatti documents have nothing to say; though the sudden 
cessation o f Hatti records a few years before 12(X) is as elo
quent as are Egyptian descriptions o f Sea-raids and Land- 
raids just after that date, as to the direction from which 
disturbance came.

In such disturbances, the material evidence gleaned from 
changes in armament or costume, or from redistributions o f 
such classes o f objects, is anonymous; it is the customary 
usage, not the exceptional freak, that is instructive. Simi
larly, the larger causes o f wholesale migrations overjxipu- 
lation, failure or excess of rainfall, rumors o f defenseless 
opulence beyond a natural frontier arc impersonal, and 
have to be discovered, like changes fashion, from circum
stantial evidence, inductively. But between physical con
trols and industrial or artistic evolution stand the great 
episodes o f such a period of instability, progressive adjust
ment, or catastrophic change; pioneer expeditions, predatory 
raids, desperate assaults, and decisive victories; and the»« 
presume leader# of military anil political skill, above all o f 
personal prowess, initiative, and that indefinable but umnis-
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takable quality o f “ character.”  These men, not always 
“ lovely and pleasant in their lives,”  make history, and leave 
name and fame behind them. It is reasonable then to ask 
what contribution Greek folk-memory has to offer toward 
the reconstruction o f this period o f collapse and rebirth, 
either in regard to detached events and personalities, or per
haps even to their historical and chronological connections.

At this point it is necessary to note that the arguments 
freely used during the past century o f critical scholarship, 
to demonstrate, as it was supposed, that Greek folk-memory 
is useless for historical purposes, are an inheritance from a 
stage o f historical or rather of literary study anterior to the 
discovery o f all our archaeological material, and almost all 
o f the contemporary documents which we have to take 
into account today. This is sufficient justification for re
ferring to Greek sources o f such folk-memory as though 
they too were revealed in recently excavated papyri or clay 
tablets, not in texts which have been circulated since the 
Revival o f Learning, criticised since an early phase of the 
Romantic movement in literature, repudiated by most his
torians as sun-myth, nature-myth, or other kind of primitive 
philosophy, and acclaimed by aiuhrojtologists as evidence 
for any kind o f primitive act or belief except what they 
apparently narrated.’

G r e e k  F oj.k - m r m o r y  or P ersons ani> E vents

The (»reeks o f the classical period had very copious 
traditions about their own early history. O f these, two main 
classes professed to be records o f fact. There were traditions 
° f  separate events, sieges o f cities like Troy, Thebes, and 
tRchalia; j o u r n e y s  o f adventure, like those o f Odysseus, 
Menelaus, Paris, and the Argonauts; the hunting o f dan- 
ferous 1 »casts, like the Calydonian boar, the Marathon bull, 
the Nemean lion; tales ofknighf. errantry and romance, the 
*inmng or capture o f fair ladies, Relops and Hippodamia,
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Pelcus and Thetis, Theseus and Ariadne. Some o f these have 
plots which are found all over the world; but this does not 
prove them to be either borrowed or invented, human nature 
and human needs and perils being much the same every
where. At most the common motive or plot reshapes the 
telling o f the story, without affecting the question why it 
was told in this particular place and with this local hero. 
The captive hero traced by the faithful squire is a common
place o f romance; but nobody doubts that Richard Lion 
Heart was kidnapped by the Archduke o f Austria, on his 
way home from Palestine, on or about December 20, 1192, 
and concealed in the Castle o f Dürrenstein on the Danube; 
that Blondel de Neste, the wandering minstrel, was a con
temporary; or that English agents did so quickly learn 
where Richard was to be found, that they mcr him at 
Ochsenfurt on March 21.

But it is a world-wide device to account for a remarkable 
object or natural occurrence, or an ancient monument, or 
an old-fashioned ceremony, by a story ascribing its origin 
to a particular occasion. To distinguish therefore from this 
kind o f "folklore,”  in the general sense of what the common 
people say, and believe that they know, about familiar 
objects or observances, those pieces o f "folk-memory" which 
record something which actually happened, some criterion 
is necessary before any such story is admitted to have 
historical value. Moreover every such story deals with an 
isolated event. Sometimes it is possible to supply a historical 
background connecting a series of stich events; for example, 
the evidence o f Egyptian and Hittite documents for a 
political situation with wars and wanderings like those which 
the Homeric poems celebrate. But the events thcrnsdve* 
are isolated, or at most are interconnected by the recurrence 
o f  the »ante personal names, And it is easy for the more 
famous personalities, such as Herat les or Theseus, to acquit® 
credit for doings similar to their own; campaigns, giant« 
killings, rescues, and the like.
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The other class o f traditions is concerned with the rela
tions between persons, and especially with family relation
ships. When the river Inachus is said to be a son o f Ocean, 
the real relationship is not that between parent and child. 
When, however, the geographer Hecataeus is recorded to 
have traced his own family history “ up to a god in the 
sixteenth generation,” * it is clearly implied that each suc
cessive human ancestor remembered what the family history 
was, as told to him, back to a point at which there was a 
break o f some kind in this tradition; and probably it no 
more meant that there was literally divine parentage at that 
point, than our own references to a “ family tree” mean that 
the bearer o f the first name in it had roots and grew out of 
the ground.4 Now pedigrees can be, and sometimes are, 
invented, to connect one family with another; and the 
occurrence o f names o f districts or natural features in a 
pedigree (as when we read o f Cynortas son o f Amyclas son 
o f I .acedacmon son of Kurotas;- city, district, river, in suc
cession) betrays as deliberate invention as the affiliation of 
Inachus to Ocean. But as long as personal names succeed 
each other in a pedigree, even if these names are descriptive, 
*s many Greek names are, there is a presumption that the 
family itself knew what it was talking about. The personal 
name Kurymedon borne by an Athenian admiral, does not 
prove him to be mythical nor that his son was begotten by 
ft river in Asia Minor, any more than the names o f Florence 
ftfld Parthenopc Nightingale, or the names Alma or Pretoria 
•A nineteenth-century birth registers, throw doubt on the 
existence o f  their bearers. No one doubts that Pericles or 
klilriades belonged to an ancient Athenian dan, on the 
ground that Pericles’ father’s name Nanthippus means 
' yellow horse," ami Milttades* own name means “ son o f a 
r ® d  head” or k h t l b a x  ht,as they call such persons in Turkey.

Now Mtlftadcs belonged to a clan which was called the 
^bUidar, because the first member o f it who nettled in
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Attica was called Philaeus, and (more fortunate than 
Hecataeus’ sixteenth ancestor) Philaeus* pedigree went back 
farther through Ajax and Telamon to Æacus, and only then 
“ went up to a god” ; and again the reason was given, because 
Æacus came from nowhere and just “ occupied”  Æigina, and 
exploited it: whether there were other people on it then, is 
immaterial, if they “ did not count” after his arrival. The 
island Pharmakoussa, off the coast o f Asia Minor, was so 
“ occupied”  two generations ago by a man from I .eras, and 
was still solely occupied, farmed, and owned by his descend
ants in 1916. A neighboring island, Gaidaronisi, has been 
similarly “ occupied”  rather longer, but all its inhabitants 
are cousins, except a few wives married from abroad. Many 
other modern Greek families, like some New England fam
ilies, can trace not only descent but migration from one 
district to another, quite apart from census returns or birth 
certificates; and in Mohammedan countries, where the tie 
o f blood relationship is carefully observed, there arc families 
which trace descent back to the Saracen conquerors in the 
eighth or seventh centuries, as some English families do to 
men who came over "with the conqueror”  or as Flemish 
weavers or Huguenot refugees. No one disputes rhese 
genealogies now, because if at any step a misstatement had 
been made about the new generation, it would have been 
detected by everybody who knew the family; all the more 
certainly, according as privileges, or wealth, or (above all) 
landed property passed from one generation to the next by 
birthright. For the same reason, marriage alliances between 
pedigree families arc as carefully remembered as the matings 
o f  pedigree stock; too much depends upon the fact* thu* 
Handed down, for misstatements to he possible, Thu* arise! 
a body of coherent “ tradition”  which among illiterate people 
i* quite un verifiable except by it* internal consistency, but 
it neverthdes* trust worthy; for it was only transmitted ** 
all because it wa* useful; and it ί» only useful, because each
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generation which has used it has had direct experience o f 
the accuracy of these few links in the chain which directly 
concerned contemporaries.6

Other E xamples of F olk-memory

A good instance o f this kind o f tradition is the folk- 
memory o f the Scandinavian settlers in Iceland. According 
to Sturla Thordsson, who died in 1284 A.D., the first man 
who wrote down in the Norse tongue, in Iceland, “ histories 
relating to times ancient and modern”  was Ari Frodi, who 
was born in 1067, a full generation after the death in 1030 
o f Snorri and Skapti the Law-man, with whom the great 
age o f Iceland ended; and over two hundred years after the 
Scandinavian discovery of Iceland, about 850, Among 
Ari's sources were metrical dirges and other commemorative 
lays for particular occasions; genealogies, fortified against 
mistake by their metrical form, like the songs, as well as 
by contemporary utility; and what is described as "the 
dictation o f old men.”  Ari’s principal work, known as the 
“ Book o f Settlements,”  surveys in geographical order each 
Separate settlement throughout Iceland, and summarizes 
the history of its families; and these family histories were 
continued, for the same practical reason, ami from similar 
oral sources, into the thirteenth century, in Sturla Thards- 
son’s edition of Ari’s work. The conversion of the pagan 
Icelanders to Christianity affected these traditions not at 
«11, because it did not disturb family life or the system o f 
land tenure. What was affected was the higher art o f com
memorative poetry; and this, nor so much by the spread o f  
« new religion, as by the submission o f the Icelanders to 
the King o f Norway and the Norse Code o f Law in Ι2ί·2 64 
»mi the disregard o f the Norwegian treaty o f  Union by the 
kings o f Denmark after the Union o f the Three C rowns m 
1280, But while these political changes cut off the supply 
t»f new incidents of fighting or litigation, which had been
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the chief interests o f  the saga-man’s audiences in the period 
o f Icelandic independence, they did not prevent the collec
tion o f what already existed, by way o f “ histories relating 
to times ancient and modern”  in the traditional shape which 
they had already; nor the transmission o f  them among those 
who looked back with affection and regret to the “ good old 
days.”  The very fact that things were actually now so 
different, was thus an additional safeguard against mis
representation o f the past. No Crimean veteran “ fights 
his battle o ’er again” with machine guns, any more than he 
substitutes for the name o f “ the colonel” that o f the war 
profiteer who now lives “ up at the old place.”

In New Zealand, the Iceland o f the Polynesian Pacific, 
the course o f events was the same, anti the period o f trans
mission was longer. When Sir George Grey went to New 
Zealand in 1845, one of his chief administrative difficulties 
was that the Maori chiefs “ frequently quoted, in explanation 
o f their views and intentions, fragments o f ancient poems 
or proverbs, or made allusions which rested on an ancient 
system o f mythology,” · Further enquiry showed that what 
at first sight seemed to be explanatory myth was in great 
part historical tradition; that the traditions collected from 
different sources and districts were coherent; that, though 
in the narratives «if the voyages o f emigration the leaders 
behaved as gods rather than heroes, and worked wonders 
beyond the power o f ordinary men, ail these leaders Had 
their recognized places in a genealogical perspective; and 
that it was on this genealogical tradition that authority 
and social order rested among the Maori o f the nineteenth 
century, it was only when the practical utility o f this folk- 
memory was being superseded by a new pnlifnat order, and 
new economic conditions, that the younger men ceased W 
take the same interest in it as the older chiefs with whom 
Sir George Grey had to deal; and this, not l»ce»u*c C hristian
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Maoris ceased to believe that the stories about old gods 
were true, but because business transactions were ceasing
to depend on this kind o f testimony to ownership or privi
lege. What conserved genealogies and other kinds o f tradi
tion now was nor their utility, but their sentimental interest 
to those who remembered the “ good old days,”  and the 
poetical value o f the narratives to a man like Sir George 
Grey, brought up in a quite different culture with biblical 
and classical folk-memory o f its own. The last thing, appar
ently, that anyone thought o f doing, was to “ fake”  the old 
stories in order to bring them up to date.7

Applying now these notions to the folk-memory o f the 
classical C»reeks, on the lines already so fruitfully explored 
in Chadwick’s Heroic /fge, we find, first, that the genealog
ical perspective o f (»reek communities in classical times went 
back coherently as evidence for land ownership and political 
privilege, in the cities on the west coast o f Asia Minor, to 
the time o f their foundation, fifteen or sixteen generations 
before the Persian Wars, that is to say to the middle of the 
eleventh century B.C. In the more ancient communities o f 
peninsular (»recce the breaks come earlier, in the eleventh 
Änd twelfth centuries, and are due to political reconstruc
tion of many districts through conquest by newly arrived 
People, who had their own tribal organization and closely 
guarded system o f traditional status and privilege; and 
these in turn passed, like those of the conquered, into a 
fresh genealogical perspective from the montent that the 
newcomers settled down as owners o f newly acquired lands. 
That wc know as much as we do about this genealogical 
Scheme of the first five centuries of adolescent Greece, is 
due, m in Iceland and Polynesia, to the circumstance that 
*Hen the new commercial and industrial revolution o f the 
Seventh and sixth centuries had gone sufficiently far, and 
hereditary land ownership was giving place to ownership by
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contract and purchase, the sentimental, aesthetic, and 
eventually historical value o f these traditions o f descent, 
and the picturesque incidents and characters which they 
enframed, led to the collection and collation o f  them by 
Hecataeus, Acusilaus, Pherecydes, and other compilers o f a 
literary Book of Settlement, like that o f Ari Frodi in Iceland, 
or the Polynesian Mythology o f Sir George Grey, at “ the 
dictation o f old men" whose learned talk would otherwise 
have died with them, because it had lost its utility in 
daily life.

Among these later genealogies, that o f the Spartan kings 
has attracted special attention, less for its obvious historical 
importance, than because it is considerably shorter than the 
period which it should fill, as estimated by Eratosthenes and 
other persons, more experienced than we in genealogical 
enquiries. As told by I lerodotus, backwards from the 
Persian Wars, the pedigree of I^otychides, who belongs to 
the generation o f 500 B.C., only reaches 9X0, when we 
reckon thirty years to a generation, whereas the standard 
date for the “ coming of the Dorians”  was 1104 at lowest.* 
But if has to be observed first, that in this list we are not 
dealing with generations but with reigns,* and secondly that 
the Spartans postponed legal marriage till the age of 40. 
Now if wc add the difference between 30 and 40 years to 
each generation of the list, the initial date is at once raised 
from 9X0 to 1140, more than enough to bring the list into 
conformity with standard chronology.

it has recently become fashionable to refer to the “ coming 
o f the Dorians" as a period rather than an event. The 
same fashion would make sad havoc of the documentary 
evidence for the “ coming" of the Vandals or the Saracens of 
the Ottoman Turks; and for the Dorians ancient folk- 
memory was precise, that their "coming" was not only **> 
many generations before the Persian Wars, but a centuf 
after an unsuccessful attempt to reach Peloponnese by way
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o f the Isthmus. The “ coming”  o f the Zulu into Natal, and 
o f the Matabele into Mashonaland, each took place within 
a single generation.10 Where there was prolonged opposition, 
as at Corinth, the precise position o f the invaders’ temporary 
camp outside the walls was still known in the fifth century.11 
If there should turn out to be a misfit at Sparta between 
pedigrees and potsherds, the remedy is to look for the 
Laconian equivalent o f the Solygeian Ridge.

Connecting the new Hellenic societies o f the eleventh 
century with the old were fairly numerous family traditions. 
Some families had not been disturbed; that o f Cypsclus at 
Corinth, for instance, was o f “ Lapith”  origin, and the 
“ Lapiths”  had fought the wild “ horse-folk" in the days o f 
Theseus, about 1230. Others, though they had been driven 
from one district to another, kept pride in their place o f 
origin and famous ancestors like the family o f Pisistratus, 
at Athens, who were "Nclcids from Pylos”  descended from 
Nestor, who "fought in the War” against Troy, a century 
before their move. Others, again, had acknowledged statut 
and special privilege in their new homes oversea, by reason 
o f their prestige "in the old country," like that other 
Neleus, who was recognized as founder and first ruler o f the 
new settlement nt Ephesus, because his father Codrua had 
been king in Athens. Similarly there were descendants o f  
Agamemnon in I-esbos: the Gephyraean dan at Athens, to 
which Harmodius and Amtogciton belonged, were Cad- 
tneians, originally from Thebes: the family at 1»agoras, the 
political rival of Clcisthenes, worshiped a Zeus who was not 
Olympian but "Caftan"; and in Homer Carians do not speak 
Greek,>*

Even if, here and there, an upstart or an adventurer 
claimed an origin which he could not prove, on arrival in a 
district to which he did not belong, -or if a writer o f fantasy

comedy made absurd genealogies for fun, like those in 
{he B m h  o f t H p  m4A t u t ,or our own use o f "Norfolk
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Howard”  for the minor horrors o f vagrancy, this only 
proves that in ordinary life people were assumed to know 
their genealogies, and stand by their accidents o f birth. 
Only an outlander and an oaf like the Cyclops took Odysseus 
seriously when he said that his name was “ Nobody.”  The 
proper retort was that there was nobody o f that name.

Conversely, in cities which had no long history, pedigrees 
were not long. That o f Gelo for example goes up not to a 
“ divine-born,”  bur simply to the “ man from Telos,”  a 
neighbor “ in the old country” to the Lindian founders of 
Gela*1- as the Hertfordshire Putnams were to the Lincoln
shire founders o f Boston. This was sufficient patent of 
nobility in a Sicilian city, for it put Gelo on the same footing 
as everyone whose ancestor had “ pegged out his claim” 
when Gela came into being.

Where the “ genealogies” o f Flecatacus stand, then, in 
relation to the sixth century and its economic revolution, 
the Catalogue of Hesiod and the two Homeric epics stand 
to the thirteenth and twelfth with their dynasties o f “ divine- 
born” kings. Whatever the details o f the process may have 
been, Herodotus seems to describe essential fact, when he 
says that "Homer and I Fcsiod made rhe gods for the (»recks," 
almtif four hundred years before his own rime, that is to say 
about 8»0 B.C. For in the same sense Homer and Hesiod 
made also the "age of heroes" heroic, as Ari Frodi made the 
heroic age of Iceland, at “ the dictation of old men,”  with 
just such a wealth of folk memory at command, as is the 
background of the clear cut personalities and well defined 
social order of the Homeric world. I hat there were minor 
discrepancies, among (»reeks of the classical jieriod, as to 
the central dates for the "Trojan War," was only to be 
expected, seeing that the dates for the War were reckoned 
back through the disturbed epistles of the coming o f the 
Dorian«, when many old families were scattered, ami aoftt 
succeeded their fathers prematurely, as happen» in war
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time.14 These discrepancies are however only o f importance 
as proof of the general interest in those events. In view o f 
the general Greek consensus that there was such a series o f 
events, and o f the limiting conditions (as we are now dis
covering them) o f such folk-memory, they are negligible; 
and the great work of Eratosthenes, in establishing a stand
ard chronology o f early Greece, stands side by side with the 
establishment o f a standard Homeric text, as one o f the 
high achievements o f Alexandrian research, when once more 
all things had been made new by Alexander and his generals. 
In what follows, Eratosthenes’ outline o f chronology will be 
followed, for convenience o f comparison, and outlying inci
dents and personages will be dared, in accordance with it, 
t0 fhe nearest generation in the more celebrated pedigrees, 
such as the pedigrees of Nestor, of (Edipus, o f 1’clops, and of 
I^iain at Troy.

By this diagrammatic standard, then, let us estimate the 
•stortcal context o f rhis kind o f folk memory, reconstructing 

Î e social framework of the early age of Greece. If the result 
*8 coherent, it must be so for one of two reasons, cither 
ama/.ing ingenuity among the sixth century chroniclers- in 
^  licit event, wc have still to ask how they knew on what 

istorical assumptions to proceed or a living, accurate 
ok-memory o f ancient times. And if the result coheres 

a so with sources of information quite beyond the knowledge 
p  diosc chroniclers, the conclusion seems unavoidable that 

reek folkmemory was historically trustworthy; that it 
ta b le s  us to explore aspects o f Greek antiquity for which 
* c havc not yet other evidence, and, in particular, to select 
Jne right lot alines wherein to look for such evidence, m  
ychliertiann selected Troy and Mycenae, and Sir Arthur 
Evans selected Cnossus.

I he only difficulties in this procedure arise from one or 
0rher of two causes. One is general, and common to all early 
^•gree», namely the frequent discrepancy o f age between
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husband and wife, which sometimes affects the synchronism 
between two families, sometimes not.11 That its effect is 
not uniform is not necessarily due to carelessness; in modern 
documentary pedigrees the same discrepancies result from 
strict conformity to facts. The other cause is more special, 
a break of gauge, so to speak, between distinct groups of 
pedigrees, and especially between the new dynasties which 
appear in the thirteenth century, and the families which go 
farther back.

T he S hort Pedigrees of the "D ivine-born” Dynasties

As Hecaraeus’ genealogy went back sixteen generations, 
and then "went up to a god,”  so the great families o f the 
"age o f heroes,”  which was terminated by the "coming o f 
the Dorians”  usually "go up to a god” in the third generation 
before the Trojan War,

Achilles son o f Peleus, and Ajax son o f Telamon, are 
grandsons o f Æacus, and Æacus is son of Zeus.

Odysseus son o f Laertes is grandson o f Arccsius, son o f  
Zeus.1*

Idomeneus son o f Deucalion is grandson o f Minos, son 
o f Zeus,

So in Phaeacia, Laodamas son o f  Alcinous is grandson of 
Nausithous who "goes up to a god,”  Poseidon, and in this 
case it was remembered that Nausithous came clown out 
from "Dp-country” and founded Phaeacia on its island, as 
Æacus came from nowhere and inhabited Æ.gina. Some
time* the pedigree goes one generation further, but when 
this happens, if is because the place o f origin of an immigrant 
grandfather was known. Diomede*, for example, son o f  
Tydeus who came into Argolis from Æfoüa, was grandson 
o f (Kncus; and it is hi* father Port heu» who "goes up to a god” and ts a son not o f Zeus but o f Ares. Compare with 
thii the pedigree o f the House o f  Atreu*. Agamemnon and 
Menelau* are sons o f Atreu», grandson* o f Pelops, who wai
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in some sense a Phrygian, and a newcomer in western 
Péloponnèse; and Pelops’ father was Tantalus, a prince o f 
Lydia, and son o f  Zeus. Or there is a crisis in the history 
of the family; Hector, son o f Priam, is grandson o f Laomedon 
who came down out o f  the hills, like Nausithous, and built 
Troy in the lowland; above Laomedon however, there are 
four more generations, Ilus, Tros, Erichthonius, and before 
them Dardanus, who first came into the hill-country, and 
was a son o f Zeus; and it is in this interval that the pedigree 
o f Æneas son of Anchises comes in, for Anchiscs, son o f 
Lapys, was grandson o f Assaracus, son o f Tros, and conse
quently Æneas was Hector's fourth cousin. Here we have 
a double pause, at the founding o f Troy by Laomedon, 
two generations before the Trojan War, and at the estab
lishment o f Dardanus in the hill-country, four generations 
earlier. And it will be observed that while the later o f these
Pauses, the coming of Laomedon to Troy, is in the same 
generation as the coming o f Pclops the Phrygian into 
Péloponnèse, the earlier is in the generation o f other great 
founders, Cadmus and Hellen. T o this earlier pause we must 
i^cur later.

hesc pedigrees o f the greater heroes o f  the "war- 
jPmerafion”  fit well enough together; At re us for example 

Aerope, granddaughter o f  Minos, and first cousin 
domencus, who is a contemporary and ally o f  Atreus’ 

^  us; Odysseus’ wife Penelope was second cousin to Helen, 
.* * * , Mcnehtus; Pclops, grandfather o f  Agamemnon, mar- 
cd Hippodxmia, first cousin o f (Kneus the grandfather o f  

 ̂ •onicdcs; and so forth. But they do not fit so well with 
use o f heroes whose families have a longer history. Nestor, 

” r ex“ mplc, though he "fought in the W ar," was an older 
an Agamemnon or Odysseus, and was respected 

•itordingly» and one of ht» sons, Piaistratui, was a suitable, 
“ hier, companion for Odysseus* son Telemaehua. 

^ugh Nestor« father Ncleus had come into western
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Peloponnese in the same generation as Pelops, his ancestry, 
like that o f his contemporary Laomedon, goes up four more 
generations to Heilen in the generation o f 1400. Similarly 
Odysseus pays to Alcinous the respect due to an older man, 
as well as to his host, hut he is expressly represented as 
rather too old to he challenged at games by Alcinous’ sons: 
he stands, that is, between two generations in Phaeacia. 
Tlepolemus, leader of the contingent from Rhodes in the war, 
had been driven into exile by the “ sons and grandsons”  o f 
Heracles, two generations cooperating;1’ and the varied ex
ploits and matrimonial affairs of Heracles himself bring him 
into contact with two successive generations: he too stands, 
as it were, on a half-landing.

The short pedigrees o f the "divine-born" dynasties, with 
their occasional revelations of foreign origin, one generation 
farther back, give us information o f the first importance; 
namely that three generations before the Trojan War, and 
therefore five generations before the “ coming o f the Dorians,”  
large districts o f  Greece fell inn» the hands o f adventurers, 
o f whose origin little was known, except that one o f them, 
whose family was eventually paramount, came from abroad 
about 1260, anti was in some sense Phrygian: and that it 
was in the same generation, about 1260, that Laomedon 
built anti fortifie«! Troy, That these dynasties, like that o f 
Laomedon, were of foreign, that is to say of non-Greek 
origin, is clear from their almost invariably foreign names, 
which have resisted ingenious and sometimes discrepant 
attempts, ancient and modern, to make them into (»reek 
words: Pelops, At reus, Thvestes, Agamemnon, Menclaus; 
Arccsius, Laertes, Odysseus; /Lauts, let a mon, Ajax, Peleus, 
Achilles; Priam, Hecuba, Hector, \m bises, /Limas,

Now it was m 1272** that the great treaty of jx-acr and 
mutual friendship was made between Egypt and the Hatfi«· 
folk, in view o f some new «langer threatening |*>th; and if 
was in the reign of Laomedon, that Priam, then a young
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man, led his father’s contingent to help the Phrygians at 
the great battle on the Sangarius river, against the “ Amazon 
folk.” 1* It was a very great array; Priam never saw anything 
like it except Agamemnon’s forces deployed under the walls 
o f Troy. Without the historical context, it was permissible 
to ascribe this vivid picture o f the régime o f the “ divine- 
born”  dynasties to poetic imagination. With it, we are 
justified in using the Homeric poems as a storehouse o f 
coherent folk-memory about a real phase in the making o f 
the Greek world and its people.*”

But with the "divine-born”  dynasties came other adven
turers out o f the western highlands o f Greece itself. The 
family o f Diomedes has Greek names throughout, and goes 
up to a god, but to Ares not to Zeus. Part of this clan re
mained in Ætolia, where Diomedes’ uncle Meleager called 
back kinsmen and friends from the south for the hunting o f 
the Calydonian boar, about 1230; and irom this .Æ toll an 
branch the Perseid chief Tyndarcus won his wife l-eda, who 
w«s also a granddaughter of Ares.

riierc were also allies or vassals, bound by obligations of 
Service to the paramount House of Atrcus, such as the 
family of Nestor, whose father Ncleus, o f  Æolid ancestry, 
had come into western Pclojwmncsc in the same generation 
as Pdops about 1200 anti had severe troubles with the 
children of Ejicius and other descendants of h.ndymion, 
whose father likewise had come out of /Etolia into Elis about 
*3«).« Epeius too, was "divine horn," but his father was 
Poseidon; and this whole group o f clans, which includes 

the family of /Etolus, namesake of Ætolia, "goes up 
u>» god" namely Zeus, in the generation o f  1400. T o these 

an<| other west country clans we shall have to return (p. 336); 
Noting only, here, those other examples o f exodus from the 
West country, the "divine born family of Odysseus, which 
Peached the western islands about 1260, and the Contem
porary Phaeacians farther off still. Here too there were
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troublesome neighbors, Taphians and Teleboans, with the 
latter o f whom there had been a serious war about 1230, 
calling for help from as far afield as Thebes.

Whatever value we may assign to contemporary Hittite 
references to his namesake Attarissyas o f Ahhiyava in Caria, 
Pamphylia, and Cyprus, we can appreciate the significance 
o f the marriage of Atreus son of Pelops the Phrygian new
comer, with Aeropc, granddaughter o f Minos and cousin o f 
Idomeneus; for Minos had founded a “ divine-born”  dynasty 
in Crete about 1260, and according to Greek folk-memory 
had “ driven the Carians out o f the islands”  and made the 
sea-ways safe. To the end o f the same generation, again, 
belong the voyages of the Argo, which visited Libya and 
the Adriatic, as well as the Pontus. Laomedon, too, in the 
same generation as Pelops and Minos, had not only a new 
fortress at Troy but a fleet; for he ruled over islands, and 
used them to intern persons o f whom he disapproved.** 
How recent these dynastic conquests were, and how incom
plete in detail, even after the War, is seen from Menelaus* 
invitation to Odysseus, through Telemachus, to leave Ithaca 
and settle near himself:—“ I would found him a fort and 
build him houses. . . . sacking some one fort o f the folk 
who live around and are ruled by myself." We almost hear 
Roger of Sicily calling to Robert of Normandy, and planning 
a razzia on “ paynim men, my vassals though they be.”

T u t  “ T rojan  C a t a l o m  i ”  a n o  Its H istoric ai ,
Hac korouno

Within this general situation, details are supplied in 
abundance both by allusions in the narrative jxirttons o f  the 
Homeric poems, and by the two Catalogues or metrical 
gazetteers which are incorporated in the second book of the 
t  had. So long as it was unknown that there was a “ sixth 
city”  at Hissarhk newly refortified in the thirteenth century? 
a historical Asia, with an important city Troia, in rear o f the
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Haiti empire in Asia Minor; a historical Achaean sea-king 
making war and peace in turn with the Hatti government at 
Boghaz-keui, and historical Achaeans joining the Libyans in 
a raid on the Delta in 1221, within a few years o f the Argo’s 
voyages--it was excusable that folk-memory so intimate 
and detailed should be mistaken for poetic invention, and 
that the accord o f the Catalogues with the Homeric nar
rative should be explained by learned compilation at some 
later date. But that phase o f literary criticism is super
seded, even in the present imperfect state o f our historical 
and archaeological knowledge. Reconstruction now begins 
not with Homer but with history. The and the 
whatever their date in the form in which we have them now, 
rest on a coherent and trustworthy foundation o f folk- 
memory, anti give vivid and copious illustrations o f a his
torical Achaean world.

The Trojan Catalogue is the simpler in construction. 
After enumerating the home district of the Troad, it follows 
the three seacoasts which meet at the Hellespont, birst 
Ci>mes the north coast of the Ægean, reached by the ferry 
between Abydus and Scstus, both included in the "home 
district" for obvious military reasons. Somewhere here
abouts lived actual Pelasgians;** then come 1 hraciana, m the 
wide Hebrus valley; then tiennes under Mount Ismarus, 
*nd Baconians bounded by the "eddying Axius, who in the 

century had been pushed back to the Strymon water- 
*hed by the Macedonians.

1 hen follows the north coast o f Asia Minor, omitting 
hi«oric  Bithynia because, as I terodotus knew, the Bithynitna 

Thracian immigrants, and in Homer the Hellespont 
"restrains" Thracian* to Thrace. This section ends at 
Jjybc, the "birthplace of silver," beyond the Paphlagonian 
mil-country, whence Mithradates afterwards drew the 
»»news o f war. Finally, down the west coast o f Asia Minor,

the Mysians and the Phrygians, the Maconians in what
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was afterwards Lydia, the Carians, and the Lycians "as far 
as the Xanthus river,”  excluding therefore the mountainous 
home of the Solymi against whom Bellerophon had fought, 
two generations earlier.

Two points only need comment here, the position o f the 
Phrygians, and the absence o f Lydians, so conspicuous later. 
Phrygia in historic times had no Ægean coast; on the other 
hand, it included the central plateau as far as the Halys 
river, and bordered on upland Cilicia. In the there 
were Cilicians, Andromache’s people, in the Troad, and it 
was only in Priam’s young days (traditionally therefore 
about 1250) that he led his father’s men in the Phrygian 
force that fought the Amazon folk on the Sangarius river, 
the middle course of which is followed by the great highway 
from the Marmara region onto the plateau. This "Amazon 
war” had other Asiatic episodes, in which Heracles and The
seus respectively were concerned, and a great counter-attack 
into Europe; later, times had changed, and an Amazon 
contingent came to help Troy, but not till the last year o f 
the siege.’4

Amazon stories were also current in Greece about two 
other regions. North and east of the Black Sea they seem 
to be told of a nomad horse-riding people, the women of 
which rode and fought like the men as indeed they must 
at need, in such communities. Whether the men were 
Iteardless like the women is a tjuestion which would be more 
easily answered if we knew when the first Mongols broke 
loose from the high plateaus onto Eurasian grassland. In 
South Palestine, again, round Ascalon, there was a beardless 
people in the sixth century, perhaps a remnant of the great 
raids of northern nomads in the seventh, the iteginning of 
the end of Assyria. But in Asia Minor in the thirteenth century there is no evidence of anything of that kind, There 
wan, however, the very obvious contrast between the clean» 
»haven people on earlier llatri monuments and m Egyptian
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war pictures, and the full-bearded folk who replaced them
at Carchemish about 1100, and are represented on later 
monuments in North Syria, and other countries formerly 
“ Hittite.”

Now a Hatti document (about 1330) refers to a district 
somewhere to the northwest called Assuva in which was a 
city called Taroisa, apparently not under Hatti dominion. 
The district name is the only clue hitherto found to the 
origin of the name o f Asia, which was certainly still applied 
to a lowland and therefore probably maritime district in 
early classical times; and the name of the city is closely 
equivalent to that o f Troy itself. O f its relations with the 
Hatti régime we know nothing further directly; but the 
great treaty between HartuSil 11 and Rameses 11 o f Egypt, 
'Π 1272, not only closed a long period o f hostility in mid- 
Syria, but explicitly settled all outstanding difference there 
and enabled both parties to turn their attention elsewhere. 
What the new danger was, is evident from Priam’s memory 
of his martial youth, when the whole Phrygian force went 
op the Sangarius river against a beardless enemy; from the 
other strokes and counter strokes of that "Amazon war” ; 
front the sea power o f Eaomcdon, who not only fortified 
Hoy, and bred war horses, but ruled over islands and would 
intern people there; a "horrible man,” as one of his Homeric 
yictims says.

Hut what had begun as concurrent enterprises, of Phryg
ians and Trojans in the northwest, and of the I hrygian 
house of Pdops and other newcomer* in the southwest,

the Minoani/ed and non Minoam/ed halve* respectively 
nf .Tgcan coast lands, came to cross-purposes more than 
°nce; in the first Trojan War, between Eaomedon ami Her- 
»oies, in the generation of 12MT 1230; and in the second, due 

t(> the misbehavior of a namesake of Alexander of i«ly»un, 
T« the circumstance* of the capture of 1 lelen we must return 
jeter, after examining the (,'itfuiooi Agamemnon * allies 
ttt the same way as this Trojan
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T he “ Achaean Catalogue,” and Its Geographical 
Background

It has been noted already, that like the Trojan Cata
logue the Catalogue o f Agamemnon’s allies, in the Iliad, 
gives almost a gazetteer of the regions o f peninsular Greece 
and its dependencies. The list is in three distinct sections, 
each arranged on a different plan. First come the mainland 
contingents, beginning with Boeotia, and then traced round 
in a roughly spiral sequence conformable to the course o f the 
sun, to west, to north as far as I/Kris, just south of the 
Spcrcheius valley, then to east as far as F.uboca, then south 
round Peloponnese to west, where the Arcadians having no 
sea coast arc appended to the men o f Elis who transported 
them in their ships, and so on to the island barony o f  
Odysseus, which included lettcas. The omissions o f this 
section arc as instructive as what it includes. Corinth and 
the north coast o f Peloponnese have no independent exist
ence but are in the back-country of Mycenae. There is no 
southern I/»cris;east o f Æroiia,in fact, the whole Corinthian 
gulf is ignored, anil the same ignorance appears also in the 
Odyssey, on two separate occasions. Most significant o f all, 
not only is there no Doris, but the townships included in 
historic Doris arc not included in any other district, as 
Corinth and its neighlwirs arc gazetted under Mycenae. It 
looks as though in the northwest Agamemnon's writ did not 
run. it is noteworthy, on the other hand, that in the 
omitted districts Mycenaean remains have not yet been 
found, whereas they arc known in all the others except in 
Arcadia, and in Eocris at the far north end; even in far
away Phocis there are traces at Anticyra and at Delphi, 

The second section surveys the islands, In-ginning with 
Crete, and sweeping round “ against the sun”  through 
Rhodes and the coastal islands as far north as the CalydntRfl
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islands, Calymnos and the group which spreads north o f 
it to Patmos. Here too the correspondence with the range 
o f Late Minoan settlements is instructive, and the omission 
o f the Cyclades, where it was only in Melos that anything 
seems to have survived of the earlier importance of this 
group. With this, too, other Homeric evidence concurs. 
Ajax was wrecked making a short cut through these islands, 
on the way home from Troy, and Delos in the Odyssey ap
pears, in a deliberately elaborate compliment paid by a 
traveled man, not as a place of common resort but as a far 
country where a palm tree stands by an altar o f Apollo. 
But while the Cyclades are remote, Cyprus is well known. 
Blsewhcrc it is mentioned that Agamemnon’s breast-plate 
came from friend Cinyras in Cyprus, and there was a later 
story to explain why Cinyras sent no contingent as he was 
expected to do; and as wc too should expect, in view of 
Attarissyas’ operations down there, and of the adventures 
° f  the Arg»vc hero Bcllerophon, a generation earlier still. 
Jt was only after the Trojan War, however, that tradition 
placed the revival o f Achaean enterprise in those coasts, in 
the settlements founded by Calchas in Cilicia, and by Icucer

Cyprus.
The third section of the Catalogue deals with Thessaly,
a larger scale, and in greater derail, but after the descrip

tion o f  a few coherent baronies on the southern coast, the 
towns arc not grouped by geographical neighborhoods, and 
t* » , OloosHon and Dodons, are outside the region, to north 
*od west respectively, along the lines, however, o f principal 
losses and routes. This ha« been attributed to carelessness 
0r ignorance on the part o f the poet, but seeing that M y
cenaean rçmains occur only on a few scattered sites, and 
(except one tomb in the southeast) are o f unusually late 
M o d ,  it i, j UIt wH*t is to lie expected, in a country only 
M t ly  exploited. I a* ai annexations are grouped under the 
n**ne» of their actual lords- No one disputes that the Duke
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o f Devonshire holds also the great fief o f Hartington, or the 
Duke o f Norfolk that o f Arundel in Sussex, on the ground 
that their territories are discontinuous. There were wild 
people about in Thessaly still, half man, half horse, as the 
Spanish cavalry were thought to be by the Mexicans; people 
with great knowledge o f wild herbs, and (as we have seen) 
high-bearded round-eyed faces; but they could teach heroes 
to ride and sing the old songs, if they pleased. Moreover the 
greatest o f these Thessalian baronies, the kingdom o f Pcleus 
father o f Achilles, was traditionally founded in this very 
way; Peleus who belonged to the “ divine-born”  family 
which held the island o f Ægina, carved it out for himself, 
planted his own people there, and lost his “ divine-wrought”  
sword in the process; and Achilles himself, in great need, 
prays to Zeus of Dodona as his sjtccial patron. The Thes
salian appendix to the Boeotian Catalogue has therefore 
historical significance.

So too have the legends about Cretan anti Euboean 
settlements, in the Trojan War generation, farther north 
still, on both sides o f the gulf of Salonica. They are at the 
same time precursors of the F.uboean colonies of very early 
historic times, and the counterpart to that rather late 
Mycenaean exploitation which is revealed by the foreign 
pottery in Macedonian settlements a day’s journey or more 
from that gulf. Tor here too, as in Doris and all the west 
o f Central (»recce, there was a "no man’s land.”  The Thes
salian Catalogue ends at CMousson, on the pass over to 
the Maiiacmon valley; but Priam’s confederacy has iti 
frontier on the Asms river. What it was that separated 
them is not stated; but later Herodotus knew that the 
Dorian conquerors of southern (»rercc had formerly “ lived 
in Pindus”  the mountain watershed of the peninsula, “ and 
been called Macedonian” ; and as the traditional date of 
their arrival in lL»ns is fixed to the generation about 1200 
by the adoption of the son of Heracles by their old chief
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Ægimius, they were evidently believed to be already in occu
pation o f this district in Agamemnon's time; which suffi
ciently accounts for the omission o f Doris and its townships 
from the Catalogue; perhaps also in part for the tattered 
condition o f  the Thessalian baronies.

T he  L o n g e r  P e d ig r e e s

Behind the familiar world o f  the “ divine-born”  dynasties, 
the eleventh book o f  the Odyssey presumes acquaintance 
'with an older régime, o f  which other Homeric passages and 
later Greek folk-memory retained many details, and several 
important episodes and political dynasties.*1

Of these dynasties, that o f the “ sons of Æolus”  is at the 
same time the most fully described, and at present the only 
one to which there is contemporary reference, in Hatti 
documents. The general conformity among the pedigrees 
does not stop with the arrival of the “ divine-born," though 
** is only here and there that earlier families arc set out in 
detail. Nestor’s ancestry goes up to Æolus in the generation 
{>f 13«); that o f Glaucus from Lycia, through Bellcrophon, 
al»o to /Lulus, in the same generation; that o f Tyndareus 
father o f ! Idcn, again to Æolus on the side o f his father 
Bericrcs, though his mother, the Perseid heiress Gorgo- 
phonc, through whom he came to he king o f Sparta, has a 
different and much longer ancestry, which will concern us 
later. The first two o f these .Kolid pedigree* are of Homeric 
authority; later there is mention o f  others, and the common 
ancestor Æolus was described a* "«on o f Hellen,’ I His
accords with the Homeric recognition o f Hellenes tollec- 
ijvely- -Pan Hellenes” in the Pht hint id district of south 
I hessaly and with the spread o f these Æ.olsd houses from 

part of Greece; and forces us to recognise between HCXJ 
a"d 13 «) Ä erisis o f disturbance, superficially resembling that 

tfic generation o f  12«h  though its source and distribution 
Were quite different, as we shall see. 1 his crisis too was not
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confined to Æolids or Hellenes; for we shall see that it 
coincides in date with the coming o f Dardanus into the 
Troad, o f Cadmus into Boeotian Thebes, and the establish
ment o f an older Minos, son o f Cadmus’ sister Europa, in 
Crete. It also immediately follows the reestablishment o f 
order at Argos after the great killing o f the sons o f Ægyptus 
by the daughters o f Danaus, and also, quite independently, 
the establishment in Attica o f the dynasty of Pandion which 
ruled continuously down to the generation o f the Trojan 
War, and was powerful enough to keep out, or turn out, 
not only the “ divine-born,”  but Boeotian, Thracian, Amazon, 
and Cretan intruders, on various occasions to which we must 
attend in due course.

As the destruction o f the “ palace”  régime at Cnossus 
is dated archaeologicaliy to the generation o f Amenhotep 
HI, who was king o f Egypt from 1414 to 1365, a fact quite 
beyond the knowledge o f Eratosthenes, or any Greek o f 
historic times, this crisis or pause about 1400 in the longct 
pedigrees is a clue to be followed carefully, especially in view 
o f Thucydides' belief that the spread o f “ Hellen and his sons”  
through peninsular Greece was due to “ other cities bringing 
them in to their aid" from an original home in south Thes
saly where they had "grown strong.” What were the causes 
o f  this need for military help?

Three pieces o f folk-memory mark this "coming of 
Hellen and his sons”  as an episode in a period of widespread 
disturbance ami readjustment. The first records the estab
lishment o f a new dynasty in Crete. The second describe· 
the coming of Cadmus into Bocotia, and Imks it with th»» 
new Cretan dynasty. The third recounts the coming of 
Danaus and .Egyptus to Argos, and the great massacre of 
the “ sons o f /Egvptus ' which followed. Each of these mu·* 
be examined separately in its historical context; twgethc*’ 
with the few other j»edtgrces which gw tip to the generation 
o f 14430, or beyond it.
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Traditions about “ Minos King o f Crete”  fall into two 
groups, and this distinction was appreciated in antiquity. 
In the Homeric poems Minos is the grandfather o f Ido- 
meneus, who “ fought in the War” : his brother Rhadaman- 
thys was “ fair-haired” ; and was alive after the foundation 
of Seherin by Nausithous, for he was carried by a Phæacian 
ship to Euboea. Both were Zeus-born and their mother 
was a “ daughter of a red man,”  Phoenix,— not necessarily 
a Phoenician, unless Achilles’ red-headed friend was a 
Phoenician too. Rhadamanthys, after death, was trans
lated to Elysium where Mcnelaus was to join him later; 
Minos however went to the same “ House of Hades”  as other 
Homeric chiefs. But the Parian Marble distinguishes from 
this Minos an earlier personage, dated to 1432, and Greek 
folk-memory made this Minos a “ Zeus-born”  son o f Europa 
Rttd nephew of Cadmus, whom the Parian Marble dates to 
1519. The significance o f the high dates in the Parian 
Marble must be reserved for discussion later. For the 
moment it is sufficient to note that its date for Hellen, 
1521, is only two years above that o f Cadmus, and that 
for lianaus, 1511, only eight years later. The Parian Marble, 
*hat is, uses the same genealogical data as other authorities, 
hot spaces its generations farther apart. 1 he discrepancy 

like that between two maps of the same district drawn 
°n different cartographical projections; one distorts bearings 
and distances more than the other; but intelligent travelers 
find their way equally well on either.

Of the Cadmeians of Thebes we only know that they 
Were distinct in descent and culture from the people whom 
they found in Hoeotia; that »hey introduced writing there;

they arrived about 1400, not like Æoltd* or Hellenes 
from farther north, but from oversea; that while they were 
essentially confined to Thclws, Otey nevertheless hail other 
settlements in Thcr* «ml Thaw»*» and were thought to be 
both “ red skins”  and mariners, and also in some way con
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nected with the new dynasty established in Crete about 
the same time. It was also, according to Herodotus, the 
Cadmeians who drove the ancestors o f the Dorians north
ward from the country “ under Ossa and Olympus”  into 
the highlands o f Hindus north o f Thessaly. The significance 
o f this statement will be better appreciated, when the 
Hellenic pedigree itself has been examined in its turn. All 
this looks as if the Cadmeians were people o f Minoan culture 
who occupied the Minoan “ palace”  on the Cadmeian hill, 
which was the citadel of historical Thebes, and used the 
“ beehive”  and “ chamber”  tombs in its slope. If, as the 
pedigree suggests, they only arrived about 1400, they were 
not the builders o f the "palace” and tombs, but only its 
reoccupants; for the "palace” at Thebes goes back to the 
beginning of the I .ate Minoan period.”  Minoan script has 
been found there o f a local style, and o f rather late period, 
inscribed on vases apparently o f local make; and a similar 
find is recorded by Plutarch, a document inscribed on lead, 
from a chamber tomb at Haliartus, venerated as that o f 
Alcmena, mother of Heracles, The destruction o f the Cad
meian power at Thebes in the double wars with Argos 
between 1230 and 1200, is sufficient reason for the Homeric 
Catalogue i silence about Thebes itself (though it men

tions a "lower town," Hvpothebai), and for the long list o f 
small towns in Boeotia;’ * and this omission o f a city so 
important both before and later, is strong evidence for the 
Catalogue's historical value.

Unlike the “ divine born" dynasties, the great families) 
or dans of the "longer j>cdigrecs” never seem to have come 
under any single rule like that of Agamemnon. T he con
cordance of their pedigrees is therefore the more notable, 
though the difficulty of reconstructing the general state of 
the region is greater; and for this |*erimi even such Homeric 
evidence as there is give* only glimpses into a bygone age·
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V e r y  L o n g  P e d ig r e e s  a t  A r gos , A t h e n s , a n d  
O r c h o m e n u s

Very few pedigrees go back beyond the generation o f  
1400 without supplementing personal names with those o f 
mountains, rivers, or districts symbolic o f local affinities. 
But those which do go farther are noteworthy. The first o f  
these, and simplest, is that of the Perseid house in Argolis.

Penelope, and Helen, both heiresses, were great-grand
daughters o f Perseus, who was “ divine-born”  in the genera
tion o f 1300, and in some sense founder o f Mycenae. His 
mother Danae, however, was daughter and heiress o f 
Acrisius king o f Argos, whose brother Proetus “ founded”  
Ί iryns in the generation of 1360, or 1330 if we make allow- 
*mce for the overlap o f the lives o f Perseus and his grand
father. Abas the father of Acrisius had survived a great 
slaughter, about 14430, o f the “ sons o f Ægyptus" by the 
' ‘daughters o f Danaus,”  in whose name, as in that o f Danae, 
we have an echo o f the “ Danauna" Sea-raiders o f the thir
teenth century, and o f the I lomerie use of the name "Danai 
aSi a general term for the armed forces o f Agamemnon.

Behind this crisis, and the generation of Danaus and 
A'gyptus themselves, stands their father hpaphua, divine- 
horn” in Egypt in the generation of 1500, and therefore 
contemjiorary with Thothmes III. 1 hen comes another long 
Hoc o f kings' back to Phoroneua son o f Hiver Inacho* son 
uf Ocean; and Phoroneus’ generation is that o f 1760,though 
la* r  Greek reckoning placed it Π00 years before the first 
p l ym pi ad, that is to say in 1876. What i* instructive, here, 
,s Greek belief (only imperfectly appreciated by Waidstem 
a generation ago) that in the plain « f  Argos there had been 
0 )  a long dynastic sequence, before the coming of the 
Hellenes"; (2) a crisis of intercourse with Egypt, dated to 
the reign of thothmes 111, who had actually an official
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entitled "governor o f the islands” ; (3) a great killing o f the 
“ children o f Egypt”  by Danaan women, about 1400, and 
therefore about the time o f the Fall o f Cnossus; (4) a new 
start made at Tiryns about 1330, and at Mycenae about 
1300; the latter also by a "Danaan”  adventurer who had 
made good in the Levant, as the story o f Andromeda and 
the crocodile shows; (5) marriage o f the heiress-daughter o f 
Perseus and Andromeda to an Æolid adventurer from the 
northwest about 1260; and (6) another change o f dynasty 
when her granddaughters Helen and Clytaemnestra married 
respectively Menelaus and Agamemnon, sons o f Atreus the 
Pclopid, in the generation o f 1200.

In view o f the representations of valuable works of 
Minoan craftsmanship among the tribute offered by foreign 
peoples to Thothmes III, and o f the gold cup inscribed its a 
gift to that king’s "governor o f the islands” ip. 119), this 
Greek memory o f Egyptian intervention o f some kind in 
Argolis, and of the massacre o f "sons o f Egypt”  which 
ensued, is noteworthy, though its precise significance cannot 
be recognized yet.1* On the face of the story, be
longing to Argos wandered to Egypt at a time when Egypt 
had Minoan tributaries. Almut 1430, descendants of* that 
somebody returned, followed by Egyptians. This Egyptian 
interference was ended by a massacre of Egyptian men by 
"Danaan" women forcibly mated to them, like the women 
o f Lemnos afterwards. Abas, the heir o f the sole survivor 
o f the massacre, bore the name of a people who were still 
inhabiting Euboea about 1200, and "fought in the War” ; 
and he founded in Argolis in 1400 a dynasty which with 
sundry accidents lasted fill about 12<i0, when it was replaced 
by an .Eoiid family. That the Argtvc massacre should 
closely synchronize with the establishment o f new dynastie· 
in Crete, Thebe*, ami (as we shall see presently) in Attic*» 
and with fresh settlements in I her*. Thaso*, 1 .indus in 
Rhodes, and I.ycia, can hardly be accidental;: m*r that R
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should be in the same generation that Cnossus fell, and 
“ Lykki”  and “ Shardana”  began to harry the coasts o f 
Egyptian provinces; quite a different kind o f people from 
the oversea tributaries of Thothmes III.

Secondly, there are the royal pedigrees of Attica, only 
preserved in outline (if it be true that their initial date was 
at 1796 B.C., 1020 years before the first Olympiad); and 
reducible still further into four main periods, with the help 
of Herodotus, who distinguished (i) a primitive "Pelasgian”  
phase, (ii) the régime o f Cecrops, (iii) that o f Erechtheus, 
which made the population of Attica to be “ Athena's 
People," and finally (iv) the “ coming o f Ion to be their 
war lord,”  which made them “ Ionian.”  Family history, 
however, in the strict sense only goes back to Erechtheus.

The great national hero Theseus sailed in the Argo, and 
received the aged (Fdipus from Thebes; he therefore belongs 
approximately to the generation o f 1230, though he carried 
off Helen as a girl, and his mother .Ethra has somehow 
become associated with Helen in the //iW.**· By the common 
account, it was he who broke the dominion o f Minos the 
C retan sea-king over Attica and its neighborhood, and uni
fied Attica jH)ütically. I le was also concerned in the Amazon 
war, and in repelling a raid o f the “ horse folk.”  Before 
1 hescus came .T.gcus (12f>U), then Pandion (1300), then 
Cscrops in 1330, and the common story made Ion (in the 
generation of 1300) to be the son of Xuthus son of A olut and 
^f Creusa, sister of Cecrops and daughter o f Erechtheus.** 
Hefore Erechtheus, and consequently in the generation of 

Fall o f Cnossus, cornea an older Pandion, whose lather 
Erichthonivjs, at long last, is a "divine-horn" son o f  the 
Earth and I lephaestus, anil introduced the horse into Attica, 
*»4 the four horsed chariot; and Pandion s wife was 
^euxipp^ a lady o f the «ante «porting taste. Earlier than 
tfits, there are only the names of founders o f dynasties, with 
Symbolic of descriptive names, Amphitryon, C ranaut. Ery-
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sichthon, and then the more historic figure o f an earlier
Cecrops, in whose days the cult of Zeus Polias was estab
lished, the great contest occurred between Athena and 
Poseidon for the patronage o f Attica, there was an Aonian 
invasion out o f Boeotia, and there were Carian pirates on 
the seas. This was all in the generation o f 1560 (1582 by 
the Parian Marble, 1557 by the same reckoning adjusted 
to the war-date o f  Eratosthenes) and slightly before Deuca
lion’s flood and the first Hellenic occupation o f Phthia 
thereafter (which the Parian Marble puts about 1500). 
Beyond this earlier Cecrops, even Attic folk-memory had 
nothing but symbolic names.

What is noteworthy in this group of legends is, first, its 
diagrammatic character before the time of Krcchthcus and 
Pandion, contemporaries respectively ofÆ oltis and Hellen; 
secondly, the well-marked crisis, even earlier than this, in 
the days o f Cecrops 1, about 1560; thirdly, the total absence 
of any such break about 1260 as results elsewhere from the 
intrusion o f "divine-born”  kings, but a reorganization of At
tica with the help of "Ion the war lord” ; fourthly, positive 
repudiation of the sovereignty of one of those kings, the 
later Minos, and more reforms about 1230; fifthly, the sequel 
(perhaps even the result) that Attica took but little part 
in the Trojan War, the national hero Theseus having been 
recently driven into exile by Menesrheus, Agamemnon’s ally.

Characteristic also of Attic folk-memory is its reduplica
tions. There arc two appearance* o f  Pandion, two of 
Cecrops, two versions of the story of Ion, possibly two 
liberations from a Minos, since the Parian Marble assigns a 
"Minos prior" to 14.17 and Eratosthenes to 1407; two date* 
for Deucalion's Α»κκ1, at 1HOO and 1500. The latter, con
formable with the Parian Marble (1529 1504), is not far 
from the Argive date at 15(0, but both are earlier than the 
genealogical date of 1410 which results if Deucalion was the 
father o f Helhm.
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O f these duplications the most important is that o f the 
Cretan oppression, the only direct link with the regional 
history of the south. Falling in so closely as it does with 
the archaeological date for the Fall o f Cnossus, and also 
with the sequel to the coming o f Danaus and Ægyptus from 
oversea, it deserves attention; and the variant stories o f 
the adventure of Theseus, preserved by Plutarch, include 
graphic details, the betrayal o f the fleet, the surprise attack 
on the palace, the fight in the great gateway- which look 
like folk-memory. But if so, we have to be prepared for a 
virtual duplication o f Theseus, perhaps also of Ion, if this 
Was when he “ came in to help”  and organized the population 
of Attica in the “ four Ionic tribes.”

I ni; M inyan Ρκηκ,κιι at O kchomknus

A third very long pedigree is that of the Minyan dynasty 
Orchotnenus. It is o f the utmost importance, because 

two members of it, Andrcus and F.feodes, have been recog- 
ft,*ed by I ’ orrer in a Haiti do etiment as assailants o f Haiti 

^pendencies in the generations of 1 3 6 0 to 1330; they are 
ere described as .T.olian. That they were not Æolïan 

,n st>nsc of being "children o f /Eolus," is dear from the 
Pedigree itself; for Andrcus is there dcscrilrcd m so n of the 

rneius river. There is the further complication of a svm- 
dic Orchomenus son of Minyas, later in the pedigree, to 

'v om personal descemlants are assigned whose dates place 
. foyas in the same generation as At Hamas and And reus, 
* " c Pedigree has therefore !>ccn put together wrongly, out 
° f  twu lines, and probably t hree, o f collateral family descent, 
0,,c them .Folid, the other two autocephalous, though 
not fipecifitally “ divineborn.“  But it can lût reconstructed, 

1m the Homeric (jUak^uc the contingent from “ Min» 
Hrthomcnu»" is led by Ascalaphus and laimenus, 

d*vinedK»ru" son* of Are» and Astyoche daughter Actor
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son o f  Azeus. Here the Homeric pedigree ends, without 
explaining the connection between this family and its Min- 
yan home. Pausanias supplies the connecting link: Azeus, 
he says, was brother o f Erginus, father o f Trophonius and 
Agamedes, builders and wizards, who built a treasure house, 
closed by a single stone, for Amphitryon father of Heracles. 
This puts Trophonius into the generation o f 1260 at earliest, 
and he may have been a generation later, as Erginus was 
part-contemporary with Heracles. The ancestry of Erginus 
goes up through Clymenus and Presbon to Minyas, who also 
had a diagrammatic son Orchomcnus. If Erginus belongs 
to !300 or 1260, this puts Minyas back to 1400, or 1360.

But here difficulties arise. Another version made Oreho- 
menus a "divine born” grandson of ! hinaus (through Istone 
and Zeus), which would put Orchomcnus back to 1400, and 
make the foundation o f the town range with the Fall o f 
Cnossus and the coming of the Hellenes. Minyas too was 
a "divine-born” son of Poseidon and C'hrysogcncia daughter 
o f Almus, whose ancestors are Etcoelcs, Andrcus, and the 
river god Pendus. If this {»edigree be set out as it stands, 
it puts Andrcus back to I *>00, at latest, and to 1330 if we 
allow a full generation for Chryxugcncia. But the same 
Pausanias says that Andrcus acijuired Orchomcnus (six gen
erations before its namesake) and gave it to Athamas, a 
well-known .Eolid of South 1 hessaly in the generation o f 
13,30. There is a clear discrepancy of t wo hundred year*.

The explanation lies in the circumstance that Almus had 
another daughter C hryse, whose "divine born” son by Are* 
was Phlegyas, namesake of the Phlegyae, men of wrath who 
went south into Phot is, and raided Delphi, and on another 
occasion attacked I hebrs, Since another story made PfC#* 
bon a son of Athamas, it seems probable that both Minyai 
and Phlegyas, namesakes with symltoln mothers, have beeft 
lupplied, tike ( >rt home mis, to connect Andren», Et code*» 
and Almus, with an At Hainan tui family m the "Minyafl*
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city. A “ child of gold”  indeed it seems to have been, to judge 
from its magnificent “ beehive tomb,”  a replica o f which 
Trophonius was supposed to have made for Amphitryon at 
Thebes, while his own oracular “ cave” at l^badeia may well 
have been another. If Andreus was a contemporary o f 
Athamas, he belongs to the generation o f 1330; Eteocles 
therefore to 1300, Almus to 1260, which would make him 
ft younger contemporary o f Erginus in the Athamantid line.

So it is clear that this pedigree has been edited, at two 
Points, and that the reason was a double tradition as to the 
holders o f Orchomentis from 1330 to 1260. It would explain 
this double ownership if we could discover why Andreus 
“ handed over”  Orchomcnus to Athamas the Æolid. If for 
example, Andreus had other dominions, and Eteocles like
wise, a viceroy»!ty at Orchomcnus would explain everything. 
Meanwhile, all we know about the origin of Andreus himself 
is that he is "divine born" from, or from beyond, the river 
Mencius; and us this river flows north o f  the domain of 
Athamas we discern a newcomer moving through that 
domain, acquiring Orchomcnus, and entrusting it to his 
passai while himself going farther. In dealing with this odd 
incident in central and northern (»recce, it is well to remem
ber that in the generation o f 1360, which is that o f Erech- 
theus, Attica was much troubled with "Thracian”  intruders; 
and Attica lies considerably farther south o f the river 
Tcncius than either Orchomcnus or the domain o f Athamas.

1 he régime of Andreus and Et codes at Orchomcnus ends 
however with the latter personage; and the grant to Athamas 
•apsed in the disasters o f his unhappy family, one branch o f 
Which went oversea, as the name of "Hdlespomua" testified, 
®nd the other was extinguished. 1 His lapse explains why 

ruler of Orchomcnus in the generation o f 1300 is Am- 
Pbton, whose daughter was Nestor s mother, and who was 
bimself * *v»n o f I*»u*” ; but it is not yet dear what this 
Amphion or his father have to do with their better known
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12 .·  t l t v r t f i u T l n *  « r  c M r « * *  ! ’ * ί » ι π * »  ; *  y*#s
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namesakes in Thebes amt Argos respectively, The Asiatic 
lasus, founded More the Neleid colonization of Milrtu*» 
may Iw one of the outpost* of Achaean sea power, on tht 
coast of Carta.,a
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There are special reasons for careful examination of this 
Minyan pedigree, in view o f the uses to which both this 
and the Minyan name itself have been applied in recent 
years; and also because its own anomalies indicate excep
tionally complicated circumstances at a site o f exceptional 
significance, geographic, strategic, and political.

T h e  C o m in g  o f  t h e  So ns  of Æ o lu s

We may now reconstruct some parr o f the political 
situation in peninsular Greece, at the time of the spread of 
the “ sons of Æolus.”  (1) About 1400, a new dynasty had 
hcen established in Crete, by Minos who was “ son o f his 
•t'other,”  like any l.ycian; which is the more important 
since his brother Sarpedon “ after a quarrel" established 
himself in Lvcia, at a time when (according to Herodotus) 
the people o f Crete did not vet talk Greek. (2) Related to 
this Cretan dynasty, and himself an alien from oversea, was 
the founder of the Cadmeian regime at Thebes, which lasted 
till the wars with Argos about 1200: and there were other 
Cadmeian settlements in Thera and Thasos. (3) In Argo!is, 
®lso about 1400, the “ daughters of Datums,”  remote descen
dants of an old local family, had returned from oversea; 
there had been also forcible incursion of "sons of Æ-gyptus 
from Egypt ; but there had been a great massacre o f the 

sons of Egypt”  by Danaan women, anil the sole survivor 
^ h o  bears the same name as a people which was still in 
Kuboea in 1200) founded the dynasty commonly called 
Eerseid (with chieftains at Argos, liryns, and eventually 
Mycenae) which lasted till the coming of the Pelopids and 

West-Greek associates. (4) In Attica, Rat'd ion son o f  
Eriehthomus established about 1400 a dynasty which was 
Overthrown ivy a popular movement about 1200, the leader 
(>f which, Menestheus, was an ally or feudatory Agarnem- 
•ton; he belonged to the house of Erectheus but his father 
Had bfftt otjvtUcii » ($) Ac ms* sotttc of
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whose tribesmen maintained the Dardanian name in Thrace 
till classical times, and others on the Hellespont, established 
himself in the foothills o f Mount Ida. Troy, though an 
important place before 1300, did not fall into the hands o f 
Laomedon till about 1260.“

Into this distracted country came the "sons o f Æolus”  
between 1360 and 1330; occupying Thessaly as far north 
as the Peneius, and parts o f Central Greece as far south 
as Orchomenus and Copais, where their general advance 
was held up by the Cadmeians, though Sisyphus reached 
Ephyra (which may be Corinth) about 1330. Rather later, 
Neieus, who had held Orchomenus as dowry o f Chloris 
daughter o f Amphion, moved to Pylos in the west of Pélopon
nèse. If Amphion o f Orchomenus was also the builder of the 
walls of Thebes, his counter-attack on Orchomenus falls 
into series with the Phlcgyan attack on Thebes after his 
death, i.c., about 1260; for the "sons o f Phlegyas" were 
cousins o f the "sons o f Minyas."

There was good reason therefore for Eteoclcs of ( )rcho- 
menus to be described as an Æolid by the Hattt
scribes, for his career falls precisely in this generation of 
Æolid expansion, and it was to an Æolid, Athamas, that 
his father Andrcus had granted Orchomenus.

But who were these /Eolids? Here wc encounter four 
further extensions o f early genealogy: first, the current 
description of .Æolus as son of 1 lellcn, secondly, the ascription 
to I feilen of other sons besides Æolus, the description
o f Hellen as son of Deucalion, who therefore fall», with hi· 
flood, and place of refuge on Parnassus, into the generation 
o f 1430; and fourthly, the ascription to Deucalion of other 
children brodes Hellen, and the identification o f person
ages ami people* who were afterwards certainly be be veil 
to be Greek, as descendants of these other "children of 
Deucalion.”
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H ellen and H is Sons

Of the traditional family tree o f “ Hellen and his sons,”  
it can only be noted here briefly (1) that while the threefold 
partition o f the family in Hesiod’s time into Æolians, 
Ionian», and Dorians fits very well the three main regions 
of colonization on the coast o f Asia Minor, each with its 
respective group of Greek dialects, it does not fit at all so 
'veil the distribution of kindred dialects in peninsular Greece; 
(2) that the later inclusion, by Hellanicus, o f Achaeus as a 
fourth “ son”  (or rather grandson) o f Hellen results partly 
from the necessity of accounting for the so-called “ Achaean”  
colonies of Magna Graecia, partly from the recognition of 
a closer relationship o f the older population o f the Achaea 
in North Péloponnèse (which was the motherland of those 
gestern colonies) with the ancestors o f the Ionian-speaking 
Greeks, than with either Dorians or Æolians; (3) that the 
affiliation of the Ionians themselves to the Hellenic family 

obscure, precarious, and variously explained; more 
especially as it was believed that Attica only “ became 
Ionian" rather late, though it had (as we have seen) a 
touch longer perspective in its folk-memory than most part* 
of Greece; (4) that the affiliation of the Dorians to the 
Hellenic family was complicated by another notion,^ that 

came into Greece from the north, and late. Conse
quently there were alternative theories; either the Dorians 
*c*-c not originally Hellenic, but had to be recognized as 
**uch on account of the distinguished part played by Dorian 
Copies in Greek history; or else, if they were Hellenic, tt 

necessary to explain how other peoples, popularly 
•ccepted as Hellenic, were so different from most Dorians, 
**Hl in particular had been m Greek lands so much longer.

ur there are hardly any tradition* about Dorians until the 
ite ra tion  ,»( 120Ü, and even their Heracleid leaders only go 

to Heracles, between l »60 and 1230.
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We are now in a position to discuss the generic name, 
Hellas and Hellenes, by which the Greeks o f the fifth and 
sixth centuries described themselves and their motherland, 
and trace it back toward its origin. In its eventual and most 
inclusive sense, it is a comprehensive term for all Greek- 
speaking peoples; and it is in this sense that, in the diagram 
o f Hellenic descent as revised by Hellanicus in the fifth 
century, the common ancestor of all Greeks, Hellen, has in 
addition to the three sons, Æolus, Doms, and Xuthus, a 
daughter Xcnopatra, the “ clan o f strangers” ; for there were 
by this time Greek-speaking peoples o f too uncertain 
descent to be included in any of the three recognized groups, 
yet sufficiently “ children o f Hellen” to be given this cour
tesy-rank "on the mother’s side.” Earlier authorities, as 
we shall see, were not so scrupulous, for they knew o f 
inhabitants o f Péloponnèse who were descended from Deu
calion, but not through "Hellen and his sons.”

From the name of the managers o f the ( )lymptc festival, 
Hellenodikai, it is clear that there had been a time when 

only genuine Hellenes were allowed to take part in that 
festival. That, among Greeks in the most general sense 
there were some who were regarded as being in a more 
special sense Hellenic, seems to follow from the special use 
o f the phrase "great Hellas" the Latin Magna —
for the group of South Italian colonics which came from 
the shores of the Corinthian gulf, and for the most part 
from its south side, the country later called Athaca, but 
described by Menclaus in the Odyssey as "Hellas”  when 
he proposes to escort lelernachus homeward that way«** 
This Colonial usage helps to explain the early vogue of the 
Olympic festival, as a horning {»oint for jrrople from those 
western colonies ; and it was clearly this group of colonie* 
which enforced the inclusion of the ” Achaean”  name for * 
chief subdivision <tf the Hellenes, alongside of .Tohan» 
Dorian, and Ionian; in specially dose relation moreover with
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the Ionian name, symbolized by the insertion o f the sym
bolic Xuthus— the "brown man” — as their common father 
in the national pedigree. For it was only in the threefold 
classification o f the Hellenic settlements in Asia Minor, that 
the main dialect groups were geographically contrasted 
neighbors; and in the west there was a similar group of 
settlements, similarly coherent in situation and dialect, but 
clearly not included in any of the conventional three.

Farther back than the establishment o f these "Achaean”  
colonies in the west, we have, to guide us, only the Homeric 
association o f "Pan-hellenes and Achaioi" in the district o f 
Fhthia in South Thessaly; the use o f “ Achaioi”  in the 
Homeric poems as one of the general names applicable to 
Agamemnon’s whole force; the later belie! that in some 
sense "Hellen and his sons grew strong in Phthia” ; and now 
the repeated use of the name "Ahhiyava” in Haiti documents 
for an aggressive /V.gcan power in the fourteenth and thir
teenth centuries, and of “ Akhaiwusha" in Egyptian docu
ments of the thirteenth and early twelfth, for one o f the 

Sea-raiding" peoples, (»reek genealogies, the value and 
81gnificiuuc o f which are now apparent , give precision to this 
^hole conception of the "Hellenes" as a newly active folk
1,1 North Greece, by tracing numerous later families up to 
Hellen in the generation o f 14(H), through /bolus in that of 

Pedigrees going up to Dorus arc rare, and o f late 
transmission; sometimes it is only through symbolic names, 
ttihal (,r topographical, that the generation of Dorus him- 
sHf is pushed back to that of .Toius. In Homer, there 
arc only "Dorians" in one passage about the peoples o f 
^ r« e ,  ami Ion tans only once, in a context which may 
mcTly me«,, Athenians * and in any case only refers to a 
*lngle tribal contingent from Central Greece in Agamemnon’s 

The personal Ion Itehmgs at earliest to the generation 
t*f J30O, perhaps rather t** that ο! I hescus ipp. 3-5 b),
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It seems to follow, that to use either “ Hellenes”  or 
"Achaioi”  only for the “ divine-born”  kings and their per
sonal “ comrades,”  is to leave out o f account both the evi
dence o f the pedigrees, and the contemporary Haiti refer
ences to an “ Ahhiyava”  earlier than the “ divine-born”  gen
eration of 1260. Yet if there were “ Achaeans”  in Greek 
lands o f earlier date than this, there is no one with whom to 
identify them in accordance with Homeric folk-memory 
except the “ Pan-hellencs”  o f Achaea Phthiotis, and other 
Hellenes emergent from it; and no one in the genealogies 
can be securely affiliated to a “ Hellenic" stock except the 
great Æolid houses who converge on a personal namesake 
in the generation of 1360. The eventual occupation o f 
Orchomenus by Æolids, by the “ children o f Minyas," and 
by the new dynasty of Andrews and Etcoclcs, adventurers 
from beyond Pendus, raises a question which is obscured in 
later versions o f the Hellenic {»edigree. Was Hellen the 
only eon of Deucalion? Or rather, were “ Hellen and his 
sons,”  who settled first in Phthiotis, the only Greek speaking 
tribes who emerged from the Parnassian highland after the 
“ great flood"?

Other D i s « u n d e n t s  of D rucauon

Among extant genealogies, two at least supply an answer* 
often overlooked, and also an imjxirtant supplement to our 
very limited knowledge of western Greece. And this as we 
have seen ts a region «it the greatest importance for the 
interpretation of events elsewhere, because it was certainly 
the proximate source of the Doric- arid West («reek-sj'caking 
tribes in later times, and probably also o f the Arcadian* 
speaking.

First, the family o f  Diomede*, who “ fought in the war 
goes back, not to Heilen a? all, but to lus contemporary 
Orestheus, another son of Deucalion. This family only aboi» 
in the west country till the generation of fI ncus grand*
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father of Diomedes, who was a contemporary o f Pelops the 
‘ 'Phrygian/’ and (like Pelops) a soldier o f fortune who made 
good in Peloponnese. It also includes the names o f Ætolus, 
Pieuron, Calydon, the latter being tribal names, like Ther- 
mon, Ophion, Acarnan, Kurytan, of a form characteristic o f 
the region. That these are not merely symbolic is indicated 
hy the place-name Œniadae which clearly means “ children o f 
(Pneus"; and an earlier (Pneus was father o f Ætolus. As the 
wife o f Pieuron was Xanthippe, daughter o f Dorus, in the 
generation of 1330, we have here one o f the few circum
stantial corroborations o f the Hesiodic pedigree in which 
Dorus is brother of Æ.olus; and also a hint that this group 
° f  Deucalionids was at that date within reach o f the “ chil
dren of Dorus,”  who in that generation were not yet in the 
"'est-Country, but in the highlands of Pindus, on the far 
north border of Thessaly, as Herodotus says.

Secondly, Deucalion had a daughter Protogeneia. Her 
pame is symbolic enough, but her offspring arc not. Acthlius, 
Zeus-born, went “ west-about" to Elis, and his son (about 
1330) is Endymion.”  Among Kmiymion’s descendants arc 
Ppeius, some o f whose descendants seem to have been later in 
^orth Greece as well as in Elis; and Pleins, the latter a 

divine born" son of Poseidon, not of Zeus. Other Epeians 
to have strayed into (or remained in) Centra! (»recce, 

for they arc brigaded in the lluid with Boeotians, lvocrians, 
phthians, and Ionian*. Endymion is also father o f .Ætolus, 
’n the same generation (and probably in the same symbolic 

as Ætolus is son o f (Pneus; so that in two independent 
Versions the Ætolians are descended from Deucalion other
wise than through Hellen.14 They seem to have broken back 

Æ.foiia, as the NUtahcic and probably also the Angoni 
"broke back" from the rest of the Zulus in Natal.
, 1 Hew rare fragments of a more spacious folk memory
Indicate that the Hellenes of South Thessaly, of whom the 

"* rn o f Æiolus" are the only well authenticated group*,
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were not the only members o f the Greek-speaking “ family,”  
and in particular that other “ sons o f Deucalion”  can be 
traced moving “ west-about” from the north side o f Par
nassus, occupying Ætolia about 13(X), and entering West 
Pdoponnese in the generations o f 1300 and 1260, that is to 
say heading the movement which is popularly connected 
with the adventurer Pelops; while those who did not move 
south, but remained in Ætolia, kept up communications 
with these more aggressive kinsmen, and could count on 
their help in such emergencies as the C'alydonian boar-hunt, 
in the generation o f 1230, or in the war with the Taphians 
and Tcleboans, in the same generation.

One other line of Deucalionids remains to be considered. 
Attic folk-memory, as we have seen, went back with a 
coherent genealogy from Theseus to Erichthonius in 1430, 
who was divine-born but also earth-born, and most sig
nificant of all introduced horses and four horse chariots 
into Attica. Above this there is a break; but immediately 
above the break comes Amphit ryon son of Deucalion. The 
name o f Amphitryon is symbolic, but also significant, in 
view of the later use of the word to denote the participants 
in the venerable cult of the Earth mother at Thermopylae. 
These participant trilws cover the region from the north 
and west I »orders o f Thessaly to Phocis, Boeotia, and an 
“ Ionia" which is not easy to Incare, but certainly is not the 
colonial region oversea. Now there is reason to suppose (p· 
157) that the Ionian speaking region of peninsular (»recce 
once extended north of Attica and west of Euboea, and that 
its later restriction resulted from the southward spread of 
Æolic-sjK'aking people. The genealogical evidence for the 
spread o f the .T.olids, and the documentary evidence lot 
“ /Eoiian** adventurers oversea, identified with the men who 
ruled Orchomcmis while the .Tohds were spreading, give 
Ml the date for an important stage in this encroachment of 
/Folic speech. The ( 'admetan intrusion at Thebe», whatever
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its origin and character, had at all events the effect o f stop
ping that encroachment temporarily; and if the Cadmcian 
rulers were as foreign as tradition describes, they probably 
had as little effect on the language o f their subjects as the 
eventual distribution o f dialects shows. Further, tradition 
was explicit, that it was here that a foreign script was first 
employed to write Greek, presumably by persons who 
despaired o f making Boeotians learn anything else, but 
needed to communicate with them. It is the familiar 
predicament o f a superior culture attempting the exploita
tion o f a region o f alien speech; just so, we find the Greek 
alphabet adopted by Slavs, the Roman by Teutons, the 
Arabic by Turks, the script of China by the Japanese, cunei
form script by Cyrus and his Persians; all in more or less 
simplified forms, as in Herodotus’ description of "Cadmcian 
letters.*4

That the date assigned to Deucalion in Attic tradition 
•8 two generations higher than in the pedigrees of Hellen 
and other Deucalionids is itself evidence that genuine folk- 
memory is in question. Nothing was easier or more tempting 

to put the Deucalionids of Attica into their normal 
place, if common knowledge had not precluded this, this 
common knowledge is represented in the first place by the 
Pedigree of Athenian kings which ran back to Pandion in 
l4(X) and F,rkhthonius the chariot driver in 1430, a Scn'  
Nation earlier therefore than the Cadmcian occupation o f 
f^oeotia. What was remembered, evidently, about the pre« 
Cadmcian ami pre Krieht Homan régime in Central Greece 

that Attica ranke«! with other Amphictyonie partici
pants in the cult of Demeter, and in whatever political 
p%>mc was its secular counterpart. And as the genealogical 
date for Krichfhonius shows, this status of Attica was quite 
‘ ^dependent of, and did not result from, any local Hooding

the Copais, or any descent of Deucalionids thereafter 
from Parnassus. In so far as it represents a movement o f
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peoples or chieftains at all, it is to be correlated with the 
beginning, not the end, of that deluge. And at this point 
we have to note the tradition that “ in the days o f Cecrops”  
there had been places called Athenae and Eleusis in the 
Copais, which were submerged by “ Deucalion’s flood”  and 
never retrieved. That this reference is not to Cecrops son 
o f Erechtheus, about 1360, is clear from the Hellenic and 
other pedigrees which go back to Deucalion’s return from 
high altitudes. It therefore refers to the older Cecrops, 
whom the Parian Marble assigns to 15K2 while assigning 
the beginning of Deucalion’s reign to 1574, the Deluge to 
1529 and Amphictyon to 1522. It is to be observed however 
that while the Parian Marble’s other dates for early events 
arc rather higher than those reckoned in the present argu
ment from extant genealogies, the date for the older Cecrops 
is in accord with them, and consequently stands closer by a 
century to the generations before and after “ Deucalion’s 
Flood”  than in the genealogical scheme provisionally pro
posed here. It is separated from them moreover, in other 
versions o f Attic folk-memory, by a whole pcrunl or dynasty 
which the Parian Marble ignores.

Retrospect and Summary or (»kneauk;icai. Evidence

Thus the traditional genealogies o f the classical (»reeks, 
breaking off as they do, in groups and "going up to a god” 
at three different jMiints, reveal three principal crises in thi* 
transitional period. The latest, about 1100 B.C., is identified 
in folk-memory with the "coming of the Dorians" into 
Péloponnèse. The second, about 1260, is characterized by 
the coming o f “ divine born" chiefs of unknown origin, and 
also by the coming o f other chiefs who were not "divin©* 
horn” and whose human ancestry went back farther, but 
in some other district, like Nestor and Diomede*, t hirdly» 
the genealogies o f the "sons o f .Foius," the “ son* of E'ndy*
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mion,”  and perhaps also the "sons o f Minyas,”  point to a 
yet earlier movement out o f Thessaly, about 1360. Before 
this there arc only a few longer genealogies, o f the Cadmeian 
family at Thebes, the Danaids and Perseids o f Argolis, the 
"strong house of Erechthcus”  in Attica. But among these, 
the Cadmeians came in from oversea about 1400, the 
Athenian pedigree breaks off with Krichthonius about 1430, 
and the Danaids reach Argos from abroad, also about 1430. 
As the "sons o f Hellen”  (of whom Æolus is the only one 
with early pedigrees attached to him) came likewise into 
folk-memory about 1400, and as this generation is that o f 
the Kail o f Cnossus, there is good reason to believe that 
they all refer to real occurrences connected more or less 
directly with that event.

We are now in a position to take stock of the historical 
content of these family histories.
(1) The j'vedigrees of Hceataeus, o f the Nelcids in Attica, 
a*td of the Spartan kings, indicate a violent crisis in the 
eleventh century, and much displacement o f peoples. The 
cause o f this disturbance, was (by common consent) the

coming o f the Dorians”  into the south, and a similar and 
rathtr earlier movement which redistributed the Æol te
st peaking jvoplcs of Thessaly, pushing some of them farther 
•uuth into the area where the Cadmeian dynasty had main« 
rained itself down to the disastrous wars in the generation#
<>f 1230 and 1200,
(2) The régime which was destroyed, in most parts of 
Greece, by the "coming of the Dorians was that o f the

divine In srn" kings who had established themselves five 
generations before, about 1200. A similar dynasty^ had 
founded Troy about the same rime, after previous sojourn 
*« the lulls; and the leading dynasty in Péloponnèse was in 
•̂tttr sense Phrygian, though not necessarily from Asiatic 

Hrygia.
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(3) Central incidents in this period were the great quarrel 
between the Houses of Atreus and Laomedon, involving 
their vassals, interrupting their predatory and exploratory 
voyages, and leading to post-war disorders at home.
(4) Other leading events are the two wars, slightly earlier, 
between Argos and Thebes, the exploration o f the Black 
Sea, Libya, and the Adriatic by the Argonauts, the Amazon 
Wars, the Athenian rejection o f Cretan dominion, and the 
political reorganization of all Attica by Theseus. The per
sonal career o f Heracles is of less significance than the 
existence already, before the Trojan War, o f the strong 
group o f his "sons and grandsons" who expelled Tlepolemus 
to Rhodes.
(5) Parallel with the "divine-born" dynasties, great and 
small, there arc the western sea-powers of the Phaeacians, 
Taphians, and Telcboans. That o f Phacada was founded 
at the same time as the "divine born" dynasties in Greece, 
by people from the highland interior.
((>) Sufficiently numerous pedigrees go back beyond the 

crisis o f 1260, to establish another widespread break in 
tradition, another group of fresh leaders and presumably of 
fresh tribes, in the generation o f I4(X). This crisis closely 
followed the "great killing" o f the "sons o f .Tgyptus" by 
Danaan women. !t was very near in time to the "early 
Minos" in Crete, and also to the mission of Rhadamamhyi 
from Crete to t.ycia to establish ordered government there. 
It was also closely followed by the rise of the Perseid hou*® 
in the plain o f Argus, and fresh importance of Mycenae 
and Tiryns, It resulted in the spread of the "sons o f .bolus" 
over northern and southwestern Greece, marrying into the 
older families. Genealogically Hellen, father of /bolus, Ik * 
longs to the same generation as t admits, Parution, Aba* the 
sole male survivor o f the seed of /bgyptus, and {»erhap* 
Mmya*, in whose issue at Orihomenus there may have be£0 
a Danaan strain.
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(7) Attica, which had escaped a "divine-born”  dynasty o f  
the later series, has its own break o f continuity about the 
same time as the establishment o f the House o f Cadmus at 
Thebes, but cjuite apart from it.
(8) Of yet earlier crises there are traces, in the Attica of 
Cecrops about 1550, in the Argolis o f Phoroncus about 
1750. Beyond these, no folk-memory seems to have been 
preserved at all.
(9) Some confusion has arisen as to the initial date for the 
establishment o f “ 1 lellen and his sons”  in South Thessaly, 
through the different local identifications o f “ Deucalion’s 
flood.”
(M) 1 he effective "coming of the Hellenes,”  however, only 
begins with the spread of the "sons of .Eolus” in the gen- 
Ration of 1330: and in this generation falls Andrem of 
Orehotnemis, a contemporary o f Atharnas the Æolid.
(11) Only in Attic genealogy is there early trace of “ Ion 
ttt*d his people,”  and then only tacitly related to Hellen as 
8 grandson of /l olus, with a purely diagrammatic father 
ar'd brother. The Athenian contingent at the war was 
However in some sense "Ionian”  ami had a distinctive dress.
(12) Similarly there is little confirmation o f the link be- 
tw<*en Hellen and Dorus. But as the Dorians were driven 
north ward into Pindus by the C'admcians, they must have 
been somewhere south o f Pindus the story puts them

>eiow ( i«,sa and Olympus,”  in northeastern Thessaly— 
jdfer the generation of f4<Kf, which is that of Cadmus and 
Heilet». Also a "daughter of Dorns”  marries an eponymous 

leu run son of .1 toltis in the generation of 1360. But 
Neuron*;, jn-digrrr is one o f those which go up to Deucalion 
otherwise than through Hellen; and this version of Deu- 
^»hon (in the purely West (»reek pedigree of Augeas and 

Mryttjs^ places him in the generation of 1400, as a col* 
thrrrt<»rc of Hellen, not his father, and it is at com- 

Nnietl wnli other anomalies, which there seems to have 
- no am lent attempt to explain.**
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(13) But not all Dorian families were thus driven north “ by 
the Cadmeians.”  Diodorus*7 preserves a very important 
pedigree, in which Tectamus “ son o f Dorus” — therefore in 
the generation o f 1330, and contemporary with the “ Æolian”  
attack on Lesbos (La-as-pa in the Haiti record)~came from 
Thessaly "with Æolians and Pelasgians,”  and founded a 
new régime in Crete. Tectamus married a daughter o f 
Cretheus son o f Æolus, but his son Asterius died childless 
in Crete (about 1300) and it was “ in his time“  that “ Zeus 
and Europa came” ; and their children Minos, Sarpcdon, 
and Rhadamanthys consequently flourished about 1260. 
Here there is obviously confusion between Minos son of 
Europa and the “ divine-born” Minos who belongs to the 
generation o f Pelops and Æacus, and was grandfather of 
Idomeneus; for Diodorus proceeds as if the son of Europa 
were grandfather o f Minos husband o f Pasiphae, who is the 
“ divine-born”  Minos of 1260; and inserts as links the names 
o f Mount Ida and the Cretan city I.ycastus, clearly a piece of 
later construction. What is significant is the tradition that 
a "son o f Dorus”  was concerned in an otherwise Æolian 
aggression in Crete, contemporary with .Æolian aggression 
in Lesbos.

Α μ ή α κ ο ι .ο ο η ά ι , a n d  L i n o u i s t i c  C o o n t k r p a r t s  o r  
( ϊ κ ν κ α i . o f iIc a t. H i s t o r y

Only a brief outline of events, based upon these genealog
ical materials, can be presented at this stage. But it is 
significant in itself, and suggestive o f further research, more 
especially on certain sites where the stratification should 
correlate it (if it has any foundation in fact) with changes 
o f material culture.
(1) The Mtnoan exploitation <>t the mainland began in 
Argobs about 1K0Ü B.C., to judge from the earliest "shaft 
graves” at Mycenae, This accords closely with the gcncalog*
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ical dare 1760 for Phoroneus, the first non-symbolic name in 
the Argive pedigree. It went on without cultural interrup
tion to the time o f the Fall o f Cnossus, and probably longer; 
and this agrees with the genealogical date for the division 
of the old Argive kingdom between Argos and Tiryns in 
the generation of 1360, or 1330 if the generation o f Danae 
be discounted, as some heiress-generations appear to have 
been. This corresponds with the refortification o f Tiryns 
and Mycenae. But between 1460 and 1430 occurred the 
"great killing”  of Egyptian men by Danaan women, as the 
sequel to some kind o f Egyptian intervention in connection 
with the return, from Egypt, of exiled Argives who had been 
there since about 15(X). (2) Other interventions from oversea 
are indicated about this time by the new dynasty of the 
"elder Minos”  in Crete,>* the colonization of Eycia by Sar- 
Pedon and Rhadamanthys, and the occupation o f Thebes by 
Cadmus, all about 14(X). How these are to be correlated with 
the Fall of Cnossus is not yet clear. But as the effect of the 
Cadmeiun occupation was to stop the southward spread o f 
the /Eolids, and as the Cadmcian regime itself collapsed 
as soon as /Eolids and Pelopids had worked round through 
the western districts and attacked it in rear from the Argos 
° f  Adrastus and At reus, if is likely that it was a deliberate 
winoan reinforcement o f the "palace”  régime, already estab
lished at Thebes as its ruins show.
(3) Quite independent o f these events in the south, so far 

can be seen at present wras "Deucalion s Hood, devas
tating the Copais lowland some while before 1430. This 
literally t„„k the heart out of the “ gray ware” régime, 
*hieh had been established in Central Greece early enough 
t(> have dominated the Isthmus region and Argolis before 
the Minoan exploitation began; that is to say, before 1 MX).
(4) Some survivors from the topais disaster took flight 
^«ithwards into Attica, and are represented in Attic tradi
tion by Amphitryon son of Deucalion. But from this point
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onward Attica begins to have a dynastic history o f its own, 
and its great king Erechtheus, in the generation after the 
fall o f Cnossus, had a “ strong house”  on the Acropolis, 
which was famous still in Homeric tradition as the special 
home o f Athena. Its ruins show a Mycenaean palace like 
those of Mycenae and Tiryns, heavily fortified. This régime 
endured till the popular revolt o f Mcnestheus, about 1200, 
which brought Attica into the feudal régime of the House 
of Atreus. Previously it had held its own against all comers: 
but it is not yet certain whether the deliverance from Cretan 
dominance belongs wholly to the generation o f 1260 1230 
or incorporates memory of the collapse of the "palace”  
régime when this Athenian dynasty was still young, and 
perhaps was a contributary cause o f that disaster.
(5) Other refugees from the Copais took to the westward 
hills, inhabited them for a while, then descended into 
Opuntian I^ocris, still cherishing memories o f the “ great 
flood," just as Athenians remembered the lost “ Athens”  
and “ Eleusis”  in the lake-land. The cult o f Deucalion 
remained till classical rimes at Opus, but the Deucalionids 
spread rapidly, and far beyond the limits o f Locris.
(6) Of these Deucalionids, some drifted away westward, 
up the Sperchcius and across the pass into the west country. 
Home of them, Endymion’s ]»copie, the Kpeians and Eleians, 
and also the family of Diomedcs, occupied parts of Pélopon
nèse, on several occasions between 1160 and 1260; but others 
remained in .1 tolia; and there were other Kpeians later in 
the neighborhood of Locris and Hocotia, who jwrhaps had 
never moved very far west. Hut it is not necessary to sup
pose that all or any of the western Deucalionids ever made 
a home around Opus; and probably they lost touch early 
with those who did. How far these adventurers penetrated, 
is not clear. The western legends refer only to Lits and 
Arcadia. Hut Sisyphus reached l orinrh; and some dis
turbance of the occupants of northeastern Péloponnèse i*
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revealed in the exodus o f “ Ion and his people”  from this 
district to Attica, which must be dated, as we have seen, 
between 1330 and 1260 (p. 325).
(7) From among these eastern Deucalionids, in Locris 
‘ ‘Hellen and his sons”  moved out northward about 1400, 
first as far as Phthiotis; then, as the “ sons of Æolus,”  
northward into Thessaly, and also southward about 1330, 
Athamas to Orchomenus, Sisyphus to Kphyra, Perieres into 
I-aconia, where the second Perieres about 1260 married the 
Perseid heiress Gorgophone and became the father o f 
Tyndareus. Similarly, Salmoneus about 1330, and Neleus 
about 1260 went west-about into Peloponnese.
(8) From Phthiotis, also, according to Herodotus, the 
Dorians were driven farther north in the generation after 
Hellen, that is to say, in the days of Æolus, about 1360, 
and occupied the highlands o f Pindus beyond the Thessalian 
plain. This indeed seems to be the prime distinction between 
Dorian and Æolian, that the latter remained within the 
regions which were being dominated during all this long 
period by expanding "l.atc Minoan culture,”  whereas the 
Dorian home-land lay beyond it. What the culture was, 
with which such Dorians came into contact and were 
ttrtbued, out there, is a further question, to be answered 
(In Chapters Vil and VÎ1I) with other kinds of evidence.

A very imjHtrtant supplement to the Cadmeian episode 
is the statement o f Herodotus that the ancestors of the 
Dorians were driven out of Histiaeotis which he explains 
*» meaning the district "under Ossa and Olympus” -  by the 
Cadmeians. So far as this statement has attracted attention 
at all, it has been interpreted as referring to an overland 
e*P»nsion northward of the Cadmeian régime in Thebes. 
But there Wert C'udmcums elsewhere thftn in Bototiftj in 
"Thera, for example, and Thasos. And we have now seen 
rctMson to regard the Cadmeian occupation of Rocotia as a 
reinforcement o f the Minoan exploitation which is attested
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by the “ palace”  and “ beehives”  at Thebes. That the same 
exploitation reached Orchomenus is clear from the great 
“ beehive” there. From the decoration of its inner chamber, 
it cannot be later than 1400, and may be rather earlier. 
Now there was a similar exploitation o f southeastern 
Thessaly; not from the southern land front, however, but 
from the Pagasaean gulf, with some half-dozen “ beehive”  
tombs, one o f which is cut into the far older Thessalian 
settlement at Dimini.39 They are not o f fine style, nor early 
date; certainly not earlier than 1400, but the earliest o f them 
not much later. Here we have archaeological evidence for 
just such a situation as is described by Herodotus; foreign 
intruders splitting the “ sons of Hellen” into a southern 
or /Folic section, in Phthiotis and western Thessaly, and a 
northern or Doric section, first “ under Ossa and Olympus” ; 
then, as the area of Cadmeian dominance expanded, "in 
Pindus” ; that is to say, confined to the highlands north o f 
the Thessalian plain. Separated thus from the Hellenes o f 
Phthiotis, secluded among less advanced conditions o f ma
terial civilization, and moreover exposed to quite different 
influences as we shall sec (in Chapter VII), these northerly 
“ children o f Hellen” remained in many respects more like 
their prototypes than those who spread southward cither 
east or even west of Parnassus.
(10) Between the north country, from the Copais north
ward, and the south-country, Attica, the Isthmus region, 
and eastern Pelojvmnesc as far as the "gray w are" influence 
extended, the foreign regime o f the Cudmeians reinforced 
the harrier created hv the flooding o f Copais. The "gray- 
ware” culture had already been here for some while, as we 
have seen; but its influence had been profoundly modified 
by local concluions, and still more by the Minoan exploita
tion, whic h affected Attica and /Fgitia as well as Argo!·*» 
though not so profoundly, nor with such splendid economic 
as well as artistic results.
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(11) Then about 1260, a quite fresh factor comes into play. 
The “ divine-born”  families with foreign names appear; 
Æacus in Ægina, and thence Ajax in Salamis, and Peleus 
in Phthiotis; Minos grandfather o f Idomeneus in Crete. 
These come in from nowhere, that is to say, from oversea. 
Another great family, Phrygian in origin, with domicile also 
in Lydia, appears first with Pelops among the mixed tribes 
o f the west, later at Mycenae with Atreus, then at Sparta 
also with Menelaus. Along with it come Neleus into 
Messenia, Tydeus into Argolis, Arcesius to Ithaca, marrying 
heiresses of actual dynasties, and succeeding to their castles 
and domains. Though Corinth fell to the share o f Atreus, 
Attica (including Megaris) recovered its independence after 
brief servitude to Minos of Crete, kept aloof from the quarrel 
between Argos and Cadmeian Thebes, and remained a city 
of refuge for broken men such as Œdipus and Orestes. Alter 
the fall of its ancient kingship, about 1200, it owed restricted 
Service to the House of Atreus.
(12) We are now in a position to appreciate the significance 
° f  an important tradition preserved by Diodorus (v. 80) that 
before the days o f the later Minos ( who is o f the generation 
° f  1260) a imputation o f “ mixed foreigners” was “ in time 
Assimilated in speech to the Greeks who were there” ; and the 
Numerous stories about the expulsion o f ‘Tartans’ * from the 
•stands at this time mark a similar change of language. 
The “ assimilation” o f the Caunian language to Carian, or 
vjce versa, discussed bv Herodotus, is another example,

be numerous Cretan colonics planted in Lycia, in the 
Cyclades, at Chios and Erythrae, the tatter actually on 
*be mainland which was Ionian later and even as far north 
a* I-ernnos, carry the same process farther; and interlock 

the foundations of Xanthus (specifically Argive) in 
J;yci* and ) .extant, o f Macarcus in Lesbos, Chios, Samos, 

and Khmles (supplementing those of the “ Children of 
tbe Sun"), and of that /lo t  id who gave his name to Lesbos,
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and married a daughter o f Macareus. All these now take 
their historical place as minor operations in the “ Achaean”  
aggressive which begins with Andreus and Eteocles before 
1300 and reaches its climax with Atreus and the Achaean 
allies o f the Libyans in their invasion o f Egypt in 1221. 
Between 1260 and 12.30, this new régime culminated in 
the “ sea-power”  o f Minos, the settlements of Rhadamanthys, 
Sarpedon, and Bellerophon on the coast o f Asia Minor, the 
aggressions o f Atreus, and the contemporary sea-power o f 
the Thessalian Æolids, whose Argo explored the shores of 
Pontu$, Libya, and perhaps also the Adriatic. To such 
“ viking” raiders, a voyage up the Danube, such as Apol
lonius describes, was not at all out o f question.*“
(13) But two could play at that game. In the generation 
of Pelops, Æacus, and the later Minos, Laomedon fortified 
Troy, and had islands o f his own; Priam led his contingent 
up the Sangarius, Mopsus brought his forces over Taurus 
into Cilicia. By 1200, Land-raiders and Sea-raiders could 
make rendezvous on the Syrian coast. The Haiti régime 
collapsed, and Egypt was in danger.
(14) Then, as between Mycenae and Cnossus, came quarrel 
and war to the death between Mycenae and Troy. There 
had been "Amazon” raids into Europe, as far as Attica, 
occasionally, just as warfare had been carried into "Amazon'* 
countries by Heracles, Theseus, and Priam. But this was 
civil war, precipitated (if the coincidence of dates may be 
pressed) by the defeat of the whole t rojan confederacy, or 
a large section of it, by Raineses III. War losses, and long 
absence o f personal rulers, whether at the siege o f Troy, or 
in the Crusades, lead to disorder and intrigue at home. Ï0 
the fifth generation the “ divine horn” dynasties fell at the 
“ coming of the Dorians.”

Who the "divine-born" adventurers west o f the .Egean 
were, is fairly dear from their close relations with the régime 
of Laomedon and Priam. There is no reason to assume th·*
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they were numerous, or had numerous forces. Even after 
two generations, the number of ships in the Catalogue renders 
only a small total in men-at-arms; and these included , 
local contingents who did not want the war, as well as 
anaktes and their hetairoi,who did, and enjoyed it.

P h il o l o g ic a l  R e c o n s t r u c t io n  of t h e  H is t o r y  of  t h e  
G r e e k  D ia l e c t s

We have next to compare this outline o f historical events 
with the distribution o f Greek dialects in historical times, 
and with the redistributions which were inferred in Chapter 
H i, from their eventual relations to each other, but were 
left undated, for lack o f contemporary testimony.

In the first place, the distribution o f the Doric dialects, 
their dose relations with the West-Greek dialects, the sur
vival in some o f them of elements from the Arcadian group, 
ftnd conversely the traces of Doric elements in Pamphylian 
a«d in the speech o f Western Thessaly, make it certain that 
l^oric speech is the language of the last newcomers into 
those regions. Their coming was both recent and discon
tinuous; and in Thessaly and the settlements east o f Rhodes 
they were not numerous or strong enough to impose their 
language and mode of life on (»reek-speaking folk already 
in occupation. O f the two main regions o f Doric speech, 
ync, including Laconia with Mcsscnia, western Crete, Melos 
Rnd Thera, corresponds precisely with the areas of Spartan 
C(JtU|uesr and colonization, down to the eighth century. The 
°thcr, Argolis, together with the Isthmus region and 
Gegarts, the colonic* front eastern Crete to Rhodes and Cos, 
an<i the colonies founded by Corinth and Megara in Sicily, 
correspotuls similarly with the area of Argive-Dorian eon- 
Myetit anti colonization. On the other hand, in Cydadte

states in 
Cyprus, 

*e respee-

iftlands not occupied by colonies front Dorian 
Péloponnèse, Ionic is spoken, not Doric; and in 
Curium and Tape thus, which were believed to b
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tively an “ Argive”  and a “ Laconian”  colony, yield tomb- 
equipment o f earlier periods than the traditional date for the
“ coming of the Dorians”  into Peloponnese, and must there
fore be attributed to pre-Dorian, that is to say to Arcadian
speaking settlers, which is in accordance with their actual 
speech. The proof is therefore complete for identifying the 
Doric group o f dialects with the speech of the Dorian 
invaders.

With the exception o f one passage in the 
describing the composite population o f Crete, and including 
Dorians in it, the Homeric poems make no mention o f 
Dorians, and moreover describe a general distribution o f 
political influence which is quite different from that which 
resulted from the Dorian conquests. We have seen, how
ever, (p. 316“ 8) that the silences of the Catalogue, as well as 
its positive statements, indicate how the landward boun
daries o f Agamemnon’s confederacy ran. And though there 
is no direct information as to what lay beyond it to the north 
and west, these boundaries are in accord with the tradition, 
current later, of a period when there were Dorians in 
Macedon, and also in the Doris north of Parnassus, though 
no Doric dialect is found in either district in historic times, 
and only a trace of its former presence in Doris. This is 
positive confirmation of the account given in the Catalogue 
o f  the condition of central and northern (»recce, at the 
period which it professes to describe, and also of later folk- 
memory about movements of Dorian-s|ieaking {»copies.

Further, Homeric information as to the earlier descents 
o f Lpeians, Kleians, and loiids into western PelojwmncsC, 
from the northwest and from as far afield as Thessaly, in 
the generations from 1330 to 12(3), illustrates not only the 
facilities for such a 'hom ing” as that o f IV lops the Phrygian 
in the generation of 12(3), and the traditional .btolian 
guidance enjoyed by the Dorians themselves, but also the 
evenUmi tsfabli^hmcnt of a West Greek ifmlet t in Mis*
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^or this western avenue from the north into Peloponnese, 
°nce explored, lay open to the Dorians, and remained open 
^fter the Dorians themselves had spread onwards into 
Messenia, Laconia, and probably also into Argolis and the 
Isthmus region. Whether Dorians had ever settled down 
ln Elis itself and then been replaced by subsequent immi- 
grants from Ætolia, cannot at present be ascertained. 
Archaeological evidence indicates, as we shall see (p. 506) 
t-hat Olympia shared, for a while, the earliest culture which 

as been found at Sparta itself. Moreover the place name 
yrne on the north coast o f Elis suggests that a detachment 

0 Dymanes broke away and settled here. For such a settle
ment by a single tribe o f a composite people, we may com
pare the community o f Samians “ o f the tribe Æschrionia" 
w om Herodotus notes as established in an oasis of Libya 
^ Ve,n days west o f Egypt. As to the antecedents o f the 

ortans themselves, folk-memory contributes only the sig- 
statement that in ‘ ‘ the generation o f Dorus,”  about 

• u they Wcrc ‘ n Histiaeotis “ below Ossa and Olympus,”  
Sal  ̂ , 0rS> i^crc^,,c> ° f  the “ sons o f .Eolus” in South Thes- 
, y [.ant  ̂ that they were driven thence by Cadmeians into 

6 ,'ghlands o f Pindus to the northwestward.
Th * gr°up o f dialects is more easy to identify.

0ugh affected slightly and locally by Dorian intrusions, it 
^presents the sjsceeh of the "sons of Æolus”  who are the 
ar test, most coherent, and perhaps the only original "chil

dren of Hellen.“  '1'hey are first perceptible in Achaea Phthio- 
a'S d i Ut and thereafter spread rapidly between 1360 

°vcr South Thessaly and into Central Greece.
Jut 1330 they were attacking I-csbos, but under a fresh 

t̂ c chiefs, <>f whose origin nothing was known except 
_at they came from the Pcneius or beyond it, and had 

8>ven Orchontcnus to the /Kolid Athamas. The Athamantid 
(̂>use had early dealings with Thebes, for Afhamas married 

admeian, im»; with Hellespont, through Phrixus and
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Helle, about 1300; its Argonauts colonized Lemnos and 
explored Pontus about 1230. But their home was in South 
Thessaly, and Orchomenus changed hands repeatedly, fall
ing to Neleus about 1260 as the dowry o f his wife Chloris. 
In the generation o f 1330 Sisyphus established himself at 
Ephyra (which may be Corinth), Perieres in Laconia, and 
Salmoneus in Elis; but nothing is known about their routes. 
After that there was a check, and for this there was a reason. 
For south o f the Copats marshes the Cadmeian dynasty 
which had occupied Thebes about 1400, was extending its 
Late Minoan establishments widely, and made at all events 
one raid into the Dorian home-district in Thessaly.

Later, about 1260, some Æolid families were involved 
in a fresh disturbance and were carried down into Pélopon
nèse, Neleus to Pylos, Bias (on business) to Argos, along 
with a quite separate folk, descended from Deucalion, but 
not “ children o f Hellen,“  still less “ Æolids." These wor
shiped Ares, and are only traceable in northwestern Greece 
and western Péloponnèse, except the families to which 
belonged Diomedcs and Leda. In Péloponnèse Neleus had 
some trouble with other Deucaiionids, the Kpcians, who had 
been there since about 1330, and more with his nearer 
relative Melampus, brother o f Bias.

That there was a real ‘VKoIian’ ’ people about 1300, and 
that they had already occupied l-esbos, is indicated by Haiti 
evidence, ft docs not follow however that Andrcus and 
Ktcoclcs o f Orchomenus were themselves o f /Foliun descent, 
and their pedigree makes them "divine born" sons o f the 
river Pcneius. At Orchomenus they arc a dynasty, and a 
short one.

The /Folic.speaking peoples o f classical times may there
fore be provisionally identified with the dans whose chief* 
are genealogically "sons o f .Folus,”  and be recognized 
occupying certain districts o f Thessaly south of the Peneiui 
from about 1360 at ail events. Later, about 1200, the Cad-
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meians were expelled from Thebes and as Herodotus says 
“ took refuge with the Eel-folk” ; commonly identified (by an 
excusable popular etymology) with an Illyrian tribe, the 
Encheleis, but more probably the local eel-fishing “ musk
rats”  o f the Copais, where the fortress on the rock o f Gha 
testifies to such an “ Isle o f Ely”  in very late Minoan times. 
This Catastrophe opened the long-closed route to the south, 
ar»d Thucydides brings in .T'olic “ invaders from Arne”  in 
the generation of 1130 (sixty years after the Trojan War) 
to establish by conquest the historical regime in Boeotia. 
Strabo adds, probably from Ephorus, that with them came 
exiled Cadmeians, much as Heracleids “ returned* with the 
Dorians.

It can hardly have escaped notice that in analyzing the 
Greek dialects in relation to their geographical distribution, 
ambiguities have arisen from an overlap between Æolic- 
speaking folk and the Avavalas, Ahhiyava, and Ea-as-pa o f 
the Hatti documents, and also from the overlap between 
Arcadian-speaking regions and some ot the Achaean 
baronies which owed service to Agamemnon son o f Atreus, 
and had come into existence for the most part during the 
lifetime o f Atreus or I’clops. These ambiguities are miti
gated, though not removed, by the consideration that 
neither in Hatti documents, nor in the Homeric poems, nor 
ln later Greek usage, does the term "Achaean”  refer to any 
distinction of language, except in the single passage o t e 

°dysseyabout the »copies o f Crete; which needs more ex
p ia t io n  than it affords. Consequently there is nothing to 
preclude the solution that the term “ Achaean" denotes no 
Jny particular tribe or tribes speaking a particular dialect, 
but a political régime or organization; much as the term 

English”  and its foreign equivalents “ Englander Ang- 
H "  «r in medieval I .atm, “ Angli“  are used to include men 
°.f various local dialects (some o f them descendants o f a par- 
ttcular group Qf dans, the Angles, though most o f them
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not) but are chiefly and properly used in general history to 
denote a political régime, and an outlook on life, shared by 
them all, and very effectively supported by Scots, Welsh, 
and even Irish. These indeed are so clearly distinct from 
the birthright English, that the still more inappropriate term 
“ British”  has had to be invented or misapplied, like the 
term “ Hellene” in Greek, as a general designation sufficiently 
erroneous or meaningless to be generally accepted, and more
over on the distinct understanding that it excludes the large 
majority o f those who speak the English language or "west
ern” dialects of it.

For the Arcadian group of dialects the nearest approach 
to a genealogical counterpart is the western group o f Deu- 
calionids. So small is its historical distribution south of 
the Corinthian gulf, and so numerous are the symbolic 
namesakes of peoples fund among them Ætolians, who 
spoke a West-Grcck dialect in historic times) that it might 
seem at first sight proper to include this group among the 
West-Greek-speaking associates of the Dorians, and to con
sider its few Peloponnesian members as precursors of the 
later Eleians.

But this identification would leave the Arcadian group o f 
dialects unexplained; and as the distribution o f those dialect* 
makes it certain that their expansion occurred in pre-Dorian 
times, that is to say, at latest under the régime o f "Atrcus 
o f Achaca,”  if is necessary to look for their counterpart 
within the period which the genealogies cover. At this jMiint 
alternatives are presented; for alongside the Deucalionids, 
who are at all events cousins of the Æolids and other 
Hellenes in the genealogical sense, there is an important 
family in Arcadia itself, with a pedigree which comes down 
to Agapcnor who “ fought in the war," and goes up to the 
eponymous Zeus born Areas in the generation o f  1 -FA 
preceded only by Kallisto (1400) daughter of l.ycaon (1430)» 
who is a son of Pelasgus (1460) the antediluvian figure whom
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Æschylus staged in the Supplices as king o f prc-Danaan 
Arg°s. Once again, as in so many other pedigrees, symbolic 
names like Areas and Æolus end, and personal names begin, 
between 1360 and 1330, The only link between this pedigree 
at1d others is the liaison between Ischys and Coronis, who 
Was a Phlcgyan o f northeastern Thessaly; but it is sufficient 
to raise the suspicion that Areas may be a strayed Deuca- 
•onid of the western group, affiliated to the local Arcadian

ah'father Lycaon in the fourth-century phase o f “ Pelasgian 
theory.”

fcven if the western Deucalionids were still mainly in 
-tolia about 1260, the “ coming”  o f Pelops, lEneus, and 

t eir people was ample occasion for the spread o f “ Arcadian”  
,a a'so over Péloponnèse, and beyond it oversea. And 

as J Arcadian” group includes Pamphylian and Cypriote, 
a^u has influenced Cretan Doric, it must represent either 

e. ° rig'nal speech o f the first T.gcan settlers in those 
gJons, or that o f some later intruders who became dom- 
ant ^ere. Now the Late Minoan settlements in Cyprus 

TrhC considerably earlier than the Sea-raids o f 1200" 1190. 
ab<C,r tonf'nuous archaeological series goes as far back as 

° ur 1500; too far back, that is, to be related to any move- 
Cnîs ll'tt “ divinc-born” dynasties o f 1260. The scttle- 

thent*Ät ia^ sus *n Rhodes goes back to 1400 at least; and 
C sites in Argolis are older still. Moreover we have folk- 

^(Cniory o f a change of language in Crete in Herodotus’ 
thC° mu ,jf barpedon, the colonizer o f I .ycia; the language o f

People who were historically called l.ycians, and called 
doCmSC' VeS lcr,nilae» is not Creek at all; and there are 

ocuments in the Cypriote syllabary which is mainly 
privative from Minoan, and therefore not earlier in Cyprus 

at1 the Minoan *- “ ** ηα ·"«·ι !* »”
Greek

settlements both in an “ Arcadian* 
a atl1̂  *n λ <juitç different language. There is therefore 
dia!; : ^  Casc for inferring that the “ Arcadian”  group o f 

s rcsu|fs not from the first Minoanization o f  these
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remoter regions, but from the later conquest o f them, as o f 
Crete itself, and of the Mycenae and Sparta o f the Tyndarid 
kings about 1260, by the “ divine-born”  dynasties and their 
“ companions,”  some o f whom we have seen to be demon
strably Deucalionids o f the western group.

This alternative, in particular, helps to explain how it 
happened that a script o f the Minoan group remained in 
use for Greek in Cyprus, whereas in Crete and Mycenae, 
where this script was "at home," it did not. For in Cyprus 
the “ Arcadian”  hellenization was not only the first but also 
the last; there was no Dorian invasion here. On the other 
hand, in Rhodes, and Crete, as in Péloponnèse, the Dorian 
invasion came soon and severely, imposing illiterate con
querors on the descendants o f the “ divine-born”  kings, and 
postponing the acceptance o f any system o f writing for 
Greek, till the spread o f alphabets related to those "Cad- 
meian letters”  which Herodotus saw at Thebes.

Now though there is no Homeric reference to the regular 
use o f writing by the “ divine-born” kings themselves, writing 
as a weird means o f conveying information secretly was not 
unknown to them, and had been in use for this purpose 
between kings o f Corinth and I.ycia as recently as the gen
eration of 1260; and in Homer, too, the “ divine-born”  them
selves mark their lottery stones by scratching personal 
marks on them.4'

But if the "Arcadian” group o f dialects represents, as 
seems probable, the speech nor of the "divinc-lmm”  dynas
ties,- tor Pclnps himself was a Phrygian, and wc shall see 
that in this distinction, too, there is significance but o f the 
Deucalionids who had been making their way gradually into 
Péloponnèse from the northwest since about 1330, what was 
it that was spoken in Pebponnese or at all events in its 
northeastern districts, where alone we have any clue“** 
before the spread of "Arcadian" dialects from the west ?
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The clue seems to be given by those indications o f a 
former distribution o f “ Ionian”  people,— and presumably 
therefore o f proto-ionic speech—-not only in northeastern 
“ eloponnese, but as far south as the Cynurian country west 
of the Argive gulf, where it was only gradually that it had 

een replaced, not by Arcadian of any kind, but by Doric, 
ar»d where consequently it had maintained itself without 
serious change through the five generations of the “ divinc- 

orn owing to its sheltered position, and the brevity o f 
Î eir rule.4* When, then, did such a proto-ionic dialect 
/'Corne established here, and also—for this is implied in 

o ê view now under examination — in Attica, and in the parts
0 Central Greece immediately to the north, where Ionic 

cments are incorporated in Boeotian /Folic? It must have
b ^ n„ Cs âblished earlier than the coming o f the “ divinc- 

? rn ki«gs into eastern Péloponnèse, and also earlier than 
Cl.e c.orn' ng of the .Folids into Central (»recce, and the 
abo t<0n ^lc known to the Haiti scribe
tU°Ut there is no severe crisis in Argolis before
1 e o f the Pelopid dynasty, until we go back to the
ïfWA Showed the "great killing” about 1400 (p. 324).
p  *tlca there is no break at all after the reign o f 
ηοΓ î?.n St,ri ° f  Krichthonius, also about 1400; and it was 
a tr a generation later than this that the first Æolids 
a|)f'earct^even in Thessaly, though there was a “ Boeotian”  
{ I 3(rftt some kind upon Attica in the days o f Erechtheus
. ) abmist immediately after. Now though Erich»

* " * ·  ar*d Pandion mark the lieginning o f a fresh régime, 
is immediately succeeds that of Amphictyon son o f Deuca- 

Wçn’ lo whieh reference has been made (p. 339). So unless 
th 8ref to ass,inH< a much older date for the Attic Deucalion 
; * n *or his Central Greek namesake barely three days* 
for m)rfkwar<i i» Locris, and also a personal existence 

* c symbolic Amphictyon, we seem to have here fairly
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good folk-memory about just such a non-Hellenic group o f 
“ children of Deucalion” spreading southward from Locris, 
as the pedigree of Endymion has indicated spreading west
ward into Ætolia and thence into Elis, within the same 
generation as saw “ Hellen and his sons” — let us now frankly 
say, the Hellenes— moving northward, according to Greek 
story, into Phthiotis.

“ H e l l e n  a n d  H is So n s ”  a n d  “ D e u c a l i o n ’ s F l o o d ”

If this analysis o f dialect distribution in the light o f 
folk-memory be correct, an important consequence follows; 
for while the “ children”  o f Hellen and o f Endymion found 
themselves in regions unaffected as yet by the Minoan 
culture, anyone who moved southward came at once into 
the Minoanized region indicated by the great beehive tomb 
at Orehomenus, which is in the same workmanship as the 
greater “ beehives” at Mycenae, and by the Minoan “ palace”  
at Thebes, which was certainly established considerably 
earlier than the ball of Cnossus. Farther south still, in 
Argolis (and probably also in Attica, though later buildings 
have destroyed most o f the Minoan structures at Athens), 
Minoan culture was of even greater antiquity. Consequently 
all through this region— and this region only Dcuealionid, 
that is to say, Greek speaking folk were confronted with 
an older and materially higher culture, and the civilized 
Minoan language belonging to it; and consequently under
went those more profound phonetic changes which dis
tinguish the Ionic group of dialects from all others.

If hardly needs to be noted, finally, how this reconstruc
tion o f the linguistic and traditional evidence fills in the 
broad outline sketched long ago by Thucydides, that it wa* 
“ when Hellen and his sons grew strong in Phthia, and other 
cities called them in to their aid” that Greek lands became 
Hellenized, For the circumstances o f  the generation ^  
1400, as we know them now archaeologically, give us the
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reason why those “ other cities”  needed all the help they 
could reach, in the multiple crisis o f the destruction o f 
Cnossus, the Cadmeian occupation o f Thebes, the Danaid 
Massacre, and also the contemporary movements o f other 

reek-speaking folk, into Attica to the southeast, and into 
. tolia westward, from the same “ kingdom o f Deucalion”  
,n *be foothills of Parnassus.

According to the legend, what brought Deucalion down 
rom Parnassus, and what had brought him up into Par- 

n*ssus before, was what the meteorologists call a rainfall 
Maximum; and the regions immediately below Parnassus 

elude one which was in most imminent danger of being 
°oded out by any such accident, namely the Copais lake- 
• k ■ fbe dopais lake-land, as we have seen, lies
‘8 t in the heart o f the area o f dispersion of the old “ gray-

j. re culture. Can we doubt that the secret of its origin
wh' uûricc  ̂ un^er *be deposits o f "Deucalion’s flood,”

, 1 j f°und the natural outfall choked, and submerged the 
° e basin o f the lower Cephissus?**

Φ bave I bus a close correlation between the traditional
k. tr*>ution and early movements of the Hellenes and their
f0 Smen> the western and southern Deucalionids, and the 
reap8 s^rcat  ̂ *bc “ gray ware”  culture, which wc have 
arcj,Ze<* already (p. 261) as an outstanding anomaly in the 
ica!^ae°k>8>c*d record on the (ïrcck mainland. Archaeolog- 
8o bave already seen reason to connect the rapid
tjj** ,, fbis “ gray ware”  culture with the apparition o f 
se^  ° val‘ bousc” culture, shortly before, which likewise 
l *?'* fo emerge at the point where the distribution o f 
Pe riil bounds ceases; and where consequently we have 
wh(8<f  to suPpo$e that people o f ultimately grassland origin, 
fash' * *>assct* trou gh  Maeedon and Thessaly in nomadic 
in ,0n,* *cav’n8 no trace but a few burials, found themselves 
ίο . / ’ ' “ 'de-sac wbrre the main ridges o f Pindus swing round

e southeast through Parnassus, Helicon, and Cithaeron,
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to Parnes and the east coast, and run out half-submerged 
into the Cyclades. But whether, in the composite culture 
which spread so widely and rapidly it was the “ gray-ware”  
element, or the “ oval-house”  element, that was more truly 
associated with Greek speech, must be left for further 
research to determine.

S u m m a r y  o f  t h e  C o r r e l a t io n  of  P h il o l o g y  w it h  
F o l k - m e m o r y

Philologically, this situation accords with the main facts 
about the origin o f the Greek language. It is Indo-European 
in structure; therefore it came into the Mountain-zone from 
beyond, to the northward, like the Aryan, Iranian, and 
NaSili groups. It is o f the western branch phonetically, in 
this respect resembling the NaSili language o f the Haiti, 
and standing apart from the Phrygian and Thracian groups 
which arc more closely akin to the eastern.

This anomaly needs, and finds, explanation. For as the 
NaSili language was established in Asia Minor some while 
before 14<X)— whereas the first traces o f Phrygian peoples are 
long subsequent, as intruders into Asia Minor soon after 
1300, and into peninsular Greece in the generation o f 1260,-" 
the arrival o f Greek-speaking people in (»reek lands must 
be prior to the coming o f the Phrygians, and this the 
genealogy o f "Hellen and his sons” enables us to confirm·

Further, as the coming o f the Nalili language seems to be 
connected with the coming o f a political régime which goes 
back at least to 1900, it is probable that the Greek-speaking 
people reached the < ireek peninsula about that time; and this 
accords with the spread o f “ oval house” and “ gray-ware 
through southern (»recce. As the genealogical evidence re
stricts the spread both o f "Hellen and his sons”  and O* 
other “ children o f Deucalion” to the centuries after 1400» 
this allows a period o f about five hundred years, between 
the arrival o f (»reek speech in Central Greece, and the ne*
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Movements which redistributed the northern groups o f 
those who spoke it. This same period, of five hundred years 
a* most, is available also for the differentiation o f the speech 
°* those southern participants in the “ gray-ware”  culture, 
who penetrated into regions round the Saronic gulf already 
a“ ected by Cyeladic exploitation, and were themselves 
exposed to Minoan exploitation up the Argive gulf in 
. * centuries after 17(X). And the result of this contact is 
_n I erred to be the divergence o f the Ionic group of dialects 
T^m the rest, which lay farther to the north outside the 

inoanized area, and were further secluded, first by the 
°oding of the Copais about 1430, and then by the Cad- 

ftteian occupation o f what was left above water in Boeotia.41 
, redistribution, first of Arcadian and /Kobe dialects, 

*jn ° f  l^oric and Western, is similarly correlated with the 
'stribution o f families and tribes, as described in the 

K nealogics. An injection of Phrygian raiders, and appar- 
f « 1 malS°   ̂^r:lt'ians, affected the political structure pro- 
co , ant  ̂ iC(i tn cooperation of mainland folk from all 
the^r r^C *̂*8can 'n the Sea-raids. But it did not affect 
rail reek dialects themselves appreciably, because these 
sl c1"s sP<)Lc an unfamiliar tongue (as their personal names 
^  , a,'d  do not seem to have brought their women. But
Io · ac|Üties for intercourse between Æolic-spcaking and 

people in “ Achaean" courts, markets, and 
tea (<'rS' possible the conflation o f two more or less
in 'dioms into the lingua which is preserved
w >e V wmcrie poems. How intimate this social intercourse 

s. will bc illustrated from entire independent evidence in 
VhapterV lI.

arly the foreign Cadmeians left no trace o f their
o f their earlier chiefs,” "*8u»gc except the names ,

Cfadmus and I.ahdtuus; but they transcribed the language 
o f their subjects into their own script, m which Herodotus 
®ay» that most o f  the letters resembled the Ionian. Jheir
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régime was destroyed shortly before 1200 by Argos and its 
confederates; and when they returned, in the generation of 
1130, it was as an element in that "migration from Arne" 
which did little but redistribute Æolic-speaking tribes.

It remains now to discuss the reasons for the super- 
session o f the old Minoan culture in Greek lands by that 
which eventually bloomed into Hellenism. But with the 
"coming o f the Dorians” the redistribution o f Greek dialects 
is already accomplished, and philology has no further evi
dence to offer. With the collapse o f the Hatti régime, and 
the seclusion o f Egypt after the reign o f Ramescs III, con
temporary allusions in oriental documents cease. We are 
consequently restricted once again to archaeological evi
dence, for the sequence and intervals among events; and to 
the religious and social institutions o f classical times, for sur
vivals of various attempts to "live well”  during this period 
o f turmoil and rejuvenation.



CHAPTER VII

T H E  C R U CIBLE A N D  T H E  M O U LD

^ I have called this chapter “ The Crucible and the Mould,”  
ecause the subjects of it are two, and complementary to 
ach other. In previous chapters, we have analyzed the 

P ysieal constituents o f the mixed breed o f people whose 
ascendants were the Greeks of classical times, and our 

examination o f the genealogies has enabled us to confirm 
y j n t  belief as to the periods at which the more important 

. se constituent strains were added to the mixture. In 
t r tcular, a period o f about three hundred years of wide- 
and at a8‘ tat'°n was followed by another period o f quiescence 
as recuPcratKmi when no new elements were added, so far 
® ^e know, and those that were already there were com- 

witlf ' ln^ interl,rcti* *n sma  ̂ separate communities, each
tie U|! ° Wn 'oca® population, traditions, and ideals, but all 
feli · c ess interrelated by the common tics o f language, 
allif100'·ant  ̂ mafcr'ai culture, with which they were sever- 
Cru .^ p ’PPCd when they were poured, so to speak, from the 
t\( 5  C. fbc Migrationc Priod into these regional moulds 
0f ^  Early lr„ „  Agr.

W idrr l'rKsrrcnvr. λ n .s  sHit Eai.l or Cnossis.
E astward, W estward, and N orthward

*To the Migration Period, genealogical evidence E 
enabled us to wt an upper as welt as a lower Utmt, andI that 
uPPtr limit «m eide» with the grit« crisis M which the 
? ur*  'if material civilis»li.m , which we were fi.IU.wmg 
,r“ m its multiple origins in Chapter V, was abruptly 
checked an<| diverted by ihc .|u»rrel t'elweell Cretan (.mmus 
**» derivative mainland centers such as Mycenae, whereby
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the “ palace”  régime was shattered, and mainland peoples 
were set free to explore the larger world outside the South 
Æigean. These adventures took them to Cyprus, Egypt, 
and the coasts o f  Syria and Libya, as we have seen from 
the linguistic and documentary evidence collected in Chapter 
III. They extended also along the sea ways westward, to 
Sicily and beyond, and into the Adriatic. Northwards too 
they reached not only Troy and the Pontic region, as the 
story o f the Argonauts shows, but the seaboard of Mace
donia, behind which lay fairly easy through-routes to the 
Middle Danube. As the legend of the Argo shows some 
acquaintance with the Danube, not only as a way out of 
Pontus, but as offering a kind of “ northwest passage”  into 
the head o f the Adriatic, the material evidence for inter
course between Danubian and Ægean cultures needs careful 
examination, both as commentary on such folk-memory» 
and in relation to the general question o f the source and 
occasion of subsequent disturbances in the back-country 
o f peninsular Greece.' Once again, therefore, the cultural 
history o f the Ægean has to be projected against the 1 arger 
background o f our knowledge of what was going on in 
eastern and central Europe, as well as in western Asia.

T he " M ould”  of the N ew Colonial A rras Oversea

From three distinct classes of evidence, the distribution 
o f Greek dialects in classical times, documentary reference* 
to the I .ami-raiders and Sea raiders of the thirteenth and 
twelfth centuries, and archaeological inferences from *1*® 
redistribution of arts and industries in the culture o f CypcO*» 
Palestine, and Syria, at all events outlines arc rrcognizafd* 
o f the situation east of the Ægean before 1000 B.C.; where1** 
the "M uskt" or Phrygian group o f peoples occupied mu ĵ* 
the same political amt strategical position as the Haiti 
whom they had superseded, and interposed a similar obstaw® 
between the culture o f the Ægean coast lands and ***
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°riental, essentially Semitized culture o f the complex of 
smaller states which lay between the Mesopotamian king
doms and the Syrian coast. Once again, as so often both 
earlier and later, the aggressors o f the previous age become 
lhe defenders, in the next, o f the position which they had 
Won;* What is significant, however, is that with each suc
cessive stabilization the range o f the defensive screen be- 
tween civilization and outland has been extended. The 
rlatti dominion had had no counterpart west o f the Bos- 
P®rus; beyond the “ kingdom o f Midas”  in Asia Minor,
. efc loom up between Ægean and Danube similar régimes 
m | brace and Macedonia. The next age in the Ægean 
Ct>uld therefore include a Chalcidice and a “ Thrace-ward 
^art> as well as an Æolis and an Ionia.
, was in the interregnum between the collapse o f

e Haiti régime, about 12(X), and the consolidation o f the 
j^cstern districts o f Asia Minor into that “ inner-guard”  

mgdom o f Lydia, which Gygcs built and Croesus ruined, 
f ai a‘ l those coast districts which had been so significantly 

cc used to Ægean enterprises earlier, but had been inter- 
cnrly harried by adventurers like Tavagalavas and 

in tai?8s^as> Sarpedon, Bellerophon, and Agamemnon, dur
ât 1 -  fourteenth and thirteenth centuries, were occupied 
sul 451 l^tlsc m'Xcd adventurers and refugees from penin- 
j j  af (,rcccc, who made them respectively Æolic, Ionic, 
th>riC> an<̂  ^amphylian in the twelfth and eleventh. O f 

course o f events on the open fore-shore o f the Macedonian 
*hc bays o f the Chalcidic peninsula, we 

! j ow even less than o f  the first colonics in Asia Minor; 
CoUt f ' c existence o f  this northern counterpart to the “ new 

untries”  cast o f the Ægean has to be recognized, if the 
uation during the Early Iron Age is to be surveyed as a 

döm r In îiart'cular, its relations with the nascent king- 
of K* °* Mweden'mand Thrace illustrate, in the fuller light

•story, those o f the Asiatic colonics with the dynasts
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o f Sardis and Myiasa. And these relations fell out as differ
ently as they did, mainly because the primary function o f 
Macedon and Thrace as “ wardens o f the marches”  toward 
unreclaimed Europe was both fundamentally the same as 
that o f Lydia and Phrygia toward aggressive empires in the 
East, and yet strongly contrasted as regards their respective 
opponents.

Behind this double shield, then, o f the new Phrygian 
overlordship in Asia Minor, and the closely related peoples 
o f Thrace and the back-country toward the Danube, the 
north and east coasts of the /I'.gcan had “ respite from 
troubles” from the close of the eleventh century to the 
coming of “ C yrus the Persian.”  And it was into this firm 
“ mould” that the rich alloy of refugee colonization was 
poured.

Till a change in the political situation permits, at last, 
systematic exploration o f these coast districts ami excavation 
o f their refugee settlements, it is only by indirect evidence, 
and analysis of their eventual culture, that this almost acci
dental consequence of the collapse of the Hatti regime, but 
almost inevitable sequel alike to the Trojan War and to the 
“ coming of the Dorians,”  can be investigated. But as the 
dialects and also many of the cults of the new coast cities* 
indicate clearly the regions whence their founders respec
tively came, one of the most important sources o f such 
indirect evidence is available already, in the archaeology of 
the eastern districts of peninsular («recce. And these mus* 
engage our attention first, as the crucible in which were 
commingled those ingredients which solidified into .ΚοΙίβΠ» 
Ionian, ami Dorian moulds as transmarine colonial states, 
“ children of Hellen” in a sense unrealized before.

What, however, caused those tumultuary migrations 
oversea' ( Irariy the movements, whatever they were«
which redistributed the Urcrk dialects of the penirt»ul** 
wrecked ancient castles and palates, shifted the politic®^
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centers o f Argolis, for example, from Mycenae and Tiryns 
to Argos, and o f Laconia from the Mcnelaeum and Amyclae 
to Sparta; and subjected large districts to the rule o f con
querors, none the less alien because they spoke Doric Greek.

T he E pic, the Scalpel, and the S pade

At this point it becomes necessary to take account o f 
e first literary records o f material culture contributed by 

Cheeks themselves. The Homeric Poems, like the Old 
cstament, have come down to us in an "authorized ver- 

sion accredited by popular acceptance, and similar, in the 
m°de of its transmission, to the folk-memory which has 
Preserved the genealogies. The ancient literature o f the 

brews bas been perpetuated in the Massoretic text, which 
tQS Superseded other Hebrew variants for reasons familiar 
• « - Π ·  1 hat the Massoretic text itself closed a long period 

. hlcb traditional documents were subject to the same
d e n 'CntS aS ot^cr car|y wr’ tings, clear from the evi- 

bcc of the Septuagint translation o f them into Greek by 
A d r i a n  scholars. Other Alexandrian scholars estab- 
t Ccl»_w*th similar materials at their disposal, a standard 

the I  had and Odyssey, in the belief that they were 
Work °1 a personal Homer, as clearly conceived by 

a ?c scholars as by the artists o f that age, and by the 
of f ,0rS l^c traditional Lives o f  him; or as the Moses 
in >et1es[s a,,d Exodus was conceived by Christian workers 

Mosaic ami fresco. But earlier Greek allusions to the 
its Τ ' intcrnal discrepancies in the Alexandrian text 
ho * rai8cd> cvcn *n antiquity, the same doubts about the 
m lnoKcneity o f the poems, as have been raised by similar 
of th*^*0*"*** about the "books o f Moses” and other parts 
text C 1 csf»ment. Before the discovery the cuneiform 
ot| * °* ^«hybnia, such literary criticism necessarily rested 
Co lml1f ^ cct acquaintance with the procedure o f literary 

P°*nion in the Near East; and for a century before the
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discovery o f the Minoan system o f linear script, Homeric 
criticism likewise rested on W olfs double assumption, first 
that, at the traditional date for the personal Homer, writing 
was unknown in Greek lands; secondly, that in the absence 
o f written texts such poems as the and Odyssey could 
not have been either composed or transmitted. Similar 
doubts as to the practicability of a Trojan War were reason
able on the part of Thucydides, but have lost their validity 
in face of Merneprah’s inventory o f the weapons and other 
war loot taken from Achaean invaders o f the Delta in 1221. 
And the discovery, first, o f the great Finnish epic, far longer 
than the Homeric poems, among an illiterate peasantry, and 
then, o f the Minoan script, current for centuries before the 
traditional date of the Trojan War, and perpetuated in its 
Cypriote variety into classical times, have cut away both 
assumptions on which Wolf based his Prolegomena ad 
Homerum in 1798, and leave the superstructure of nineteenth- 
century skepticism baseless. As with the genealogies, so 
with the narrative and the descriptive passages in the poems, 
we are now in a position to start from contemporary record 
o f historical events, and securely dated objects; to identify 
thereby the period of civilization which the poems profess to 
describe, and to estimate what interval separates the poet 
from events and personages which inspired him, in terms 
o f such discrepancies as we may find between the material 
culture familiar in daily life to himself and his audience» 
and that which existed in (»reek lands among the contem
poraries of his heroes, the Sea-raiders and Land-raiders of 
the early twelfth century.

Even in the lifetime of Schlicmann, the doctrine that, ** 
Homer was "Ionian,”  "M ycenae" did not matter, was more 
comfortable than discreet, seeing that the sole substitute* 
for those "Ionian” antiquities which Turkish soil still cover*» 
were objects industriously collecte«! from Etruscan 
Campanian sites, and inferred to be "Ionian" because they
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Were strangers in Italy. Nor is it much easier, today, to 
show what early “ Ionian”  civilization was like. On the 
°ther hand, when “ Mycenaean”  objects had been securely 
dated to the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, to use the 

Nestor cup”  or the polychrome inlay o f the “ lion dagger,”  
0r the perforated axe-head from Vaphio, as “ illustrations”  
° f  Homeric episodes, risked dating parts o f the poems earlier 
than the Trojan War. Whereas the “ Ionian”  theory would 

ring down Homeric composition within the period o f 
a phahetic writing, the discovery o f the Cretan scripts sug
gested a Minoan archetype, from which Homer, or a Sep- 
tuagint o f Homers, was to compile eventually a more or less 

authorized version”  for Greek-speaking "Achaeans.” 1 
But the great gulf formerly set by the accidents o f dis

covery between the civilization of the Minoan Age and that 
classical Greece has been gradually closed, as that between 

c hemann’s Troy and his Mycenae has been, by the dis- 
Cry of intermediate stages, and recognition o f the long 

Perspective which Greek folk-memory demands, no less than 
documentary record, or the sequences o f artistic style, 

«he cumulative evidence o f many small discoveries has 
0Λ * επ St) fully appreciated for the centuries after the Fall 

. '1ossus> as for those which preceded it, has resulted 
the smaller artistic value of the finds in the 

8c·lrnat*on o f museums and connoisseurs, whose control over 
^jentific exploration has been at times quite as diseon- 

Tjg as that o f insurgents or diplomats.
, yUs it has come to be one o f the anomalies o f Homeric 

P M ? Sm WM<· philologists have concentrated on the
be Cm r*,c b fe  o f early traditions or poems after they 
are*01* in communities whose foundation dates
arch*0 cleve,ui) century, the more copious supply o f 
th material has come from the districts west o f

* v'gean, and from the centuries before the thirteenth; 
rad i,S f°  r̂um l ^c "crucible”  while it was Wing charged, 

er bom the “ mould”  after it was full, And it i*
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the purpose o f  the present enquiry to collect and interpret 
the fragmentary data for the period that lies between, when 
the new alloy was coming into being in the furnace of the 
‘ ‘Migration Period.’ *

Contrasts between M inoan, Homeric, and H ellenic

C u lture

Scanty as these facts are, they are sufficient to modify 
those sharp contrasts between Minoan and Hellenic culture, 
which have been a commonplace o f Homeric criticism for 
more than a generation, and to put each o f these principal 
contrasts into a fresh perspective. In the Minoan Age, 
we have been told, the dead were buried, in Homer they 
are cremated, in classical Greece both modes of disposai 
were practiced side by side. Minoans fought with rapiers, 
thrusting with the point; Hellenic swords were for slashing 
as well as stabbing; Homeric descriptions of swords and 
sword-play have been interpreted variously. The Minoan 
world knew iron only as a rarity and for ornament; the 
Hellenic used it freely for weapons, and also knew how to 
make steel, though the best steel came from abroad; Homeric 
allusions to iron were therefore regarded as "late," Minoan 
dress, especially for women, consisted of shajicd and sewn 
garments into which the wearers inserted themselves, in the 
fashion suggested by the Greek word nu/utnata; Hellenic 
dress consisted essentially of dinphih!cmttUis wrappers or 
shawls drafted about the body, and needing to be secured 
by some kind of pm. Heme the significance of the long 
series of safety pins, and controversy as to the meaning of *h<5 
Homeric words prruJtr, porpf,ami rticlr; were these to bC 
interpreted as fibula?, and if so, were they evidence of "UtC 
composition? Once again, Minoan art had its china* in * 
vivid naturalism; Hellenic only achieved its idealized t®*** 
tiering* of human and animal forms alike, after long appten* 
tkeship m "geometrical" design, abstract, mainly ret tiitne·*» 
and fundamentally skcuoinorphn . Were the graphic Ho****
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eric similes, still more the descriptions o f the shield o f 
Achilles, and the brooch o f Odysseus, inspired by Minoan 
craftsmanship, or the mere imagination o f the poet? Or 
pould they possibly be so "late”  as to be suggested by 
“ ellenic work or by the “ mixed-oriental”  style generally 
assumed as its prototype before Mycenae and Cnossus were 
excavated?

kach o f these five contrasts needs to be reconsidered 
separately, with such allowance for gradual change, and for 
°verlap of different customs, as the demonstrable length of 

e transition now makes not only permissible but necessary, 
»ree hundred years passed between the Fall o f Cnossus 
nc* fue “ coming o f the Dorians” ; three hundred more be- 

tWj Cn foundation o f the refugee settlements in Ionia 
οί°κ  C ^rSt ’̂ rec  ̂clon ies in Sicily. And within the former 

. 11 SC periods» at »H events, Greek folk-memory has 
of h '«US t0 distinguish at least one other crisis, the coming 
^  ne divine-born”  dynasties into peninsular Greece and 

* contemporary movement o f the Phrygian group o f 
to p ics  into Asia Minor.
pj ne civilization o f the Heroic Age, as described in the 
diffT,eriC lH>cms’ differs from that of historic Greece, and 
Ht Cri!-als0 Γ̂(>Π1 rite Minoan world before the Fall of Cnossus.

far and in what respects it differs from its own imme- 
C(JStf  Predecessor, between the Fall of Cnossus and the 

° f  the “ divine born” dynasties, is less easy to detcr- 
^  ne> because there is almost no literary evidence, and the 
of*.Jer,al ev>dcncc is difficult to classify, owing to the rarity 

atc-marks atul the local variations of style.

HoMt ajr W arkark, A rmor, an» W eapons

H t\n thc Homeric poems, wc see peninsular Greece, or 
>nh'T** itn c#s,ern» southern, and western coast districts ~ 
tin ^  distinct regional jjcoplcs, some o f whose con-
htveft|S differently armed and clothed. Hut almost all 

c f te regional names borne in historic times by the dis-
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tricts where they live.* All these districts alike—or at all 
events all that take part in the Trojan War and are included 
in the Homeric Catalogue o f contingents,— are ruled by 
dynasties recently established, and distinct in antecedents 
and interests from the mass of the population; many o f them 
are “ divine-born.”  Each o f these kings has, besides his 
territorial contingent- which does not care about the war, 
and counts for comparatively little in the narrative o f it— 
a smaller escort of “ companions” personally devoted to him
self, sometimes including adventurers from elsewhere; exiles, 
fugitives, broken men, as well as relatives and tribesmen.

In the poems as we have them, the warfare and military 
equipment vary. Sometimes the fighting is single combat 
between chieftains who go into the field o f battle in light 
two-wheeled chariots, drawn by two or four horses, but 
alight at close quarters and fight on foot, wearing a huge 
shield o f flexible leather, stiffened by a bronze rim, and 
slung over the left shoulder so as to hang in front o f the 
body, leaving both arms free to wield a long thrusting-spear. 
Sometimes they carry two throwing-spears and, after hurling 
these, come to close quarters with bronze swords, sometimes 
thrusting, sometimes slashing. At other times, there at« 
close-ranked companies o f men, with bronze helmets and 
greaves, a round parrying shield on the left arm, and a single 
thrusting spear; sometimes body armor is worn, o f pa aided 
linen, or bronze plates. Sometimes again there is mixed 
fighting, in which heroes in their chariots meet, car to cat» 
or charge through the ranks of foot soldiers. That these 
are distinct modes of fighting, and that the use o f a round 
parrying shield, alone or with breastplate and greaves, W** 
coming in, while the huge IhhIv shield was going out, is cle*r 
from passages in which a description of body shield fighting 
includes an allusion to a breastplate; this both interrupt 
the grammar and makes nonsense of the narrative, which J* 
quite clear when the breastplate line is omitted. There **
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notj on the other hand, any passage where similar confusion 
results from superfluous mention o f the body-shield. 
Reichel’s inference from these passages7 that the Iliad and 
Odyssey were originally composed at a time when only the 
body-shield was in use, that all allusions to breastplate and 
greaves result from reworking at a later date, and that other 
passages apparently describing the round shield originally 
referred to the older type, was a notable application o f the 
ncw archaeological evidence to literary criticism. Rut it 
Underestimated the complexity o f the problem, and later 
discoveries have made it certain that the round shield be- 
8*n to be used much earlier than Reichel had any reason 
Ï? suppose; not only by the Sea-raiders in the time o f 

anieses HI, whom we have already seen to be contemporary 
g ’ to the traditional date o f the Trojan War, but by the 

ardana mercenaries o f Rameses II two generations ear- 
cr>* Even, therefore, if the Homeric poems were com

posed as the war went on, they were being made for people 
ose neighbors and contemporaries, if not some o f them- 

eves> were familiar with the round shield, and slashing-
Ha° K * a,K  ̂ a '̂s<> ^ronzc graves, an example o f which 

8 been found in a grave at Enkomi in Cyprus belonging 
Pproximatcly to the same period.10 When the body-shield 
Cnr ° ut (,f general use, is less easy to ascertain, for there 
* ’ "-drawn representations o f warriors wearing large 
«dds, slung so as to leave both arms free, considerably 
tor than the time o f Rameses III.“  

ah diese preliminary cautions, the Homeric evidence 
arm°r and weapons, the date and circumstances o f 

P hi ^ftVc >̂ccn so long discussed indeterminately as a 
problem o f literary criticism, will be best appreciated as 
^tomentary tm the archaeological evidence for some actual 
ypes « f  equipment of which the dates and distributions are 

•Pproximatcly known.
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In all questions o f armor and weapons it must be remem
bered, first, that in a period so long and so troubled there 
was every inducement to improve equipment, both by 
invention and by borrowing. Also, among independent 
clans or free companies o f adventurers, there was freedom 
o f initiative in the choice of weapons. The result is apparent 
in the Homeric armory. The cumbrous Minoan “ body- 
shield,” *' either cylindrical “ like a tower” as worn by Ajax 
of Salamis, or “ fair-circled” and “ full of bosses”  like other 
representations of the flexible “ figure-of-eight” variety, cer
tainly persisted far into the Early Iron Age, alongside of 
the round parrying-shield of Hellenic times. This, on the 
other hand, is represented, in several varieties and sizes, 
as early as the thirteenth century on Egyptian pictures of 
Sea-raiders and on the ivory draught box from Cyprus where 
it has a rim “ full of bosses," and is associated with an 
unmistakable leaf-shaped sword, and with a boar’s-tusk 
helmet like that of Menottes, so carefully described in the 
Iliad. But this helmet was an old type, for it is shown on 
gems from the shaft graves at Mycenae, which were closed 
not later than I KM) and probably earlier. That it was at one 
time not unusual is dear from the frequent representations 
of it. That it had gone (or was going) out of fashion, is 
clear from Homeric interest in its construction.

(»reaves, too, go back to the shaft graves, though not 
necessarily more solid than would serve as shin pads to take 
the jostling of the body shield; on the other hand, warriors 
armed with the round shield are sometimes without them· 
And the so c ailed “ ( aria» armor," on which the c lassical 
“ hopjitr" outfit was remodeled in the eighth century, with 
Its solid helmet covering the tacr, its (ore ami aft crest on 
the headpiece itself, not on a spike or knob, and its fully 
developed bron/c greaves, is recognizable earlier outside thi 
• Egeati, ami on ils southwestern border, than m }n*ninsul*t 
(ifcree; on Assyrian reliefs, on ( ypriote terra cottas, on the 
bron/e bowl from Amarhus m ( y pros,
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On the whole, since the problem o f Homeric armor was 
first stated by Reichel in 1S94, new finds have had the 
result rather o f pushing up the date for the introduction 
° f  the hoplite equipment, into a long period o f overlap and 
transition, than o f bringing down that at which Minoan 
armament went out o f use. The so-called “ Boeotian shield, 
which combines the profile o f the 8-shaped body-shield with 
the convenience o f a handle-bar, may very likely be a 
Theban (perhaps even a Cadmcian) invention; for we have 
seen that the Cadmcians perpetuated and probably rein
forced Minoan culture in that region of the mainland.1*

M in o a n  a n d  H o m e r ic  P a l a c e s

As with armor, so with dwellings, the evidence, scanty 
j^ptigh, is yet sufficiently varied to be perplexing. The 

■noan palace" plan, o f numerous suites o f rooms opening 
v 0 a Courr (,r terrace, with light-wells illuminating and 

nti]ating the innermost chambers, was already supple- 
ro ntCt *^C ma'n ân<̂  castles by a single great living 
a Z*1· approached from the court through a portico and 
jj· central heated by a permanent hearth in the
lo C floor, the smoke from which escaped by a
bv rc or c lcrc-story supported by four columns, and covered 
des*1 ° r Pyramidal roof.1* This "mainland palace" is
hoi *n c^,sc ^c,il»l >n the poems, with the seats o f
at ,r set against the columns, the numerous guests served 
th S*^?ratc small tables, the chance l>egg»r crouching on 

raised wooden threshold o f the great door, and the 
Unrt,co available fur a busing match, or sleeping porch for 

expected visitors. But in historic Greece this arrange- 
ie tn V ^  vestibule, and portico only survived in the 
ho ^-dwellings 0f thc gods; ordinary families lived in 
*He »rregular plan much more closely related to
jn !,n° ftn courtyard houses, and in particular retained

P ace o f the "mainland" living room « much diminished
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sun-porch or alcove opening directly onto the court.14 And 
this type may still be seen amongst the older houses o f 
Cyprus, Crete, and other islands.

In this department o f life, it seems clear that a simple 
dwelling consisting o f a single living room well protected 
from bad weather by vestibule or portico or both, and pro
vided with a permanent central hearth -suited, therefore, 
to a climate colder and moister than that o f the Ægean—■ 
was intruded into an older anti more complicated estab
lishment, of courtyard plan, itself probably combining fea
tures borrowed from the Minoan and from the “ gray-ware”  
cultures; that it remained customary, at all events for 
houses o f chiefs, until the age described in the jioems; but 
that this makeshift disappeared with the “ divine-born”  
dynasties, and was replaced for human use by the older 
.T.gcan arrangement; while the gods, whose appearance, 
habits, and ritual we have already seen reason to recognize 
as o f northern origin, betray also a northerly mode o f life» 
in the temples with free-standing living-room and portico, 
which their worshipers now provided for them, ami also 
for the more important heroes by the side of the tumulus 
which contained their mortal remains.

Di s I’os al  ok THK. D i-ad : B i r i a i , and C rk.m a h o n

In the disposal of the dead, the poems disclose a stet* 
o f things all the more perplexing because it is so precisely 
described. Λ Homeric warrior killed in battle or by accident 
on a voyage, is burned with his belongings; the remains *** 
collected into an urn and buried under a mound of earthj 
which, carefully shaped to a circular form, is sometime* 
surrounded by a ring of stones, and in one instance sut* 
mounted by an oar to mark a seaman’s resting place. Suc*l 
mounds were still shown, in classical times, on the pU*** 
Tfoy and elsewhere, as the tombs of particular heroes, 
similar cremation and mound burial was still practice®*
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though not universally, in classical Greece. The word 
tyntbos “ tomb”  certainly meant originally a “ mound,”  not 
a “ grave” ; and the word thaptein, used both for Homeric 
and for classical funerals, is more probably connected with 
ttphra “ ashes”  and other words for “ burning,”  than with 
tephroS) “ trench,”  though grave burials and other kinds o f 
inhumation were practiced in classical as well as in Minoan 
times.’1 Once, in the Iliad, when a dead warrior is to be 
Conveyed to his own far country, an odd stem, tarchu- is 
uscd, which has been thought to refer to some way of 
preserving the corpse, because a word tarichos was applied 
’n classical Greek to pickled fish and to Egyptian mum- 
nbes.'« But in Homer the tarchu- rite comes after the journey, 
not before it, and is practiced also when a man is buried 
° n the spot; it is therefore probably the same rite as is 
described in the later dialect o f Cyprus by , and
elsewhere by tarchea, though it is not now possible to ascer
tain what this ceremony was.

tjù8 Homeric ritual o f cremation we have to note, first, 
in I * ** liu' tc different from Minoan usage; secondly, that 
c lassical Greece it is only one o f  several contemporary 

and thirdly, that it closely resembles practices 
,c t arc widespread in regions north o f the Ægean.

of II 6 earHcst inhabitants o f the Cyclades, o f Crete, and 
pri* districts o f the Greek mainland, buried their dead 
with*r,ly *Π Sllr*acc graycs, often lined and sometimes roofed 
qu f one 8ifths, but (like many modern Greeks) they fre- 
*oin y transferred the remains later to charnel house«, 
c c ° f  which in Crete were o f “ beehive”  construction.1’  

’ n die Cyclades, and on sloping ground, rough 
triai I VC8 > Wcrc nvRde for the primary graves. In the great 

settlements, “ beehives”  more or less magnificently 
ment architectural façades, were used for primary inter- 
their*' ,̂’r reJ^atcd burials, the former occupants and

Ie*»* being removed or swept to one side. It i# not
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clear whether the shaft-graves at Mycenae are a glorified 
survival of primary interment in cist-graves, or the adapta
tion of cist-grave construction to provide a charnel-house 
for the discarded contents o f the splendid “ beehives”  
near by. For unfortunately the shaft-graves were opened 
by Schliemann before such a question could be asked, and 
the record of excavation is inadequate. The great variety 
o f their contents, however, is in favor of the view that they 
are secondary deposits; the decoration of the greater “ bee
hives”  dates them not appreciably later than the contents 
o f the shaft-graves; and the evidence hitherto adduced in 
support of a later date for these “ beehives”  proves too 
much, while it is consistent with the view that though of 
early construction they were violated at a quite late period 
and repaired for the use of still later occupants (p. 284). 
The legend, moreover, that the “ treasure house”  built by 
the wizard Trophonius for Amphitryon of Thebes (p. 328), 
in the generation 12M) 1230, was "closed by a single stone,” 
looks like a myth told about a ‘ ‘beehive" of which the cap
stone had been displaced, but the real door was unviolatedd* 
I he classical names "Treasury of Atrcus" at Mycenae» 
and "Treasury of Minyas” at Orehomenus show that they 
had already been opened and found to contain much gold, 
and if is certain, from the later objects found in damaged 
"beehives" during modern excavation, that they had actu
ally been ojiencd (and jHtrhaps re used) quite early in the 
Iron Age. But apart from the standing epithet of "golde*' 
Mycenae,”  and a single allusion to the exceptional wealth 
of Orehomenus, there ts no hint in the poems of such bufi*| 
places, nor of any stich ritual of interment as was untvcf*** 
even in the latest Mitioan settlements; for though the cort* 
struct ton of "beehives" at Mycenae era set l some whil® 
before the destruction of the "palace" and fortress, inte*** 
ment went on to the last in rock cut chambers of simple 
form, with the same ceremonious rquipmrnf on a ntOf* 
modest scale.
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The construction o f corbel-vaulted buildings in historic 
times, on the same principle as a Minoan “ beehive,”  is 
illustrated by the fine chamber which encloses the natural 
spring o f Borinna in the island o f Cos; by another in M y- 
conos; and by the ancient well-house, or tomb, on the 
C-apitoline Hill at Rome, which was attributed to the days 

the Etruscan kings, and was remodeled later for use as 
” e public dungeon. Bur these scattered examples only 

prove the subsequent use o f a particular mode o f construe- 
tlon> and arc all so much later that continuous tradition 
cannot be assumed. In the coast districts of Caria, near 

alicarnassus> however, there is a series o f “ beehive”  tombs,
, nng only from the Mycenaean in being above ground,

. ‘o ' a doorway on the ground level; they are enclosed, that 
» "ot in solid earth, but in a great mound o f stones, held 

« ^cther externally by a ring-wall and cornice, sometimes 
w> sometimes nearly as high as the chamber within.1* One 

‘"pie, o f which the masonry seems to be later, is rec- 
u !ΙΓ an  ̂ barrel-vaulted, and is contained in a large 

ch I tumu ûs <m :l conspicuous ridge. Several have side 
the 1 CrS* l^C îir^cr ^bnoan “ beehives,”  and one o f 
Sul ar^cst Has two stories o f them, with a staircase in the 

stance o f the mound. As all the known tombs in this 
but'an «"TM* bilvc been despoiled, their date is uncertain; 
ci«t ° nC (>f f*lcn) bes dose to a cemetery containing many 

“graves under cover stones level with the surface o f the 
anti also small wailetl enclosures containing bones 

<->h equipment, partly tlcgencratc Minoan, partly 
of c  ^  Hc||rnu ,n jsjuw jn ( ; rcck folk-memory, the people 
Had lHa oncc occupied the islands o f the Ægean, and 
Çr >ecn twice cxjvdlcd thence, once by Minos, king o f 
rc e’ So,Tï̂  while before the Trojan War, once again, after 

Pyb'g them, by I o n ia n  colonists from Attica and its 
tion M)rH,H>d. As the earlier Minos belongs it» the gencra- 

°t 1360, and the later to 1260» we cannot lie certain as
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to the date o f the first expulsion; the second is approximately 
dated by the foundation o f the Ionian colonies about 1030.”  
But whatever their date, here are two occasions when people 
from Minoanized regions of the South Ægean were driven 
onto the Carian coast and remained there; and their sig
nificance is all the clearer, in view o f the aggressions of 
Attarissyas o f Ahhiyava on this region of southwestern Asia 
Minor, and the reinstatement o f the native chief Marra- 
vat tas, whom Attarissyas had displaced. In the Homeric 
Catalogue, Priam’s Carian allies are described as “ foreign

speaking.” ”
Similar chambered mounds, o f the Carian type, occur 

also in great numbers in Lydia, north o f Sardis. The largest 
of them, with a well preserved ring-wall, and remains o f » 
group o f ball-topped tombstones on its summit, is the 
“ Tomb of Alvar tes," described in detail by Herodotus,*1 
and attributable at latest to the early sixth century. It* 
chamber had been despoiled when it was explored, but still 
contained vases of a fabric now known to be characteristic 
o f Lydian tombs at Sardis itself, o f which the date is not 
yet accurately fixed, though they are certainly earlier th*n 
the périrai o f Ionian influence in Lydian art.”  As the Grecj  ̂
“ List o f Sea-Powers"’* assigns to the Lydian a “ sea-power 
for nearly a century after the Trojan War Eusebius give· 
it as from 1 U»K to 1088 and as this "sea power" must h*1̂* 
ended with a withdrawal, like that of the Tartans, 
oversea dependencies onto the mainland, there was oCC·* 
sinn, here ft*», for introducing a Late Mttmun type of funfit' 
ary chamber into the western coast region of Asia Mit*®*' 
What reason, also, was there (or the (»reek belief th** 
the rulers of Lydia from about I I‘K) to 68*! were in 
sense “ children of Herat les,” and that Herat 1rs himself, 
o f the heroes of the Amazon War between 12e»0 and H'JjJ 
sojourned for a while m Lydia "serving the tjuern" (here®· 
To the significance of such tradition*, we arc recalled
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toore by the Hatti records o f “ Æolian”  attack on Lesbos 
farther north, a century earlier, and o f the doings o f
Attarissyas, a real contemporary o f the traditional Hera
cles.

Having thus traced onward, in later examples, the dis
tribution o f the Minoan custom o f interment in false- 
faulted chambers, till it coalesces on the west coast o f Asia 
Minor with the practice o f burial in an earthen mound, 
w'th or without previous cremation, we are free to return 
to the Homeric custom o f cremation, with the assurance 
that whatever its origin, and its vogue among Achacans 
®nd Trojans— for Hector’s funeral is a duplicate o f that o f

a troc lus-.it did not wholly displace even so characteristic
\ rn°^C 'torm ent as that in “ beehive”  tombs; still less 
. c Practice o f burying in rock-cut chambers, which per- 

®*sted into classical times. Once more, the multiple origin 
? the Greek people is demonstrated by the variety of its 
binerai rites.

earlier

4ME G e o g r a p h ic a l  D is t r ib u t io n  o f  C r e m a t io n

At first sight, the funerary practices o f peoples in the 
*nd S,a.̂ cs advancement seem to vary indefinitely 
ftc 'bcxplicabiy; at most a broad divergence is perceptible, 
no 0r* In ® RS ^  hclievc that a dead person can, or ean- 
hel * h°  ^ ûr,hcr intercourse with the living. Where it is 
J * «  l^at he can, there arc further alternatives. Either 
nie ,ntercourw ** desired and assisted, or it is resented and 
ç . arc found to obstruct or preclude it. A minor compli- 
t r e <>n rcsu^s when the supposed wishes o f the deceased 
ht tahen into account; as for example, when the ghost 
p lcr^L  r€Tm »aches, and annoys the living until they com- 
*« e r" e ritual which assures to the "perturbed spirit”  its 
* o r ld “  ŜWP*** ° r the desired translation to “ another
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In interpreting ancient modes o f disposing o f the dead, 
it must be remembered that archaeological evidence usually 
reveals only the last stage of the ceremony, after which the 
remains are left undisturbed because there is nothing more 
to be done. Only occasionally is there a glimpse of successive 
phases in a procedure which among living peoples is some
times a long one; in the early /Egean for example, as in 
modern Greece, primary interment was followed by trans
ference of bones and relics of equipment to an "ossuary”  or 
charnel house; and in early Italy there was sometimes an 
interval before the primary grave was filled in.”  But even 
with these qualifications, archaeological evidence supports 
the broad distinction between practices which hasten the 
destruction of the corpse, and those which aim at conserving 
it, and ministering thereby to the well-being o f the deceased, 
who is conceived as retaining some connection with it.

In the sjxcial instance of cremation, the whole enquiry 
is complicated further in two rcs|x-cts, hirst, cremation 
requires considerable expenditure of fuel; the geographical 
distribution of this practice is therefore controlled by the 
fuel supply; and the gradual disuse of cremation, of which 
there arc several instances (pp. 39$ 7), may result less from 
a change of belief than from the price of firewood. On the 
other hand, mere cremation, with intent to destroy utterly 
the discarded tenement and thereby banish any vestige öl 
personality whit h may have survived death, leaves so little 
trace, that the failure to discover any other mode of disposé» 
in a regten otherwise adequately explored, affords a pf^# 
sumption that hrrr the drat! were < remain!. In the absen t 
however, of post rive evidence, such as dir diseovery * 
burning ground, it is no? jwtssibie to distinguish betwe^ 
cremation and mere cxjvosure of the corpse to "dogs 
birds/1 as happens in war, or the so called free burials ***" 
platform burials of some primitive jH-opirs,** !r is nevc^^ / 
fo draw attention to these gaps and ambiguities in the
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jjence, because the special problem o f funerary practices in 
Oreek lands has sometimes been treated as more confidently 
soluble than it really is.

The practice o f cremation occurs sporadically in many 
distant parts o f the world, but as these instances are all o f 
Uiodern date, and not demonstrably due to ancient use, they 
ma7 at present be left out o f account; for either they are 
°* immemorial antiquity and o f independent invention, in 

nich case, owing to their remoteness, they cannot be 
c aimed as having originated anything in ancient Europe or 
the Near East; or else, if they are claimed as o f later intro- 
uction, their source must be sought for elsewhere, and may 
e ultimately in the practices under discussion.

**°r example, cremation in Tasmania, parts o f Australia 
nt* fl*e Pacific, and in southern India, either is totally 

Unrelated to cremation among intrusive Aryans in the 
ί - j a b ,  or is at least as likely to be derived from Aryans as 
in f"^UM r,tc to have been borrowed from Indian aborigines, 

acc of literary evidence that cremation is primitive 
/ u practice. Similarly cremation in Siberia, where the 

ra *S t0°  hard-frozen for habitual interment, covers the 
,6 ef a,uples o f cremation in America, seeing that the actual 

the A ginCS" wf thc Ncw VVnrl<1 have all entered it through 
Co i rCfic ttVem,c fr°ni northeastern Asia, where similar 
loc 'V '*008 PrcVtt^» an‘ l ‘Siberian cremation itself cither is a 

a invention to meet the special circumstances of frozen 
p 'Jhtr>'.or else is a concomitant o f that pastoral habit which 
farT* man-v Siberian [»copies to an origin in some park-land 
otib Cr S,M,fh· Apart from these sporadic instances, we have 
g  ̂ Ui ‘ tad with a single widespread but fairly coherent 

aUP of practices, in the northwest quadrant o f the land
the Old World.

Phv ' ,ere ** not, o f course, any necessary connection between 
hreeti ami funerary observance; but the three 

ary groups o f "white races'* certainly came into
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existence in conditions of long seclusion from each other, 
each in its respective regional habitat (Chapter II). It is 
therefore noteworthy, first, that there is no trace o f  early cre
mation among people o f the “ brown”  race, in Arabia, North 
Africa, or on the Atlantic seaboard, except in the far 
northwest, where it occurs very rarely among the “ long- 
barrow” interments of neolithic Britain. But here, though 
no absolute date can be given, the relative date o f these 
interments is not early enough to preclude intercourse with 
continental regions which were practicing cremation before 
the end o f their own Stone Age. This applies to
examples of cremation among the “ round barrows”  of 
Britain, which represent an immigrant culture from the 
North German Plain, and among the tombs of Brittany; 
for both arc later than the “ long barrows,”  and o f a culture 
which was in contact with the lands round the Baltic.

Similarly cremation sometimes occurs among the later 
tombs of the "megalithic”  culture in northwestern Germany· 
But as this culture originated oversea and was propagated 
inland, and as its original and long unqualified practice was 
burial, this instance of cremation also seems referable to con* 
tact with some other culture farther inland. Now, in the 
burial mounds of the Rhine valley there appear also, along 
with cremation, skulls o f a "northern”  type, and also per
forated axe heads of styles which are intrusive in western 
Europe. Again in tombs of the Schnur-keramik· culture, cre
mation comes in so gradually that it has been conjectured 
that it originated hrre; a fire, already provided by custom f°* 
cooking a funeral feast, being used in some emergency to de
stroy the corpse when the rest of the ceremonies were over.

In the neolithic "hirst Danubian" culture, again, c rent ft* 
tion occurs locally and rarely, in Bohemia and on 
Nc< kar. In the "Second Danubian" culture it is fotfft® 
throughout Saxony am! Thuringia and along the Elbe, ft 
great avenue into the highlands from the northern plft***'
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and also in Bavaria, where it spreads gradually, and con
tinues to spread in the subsequent Bronze Age. Most sig
nificant as to its relative date and immediate origin is the 
occasional adoption o f it by the “ bell-beaker”  folk, who were 
intruders from beyond the Vosges into the Upper Danube, 
and had always buried their dead till they reached Moravia 
from the southwest. This looks as though cremation was 
®preading, perhaps by several avenues, into the Danube 
W m , where it had so wide a vogue later; in Hungary, too, 

appcars in the “ Lengyel”  culture.
, Among the lake-dwelling peoples o f the Alpine valleys 
ere 18 some reason to believe that cremation began very 
"y ·  ̂et apparently it was not primitive in this culture, 
Was formerly supposed, and there was certainly some 
fusion o f Danubian culture up the more easterly o f the 
pine valleys, at a subsequent stage. Consequently it 

assumcci that the cremation prevalent in regions 
anv Cr f^C -dwelling culture spread later, for example 
theA? die “ terremare” folk o f the Po valley, is derived from 
. Alpmc lake-dwellers, primarily or solely; it may have 
^en acquired both by the lake-dwellers and by the “ terre- 
Va„ C frdk independently, in or from the Middle Danube 

ŷ> where we have already noted its presence. 
jn , ext c°mes the question, whether the custom originated 
p c Hungarian section o f the Danube valley, or was 
vari in this region from some farther source, as the
o u t f ■y ritual suggests;”  and if so, whether it came 
that' tlle ôrcstcd highlands, to the south and southeast, 
Min l8’ r̂ow ^nithcastcrn Europe and eventually from Asia 
from Γu ° r fri>m beyond the Carpathians, and eventually 

j cradle-land ,,fthe "northern”  breeds. 
ügç n ^vor o f origin within the Mountain-zone there is the 
Alp#° Crcrrw,°n by “ lake dwellers”  in all districts o f the 
in *be early spread o f it among the "terremare” folk

e 0 vai{ey. there are neolithic cremations at (îczer in
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Palestine, where the use o f metal began very early, probably 
not later than 3(XX) B.C. and perhaps a good deal earlier;”  
there is the cremation of kings of Judah, but this comes so 
late, and is preceded by so unanimous evidence o f early 
interment in Israel, that it is only o f weight as evidence o f 
contact; and there is the curious “ fire-necropolis”  at Surghal 
in Babylonia which may represent the practice of the neigh
boring highlands, as its ritual is neither Semitic nor local. 
There are the general considerations already noted, that 
cremation requires copious fuel, and is therefore likely to 
have originated in a region where trees were plentiful; and 
that as the process of cremation leaves practically no trace, 
the repository may be inconspicuous anti easily overlooked, 
even when there is subsequent storage of the ashes. It was 
long, for example, before the “ urn fields" of North Italy 
were noticed, and still longer before they were recognized as 
the cemeteries of the “ terremarc”  folk. But the mere 
absence o f other kinds o f tombs does not prove cremation.

On the other hand, it is certain that throughout Syria 
and in parts of Asia Minor, excavated chamber tombs, prob
ably replacing a primitive custom o f cave burial, were regu
larly used from very early times. In Cyprus, where alone 
there is at present copious and coherent material, such 
chamber burial goes back to the beginning of the BronZ* 
Age, and this begins earlier than the dynastic régime 
Egypt about 4000 B.C. it is not certain, however, how f*1* 
such chamber burial extended to the northwest, though B 
seems to be primitive in Paphlagonie ami North Phryg**' 
The case therefore (or asserting that cremation original“  
among [»copie o f the Atpinc-Armenoid group is not so strttnf 
as has been sometimes supposed.”

The alternative, that cremation originated among 
o f "northern“ ancestry, is at first sight improbable» 
these are the aboriginal population of the Eurasian gra**l***f?
(pp. 37 9), it is difficult to understand how such [»copie C(
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have burned their dead, in view o f the dearth o f timber; 
witness Herodotus’ humorous description o f “ the ox cooking 
himself" in Scythia, the bones serving for fuel as among 
Modern nomads; and in fact the early mounds on this 
grassland contain interments only.

But the Aryan invaders o f India, who originated on or 
near this grassland, and were pastoral nomads, certainly 
burned their dead, and buried them under earth mounds 
hke those o f the “ kurgan" folk. Later the practice o f mound
burial was superseded by other modes o f disposal, merely
scattering the ashes, or casting them into rivers; and here, 

elsewhere, advance into comparatively woodless country 
Intersected with great rivers led to the modern Hindu ritual 

'th burning on the river bank, perfunctory and often in
is d ^ Cfe‘ former cremation among Iranian-speaking people 
‘ *monstrated by the prohibition o f the practice in Achae- 

Th f t!nics* as a corollary to Zoroastrian fire-worship. 
c unerary customs o f the Kassites, the Mitanni, and the 

,arc still undiscovered, but the Surghal “ fire-necro- 
>n Babylonia, which is neither Semitic nor Sumerian, 

anr tUrn out fo belong to someone o f Indo-European 
RndCc-lcn ts. Finally, in the Homeric poems, both Trojans 

J 1actUls burn their dead, collect the ashes in a vessel, 
A JUry h under a mound, in close accord with early 

Van practice in India.
‘nari * brst sight there is a paradox here, that people orig- 
*Îun*Îĥ î r,m' ,rcclcss countries arc found to practice crema- 

, abituaIIy, But the explanation is simple. Unlike the 
^sia ern 8r»sslands o f North Africa and Arabia, the Eu« 

^teppe, though it abuts abruptly enough on the 
^»thills o f Persia and the Caucasus, passes north- 

jnt0 |y ^nparatively gentle transitions through park land 
Wm <̂>rcst y“ oe. Indo-European vocabularies show 
cujtû 8  ̂ familiarity not only with the elements of agri« 

e ‘.which is not practicable on mere grassland) but
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with fruit trees, and also with wheeled vehicles, boats, and 
other wooden structures. Indo-European-speaking peoples 
therefore had been very early habituated to park-land 
régime, where wood, and consequently fuel, was available. 
Even on the steppe, as we have seen, the practice was im
memorial, o f protecting interments with mounds o f earth, 
to prevent disturbance of the body by carrion-eaters. But 
whereas on grasslands carnivorous and especially carrion
eating animals and birds are few because there is little 
sustenance for them— , they abound in park-land, because 
game is abundant there; and especially they haunt the en
campments of herdsmen, and prey upon diseased animals. 
So long as such people were sedentary, neighboring tombs 
were comparatively safe; bur how were men to protect the 
remains o f their ancestors, after becoming migratory them
selves, as these people certainly were?

It was a simple and obvious precaution to burn the 
corpse, ami bury only the ashes in a mound of customary 
size, commensurate with the dignity o f the deceased : and 
we arc now in a position to note that not only the Indian» 
Iranian, and Homeric examples of habitual cremation, but 
all the more sporadic instances already noted in central and 
northwestern Europe, lie separated from the Eurasian gras·* 
land by broad /ones o f park land. Moreover, in Europe, 
in western Asia, all the cultures within which cremation
occurs either sporadically, or as the regular custom later, at* 
acquainted with the domesticated horse, and most o f them 
demonstrably with the use of wheeled vehicles as well* 
Cremation in later mounds <>n the grassland itself need not 
surprise us, in view of the facility given by horscdraWfl 
vehicles for rapid and easy change of abode, and especially 
for oscillatory migration, into marginal park land and

and such "houses on wheels" were not only faroil***
to (»reck travelers mirth o f the Black Sea in later times, 
are illustrated by clay models and other representation· 0
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them among the tomb furniture o f many regions and periods 
a«d especially in a quite early “ kurgan”  in the Koban 
region.»

There is therefore no reason to doubt that, whether or not 
the earlier inhabitants o f the Mountain-zone edge o f the 
park-land were practicing cremation already (which cannot 
®e wholly excluded in view o f the sporadic instances given 
above) the custom, as recorded in northern India, Iran, 
Central and western Europe, either characterizes people 
recently arrived from the margins of the northern grassland, 
0r results from contact with them. And the fact that crema
tion frequently appears without other change in material 
mturc, finds its explanation if such contact took the form 

the intrusion o f small bodies o f men tenacious o f their own 
nerary customs, but unaccompanied by any considerable 

timber o f their own women, and consequently dependent 
those among whom they came, for most o f the con- 

mences o f life. On the Rhine sporadic cremation, accom- 
F^nicd by "northern" skulls, and perforated battle-axes 

« « w n  type, is even clearer evidence o f such intrusion; 
c spread o f eastern battle-axes into regions which 

j.  Cr did not adopt cremation at all, or adopted it later, 
' Γ  onl>' that some invaders were less scrupulous thantethers 1,1 their disposal o f the dead.

iTUit an  F u n e r a r y  C u sto m s

cujfQ ^ h t  these general considerations, the funerary 
°t the A-.gcan are fairly easy to discuss, though they 

r«fci U>nĈ  ,YU,cb controversy before evidence from other 
l yc£ * *** fully available. In Crete, as in Leucaa and 

χ Γ* arc nco*'ft,‘c cavc burials; but from the begin» 
tfiç Bronze Age onward» as we have already seen—
^ith * >,tU** usage was burial in surface graves, with or 
^abit>UV rar,S*̂ Cren<f to secondary repositories. The Asiatic 

»‘urtal in excavated chamber tombs, approached
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either directly by a short gangway, on a hillside, or by a 
flight o f steps, or a shaft, in level ground, is traceable in the 
Cyclades quite early, which accords with evidence already 
noted (p. 233) as to Asiatic influence there; and in Crete, 
at several periods o f the Bronze Age. On the mainland, it is 
presupposed in the design o f the great “ beehives”  at My
cenae, Orchomenus, and other sites, and more explicitly in 
the later chamber tombs o f Argolis, Attica, and Cephallenia. 
Chamber tombs occur also beyond the Ægean, sporadically, 
in Sicily, Malta, Tunis, and Sardinia; though it is not at 
present possible to connect these with the culture either of 
the Ægean or of any Asiat ic region, except by the occurrence 
o f "prospector” skulls and trough-spouted jugs in Sardinia.1* 

On the other hand, some while after the general adoption 
o f cremation in the Hungarian region (which seems to have 
occurred about 15(X)) and rather late in the disturbed period 
of Ægean culture which follows the ball o f Cnossus about 
1400, sporadic cremations are found in Crete, Thera, Salamis, 
and in coast land ( aria; and this sporadic cremation con- 
tinues into the Early Iron Age, and spreads, though it i* 
never dominant.

In historic (»recce, cremation, chamber interment, and 
surface graves were in use side by side, and by different 
families within the same community.1* Hence the late* 
ambiguity of the (.»reek word thaptnn already noted ip. 381)· 
So, too, in Thrace, Herodotus describes alternative rite*» 
in one, they "merely hide in the earth,”  in the othet» 
“ bury, after burning to ashes"; in both, a mound was mad«» 
there was a preliminary "wake,” and afterwards "all kind* 
of contests," as at the funeral of I’ atroelus in the 
That the difference of ritual corrcs|H»ndcd with the different*
between Thracians who were "well born" and tattooed'-'  
presumably with their "coat of arms" and those who w*** 
neither, and that cremation was thr nobler end, is probable» 
because in neighboring Maeedot* the kings were cremefe»*
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At Sparta though royal funerals, “ as among the barbarians 
Asia,”  were accompanied by beating o f kettles, personal 

disfigurement, public wailing and panegyric, and lying-in· 
8tate, Herodotus does not mention cremation, though he 
^Scs the same Homeric verb as for the Thracian
unerals. Other references to Spartan funerals make it cer

tain that inhumation was customary,*r but no cemetery has 
yet been found at Sparta.
, In view o f the intrusive character of so many cremations, 

is easy to understand the widely distributed instances of 
teversion from burning to burial, at Gezer at the beginning 
0 the Bronze Age, at Carchemish in the eighth or seventh 
j^ntury, at (Jordium in Phrygia, and in Macedonia in the 
^ter mounds; in Etruria and other parts o f Italy, after the 

1 »anovan intruders had become assimilated; and in Den- 
2,ark a"d Scandinavia, during the Early Iron Age. Nor are 
j !^csc aversions o f late date; and one of them, in Greece 

> nccds closer examination, partly for this reason, partly 
^ausc the finds themselves have been so strangely inter-

E ari.v C r e m a t io n  T om b s  in E r i k a s
"pL

hlus C plexitv o f the problem in peninsular Greece is
Q s'tared by R remarkable series o f graves in the island o f 
by a ‘ ScTaratcti from the mainland o f northwestern Greece 
3 ^ « n n c l  so narrow that after Roman times it ceased for 
®tao ' C f°  *>r nav>gtthle. Here, in the Nidri lowland, three 
tbç S tun he distinguished, and approximately dated by 
fof in ten ts  of the graves, though allowance has to be made 

backwardness of development at so great a distance 
f .Egean cultured* In the first stage, pro«
Orjgj  ̂ influenced by pottery and bronze work o f Cyctadic 
°fth  * rUC.k ** characterize* the "smear ware" settlements 
O fçj/ or*nfhian Isthmus and Central (»recce (for example, 

>rnenu« Hl» each burial on "site R”  consists o f  a cir
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cular area, surrounded by a low ring-wall o f rough masonry 
from twelve to thirty feet in diameter. Within this ring- 
wall the tomb equipment, and probably the corpse also, 
was first burned and then packed into a large clay jar, which 
was laid in a central cavity, and covered with a low mound 
o f earth and rubble, to the full capacity o f the ring-wall. 
The condition and posture of the bones show that the 
burning was incomplete, and perhaps only formal. Some
times there is little or no trace of the burning except bits 
o f charcoal, as though the fire had been built elsewhere; but 
no burning-places have been found except within a ring-wall* 
In some of these funerary mounds there are also cist-graves 
lined with stone slabs and containing skeletons in contracted 
posture, which do not seem to have been cremated in the 
ordinary sense, though the discoverer claims that they have 
been "toasted” at a fire, to preserve them. These cist- 
graves are certainly later than the mounds in which they 
lie, but their contents belong to much the same culture a* 
the jar burials.

Λ second stage, on "site S,”  on the other side o f the 
valley, shows a similar mound and ring wall, but of larger 
dimensions and containing neither burning place nor j** 
burial, but thirteen cist graves with contracted bodies 
equipment influenced by the "gray-ware" culture o f Ortho* 
menus lit , clearly therefore later than the cremation grave·* 
O f these cist graves, No, 9 was supervised on No. H,
No. 14 was found in the upjxtr of two annexes c o n s t r u c t e d  

successively against the ring wall, as though the buryiflf* 
place had been enlarged.

Thirdly, near this circular monument lies a recftingul** 
enclosure containing eight similar ctst graves beneath it. lo* 
mound, supplemented by a rectangular annex contain1#? 
one* central cist grave and a group of bone* in what sec#** 
to have hern a mere hole* evidently subw} tient, A ^  
scattered cist graves in the neighborhood belong to
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second stage and probably represent humbler contempo- 
raries; one o f them was surmounted by a small cairn of 
stones, without enclosure wall.

Interpretation o f this remarkable series of burials has 
ecn obscured by the discoverer’s conviction that the 

cremation graves are later than the interments; so much 
.ater as to be ascribed to “ Achaean” occupants o f Leucas 
Jo the Homeric Age. Apart from this preconception, there 
Is n°thing to traverse the evidence o f the pottery and bronze 
Implements, that the cremation graves “ R ”  belong to the 
smear-ware” culture, the circular ring-wall “ S”  with its 

C,8t burials to an early stage o f the “ gray-ware”  culture, 
the rectangular enclosure to a later stage when the 

ursquare construction characteristic o f Orchomenus 111 
, been introduced, in the wake o f other industries. The 
"typi Cyeladic “ painted ware”  in the cremation graves, 
ere it might have been expected, may well be due to the 

*Tlotcuess o f the site, but the complete absence o f Mycen- 
j ,,n P°ttery can only be due to the prc-Mycenaean date 
bo ’-Cat<:d by their actual contents, seeing that in the neigh» 
*h M g ,8land k’cphallenia there was a regular settlement

ycenaean times.**
Wh .of ar ,s significant therefore about the cremation ritual 

<W UCa\ ,S’ ^rst’ ' ts verycarly lbtte, anterior to the intro- 
the ° n ' kray ware”  culture; secondly, its association on 
tbe band with jar burial, which is fairly widespread in 
c0riJ^?Mfb /Fgran, on the other with funerary mounds 

lt|aied by a ring.wall o f masonry; thirdly, its super« 
in by 'nterment in cist graves, such as are characteristic 
to c e 8ray-warc”  culture, whereas ring-wall and mound 
W<tce *CrVC ’ be»« cists lasted rather longer, before giving 
then **° * rcttaf|gular enclosure. From the burials in leucas, 

** certain that in some district o f northwestern 
' Vernation was associated with mound burial very 

r than the general spread o f cremation into dis-
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tricts round the Ægean; and that occasionally, as in Leucas, 
those who practiced this cremation-mound ritual spread 
temporarily as far as the seaboard, without, however, 
establishing themselves there permanently.

The similarity between the cremation ritual o f Leucas, 
and the funeral ceremonies o f Patroclus and Hector as 
described in the Iliad, naturally led to the assumption that 
the tombs in Leucas were “ Achaean” ; and though, as we 
have seen, this interpretation is precluded by grave dis
crepancy of date, and by the disuse of cremation in LeucaS 
long before the Homeric .Age, it is nevertheless possible that 
the Homeric custom may have been derived from the same 
ulterior source, somewhere in the northwestern highlands? 
anti this possibility has to be kept in view, in discussing the 
only close counterparts to Homeric ritual that fall also 
within the fairly narrow limits of date which we have already 
seen reason to assign to the Homeric Age.

Numerous mounds in the neighborhood of Troy wCfC 
attributed in classical folk-memory to heroes who "fell *** 
the war” ; but those which have been examined have suffered
from inexpert dissection, and also from repeated use f°* 
cremations in various later periods. Moreover the 
itself mentions conspicuous mounds in the plain o f Troy» 
which were already ascribed to earlier personages;4n so th** 
some of the mounds still visible may be earlier than 
“ war generation.” Kart her south in the western coast land* 
o f Asia Minor, the chambered tumuli o f Lydia and C'äfl* 
rcjKNtt externally the structural features of the ring-wall**® 
tombs in Leucas. But their contents, as we have al 
seen ί ρ. dXd), art4 tjuifc different, a false vaulted chamber*^* 
placing both jar burial ami eisf grave; there is no rvidkfl^ 
rhaf any of them were used for cremations; nor are arff ^  
them dated by their contents so rath as Homeric an&Mr 
would reipmr. Af best they arr* so far as we know; £ ^  
vtva!f *trh ierfam features auentuated, from a
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like the Homeric, in which an earth mound was consolidated 
by what is described in the Iliad as “ placing foundations in 
‘ ront.” <i 'fh e chambered tumuli at Gordum in the Sangarius 
valley far up-country from Troy, present a further stage of 
divergence; for they have no ring-wall, and no means o f re
v e r in g  the chamber. Here too the bodies were not burned 
Until the sixth century (p. 422), but buried with rich 
^uipment,”

C r k m a t io n  at  H alos

Within Agamemnon's realm, on the other hand, and in 
 ̂ barony o f Achilles himself, which is also specifically the 
ntne-land o f “ Hellenes”  and “ Achaeans,” 4* the cremation 

p?**, near the small (»reek town o f Halos in Achaca 
. >otis offer a fairly close parallel; though, as in Leucas, 

Agencies o f continuous occupancy, and more modest re
sources, have crowded and deformed the monuments, whcre- 
® the plain o f Troy and the poet’s enthusiasm gave free 
!T C to design and construction.44 At Halos two kinds, 

tti Proba,)ly two stages, o f ritual arc found. Close to the 
there are cist «ravesgraves containing mere burials, which 

Uot concern us here: at a little distance lies the crcma- 
'''as CCmctcry· * b*re each separate but adjacent cremation 
C0ver rf° rmc<i ° n ,bt bare ground, and each pyre was then 
rin Cr<H by its own mound o f rubble: bur as there were no 
of l 'VabJ* these mounds merged in a single wide platform, 
tlrtCn[C®Ublr shape. The bones and remains o f burnt eejuip- 
lay Wcrc not collected into jars or cists, but left as they 

»mong the ashes, This is dearly the same ritual as at 
>f«n»t an^ bt fbe lhad, only without careful demarcation

Heed
*ion

of
. «C h  mou ml ami « * * * . * «  « f  relic. And w here« .he 
'>>*« a, U ucas m„„„h lcreh ly  earlier then the Homeric
> . rnose » , »re H * M ,  « Λ *  U.«r. «»

 ̂ *Wir content* will show*
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Almost every object in these tombs is o f high significance. 
The personal ornaments are o f bronze, and include, besides 
simple rings and bracelets, several fibulae or safety pins, not 
by any means of the earliest types, as we shall see (p. 414). 
The weapons are a two-edged sword, with flanged grip-plate 
and more or less “ leaf-shaped”  blade, a one-edged slashing- 
knife or cutlass, and a socket ted lance-head. These, more
over, are all o f iron, not o f bronze. The pottery includes 
forms derived from the old trough-spouted and askoid 
vessels of Thessaly and Maccdon, but there are also jug* 
and bowls derived from the wheel-made types of the latest 
Mycenaean period. All alike are painted, moreover, in * 
new geometrical style with zigzags, latticed triangles, and 
compass-drawn concentric circles; a repertory simple enough 
in itself, but strongly contrasted with even the latest Minoaö 
ornaments.

Here then, associated with a ritual resembling Homeric 
cremation in essentials, but simplified in detail, wc have four 
fresh elements o f culture safety-pins, leaf-shaped slashing' 
swords, weapons o f iron, and geometrical decoration which 
must be the starting point of a fresh series of enquiries 
For each of these innovations has been acclaimed as ch*f* 
actcristic, now o f the culture of the Homeric “ Achaean*» 
now o f the Dorians who arc traditionally represented ** 
the destroyers of the "Achaean" rcirimr. To estimai»

I
in its wider archaeological context.
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quamtance with woman's wardrobe was discreetly slight, 
18 natural and obvious. Consequently it is not always 
easy to understand the descriptions o f Homeric dress. 
Nevertheless a few points are clear.

The civil costume of the men in the poems is not the 
mnged and embroidered loin-cloth and wasp-waisted belt 

the Minoan people,46 but a close-fitting vest drawn over 
I* head like a modern jersey, supplemented by a woolen 

plaid or blanket, equally serviceable as cloak or for bed- 
lng·4* But archaeological evidence shows a long period o f 

transition. The vest, made o f front piece and back piece 
together with a decorative border, which is continued 

^>und the openings for neck and arms, is as ancient as the 
Mainland palace” frescoes o f Mycenae and Tiryns; it is 

8<sen̂  under the body-armor o f the men on the "Warrior- 
Vase ; it is common in early Hellenic vase-paintings, and 
^casionaliy later; and in Cyprus, for general use, it was 

?  ysuperseded in the fifth century.4’  On the other hand 
(Jqh 0,n“cl°th was still worn by athletes "as foreigners still 

when the Olympic Games were well established, and it
onT*10·^  88 * ^  ^ress" ‘n Cyprus fhe sixth century, 
* y  ®hghtly modified, with the close-fitting vest tucked into 

,r,*tcad o f hanging free.4*
tjle^0rrC8Ptlnding with the men’s short close-fitting vest, 

f e Was l"°r women a longer tubular garment, fairly close
ly ,r>8» ° f  "fine”  material such as linen, fastened "down the 
that*1 l ^  *°me hind o f “ inserted" clasps, in such fashion 
}n when these were withdrawn, the garment slipped down 
the · u*‘on «bout the feet.4* This is quite different from 
the ^f^et-and-skirt o f the Minoan palace ladies,6* which 

18 bathing in the poems to su rest, except a few 
M i n t0 Charming breasts," as boldly displayed in 
It jgtn ^ ‘* 7  as they were discreetly covered in Hellenic. 
Hell ^U,t€ ‘Afferent also from the blanket-like robe o f 

etUc Wt>,nen, but it remained in use in Ionia, and was
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remembered as the old-fashioned dress o f Athenian women 
before the ‘ 'Dorian" dress came in. Herodotus thought it 
originally “ Carian,” presumably associating it with the same 
non-Hellenic culture as the “ Carian" armor with its crested 
helmet and round parrying-shield.61 It is difficult to dis
tinguish this garment from the immemorial women’s dress 
throughout the linen-using region to the southeast; in Egypt 
and Syria it is still fundamental: in the Ægcan it was worn 
within living memory in Carpathos, as sole undergarment, 
and it is the undermost garment that is visible, in Calymnos 
today.

Unfortunately, the monuments also are as reticent, after 
the Minoan Age, as they had been explicit earlier. A long 
close-fitting undergarment appears within the gown of the 
woman on the “ Warrior-vase,”  and frequently on women of 
the Early Iron Age both in Cireece and in the Levant.** 
Later it was replaced, or concealed, by the blanket-like 
“ Doric”  robe; just as, in Homer, a loose heavy cloak was 
worn by both sexes over the vest, and sometimes fastened 
with pins.41 On the other hand the jacket and skirt costume 
o f Minoan women, with or without linen underwear, cer
tainly persisted in Cyprus, far into the Early Iron Age, and 
this is the oldest European dress for peasant women through
out the Mountain-zone and its Mediterranean frontage, 
is difficult to interpret many early Hellenic representation* 
otherwise; and the rarity ol fibulae in many districts round 
the ,'Egcan raises the question whether in country place* 
this ancient “ highland" costume did not persist throughout 
classical times.41

Homeric dress for men, then, did not include any garment 
which rrgularly needed a pin, though pins were sometime* 
used for a voluminous cloak. W ot!»rn\ dfcs% oh the other 
hand, did include a garment which was s<> habitually ***“  
necessarily fastened by some kind of pin or clasp that whe  ̂
it was given as a present the necessary outfit of fastening1
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^ as included.“  This garment, however, was not o f  the 
c assical “ Doric”  blanket type, but tubular like the “ Ionic”  

Parian, which may have been a survival o f it.
T his consideration greatly increases the difficulty of 

ass|gning a source to the Hellenic blanket costume. Graceful 
as it became, in skilled hands, and on well-bred persons, it 

ln itself the simplest and most primitive o f apparel. It 
diaS* 'n^ee >̂ surne rectangular wrapper which, worn 
. pnally, and to open in front, had become the Minoan 
fo Ket"and-skirt, but became the Doric chiton when worn 
Qj.Urscluare, and open at the side. With the single exception 
c a ^8urc on the “ Siege-vase” from Mycenae this blanket 

UlTle *s not traceable on early monuments anywhere in 
^  f°pe or in western Asia.“  On the other hand it has re- 
artior|Ĉ  ^,n^amcnt;  ̂ and universal all through North Africa 
whic|g .Peasantry and nomads alike, The fashion o f the pins, 
tittle V ,t c n 't on the shoulders, has changed since ancient 
'''car** aS lt Was c^an8’n8 within those times; but the mode o f 

ln8 and adjusting the garment is the same. Now it is 
Ubv *1 t0 ^ ' cvc r*1at t^‘ s costume was imposed upon the 
officer ^ ° mcn *n general either by Greek traders or Roman 
W0nia S>, Ccrtainly was not introduced by the Arabs, whose 
an 0tf n . Vc Worn immenmrially the tubular nightgown, not 
drapin! hilded blanket; and the alternative is that foursquare 
Utter'? BUCcee*,Cti diagonal draping in Libya itself, after the 
to already given rise, in the cooler climate o f Crete,

It 11 noiin j ackct amI sk Irt.
how early the foursquare draping became 

fibul*4j· i’n **reccc, The fibulae give us no help, for the 
tttOfily . n<>t ncces!sarily originate with it, as has Iwen com- 
gave n e w T *ηίπκίικ*Ηοη o f the fibula certainly 
^°ttian W acilif>’ adjustment among the Greeks; but the 
ttttgljj j °*4» ab'«it the origin o f which similar questions 
S > it t g C W asadjusted without fibula, by skilful

* Sut'n a* is practiced in India, Japan, and Hawaii,
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and was customary among robe-wearing Redskins, and in
deed among Greeks too, for their over-cloaks ( ,
chlaina). But in classical Greece this foursquare garment 
was known as the “ Doric” chiton, in contrast with the 
tubular chiton, which was called "Ionic,”  though it was really 
Carian and probably came along the coasting-route from 
an ancient home in Syria. The name chiton, however, is not 
Indo-European, and consequently is less likely to be the 
name for anything which the Dorians brought with them» 
when they came, than for something which they found in 
the south, and adopted. This, however, only increases the 
difficulty; for if the “ Doric chiton”  is pre-Dorian, and was 
also not Minoan, it must be either pre-Minoan or post- 
Minoan. If post-Minoan, it should have been introduced 
either by the Deucalionids or by the “ divine-born”  adven
turers. As the latter do not seem to have brought their 
own women and otherwise we should know more o f their 
language, and less of their marriages their claim is bid 
slight. If the Deucalionids had hud it, /Eolic Greeks should 
have had it, and there would have been no reason to ch*r'  
acteri/e it as Doric. Consequently it may provisionally b® 
considered as a pre Minoan inheritance, as its Libyan coun
terpart indicates: and this is confirmed by the only ewty 
representation of any such garment cm a Minoan monument 
namely as worn by men attacking a fortified town with 
sticks, stones, and arrows, on the well-known “ Siege-vM* 
from Mycenae. Two wear nothing else, others nothing ** 
all; they all seem to he backwoodsmen.

If has been necessary to examine these changes o f ,Tg«*n 
costume in detail, because discussions of (»reek fibulae h*^* 
commonly assumed three jmints: ( 1) a necessary con°®^ 
tion between fibulae and the "Doric chiton” ; (2) a 
origin for the “ Doric chitonand therefore for a 
fibulae; (.1) the presence of “ northern invaders" 
fibulae are found, and conversely the absence of

norttw**

w hetc^
auch I**'
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Raders before the first appearance of fibulae in Greek lands, 
j these assumptions, however, are ill-supported by evi- 
ence. The blanket costume, whether draped diagonally 

2f, foursquare, is more ancient than the earliest fibulae, 
he foursquare draping has not been proved to be a northern 
, ion at all, still less a Danubian fashion. A northern 

?ηβ“ » for the fibula, as commonly accepted, fits the facts 
88 completely than an Ægcan origin, though we shall see 

p  that one type o f fibula, common to peninsular
rcece and the Middle Danube, probably developed in that 
°rthern area, and entered the Ægean late and locally. 
nd lastly, the distribution and interrelations o f  the earlier 

st ^ >û ac show no such concordance with the demon- 
the * rf)utcs o f invasion as would justify the inference that 

re is any connection between fibulae and invaders.

G eographical Distribution of T ypes of F ibulaf.

forth C afC t lUS scr r̂cc t0 cons'^cr •‘h'.gean fibulae without 
ç !Cr Ecference to any particular garment that they were 
'vhi t / e‘ i0 âstcn> or any movement of peoples or cultures 
^he îl ^<>eS not accort  ̂ w‘ th the typological distribution o f  
terjaj i.U ae, themselves. Fortunately the archaeological m»> 
° f  th lS ép ions, and the sequence and development 
48c c •princilml fm s well established. What is not yet 
y a r n e d  is the full geographical distribution o f some im- 

Vsirieties; and consequently what follows must be 
Rs tn *his rcsj>ect provisional.*’ 

sj0rial areVer other clothing people wear, they have ocea- 
di8 |hCCti 8 hxisc shawl or blanket, easily assumed and 

ofF *uc  ̂ overgarments or wrappers are liable to
il a 0 Unlç»s they are secured with some kind o f pin. Here 
C  ««»pie and general need, easily met by a natural 
meiH|,.0r lMj'nred bone, and eventually by a pin made o f 
comm,U p ’rc’ Name* for this almost universal implement 

° n ^ **prmits use.** Such dress pin« easily penetrate
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too far, and slip through the garment, unless they are fur
nished with a head; which is made either by working a 
knob on the end o f the shaft, or by coiling the shaft itself 
into a hook or knot. The early copper-workers o f western 
Asia and Cyprus used both devices. They also perforated 
the shaft, halfway down, to receive a thread which could 
be hitched round the shaft (as a seamstress secures her 
needles) to prevent the pin from slipping backwards. Here 
oriental ingenuity ended.**

This eyelet-pin reached Egypt rarely, and Babylonia not 
at all; but it passed through the "second city”  o f Hissarlik 
into the mid-Danubian culture, where it had a wide vogue, 
and thence into Italy with the “ terremarc” culture, and also 
into the Baltic area. But it never was adopted in the 
Ægean. Somewhere in the north the further discovery was 
made that by passing another pin through the eyelet instead 
o f a thread, and bending its free end round so as to engage 
the point o f the perforated pin, a securer and more durable 
fastening was achieved. These northern or eyelet-fibulae 
are, however, quite distinct in structure and origin fron» 
those o f the Ægean.** Nor are they demonstrably earlier· 
Only one is as yet known from Greek lands, and that is * 
late and specialized example, with the bow shaped like * 
horse, standing with its hind feet on the eyelet end o f the 
pin, and holding the catch in its mouth. It was found ** 
Aloni in eastern Crete, and is certainly o f foreign make* 
and not o f very early date.*1

/Kgcan types of fibula arc of quite different construction* 
and Blinkcnberg’s recent review of the ry|>cs found in Greek 
lands and the Nearer Hast justifies the following c o n c l u s i o n *  

and further inferences.
Hirst, the fibula formed from a single dress-pin, bent üpofl 

itself so that the head end engages the point and form* * 
"catch,”  is ats Æ.gean invention demonstrable only in
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It originated in a peculiar Late Minoan dress-pin in which 
there is no distinct head, but the upper end o f the shaft is 
bent round parallel with the lower, so as to prevent the pin 
slipping through the garment pointwards. The rope-like 
twist o f the shaft itself is probably a further device to give 
the pin better hold. This invention (fig. 14-/) dates from 
soon after 1400 B.C.

The next stage, in which the head-end o f the pin is bent 
f 8am so as to engage the point, and flattened to form a 

catch” broad enough to protect it, is represented in Ægina 
'n Arcadia.”  These examples are not exactly dated, but 

t e twisted shaft o f the Arcadian specimen (fig. 14-«?) 
crers it to the primitive phase of development. The 
U y  formed safety-pin, with shaft spirally coiled to form a 

is common to Crete, Cyprus, Laconia, Argolis, 
nnth, Boeotia, Phocis, Ætolia, Elis, and Cephallenia. 

.  these examples have the "catch”  formed o f more
p lcss elaborately coiled wire”  (fig. 14-j).

" violin-bow" type occurs also in the lake-dwellings 
atj ^ art*a’ an£I sporadically round the head o f the Adri- 
in Q\ CVCn ,n Switzerland.”  As these northern examples 

u« e ° nc with the peculiar "pilaster”  bow, represented at 
in th^A?* 1 ‘ryns* arui Thermon in Ætolia, and perpetuated 

* f g c * n  (fig. 14-P .//./7 ) independent invention is im- 
8p a e* I he only question is, whether the new device 
^  . n°rthward or southward,** As the northern finds lie 
the 10 h>ng-establi»hed province o f the "eyelet”  pins, 
fib  ̂rcPrc*cnt a quite new departure there; and as one o f the 

act* aC ■ m *'alte Gurd*has the bow o f twisted wire char- 
tjlçer,8t,f  ° f  the «Ægean prototype, but not known among 

*tra,ght pin* o f  the lake-dwellings, the place o f origin 
fibul* fCrta'n^  t0 I* *n f he south. Moreover the "pilaster”  
0tL Ä , ° m I-ake Garda is plated with gold, a refinement 
a J J -  «represented in the lake-dwelling culture, and 

a y beyond its skill. That the lake-dwellings yield
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spiral-headed pins, and lie in a region where such pins had 
long been in use, does not prove more than that, when the 
new invention reached the head o f the Adriatic, the spiral- 
headed pins, already in vogue there, were the most con
venient objects for conversion into safety-pins; and this 
view is supported by the fact that it was from this northern 
region that the so-called “ spectacle” fibulae spread, together 
with a great variety of types (fig. 14-./.5) in which the bow is 
elaborated into complicated designs o f spirally coiled wire. 
These mainly Danubian types must be separately discussed 
later (p. 423).

Supplementary evidence that the focus of invention was 
in the South Ægcan comes from the geographical distribu
tion of the next improvement (fig. 14 /  A’.y), namely the 
lengthening or "stilting”  o f the catch-end of the bow, so as 
to hold a greater thickness of folded drapery. 'Phis improve
ment is found in Crete, on the Carian coast, and in Cyprus;,f 
but it was only in Crete that the greater elasticity thus ac'  
quired by the bow was appreciated anti improved by length
ening and recurving the stilted catch into the “ elbow" type 
which spread west, like the primitive “ violin bow” fibula* 
(fig, 14 ~j./)to South Italy and Sicily, and up both shores of
the Adriatic, though it never attained the same vogue farther 
north. Still more elasticity was at Mined hy converting th# 
Melbow“ mfo a second spiral spring between the catch 
the bow; this too is found in Crete; ir spread westward int# 
the “ serpentine*' t\ pr\, which have much the same dis**1* 
button as the ’ ’elbow“ fibulae; and also northward through 
Macedonia (fig. 1*1 /Λ'κ** The further experiment of worktfHi 
the whole of the bow (fig. 14 y) into sinuous or spiral 
volutions has its simplest examples m Crete;** and it 
this which, reapjHNirmg in t Vphaîlema, ami also far up 
Adriatic, ami in South Germany* m a primitive ‘ ‘ v iolim b^  
tyjHr thg. H /)  ami therefore quite early in the whole
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forms, suggested to northern craftsmen, already familiar 
Wlth spiral-headed pins, the wonderful designs of the Dan- 
ubian ‘ ‘spectacle”  fibulae.

But whereas in all Ægean fibulae these modifications o f 
fbe bow are all executed in the same vertical plane as the 
spiral spring and the catch-end, the only early improvements 
,n the North Italian province are in the transverse plane; 
striking proof o f  a complete severance o f direct intercourse 

ctween the craftsmen o f the two regions, and also o f the 
early date o f this divergence. And it must be noted that 

most original of all Danubian innovations, the brooch 
0 elaborately coiled wire is also structurally in the vertical 
Pane; o f Ægean affinity, therefore, not Italian.

Ί he question has therefore to be asked, whether the 
8Jr,uoUs |jt)W w},jch appears occasionally in graves o f the 

liest Iron Age o f Koban in the Caucasus regionTe is due 
, . Si)rnc such .Ægean exploration o f the Black Sea in the 

” <*nth Century as is indicated by the traditional voyage 
^  ' e ‘Arg<i’ ’ ; especially as there is an elaborated violin· 
the common to Koumania and southern Hungary,’1 

structure and ornaments of which, though spiraliform, 
8qC !ÎUitC different from those of the “ spectacle”  fibula, and 
in Cj ° Se to ^le Mycenaean prototype with spiral-wire catch 
Ur> Vcr,k '  ̂ plane, as to suggest independent transmission

. *nube, rather than downstream from an Adriatic 0rigmal.
An l

tion . sc curliest types and varieties are dated by excava- 
at1tj cv,detuc to the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries, 
reKi re »tq^ersetlcd thereafter by other types o f  more limited 
bet distribution.!* Evidently » period when intercourse
afl(j Ccn &uit!i Ægean and the outer seas was wide, easy, 
hroke° m^ariU‘ Vc^  frequent, was succeeded by events which 

state o f things, and restricted men’s move· 
thçjp8’ ftr,d still more, their opportunities for exchanging 

i? lnen*f<»lk in marriage; and this counts for much, 
e spread of j**r»«nstl ornaments is in question.
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These regional restrictions become more evident still, if 
the numerous fibulae from a few great sanctuary-sites are 
discounted. Olympia, Dodona, Delphi, Delos, and the Ar- 
give Heraeum were the centers o f pilgrimage from all parts 
o f the Greek world. Fibulae were commonly dedicated at 
all these sanctuaries, no less than at shrines o f local repute 
such as that of Zeus Thaulius at Pherae in Thessaly; and 
consequently types otherwise peculiar to this or that region 
are found here commingled. On the other hand, when the 
fibulae from the great sanctuaries are discarded, Blinken- 
berg’s classification into fourteen different types- a most 
valuable contribution in itself - may be greatly simplified 
by reassembling. Certain o f his types, of which the more 
specialized varieties merge in a very puzzling way, are 
found to overlap in their regional distribution, whereas » 
few larger groups, formed out of several related types, are 
comparatively distinct in their geographical range. In what 
follows, therefore, the evidence from the great sanctuaries is 
deliberately ignored, or separately stated so that the com
plications which result from it may be recognized.

•Some o f the types o f fibula which outlasted the primitive 
"violin bow" in the Ægcan, began there, like the ‘ ‘violin 
1h )w ”  itself, before the close of the thirteenth century* 
Simplest and also most widespread o f these secondary form· 
arc those with semicircular bow (fig. 14-Λ) capable (like Λ* 
stilted type) o f holding a larger fold of cloth.n Often the 
bow is of twisted wire, as in the prototyj*es. These are 
corded from Crete, I hcra, .T.gina, Salamis, Thessaly, Μ * ^  
doma, and the "sixth city" at Hissariik, in Late Mirto*n 
associations, as well as at Thebes, in Cana, Cyprus» 
Palestine, less precisely dated. These fibulae were celt*·*1' 
therefore in use about the time of the Sea raids, 
sufficiently accounts for thrtr wide distribution casttv®**** 
They arc als«» widespread in Italy.
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A further chronological point results from the distribution 
o f the type in which the bow remains nearly straight but is 

stilted” above the catch only.74 This unsymmetrical type, 
common to Ætolia, Athens and Salamis, Lesbos, Crete, 
Rhodes, Caria, and Cyprus, is dated not only by its Late 
"bnoan associations in the Attic Salamis, but by the fact 
hat in Cyprus it is the latest Ægcan type which arrived 

onmodified, whereas it is the prototype there o f some char
acteristic derivatives71 (fig. H -p./o). It therefore arrived be- 
0rc Cyprus was cut off from the Ægean, and this, as we have 

seen (p· 152), occurred before the spread o f Doric speech 
^ersea, and in immediate sequel to the Land-raids into 

1 ,cm and Syria, which profoundly changed its culture. 
ts arrival in Cyprus, therefore, is dated in the twelfth 

century, and its vogue in the Ægean to the same period or 
at ier earlier,7· though like other early types, once cstab- 
8 ccb it remained in occasional use for long.

Omitting therefore, for the moment, all discussion o f later 
vdopments, we reach the conclusion that fibulae were in 

ea f Sl0na^ t^o«gh not necessarily general use, from a fairly 
to y  Phase in the period o f transition from Minoan to 
the A ? ’ ant* *hat the rarity o f types so primitive, outside 
Off · f * n>ls a strong argument in support o f an Ægean
that^i· them. It follows further from these limits o f date 
th u  fhere are no very precise descriptions o f fibulae in 
in -  ° mer,c Interns, it was nor because there were no fibulae 

use. And though nothing has been found to rival 
*  gold peroni o f Odysseus, shaped like a hound

* lawn, fibulae are found rarely, at all but the very’ Kron*e wired7 I« Attica ivory or aml>er threaded on * m ( , , krooehes worn m
this fashion survive.! »he cim\ -

Periods, with animal-shaped bow, in bronze, or in

^asaicaj times,7* 
It i

survived in the "cicada”  brooches worn in

^«all I thc nexf ‘hrect step in development that wc are 
Ct to the fibulae from the cremation tombs at H abt,
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with which this enquiry began. Their types are neither very 
early, nor unusual, except in the decoration o f  some o f  the 
bows.7® All through Central Greece, from Thessaly to the 
Arcadia and the Cyclades, the “ stilted” form already 
described was improved by hammering out the catch-end 
into a flat plate, the lower margin of which was bent up 
into a long trough, wherein the pin rested (fig. 14-//./<5). 
This had the great convenience that if the bow was accident
ally strained, the pin point neither missed the catch, nor pro
jected beyond it. The shape of this “ catch-plate”  varied 
greatly.1'" In the islands (fig. 14-//) it is long and narrow, 
sometimes a mere forward wing, to the inner edge of which 
the stilt still gives rigidity. In Attica and Boeotia, the stilt 
disappears, and the catch-plate becomes square and very 
large (fig. 14-/.?./?) with elaborately engraved designs on 
each of its surfaces. In 'Thessaly (fig. 14-//) it becomes wider 
and comparatively short from bow to catch, the upper edge 
is concave, and the free top corner is prolonged into a spik® 
and -sometimes protected by a knob. In Epirus this free 
corner disappears, the catch-plate shrinking to a low wedge 
shape, hardly higher than the catch; and it is this tyf* 
(fig. 14 /5 ) which passes over into Italy in the period ° f 
Greek co lo n iza t io n .A ll these varieties, however, are of 
wide distribution; the Thessalian type wanders into Pélopon
nèse and the islands as far as Rhodes; the insular type t0 
Peloponnes*·, and more rarely to Thessaly and Boeutt** 
"Epirote”  fibulae are recorded front Phot is and Thessaly* 
even the jnculiar Attic and Boeotian varieties arc record*“  
from Crete, and (what is nuire to our present purjwse) 
Halos. Collectively they form a single group which may h® 
described generally as " l  entrai Greek,” but more apptop^ 
atciy jH-rhaps as "tmd Tgran,”  in view of us frequency ^  
the island world.

Now it the geographical distributions of this large 
of “ eau h plate" types tie pfotird and then su}*eFpiî**0
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as. ,n figure 15 their combined area coincides very closely 

that o f Agamemnon’s confederacy as described in the 
Homeric Catalogue. None are recorded from Cyprus;

ardly any northeast o f a line drawn from the Thessalian 
c°ast to Rhodes, except at the Ephesian sanctuary and

ttyf)
VarirrΓ ?  * *less5»b»ns from Macedonia;** only the “ Epirote'* 
aj,d fjj. #n.y *‘” untcrparr west of the Adriatic or along it, 

f us there is pr<*of o f  late spread through colonial ̂ * »*v I V IS pr<KÎI Of U l i v  .>|M IHU U M t m ^ n  v vn w m n

tnatç j Cnt8 ir° m {he Corinthian gulf. To give an approxi 
hxVç t^ ltC ar whtch these tyj>cs were first propagated, we 
VfjjL c Vernation tombs at I lalos, and another cemetery at 
Nrioj It ,m.5tts,crn Crete; both belong to a very early~ v i 11

Iron Ag
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The frequent interpenetration o f relatively local varieties 
o f design throughout this large area, within the single domi
nant design o f the “ catch-plate”  construction, can only be 
explained if we suppose that, during the period o f “ catch- 
plate” experiment, the whole o f this area formed a single 
coherent cultural region; and that then this solidarity was 
shattered, though not destroyed, so that Thessaly, Attica 
with Boeotia, and the island-world, worked out their own 
improvements separately, while exchanging examples of 
their respective products. T his sequence o f events corre
sponds closely with Greek folk-memory, first, of the so-called 
“ Achaean” régime, under the “ divine-born” dynasties, from 
about 1260 to about 1120; and then, o f the redistribution of 
political spheres o f influence, Thessaly and Central Greece 
as far south as the frontier of Attica falling under the domin' 
ion of "those who came from Arne” sixty years after the 
Trojan War, while Attica and also the island-world remained 
free o f that incubus; though the southern fringe of the island' 
world was eventually recolonized by mixed bodies o f entf' 
grants from Argo]is and Laconia, after the Dorian conqu*** 
o f those districts, with the archaeological symptom! f* 
which we arc not yet concerned. That Boeotia retained 
its fibulae so close an association with Attica is explnine® 
by the partial character o f the conquest of Boeotia, whet* * 
large part of the old population remained undisturbed 
though put out of action politically, Thar Argoiis and 
Laconia retained a large measure o f pre Dorian cult1̂  
outside the political sphere, is also in accord with the 
fions, and explains the persistence o f "catch-plate”  fibu*”  
down to the eighth century, when the derivative "K piro*. 
type with long jxfinted catch was carried across the 
by traders and colonists, mainly from the shores of * 
Corinthian gulf.** ^

A further consequence follows, of the first lmpoft<n<* k  
a counterpart to the perplexing history o f Greek
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w>thin this region. After the migrations and conquests, 
Æolic dialects were dominant as far south as the frontier 
^etween Boeotia and Attica; Ionic south o f this frontier, 
into the island-world and also into North Peloponnese, 
except where it had been superseded by Arcadian in the 
thirteenth century, and by Doric in the eleventh and tenth. 
®ut in the period o f “ catch-plate”  expansion, which as we

ave seen, was also that o f the “ Achaean” feudalism, inter- 
c°urse was evidently easy and habitual, between Thessaly 
°n the north and Crete and Rhodes to the south. Whatever 
he precise distribution of Æolic and proto-ionic dialects on 

e Greek mainland, it was inevitable that, with such 
acility o f intercourse, there was some means o f conversation, 

as generally accepted as was the “ catch-plate”  fashion in 
Personal ornament. Once again we have to look, not only 

the traders and free-lances, but to the women, married by 
^  tract or capture into homes with a dialect not their own. 
ΐη °Ί  *S Prccise,y t^c state o f things which is reflected 
hut C Homcnc ‘halecr, with its generally Ionic character, 
a a So its numerous Æolisms; to which must now be added 
^^PPrecÎable Arcadian clement. That such concordance 

Ween material art and dialect over a period o f several 
p tur'cs not fortuitous, is indicated by the striking cor- 
q  ^^h ince between the geographical distribution o f modern 
g*tQCê  dialccfa *nd the styles o f  embroidery, in the same re» 
com tW°- >Tars Â,cr· ^  hmg as the seas are
dçç P*ratively safe, standard speech ami standard styles of 
di(M°̂ at*m Preva‘U <biring jieriods of naval anarchy each 
W0 nCt. c*CVeh)ps differently, and the boundaries o f the 

hien’s art» in particular arc also those of the principal 
* * « ·  (PP. 159, 365).
fro ^CfCÂÎS rhe “ stilted”  and "catch-plate”  fibulae all differ 
deV* primitive "violin bow”  tn their unsymmctrtcal 

^ n* fhcrc was alternative and contemporary develop
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ment which enlarged the embrace, while conserving the 
symmetry, o f the bow, by making it semicircular,M (fig. 14 
and then elaborating both ends alike, rarely and experi
mentally into a pair of “ stilts”  (fig. 14-/^; whereas the 
“ stilted”  fibulae already mentioned have only one), but 
eventually into substantial terminals (fig. \A-i 8.iç ) which 
attracted the decorative ingenuity which in unsymmetrical 
fibulae is devoted to the exaggerated catch-plate.*6

It was an obvious enhancement of the same symmetry, 
to provide the catch as well as the pin with a spiral spring 
(fig. 14-/Ö); but though this appears in Macedonia in 
three late examples, it disappeared early from the Ægcan, 
and had its only popularity in Bosnia and Croatia,*· occur
ring also so far afield as Poland, and supplying an additional 
overland link with the more elaborate spiral-wire désigne 
characteristic of the Middle Danube. The geographical 
distribution o f this “ twin spring" variety shows that the 
“ symmetrical”  model had reached the North Ægcan before 
this experiment became obsolete. A date for the introduction 
o f the fibulae into districts north of the Ægcan is 
approximately and indirectly by the fairly frequent occur
rence of late varieties o f Mycenaean pottery in the upp«r 
Bronze-Age layers o f Macedonian settlements, whereas these 
imports totally disappear after the catastrophe with which 
the Macedonian Iron Age begins.”  As a “ violin-bow”  fibul* 
has been fourni in one of these sites at Vardino, some distant* 
below the top o f the Bronze-Age layer, it is more probable 
that a modification, so much nearer to this prototype th*jj 
arc the "catch-plate” fibulae of Thessalian pattern, whtC«* 
are occasionally found in Macedonian Iron-Age depo****· 
was introduced during this jicriod of Mycenaean intercouf**» 
and developed locally after it ceased, than that it was inn*' 
pendently invented later, when tt had gone out of use in * 
Ægcan. There is therefore some reason to supjsisc the* *
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symmetrical fibulae with massive terminals are derived from 
lhe same early design as the "twin-spring”  fibulae o f the 
northwest. Conjectural this derivation must remain, till 
tntermediate varieties are found; but it will at all events be 
recognized, from its geographical distribution, that the "twin- 
terminal”  fibula begins to appear approximately where the 

twin-spring”  fibula ceases, and that the distributions o f 
he two types, taken together, form a single large continuous 

region addicted to "symmetrical”  fibulae.
Immature or demonstrably early examples o f this “ twin- 

terminal”  type are very rare. What is significant is the wide 
tange and persistent symmetry of the type, once established. 
n details it receives rich enhancement. The terminals 

Usually have deep mouldings or collars (fig. l4~/tS\/p); but 
CSe arc replaced by plain cubes, animal heads, flower buds, 

ahd eventually by palmettes, obviously oriental."* The bow, 
_ ° ugh occasionally o f the primitive twisted wire,** is more 

cn solid and heavy, or carries a few collars or heads, 
ranged to emphasize its symmetry (fig. 14 and sornc- 

dividing it into balanced halves.**1 Or the solid, bead- 
kn *1°  ls replaced by a semicircular plate decorated with 
a ff >S <>r r'Vcfs °n one surface only, so that the bow has 
a ,°nt and a back.*' Rarely, a fiat bar connects the terminals

carries the spring, pin, and catch on its reverse, like a 
hadern lm*«h .* 1

*|Λ| , ^

u " twin-terminal type Ivcomes common all
,Ĵ h northwestern Asia Minor, from Hissarlik to Angora, 

^cullft ' ' aPPadoeia, where it is represented on the later relief- 
CariuWrcs: ' r rcap|Hrars in North .Syria, as far east as 
Rt - em*«h, and even at Nineveh and Babylon; in Palestine 
f0Pç.,erar» Cczer, and Beth Shemcsh;** in Egypt, at the 
vJ « n ^Bernent o f Tell el Ychudiych; and (with local 

'h Cyprus. Clearly* though subject to much 
typç >n detail, and at several successive periods, this

presents a single uniform introduction o f  the practice
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o f wearing fibulae. As the prototype is a very simple, even 
primitive one, it was clearly acquired, by those who intro
duced it over this wide area, at a very early stage in the 
development of fibula types. Once established in Asia 
Minor, it underwent little further change, except the flat 
brooch with cross-bar, the triangular Syrian variant (fig. 
14-^o), and the frequent abandonment o f the spring in favor 
o f a pivot or a rivet. It cannot be derived from any Cypriote 
or Levantine prototype, for it intruded into Cyprus late, and 
met there the “ stilted” fibula already established. On the 
other hand its symmetry connects it fundamentally with 
the “ twin-spring” series in Macedon and the northwest, and 
this series as we have seen, has an early Ægean origin.

Within the Ægean, this “ Asiatic”  fibula is characteristic 
o f the early temple-deposit at Ephesus; it occurs in the 
islands, at Samos, I .indus, Thera, Paros, and Erctria, and 
in Bocotia at Thebes and Chaeronca, evidently traded from 
the island-world through Euboea. Farther afield still, 
visits, as we should expect, the three great sanctuaries, an  ̂
appears on the pilgrim road to < )lympia at Eousoi and l eges· 
It is recorded from Locris, Thessaly, and Dodona, and give* 
rise to an interesting local school in Bosnia, along the iio* 
of the “ Hyperborean Road" between Delos and the heed 
o f the Adriatic. As, however, it has no counterpart farther 
north, if is clear that it was propagated from the south* 
ami this negatives the not unreasonable doubt whether th* 
Macedonian prototype might itself be of northern origirl' 
These westerly dispersals are indeed sufficiently explained h f 
the popularity of the mature "Asiatic“  ty|»e in early KphesU** 
and presumably among its Ionian trading neigldwrs.

Now there was only one occasion when people of 
same culture simultaneously reached, and thereafter 
tinned to influence, the whole of the wide area between frOf|
Carchenosh, and Palestine; and that was in the daf* 
the I.ami-raids. We have dearly here an archaeolog5d
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concomitant o f that movement; and this conclusion serves 
further to support those already reached, as to the occasion 
^hen the “ stilted”  type reached Cyprus from the South 
^gcan, and also as to the date o f development o f the “ catch- 
Pjate”  fibula in the mid-Ægean area. For we have only to 
P*ot on the map (p. 415) the approximate areas o f distribu
tion o f these divergent types, to realize how closely they fit 
*ic distribution o f dialects and political régimes: the “ catch- 

P ate ’ fibula with the Æolic and Ionic dialects; the “ stilted”  
type with the island-world o f the Achaean Catalogue to
gether with the “ sea-raided” district round Cyprus, which 

have already seen occasion to correlate with the “ Ar- 
^dian”  group o f dialects; the “ Asiatic" type with the 

gean façade o f Priam’s confederacy together with the 
Jjgions overrun by the Land-raiders. That the propagators 
fa 'I·6 " ,̂ s'at'c”  type were not themselves intimately 

nuitar with the fibula is clear from their gradual abandon
ment o f its joost characteristic feature, the spiral spring, 
c therefore only after this eastward movement had 
f 1 that the “ twin-spring" fibula which is so closely 
^*tecl with the prototype o f the "Asiatic" form, became 

PU arizcd in the northwestern interior behind Macedon;** 
ar^aier that the fully formed “ Asiatic”  fibula itself 

^ ^ .^ ^ tism ittcd  westward across the Ægean, as ha* been

fihuj0 Ŵ at Precedes, it is not suggested that all extant 
Con ac these respective types are even approximately 
tHb e^**>raty with the events which established the die- 

r*f the tv|tçs themselves. Some o f  them, indeed, 
t h j j f  ty in Asia Minor, are obviously much later.** But 

?ct <mly emphasizes the conclusion that the initial 
^'»Per 1 practice o f fibula-wearing was a summary 
ta» Î**!* *” d that, when this was once accomplished, there

**« Htt e cultural intercourse between the regions thus
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delimited, except along a few well-defined routes o f pil
grimage or demonstrable trade, such as brought “ Asiatic”  
fibulae to Dodona and acclimatized them in Bosnia.

Only on one site is it possible as yet to test the conclusion 
to which this regional analysis o f the fibulae has led us. 
By far the largest number of fibulae from any Asiatic site, 
except the sanctuary at Kphesus, come from funerary 
mounds at Gordium, on the bank o f the Sangarius river in 
Phrygia.M Here a stratified mound, inhabited since the 
Stone Age, was converted in the Early Iron Age into the 
fortified palace of a Phrygian chieftain, which remained in 
use till classical times. In its neighborhood lie more than 
twenty tumuli, five of which have been explored. The latest 
(V) contained the remains of a cremation, dated by (»reck 
painted vases to the end of the sixth century. Tumulus I» 
with cremation and Corinthian vases, was obviously rather 
earlier. Tumulus II, earlier still, with a Milesian vase and 
an oriental seen idiot tic of carve»! alabaster, o( the seventh 
century, covered nor a cremation, but a chamber, lined with 
durable wood, containing a coffin of wood inlaid with ivorf 
o f early Greek workmanship.*7 Tumulus 111 and tumulus I * 
had similar chambers and coffins; in IV werr a few bron** 
vessels, in III much richer furniture in wood, bronze, iron» 
and jHitterv, including vessels with peculiar trough-spout·» 
and geometrical ornament of painted latticework and con* 
centric circles, enhanced in one example by a figure o f*  
birtl in fbr same style as on pottery from the ne ighborin« 
palace and from several other sites on the plateau o f A**. 
Minor, All five tumuli contained fibulae, unit* irmly ?  
“ Asiatic" type, am! differing very little in detail, thoW0 
Tumulus III was certainly some centuries older even r*f 
Tumulus II; and similar fibulae were foutu! in the ·**, 
ment. Here, therefore, mound burial an»{ “ Asiatic”  
are associated throughout a long series, am! though Cff 
non only apjiears or reappears later,** and there
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evidence as to weapons, the trough-spouted pottery and the 
combination o f geometric and concentric circle ornament 
make up a group o f characteristics closely parallel to those 
° f  the tombs at Halos.

If then these fibula-wearing regions represent the results 
° f  the great disturbances and adventures o f the thirteenth 
century, it reasonable to ask whether the only subsequent 
Movement of aggressive tribes in Greek lands, namely the 

coming o f the Dorians”  and their West-Greek-speaking 
lndrcd, has its analogous symptom in the distribution o f 

*?me other type o f fibula in (»reek lands. The answer to 
18 question is unmistakable.

*Tp ^
Me SpKC'tACI.E-FlBUl.A AND THE CoMINO OF THE DORIANS

of 4°  stra,’ ficd deposit o f votive débris in the sanctuary 
th rtCtTl’s Drthia at Sparta, we have indisputable record o f 
thei m:Ucrial cul< ure o f a Dorian people from the time o f 
and** ° CcuPai‘on that site.** Here, the most numerous 

characteristic fibulae arc not of any of the above- 
1>uf are either “ spectacle”  fibulae or 

- - l e s s  substitutes for these, carved in bone or ivory, 
So !astcncd tu lhc bow o f  a mere safety pin o f primitive 

-^'.gean form. Now the “ spectacle”  fibula is not an 
the**1· Ûrm ut originated like all Ægean forms from
prm r,rn*t'Ve^  c°iied wire; bur whereas in the Mycenaean 

totyi’c of all .î ’.gcan fibulae the bow became rigid almost 
kasc^f’ nn<* c!as,,c‘ , y was give« only by the spiral at the 
o f *<> tl,c pin, in this alternative type the whole length 

e JOw was kept thin and was coiled or bent upon itself, 
At once useful and highly decorative. The simplest 

* j^rifliCnfs in this directum arc fourni in Crete,te* but 
^  elaborate one appears as far south as tephal- 
tnd i ' 'kR‘ ^  ^ while »* ** widely spread up the Adriatic, 

n fhe countries beyond its head. In the Adriatic the
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commonest forms have either a hairpin bend, or a single coil 
above the catch, and this type also is o f Cretan origin;10* but 
in Tyrol, Carinthia, and the Middle Danube basin generally» 
the bow takes the form, first, o f a large S-shaped spiral in 
the same vertical plane as the catch and the pin, giving the 
outline o f a pair o f spectacles filled with finely coiled wire; 
then of various fourfold spirals, and many other schemes 
even more riotously complicated, it is this highly special
ized and peculiarly Danubian type which reappears at the 
Spartan sanctuary o f Artemis Orthia, rarely in the twin- 
coiled “ spectacle” form,148 but commonly in blundered imita
tions and miniatures o f the fourfold type, in sixfold varieties 
still more degenerate, and finally in solid brooch-plates 
bone and ivory, carved to imitate spirals in the first instance» 
but deviating into K.shaped plaques and other fanciful 
shapes, till almost all resemblance to the spiral prototype 
is lost.

These spiral fibulae and their derivatives are not con
fined to Sparta. They occur, of course, at the great s a n c t u 

aries of Heracum, Olympia, and Delphi; at Tcgea on the 
Laconian border, at lamsoi in Arcadia, at Ægium on th* 
Corinthian gult, in Mcgaris and Attica, all districts eith** 
colonized by Dorians or overrun by them during the con* 
quest period. All these examples resemble their D anub^ 
prototy j ' c  s o  closely that no further proof of connection ** 
necessary. But their geographical distribution is in^* 
pendentiy conclusive; for they are recorded also fr0*** 
Thebes, Tanagra, Chaeronca, and Elstra, from 1 m ris, The·* 
saly, and Maeedon, always in the simplest “ spectacle** 
ety; not east of Maeedon, however, nor in any o f the ‘****dj 
except Crete, Thera (a Spartan colony), ami Rhode*; 
these have derivative type» only, and very rarely. That

he occasionally found on the Italian side of *
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Adriatic is only to be expected, considering the frequency 
other Danubian types on that coast; but there is only

one specimen from as far south as Sybaris, and none from 
oicily.

. *The counterfeit type, in bone,104 occurs rather more 
^idely, in Thessaly and at Eleusis, on the mainland; at 

c‘Os, Paros, l.indus, and copiously at Ephesus; in the west 
®t Syracuse, Gela, and Locris, but not till 700-650 B.C.; 
and widely in Bosnia, Croatia, and the Danube valley, more 
probably as the result o f  eventual Greek trade than through 

dependent imitation o f spiral originals, if we may judge 
° m the similarity o f these and Ægean examples.

«, ^ ere again, it is not suggested that even the wire-worked 
JPcctacle”  fibulae are all contemporary with the "coming 
at h ^ or’ans"  >n fbe twelfth or eleventh centuries; indeed 
» ac ^rthia sanctuary they are characteristic o f the middle 

yers rather than o f the lowest. But it is not easy to 
oth UrU ôr ^Parran preference for this Danubian type 
ç erWtsc than as part o f their initial equipment when they 
f c ^ u th ; and this conclusion is supported by relative 
^ u e n c y  o f  the "spectacle”  type in Boeotia and Phocis—  

than half o f the recorded examples.
h*v CtUrn’nK* now, to the cremation graves at Halos, we 
fut*6 t0 n° tc , îar ‘n respect to their fibulae, as in their 
° f  ritUi *̂ f ̂ ,c>' «re totally dissociated from the culture 
φ  oriar> ‘V r t a .  Either they belong to an indigenous 
0f culture earlier than the "coming o f the Dorians” ; 
Iü* * thçy »re o f later date than that event, they are a 
a j ;  ° f  pre-Dorian customs into early Hellenic times, in 

^cr» moreover, the dialect o f  which in classical times
Whitw0t ^ >̂ c* but West-Cirtek, as is the rest o f  the region 

scparate* ,Eolic Thessaly from Æolic Boeotia,
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T h e  L e a f - sh a p e d  S w o r d  in  G r e e k  L a n d s

Two quite distinct questions are raised by the numerous 
swords which the graves at Halos contained, in respect of 
their form and material. In form they belong to a large and 
widespread class for which the name “ leaf-shaped”  is cu9- 
tomary, and o f which the origin is certainly not Ægean· 
In matetial, as they are o f iron, they confront us with * 
quite separate problem, the source o f Ægean knowledge of 
this new metal, and the date and mode o f its introduction· 
It is necessary at the outset to insist, in view o f current 
assumptions, that these two questions are distinct; that 
the leaf-shaped sword was an invention o f the Danubi*n 
Bronze Age; and that it is only by confusing the earliest 
with some of the latest stages of its development and spread» 
that its history has become involved with that o f the 
propagation o f iron-working.

It is beyond the scope o f this argument to trace to ***' 
sources, which arc numerous, the great Bronze-Age cultu·^ 
o f the Hungarian plain. It is sufficient to note that 
gent and comprehensive exploitation of local resources» t&* 
copper and gold o f Transylvania, and the tin o f Bohefl®***· 
followed the introduction o f the simple repertory o f t“  
copper workers o f C yprus, through Asia Minor, the 
mara region, and the valley routes o f Thrace and Mavcdofl1 * 
and that this only occurred after the long eastward pr°P** 
gar ion of the "bell-beaker”  culture, through the Upper 0*****jj 
bian region, and probably also across northern Italy» 
its distant birthplace in Spain; though it is not yet 
to assign to cither source its «lue share of creative in»f^^ 
tion,1** Similarly, it is still doubtful whether its 
employment o f amber from the Baltic coast is to be Wd’* g  
to the "bell-beaker”  exploitation, or to the ruder imp*6*
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thosc other intruders who brought in the perforated axe and 
a<ke, and their doubic-bladed derivatives. These had been 
R eading widely and rapidly westward, from the margins 
® the Eurasian grassland, during a period which can be 
Qated approximately by the occurrence o f kindred (and, 
rarely, o f identical) types in the Thracian region, in the 

second city" at Hissarlik, and also less coherently in the 
^-gean. These powerful instruments alike o f woodcraft and 

war, so closely related in form to the double axe o f the 
. y-gods and thunder-gods o f western Asia Minor and o f 

'Goan Crete, were brought to perfection in Transylvania 
and eastern Hungary, with the help o f local abundance of 

Ppcr. That the unsymmetrical "axe-adze" or "hammer- 
jyj? Wa$ not a loan from the bilateral "axe-axe" o f the 
k'noan world seems clear from the distribution of its earlier 
£ Γ|Ί18> a"d especially from its early appearance north o f the 
k*Ucasus» between the C aspian and the Sea o f Azov; and 

K* a$soc,at'on* in all the country between this region 
10 t" c Danube, with a distinct single-bladcd axe, which 

r®mained characteristic o f the more easterly districts, 
, ,r Was used for a while as far west as Bosnia and 

°atta,'«* j t ;s probably to the {possession o f this superior 
cohe>° n’ f^c Hungarian Bronze Age owes its long 
for rCntc’ ' ts w'dc expansion, and its unexhausted genius 
*bor°|ntr'V*n  ̂<!̂ cr,s' ve weapons, o f which we shall encounter 

y other epoch-making instances.
the»1 certainly for the masters o f this Hungarian region 

* the first * ** * ‘ ·>» - J -x -
P̂ ecu earth-walied hill-forts were constructed, the 

**SOrs (,f the monstrous earthworks with which laterc°tlo "* ulc monstrous cart π wo
EU|̂ Uefors literally "dug themselves in," all over western 
and th Mmaeitnî at Cissbury, Ufîmgton, 
the t * Herefordshire Beacon. In peaceful arts there was 
*Gce f5x<J|HJCr*Gt inventiveness, and widespread accept- 

* or»ginal fabrics and forms,
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Only a few examples may be noted here, selected on  
account o f their eventual significance for the Ægean world* 
This new composite culture was adolescent already when 
the “ second city at Hissarlik”  was destroyed, about 2000 
B.C., but its maturity belongs to the same centuries 
rapidly improving climate, as the “ palace”  cultures o f the 
Ægean, and the Hittite domination in Asia Minor. But 
there was little direct intercourse. The earlier relation* 
cease between Danubian and Spanish metal work. At mO*t 
there are amber beads in two o f the shaft-graves at Mycenae» 
at Kakovatos and Asine, and occasionally later, to set 
one side of the account; Cypriote eyelet pins and an occ*'·. 
sional one of Syrian pattern on the other."”

The fabrics o f pottery, of which what is called “ P**** 
nonian ware" is the culmination, display bold design, skilm* 
execution, uniform gray-brown coloring, and elaborated 
incised decoration, including curvilinear designs, and oCC*·* 
sional representations of men, animals, and wheeled vehicle*» 
in which the graver is supplemented by ornamental punch«*» 
and toothed wheels such as pastry-cooks use; all probablf 
borrowed from the tool bag o f the bronze worker. A c o m fit  
punched ornament consists of concentric circles, like tl** 
rings of a target. This elaborate and facile decoration *hf 
pottery is only the sjn-cial application, to a durable mater**** 
o f an artistic repertory the wealth of which we estirfl*** 
imperfectly from the representations of textiles on fu*' 
clothed statuettes like that from Klicevac, from the CO***- 
plicated spiral decoration on bronze shields and sword h* . 
and from the occasional imitation of basketry, w tx*d*°j
and other perishable materials by the makers of pot*
bronze-work alike.

The rtceptiveness, and also the ingenuity, o f the 
bian bronze workers have l»een already illustrated in
to the safety pin. The "twn.ptcce”  fibula was a 
improvement on the single eyelet pin transmitted
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Cyprus through Hissarlik. The “ spectacle”  fibula was the 
ßanubian elaboration of the “ spiral-catch" fibula borrowed 
from the South Ægean through Adriatic trade, and refunded 
to its inventors after the coming o f the Dorians. And the 
same inventiveness created an instrument o f war hardly less 
Potent, in determined hands, than the perforated axe to 
wb»ch Danubian culture owed its widespread and long 
enjoyment o f a secure domain. This was the “ leaf-shaped”  
8word, equally fitted for thrusting, like the older daggers and 
tapiers, and for slashing with the heavy downstroke familiar 
t0 the masters o f the battle-axe.
j .P'rom the primitive two-edged dagger or knife, as we have 

m Cyprus> at Hissarlik, and in the early tombs o f the 
Cyc adfs and Crete, Ægean culture developed only the 
its 1* *C and Minoan rapier, whose flimsy attachment to 
fri by rivets, or perhaps a short flat tang, prevented

een edges from serving as more than a supplement to its 
Wn J * ni08t they facilitated dexterous ripping open o f the 
by hor such rapier play, the blade was counterpoised 

8ubstantial pommel, so that the center o f gravity lay 
tra ° 8t w‘ rhin the hand. Danubian warriors, on the con- 

^miliar as they were with the cleaving stroke o f the 
hjy e~®Xc> conceived and elaborated from the same prim- 

lade a very different weapon, the slashing-sword.*·*
tbe Lj s weapon the center of gravity was thrown far down 
Pfofil expanding the midrib, and the leaf-shaped
equ .f tbus given to the cutting edges rendered the weapon 
t*me 5 ^°rn,,^ablc for thrusting and for slashing. At the
I T *  »m e the tang was prolonged to the full extent o f  the 

tap-pb
^ f r s t  1 rigid as a girder by deep marginal flanges

, &teral stress. Rudimentary flanges, to steady the
a« ' ]Äte** bad indeed been employed in Egypt and Syria 

Eighteenth Dynasty, and perhaps earlier, 
Wg| *Λο»η rapiers as early as the shaft-graves; but it 

1 ingenuity that gave to the flanged hilt a
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new structural value. Between these deep flanges grip- 
plates o f wood or bone were securely imbedded and held 
fast by rivets; the pommel disappeared or became merely 
decorative, and in its place the flanges diverged only so much 
as to prevent the sword from slipping through the hand. 
Ægean swordsmen never wholly discarded the traditional 
pommel, but bisected it, and fitted each half within a Τ'- 
sh aped extension of the flanged tang; and this southern 
variety remained in use, as rare examples and numeroU® 
Greek representations of it show, till the eighth and seventh 
centuries, when it passed into South Italy and Sicily with 
the first Greek colonies, and had a wide vogue there.

The spread o f the leaf shaped sword, and its develop* 
ment, were alike gradual, and consequently illustrate c»ch 
other. For the raids achieved with earlier varieties wet* 
mainly in the direction of Italy, and it is only in their middl® 
stages of development that these swords are found in GreeCfc 
Cyprus, and Egypt, Mere by a fortunate accident we 
an absolute date, for one of these swords found in Egyi^ 
bears the name o f Sett 11, who reigned only from 12H 
I210.1"* As this blade is about midway in the series» E ® 
safe to infer that the leaf shaped type began to 
about 1400, and had developed into the specialized *"H*’ 
statt” sword by about 'XX). The derivative sword With 
pair of spiral "antennae” instead o f a pommel follows 
a century later still, in Hungary itself the series end® * . 
ruptly and prematurely, at a distinct stage of develop11̂  
winch was current about 1100: the significance of this hr* 
in the series will be evident later 11». 4\l), *

There was thus a long period during which the ^  
shaped sword was in competition with other ty{»e*> ^
sculptured record of Raineses HI, nearly a generation 
than the sword marked for Seti If, Sea-raider* J
straight edged thrusting swords, some with heavy 
like the shaft grave rapiers, some with a jvecuh®^
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°wble concave in profile J  .u0 But on an ivory relief from 
a Minoan tomb in Cyprus, o f the thirteenth century, a 
^ arri°r holds an unmistakable leaf-shaped sword, o f the 

°rt broad variety which persisted in Cyprus into the 
tarly Iron Age.1"
, "The same concurrence of sword types is well illustrated 
J difficulty of interpreting either the forms or the uses 

swords in the Homeric poems. Some have an “ extended 
, î but is this the straight razor-edge o f the rapier, or 

leaf-shaped’ ’ convexity? Some have conspicuous “ sil- 
T ttails,” clearly the rivet heads in the handle plates; but 

anH ICUOUS rtVets arc common to the shaft-grave weapon 
sii t0- leaf-shaped, though the sole extant sword with 
« ** r,vcts is o f the latter type. The Homeric scabbard of 
^  ivory" belongs to the daggers o f the Ægean, 

•HotT***· the Danubian scabbards are of leather, bound and 
'v,th bronze. Similarly the Homeric vocabulary in- 

jç es 8Pccific words for thrusting ami for cutting; but other 
8 arc used to describe both kinds o f stroke. Of the 

^fu  Mi,T'c are such as would result from the ripping 
°th 8t c^a,acteristic of the broad shaft-grave rapier, but 
fojjr'1*8 are hashes; ami the blade “ shattered in three and 
rapier°W 3η cncn,>’s llc;idpiece was a cutlass rather than a

sword given to Odysseus in Phaeacia, and expresslyThe
S cribed

u
Ί

as 8 special gift, in a far western context, and 
* 0,ΊΗν ^  Wlt  ̂ " 'd e  sea faring connections, is note- 
°W r v l^ V,^cncc lM‘?h ° f  the extent and the variety of the

M^ichTf as wholly ot bronze”  recalls Danubian types in 
Hilt uni a^c ar'd hilt are cast solid. It had however silver 
bç ^  / ‘vets, presumably plated, That this sword should 
'* toned as « tnnKid! ..if, ίη a far wnttrrti MiniMf. and

c f V i f c  ‘  ’ " ’ O t  V » 1  t u v  ν Λ  V V  < i
turns w h i c h  th e  n o r m s  e n s h r i n e

of 8Wufds are twice described as "Thracian“ ; one
** ä!*h Rr« t , ’ ’ the other has the "silver mitts"

 ̂ tttentiotied. As one belonged to a Trojan, the other
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to one o f Troy’s Paeonian allies, it may be suspected that 
this type was not in common use among Achaeans. Very 
large swords seem to have remained in vogue in Thrace11* 
in classical times, but no examples of these have bee# 
recovered. The Homeric allusions are therefore only 
value as evidence o f the coexistence o f varieties. Other rare 
or wonderful swords were the sword of Peleus, which 
was “ divinely made,”  and that o f Theseus, an heirloom 
distinctive.11’

With the leaf shaped swords at Halos is also a greet 
one-edged knife with slightly convex blade.1“  Similar k n t^  
from Early Iron-Age graves at Chauchitza in MaccdorU*» 
though later in date, connect it with the Thracian cutl***> 
characteristic o f Thracian fighting men in the fifth centtfff* 
and frequently figured then in Greek vase-painting 
Though distinct in form and name from the concave-cdgCf 
or flamboyant “ sickle-sword,” which was also regarded hf 
Greek writers as Thracian, and has been found, in iron» 
Bulgaria, it belongs to the same general group of typ^ 
and this has wide distribution· "sickles”  for example , 
used by Carian troops in the fifth century. In bronze 
also in iron they arc ubiquitous in the Danubian evu*·*® 
from the latter part of the Bronze Age onward.

But similar types occur in bronze in the Caucasus 
and in copper from mound burials near Merv, as well . 
Egypt, in Syria, and the Minoan repertory.'“  It is not 
therefore, to accept I hracian wcajxtns of this or ,rÇ' 
of any type as Danubian, without raising the p·**’ 
question, whether Danubian metal workers acquired 
from Asia Minor through Thrace.

A #
Returning now once again to Halos, wc have to ^

that all the swords there are of a rather early stage ***
“ leaf.shapcd” senes, with hilt flanges convex whet* 
enclose the heel of the blade. In Hungary this type 0
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could hardly be later than 1300, yet at Halos the fibulae are 
0 Ά “ catch-plate”  type which can hardly have originated 
earlier than 1100, and certainly survived much later.

•early there is here an anomaly to be cleared up by other 
evidence. The cross-section o f the blades, too, is not convex 

lozenge-shaped, with slightly concave surfaces; and 
hough there are both straight-edged and leaf-shaped blades 

et Halos, even the broadest o f them are less expanded than 
18 Usual among the maturer types in the north. And this is 
"aracteristic o f early iron swords in the Ægean, the straight

ened type being found at Dodona in the far northwest, in 
“ Ocotia, Attica, and Argolis; in Crete, on the Carian coast, 

u ·η Cyprus; the broader type only at Halos and in Attica, 
rete, and Cyprus hitherto."*

th arC thcrcforc t o u t e d  w'th yet «"other problem, 
e date and origin o f the earliest iron and o f an "Early 

it lT ’ n r^e ''Tgean. This problem is in itself difficult; 
^  ,as l’cc"  complicated by successive attempts at a solution; 
Qri ' evlden«  's still defective. But no survey o f the 

s1"8 o f the Greek people may avoid it, if only because the 
, * cric references to iron have hitherto been so hard to
understand.

ΊΡ I1MK »ntroihhtkw of Iron into G kkkk Lands
Th

i'cen C 0r,®*n a"d  early distribution o f iron-working has 
do m 80 discussed elsewhere, that it is unnecessary to 
8«rd ?  r*Pc*t the chief conclusions which may be re- 
in .̂fs established, and examine the swords from Halos
»*ve d f  tltct"·'”  Much confusion might have been 
fron ' U ^ad l^cn more clearly recognized that, as meteoric 
Οςς^· 11 from time to time on any part o f our planet, 
the jj “ ^discovery and use o f  this "metal heaven”  (as 
perjo^P ^ *” * believed it to be) cannot I «  excluded at any 

in any region,»· The Homeric phrase “ iron
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firmament” is sufficient to show that this Egyptian belief 
was held in early Greece, and consequently not much is to 
be learned from occasional objects of iron, decorative of 
prophylactic, from Minoan sites. Another phrase, that "iron 
of itself draws a man on” may perhaps refer to its magnetic 
quality, as well as to the lure of a weapon; but “ iron hard
ness” of heart, frame, or temper, or an "iron look” in an 
eye, as well as the epithet “ flame-colored,” are no less 
appropriate to its ores than to the metal itself; and haematite 
had been commonly used by Minoan seal engravers."* But 
"gray” iron must have been metal l i c , an “ iron crash 
likewise; a simile derived from the process of tempering 
cannot refer to any other metal; the epithet “ much-be
labored” graphically describes the final stage of the prim*' 
five “ open-hearth” process, when the slag has to be kneaded 
out of the spongy mass by long hammering; and the carg° 
of “ flame colored” iron in the Taphian ship which touched 
at Ithaca proves transport either of metal or of ore (τθ& 
western Greece1" to some foundry oversea. This epithet *® 
however also applied to axes, which arc more carelessly kept 
than swords.

Iron however cannot have been common, when epic 
ranked if with gold ami silver in royal treasuries, or <tveö 
when a "self cast” ingot of it, itself a valued piece of l°°*J 
was offered as a pri/e for "(Hitting the weight,” or 
and “ half axes" were awarded according to their respect*^ 
v a l u e s . Ί hat iron should have been more acceptable» ** 
these passages land others relating to iron tools) suggi^* ^  
the farmer than to rhe warrior, is easily understood, 
so mm h drpended on quality and workmanship; 
cannon similarly gave plate to cast iron very slowly» ' 
cast iron did to forged steel. Even an iron macc 
individual's freak. Among tutting implements, too» * . 
knives, axes, and arrows are mentioned in the (wjcrns, 
the iron sword is not. The remaining uses for iron it*
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for fetters, for the gates o f the lower world, and for Hera’s 
chariot axles, do not add much, except to strengthen the 
contrast between industrial and militant uses.“ *

ït was once fashionable to argue that these Homeric 
passages, or the poems at large, were “ late,”  in the belief 
that there was a clear cut between a Minoan “ Age o f 
ßronze“  and a Hellenic “ Age o f Iron." But the transition 

now known to have been gradual, and to have been more 
rapid in some districts than in others.

.JoEgypt the “ metal o f heaven" was being brought as 
mute from Syria during the Nineteenth Dynasty; Tut- 

nkhamen (c. 1360) had an iron dagger, as a most precious 
Soldiers o f Ramcses HI are sometimes represented 

^  J weapons painted blue instead o f the usual copper red. 
Eaehish in Philistia iron weapons and tools become com- 
n rather suddenly about the same time. At Gerar, in the 
e ^strict, iron appears rarely about 1350, and was being 

0p * tcd and also tempered there about 1200, as the remains 
p Urt>acc,s show.1** In Jewish tradition, iron was in use in 
j ^ m e  in Joshua’s time. To the twelfth century belongs 
iron'1’ ' *fo/or w' fh ^'s "four hundred chariots of
erjtj* a,1d Goliath of Gath, with his iron spearhead, to the 

{,f the eleventh.m At Gerar, knives, daggers, spears, 
U0 arr(,wheads were made, as well as various tools; but 

swords have been found in Kuvpt or Palestine, o f so 
Carly date,

^srehemish, iron weatwms appear suddenly in the
rc<)ccupation *and aver after the Muski conquest about 1150, 

fofcerk 3 ,1 1,1 neighboring tombs of a rather later period, 
''Asiarf/n*', 1̂ dbulae o f “ Asiatic”  type (p. 419);'** and as•arte

fooki 
the

hbulae were not only used but made at Gerar,,IT
* *» if this Syrian iron culture spread as a sequel to 

1 1 -ami 
a Minor.

ft^m8A*1 fftids, and from the same quarter, namely
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In Cyprus, where the leaf-shaped sword is represented 
by two specimens in bronze,11* there are tools and hairpins o f 
iron from Minoan graves not later than about 1200, and 
then, rather suddenly, numerous iron knives and daggers, 
associated with “ stilted” fibulae o f South Ægean type, but 
also with fresh forms o f seal-stones, vases, and geometrical 
decoration, which have their closest parallels in Asia Minor 
rather than in Syria.1”  Iron swords, too, are found occa
sionally, o f a peculiar type, with flanged tang, handle plates 
secured by conspicuous rivets o f silver or gilded bronze, like 
the Homeric swords, and leaf-shaped blade, sometimes very 
broad. But unlike the Danubian swords, these retain the 
concave-lozenge cross-section —  characteristic of
the old native dagger and the earlier Minoan rapiers; * 
strange and not very serviceable compromise. This very 
broad blade reappears on representations of Syrian sword® 
o f the eighth or seventh century.

Both from Cyprus and from Carchemish, then, come indi
cations that the source o f the Palestinian iron industry ** 
to be sought in the direction o f Asia Minor.1”  That 
“ metal o f heaven”  was to be obtained there, is clear from
the request o f Kamcses II to the Haiti king Hattusil, t0 
sent! him this valued substance; but the reply, that the** 
was no stock o f it at the moment, suggests that it was 
yet common, even among the Haiti,” * In the eighth century» 
Assyrian kings were obtaining iron from Carchemish *** 
from Cornmagene, in the Taurus mountains; but it i# 
certain whether it was produced there, or traded fr0**1 
beyond.'”  At the end of the seventh century, Tyre ^  , 
obtaining "bright iron" from Tubal and Mcshech, the I·0*; 
and Muski of Assyrian annals, the Tiharcni and 
o f Greek geographers, in southeastern Asia Minor;
Moscht are probably the last tmlcjK'micnt remnant of 
Muski o f previous centuries.” *
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It now becomes clear how it was that the classical Greeks 
acquired a fresh foreign word chalybs for “ steel," in addition 
to sideros, the Homeric name for all sorts o f  iron. For
chalybs reappears as the name o f the Chalybes, another 
tribe o f northeastern Asia Minor, adjacent to the Moschi, 
and recognized in antiquity as probably representing the 
^tybé country which lay beyond Paphlagonia in Homeric 
Biography, and was a “ birthplace o f silver."1’ * This source 

steel became known to Greek traders through colonies 
° f  Miletus such as Trapezus and Amisus on the north coast 

Asia Minor. As they were founded in the eighth century, 
and rnay have been preceded by mere coast factories and 
tiding ventures, they carry Greek acquaintance with steel 

^tfie way back; but not far enough to account for the swords 
Walos or even those from the Dipylon cemetery at Athens. 
1 hough o f iron, the swords o f Halos, like those o f Cyprus, 

of k·0 n0t on,y* as we have seen (p. 432), a rather early form 
j ***f» nearer to the Danubian original than some o f the 

hronze swords, but also a cross-section o f the blade, 
w 1” 1 *s not Danubian at all, but an inheritance from the 
^  Qtterranean dagger. They are therefore to be regarded 
am* rathcr early derivative from the Danubian sword, 
jnfl0n8 people of more southerly culture, not progressively 
froUcncctl by the course of invention in the north, but eon- 

tmcc ·»*! for »11 with the new northern weapon, 
re . thereafter left to their own devices. In what region or 

e°ns this occurred, we have now to enquire. 
and^k^rSt K'^hf sea borne communication between Cyprus 
Sea * , (such as is presumed by the twelfth-century
*Be'r*Û ’ Conhrmed by I lomerk description* o f such voy- 
f^Und*’1̂  Äu,henticated by the leaf shajwd swords o f  bronze 
e*bl ^gypt and Cyprus) might seem to be sufficient 
the j*f *tU’n; mi* ,f was probably this notion that prompted 

C,r fii at!on of I cmese, the destination o f the Taphian’s 
■ tron in the Odyssts, with Tamassus in Cyprus, where
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there were extensive iron workings later. But to send iron 
to Cyprus was “ carrying coals to Newcastle” ; and the 
furnaces o f Tamassus lie a full day’s journey from the coast; 
moreover Temese in South Italy had the copper mines which 
the story requires, though they were exhausted when we 
next hear o f them.1“  There is also, in support o f this sea 
route, the rare occurrence o f howls o f the same fabric as 
those in the tombs at Halos, in graves of the Early Iron Age 
in Cyprus, and o f native imitations o f them which show 
that they were scarce and valued there (p. 479).

On the other hand, it is clear from Homeric references, 
that the Achaean invaders o f the Troad were obtaining iron 
there as loot, and trading it to Lemnos for provisions. NoW 
the people o f Lemnos are called Smtics in the poems, and 
Hephaestus, the divine smith, is at home among them· 
Other Simian tribes were scattered about in Thrace ,n 
classical times; and a "great Thracian sword" is twice men' 
tioned specifically in the poems, though its substance is no*· 
described. Both swords belonged to I'rojans; one cut a men · 
head across, the other hail the characteristic “ silver studs 
in its hilt; so they were slashing-swords not far from rf*®
leaf-shaped ty|'c. But were they of bronze, or o f iron?

In classical (»recce, rhe first working o f iron was atiri* 
buted to the legendary Dactyls, who were assigned usu*uy 
to Mount Ida in the Troad, though there were other stor,®f 
which referred them to Samothrarc in rhe Cretan Ida 
to Cyprus.“ * That there was an alternative story abm·* 
legendary Tclchincs coming from Cyprus to Rhodes, 
with a Cretan variant, is only to he expected in view of f 
later fame o f Cypriote metal working, and the later 
ttons between Cyprus and Rhodes which are detnonsff* 
by the cemetery of I.indus,ui But the connection of * 
Dactyl* with tom working t* specific;an«) the Parian M* 
(supported by C astor and Ihrasyllus) give* 1432 ** 
traditional date,
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Once discovered, an art so valuable as iron-working 
rnay well have spread rapidly, among people who had use 
0r it. This has been sufficiently illustrated by the wide 

connection between the first general use o f iron, south and 
east o f Taurus, and the new régime established by the Land
t i e r s .  To the northeast, the same conclusion follows, as 
ar as Caucasus and beyond it, from the association o f the 
rst iron weapons in Transcaucasia and the Koban ceme- 

ter es with fibulae o f “ Asiatic” type. The types of these 
ja p o n s  themselves however have neither the leaf-shaped
blade *nor the flanged tang, but are straight-edged, very
bfoad at the heel, with a flat hilt of the peculiar double-con- 
c*ve outline famili ar from Egyptian representations o f Land- 
in K** Ir looks as if this type of weapon had been in use 
ç  tflc region from which the knowledge of iron reached the 
^»ucasus peoples, and this is confirmed by the bronze 

Iront earlier graves. The “ Asiatic”  type o f the 
f U ac Wakes it certain that this iron using culture spread 

the south, and that it did so not earlier than the intro- 
ja(Cn<m ° f  fibulae into Asia Minor; probably also not much 
, 5Γ· 1 he source of the iron stores o f the Hatfi-thi -folk in the

rtcenth century was therefore south of Caucasus and
Mi- '  ̂a,m,s, that is to say, somewhere in eastern Asia" “iht " f Ί ·a,  Π?r' ’" p  flir mnvrmrnt wlm li cxicruleil iron culture as lar 
pjcr c *· aucasus may be identified with that to which 
<* -\°*«* »Hudes when he describes the Armenians o f his 
rUo£i Ί Ι,ΙΓ colonists of the Phrygians.”  In country so 
*‘Coj *. f lu»t between Cappadocia and the Caucasus, such 
that g at’° M" was »<» doubt gradual. Indeed it is certain 

C °bl Vannie language was not superseded by Indo- 
^Pcan sfteeeh until the eighth or seventh century."* 

the ,,of quite the whole story. Other features in
cultures of the Caucasus region recall, as 

thç £ . « *  bâter stages of the Danubian Bronze Age, and 
lîuiim,.. {jj fj(r ,̂ gr ltf |run there; and as these points
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o f similarity are not supported by intermediate links in A$i* 
Minor or Europe south o f the Danube, it seems necessary 
to suppose that the connection was through the flat-land 
north of the Black Sea.1,9 Here there are no physical 
obstacles between the Caucasus and the Carpathians, for 
the rivers, though broad, flow slowly and have been easily 
crossed at all historical periods. That most o f the cultural 
loans were from the Danubian to the Caucasian peoples, i* 
demonstrable in regard to the sword-chapes and so-called 
“ racquet-headed” pins, which only begin in Caucasie 
graves at a late stage o f their Hungarian development, and 
a bronze leaf-shaped sword, of about 1150 B.C., found nearly 
halfway along the suggested route across the steppe, prove* 
at all events occasional traffic.

At first sight it is difficult to reconcile this Danube# 
influence on the iron-using culture o f the Caucasus will* 
the disappearance o f the leaf-shaped sword from Hung®1’/  
about two stages before it was matured elsewhere into th®* 
“ Hallsratt” type which is found (both in bronze and in iron/ 
in Tyrol and other districts south o f the Danube, and widely 
in West-Central Europe. But, first, the Danubian ban* 
the Caucasus arc considerably earlier than that event; ®#  ̂
secondly, this disappearance resulted from the intrusion 0 
iron-using jtcople from beyond the Carpathians; since the*® 
is no trace of intrusion from any other direction, and ir®*j
swords of a different type, far inferior in workmanship »ltd

temper, apjiear about this time. It the development o f * ,  
leaf shaped sword may be provisionally reckoned a* 
formly rapid, this crisis would appear to belong to the I*",, 
part of the twelfth century; that is to say, to the t*# 
traditional date for the "coining of the Dorians." Bo* ** 
a further question whether there is any real connection 

In one rrspeif, however, if seems necessary to
Asia Minor as chief, if not sole intermediary, If Ha* 
been noted <pp. Ub ?> that, m Cyprus ami the /Egc*#»

*1
CM
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Earliest iron swords combine a rather early variety o f the 
«Nubian flanged hilt with a blade of concave cross-section, 

. erived ultimately from the old copper dagger, but more 
«^mediately not through the Minoan rapier, in which the 
jJdrib is cylindrical, but from the wide-heeled sword o f the 

äfdana; and this sword we have now seen to be closely 
ated with the Caucasian types, and derived from an 

fo '* n t  tradition in Asia Minor. The question arises there- 
should not the iron swords from Halos, Athens, Crete, 

«  other Ægean localities be regarded as derived from the 
iron-working tradition? We have further to take 

ount o f the "great Thracian swords”  in the Homeric 
k l^ ^  aod to raise the question whether the “ Chalcidian 
0k.f*  famous in classical times were made wholly at 

8 as has been commonly supposed, and as the recent
mto°rery r^crc rnerai workings indicates or also imported 
W  k rtCCC r̂om Chalcidic colonies, in whose immediate 

'voods were '1'hracians and also Briges or Brygii whom 
^ Ulty accepted as Phrygiuns-in-Europe.

alte Ûrt^er consideration results from the distribution o f 
It h 8î,Vc “ f furnace, and processes o f  iron-making.
*He H r Cn. customary to emphasize the contrast between 

“ nd precious” iron o f the Minoan world, and the 
c0tlfrIOUs tt,1d useful iron o f the Early Iron Age; and this 
of .I ast l*as been explained as resulting from the practice 
ê*rth^r>ar*Ve ° f  iron-making.14® In the "open-

l)yft process, known to Egyptians o f the Eighteenth 
Utjm an<l customary in classical Greece, in the Etruscan 
the in Elba, and until the nineteenth century in
I* ttH *.ίβ^ η oi iron-furnace, the scale o f production

k «specially by the fact that a stage soon
tob , .j *n the fire become* unmanageable. It also has 
Collçç. i)Vk,ed to die down, so that the reduced iron may he 
^•olh j ’ ftn<* ^ ls 18 st,H «rid needs to be

«red by much hammering, the labor is dispropor«
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tionate to the result; and moreover, this "wrought”  iron ·* 
usually so nearly pure, that it cannot, be tempered; though 
temperable steel may sometimes be produced accidentally* 

In modern "blast furnaces,”  on the other hand, the pi"0* 
cess is continuous, ore and fuel being poured in at the top» 
and the slags and iron "tapped”  from time to time at th® 
bottom, and run into moulds without "drawing” the 
The temperature may be sufficient to melt the metal, 
which event the output is “ cast iron,”  containing mOf® 
carbon than is required for the production o f steel; but it·* 
possible both to regulate this carbon content, and to rcduC® 
it by subsequent treatment. Though the modern cast-it°fl 
process only became common in the fourteenth cent*iff' 
A.D., remains o f small primitive blast furnaces have 
recognized, o f Roman date on the Rhine, rather earlier *** 
the Jura, and considerably older at (»yalar in Transylvao1*’ 

The Homeric description o f the tempering o f steel i® 
o f itself conclusive as to the mode o f production; but 
reference to an ingot "self }>ourcd" certainly refers Φ
furnace powerful enough to melt the metal as it was redu
from its ore. Ami this mass o f "cast iron,”  like the «grei
Thracian swords” came from the Trojan side; it was lout

from Eetion’s town in the Troad; ami large enough .
I t  *provide five years' supply o f implements for a farm· 

probable, then, that this great invention had already -y| 
made in the Asiatic iron industry, anil that it was iron* ^  
source that the blast furnace process reached l ^ansyΊ',* ^  
and other parts of C entral Europe. The ruined furnace®
(ïyalar have nm been approximately dafetl; hut i 0**

limit is given for southeastern Europe at all event®* *ĵ  
rapid supersession of bronze swords by steel dnr|f· ^ ^ ,  
centuries tenth to eighth represented by the grea* 4 
tery at Hallstaff,

Summarizing, now, the results of this review ' j f f  
earliest iron swords of the /1‘ gean, we find that th< P®»

t l *
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jetton that they necessarily represent, or serve to prove, a 
anubian inroad,141 is inadequately supported by evidence, 

a^d results from a double confusion: (a) between the mature 
a*'Statt” sword, o f the tenth and ninth centuries, and 

 ̂c swords from Halos and the Dipylon, which are shown 
(I) ^ e' r Kgyprian counterpart to be nearer the twelfth; 
jj between the leaf-shaped swords of bronze, which are 

Nubian, and have a convex cross-section with distinct 
et% es> and those of iron, whose concave cross-section 

rays their Asiatic origin, though their flanged hilt and 
e ,or less leaf-shaped profile mark them as a result of an 
jjPOitation o f Asiatic iron industries by conquerors of 
t^ i a n  antecedents, namely, the “ Phrygian”  invaders o f 
Cji thirteenth century. That swords o f Hallstatt type 
in «a lnt0 ’̂ rcck lands in classical times may be admitted
pa^1<:w the representations of sword hilts in Greek vase- 
ScveJk^8’ reinforced l,y a single "antenna” sword o f the
^ t  k ° r century from so far south as Macedonia;14*

c ni>tion that the swords described in the Homeric 
arc Hallstatt tyjn* assumes either that the poems 

iWorçjCar^Cs* °1 the tenth century, or else that the Hallstatt 
^Ull WaS usc *M Greece centuries before it appeared at

ζ * η ·
âblc V,C'V f'l these considerations, if d«»cs not appear justi- 

fWji attribute the great changes in the distribution of 
Or<jy * an‘l elements of culture, in the Ægean, primarily 
S e d  mainly »V the irruption of iron-using folk. The leaf- 
* n r l " w" r' 1. " f bron/e, indeed, had been the “ superior 
ia,der$)n hot »aiders, and probably also of the l.and-

thpV became masters of Asiatic iron workers in 
? century, But the spread of iron-working west- 

^  |)« ’̂ ia Elinor, ami thence through Thrace into
U, * rrgion, was an effect, not a cause, of that von- 

*hetajjj *̂ r,'r ,s no positive evidence as to the weajHms or 
«*  cl" ''* ·'··' es of thr Dorian and T tobati intruders At 

nf t|,e twelfth centurv.
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S ummary of A rguments from F unerary R itual,
D ress-pins, S words, and I ron W eapons

We are now in a position to review the conclusions 
four independent arguments, in so far as they contribué 
to the interpretation o f the cremation tombs at Halos, 
other deposits presenting similar evidence as to ritual, df®*** 
swords, and iron weapons.
( 1) Though the custom o f cremation had became 
spread in Europe before if appeared in the Ægean, 1 . 
introduction in Greek lands was neither so general nor 
persistent as to justify the belief that it resulted from 
considerable immigration o f fresh people from the n 
Moreover, the details o f the Homeric ritual, and of*  
nearest archaeological counterpart in the tombs at 
are in closer accord with those o f the far earlier tomb* j  
I-eucas, than with any northern ritual older than th** 
the Hallstatt cemetery, which is quite as much lat®r 
the "Age o f Heroes" as the tombs in Lcncas are earlie**» ^  
is itself a better illustration of the gradual spread of 0 
belief ami custom, in a sedentary culture, than cithej^j 
wholesale immigration or of conquest by well org*n̂ j  
marauders. The proximate source of the ritual in 
must have been in the neighboring highlands of 
immediately northwest of peninsular Greece, and V  
quently in or near five source of that spread o f 
folk into Thessaly and R< »cotta which (»reek folk-m* 
attests, t o account for /Egeati cremation, therefore  ̂
not necessary to assume either a merit or a far-f**,* 
movement. Urcmation may have died out in th0* V f #  
lamls as completely as m lameas; but unless if did 
on this jaunt there is no evidence as yet here i* * 
for /I gran cremation, without looking away to (be *
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P** alternative of more distant origin is of course not 
e c*uded; but Ægean evidence does not require it. In either 
K Homeric evidence attributes cremation to the

*Vlne*born” dynasties and their Trojan contemporaries 
counterparts;14’ and as there is no evidence that any 

re°rian statc habitually practiced cremation, there is no 
to associate the spread of this custom specifically 

O'! " com'n8 the Dorians.”
oth  ̂ Attribution of the bronze leaf-shaped sword, on the 

er hand, points clearly to its introduction into Mediter- 
^  ean lands, from Egypt and Cyprus to Italy, in a single 
l2ftn~*'VCĈ scr‘cs movements which were going on about 

* f nd may therefore be identified as one factor in the 
Qy ' ra,ds, and in the spread of “ divine-born” dynasties in 

Cvn*e* anĈ *tS ancestral Nation to the iron swords of 
ttr> 8 an<̂  E'archemish makes it probable that it was 
tjjç Sentcd among the Land-raiders also. But it was not 

type of sword among either group of aggressors;
 ̂ thi* r  * · r  \ 1 * * *Οτφ: ulc Convmoncsr of its competitors was of old Asiatic 

hxw i arî  ̂P asted  alongside of it into the Early Iron Age, 
(3̂ yr*a to the Caucasus.

5 ,ricursions of the bronze leaf-shaped sword were 
pç0pje uf the type was adopted early by iron-working 
Ĉftt  ̂ °  rcmained unaffected by the subsequent develop- 

the bronze sword itself in the Danubien region. 
,r° n-workers were therefore probably within the 

Crrane»n and Asiatic areas which the bronze-sword- 
eftsterftVCr̂ *n' Iron was already being worked in south
ing ^sia Minor by 1250, in Syria and in Cypius not 

*er 12(X), in J’hrygia and Thrace probably not much 
I  »ton swords at Halos, and elsewhere in peninsular 

S b Z c a!l of the same derivative and regional type, 
H o * * 1» t o  attribute them to a Danubian source.

general spread of iron-working in the Dann- 
,Ä apparently not earlier than the establishment
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of the East Mediterranean iron centers; and the earlie$| 
iron swords in that region are derived from a different a#"1 
probably later prototype. If the knowledge of iron reache® 
the Middle Danube independently from Caucasus by a rov»̂  
north of the Black Sea, this is what might be expected 

But even if this knowledge was propagated by way of &  
Marmara region and Thrace, the differences between the 
swords of north and south make it unlikely that 
swords were copied from Danubian at this stage, even if th$* 
relative dates admitted this. There is therefore no reft^ 
to attribute the “ coming of the Dorians” to the possess·0*1 
of a “ superior weapon” in the shape of iron swords. 
is, on the other hand, good reason to regard the leaf-sh*r\ 
sword of bronze as evidence that at all events some <>'_ 
Sea-raiders and Land-raiders, and among them the “dî ··1̂  
born” newcomers in the ,1 gean, originated in the DatiU
region, though they cannot at present be shown to
brought much else from it with them, except their W*1 
tclligible names. *
(4) Recent confirmation of the South .Tgean and ~j! 
Minoan origin for the “ violin bow” fibula so long j  

pitted in in accord with the geographical distribut'0^ ^  
its derivatives into three principal provinces, corrcsp°n, ^  

respectively ( a )  with the range o f  the Sea-raids ^  

Arcadian sjH'akmg settlers fron» iVloiumhesc; ( A ) , ^ j j »  
districts of Central (»recce and the (.'entrai .Lge»n ^ ^  

which Ionic and .Loin dialcits had long been Njxtkcfl» ^ 
where the general uniformity of fibula structure J*5* jj#î* 
an initial {κτύκΐ of easy intercourse, stub as the J i  
tries of I fumern nimm make it nrccssurv t

In
fo ÄSMliWe iß

»retVäl Àgenerations ummdiately sutLceding the arrival & *$1 
"divine horn" and fheir /lo lid  associates; it) with * ^
t hr Land raider* as far as (archctmsh*
( ütu4Mn region, and, west of the Mannar* 
the large Illyrian j ir o v tm r  where the twin 
remained chanutemtu without further c M î4Ltff ^
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. "*s has its linguistic counterpart in the distribution of 

»raco-Phrygian speech, with its Armenian annex eastward, 
the Illyrian group of dialects toward the Adriatic.

^ 0n the other hand, the quite different structure, sporadic 
tetribution, and eventual Spartan domicile, of the “ spec- 

fibula point to the spread, restricted both in amount 
lr> duration, of one significant element of a culture of 

*nubian origin. But (as we have already seen in regard 
cremation) there is at present nothing to show that the 

jj rce °f the proximate redistribution was distant. The 
aî FePancy between the distribution of “ spectacle” fibulae, 

°f iron swords, is at present too great to admit the 
^  Option that these two elements are necessarily con- 
pratcd· I^or is either of them originally connected with the

ctice of cremation, 
to) .
ĥulan · t1c 0,'u*r hand, the distribution of “ spectacle” 

that e ,n peninsular (»recce corresponds rather closely with 
^ft Ĉ ^orses and in bronze ami day. As, 

(hç Cr’ ^u'se figures do nor seem to be characteristic of 
northerly legions which have the ‘ ’spectacle” 

Kfa ’ ’,1* as though their northern limit.'

W ' " ' " “1 r-> turc, somewhere in the northwestern high* 
ttij.̂ , * w'c have already seen reason to look in the same 
Oft Iori ôr a tomtmm prototype of the cremation rituals 

( ? ) }  ***nd I lalos.
i3tPiain îS next to he noted, as an anomaly needing to be 

y  the distribution of the ” sj»eetacle” fibula lies 
^rrnçf t ,at u* tile symmetrical or twin spring fibula; the 

, FaFs8'ng far from north to south, between the Manu»
tt tuts** .·- I - ..* hcece, the latter even more

The "symmetrical”

s Modona and 
may be not far from the cradle of a mixed

■‘"^ing Iront north to sont 
%hyCuftuf?s and peninsular (»recce, 

r̂,»m the Adriatic to Syria. 
^ ,W(Vfrt bit apart, as we HuiPtHjj>HtrVrr’ ^  apart, us we have seen (p.

wberein it was replaced by a solid collar; and

into
a western in which the catch spring was retained,
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though there is at present one example of the western typ® 
as far east as Chauchitza,144 it is there associated wit® 
“ spectacle” fibulae along the main avenue between the# 
Danubian and Ægean domiciles. It is to be inferred fr050 
this anomalous distribution, that the separate developing 
of “ symmetrical” fibulae, eastern and western, resulted ft0*11 
segregation, and this segregation, in turn, from subseque®* 
spread of a culture with “ spectacle” fibulae, the upper 
of date for which is supplied by that for the differential 
of the two “ symmetrical” types. And this has been 
buted already to the spread of the Land-raider régime. 
culture, then, which included the “ spectacle” fibula may 
supposed, provisionally, to have been spreading from * 
north by way of the Morava-Vardar avenue, not long a* 
the beginning of the twelfth century. It remains, howe^ 
a further question whether its southward spread was 
diate and continuous, or whether, as the figures of »0·*  ̂
and ducks suggest, there was some kind of pause, and *** . 
penetration between this and an older culture already 
lished to the northwest of the /Lgcan ; in the highland r 
that is, which overlooks both the Macedonian and 
Thessalian lowlands, and is at present so ill-explored.

For an answer to this further question, we have ^  
again to recur to the cremation graves at Halos, and 
the decorative art which is exhibited by their p**1* 
pottery.

Tut. " C o N C t  N I RH CIR< U " OftNAMKKT AT 
l - j . s r  w h  i r k

The pottery from the cremation tombs at I Iain* 
its shajtes and technique from the latest Mycenae*11 
Part of its painted ornament lattice triangle* ·** 
rectilinear patterns is of the same tradition; wha* $  
and characteristic is the “ conerntric circle” orn**1'
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k* described in detail later (p. 452). Sometimes the intention 
Was to draw semicircles only, as in a common Mycenaean 
®rrtarnent; but in these instances the circle ornament was 
*!aWn first in full, and then the lower half was obliterated 

^ th  a solid band of paint. Pots of similar style and decora- 
l°n have a fairly wide and very instructive distribution; on 

®Cvcral sites in eastern and southern Thessaly and in the 
a»td of Scyros; at Orchomcnus and Delphi; at Athens, 

jCusis, Salamis, and other sites in Attica; at Tiryns and 
round the plain o f Argos; frequently in the eastern 

Rk ^ rcte> occasionally in the Cyclades, at Camirus in 
I» I cs; on the Carian coast14* at Assarlik, and in the earliest 

c c°ic layer at Miletus.’44 Outside the Ægean, the con»
. ^ - c i r c l e  ornament reappears in a late or rcoccupied 

cfllVc” tomb on the west coast of Peloponnese; in
buf allcniai and in native painted wares of posr-Minoan 

^ '-H e lle n ic  date in South Italy and Sicily.'47 Eastward, 
ttid *rCC? r^c  ̂ on the hiter “ Philistine” pottery at Gezer;14* 
qujt ,ri Cyprus it appears early in the Iron Age, though not 
ahti at irs N i x i n g ,  and attains there a wearisome vogue, 

exclusive of other designs.'44
of »L e^**triluition thus outlined follows rather closely that 
0ccu C Asymmetrical”  types o f fibulae; and if the later 
•»dUrenCCS concentric-circle ornament, as a sub-
c°n .c Ĉrt,e’nt 'n lftter Iron-Age styles, be included, the 

lo t io n  becomes clearer still.
*ttd ^  *s not wh°lc o f  the story. North o f Thessaly 
tentri ^r0!i’ *,7}!*»rted pottery ornamented only with con- 
On {^C c,rcirs is characteristic of the earliest Iron-Age layers 
the u8cc^on‘«n site»,'40 and replaces Mycenaean imports in 
haVe &CVcnrh city”  at Hissarlik.'1' These examples may all 

r̂t,,n ^«insular Greece; but there is concentric* 
tig} j ^  t on native wares from sites in Cappadocia

^ c‘a< ftwd the concentric circle appears as en* 
Cflt m the rich geerntetrtcally-painted pottery of
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Gordium in Phrygia, in local fabrics from other parts o f the 
plateau, and on vases from tombs near Carchemish which 
may be from Cyprus, but may on the other hand indicate 
a mainland origin for the peculiar fabric to which the 
Cypriote examples belong.16’

Two questions therefore arise; as to the source o f the 
concentric-circle ornament itself, and as to the reason fo* 
its wide distribution over the region o f Land-raiders and 
“ symmetrical”  fibulae, as well as in the Ægean and the 
Levant, where fibulae are “ unsymmetrical.”

If we could be certain that the vogue o f the concentric 
circle in Cyprus was due to loan from the Ægean, it wool* 
be reasonable to attribute the spread o f this ornament in^ 
Syria and Asia Minor to Cypriote intercourse. But Cypru*} 
as we have seen from its fibulae, lost touch with the Æge»f 
early and almost completely, after the Sea-raids; and thoufp1 
a very few Ægean made examples have been found 
Cypriote tombs, they belong to a period when the nfttî ® 
school of concentric-circle design was already well est* 
lished; moreover, the shaj>c of the imported bowls, thouf11 
occasionally imitated at the time, did not permanently 1,1 
fluence the local potters.,M 'Lite alternative therefore 
Ih· excluded that Cyprus received the concentric 
ment, not from the Æ.gcan direct, in this chat 
but as an element in the new iron-using culture v 
acquired from the neighboring mainland.1*4 Only 
of a Cilician site can decide tins t*oint; but the s 
from Lveia and Cappadocia are instructive. M uch * 
important is the question, whence »lid cither of the two ^  
areas of concentric circle painting acquire this decor* j  
device, and what reason is to be given for its sudde** 
widespread popularity? I hr problem has a technical *L iM 
as a historical interest; for this is an early, and perh*P 
first, example of a purely machine made ornament«

-circle or"'
nee
c h i c h i t f ;  

n lor»«*exp
iUrface
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AM devices for boring or drilling are liable to produce 
c°ncentric grooves, especially in compact materials such as 
J^od, bone, or soft stone; and the decorative value o f such 
j * holes has been appreciated in many primitive crafts.’ “  
Î1 clay, the drill is replaced by the punch; but the merely 
ocular punch, usually a cross-cut reed, is occasionally pro
ved with a center-point, or even “ nested,” — small reeds 
* «un larger—or replaced by a solid drill-marked stamp.1“  

*h the invention o f the lathe, concentric decoration o f 
potien bowls and flasks becomes as common as concentric 

^jutcd designs on wheel-made plates; and in the Early Iron 
Cyprus, and more rarely in the Ægean, narrow- 

a , et* Jugs were sometimes poised sideways on the wheel 
the ^a,ntC(d with "vertical circle”  ornament transverse to 
fro n° rma  ̂ wheel-painted bands; a curious false analogy 
v ^  vertical bands appropriate to flask and barrel 
evef8» S ta te d  from lathe-turned woodwork.“ 7 This how- 
Cint .Was a freak, the vogue o f which follows that o f con- 

^ ‘C'Circlc decoration in the strict sense.
rf where circular patterns are necessarily re-

IW.J f "y  rectangular ones, concentric squares or lozenges 
an , ,fT1 certain kinds o f twilling, and are appreciated for 
cent°PtlCal illusion o f depth, which they give. Like con
sul c*rcles, these rectilinear designs, self-contained them- 

» pass by accidental or deliberate displacement, into 
Patterns; circles into coils and wave patterns, 

n^jj f*. B,ui lozenges into "key-fret”  or maeander.’** As 
,c decorators along the Danube and in Bosnia knew, 

maeander are variants o f the same ornamental

In
coil w.Edition to the peculiar fascination of the running 
^ ß h  CnCe *fs acs,*>etic value springs, the concentric-circle, 
of J* *ôlf-containetj and statical, gives an optical illusion 

movement when the decorated object it 
* 'when this printed page, for example, is moved
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clockwise, each system o f circles seems to spin in the same 
direction. Here is a “ giver o f life”  as impressive to the 
unsophisticated as it is curious to the psychologist.

In the Ægean, Cycladic potters did not easily distinguish} 
at first, between spirals and concentric circles, and sometime· 
intermixed them.16* The spiral, however, prevailed i® 
Minoan ornament, and concentric circles remain very rat® 
until the Mycenaean decadence was almost complete. The*5 
they reappear, together with concentric semicircles, as on® 
o f numerous bungling substitutes for the rosette or full-fa®®' 
flower pattern; but these circles are still so clumsily hand' 
drawn, as to be optically inert.1*0

Fig, 16. I n it "CoNcim uKsCiHLl*" Ομμμκντ»

Then quite suddenly, the compass-drawn concent#® 
circles appear, made with a bundle of small brushes mech*® 
ically rotated round a pivot. Applied to unfired dayi 1 , 
pivot leaves on the “center-point" an imprint, 
quite ill-concealed by a dot of paint. The varying 
paint from the brushes reveals every derail of the mech*®* ^ 
process. Whether the multiple brush was already i® 
a labor saving device for wheel-drawn bands, or wft* ^ 
rowed front the conccntric-cirde graver is not cert*1®»^ 
nearly simultaneous is the appearance of both ornam 
Once invented, this compass drawn design had 
vogue, as we have seen; and the uniformity of' -g*— ? '"·  ̂ ■· - ' - ■ T -  - -  - - - -    · 4 .
fabric* employing if énw s fh«4f in rhç Ægruu at Î  tV  
tt spread rapidly, and in some districts (or jwitter»®·! 
completely superseded ham! painted ornaments,
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For its origin, the Macedonian sites alone are sufficiently 
stratified to display the precise sequence o f events. 

ere the later Bronze-Age layers contain a considerable 
Hoantity o f imported Mycenaean pottery o f the latest 

yies. But on all sites hitherto excavated here, this period 
8 ended by a complete destruction of the settlement by 

r c> about the middle of the twelfth century.1“  Some were 
/Occupied almost at once, but now, among much that is a 
Qp v,val from the former culture, there are two new fabrics 
a J*°ttery· One of these is wheel-made, o f Ægean fashion, 
, decorated almost exclusively with compass-drawn 

*es, like the vases at Halos, testifying to renewed inter- 
dark*6 *be south, oversea. The other is hand-made, 
0r ' c°lorcd, without painted ornament, but either grooved 
a Cri1 bossed or both; and the handles are often twisted, like 

or a rope, and furnished with a projecting thumb-
f / . .’ and similar handles are found on vessels of indigenous 

*»ion also.

boJ ^ d a r, though not quite identical, pottery with fluted 
*Hi K 18 Ĉ aractcri$tic o f the "seventh city" at Hissarlik, 
flon a'iPcrseded the "sixth" after quite as violent devasta- 
both ^ r r e d  in Macedonia;'** and the peculiarities o f 

a >|,,Cs arc sufficient to demonstrate the cause; for they 
Wjjjçj® *° the well-marked technique o f the "Lausitz" culture, 
Uj.gç ts*d spread, from small beginnings in Silesia, over a 
sIjq j ^a'"t the Middle Danube basin, and is recognized 

"B u/au”  culture o f certain districts o f Thrace.1** 
o f thçthc COntents o f tombs at Marmartani, a little south 
it j| i?ass ° f  Tempe, and on a few other sites in Thessaly,1** 
^ h e r ü '  that the devastators of Maccdon pressed on 

,*°uth, though not in great numbers, nor did they 
«hcm ^lvc. fur long.

r *heir twisted handles and embossed vessels left their 
wden the concentric-circle ornament is drawn on

*Câ e» #t>ll more when it is partly obliterated by a dark
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band, as on some of the pottery at Halos, it gives the illusion 
of an embossed and concentrically grooved surface, like that 
o f the Lausitz ware. The suggestion, therefore, that in that 
fabric o f pottery we have the model for the concentric-circle 
designs in paint, is probably a sound one. It must be supple* 
mented, however, by the proofs that the makers o f  it were 
also acquainted with lathe work and the use o f the compas* 
drill. Now this is supplied, first, by the occurrence o f  drilled 
circles on local Macedonian pottery o f much earlier and also 
of contemporary date,1** and o f the concentric-circle on gold 
work from the same Macedonian tombs as the circle-painted 
pottery;'** secondly, by its use as a supplementary ornament 
on pottery o f the " I ’annonian” phase o f Danubian culture,1*’ 
not long before the Lausitz migration to the southeast; 
thirdly, by the great vogue of concentric-circle ornament Î8 
the culture of the districts round the head o f the Adriatic 
at the beginning of the Iron Age; differently handled, indeed, 
in detail, but associated here too both with embossed and 
grooved {lottery and with the decorative use o f concentric 
drills and punches on suitable materials;'** and moreover 
with the socketed celt which seems to have been the peculiar 
invention of the Lausitz people, and one reason for thet 
rapid spread.'** Fourthly, in view o f the insistence of 
forest life in large regions northwest of the /Kgean, and 
consequently of circumstances favorable to the |)crpetuat!on 
of woodcraft, it is significant that among the Serbian 
peasantry the practice of concentric circle decoration 041 
wooden Husks survives to modern times.'’ 0 On knife handle* 
ami other hone work it is quite widely used throughout the 
Near Last.

The derivation of the concentric.circle pattern here di** 
cussed is confirmed by the consideration that, whereat is 
most parts of the large region which tt pervaded, become* 
only one among many components o f a very mixed repertory* 
if is in Maecdon and Thessaly especially that it first appexit
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^  the sole ornament o f a distinct class o f pottery, and it is 
where it thus dominates the style, that it is employed 

that experimental fashion already noted, whereby part 
® the circumference either was not drawn or has been 
. berately obliterated by a broad zone o f paint. This 
ïpnopolist style is found also sporadically elsewhere in the 
^gean, as already noted, but only in a very few vase shapes; 
*? the centers o f production may have been few.in That, 

° ngs*de o f this restricted monopoly in the Ægean, it should 
attained its overwhelming popularity in Cyprus, rivaled 

 ̂ y hy the dissected panels to which further reference must 
made (p. 480), is strong testimony to its intimate con

a t io n  with the movement o f which the “ seventh city”  at 
*ssarlilc is the monument, and at the same time to the 
ent and importance o f that movement.
Another ornament, at first sight closely related by its 

ç  mque to the “ concentric-circle,”  is what in describing 
it examples has been called the “ tangent-circle,”  but 
Uio * * rccognized as a mechanical reproduction o f the 

w’(Wy spread “ pot-hook spiral.” 1** The latter is yet 
(jÇt ,.er example o f the substantive use made o f a borrowed 
tjj. * * the “ tangent-circle”  the concentric circles are 
t*  ̂ n 0niy three-quarters round, and then continued by 

' 'ncH to fbc border o f the zone or panel. It is 
to ·.. ®,rty often in Cyprus,*’* occasionally in Asia Minor— 
geom *C5C,̂ ° rc^ as yct ant  ̂ slx,radically in the earliest 
type kC*! * f^c Ægean, Its unmechanized proto- 
but ; t" e “ pot-hook spiral,”  dt>es not appear in Cyprus, 
4of|j * c°mmoner in Asia Minor,'*4 and is found on Mace- 
it, Pottery after the devastation,'** and also just before 
ft» n *",β instance, the northern connection is very clear, 
^*ced <m*y arc there incised as well as painted spirals on 
on pottery, but detached spirals are found incised

ntmian pottery and other Danubien fabric* o f the
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Late Bron2e Age.1T* In the Pannonian fabric it may be see® 
gradually detaching itself from the “ running coil" 
becoming a substantive ornament.

Significance of the M acedonian E vidence for 
Danubian I nvaders

This discussion of the culture o f the northern invaders«^ 
Macedon, and especially o f their peculiar {tottery and 
painted imitations o f it, may seem at first sight irrelevant 
seeing that in Greek lands no such fabric o f pottery ^  
introduced at ail. But it has this positive conclusion, that** 
forces us to look elsewhere for the sources o f the décoratif 
art of the Early Iron Age in Greece, and gives us also a 
to that source. If the invaders came on as far as Thessatyj 
and if Macedon was rcoccupied by its old population lieht® 
them, it was not from the north that any subsequent infl®' 
ences came; and indeed the reconstructed Macedon bec®®^ 
right on until the coming o f the Gauls, just such a scre\ 
or shield between (»reek lands and Central Europe» ** 
Thracian and Phrygian Iamd-raiders erected between * 
Ægcan, the Steppe, and the Nearer East. Secondly, if 
invaders did not themselves influence the subsequent cu ^ jj 
o f Greece, any new element which appears within the ÆivL 
region must cither have been there already, or must 
been propelled southward in front of them; and this n®v
sarily directs enquiry to the districts which Hcrodot®* 
lieved to have been the nursery of the Dorians 

At Halos, side 
degenerate Mycenaean

>y side with concentric circle decor**^j 
man ornaments survive, though f*”  |j
i i i H r n i # »  i n r r t t n *  s i H i l  r* 1 «.** U,» $%*«?*« H H I ,to the simplest rectilinear forms; and elsewhere too,

ill«
is to contrast localities and tastes rather than p eriod

the same mixture o f  techniques. T o distinguish,
»--* .....  - -  - ' >* „ . I  a (  Q ffK flgeglief ween a “ circle style“ and an "angle style*

this contrast ts itself instructive, as one proof, emôflg 0
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completely the whole Ægean region was now split up 
small isolated districts and communities, within the 

*tger and earlier-established areas o f intercommunication 
erred from the fibulae, and confirmed by the distribution 
^rcek dialects and traditional affinities in historic times. 

Jr  ̂ s’ tes many settlements and cemeteries o f the Early 
0j.°n, ^ge are eloquent as to the cause. It was prevalence 
^piracy, as Thucydides knew,177 that withdrew the abodes 
. rnen from the seaboard, and perched them high on the 
or or better still, on a detached acropolis like Tiryns 
Ca /' t” cns» commanding the cultivable lands. The same 
Q I Produced the same results in medieval times, and it is 
Cj>  ̂w,thin the nineteenth century that the settlements have 

Pl down to the water’s edge, and the local styles o f 
prod Cry l̂avc been contaminated and superseded by the 
^th Û tS *‘manufacturing centers,”  as Corinthian and 
^Ul^ntan ^ H c s  obliterated the geometric arts o f Argolis, 
Cotin^* an<̂  Cyclades. And piracy at sea was the 
ei,, , CrP»rt o f anarchy ashore. It was the collapse o f feudal 
''ö o  ■'CS those o f At reus and laiomedan, as much as any 
notFlan comlu« t , ”  that brought about this insulation. It is 
C ? ;  without archaeological record, to discount later 

^  about "reuniting the heritage o f the Heracleidae.”  
gratj evettheless, the disorganization wrought by the “ mi- 
*tre#̂ fia 071 which Thucydides in particular laid so much 
»0 ** a lector in the upbuilding of a Greek people, was

and intense that it is necessary to take 
of thj*! Causcs- I he older allusions to the “ coming 
N l u ,  arc meager but precise. "Springing from
hortji e,*j were in occupation o f upland Doris, on the 
they j f t 1* Parnassus, in the generation o f 1230, when 

the remnantsof the “ children o f  Heracles," 
^ t a h l ï ^ t  from Argos, after their unsuccessful attempt to 
%  Ct. ibemsel ves there. The date o f this is assured by 

Juration o f The*eu* in this raid, and by the attribu
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tion o f their defeat to the adventurer Atreus, who made u# 
o f this disturbance to make himself master o f Mycen*®* 
The hundred years’ interval between this and the second 
"return”  resulted from a reasonable (and probably custom* 
ary) method o f putting "on parole”  everyone then living;*^ 
too, in classical Greece, and for the same reason, treaties w®1* 
often made for thirty or for a hundred years.

The Dorians, then, came south, not “ out of the blu®» 
but with good folk-memory o f their antecedents.1’ * H®1'®' 
dotus carried the story farther back. They had formed? 
lived in Phthia, like other "children o f Hellen” ; they h*d 
spread northwards toward Olympus and Ossa— and 
section, as we have seen (p. 346), wandered oversea to Cr®jj\ 
during the Æolid movement, about 1330— ; they had b®̂  
driven into the highlands by Cadmeian aggression; 
they “ came to be called Macedonian." It was in the d*? 
o f Ægimius (that is to say before 1230, for it was he * .  
incorporated the "sons o f Heracles” ) that they moved 
into Doris, but as the silence o f the shows* ***<
were no vassals o f the House of Atreus, and were * 
harboring its declared enemies. Clearly, unless (»reck ‘ 
memory is for some reason less trustworthy here 
regard to other sorts of Greeks, a devastation of 
as late as 1130 was not the cause o f the Dorian “ spr»t>y *J 
from Pindus" before 1230. Still less was it that exodu* * 
though it may have been the occasion of the south ,^ 
move from Doris to Péloponnèse which is genealogy ^ 
dated to the generation of 1130. Nor, on the other Π* 
the Dorians were south o f Thessaly before 1200, 
assign to them any responsibility for the pottery» 
swords, hr the fibulae o f the cremation tombs 
(p, 425), which are certainly later, and jxrrhap* 
«ration*, than the devastation and recovery of th® , 
donian sites, and the intrusive culture o f
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^luch light would doubtless be thrown on the whole 
gestion, if one o f the numerous small settlements in Doris 
* erc excavated. Till this is done, all that is permissible is 

, summarize what is known o f early settlements in the 
mdus highland.

The Backwood Culture of the Pjndus Highland

f connection account has to be taken o f one peculiar
ric 0f geometrical pottery, both for its style, and for its 

stribution so far as it is known at present. An early 
j^ lage site at Lianokladhi, on the southern foothills o f 
ajp°Unt Othrys, overlooking the Spercheius valley, had 
, eady passed through the phases o f “ painted-ware”  and 
q  Car*ware”  culture, common to all northern and central 
“ th,CCC> w^cn was devastated and reoccupied by its 

^  culture,”  with hand-made pottery, the painted dec- 
Μ1·ί0η ^  wbich is purely linear, without any brushwork at 
lftt̂  'the remarkable |H)inrs in the pattern are its division 

a!u  ̂*bc Pacing o f spirals at the top of the vertical 
Coy S' 7* ' r had no counterpart, at the time of its dis- 
a*cri^ * *.n antral or in northern (»recce, it was natural to 
Phr C 7  <0 'utruders "from over the passes o f Tym- 
|f t^*tu** (hc watershed o f this part o f the peninsula, “ for 

uad reached the Spcrchcius from any other direction, 
L h 7 accs of their coming would almost certainly have

observed.”
* j^ Ub*equent excavation on a similar but confused village 

^uu bous ta in the upper valley o f the Haliacmon, 
^Thessaly, shows similar pottery ornamented 

H chctlucrs, lattice triangles, and maeanders, but here
other”  

essential con-

^tlitç ianH'i’ triangles, anu ntacanucnt, ut
Lnttl*Xcd wbh the alien styles, Mycenaean and 

aeCt;,._ ÄV'C n,ade it difficult to recognize the cssentiogntze
!Kaf,crcd examples of similar shapes and orna- 

l|{r*bitted between the Sperchçiu* valley and central
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Macedonia.110 Very late Mycenaean sherds in the safl*6 
layer at Boubousta are probably a safer clue to relative d*# 
than the “ gray ware” which accompanied the geometry 
pottery at Lianokladhi,1*1 and gave an impression o f ant** 
quity which was not supported by some o f the forms, n®* 
by the most peculiar details o f the decoration, o f th* 
“ painted ware” : for these all suggest the influence o f d i 
sante phase o f Mycenaean decadence as is actually rep*"®* 
sented by sherds at Boubousta.1** To judge only from d** 
geographical range o f this “ backwood”  style, it reveal* J 
last refuge and long survival of the old “ painted-war® 
culture o f Thessaly, superseded elsewhere by the northw**0 
spread o f the "smear-ware”  and “ gray-ware”  cult®**;
ip. 264). The Maliacmon valley is an alternative to
pass of Tempe for intruders from Macedon into Thcssdjh 
but the descent of the “ third culture" upon Lianokl*®^ 
occurred too early to have been the result of pressure o 0*’
the Lausitz devastators o f Macedonia. It is not howe 
impossible that this descent may mark a stage in the

ye*
to

ward movement o f people who had originally been ^ ^  
salian, and had been driven into the highlands on 
more earlier occasions. There is however at present not»» 
to connect the "third culture”  at Lianokladhi with sp*® 
fibulae, or bronze horses and ducks, or any peculiarity i 
early Dorian culture in Pelojmnnese except the geornet^ _ 
style o f decoration; and that, as wc shall see later v  
476 83), is not peculiarly Dorian. ,g

This irruption of a “ backwood culture”  at Lian®*^
is, however, notable commentary on the (»reck trau  ̂*j 
that the Dorian invaders were "children of Hellen» * ^
to say, (»reck speaking tribe*, who had been driven ^  
northeastern Thessaly into the highlands of l ’in d ® ^ ^  
earlier than the generation o f 1360; that they were *n
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^nse a “ Macedonian people"; and that they descended 
from their highland retreat not later than the genera- 

of 1230, which is approximately the date o f those 
ycenaean ornaments which Lianokladhi potters imitated. 
, That the same folk-memory made the resultant Dorians 
‘Partite, and made their three tribes reflect, in their re- 

8f CctlVc names, refugees from the south (Hyi/eis, from the 
j  ° f  Heracles), highlanders of the northwest ( ),-----------------------------------------”  ........ '

k Q a ntixed multitude (Pamphyloi) o f “ all sorts o f tribes,’ 
. evcn more noteworthy; and that their first rallying ground 

of° k ^avc >̂een w' r^'n *be highlands on the south side 
{ Spercheius valley, where the name Doris survived
6x λ PerhaPs originated as a description o f the collective 
^  ^Us)> agrees with the southward limit o f their home-land 

as Lianokladhi supplies evidence for it. It must be 
areern^crcd, moreover, that while strictly Dorian dialects 
$ ft|0nly found south o f the Corinthian gulf, West-Greek 
Cç̂ ects closely related to them spread over a large area of 

^ rcecc* between Æolic-speaking Thessaly and Boe- 
n  a it this spread deranged the political geography o f 

**rv .0rncr'c Catalogue;and that Greek folk-memory pre-a n J „ . < · λ I. * e t en j*

M.,h'it.

date, 1120 sixty years after the fall o f Troy- 
migration from Arne" which was clearly an incident

^•toLT' Purcl>’ linear decoration o f the pottery at 
. “dhi, however, to the complex geometrical style o f  

o f^  Ä *nd Attica, it is a long way: at most, this irruption 
y abstract a style may have provided the craftsmen 

lit>e4r Mycenaean decadence with elements o f that
^disnt hni‘Îuc wbich their compositions were beginning 
! * T h  and may so far have contributed to the formation
W ta tRcw achtH»! o f design, of which account will have to 

ken in Chapter VIII.
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S u m m a r y  of  C o n c l u s io n s  as to  t h e  P e r io d  o f  C o l l a P**

a n d  M ig r a t io n

Account has now been taken o f all the principal symP 
toms of disturbance revealed by material remains, durif$ 
the period o f collapse and redistribution which Greek trad*1 
tion recorded and archaeological discoveries demonstrate

The result, on the whole, is to show that, though on 
distinct occasions fresh people and fresh elements o f cult0** 
were intruded into peninsular Greece, as they were also 
Asia Minor, the physical obstacles were sufficient to bre** 
up intruders into parties so small, that either they did 11 
penetrate far in any coherent formation, or, like the "di1̂ ?*! 
born”  adventurers, they maintained themselves as a rao·** 
exclusive aristocracy, feudally knit, and liable to c0‘ 
and disappear when {»ersonal loyalties were overstrain«® , 
outworn, as we see in the personal feuds o f the //<W 
other “ Lays o f Wrath,”  and in the tragic homc-comifl?* * 
the Odyssey. With the fate o f the Lausitz |>copIc, W« 
compare that o f Brennus and his Gauls, contrasting ** ^  
Galatia oversea; the pendant to Achaean feudalism »* 
Prankish conquest o f the Morea, with its Dukes o f At ^  
and Clarence, with Frederic Barbarossa in the P *f $  
Tithonus, and the Latin Emperors o f Const an tinop1* 
those o f  Laotticdon and Priam. # #

On the other hand, even the “ coming o f the Π0*1 £ $  
far reaching in its social and jmlittcal effects, 
have been essentially a domestic affair; a rcdUtP . 
among tribes already Greek speaking and 
members <»f a “ Hellenic family.”  They had beed 
migratory” as Herodotus insists; but they had keP,̂  
folkmemory since they "grew strong in Phthi» » 
had “ mingled among the heathen and learned the**'
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*

ll? patters o f pottery and dress-pins, “ their poverty and not 
,, will consented.”  To them as to their forefathers, the 
A  . en Hellen,”  opportunity came when people “ brought 
™Ctn in for aid to the other cities” ; and it was “ severally, by 
Intercourse rather,”  that they and those they overran real- 
P* their common nationality. How that Hellenic nation- 
lty gradually found expression, we have still to enquire; 

to ' nCe a8a'n ls r̂om matcr'al evidence that we are able 
interpret the few literary monuments that have been 

E m itted  from that dim nursery.



CHAPTER VIII

Mention has already been made o f the difference bettf*®? 
the naturalistic, representative art o f the Minoan won”  
and the abstract, linear, geometrical style which perva»*^ 
the Greek cradle-land in the centuries after the collap<* 
that culture.1 What was the origin o f this peculiar 
and what is its significance in the culture of which it i* 
only material clement at all fully illustrated by c o n te m p t  
evidence ? _

If a problem of this kind is to be solved, it must It*** ^ 
stared clearly. Decorative and representative art 
has been hinted already, emerge when the performer 
purposeful act, or the maker o f an object for use, delibef* ̂ ,  
behaves or fashions with another aim in view beside* ^  
need which prompts him to do this kind o f thing **, ^  
namely, the aim o f enhancing his work in respect  ̂ ^  
mode or form, so that it approximates to some stand***^ 
perfection present to his own consciousness as he Py^jjaï 
'This approximation to a standard of achievement ** ·φξ 
we call "sty le"; and perfection of style is beauty *j* jj§t 
When a potter, working in red clay, endeavors to m* φ  
pots not only serviceable but also of a certain r^djV^ 
sjsrak o f him as working in a "red ware style.’ the ΐ Μ £  
fashions clay vessels so that, with due regard to 
fions o f day technique, they resemble metal work of „  gf 
work or basketry, he is working in a "metal 
"leather style," or "basketry style": in general 
style is "sk eu n m orp h k W h en  he applies to fh* * I 
surface a decoration which, while contributing 1°

T H E  M A K IN G  OF A N A T IO N
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«"^hat is to say, to the perfection o f style— of the vessel, is 
j. , independently appreciated as expressing something 
J * " «  from its shape or its utility, he is working in a 
.•tee-field”  style, in the sense that the surface which he 

/aA8 Cn^anccs *s f°r his immediate purpose a “ canvas”  or 
8u u « rasa> susceprible ° f  such decoration. The subjects o f 

‘free-field”  art may be abstractions, such as a circle, 
•Λ. **» 0r triangle; or they may depict plants, animals, and 
^  ®°n8, or situations and events involving any or all o f  

one man rescuing another from a lion among trees 
r°cks, for example, on a dagger blade which is none the 

ψ * serviceable weapon. All but the highest achievements 
by P u t a t i v e  art are, however, qualified or “ controlled”  

U** matcr,a ŝ’ an^ *n that sense there are marble styles 
^ » r o n z e  styles o f sculpture, and a water-color style in 
ltyj ln8· Brushwork and line drawing too, differ pro-
ôth . n 8tylc ôr r^e samc technical reason; and lyric 

01 epic.

^  styles, whatever the circumstances which qualify 
them, the artist may be mainly concerned to 

to current procedure and technique, or he may 
transcend them; in the same wav as a traveler 

| W ,0rd* a stream like his predecessors, or devises 
n t :  8-atones, raft, or bridge so as to cross dry-shod. 
*Qtye.5*P,r*tion to mastery o f  controlling circumstance 

Cs finds amazingly rapid realization. But whether 
gradual, realization o f approximate mastery is 

«^ibçp  ̂ f lo w e d  by imitation more or less exact and 
S l i ^  and with the lapse from initiative which this 
S q  cf nformiry leads either to pedantry or to careless- 

Hyl *!thcr event it leads on to relapse and degeneracy 
H jjjjJ  th i8 too may be rapid or slow; and commonly 
^tirit{j perverted ingenuity o f the “ short cut,”  char
ge k j j j  o f work into which the craftsman is consciously 

hi* whole self, but is looking forward or back
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ward to something else— pay, or repose, or lost liberty'"* 
that shares his attention with the matter in hand.

This is especially noticeable whenever the artist’s intefC** 
has been distracted from his customary technique by 
perience o f unfamiliar and impressive craftsmanship. 
epic poet complains that his audience prefers new songs 
old; candid critics and customers demand o f the craftem^? 
“ something like”  the foreign object recently acquired by* 
neighbor. In decorative art a common result is an atteflß  
to introduce prominently the new notion in an otherW*j- 
conventional design, deposing in its favor what was 
but recently novel; abbreviating and simplifying discW^J 
themes to suit the subsidiary place now accorded to 
and degrading still further what was recently secondary»1 
had once been the principal object o f display. This is *  
has been described as the "hierarchy o f styles.” * Its 
festations are a valuable clue to the antecedents 
artistic school and often serve to revise, or confirm» 0** 
evidence for the sequence or interdependence o f style**

These general considerations may enable the 
ities of the geometrical art of the Early Iron Age *** 
Ægean to be analyzed, and in some measure cxpla*nC“ ’

R riR osm -r  or D kcorativr Severs in /Kora** A*·
rtjjP

Some confusion has resulted from comparisons 
this geometrical style and other styles which ha^ 
thought to resemble it, but have a different or ĝ,,, 
character. Both in the Cyclades and in Crete, h«'0 
painting was practiced (pp. 216 7), vessels 
decorated with ornaments which were linear becau·* 
and rectilinear because they were mainly derived 
ketry. But though skeuomorphic, this style o f AeCi)f* 
not strictly ' ‘geometrical,”  because the intention 
duce an appearance o f basketry is evident, when th* ^ 0 *  
considered as a whole. When these decoration·
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^  however, they were approximating to a “ geometrical’ ' 
J7 e, *n the sense that elements o f basketry design, such as 
a or lozenges filled with lattice work, were being sep- 
o *ted from their context, and delineated as substantive 

**nents on the “ free-field”  offered by improved surface 
“ flicpte, both in the Cycladic red-ware, and in the black- 

arcs o f Early Minoan Crete (p. 229).
0j> pot-painting was introduced into the Ægean, some 
ske CSC *‘ncar designs were incorporated, along with fresh 
feu ^m° rPhs o f similar origin— the suspension bindings o f 
* l. ? s.an(l other handleless vessels—into a composite style 
88 th ,r,.c Û{̂  a ŝo curvilinear designs; some abstract, such 
•hells* C,rc ĉ ani  ̂ spiral, others representative— foliage, sea 
•tyl î an<̂  t^e ^ e*  ^ owhcre did this composite Minoan 
tnints ^ 0f^e, strictly speaking, “ geometrical,”  for the orna- 
tiyç » "°wcvcr carelessly drawn or crowded, remain substan
c e  VeCCÛ ani8 o f a “ free-field,”  either the whole surface o f 
*bove SC *0r»,tU)rc commonly, a continuous “ zone,”  bounded 

below by lines or bands which arc characteristic 
k**> so °r^ S whccl-made pottery, but laterally limit
e d  r ^ » t  the pattern if accurately drawn is continuous 

" ? *  *nfo itself.* At this point, it should be noted, a 
hjent lst'nct>on has emerged, between the “ free-field”  treat- 

*o called, and the partition o f  the available 
î*o|ycĵ  ,nt0 »mes. I tt the great days o f Middle Minoan 

pj lc» v*scs were habitually decorated in “ free-field,”  
hladç t0 hase, with splendid effect, even when wheel- 

' m*clves.« Stone and metal-work were si
b* * *,Û  Benv engraving and relief-modeling matured 

es, without wasting space on a frame, 
*h$îe ^*|înt'n8. too, reveled in wide friezes, occupying the 
i t é r a i  HtP*ce or most o f it, Even within zones, running 
K  C *  popular, and it is this which accounts for the 

*0̂ ?  spiral, and its "poor cousin,”  the wavy 
•fite« elaborated into fantastic foliation,*
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Meanwhile, in Thessaly numerous experiments had been 
made in surface decoration, on quite different principle*· 
The component elements o f these designs include basketfjb 
spirals either in zones or detached to fill interspaces in * 
linear scheme, other skeuomorphs derived from the tech' 
nique o f smearing or burnishing “-with which we migh1 
compare the "engine-turned” decoration o f nineteenth' 
century watch cases or imitating leather straps and seat11* 
such as are conspicuous in certain painted wares o f Cypm** 
But whatever their origin, these elements are applied 10 
Thessalian pots not as substantive representations on 
“ free-field,”  but to cover the whole surface o f the 
irrespective o f profile or even of such accessories as rtm ■ 
handle. It is as though the vessel were cut out and 
together in some patterned material, like a plaid or t^ * 
A similar decorative effect is popular with the sailing 
o f the Adriatic coast of Italy, who deliberately C01001. 
different-colored sailcloth in bizarre patchwork. 1 hi* 
cedure has been ascribed to an aesthetic honor vocuU , « 
though this might account for the filling o f interstice* 
spirals or lattice work, it does not explain the utter 1 
hererne between the framework containing those inter*»,  ̂
and the form of the vessel, which if camouflages like a * *
hull in war paint.’ This Thessalian style, as we h®ve 
fp. 2S1), gradually faded out, at all events for potter *" 
though it may have persisted in other materials, and *·- _ φ 
later styles o f pot-painting in the Hindus highland ** 
inherit from it, at I.ianokladhi and Boubousta (p*

On the other sitle of the ,1'gean, far back front tbe^^ y  
another painted style is found to have I»een established ^  
in Cappadocia, certainly during, and probably
political régime o f the Haiti. There arc however 
no dear «lates for its lieginning, nor even for its end; 
it certainly outlasted the Marti. As acquaintance ** 
painted pottery of Cappadocia increases, récognitif
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0riginal dependence on immemorial traditions o f painted 
at Susa is qualified by the doubt whether this is the 

e source o f  its technique or repertory. There is a way- 
*rdness o f design, an unconformity between vase form and 
Çorative scheme, which is alien to the frank skeuomor- 

P^sm of Susa, and recalls the “ patchwork”  incoherence o f 
^ Cssalian decoration, to which reference has been made.

only systematic excavation o f stratified sites in north- 
thçtCrn as wc  ̂ as central Asia Minor can decide whether 

trans-I)anubian “ painted-ware”  culture traversed the 
H0ar.mara region as well as Macedonia. There is certainly 
" J ?  it at Hissarlik. But Hissarlik is not on the only 

nor even on the most direct. Sites on either side 
rçlevC ®°*porus may tell a different story. The point is only 
8tyj ant to the present retrospect o f Ægean decorative 

b^ u s e  eventually, as we shall see, the painted orna
it ^Linor contributes to that o f the Ægean; and

considerably earlier stage to that o f Cyprus (p. 480).
Wh}. 6 Thessalian painted style faded out. O f the styles 
^«cor S.lll>crse‘ iC(i it* the dull ' *smear-warc" had very little 
'Vp- at,°n at al|t and what it had was skeuomorphic; while 

, 'Varc"  abstained from applied ornament, and re- 
Easterly profile, prominent accessories—especially 
and foot- and scrupulous uniformity o f color and 

'buff* * "gray-ware”  qualities, transmitted to the 
b*n<ili'Vare Argolis, differentiated the Mycenaean 

pot-paint from that o f Late Minoan Crete. 
e 8antc technical proficiency, reinforced by the labor- 
device o f « high-speed wheel, gave this mainland 

*nd jt|Wo t,fhcr peculiarities, its bold distinctive profiles, 
*hoUj  ̂ re*triction o f hand wrought ornament to a single 
by a *°hc> *bc rest o f the surface being machine finished 

t0C<e plain bands. It was an almost inevitable 
Cnt this mechanical decoration, to group broad
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and narrow bands more or less rhythmically; a ceramic 
“ jazz," infectious, pervasive, soul-destroying, as all rhyth
mical vulgarities are.8

Demoralized by these mechanical aids to mass-produc
tion, Mycenaean ornament rapidly went from bad to worse* 
The stately designs of iris and papyrus from the Cretan 
palace repertory became starveling symbols; Minoan sea 
pictures, immortalizing like Japanese color-prints the jot 
de-voir o f fisherman and sponge-diver, were reduced to the 
conventional “ octopus" and a “ cork-screw" ornament 
(fig. I7.b) which was once a triton shell. In the remote 
Cypriote colonies, chariots, bulls, and birds lasted long®*»

i*ig, 17, IΛΧΑΜΙΊ M  or Wm i l  MADr, K i i v t i i m h  a i , D k c o m  rtoN,

Land became more grotesque, mainly because, as the < 
cadian dialect of Cyprus shows, no one came to inter* 
with them.

Such a decline in decorative art is quite compatible ^  
material comforts and vigorous activity it» other direct·
If has even been claimed* that this aesthetic dégrittgol* ^  
democratic, a symptom of greater happiness for a ί*® 
number. Perhaps, too, in art, for the greatest mimb*f^ ff 
greatest happiness is “ ja //." It should he noted, hu^.^j 
that if begins about 1400 with the first grave ^  
catastrophe; that its onset was rapid, for degencratH  ̂ -  ̂
advanced in the Mycenaean jniftery at Tell ^ 
about 1.160; that its vogue closely covers the ^
adventures and disturbances; and that the effect ύ 
disturbances inevitably was to diminish security Ä
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j*nd to restrict their share o f the proceeds o f their labor, 
however widely it distributed their wares. Conquered 
P^ple do not work wholly for themselves— the conquerors 

good care about that—-and the paralysis o f artistic 
v®rye, as o f technical honesty, may be illustrated almost 
Wherever conquest has occurred.

ίη the more troubled region there was a very good reason 
hy the potter’s craft should become exceptionally demor- 

a ized, and also why it should fall under the influence o f 
ther crafts as it recovered.*· Pot-making is a sedentary art, 
r U depends on the discovery and seasonal winning o f pot- 

*ays. A potter out o f a clay-pit is out o f a job. And his 
jettes are sedentary; among people on the move, boxes, 
k^skets, and bags are preferred, for they are lighter and less 

r, t̂le. ()n the other hand, few points about the geometric 
its C ,n ^ '8can are more obvious than the clumsiness of 
^  vase forms, the resemblances to woodwork and basketry, 

e Prevalence o f textile elements in the designs,— chequers, 
^ - o u t l i n e ,  "herring-bone,”  "blanket-stitch,”  and other 

dlng-patterns. Engraved metal-work, too, which has a 
essarily linear style, and distinguishes subject from back- 
Ur,d with shading or cross-hatching, betrays itself in the 

Co Cra Usc linear fillings in place o f solid brushworkt and 
theVurStly rcv' Vid o f brushwork is the sure signal that 

Hellenic potter is again master o f his craft.
^  is a further question, and much more difficult to 

t o bow much should be attributed in this connection 
cult e. *raditional tastes o f the conquerors. Here the diffi- 

ls increased by the uncertainty whether this or that 
it ^intruders brought their own women with them; for 
Pq ** *lready been noted (p. 242) that in simple societies 
« 2 t T lking is women’s work; though in India, for

' P'e» where the cross-division o f  caste has to be taken 
account, the {witters are men, and also o f very low
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social standing. On the other hand it must be remembered 
that when pottery is wheel-made, it seems to become “ men** 
work,”  like many other mechanized crafts.10

Now in Greece, the “ divine-born” adventurers did not 
bring their women with them, but married into prominent 
families in the districts which they occupied. Their arts and 
crafts, therefore,— at all events those unconnected with 
war,— presumably had as little local influence as their Ian* 
guage. The “ children o f Deucalion”  too, though they a# 
described as spreading in tribal groups, and also as in term at' 
rying, came from regions which in the fourteenth centutf 
were dominated either by “ smear-ware”  or gradually by th® 
“ gray ware,”  its local successor, and consequently had nö 
traditions o f their own about pot-painting. This accoro 
with the archaeological record, for in Ætoiia, Elis, ***, 
Ecucas, all that can be made out is a gradual spread 
better fabrics, akin to “ gray-ware,”  among backwtf 
“ smear-ware”  cultures. Even at Mycenae, Tiryns, arl 
Argos, a good deal of coarse "smcar-warc” persisted aloflf' 
side the degenerate Mycenaean.

Characteristic o f Mycenaean degeneration, as we 
seen already (p. 470), is the tendency to form local schoo* ’ 
inevitable as soon as the sea ways became unsafe. In CyP1̂  
the “ free held” tradition was preserved longest and Pul*.je 
csjtecially in a class ol large deep mixing bowls, the ^  
body zone of which carries chariot scenes, charging b** 
water birds, and abstract spiral designs. The wcll-kn<̂  
“ Warrior-vase” from Mycenae is o f the same form, bn* c 
of Cypriote clay or workmanship." In Rhodes, too, j  
better conserved, the local fabric lapsed into a 
overloaded detail, in which the influence of an emb^0* 
style is betrayed by double outlines and rotund cush*0*' 
masses." What is notable here is the clear intention t° ^  
the surface with closely packed designs, at some co** 
grace and conciseness »if the vase form itself.
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On the other hand, a widespread fabric, common in 
Phiiistia, common also in Macedon, and represented at 
Wissarlik— to name only distant sites,— utilizes a popular 
uesign, the octopus with outspread tentacles, in such a way 
that the upright body of the creature dissects the zone which 
*t occupies into two panels, which are sometimes occupied 
^ th  other ornaments.’* The so-called “ corkscrew” 14 orna- 
ment (fig. 17.b), derived from a triton-shell, is used even 
Rl0Pe emphatically to break up the principal zone into com
plim ents. And, in addition, quite abstract barriers or 
famcs are employed for the same purpose. All these are 

®*8nals o f despair, however unconscious. The artist has 
^°und the “ free-field," even o f a body-zone limited above 

d1 below, to be beyond his competence to decorate; and 
has dissected it into more manageable areas.

^ gean Origin or the G reek G eometrical Style

^ow the peculiar difficulty, in interpreting the Greek 
of wCtr'Ca* style, results from the fact that the degeneration 
^ % c e n a e a n  decoration in "free-field”  or “ zone”  had 
^  this stage at a time - fairly accurately dated by the 

.Jtstine settlements in Palestine after 1194—when the 
deg *. jC8’°n o f the composite Macedonian culture, already 
O H  'vas on the jxiint o f being devastated and replaced 
iuJnen*,r ?y  hy people who made grooved pottery without 

Pointing at all. That the invaders passed on into 
Tk S!taly is clear from a small but well-defined class of
^hessalian graves. But that they produced no similar 

«cts farther south is also clear; that their devastation of 
^ * c«<ion was momentary is proved by the reoccupation o f  

Wrecked sites by a culture mainly continuous with the 
f.k . ln parts o f Greece, indeed, the characteristic 
5 f * * o f  pottery throughout the Early Iron Age are painted 
*p, h fhe same materials and in the same technique as before, 

however decorated in a very different ttylt, ana on
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quite different principles; and these principles become more 
explicit as the technical proficiency o f the craftsmen revives. 
The conclusion seems unavoidable, that the makers o f the 
pottery were the same people or their direct descendants» 
but that something happened to create a fresh and irré
sistible demand for pottery o f a quite different appearance 
and aesthetic appeal. The problem then is, in our present 
state o f knowledge, to discover the source o f this compulsion* 
For it is clearly not the result of contact with any know® 
style o f pottery, painted or unpainted, within the Æ'ge*,l> 
such as we have been able to detect more than once at othcf 
periods o f transition.

It is not therefore necessary to seek outside the /Eg*·*5 
for any proto-geometric style; still less to make comparison* 
between the geometrically painted pottery of the .T-gcf^ 
and any o f the numerous fabrics o f incised pottery whiC. 
Central Europe had developed in earlier periods; least _  
all to do so in future, seeing that the only fresh jteople 
entered the .T.gcan basin during the period under reV*^j 
brought in, not an incised, nor a geometrically decor*
pottery at all, but the modeled and grooved pottery ( ^o f * *
Macedonian “ burnt layers”  and the "seventh city 
Hissariik; and even this, as we have just seen, did n 
penetrate far beyond these points. u

Several incidents in the later development o f the *■» . 
geometrical style may now be cleared up. hirst, its emp 
ment of the concentric circle is as clearly an aftertho*H^ 
and enhancement, as is its use of birds or horses, or
symbols eventually. And for thr concentric circle orn *^ ^
wc have a fairly coherent ancestry; for at Halos and 
sites o f the same date it occurs, not as an enhancemé*1* 
panel style, but as the principal and almost sole d e c °^ ^ , 
o f a distinct school o f pottery, with a geographical d*** ^  
lion which, though it is probably not yet fully kno^d*, 
events cannot be o f less extent than ts already record
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Peninsular Greece, the vessels— usually but not always two- 
nandled bowls with concentric circles (or semicircles, for the 
design is often too big for the frame)— occur sporadically 
as far south as Argolis, and in an early layer at the Orthia 
sanctuary. But though this fabric was imported rarely and 
CarIy into Cyprus, with similar bowls bearing geometrical 
Panels, and though the latter were even imitated there, their 

set was transitory; it was not from this source that Cyprus 
. ta,ned the concentric circles which eventually dominated 
>ts P°t~painting.

Without pressing regional distribution further than is 
screet, in view o f the present short and sparse list o f 

its* * · * lt i°°k s as if this concentric-circle tradition had 
ntain vogue in the North Ægean; as if its impact on the 

anH°n sout^ ° f  fhc island-chain was mainly “ down-wind”  
casual; and as if consequently the adoption o f con- 

jjt f ic circles into the repertory o f insular schools was 
, a V a windfall, and anticipated the general resumption 
^tercoursc. Early sites in Euboea and Andros are the 

ii^cly to decide this point. When we read o f  “ Thra- 
w  * settlements in Naxos and other parts o f the island- 
ya ° f  I’elasgians from I-cmnos”  in Attica, and o f “ Min- 
Jjj S , ' r°m the same quarter settling in Laconia, we have 
villa)riCa  ̂ 'm r M * at hand, in Albanian place names, and 

j .p s banted from Slavs and Bidgarians, in western Crete, 
« U?tratc these sporadic landings upon the lee-shores o f 
*rchipelago.

Condly, if has been repeatedly asserted that the geo- 
in (»recce was cither the creation o f the 

“jq an conquerors, or part o f their ancestral heritage 
n o ^ n t  in Europe,”  before they "migrated from the 
'tftifr '.nto As analogies for such redistribution or

of elements o f culture, have been adduced the 
. *?* an‘ l ^wcks (p. 506) and the spectacle-fibulae 

ert»tic of Dorian Sparta. To meet the objection that
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not only geometrical pot-painting, but any pot-painting ** 
all, is exceedingly rare, local, and insecurely dated in south* 
eastern Europe and the Danubian region, it has been argued 
that as linear incised ornaments are common there at maßf 
periods, it is only necessary to suppose that conqueror* 
habituated to such ornament compelled conquered potter*» 
accustomed to pot-painting, to paint such ornaments & 
pottery to satisfy their new masters’ taste. Hut it is ft01 
explained, why the new masters, if they were really so p**' 
ticular about the decoration o f their pots, did not have the# 
done "just right,”  as the "gray-ware”  people did, in a sc»' 
colored ware without any painting at all.

To put the matter in a nutshell, there is neither 
longer reason—in view o f the new evidence about *** ■ 
Lausitz invasion—for believing that Dorian-speaking ^  
West-Greck-speaking tribes came from Central Europe ** 
all; but, even if they did, they could not have broug*· 
thence the (»reek geometrical style; first, because it ^  
not there to bring; secondly, because it did not 'Z S T i 
peninsular (»recce for some while after the only inroad 
which we have archaeological evidence. This last P̂ *1* 
needs closer discussion.

T mk G e o g r a p h ic a l  D is t r ib u t io n  ok G e o m e t r ic a l  
in G reek . L a n d s , as E v id e n c e  eor O rigin  an d

Once again, as with the fibulae, let us “ look to the end»
the

at Spartan pottery from the Orthia sanctuary. HcrC ^  
characteristic fabric in the earlier layers has the M1 
inheritance o f broad and narrow bands; zone ornâm es*-, 
been reduced to narrow dimensions with monotonous rê |  
rent·« o f a very few small simple elements, mostly h***, 
angular. Later the concentric circle is frequent; 
and subordinate zones are often dissected into pane* 
panels are separated by compact massive frames» ^  
mented geometrically like the horizontal zone*»
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these panels are subdivided into subsidiary zones till they 
are small enough to be filled by a single “ concentric-circle”  
0r other geometrical ornament. Quite elaborate maeander- 
0rttarnents are used, but like other large patterns they are 
!îever of solid paint, but drawn in outline and filled in with 

near “ shading,”  like the patterns o f an engraver.
Within this geometrical repertory, however, two incon- 

e^Nties arc conspicuous. One is the use o f birds and horses 
j  a Par>el filling, conventionally, almost geometrically ren- 
r re<*> hut nevertheless recognizably derived from deliberate 
^Presentations, like the votive bronze birds and horses in 
Use Same sanctuary.‘* The other incongruity is the frequent 

e> already noted, o f concentric circles, both to fill a narrow 
> and with tangent connections to simulate a spiral 

draCt’ n.'orc rarely, of mechanical circles, on a larger scale 
to fin Sm8ly hut center-pointed like the concentric groups, 
tria Panc*s and receive internal enhancements— lattice 
80 forth*' ^ a t̂esc cro8s» wavy* zigzag» or dotted lines, and

Picul*1* *^,S "g^roetrical”  style o f pot-painting is not at all 
* ith.,ar t0 “ Dorian" Sparta, any more than it is primary 
foetid' ,thc stratified Orthia deposit. Similar decoration is 

, ower down the Furotas valley at Amyclae, which 
*heeh^C”  Minoan center o f Laconia, a* the Vaphio 

tHmh shows, and was traditionally the chief
nghold of the older population, only conquered by

**8'gnahl ‘ arta ®hout 800 B.C.1’ No precise date 
hy c yet to this pottery, for Amyclae was reoccupied 
*0nt p é r o r a .  But though the vases with a principal 
Utçr ^m»ily decorated with genre scenes may perhaps be 
^ i n i  Äl* «onq«e»t, the style itself, with its strong 

j cnce o f basketry both in forms and in ornament,11 
8*** hack to the same sources as the later Spartan; 

** X'hicKC°LCr *how« that there had been a distinct phase 
there w»s the intention to conserve or create a
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principal zone among the surface-dissecting bands, but 
nevertheless nothing but geometrical ornaments with which 
to occupy it. This is an important point, for it is y®* 
another illustration of that crisis in the growth o f a styl®» 
to which attention has already been directed more th*® 
once, at which components o f the decorative repertory 
some other craft have been apprehended by the pot-pain^ 
as independent subjects for his skill, and given substantia 
value.

Now a style which is equally represented in Dort·® 
Sparta and at Amyclae, and is a subsequent development ·* 
Sparta, cannot be the peculiar and ancestral style of *® 
Dorian invaders; and this becomes clearer still, when accot®| 
is taken of the geographical distribution o f the geometry 
style outside Laconia. la:t us begin at the outskirts ·® 
work inward, toward what we may hope to identify as * 
center of this new decorative technique. ^

Occasional examples o f "geometric”  vases are found 
Early Iron-Age tombs in Sicily, and in Italy as far north 
Etruria. Some o f these are o f „Kgcan fabrics, attribut· 
to particular areas, such as the Argive and Saronic g®1 \ 
but the majority are of local clay and workmanship» * . 
result therefore from intercourse more intimate and ®* 
sive than could he inferred from the imp>rtcd 
alone. If this intercourse be attributed solely to ^  
colonies founded at the end of the eighth century* 
relegated to a pcriwl so late that the preceding three *
centuries would be argued to have made, not g
progress, but almost no pots. The alternative is to 
this gratuitous restriction of date, and conclude th ·^ ^  
ploration and trade preceded formal settlements* 
these fabrics of pottery, like the types of fibula® 
accompany them, arc to be dated in accordance 
Ægean models, not vice versa. But whatever 
their .Egean origin is certain; it is not west of the “  
that the home of the Greek geometrical style is to be *
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This is the more instructive, because side by side with 
hese Ægean models and their local imitations, there are 

?®Veral well marked schools o f geometrically painted pottery 
Ift Sicily and South Italy; some going back to a far earlier 
Edition o f pot-painting (p. 242); others originating quite 

abruptly, and also quite as late, as the geometrical style 
n the Ægean; but exhibiting no trace o f initial dependence 
eÜ,11’ ancl <)n'y occasional loans from it at a relatively mature 

ln their own development.1’  Any explanation o f theÆ . . .
8çan style must clearly take account o f these contem-
ary styles in adjacent areas to the west.

of ^ astWard, the situation is similar. Occasionally, vases
fab j Can geometrical style- even masterpieces o f Attic
tore C,° WCrC rra^et  ̂ to c ’yPnis at phases o f the local cul-

e ,which can be approximately dated. They were imi-
q ·’ so seM°m that they set no fashion; for Cyprus had

içjJ lte distinct style o f its own, geometrical in the general
8c> hut combining elements which it has in common with

Utt,an 8<?,mctrical schools—rhe broad-and-narrow banding,
cirçj ^ f r'ar)gle, wavy line, and above all, the concentric
*che ln Mu'fc other proportions, and into very different

resulting front its early and emphatic
° f  panel composition, a peculiarity which must be

'ncd later (p. 485).
»he 1 ' ! , C ypriotc geometrical style has its counterpart in 

fabrics o f Phoenicia, Syria, and as far afield as 
f«Wer e^ 'sh, though with repertory less abundant and varied, 
ïOnes.B e a n  dements, and more emphatic dissection o f 
e«Itu lflt0 Panels, Hut as Cypriote imports in this mainland 

arc «s rare, and also as uninfluenrial, as Aegean 
liOfnç^ ln Cyprus, it appears that the mainland style is at 

,Ujt a copy frort» that o f Cyprus; and conse
nt pnr^ fhat Cyprus acquired its predilection for panel work, 

at least, from the mainland.
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The sources o f this Syrian style are only recognizable 
in outline as yet. On the one hand it inherits a very ancien* 
tradition o f pot-painting from the culture o f Susa 
Moussian in the highlands o f Elam beyond Tigris, which ** 
represented as far south as Palestine, and as far west ** 
Cappadocia, though it never reached Hissarlik. On the 
other, it is indebted, like Cyprus itself, to the derivative b«* 
magnificent “ black-on-white”  and “ tricolor”  fabrics 
Cappadocia,11 the dates o f which cannot yet be determine*  ̂
directly. Their influence on the fabrics o f Cyprus beg1®*1 
however, during the Minoan colonization early in the fouf' 
teenth century and is again potent after the collapse of th** 
movement at the end of the thirteenth.”  As the upward d*. 
is only that o f the first Late Minoan intercourse with ClH^} 
and North Syria, it is obviously only a “ lowest possib»* 
for the maturity o f Cappadocian pot-painting; but it is i 
enough to associate the “ white-slip-ware”  of Cyprus with 
Hatti régime; though not to the exclusion of the accept*® 
and renewed spread of an established Cappadocian sty*® ^ 
the Muski people, who reoccupied Carchcmish, and 
enced Cyprus also profoundly after the Land-raids·** 

Conspicuous among the novelties introduced into CyP^ 
at this later period, arc the concentric circle, and 
pothook already discussed in another context (p. 455 )»^  
numerous schemes of lozenges and triangles resulting * ^  
the dissection o f zones or panels by diagonal lines, *n<J 
enhancement o f these schemes by counterchanging the ***$ 
o f adjacent compartments.”  The last-named is notable 
another example o f the employment of the co m p °® * _ ^  
one kind o f decora firm as substantive designs in 
style; for lattice work and counterchange inevitably  
in all sorts o f basketry and text iles, and in decoration “  ^
from them. All these elements, however, are aubortj &  
to the strong control of structural designs, fur®*·”  - 
the most part by the Minoan scheme o f rhythmic bf
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Harrow zones and bands, but supplemented by the employ- 
^ent o f transverse frames to dissect principal zones into 

m the fashion long familiar in the painted pottery 
, ” a'estine and Syria, and inherited in these regions from 
e ancient technique o f Susa. Having thus identified the 

°ftunant a°d  structural elements in this composite style, 
e may postpone discussion o f its eventual repertory o f 

^»ancement; noting however that we can only expect to 
r°w light on the origins o f these subsidiary ornaments if we 

^certain their geographical distribution; and only then, 
ms light is sufficient to enable us to discern the direction 

0I?  y^ich they spread.
to e * ’n marginal range, then, o f examples exported 

>cily and to Cyprus, and south of the Thessalian and 
^ e d o n ia n  region dominated by the concentric-circle tra- 

fhe home district o f the Ægean style must lie. Can 
Prin * nC its early range more closely? In Rhodes, all three 
(j0r s’ tes have been partially explored. lalysus, in the 
ift I eaSt> ani* ncarcst t0 the mainland, had its great period 

np * *  times, but lasted long enough to develop
Wd U ,ar 0̂Ca  ̂ stylc* cvcn more crowded with conventional 
Çy and Pliage than the contemporary mixing-bowls in 

Ε * Γ  ^ndus, on east takes up the story in
the Age, with a culture in which influences from
»How- Can anti r̂om Cyprus arc balanced, as the fibulae 
Cot  ̂* an  ̂ decorative art is a similar compromise, 
ag aifh nCntS r̂orn the repertory o f each adjacent area recur 
cQnst Stant’Ve designs, but they arc handled with little 
^°°kinUCi' Vc ambition. At Camirus, on the other hand, 
®lftbo ® 0ut Westward into the island-world, there is an 
ciPc|egatc »chool o f geometrical design, in which concentric 
Hq̂  *nd lozenge patterns, together with maeanders, birds, 

ind occasionally human figures, are utilized as en- 
«nfr4m *ηϊί complicated panel schemes, all dominated and 

Ct by the Minoan rhythmic bands. It owes nothing
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specifically to Cyprus, has no preliminaries in Rhodes itsell» 
and has every appearance o f having been introduced already 
fairly mature from some other part o f the Ægean. Thus thf 
contrast between the Early Iron-Age tastes o f the east a**® 
west coast o f the island is great; hardly greater, however 
than the differences between each o f these local schools 
that o f Argos, whence both Lindus and Camirus are trad*" 
tionally “ Dorian”  colonies. Clearly we are dealing wi1*1 
techniques and artistic outlooks which depend on other f*c' 
tors besides the presence o f Dorian settlers. But thoufr 
the taste o f Camirus differs from that of Argos itself, if** 
may judge from the dedicated pottery from the Heraeutf1» 
it rather closely resembles that o f non-Dorian and 
Dorian Tiryns. For there was in fact a well defined sC. T, 
o f geometric art in Argolis, as in Laconia, the peculiar10̂  
o f  which are reflected by other insular styles as well ** 
Rhodes.** Emigrants could be Argive without being Dori*®* 

In Crete, another principal area o f Dorian settlement*'*’ 
Argive in the center and cast, Laconian in the west--'·*** 
is even greater diversity. Cnossus has a rich combina' 
o f concentric circles, lozenges, and other simple elcn**11 . 
dominated by a zone structure more like that o f CyP*^ 
than o f any part o f the Ægean, and akin to Cyprus *| 
the very fret* use o f red pigment as well as black* 
enhancement which has a curiously discontinuous dt*1 
fion, though there seems no reason to doubt that it* ^  
is in Asia Minor, and that its spread into Méditer*^·*'gf. 
coast-lands results from intercourse with some di$to ^  
other o f that mainland. The Cretan city Arcadia» oï| 
other hand, passes, almost without geometrical ,n . jjo® 
from very belated Mycenaean to early Hellenic 
like that of Ægina and the “ proto-Corinthian M ^
Oaxos and some smaller sites have skeuornorphtc 
remoniscent of basketry, gradual degeneration fr^m 
Mycenaean”  into panel decoration, concentric cite* *
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®° forth.** No site hitherto examined is characterized either 
y the Spartan or by the Argive variety o f “ geometrical”  

^ft; yet most o f the Cretan cities o f classical times professed 
be either Argive or Laconian colonies; and Praesus, which 

^asted itself to have survived from “ the days o f King 
m° C  has, on the other hand, a local style much akin to 

^ m etric  art in the island-world.
Thera, which received its Spartan colony about the 

"te time as the west of Crete, there is «again a local style, 
ettmes lightly and even gracefully handled, with com- 

te avoidance o f broad bands or solid surfaces o f black 
strongly contrasted therefore with that of Camirus 

j *he Cretan Oaxos, which revel in wide black zones, 
only by heavily decorated panels.10 Yet Thera 

00o^ eived at one phase, and imitated for a while, the 
0rie rn'er close-wrought style of Argive Tiryns, eventually 

^  the most elaborate o f geometrical schools, 
styl n° u8h bas been said, in regard to the geometrical 
thçCS t l̂c South Ægean, to prepare for what would be 
*‘jv  anomaly if these styles were in any sense
Attiel*" “ · namely, the great schools o f geometrical art in 

a ar*d Boeotia, and the evidence that Euboea too had 
. trough  a similar phase, though the pottery from 

bçf0 ,a* so lftr as it is known at present, has hardly begun 
A$ja,* geometric design breaks up under the influence of

t,c Ionia.**

^ £Veujj>mknt of ( ikomf.trk'ai. Stvi.es within and
AROUND THE Æ G E A N

tiicrc has been far more detailed investigation o f 
iitCs Cen,etertes o f this period, and, above all, o f stratified 

^ ch that has been written about the history o f the 
? Ca' st>’lc necessarily provisional, because it rests 
I  morphological comparisons, not on proof o f 
Cs* It is however already safe to distinguish a first
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stage when the concentric circle spread rapidly in competi
tion with the meager survivals of Late Mycenaean decora
tion— lattice triangles, dotted circles, wavy lines— ; tempo
rarily superseded them in North and Central Greece, and $  
parts o f the island-world; penetrated far into Asia Minor? 
and probably reached Cyprus rather by this route th*9 
oversea, though very rarely Ægean vases o f the concentré 
circle school did reach Cypriote ports.

It will be seen that in this stage the continental dom*1® 
o f the concentric circle closely corresponds with that of 
symmetrical “ Asiatic” fibulae, which, as we have see»1* 
reached Cyprus overland, though not so early as the stilt*0 
fibulae from the south Ægean, nor with such lasting eflfe**' 
The Ægean domain, likewise, within which the concent^ 
circle, though present, is a stranger in a strange land, °οΐΐΤ, 
sponds approximately with that o f the “ unsymmetric** 
fibulae with stilt or catch-plate.

Secondly, corresponding with the long interval 
these two types o f fibulae were insulated from each other* 
have detected a second phase when decorative design v. 
apart for a long while into an eastern and a western sC 
Last o f the Ægean, Cappadocian and Syrian decor***^ 
reinforced by the concentric circle, but otherwise not fl*0 
modified, remained a fairly simple affair o f loosely . 
structed panel designs, or mere zones, or elementary c 
binations o f these.

Thirdly, in the southern Ægean, and specifically 
the region o f the catch plate fibulae, local school* 
painting, as o f safety pins, arose, in Rhodes, Crete* * 
Laconia, Argolis, Attica, and Bocotia, wherein various*1 ^  
rectilinear ornaments were employed to fill the 
tween the wheel painted bands inherited from 
nique; sometimes, and especially at first, to the ettclu*,^ i  
concentric circles, but elsewhere combined with theflj* 
mam extremes o f taste arc represented by the hgl*1 J 
o f Sparta, Thera, and parts o f Argolis, which

witHi*
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tack for pure line-work, and the “ dark”  fashions at Tiryns, 
ftamirus, and in some parts o f Crete, which tended to 

Obliterate the traditional band-work with solid black, and
0 reserve at most a principal zone or panel for geometric 

Ornament. In Attica and Boeotia, after long apprenticeship 
*** the: "dark” school, a more balanced type o f composition 
j eva'led, in which some account was taken— though for a
1 j £ while not much— of the contrast in value between solid 
of u 8̂ h°uette on a clear ground, and the half-tone effect 
o f<*equered or latticed ornaments; a refinement which east

fie Ægean— in Cyprus, that is, and eventually in Ionia—  
8 achieved by the use o f red paint, a Cappadocian fashion 

P^bably o f old standing.
° urthly— and this is where relative dates are most 

0f ^ Ure at present— there was a stage in the development 
cf tv!*108* ^*'gcan schools, at which the customary division 
tajelf*· Vasc surface into continuous horizontal zones found 
iftto *fi competition with the transverse dissection of zones 
and ^aneta» fhe subordination o f lateral panels to central, 
ta\yerCV*ntua^y subdivision o f panels into upper and 
thi to enhance the coherence o f what we may by
wb0jc,m5 (tascribe as the “ composition" or “ structure" as a 
alter * Argolis and Attica, sometimes, the centra! panel re 
efal natcly rcstr*ctcd upwards and laterally; as though sev- 
Hg^8»t,ructura' adjustments were required to “ get it just 
k s r w h i u i , ·  is admitted that, in Cyprus, panel design 
fégtov n ’n Usc »taiost from the close o f the Mycenaean 
sUgaJ·*. βη<ί in Syria and Palestine long before that,*· the 
ref,çwSt'°fi that panel design in Ægean schools resulted from 
Panej j Intercourse with Cyprus assumes that all Ægean 
of elaf C8̂ ns arc comparatively late, discounts the existence 

panel composition in Cappadocia and also in 
MtUn̂ 8tfi°llgh the dates of these, too, arc uncertain- and 

t0t<^ ^rcRk o f continuity, after those Mycenaean 
*n Pan«l structure for which evidence has been

*taeady fp. 473),
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Alternative interpretations assign on the one ha°4 
greater significance to the northwestern tradition revealed 
at Lianokladhi and Boubousta (p. 459) in view o f the Greefc 
belief that the Dorian invaders came from that quarter-' 
though this, as we have seen, does not accord with the dat* 
from the Dorian districts farther south— and to the 
occurrence o f transverse subdivision in the geometric» 
schools o f Sparta and Argolis, though this is not demo0'  
strably “ Dorian”  nor actually primitive in them. On tN 
other, fuller account may have to be taken eventually 
such masterpieces o f rectangular design as the façade °* 
the “ tomb of Midas”  in Phrygia. Judgment is therefo^ 
reserved for the moment, as to the source o f Ægcan 
patterns and maeanders (which presume expert subdivi»^ 
o f a field in two dimensions at once) until more is known 01 
the decorative arts o f  the west o f Asia Minor, and ^  
about the relative date o f those geometrical schools, west 
the Adriatic (p. 479), which combine concentric-circle 
ment with panel design in a way which it is difficult
attribute wholly to such intercourse with Cyprus as 0*1
.. ............—   —  /   ...............................— . . . .  ...  . . . . . .  r . . . .

reasonably be admitted to account for Ægcan developm 0̂ , 
Much allowance, certainly, has to be made for 

differences in the rate o f development, and in the 
influence o f the varied components and factors. But 
is just what makes the gradual coalescence o f thegeofl&et -  
styles so instructive. Hardly anywhere else, except p®r jj
• A . A C _  I ! _____» _  1 . .  . i**in early schools of medieval painting, ami nowhere withc h ^wealth o f individual achievement, is it possible to we 
art o f  a great people awakening to consciousness, first» 

resources and then of its own commandmanifold 
them.”

Such coalescence was the more possible, by reason 01 ^  
general uniformity o f conditions, at all events out»00 
districts actually occupied and dominated by the l*** 
comers; anti even here, so far as industrial conditio0*
«ome essentials were the same as elsewhere.
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T h e  So c ia l  B a c k g r o u n d  o f  t h e  G e o m e t r ic  St y l e s

In discussing the Greek observance o f hero-cults, we were 
to the conclusion that at a stage subsequent to the 

*noan Age—for the ceremonies are derived from Minoan 
seryance-“-but earlier than the establishment o f oversea 

0 °nies,— because outside the “ old country”  such hero-cults 
almost confined to founders of new settlements, fully 

storical personages— Ægean society suffered a profound 
funeral shock. Existing régimes and institutions collapsed 
k ril0st places, and there was much emigration, especially 
w0m districts conquered by newcomers, many o f whom 
q  re themselves displaced already. If this was so,—and 

folk-memory is full o f the details o f it—we ought, 
t> to find the material arts’ relapse from, and reaction 
nst> thc tastes and habits o f those who had maintained 

v  market for the higher art-works o f the ancien régime.
*ndtr' ^  new mastcrs wcrc as incapable o f directing 
|L ^tties as of imposing cultured tastes o f their own, we 
^ch ' CX̂ cct t(> hnd proletarian recrudescence o f older 
1̂  i Ucs and styles, never wholly extinct among the popu- 
fele an̂ ’ 0,1 t^c country side, among the craftsmen, but now 
cla$s”Ĉ  ^  Prcva'cnr hissof confidence in traditional “ upper- 
styjç tastcs, methods, and repertory. And, then, as new 
ej^ H’ C0r>cordanr with the new order, emerged from this 
then nihilism, we should find competitive solutions of 

Practical question- how to make goods that would sell.**
> lhis is just what we have been discovering. In par- 

during the worst stress of dislocation, it was safer, 
It a!| ' easier, to make pottery without detailed ornament 
•hin * L l

ûiar,
^  wei|

Short o f  pleasing all, it could at least not displease 
. '••w· !. . Wils an immediate radical tconoclasm; but like
Hi ο*!*1 , o f  despair and negation, it opened the way for 
*»* ri  t,te· h'or as thing» settled themselves and intercourse 

c*sd , craftsmen wandered, m well as their ware».**
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Technique became standardized by exchange o f experience? 
repertory was expanded by mutual imitation, and the broad«* 
experience o f customers. In particular, adventurers, trade* 
and pirate alike, brought back strange and striking curio* 
from afar, “ cargoes Egyptian and Assyrian,”  as Herodottf* 
puts it; engraved bowls from Cyprus and the Phoenicia 
cities, glazed ware and scarabs, tales and samples of gorged  
oriental polychrome, “ Babylonitish garments”  such as m»*  ̂
Achan to sin at Jericho, “ Smyrna rugs”  from up-countif 
looms in Asia Minor.

Some schools o f design fell into this eclectic snare. 
so-called “ Rhodian”  jugs and plates, charming as they soi**»* 
times are, failed to assimilate all this chinoiserie and sh***0 
the fate of our own “ willow pattern.” And the main rea*0̂  
was that, like other “ Ionian" styles,— so far as wc kno** 
present they remained dominated by zone compo$it,0B 
such as had prevailed when Ionia was colonized, and conS* 
quently had no structural principle competent to co-ordifl* 
the new surfeit of designs. That they were also nearer 
oriental centers o f frieze decoration, and in frequent 
munication with them, may excuse (bur does not 
their failure to do what Athens and Argolis, and even E** 
did; namely, to dissolve the pageantry o f the friezes j 
elements, and among these to select tit subjects for · ΰ{ 
decoration, the lions o f the “ Burgon-vase,”  the sphin*^^
Eretria, the solitary cocks on Corinthian and early
vases.,T But how nearly even those “ Ionian" painter» 
to this, is seen when they were confronted with a space* 
was not a zone but the circular bottom o f a plate.** ^  

The same fate befell those even more eclectic sttyl*® 1̂**̂  
prevailed in the region o f the catch-plate fibulae, and re* 
their highest development in the scenic vases o f Melo»*. 
a more tectonic scheme was attained, under influence» ^  
diatcly Argive, but related to Attic, as we have 
it is notable that success in the handling o f pictorial ***



Meetly followed upon the facilities which two-dimension 
structure gave, for providing a central panel large enough 
0r the purpose. This progress can indeed be better followed 
** Melos even than in Attica.

C orinthian and Ionian A lternatives to G eometric

Style

 ̂ . This is the point at which to take account, however 
r.lefly> o f that other school o f decorative art, so closely 

ic *n or'8' n» so divergent in its development, so trag- 
confronted eventually,— the “ proto-Corinthian”  style, 

its Corinthian and other descendants. Fuller discussion 
thç8t ^  to othcrsi but the cardinal considerations are 

though no doubt in its motherland larger and more 
H ' ^ ,0us work was attempted than the miniature vessels 

of if  Were so widely traded, and form so large a proportion 
9r ,** hnown output, the peculiarities proto-Corinthian 

*ta a 1 an<̂  keythtgive important clues as to the circum- 
derj Ces their manufacture. Their body-forms are directly 
bite^r '̂ate Mycenaean types; but they have substi- 

« 0̂r the Mycenaean “ false neck”  and “ stirrup handle”
tr0tl at tlw and string-hole handle of the Egyptian

n\the "  ‘ . . .
the

W hJ· say the dispensing unit of the oriental druggist. 
the *evcp the dispensary o f balms and ointments was in 
%  ° f  the levant, these rarities were shipped overseas 
kt . ttle.”  Rut whenever the western world had its own
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tbe “ alabaster box o f very precious ointment," which 
scent-bottle and medicine-bottle o f  all antiquity,

Holesai ,
j ,mP°ft«rs like the “ grocers”  o f medieval Eng- 

^ttlc-factories sprang up at the dispensary door, 
*̂**Ηΐη ^ l^-neckcd" drop-bottles in Mycenaean times, 

ĵ 0 "false-alabastra”  in the proto-Corinthian revival. 
N ,  l  geographical distribution o f  “ proto-Corinthian”
M ^ ft‘*cnges the description o f "proto-Corinthian”  Style 

"Sean style jn t{|C strict sense o f the phrase. Whcr-
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ever these bottle-factories were, they were working 
marily for the western trade; and there is little dou^ 
that they represent the dispensary side o f that wholes*^ 
and-retail establishment which grew up on the Corinth«^ 
Isthmus as the direct result o f the rediscovery and exploit* 
tion of the trans-Adriatic West. Whatever the date of t f̂ 
earliest extant examples, their decoration is eloquent o f dir®*! 
descent from that phase o f austere abstention from alt ^  
the simplest rhythm o f broad and narrow bands, conn110* 
to early Ionia, early Attica, and early Sparta: and it is 
linked, technically as well as geographically, with its sou** 
ern neighbors at Argos”  by marked preference for sehe11*** 
o f many very fine bands,— a "trill”  or "tremolo” effect, 
mandolin, not the castanet, o f the ceramic “ jazz”  
Italian copies o f much larger vessels give glimpses o f deslir 
not unlike those o f Cretan and Cypriote schools; and 
repertory of enhancement in the bizarre native school·. 
South Italian painted ware (p. 479) helps to fill out _  
conception of west-bound cargoes from what may be 
erectly characterized as "Isthmian”  workshops.”  v· 

In the miniature style, which is all that wc directly 
there was not much room for enhancement even 
tary shoulder-zone; but the choice of designs was clearly j  
same as elsewhere; and the same also is the sequel***, 
vogues. The dotted circle and lattice-triangle arc , ^  
souvenirs; concentric circles and pot-hooks tell the,r  ̂
tale; "wave coil”  and "dog tooth" arc discreet expettf^ ^ f 
in countcrchangc, identical in principle with those of adj 
Attica; friezes of birds and armed men arc as near M ^
turc art could go to the pageantry of the Dipylon school* ^  
the "hare-and-hound”  designs on the little ^  jay
horses and fish on Italian imitations, betray the •art'* 
cncc for humanist jfewe as the ducks, fish, and ]gf)
horse* o f .Tgcan panel-work. When the moment 
choice between the zone design of Ionia, and the two·0
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Sl0n structures o f Attica, Argolis, and the islands, current 
trade connections made easy what inherited technique pre- 
®j-nbed. The result was a revolution and a catastrophe, with 

paint, scratched details, and blurred rosette-fillings 
0rientalizing”  Corinthian work; the mandolin gave place 

0 the big drum and colorful saxophone.
•ils ^ aracter‘stic o f both Ionian and Insular styles, and 
* So ° f  this Corinthian series- which would require a chapter
0 develop its full significance,—· is the growing reliance of 
^artists on the supplementary use of red and white pig-

th, 
•fient»^  , I hese, as has been long recognized, came first into 
Q̂ tjj111 '■hese schools, after the immemorial practice o f filling 
 ̂ tics with linear shading or cross-hatching had been given 

fteh W s'8n*hcance as a “ half-tone" intermediate between 
f0 * ar>d dark. The use o f "half-tone" at all was a pro- 
de$ 1  ̂ ,rnportant departure from the principle of “ abstract" 
seru a,,d a concession to alternative practices o f  "reprc- 
a or "pictorial”  decoration. There had indeed been
Attic8c 'vhcn, in common with the bronze-engravers, even 
bfijo X̂>i PaH1fcrs had employed it; but with the revival o f 
ar̂ bj W° rh> and the employment o f this on more and more 
gated'0118 exlH’r>meuts in silhouette, "half-tone" was rele- 
aî d f°  ni>nor decorative details (maeandcr, lozenge, etc.) 
Ευ),, °  n,crc zones and panel frames. But in Boeotia and 
Corj . ,  'be north, in the islands and Ionia, and also m the 
PagÇ( 11,4,1 schools, so deeply indebted to Ionia for the new 
M\it(! n'1ry which fills their /one designs, red, and occasionally 
of j, * a ®°» came into frequent use. In the Cnostian school 

geometric ornament, red even changes place with 
Ή this was a local experiment.*1 
ail hnmrnmnal home of three-color decoration, as 
already noted (p. 480), was apparently in Central 

T ° r’ w^c,uc the (»reeks o f classical times themselves 
st, * standard red pigment, and whence

cad the practice o f deliberately whitening the vase
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surface, in order to give full value to the interplay o f r*® 
and black.”  In Cyprus and Syria the coming o f the n*p 
fashion can be traced more easily, though the Cilician 1*® ■ 
is still missing. In the Ægean, the missing link is once mofli 
in Ionia; but the striking use o f “ tricolor”  on the vase fr0*8 
Idrias in Caria (p. 502), and on architectural terra cotta 
Sardis, partly supplies it.”

A “ pictorial”  style, however, the technical resource® * 
which were limited to black and white and half-tone, 
between two stools; it sacrificed the "abstraction” 
austerity o f monochrome, without satisfying the claifli® 
pictorial art to represent nature’s color scheme, ,> 
Corinthian and what is provisionally called "Chalctdi*®, 
tutelage, Attica made brief excursion on this blind road, *** 
retrieved itself; achieved (at the culmination o f its 0 ^  
"red-figure”  technique) the splendid pathetic experiment 
the "white ground”  vases; and drew back again. But 
island schools, like those o f the Asiatic cities, and any of\J 
which catered like Corinth for the western market, 
out, less because their polychrome was infantile than 
to rely on pictorial technique at all was to distract ^  
attention from the profoundcr problem o f composition·

Once again, in regard to these experiments in polycn^ . 
technique and pictorial design, the same contrast cfTi j)ji 
as has been already detected in other respects, between 
course of events cast and west of the ,'Egcan; the ^ 
however, lying obliquely across the archipelago,
Euboea, but south o f Caria, It is an ancient dein*1̂ 4 
for we have encountered it already in the range 
enterprises, in the political geography of the Yrqj*n 0  
and in the distribution o f the fibulae. What is new 
instance is that the foreshore* o f the great Und-fl1*4̂ ·^  
north and east o f the Ægean were now occupied 
by Greek cities, and the gaps were slowly hut pef·* 
being filled by more cities, as opportunity came» ‘
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thens found only the “ Thraceward parts”  available for its 
^"plus population, and had to reconnoitre the north coast 
t ^ s'a Minor, beyond the Bosporus; and Miletus,
Cre> had nearly three centuries’ start.

even

*J|
Special P redicament of Attica and its N eighbors

- this new partition, no longer now between Ægean 
q continental, but between southwestern and northeastern 
Cuj °̂r ‘s ge°g raphical, and consequently the 
Wh'ik * s’6n'ficancc the cleft between Ionian and Dorian 
H ih  r*Ses to supreme significance eventually,— the part 
'< J7 had been played in a previous cycle o f events by 
*h‘ l ^ y cenac” fell like Benjamin’s portion to that state 
^ni ] politica,|y f°un  ̂ ' rs “ place in the sun”  last of all; 

V» Athens—or rather the united states o f  Attica,
"Or*»,· folk-memory did well to accord supreme hero- 

to Theseus, the creator o f that union in face o f the 
hiss r C~k°rn" dynasties, and to honor the name o f Codrus, 'Tl . stemming the tide o f invasion than because, a 
°f At ' r̂0fV* I>ylos"  himself, he stood for that conception 
tlje , 'ca as a rallying ground o f all that was yet sound in 
Mil,,,.. countries, and was to be so prolific of soundness in 

and Ephesus, safe Nelcid refuge oversea, and in 
»ίχ^ r#iU8i the Nelcid creator o f the receptive Attica o f the 
p. ^ n tu ry , Kor this new factor in the making o f a Greek 

h*H · Cemra! citadel o f  what was continuous with the 
‘ ' n N ation to all that was new, the same pivotal 

as the British Isles have occupied in modern 
PiUjjjat,0n* at one extremity o f that axial line which divides 

*Γ hairojH* from Calais to Venice, and through 
,t0 Constantinople, into a Romanized and an un-

« t o  a maritime and a continental (or at best a land- 
- **n,thwafd, Attica looks out over the Saronic

anciently Ionian country in northeastern Pelopon-
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nese, and down into the isiand-world, and away bey<M 
Rhodes and the “ Swallow Islands" into the Levant and 
Nile mouths. Eastward, both Euboean channels emerge $ 
island-strewn avenues, by Andros, Delos, and Samos 
Ionia, by Scyros to the Chalcidice and the Straits, with ^  
Great Lakes beyond and the Scythian Manitoba and “ Mid®* 
East.”  What Sardis became, through the financial instil 
ment of its gold field, between the coastwise and island ^  
traffic o f Ionian cities, and the long caravan routes to ® 
old “ birthplace o f silver,”  the new steel works o f the ChWp 
bes, the ruddle quarries of "Cappadocian earth,”  and 
“ Cilician gates” opening on the Greater East;-—all 
Athens, with its home wealth o f silver, its marble and 
clays, its charcoal burnings in the “ black country”  
Acharnae; its pedigree olive trees- Athena's own gift· 
(above all) its miraculous draught o f humanity, "gat 
o f every kind”  from the old world, and now from the 
countries oversea, was in the position, and had the hu 
resources, to become, when Clcisthenes built upon the 
dations o f Theseus a political superstructure wherein 
was indeed "room for all.” •fix'

Here it was possible for every man o f good 
whether he worshij>ed "Achaean Demeter” or a 
Zeus,”  to "do his own work and not meddle,”  to 
himself”  and his place among the rest, claiming n°  
too much,” lest the great design be deformed.

Of the earlier history of Athens, from the colonie*’
Ionia almost to Solon’s time, we hear very little fron1 5̂ 1
sources; and clearly the later writers did not alway* ***’ 
stand the fragments o f tradition that they transmit** 
the more significant, therefore, is the fact o f 
Dipylon cemetery, with its masterpieces of polte*· * ^ 4  
nique, vases tall a» their makers, painted at the . T j *  
the geometric style; preceded by a long sequent* 
périment»! work, in graves at Eleusis, and ort 1
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8 °pe of the Acropolis; and followed by the vases o f Phalerum
the coast, where new oversea notions caught people’s

• ncy earliest, and were introduced slowly and diffidently
to the strict old style, some already transfigured in island

ç  rfcs"°ps, others more directly studied on metal bowls from
c^ptus or shields such as adorned the Idaean Cave in 
M 'été.«

, At the latter end of this long series the transition to 
^ -fig u re d ”  technique may be followed in detail. The 

inning however, is not so well known, and still less the 
into which favored the spread o f the nascent style 

^ ’ßhboring regions occupied permanently by invaders, 
ijj ttls Point Tanagra and Megara should have information 
* * * .  begin to need, not more digging, so much as 
ffiis t* better directed, to solve specific problems such as 

· Ar8°Ks, the long-standing friendship between Attica 
»tat "P'daurus, Trotzen, Hermione, and other partly Dorian 
l^ra 8,,| Su^8csts that, as things settled down, craftsmen tern
ie^  ̂ ^°w 'c'lcd in Attica slipped quietly back again and 
in ^  j their home business with something o f  “ Attic salt”  
to Here Tiryns, and Asine still more, have begun

0 valuable evidence, because each is typical o f a class.

'KRtsTK s ok M ature  G eometric Styl e  in A tticaCi,aRac

charaeterisfic o f the geometric style, on the Greek 
t* the ’ <ln̂  n,°st o f all in Attica and its neighborhood, 
S  dissoci ation o f the few surviving ornaments
* * * * *  n,r;ln'ng they may have hail previously,** Its 
Ï O .  hke that o f  an engraved metal strip, might be put 
thç geQS*t an.y purpose.** This is what is meant by describing 
8!|q ^ tr ica l as an "abstract”  style; and it is "abstract”  

further sense that it takes little or no account o f 
A ^  ° r structural elements the decorated object.

example, becomes a mere wheel made vehicle 
y,ng a sequence o f hands similarly wheel drawn.
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This is conspicuous in Attica,47 in Laconia at the bottom 
layers o f the Orthia sanctuary,4* and also in the most arch#* 
o f the local pottery at Samos:4® the last-named proba^fl 
representing a phase o f Attic technique which has not f t  
been found in Attica, but is the necessary transition 
the styles o f Salamis and Halos to that of the graves on ^  
west slope of the Acropolis,10 the earliest known phase 
fully formed Attic geometrical work. In almost compl®** 
oblivion o f the Mycenaean repertory— from which Safl% 
retained nothing but the “ wavy line”  and the "dotted-cif^* 
·’ * '· ornament*1— these schemes o f bands monopolized ^  
field, to such a degree that in Attica it is often difficult^ 
say whether the artist is thinking o f a design in dark _ 
light, or in light on dark.63 We have indeed only to comp^ 
a photographic print o f his handiwork with the neg*^ 
from which it was made, to realize that in fact he is thin 
o f neither, except as factors in his design: “ darkness 
light to him are both alike." *

From this symbolic nihilism, responsible centuries* 
for the facility with which Attic artists alone made the 
face from “ black-figured" to “ red figured" draughtsman*^^ 
for purely technical reasons, there emerged quite 
whole repertory of new designs, which were, and rem* φ 
purely abstract, because they never had had symbu 
any other meaning, being indeed in origin the mere 
ground o f quite different ornaments, t

Here is a simple example. A zigzag or wavy 
running coil, between two dark bands, may or may ** 
all that is left of a spiral, a snake, or a foliage spr 
18- / .λ Α). Hut if this line be conceived as dividing1*', 
which it occupies into halves, and one of these be m*. J|ψ 
linear shading ( H), or solid black iC), a fresh patterft 
trarily created, “ dog tooth"*4 or “ wave pattern" f -M 
the generating outline was zigzag or wavy, Out of
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ents— probably also out of apprentice-blunders— as when 
Richard Arkwright upset his wife’s spinning wheel— came 

and similar patterns in several cultures, literally “ from 
mna to Peru,”  as well as in ancient Attica. But it was 

ply by Attic craftsmen that their significance was appre- 
Clated, and through whom they became a joy for ever.

I* Ml· 18.— ExAMfUt* 0» CoUNTtKCMANOKD D e m o n .
M u t t r a t i n g  t h n r  o r i g i n  f r o m  h I t t i i m  j n r  ami M j t a n t ,

°^viou8 at first sight is the result o f drawing in 
^ 8* 18-?,./.A) the “ pothook spiral”  or its 1,-shaped 

th* *Γ ^«iyalent, and repeating this on both margins o f  
0n,Ämne* in these outlines ( jB )  and the generating 
(?C) r€APltHrars» dark-on-light; fiil in the background 

arû  7ou have created u key fret, the "(îrecian" orna- 
gelJei/ f r 'xtttttnce, throughout aftertime.** Draw now the 
firat mB outline so as to divide the zone equally, as in our 
7qu |lXamplc, and fill in either half o f the zone (,/B.C.) and 
jt C4n*Ve prototype o f all "step-fret”  patterns, o f which 

^  **id, any more than of the “ dog tooth" or the 
*htt de*i^*ttern’ light l,A^ or dark half is
^ ^ t t r I f ’ m,r ^ » t  ” ,hcr *s gFouod. Similar 

«hange arises (jA .B .C .) merely from crossed diag-
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onais. The pattern in fact consists, as all such “ counter- 
changed”  patterns do, o f both halves together: “ being”  and 
"not being,”  as later philosophers expressed it, are indis
solubly combined in that which is seen by the eye and 
“ appears to exist.”  Socrates did well to frequent Athenian 
workshops and question the craftsmen, as only a thinker 
could who had been a craftsman himself.

Evidently what characterizes the various manifestation* 
of the “ geometric”  style is not so much tradition as an 
invention; it is less a technique than the expression o f an 
outlook and an ideal. It is eclectic, in the sense that n 
accepted, and adapted to its own purpose, a great variety 
o f  traditional designs and a variety o f technical device*· 
But it was able to do so without merely copying its model** 
because its treatment o f vase surfaces, and indeed of 
fields o f its operation, was governed by principles o f comp0* 
sttion so explicit that it seems necessary to suppose that 
artists were at least partly aware of them. In so far as tk** 
is recognizable in their work, the “ geometrical”  style m*f 
be characterized as the first rational and self-conscious * 
in the history o f art. This self-conscious rationalism ** 
obviously a quality, and a principle, which admits o f 
gradations. The complex masterpieces o f geometric 
painting in Rhodes, in Thera, above all in Attica, were 
achieved without lone practice and much expriment, ”
all of it successful for example in the Boeotian and *®1'^  
Cretan schools. And in its beginnings it was count® 
despair. In the Mycenaean decadence, the great tradd* _ 
o f Minoan naturalism, acute observation o f natural 
ami graphic skill trained eye and willing clever hand 
operating instinctively, like those o f a Magdalénien c 
painter were fading away, in an age of scramble and m 
curity “ men's hearts failing them fur fear, and for m0 
for those things which were coining on the earth.M ** 0( 
the failure o f self confidence and self mastery rathef tH***
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^sion or technique, that had tolerated the restriction o f 
ree field into zones, and the dissection o f zones into panels; 

R e t im e s  because the sole space unoccupied by the rhyth- 
toical “ jazz”  o f broad and narrow bands was interrupted by 
such utilitarian obstacles as spout and handles;“  sometimes 
, rough the reduction o f traditional designs— octopus, sea 
e*l, flower, or foliage— to a few more or less vertical lines 

etween which the sections o f the field gaped emptily.“  
Sometimes the solutions o f this problem were queer 

^ough. Twice, in extant examples o f Late Minoan provin- 
^  ism, the spreading tentacles of an octopus served to 
, Ssect an otherwise free field into compartments like 
°se of a spider’s web, and therein all manner o f other 
Matures disport themselves,”  Sometimes, it is a tree or 

. Cr bit of landscape background that breaks up a zone 
0 compartments, each with its own inhabitant.”  It was 

^ sy for such a detail to lose its identity and become a mere 
^a*tie or partition between right- and left-hand panels.1* 

|or filling the two halves o f a bisected field there were 
obi ' enough, in the “ heraldic pairs”  of animals and other 
and tS W^'c 1 had been a commonplace o f Minoan design, 

Persisted in seal engraving throughout.**
*he trcat these accidentally resulting spaces as fields for
tifn ,8play ° f  n,orc manageable themes,*1 was at the same 
stce rrduetto ad absurdum o f naturalism, and the first 
Qfn tf,w'lrd the conception o f an organic whole composed 
n Ju,tu»!ly dependent parts. Thus, “ need overtaking him,”  
«r CT problem faced the artist, o f achieving unity delib- 
then^ throi*gh multiplicity; o f reconciling the Many with

Jy
»ign r<>m this concentration on abstract dissection and as- 

o f patterned surface, results a very curious illu- 
exactly complementary to that which has more than 

t  Co aCen mar,tfest in descriptions o f Minoan vases. It is 
•nonplace o f criticism to comment on the “ heavy”
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stolid appearance o f “ geometrical”  vases, and to contra# 
it with the “ lightness”  o f Minoan. It has even been stated 
that Mycenaean pot-clays are physically lighter than th*: 
average, and most o f those who have to handle them ha** 
experienced this illusion, sometimes at some risk to the vase** 
In fact, however, all pot-clays are o f much the same specif 
gravity. But the Minoan artist, intent on the representation 
o f an object, and regarding the vase surface merely as * 
vehicle, produces effects so vividly akin to perspective th# 
the design seems to be within a pellucid ethereal film whi** 
is all that separates “ inside”  from “ outside" o f the va#· 
AH geometrical vase-painting, on the contrary, concentrât# 
its attention on analysis o f that depthless surface betwc# 
the “ being”  o f the vase and the “ not being”  o f circumaff 
bient space. All that lies behind that surface is as neglig*, 
as what is in front of it. Hence that un com promts^· 
stolidity o f geometrical vase-forms; like contemporary sCll C 
ture they arc "born o f an oak or a stone.”  That aesth#, 
defect indeed was cured in time; but does it seriously 
what a “ Grecian urn”  contained, or whether it has art i*1# 
at all? Even Greek temples have this statuary aspect; ^  
Greek worship, like all (»reek life that mattered, went*# 
the open air.**

G e o m e t r ic  Sch o o ls  o u t s id e  A t t ic a

Nothing cpiite like this earliest Attic school ha® 
found elsewhere hitherto. At Troc/cn, Tiryns, and eise^ ^  
in Argo] is there arc kindred styles, but at T r o e r n ,  
craftsmen followed a counsel of despair, and covered 
all the surface with black paint. The same gloomy tr, É jfi 
is perceptible also in the geometrical art o f C 
Rhodes, which had an Argive colony, anti on some 
sites. At .Samos the disuse o f traditional ornament* ^  
almost complete, and Samos alone o f Ionian ci fie*», .j·^  
as we know, kept its background clear of such *M
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ornaments”  as they had now come to be, until in due time 
^learned a “ more excellent way.” ** Elsewhere in Ionia,
. * f ame fundamental notion can be detected still, though 

^ “ light” zones became the recipients first o f a multitude 
filling-ornaments”  from many sources, old Mycenaean, 

^tem porary insular art, inland industries o f Lydia, Carta, 
u beyond; and then of those processions o f animals and 
ras no less heterogeneous, which proclaim renewed inter- 
Urse with the frieze-ridden art o f Assyria and the western 

Provinces o f its empire.*4
the Cyclades and some parts o f Crete, old Mycenaean 

tjç * Cc died harder, and the miracle o f counterchanged 
8>gn never became more than an accessory. Insular 
Zanders at Thera for instance are usually introduced as 
ay-made additions to the local repertory. Like the con- 
nc circle, and later the birds and animals, and oriental 

th ° Ĉ C and rosette, they occupy the places o f honor till 
I  are deposed by fresh novelties; they arc cut off short 

*itn ^anc*> as stenciled from a stock piece; they are 
Ly directed, degraded into “ filling-ornaments,”  side

.'ας with oriental lotus and rosette, and Cypriote diag- 
8 *n<̂  i°ZcnKcs«n Wut like their associates in these insular 

tp̂  transmarine styles, these abstractions have lost, so to 
that absence o f meaning which was their raison 

originally. They are depicted as ornaments, for their 
* Ctnt*cS* or their associations, no longer as a subtle die* 

l0n ° f  geometric space, mere interplay o f light and dark.
j>

Al<Kt, Structure in Attic and Saronic Compositions 
Whi»iy , at t* not so easy to trace to its sources, is the later 

C *  ° f  this earlier and essentially Attic, or (at widest) 
^ a 1! style -  for it becomes almost as much at home on 
%hi<a tf ,Vc *Hore o f the gulf, by the panel composition o f 
U^> make» eventually such constructive and original 

"de it is justly argued that, in Cyprus, panel compost-
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tion has very early vogue, the connecting links are not 
clear—-though Crete may eventually reveal more traces ®  
Cypriote intercourse even than the Cnossian tombs of 192?P 
and the Cypriote handling o f the panel scheme, with it* 
frequent diagonal dissection, differs markedly, from AtO* 
Argive, and Insular alike.4* The sole extant example Φ  
Carian panel design47 comes rather nearer, and Attic folk* 
memory had tales o f Carian settlers. And there is alw»y* 
the alternative source for any tectonic device, in local wood* 
work and basketry. The fact, however, remains that AttJft; 
panel design is not primitive, but subsequent and supplf 
mentary; that in Argolis it is no earlier, and in Lacoflj* 
clearly later than in Attica, and that the total absence f· 
habitual panel design in the Ionian schools makes im pf°j 
able the notion that Attica received it from the heart 
Asia Minor direct. There is the further objection th*&- 
though there are in Asia Minor rectilinear designs, sk«0*  
morphic and other, in plenty, there is no trace of tecto11 
"geometry" more elaborate than the Cypriote sort.

But it must always be remembered that in arch^| 
logical enquiries we arc only able to study those 
of a people’s material equipment that have escaped desty^ 
tion. In the long course o f this investigation we have h*** 
refer one peculiarity after another, in |*>ttcry styles, t o ■ 
influence o f other crafts and materials gourd b o t * ;  
leather work, basketry, embroidery the originals o f 
have decayed, as well as to metal working, o f which ^  
examples are comparatively rare owing to the value, 
perishableness, of their material. And wc have had 
into account elsewhere (p. 454) the fact that the high* ^  
north of the .T.gean were a forest region, and also *^**_^; 
avenues, through which Danubian intruders had to 
traverse park land, if not actual forest. From neolith*6 _ 
onward, there are occasional examples of the tnntitm
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Joodwork on pottery and other arts; and the traces o f lake- 
c e llin g  communities in Macedonia— ill-explored as yet, and 
^0rse dated— reveal a type o f material culture in which the 
c°Pious use o f woodwork is demonstrated from the objects 
excavated or dredged from such settlements around Alpine 
akes or in river channels o f North Italy. The persistent use 

wood, and o f the lathe for wood-working, is illustrated in 
. e Modern culture o f all this region;** geometric pottery has 

wooden”  box-like shapes, close-fitting covers and struc- 
bases or stands, flat perforated handles, “ center-bit”  

Ram ents; and the laborious cross-framing of the panel 
” ernes attests the same source o f inspiration.

Ί here is a special reason for emphasizing this point, since
th . vcry tnat tne enmate or peninsular r.urope, and 

etewith o f peninsular Greece and the Ægean, was passing 
Ct °11 ̂  a Pcr*°d ° f  comparative cold and wet during the 
"ΪΉ Ur,CS W *̂en *be *̂rcc  ̂ people was coming into being,** re|C-°nsct this “ pluvial”  phase has its significance in 

l0n to the descent o f highland tribes into the plains and 
®*>uth country; for the first effect of such a change o f 

j- ^Cr to spoil the crops round the higher villages, while 
*Url V,°®* the pastures in the foothills. Its persistence, sim- 

v- accounts for the well established forests o f early«Ui

C ?  betrayed the Persian flank march at Thermopylae;
®8,cal times; for the deciduous oak wood whose crackling

'· the poets’ Arcadia, so xuuccogn^abk m>w^f by thc bed 
burnings at Acharnae, and the p iî--»« ’·»?f « W  w u -büi,d - -  When you could really shape oars at Eretria, 
Λ «  at “ Naupactus," and launch them at Aphetae 

hifni i’ bcsus, timber clearly counted for more in the struc- 
biU *c°nomy o f Greece, and for less in the undertaker’s 
h^fftn”  billow mit the effects the gradual relapse o f the 
th<jgç ‘ during classical times, would take us too far from 

° r,ginsj but it is essential to realize that during the
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long period from the colonization o f Ionia, which was a® 
enforced refugee movement, to that o f Pontus and the Wesh 
in the eighth century, there was land to be had, for the labo* 
o f clearing it, round the margins of Greek settlements, as t® 
Cyprus much later; and that it was only when these back' 
woods had been in great part logged and ploughed th*1 
population suddenly gained upon subsistence, because 
foothills had been reached once more.70

Language bears similar testimony. In Greek the masted 
building, architecton, is literally the "leading wood-worker· 
It is this “ wooden age” which preceded the marble age 0 
Greek sculpture and architecture, that has left contempof*^ 
monuments in the half-timbered structure and panel comp0* 
sitions of geometrical vase-painting. .

In view o f the traditional Attic origin o f the prtndr: 
Ionian cities,71 it might have been expected that Io®Jv 
traditions o f pot-painting would follow those o f the mod1 
country. Hut it is necessary to take into account their 
mixed population, and especially their frequent inter*® , 
riages at first with "Carian” natives.7’  For the latter tf®*ji 
tion, their predominantly "Asiatic” fibulae as the “ v* 
cations at the Ephesian shrine show71 are striking c ^  
firmation. For the former, the primitive abstentio®^ 
Samos, tor example, from almost all detailed ornamc®**^ 
the same significance as in Attica itself. If later d1sC<5 A 
should reveal a geometrical phase in any other Ionian **■ ^  
it is fairly safe to predict that it will be found to *ΓΓ*ν® ^ 
grown, as it did in Rhodes; that its upper limit will 1,0 ^  
very early, and that it will throw confirmatory light 
date at which Attic geometrical notions began t*7 **4$  
oversea, as they are already seen to have spread ovef 
into Argoiis, and over-land into Bocotia,
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T h e  P ic t o r ia l  C o n t e n t s  o f  G e o m e t r ic  P a n e l s

^ e  come now to the pictorial subjects which are intro- 
Uc®d sooner or later into all schools o f geometric art in 
reek lands, even into that o f Attica. At first sight the 

appearance o f representations o f birds, horses, fish, deer, 
fd  lions, looks like a survival o f interest in wild nature like 

which characterized Minoan art. But the very re
a c t e d  range o f subjects, and the selection o f animals, either 

fftesticated like the horse (which is usually represented 
j er Ceding at a manger, or led by its groom) or brought 
ĵ 0 Nation with human life, as hunted game, or dangerous 
hu*8ts> point rather to the interest o f a genre painter in 
0f ̂ an concerns, and lead to the more ambitious episodes 
c , a,1Ccst chariot races, funeral processions, land and sea 
plet Sj an^ ot^er representations o f ships. The almost com- 
j  5 al>sence o f plants, so much easier to observe and to 
jT ict than animals, and so abundantly represented in 
hUt ?an arL is especially notable.”  It is not natural form, 
*«rv Unian act5vity> or ar tnosr man’s animal friends and 
Carçan,S’ ^)r which the artist and presumably his customers 
Ho ' ^ c^ es* horses, and Odysseus* dog, are examples in 

cr,c art. The only representations o f trees, until the 
end o f the period, arc the completely conventionalized 

wit, Vcry ill-copied renderings of the oriental "sacred tree" 
n0tey ttendant birds or deer: and the crudity o f these is itself 
vMc C a* cv '<lcm>e o f the very slight interest taken by these 
f ^ N n t e r »  cither in the beauty of nature, or in those 

* orks o f art, on a far higher plane o f technical skill, 
, w"*ch they were certainly acquainted else they could 

gfç .av5 copied them at all but which evidently did not 
l,mPpcss than. Such were the metal bowls o f Cyprus, 

* c fdaean shields in Crete.
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Here the ill-laid ghost of the “ northern invader”  rise* 
up in judgment once more. Characteristic o f the Orthi*; 
sanctuary at Sparta, even in quite early stages, are innuflC 
erable little bronze figures o f horses and birds, usually duck*t 
or other water fowl.74 Similar figures are found sporadical/ 
throughout peninsular Greece, as far to the northwest ** 
Dodona and Eeucas, and they recur on the Macedonia 
sites: their connection with the “ spectaclc” -fibula weare·* 
seems to be established.7* From the little bronzes and tct** 
cottas, horses and water-birds spread into the void spa^ 
of insular vase-painting, and are honored guests there*
That they should intrude into Boeotian panel-work is t  
cable, seeing how Boeotia was dominated by conquest folk* 
But they penetrate also into Attica, and not only as 
subjects, for terra cotta horses and duck-shaped vases 
deposited in Dipylon graves.

How does all this, however, account for the comenip°r̂  
vogue o f terra cotta horses and ducks, and the same 
for duck-shaped vases, in graves of the Early Iron Ag  ̂ . 
Cyprus;7* or for terracotta horses and duck-vases 
tcally in Asia Minor, roughly within the same range of 
and time as the concentric-circle and pot-hook spir* ^

And there is more behind. In Minoan times, tf* ^  
Homeric poems, and throughout the horseusing cultuf**^ 
the Nearer East, until the dark ]>criod with which we ^ 
now concerned, horses were driven, not ridden. 
most, knows of horse-riding as a circus trick; even 
and Odysseus, when they stole the horses of Rhesus, 
away the car as well.*" < )n the oilier hand, the horse ^  -, 
rider occurs in terracotta associated with geometric**}^ 
ter y near Carehrumh ; in Cyprus commonly; in Asia ** 
sporadically, even in Carta which is not cavalry 
in Greece also sjioradieaily ; and ridden horses 
figured on Attic geometrical vases."
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In Assyria, riding is first mentioned under Nebuchad- 
fCZ2ar I (1146), but organized cavalry not till Assurnazirpal 
!I\ ^  ninth century.M Probably the earliest representation 

a rider on oriental metal work in Greece is the mounted 
®£cher on a bowl from Olympia, but this is not earlier than 

e Dipylon paintings already noted. Only later are riders 
c°nimon in these designs.·*

On the other hand, in Central Europe riders are repre- 
nte^ fajrjy 0ften> very early in the Hallstatt culture, and 
ing became common in Italy quite independent o f Greek 

ς  Ucrtce.M Riding therefore seems to be well established in 
*fttral Europe quite as early as in Greece, though even the 

ta' i*Ve ĉ atcs are not yet clear. The Lausitz people cer- 
j n  ̂ had horses, before they spread over Hungary,®* but it 

Certa'n that they rode. The great reputation however 
Uj C  ̂hracians and Thessalians o f classical times as horse- 
ttialc* 'n Homer the Thracians were chariot fighters,
the ?  Certa' n that the new skill was acquired here during 
Q. ar* age. The nearest approach to folk-memory is the 

kgend o f the C entaurs in the foothills o f Pelion and 
tfev * Prec>scly, that is, in the district o f Thessaly where the 
t u t o r s  o f  Macedonia can be traced farthest south. But

.................. some sense
them

post Homeric;** but their ' invention” of 
tijjj. hiay be real folk memory; and in early classical
horŝ  hessaly certainly was the great stud farm for riding- 

8i and recruiting ground for mounted troops.
. c nrw vogue of the horse, therefore, as a “ friend o f 

it a i1 8c°metric art, all that can be said is that it occur* 
**t0f . wbcn there is some reason to believe that the 
*Hcj had brought about a new intimacy with horses
the Jne,r,*«y»s but there is no reason to connect this with 

c°ming o f (j1(? j)ur!ttnS(*' more especially as tradition

"b c^ i ^ cnt;Uirs arc «Iso “ Phercs” — in ____  —
* ithSt y people in Homer, all stories connecting the 

° rscs arc post Homeric;** but their “ invention”
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represented the Dorians as originally highland people, an** 
as their mode o f warfare was specifically that o f close-rankf 
infantry.

The fondness for representations o f birds and fish is * 
much more difficult question. On the one side there is mu®* 
use o f bird ornament— and always with a preference $  
water birds— throughout the Early Iron Age in Centré 
Europe, propagated in northern Italy in close associatif 
with the figures o f horses, and with the concentric circj* 
On the other, birds and fish are among the oldest o f pic toff 
supplements to the painted style o f ancient Susa, and r 
at almost all periods in the derivative fabrics o f Syria a* 
Palestine. More perplexing still, the later M yeenaff 
decadence, especially in Crete, Rhodes, and Cyprus, l0^  
friezes o f birds, and once again water birds arc the favorf*^ 
In the birds on the "Philistine”  pottery, convergence 
Mycenaean and Syrian designs is complete; in the Danub* 
province the relative dates are still too uncertain to d f f  
mine which way there was borrowing, if either way.”

In regard to the lion, though the representation· 
geometrical vases have none o f the vivid realism o f Mi 
lion scenes, and arc clearly derived from Asiatic and 
conventionalized models, it must be remembered that *n 
fifth century there were lions still in Chalcidice, as 
were in Palestine in David’s time, and in Assyria pie«*/» J 
royal hunting at all events, in the seventh century· jj 
Homeric descriptions are far too graphic and a e cu f·^ ! 
detail to have originated either in folk-memory o f 0 ..g* 
beasts, in study of gems and rings out of looted "treats'** ^  
or in the yarns o f ex mercenaries from Babylon, 
brother of Alcaeus. Corroborative evidence is art 
takahle hyena on the Carian vase already quoted ip'
The popularity o f the lion, then, in early (»reek 8f*î 
not invalidate the general observation that the new iü*Vjg
o f  pictorial design are o f humanist not zoological *fif**1'
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Now it is significant, in this connection, that with the 
8&me exception o f domesticated animals, dangerous beasts, 

a game including water birds, Homeric similes— the dec- 
ative art, so to speak, o f Homeric poetry,— are confined 
nearly to genre subjects.'* Even when Odysseus, stripped 

in· . , tcred shipwreck, has to give immediate and 
 ̂ C81stihlç proof o f his quality as a person not decent only, 

court|y and o f rare and wide experience, he compares 
ausicaa to a palm tree, selecting, curiously enough, the 

tf?totYpe o f the “ sacred tree” of the oriental repertory, yet 
or ,ancing not hy its natural habitat, the bank o f a river 
Dcj e° on> but by a sacra! context, the altar o f Apollo at 
fJU,.0s» lt was a seedling, an acclimatized and cultivated 

lty>bke the fruit trees in his father’s orchard.*0
Th#o f , ne same concentration on genre subjects, and episodes 

g .  u*ttan experience, characterizes the only Homeric de- 
*he l0n α Krcat work o f art in what may be regarded as 

° f  his own day, namely, the shield o f Achilles, 
in 8o° t l̂er Pieces o f great craftsmanship are indeed described 

]lC ĉ ciaii >n the poems, the breastplate o f Agamemnon, 
pj.ça j sword belt o f Heracles. But the breastplate is ex- 
ift y 8tatcd to have been a present from Cyprus;*1 it occurs 
»0 5 those passages where the break o f syntax marks as 
* rrJ Cr; hou»ht the introduction o f a breastplate at all; its 

crnblcmatic figures,-- Fear, Terror, Gorgon’s head 
ijj ç ,^ Csfs comparison with the bronze work o f a local school 

strongly influenced by the mixed oriental style o f 
Srç ^ ar b.ast. These votive shields from the Idaean Cave** 
figUr- 6 niasferpieccs of a series which begins with genre 
v»SçsS str°ng|y reminiscent o f the scenes on the Dipylon 
*Hç J· anfi Kl>es on to friezes o f horses such as haunt also 

*nd therefore more archaic zones o f the engraved 
r° m Cyprus ip. SOS). Those with mythological sub-
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jccts are probably o f the ninth century, and therefore abo»* 
contemporary with the traditional Homer, “ about four hui* 
dred years before my time,”  as Herodotus says.w

It is these processional friezes, prototypes in their tut# 
o f a great school o f Ionian painted vases, which are thfc 
extant counterparts o f the sword belt o f Heracles, engrave® 
or embossed with “ bears, and wild boars and ravening 
and battles and fightings and murders and slaying o f men. 
As this description is in a section of the Odyssey which 
been under some suspicion o f being an afterthought, it 
perhaps be influenced by a maturcr stage of actual cr 
manship. But the bowls o f Phoenician or Cypriote 
manship from Assur-nazir-pal’s palace at Nineveh, wi 
most closely resemble this description, cannot be later tW* 
the middle o f the ninth century; again very close to ^  
traditional date for Homer.** If Odysseus’ descent amöf* 
the great departed be Mate,’ it need not be later than 
old age o f the poet who celebrated the breastplate o f A f ^  
enmon and the shield of Achilles. „

From this it is no far cry to that sole remnant o f liter·1' 
art from the mid-geometric age, Hesiod’s Works 
Whatever else in the Hcsiodic poems may be the w o fh , 
later followers, the Works and Days is in the first P'vJ 
authenticated by the “ standard copy”  which Pnusani* * ^  
in safe custody at Ascra; secondly, it is dated astrononj,c ^ 
to the beginning of the eighth century, by its 
Arcturus;** thirdly, it is itself an example of that 
adaptation which marks the decorative art of the
the metre and phraseology of Ionian epic applied 
yard themes and parish politics; and fourthly, it is ·  
piece o f panel zone construction, short of breath» ’ ijj 
jointed, garrulous as an amphora from Ttryns, with (* Ljj 
rhythms insistently recurring, like the same a|nP^ /  
broad and narrow bands; still more, like the "three-**·* 
rhythm o f earlier workmanship it» the Dipylon nu“10
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R h yth m  in  G e o m e t r ic  A rt a n d  H e l l e n ic  L it e r a t u r e

de THis last point, fantastic though it may appear at first, 
serves and rewards elaboration. As a mark o f Minoan 

R a t i o n ,  that rhythmical iteration o f broad and nar- 
<«·̂  j^ands has been already compared to “ jazz.”  But 
J  . ancient and modern is but the perversion o f rhythm; 
^  lt was in the creation of a new art of rhythmical speech 
çjj*1· *he nascent genius o f the Greek people made one of its 

contributions to culture. Emotional literature there 
{j , been before, in Babylonia, in Akhenaten’s hymnal, in 
coin CW* ^*rKc and Hattie song. What was new, in the verse 
dati Slt'on < * * * » . was the transformation o f mere

..lor do we not still speak, as they did, o f metrical
tp0j •''"'into a verbal music, in which not only had each 
C(W  u^ y 'm "or mouthful of words (not necessarily 
M er*mous with grammar or sense) its lilt or cadence, but 

Cadcnce was composed of a beginning and an answering 
VaHahm,CaĈ  ^ r i n g  I'htase had its internal structure, 
the8c ,,e h>ot" for "foot”  within clearly defined limits. O f 
^ tt*  Say,ngs”  r>r "lines," as we call them, from their later 
(that hols,- there were numerous kinds or “ metres”  
itg,. to sav ms/it i j i ’ /’ cI nn; i h i * v f l m i » f r i r .  and. ir
lVHc

. t0 say measures),anapaestic, hexametric, and, m 
ic «f‘nR structural complication, elegiac "couplets” and

Stanzas.
these measures certainly, in its beginnings, was 

creation, and some community’s acceptance**th
juste in verbal melody. Among many such, some 

C y ^ ^ d  and spread: Hesiod carried hexameter verse from 
^ n st0 ^ K'n ,’an A s m ; Tyrtacus, elegiac verse from 

V  ^ >arU; Archilochus from Bams to Thasos; Arion 
»«, lan tnadc the grand tour of Magna Graecia; Cinae- 

%ly a f f - d b d -  in Syracuse. The Delian choir knew not 
* dialect*" but "all rhythms.”  And tt was remem-
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bered as significant that at a certain stage the musical accom
paniment fell away from admired recitative; the lyre gave 
place to the baton. Conversely Hesiod, bringing over the 
new epic recitative to old Greece was disqualified because he 
could not, or would not, chant and play the lyre at the same 
time.*® That an uprooted people should have consoled their

Fig, 19,—Me ducal a # o  Gsomithicai* Rhvthmi Com fase»*
On each v**e>iiiagr»tm broad ami narrow ha mi* are grouped in the fam e rhyth* 

mica! order, from above downward, at the long and abort syllabic* in the fo llow *»#  
line«: rhe caetura being marked in No, I by ornam ent, in N o. 3  by the *hou!d*r 
z o n r ^  reaerved for a pictorial subject. Latin line* are selected, out o f  considerate** 
for (irceklcss reader», For real vases decorated with ja*s — see fig. 17, p. (470*/

L Body i—P t r  n e u  U r n  r t s o n a r t  f a  p i t  u f a f a n t i b u t  u r b t t .

N eck : — C a n t u  1 st  i n  T j t r t a t  a r m a  p t r u m q u *  t a r o t ,

2, Body;~0f o n t  H a n d u s l u e , t p h n d i d i o r  v i t r o ,

Neck:*·— 3 f a x  d o n a b / r u  h a t d a ,

3 ,  B ody ami Neck , iam bic trim eter;- - C o n i a m i n a r i  n a n  d r i t t e  f a b u l a s .

exile with arts o f which no man could deprive them* has *** 
parallel in Hebrew experience: "sing us one of the songs 
Zion": men may still cal! their tongue» and their ear» the*1* 
own, though they have lost their house gear and their cl*? 
pit». Those who saw Serbian refugees dente, in Corfu & 
Or ford, during the War, to save their souls alive-—Mth#^ 
men know what I say/* /Inthr&pos panfân mrlron*

Now it is not wholly accident if all rhythms that 
survived from this period o f wide experiment* depending **
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they do on the rhythmical grouping o f long and short 
syllables, are the vocal counterpart of the schemes o f broad 
and narrow bands which we have seen coming into vogue 
during the Mycenaean decline; still less that, expressed in 
that notation, they take place as exceptionally impressive 
schemes o f such vase decoration, ail the more recognizable 
,n their analogy with actual vase ornaments when the char-

Fig. 20,—-Rhythmical Panel C omposition with P ictorial Content.
» Attempt \% here n ude to illustrate (1) the hierarchy of Aty»** Φ*

J l  enhancement o f  the «igntficEOce o f  the central »ab ject by balanced raps* 
o f  allusive topic». Into pentam eter rhythm  the »Am« com position  may 

^ ft lU t e d  thum—
un I t AW I j m t  aitui rfW, Il VHtJruptdimqut puer. H .

^ the pentam eter rhythm  i» repeated in the narrow tone Above*«mtcr-pancl.

aetcristic sequences o f two or three "long” syllables are 
^presented by a single band o f double or treble width.

Still less is it accidental that "lines consisting o f  a 
«ginning and an answering end, translated into t c trans 

subdivisions o f a paneled zone, range themselves atm- 
* ttrly among characteristic panel schemes of t e more e a 

vases; thc significance of the component words «up- 
Pbing the literary counterpart to the "filling" <* * *  panels 

such frames, as in fig· 20.
. That the spoken rhythms admitted far greater play o 
mtern*» adjustment than visual patterns is obvious. Aud- 
,t0fy rhythms are perceived in sequence, so that the end 
mus< follow an irretrievably passed beginning; visual pat
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terns are presented almost simultaneously to the eye, and) 
being permanent in space, can be read equally well in both 
directions. That this imposes a bilateral symmetry on the 
painter, which the poet can ignore, is a distinction o f pro
found importance. Yet it sometimes happens, even in 
apparently rigid geometrical schemes, that there is a “ move
ment” in the whole design, from right (for example) to left» 
which so far from destroying the symmetry, enhances it bf 
an effort of balance. For instance, on a nine-paneled botfi 
from the Dipylon cemetery,’ * with designs arranged 
\a\b\c\d\e\d\c\b\a\ the conspicuous meanders at c are both 

right-handed. On another nine-paneled bowl,100 arranged 
\a\b\a\c\d\c\a\b\a,the large maeanders at b arc both coufl"

terclockwise and both the panels at c are shaded

diagonally from top right to bottom left. As soon as ufl* 
symmetrical animals with a head and a tail arc introduced» 
bolder effects are attempted, of “ elegiac”  quality. On another 
Attic vase,101 though the structure both on neck and on bodf

c
is \a\b\d\b\a\the birds at d on the body zone move to th*

left, but the maeanders on the neck zone to the ri She. 1 *·
tw'o central panels read vertically but one of

those c zones is emphasized by carrying it right round th* 
vase, so that it acquires a function analogous to that of*'  
hexamctric caesura,thus |r|</|c|rj</|c.

Other examples show how far this kind of progre#*1̂ * 
symmetry could be carried. In a vast· from Rhodes,1,1 
bird in the central panel "m oves”  to the right, and thoUrj 
its Hanking frames arc symmetrical, the meander 
which are the secondary theme are both broken upward ^  
the right; they "m ove," so to speak, in series, not both 
them inward, and supplement the movement o f the b* * 
and l>eyond these again the tertiary theme of 
paneling is treated with different width and elabor*t,orl
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each end; while the zone of small panels below does not at 
any point coincide with the spacing of the principal themes. 
Even greater boldness is shown in a vase from Eleusis10' with 
a Panel s c h e m e :~\A\b\c\d\e\ d\f\ b\A\\ where is a foliated 
spiral, /  is a guilloche, and b b are shaded obliquely in the 
same direction, not reversed. But the whole composition is 
knit together by the massive flanking panels at each
end.

Another scheme, like our four-line rhyming stanza, has 
ahernate centers, about each of which the composition is 
symmetrical as the vase is turned round:— a (
°  a c a (£>) a c ; but though (Band (D) stand each nearly 
0vcr a handle, the whole scheme has slid almost one panel 
t0 the right of the middle line of the vase profile.104 And yet 
again, a scheme of seven panels, (a) with three zigzags,
^th tooth ornament, and (r) with oblique lines, is made 
Progressive by the left-hand slant of both (c)panels; but (c 
•  rePeated again as the lateral panel of another set of five 
*f l?UU|c| between the original centerpiece ( ) and a new 
^S'gn (f ) far t0 right, s0 that the whole series of ten

e ! ; while thePC*d# from ,cff to right:- \a\b\d  c\b\a\k\<

ar> zone below it reads a b { a c ada a quite
difrer 1 -------- i I____I I--------
differ fr Γ' ^ ητ’> as fhc last two lines of an alcaic stanza 
arsaiy orn twin leading lines, and admit of alternative 

,nt0 metrical "feet.”
Withjn i ac<l«ircd insistence on panel construction 
herite j · C l’r*nc»pal zones of ornament, and with that in- 
*»>., an',r ’’ tcncc on rhythmical transition from zone to 
»hört j_ r eycntua||y η|«> from panel to panel, we reach a 
gcomctr ln'afc a,Hi fundamental characteristic of the Greek 

u  st> i t »  genius for rhythm and for symmetry,
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for constructive composition; that is, for transcending the 
potters’ counsel o f despair out o f which zone dissection and 
panel dissection alike originated. For these are qualities 
no less characteristic o f the architecture, and also o f the 
literature, which have come down to us out o f the same 
dark age where Greek genius came into being.

With this word rhythm, indeed, we come to the heart 
o f the Greek geometric style, and therewith to a quality 
which comes into the creative art o f the western world 
through what is often called the “ dark age" o f Greek history· 
A dark age indeed it is in some respects. In literature W<5 
have nothing between the Homeric poems and the first frag' 
mentary lyrics, except the didactic verses ascribed to Hesiod? 
and what is characteristic o f these is their attempt to classify» 
catalogue, and to this extent explain, the manifold variety 
o f the farmer’s year, the chaos o f popular beliefs about the 
powers o f nature, and the vagaries of female behavior. »*1 
architecture we have only the piecemeal reconstruction °| 
the Temple o f Hera at Olympia, and one capital o f doubtn** 
date from Cyprus,10* to connect the Mycenaean capital with 
the mature Doric, by gradual emergence o f cushion-cap**** 
out o f two-storeyed: but to the stages by which the prop0**' 
tions o f the fabric, and the number o f its columns, were deter* 
mined, we have almost no clue. In political structure, to0» 
we have only various attempts, mostly of uncertain d***j 
to group the corjv»rator clans o f  a (»reck city-state into tf**^ 
and subtribal divisions; to determine, once for all, in
growing community, what later theorists described a* 
“ Number o f the Stute." All these attempts to , 
pattern and a rhythm on nature's variety, raise more <IU j

rhe

impo* *

turn* than they solve, because the material is fu g itif
Hid

ho#*
fragmentary, In these geometrically decorated vases, ter*» 
ever, wr have copious original com {him fions* m the 
sense of that word; elaborate subordinations of secondary ̂  
principal* and progressive symmetry of parts; and



back into the seventh, eighth, and ninth centuries at all 
events, and probably earlier, though there is at present not 
touch external evidence for date, to supplement in erence 
from the growth of the style itself. Yet from achievements 
such as these, with the limited resources of the geometric 
vase-painter, to the balanced constructions of the pedimental
groups at Ægina, is hardly a longer step than from Ægma to 
the Parthenon.

R hythmical Structure in L iterature of the 
G eometric Age

YHus far, wc have been illustrating the structure of 
geometric ornament from the more subtle, but also ar P10?"6 
adequately studied principles of Greek prosody. It: m  
viously go far to verify the suggestions already made, i 
Process be reversed, and the principles of geometrical com
position arc applied to the criticism of a literary masterpiece.

Attention has already been directed to the pre crcocc - 
objects essentially of human interest, and to the meth0“  
disposition, under limitations of rhythm and s>mme » 
enhanced rather than overstepped by expedients o ctlu P® ,
*^d compensation; and illustrations have been given oof these.
1 ,Vcry different from those, and, in spire rt
“boration, more akin in spirit and outlook to the * 

t f t  * " iK  i. the m L c c  o <  scenes on t o * * *

M*"y «»m p« h>vc bKn ' An f f  °  f,i|ed,* masterpiece from the poet's description. All
,|,:!“ γΙ' μ · because they did not realiae two “  P
Z T  m  ,h'  « «  hand, the vivtdness of th e  P ° e " I

10 depict,

RHYTHMS IN LITERATURE s17
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In the technique of inlaid metals o f several colors, as 
well as in the continuous free-held handling of the narrative 
subjects— which run one into another like the episodes of 
the Bayeux tapestry or the incidents o f the Nile scene on 
the inlaid dagger from Mycenae— we have folk-memory, if 
not literary commemoration, o f Minoan craftsmanship in 
the shaft-grave period, three or four centuries before the 
Trojan W ar,107 o f the same quality as that which has given 
us the graphic description o f the “ cup o f Nestor,"’ anothef 
reminiscence o f shaft-grave splendor; and as the more natu
ralistic similes, closely reminiscent o f Minoan gem-engraving* 
The composition, too, recalls the vivid realism of the “ lion- 
dagger,’ ’ and the brisk action o f the sarcophagus from Agi* 
Triada. But the scenes themselves, depicted though thef 
are in this traditional technique o f grouping and color, a** 
not drawn from the wild nature which inspired represent** 
tive art work in Minoan times- the Nile scene, the dolphi* 
fresco, the cat and pheasant, the lilies, sweet peas, *nu 
crocuses, o f the earlier "palace style” 10*— but from civil ***“  
political life. If there is lion-hunting, it is in defense 0 
flocks and herds; if there is foliage, it is o f vines trained 
a trellis; just as the poet only once describes wild flowed 
but twice goes into horticultural details, in the orchards0 
Alctnous and Laertes.

Further, the scenes on the shield are not sketched **jHjr
random, nor presented to us without frame, context» J* 
mutual connection. Obviously the "city at war” bid**1 
the ’ ’city at peace” ; the scenes of country Itfc balance 
other also. If the whole, as has been suggested, is concel 
as a single long fric/e (after the manner of the Mycen* ^  
inlay work, or the "hunter’s day”  on two silver boud* 
later Cypriote work***) there is nevertheless intimate 
nection between the beginning anil the etui of the dc*0*
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RHYTHM IN THE SHIELD-SCENES 519

tion, as there is a starting point from which diverging 
ments pass round the decorated zone to meet again °PP? ., * 
as on some of the Cypriote bowls»» and Idaean shields.

*ty »t Peace: “women at the door*”*.
the brid« “come· out’*

•eated women ; marmite feaat group 
bride and bridegroom

proooeaion toward feaat 
1 DANCE: mud e

prœearion toward trial 
plaintiff and defendant 

iç, neated elder*: herald« and crowd
I ' Y at War: Hoeing the *ctme on either hand

defender* of the <*ty: women on wall
two enemy leader* deputing 

enemy moving on city
11 TWO GREAT OOD8

enemy moving on eatU*
‘wo“ ou‘* Uttl#twtj. ahepherila J

reacucr* in chariot* (l>attle by river)

m

U, . readier* in chariot* (battl* by river
*** W»d Kér destroying oorp*w after battle by river 

ploughing in corn land
cupbearer f***nt ploughman

««»Γηfield and reaper* 
harveat ptuoetion

THE KÎNCV8 FEAST 
vintage proeeeaton 

vineyard and vintner* 
mvjjiteian

Men(4), Ik«· (9) in mHA» (rf Eri* and KAr) 
aheap

pen* and «tall#
men dancing in Ö·*

*v DANCE round
Wm n * n  dam ring in  Wtt*  

two tumbler*jllî__  ̂ *ingtw**wt*d <*gaiiud wbat h**h<P̂

(melée)
(balanced group, cf m') 
(above)
(center piece)
If below)
|(baianoed group)
(tnelfe)
(battle by city)
(balanced group)
(above)
(center p>*ee)
(below)
(balanced group) 
(balance* plough* below) 
(«truggl* group) 
(balanot* chariot* above) 
(iMdance· musician)
Ij(toward king)
(oenfer pieo*)
(toward king)
(trelli* balança* «tall* m )  

(balança* cupbearer)
Oudance*o**Ti (*)»heep(f) 
(«truggl* group) 
i balance* o*en k r)  

(balance* viaea-trvili#/') 
(balance* 4 ' above) 
(center $**o*>
( balance* 4  above) 
(balftfKwd group; c) 
(balança* eeated 6)

^ c«e seen° f  the a C8’ is, arc not only genre scenes, in the manner 
®eomctr‘ceI vases, hut elements in a larger

, the,ar rhan tk' Mrucfurc <>f this amazing passage goes deeper 
( %  2 l) *** ft* wdl Ik- clearer after study o f  the diagram

m comparison o f  it with rhe Homeric text.

'■***», *l,*gor*r*«a*| <**»**·« wbat
**« Hm, ****«, few*, background akm of tha 

^ 1 2 i,,r l ’*’’*«*·'' w ith  w h ieh  #90 b eg in *  I
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Here are four principal compositions, with beginning» 
middle, and answering end which also introduces the ne* 
scene; or, if there is a complete break between the mai# 
subjects (as at 1. 540), transition is effected by balancing* 
against each other, one o f the lateral topics in each o f them- '  
the cupbearer and the plough-teams (541—5) against the 
shepherds (525) and the chariots that come to their rescue 
(531-2). With four main compositions, then, there are fouf 
centerpieces and four pilasters or framing-groups. But o* 
the latter, only two, the "city at peace" and the "citf 
at war” ( / / ')  arc statical, and these are adjacent: the othet 
two pilasters are rather framing-groups, and both are 
violent motion;— (H)Kris and Ker destroying corps**
(533 40) after the "fight by the river” (526 33), and 
the Lion-hunt (579 86), which is quite as elaborate a seen*** 
for it includes no less than fifteen enumerated figures; so ^  
pendant battle scene (B )was probably quite as populo***” 
These two framing-groups arc also adjacent, so that in 
poet’s description the four "pilasters” run thus: A  B *
I his arrangement by itself is both unsymmetrical and 0** 
satisfying; there is moreover no fifth pilaster group» to cl , 
the fourth panel, as was necessary, if both ends o f a L 
panel zone were to be "in the air.” Furthermore, if 
were so if the composition is to be accepted as m **^ 
linear, how did the jkjcî conceive it accommodated to . 
confined surface or closed recurrent border of a shield, **^  
the "ever Bowing stream of Ocean,”  which we may **, .j 
take to have been represented by some kind of m*fg 
"wave coil"m as in figure IH *',c. (p. 497).

lamk, however, at the contents o f the panels· * - , j$ 
first, the "city at j>cacc" (490 508), the centerpiece i ^  
a dance twtween processions </’ ) diverging toW* j ^ ·  
balanced tableaux of marriage (c) ami litigation (c*) *** « 
»eated groups o f elders ( Ï )and married women '  
»pcctively, backed t»y the houses and walls {A  **



FOURFOLD SYMMETRY 521dancing ̂  ânê  (587-the centerpiece is also a
(n'\ dJn̂r°^P )  ^anked by lines of men (n ) and womenand a si '?//lnC> ?n(* flow ed by the two tumblers (*»')of q  (  /* hrom the balance between the contenttumbler Wlta ^ e‘.r accessories, and especially of the (493) ,« " T < « S> w’r̂  the bride and bridegroom group U d a r r d [h e "Ci7  at I™ « ” ^  i«  seated women, ititself, and h the, m,SSIng "Pl,aster” is the " at peace” in Homer _ _ ,  ,e SInger is seated—one alw ays sits to singof this o S  t0r . nce seateĉ  women on the other sidethen is a fUP j  h0USes- Thc who,c seHes o f  Panels M V , ti°n of a K °S I SCr'CS* return'ng upon itself, like the decora-P^ncioal °W °r a vase» *t is in fact the decoration of the ^scribe a rou,K  ̂ shield, as the poet says. Tothe panel * 1C U*S r°  begin somewhere, and he begins where cities an .Structure ‘8 clearest, namely at the first of the two audienCe * on t0 the other; after this experience, theÆ ||Wl P'ch UP the higher art of the framing-groups C' and fk cnoußh; and the dance and tumblers, between (589)... sl C end~-preluded as they are by the sheepfolds peacc ,?w fhet we are once more approaching the "cityTh * 80 mention it again?too rcn,*iins the content of panels II and III; and herePanel U j *,S ,alancc ami counterchange; for the subject of *ide, foe 18 °nCc ttga'n the "city at peace” on its economic "city atU8sel 0n ( W )  the King’s Feast (556-60), just as the 

q*ar on its military side is focussed on the Two Pane] U  t* ^  wh° <Iircct o|>c rat ions from the center of the tw0 .each panel there is again a pair of processions, to attack*7*1«'*8 mov*n8 outward from the Two Great Gods |jeaners ami cattle respectively; the two lines ofceait, 'pf an<l vintagers (A*) moving inward to the King’s ^ted by  ̂ tWo »eenes moreover are linked as already ch*rio„ f .'i '  line of ploughs (A ) answering the line of 
* '  ° n the other side of the struggle group of Eris
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and Ker. So too panels III and IV are linked by the oxen 
C h')and sheep (/) which flank the Lion-hunt ( ') which is 
their framing-group.

There is thus a fourfold scheme, not merely 
(in order o f pilaster frames), nor even D  D ' C  (in order of 
centerpieces); for we have already seen that, when the pilas
ters run B' A  A ' /?, the central theme is the “ Tale of Two 
Cities”  flanked by the two lateral groups o f struggling fig' 
ures; and we realize now that with a quarter-turn o f the 
whole “ shield,”  the composition is A ' B  B '  A', the massive 
walls and houses o f the two cities gripping the whole com
position, and emphasizing the counterbalance o f the grc** 
struggle groups B  B ' .  And what are these two great 
struggles? Nothing less than the struggles o f Man, wid* 
wild Nature in the Lion-hunt, and with other powers wilde* 
still, Strife with other men, Confusion, and Destruction-" 
the “ battle, murder and sudden death" o f our own litanf* 
The Tale o f Two Cities, like a dissolving view, has becoirt* 
a parable, and a philosophy, o f Natural and Moral Order*

Now to enjoy either of these compositions, we too®* 
needs let the other fall to secondary significance. Not, ho1̂* 
ever, quite to insignificance. The supporters to the Lion-Rtf*1 
B 't for example, arc the oxen and sheep (h' /) with the fe*** 

D' and dance Cbeyond, two aspects of human activity ^  
fruition. Still more impressively, Strife, Confusion, ***” 
Destruction at (B ),stand between the King at his Fe 
(/X ) and the Two (»rear Gods ( /) ) ;  the two sources o f °*”  
in the world are faced and momentarily severed by the gTV 
fact o f  disorder, in almost Zoroastrian parable. Only *  
kings work together with gods, is evil enmeshed, and hu**1 
ity safe; only when king and people work together, doe* 
win hi» fight with lions or any assault o f nature.

Thu* the full beauty and artistic meaning o f the ^**7^ 
as a whole depend* upon the combination o f w hatever^  
the moment «» the "pattern”  or representation, 'V***1
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c Vi Yet the “ ground
"ground" our of bur
IS Itself a “pattern, to wmc" r , nded as the gr0unT 
ago to be “ pattern” is now PP n0thjng more, w Pr 
But this is nothing less—and ,g discovery of *
ciple—than the geometric vase-p ^  maeander, an
miracle of counterchange, whic g geen serving f°r * e
that “wave coil" which we have just seen ̂
Ocean stream, as indeed it » usct - P closed zone sur- 
on early figured vase,."' tM“f a ! a’rt of the «hole page»«
rounding a vase, bowl, or shie , P invisib|c, or at t
is necessarily either at the \are in full view, A  A  
bottom and upside down. When  ̂ ^  are centra >
are marginal, and panel 1 is eclips'd ^  But the

B  B ' are marginal and panel 1Π ^  Umpid than
P°et’s design is engraved in s°m bronze: wrought in
glass, as it has been more lasting th. ^  design shines 
rhythmical Greek, the harmony °  vi0mer was blin · 
through. No wonder it got about _ . t ĉ value o f  * *

With this clue in mind, we app whole, l'aS.v\
5uitc recent discovery"’ that t e balancing ep1* ’
W  been described as a “ pattern , ^  m mere P6
eyen simile answering simile i an» _ ’ cnhancement
mcntal symmetry, but with a Pro8 ’ ' which ma cf 
Cftch following complement and as wcP a8.Sâ ,,nc
anticipate the next scheme of }Λ _ , ^ftS already 8P
and complete the scheme, most ^  music, rather 
âfore. This is composition like îc art, and C.Vj c o .  

Painting; but it has its analogy ,n *LeS jn geometric*
^e"movements" perceptible!,t,mc 5̂ 4). Yet it 18 a V , 
Ration, an wc have seen already P‘ regard to t ĉsC Qn. 
^ h  has not been appreciated % fJ ugH i t  is a common 
Phases of Greek artistic c©*np°*,tl<i ,Ld\ments and red- 
* *  in regard to the great .«* the Pindaric ode,
**es« and as applied to the . 8ΐοη>' and in * c 

J*% k w i chorus, Herodotean dig , c t0 his history, 
^craftsmanship of Thucydides P«lft
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But what a revolution in decorative art was effected» 
when the Attic designers supplemented the mere subdivision®
of zones into panels, by the joiner’s device o f cross-framing» 
whereby the lateral compartments of a broad zone wert 
bisected horizontally like a window frame; still more, when 
the principal zone was framed and reframed with various 
ornamental bands, to emphasize and enhance its importance« 
Subdivision, subordination, and consequently composition» 
were now practicable in two dimensions; it only needed * 
third to bring sculpture and architecture into being, ** 
rational marshaling of masses; and in sculpture the crude 
processes o f intersecting silhouette may be followed still on 
the rough-hewn colossus in Naxos, fractured before it le* 
the quarry.1,1

But since arts o f speech, like music, arc in the single 
dimension of time, it is here that comparison betwe*® 
graphic and poetic composition lapses. It is noteworthy» 
however, that it was not in Attica, nor so far as we know »** 
any region where the new range o f composition was pfftC< 
ticed in decorative art, that the first masterpieces of liter*»? 
composition were achieved. Epic, for all its pageantry, ** 
procession, not a tableau; its single zone admits no 
register”  as on the François Vase or the Chest of Cypseiu*» 
the poet’s vases, so to speak, have infinite circumference * 
no neck; his temple, an endless frieze but neither metope* 
pediment. It is indeed Ionic, not Attic art. !t achieved rtj» 
nificcnt compositions, but they are in a relatively 
medium and technique. It achieved them early, because ■ 
technique was so simple; and having achieved thert* 
relapsed into schoolpieccs and a conventional "Cyclic * ^  
math. For the counterpart to .Attic designs, even 0 
"D ipylon”  stage o f construction, we must turn to t»'*f^j·^ 
with its episodic " scenes'* enframed in cboric "ode*» 
wagon platform permitting the segregation of actor 
chorus, like the upper and lower register of a DipyloN
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to Thucydides with his alternation of narrative and speeches; 
to Herodotus with his more than tragic complexity o 
parallel narratives, and digression within digression, antici
pating the large and small type, the text, footnotes, and 
appendices, of the modern printed page. For here alone, as 
Vet, has two-dimensional construction been achieved m
hteraturc.

Geometrical Art as Index to the Culture of the 
Dark Age of Greece

„ *t has been worth while to spend so much time on 
geometric” vases for another reason also. Not only are 

thcV original creations, o f a period for which we cannot be 
£ertain that wc have any other artistic materials except a 

Seal-stones and fragmentary strips o f engraved ronze, 
thcy are also the work, not o f statesmen or strategists, not 
*Vcn orators or poets, but of ordinary craftsmen working 

formal customers. We do not know what the status o 
c Potter was, among other artificers, but we a\e n 

cason to believe that it was eminent; any more t an 
ave reason to believe that in medieval Europe masons 

j *ss-.painters Wm' eminent. We arc probably 
aniT1·^  an :tVcr“gc sample o f artisan society, t lsting
^  immortalized for „I  by the mere accident tha they 

in clay, which, once shattered or entombed, 
* £ * * * ' -  their customers, on their customary hand,
the * dexterous hands interpreting or _̂ . *
*  £  "told their souls,” in an age n o n e  he less com

in it had no newspapers to « V  ,™ “ ®
«hey not only competed but argu ed^ ^tter

. s .
■"•‘gung with potter, and carpenter w ,„. ; ~ X  VatkftnT b r n d a K .  BOheir .rt by popular 
" d *» advance what Delphi p r » ^  ·" due
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“ know themselves”  and do “ nothing in excess.”  I f  ever * 
class o f men were dikaioi, “ true to type,”  while expressing 
their several individualities, it was the potters o f the g60* 
metric school; theirs it was to “ do their own job and no* 
meddle” ; even if occasionally a guilloche, or a rosette 
or a “ sacred tree," on some bit of foreign bronze or ivoif 
caught their eye and their taste for a moment, and flashed 
into their designs.

Now these men and their contemporaries, all the whil® 
were doing what is at the same time the hardest and d**
simplest thing in the w orld ;..creating a new type o f societf»
the Greek city-state. Literally, and in a time o f almo** 
unparalleled political chaos, that new social structure catnj 
into being “ to keep men alive,”  when the “divine-bofßJ 
dynasties and the Olympian gods themselves had fai**** 
when Dike and Nemesis -right doing and right thinkinjTt 
had withdrawn to Olympus; and men like Hesiod wish** 
they had never been born.1,1 .

Failing to distinguish between Dorian conquerors 
the art o f conquered populations working for them, 
students o f this period have found it difficult to underst1̂ “ 
how it comes about that the most ambitious and impre®**Λ 
local school o f this geometrical art was in Attica; and 
dally why if was at the very gates o f  Athens. N o* 
true that the great Attic school o f geometrical art apP^g 
like Athena herself, already mature. There arc I.ate
remains at Athens itself and elsewhere in Attica; latef * ^  
at Salamis and Eleusis; but at present no such first 
geometrical style arc known, as we should expect 0,0# 
were indigenous here. Even the graves on the west 
o f the Acropolis arc far from "protogcometric.”

But Attic genealogies strongly support Attic 
o f the part which Attica was forced to play durtiji 
“ coming o f the Dorians,”  a part which it had * 
played with great and immediate advantage in the *
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Hteseus ,1,
intrusion K · ConfcmP°rary o f Atreus. movement o f  
Thessaly a^Tu  two/°^ >  directly from the north, through 
ihrouah Aiotla> and circuitously from the northwest, 
Assessed t0 and 'nto Laconia and Argolis, dis-
fr°ntiers ( f A°P e WCre driven inward over both the land
with refu * , n !.ca’ wb'cb thus became, first, overpopulated 
and start?CeS · ^  SOrts’ and tbcn a great rallying ground 
the island!!^ ^°înt *or roughly organized settlements among 
reason to ’ and ° n thc Coast o f  Asia M >nor. There is no 
5°nqUeror aSSUm? tbat tb's immigration ended when the 
in Attica 1 re‘.lsed Avance; nor that all who took refuge 
tatter point  ̂ u3ßain for perman homes oversea; on the 
hJarrnodi ’ gencal°g'es o f Miltiades, Pisistratus, and 
g°°d rea.s(J)S conclusive.There was, in fact, the same 
art ip Atti'1 ° r r,e  cn,crgcnce o f a great school o f geometrical 
f°r t hecr ' Ca> dur*n® tbe hollowing centuries, as there was 
in Boeoti ar 0f a comPet‘ t*vc fabric o f black-glaze pottery 
"'hep Athcii ·,Γ,·Πβ tbc âst ycars ° f  the Peloponnesian war, 
unrcst. 0 s ,r> ,ts turn was in economic distress and political 
'*rper’ thc creation, since 1922, o f a great industry of 
all parts ‘ n .M dea, by (»reek weavers expelled from
11 EngljjJ I S,a Minor. The Flemish and Huguenot weavers 

Here  ̂ ^  othcrexamples this process.
° f  AthenJ11 ^o fters’ Quarter, northwest o f the Old Town 
p l i e n t  t h e  m a r g in  o f the Cephissus valley, was
«(ream, a !W,t; cla>'i on the hills across the valley, and up- 
*he sole ICCCSsih!c b id ; and, above all, there was in Attica 
Lnd· T h e S  o f the old r e g im e  o f the Minoanized main- 

(heus> c f^lbical achievements, first o f Cecrope and Erec- 
Pcl°pt>ni,Cn (,f 1 hcscus a,,d ihr Ionian refugees from North 
end ilt the t i m e  o f the Pelopid conquests in Argolis
Wi»s s h a t t firm, when the Cadmeian régime 
and /p ac· [ y  ‘n fhe two 'Theban wars, and when the Atreid 
* c«teiu j|j , J udatoriei had failed to keep out the north- 

'gblanilcrs. Africa had been the prototyt>c, and
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remained the pattern, o f a new type o f political society *** 
which communities, originally independent, had found occ* 
sion, and leadership, for "keeping house together” -— 
kismos— in such fashion that a man a citizen o f Athen* 

by the mere fact that his family had been resident membef* 
o f Acharnae or Marathon or Pallcne when the great a ch te l 
ment occurred. In the same way, later, an Æolid family fro1*5 
Peloponnesian Pylos, a Cadmeian family like the Gephf* 
raeans, even mere worshipers o f a Carian Zeus, like the fat* 
fathers o f  Isagoras, were as competent to become Atheni**^ 
as those Æacids from Salamis who had only half a mile °l. 
water between their own island and the United States y 
Attica.

In this way is explained the puzzling fact (p. 504) 
while Athens acquired exceptional facility in the geom etry 
style, Samos, and apparently also other Ionian cities, mot* 
less directly originated by emigrant swarms out o f Aft**? 
did not. For if their foundation dates are truly rcpof 
they were founded so soon after the traditional date (°r , 
"coming o f the Dorians” that it is difficult to believe * ^ 
the "geometrical”  style had been at all fully establish®“ 
Attica or anywhere else. ,

Similarly the prevalence o f the new style in Attica, 
was not conquered permanently by Dorians, though 
raided by them, while Argolis, which had Dorian 
developed a peculiar art of its own in the Parly I1’0*1 jg 
is explained by the fact that in \rgolts, though ** ^  
Laconia, compromise occurred between the conqueror* ^  
certain classes of the pre Dorian population. Here tn jjj 
still patronage of the old sort, for {»otters as for wor ^  
bronze; a higher qualify of technique was , onserv ^  
only certain elements and asj*et ts of the dccorat· 
the invaders were assimilated in Argive and p*®^. |jÿ»' 
thian workshops, in unusual combination both ** jjg) 
cenaean survivals and with features (such as the
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of which « ,
stone 0r f  e .or*fP” must be sought in the alabastra in fine 
t0ries. Th fT gn C a ’̂  r̂om Rboenician and Egyptian fac- 
Setdementse *1*** Werc transrn*tted through those oversea 
ncighborhn^theL-Arg' VC' Dorian cities o f  Rhodes and its 
the Sea-niH ’ w™ch ̂  on the ancient through-route which 
re°pened b ^  " a£* ôr a obstructed but which was 
Power o f p V  i ?,es anc* was the raison d'etre o f  that “ sea 
c° ntinental ° CeS w^lc  ̂ interrupts the long sequence o f 
pelaSRian . SeaL lowers Phrygian, Lydian, Thracian, and 

n the list preserved by Eusebius.

We have
R e t r o sp e c t  a n d  C o n c l u sio n

Point * hc; Y 7  traced the long argument down to the 
.eVentual di τ .eek dialects o f historic times are in their 
her and m Stri Hltlon» though memories remained o f an ear- 
ai5d i^eucaf Γ( ^ Cr ran^c 8° ’ng back to the days o f Hellen, 
the ‘divin '|0η 8 ,?^ εΓ sons5 when the cherished memory o f 
. t’Ween rn >0rn ^y^^sries led to the creation o f a new link 
,nsdtuti0n a,f l t >̂e powers around him, that peculiar 
^ificarjoo °r .cr°-worship, which in due time led to the 
f at*°ns wVk *,n®s anti emperors after similar “ distress o f 
hav* ^  J Perplexity.”  The same cherished memories 
»tances— ®bape—-prohab|y Jn the same early dreum- 
^  the surn t lC ^ omcr*c epic o f warfare and wanderings, 
their ,>,,,1 e confused time, Homer and Hesiod have “ made
elai8s’fyinß8 °̂Γ t ĉ Greeks» and ordered their worship,’ 
C°n8trur»i ant 8Ubordinating in one great Olympian panel-

"OJV A L ____* J »L. ___ _ 1 ____mouse-8°d, and | ®°^8 Olympian and chthonic, arboreal,
OrchJ CUat̂ o d ;Ran and the Nymphs, and the Graces 

Conipound,1e/,U8 ^avc W8tc^  t^e matedal culture 
c®nstruCtej  * f llSCih shuttered,  disintegrated, and now rc- 
^ythnij a conception o f symmetry, composition,
D*ent8» to ft,Ĉ  on,y needed topics and technical improve- 
^'nalj^ in*!? UP to Hellenic mastery, restraint, and grace.

the i°ng period o f quiescence, under the strong
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screen of Hellenized Macedon, of Phrygia, and then of th? 
Lydia of Gygcs and Alyattes behind the new city-states of 
Ionia, we have the manifold contributions o f the MediteP 
ranean, the Highland, and the grassland reservoirs o f th® 
North, interbred, blended, selected, by the stern test of * 
hard country and an arduous life, into the new unity of* 
Greek-speaking, Greek-living, Greek-thinking nation, tH* 
Hellenes o f the great age. O f their achievements, of oöi 
perennial debt to them, of the unexhausted inspiration 
rather, mere sanity) which intercourse with them brings, d** 
is not the place to speak. What these lectures have tried & 
disentangle, out of the confusion and the darkness of ^  
ignorance and half-knowledge, is some outline o f an a n s^  
to the previous question· I f  ho the Greeks?



EPILOGUE
, w:n be better apPre'

The whole course of the 0f its pr'mctpal t o p ^
dated with the help of a brie 1 themselves to have

1. The ancient Greeks believe^ yood , one langu g »
nationality because they werc oUtlook on l i fe ;an 
one r e l i g l ,  and one culture “ i ° f '  L  dàw 
pealed to their own folk-me , appHed to «, j
AH these criteria fail, however, times were o
now accessible. The Greeks ° f d » s ,)rid language, 
descent, spohe different dialects o >d rituals,
Wned Olympian with chthonic ^  gr0»i„g
Öoric and Ionic manners and and their t ^
thronghou, the "great age j ' ^  ^  not Greek,
intermixed indigenous sU,tk^  8ive Hellenes» ® othcr
immigrant culture-heroes, \ i superp°sed
Dorians and .M a n s  transposed and ^  ..umty 
kinds o f Greeks. Wherein then does
sist? Who were the Greeks. peculiar Ρ“ Ϋ* ’

2. Their Aegean cradle-land, «'^Mediterranean C°“ d 
and its intimate relations wit fytountain*2· ’ n for
land*> neighboring section» ?  Un »tepp«» " ^  prjmary 
neighboring annexes of the Eur*. ftU the thrcC.P sUffi-
long the recipient of inhabitant But ,t al liar
Steeds of the White Race of man impo8C its P -n$
ciently aloof and *elf-cont*»n ^  selecting ^  man, 
geographical controls on eat ft physic»! va ί  during
^e*t fitted for acclimatisation. , Greek lands, the

a - r r Ä f c - .  thf . i S f b v  elim-

seventh
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»nation of unconformable, uncongenial traits. From mott* 
grel ancestry, the Greek people o f classical times had come to 
consist o f closely related types, approximately thoroughbred· 
Renewed facilities for intercourse, however, intercrossed 
these secluded types, in the centuries from the sixth to the 
fourth, and Alexander’s conquests disseminated these already 
cross-bred Greeks over large continental regions; and he# 
heterogeneous interbreeding with foreign stocks once more 
replaced the “ classical”  type by numerous mongrel de** 
ccndants. Similar quiescence and segregation in the mid*' 
acval centuries permitted the re-establishment o f cornp*1̂ 
atively pure-bred strains in the islands and other seclude« 
districts; but modern facilities for intercourse are repeat**1̂  
the Hellenistic experiment.

3. The fortunes o f the (»reek language were simj^* 
Indo-European speech seems to have been introduced 111 , 
Greek lands during the same period as into Asia Minor» *7 
into northern Mesopotamia and the highlands east of 
Tigris, as the result o f profound disturbance of the 
tion o f the Eurasian steppe about 2(XX) B.C. Once 
duced, however, both in Asia Minor and in pcnin*11̂  
Greece, Indo-European languages took shape in 
contact with civilizations and languages already est*hh 
there, but with different degrees of disintegration to _j^ 
two regions. The complex physical subdivision of Pcn,,V  
Greece favored the differentiation o f principal $5r0V‘ jLjti 
dialects, and the geographical distribution of these ο» 
in early historic times makes it possible to trace tn ^  
stages of regrouping and superposition. Document 
dence from Egypt and the Hatti archives in As»* 
reveals names o f {>rrs<mages and peoples, and * Pj  ̂
situation in the eastern Mediterranean, fully 
firm these inferences, and to trace back the outhu · £  
process of redistribution into the fourteenth century
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Hirns out· to
4. Greek religion, like the ^ ^ J^ fy ^ k in  to those of 

be a blend of beliefs and practi wjtb ot
other Indo-European-speaking p̂ \ ·  ’ ranean
have their counterparts in the fertility* not neceS~
with the worship of great god̂ ssĉ  wbosC worship seems
sarily derived from that Great o ^ut expressing
to have taken formal shape in of life- I»
similar interpretation of the facts i cô course of persona
the Homeric poems, the parttcu „  ·ς society appear 
gods which became normal m almost devoid o
already almost completely assent > e , woUld have
those heterogeneous and local accre Olympian frame
made classical polytheism chaotic, Olympia*1 belie s,
work had not been already *ecore. ernSj had sû erC. 
of the kind displayed in the onl . r rre<j from the Gree 
severe shock and disillusionment, is t^ omeric, but per- 
Practice of hero-worship, which is \ ^  beneficent m *'
Petuates prc-Homeric rituals m can be appro*'
yiduals of the Age of Heroes; an w jftb centuries. * * 
»matcly dated to the thirteenth and « ^  Greeks claim 
this Olympian hierarchy which ju „ 
that they had “similar gods and ritu 1 · olympian god 

Incidentally, the blondness ascribed original wor- 
attributes the same characteristic t ^  thjs system 
shipers, and confirms the cone u · ν7_οηε, like ana p5 
beliefs originated north of the h oU jran, and ft y· 
beliefs and practices in northern * tbc Aegean show

S. Analysis of the material eu tu ct*lVCly from ot 
confluence of elements derive continental m
shores of the Mediterranean, r . cultures of t e
of Asia Minor, from the culture of the
S*onc Age, und from the P** thit>ugH derivative c c ^  
steppe region west of the Dnieper a mixe P®P
•n ihessaly. Within the centra _ cu\turc, created m 
lation, with mixed inheritance °
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petitive intercourse a vigorous technique and original style» 
and initiated exploitation o f the peninsular mainland. Jb 
Crete, meanwhile, easier intercommunication with Egypt» 
due to geographical facilities and insular resources, initiated 
the still more original and acquisitive “ Minoan”  civilization» 
which eventually dominated both the island-world and th* 
eastward-facing coast regions o f the mainland; but W** 
superseded about 1400 by the expansion o f the derivativ 
“ Mycenaean”  culture.

The aggressive vigor o f the mainland culture seems partlf 
to result from infusion of elements derived from the Centré 
Greek “ gray-ware" culture, the origin of which is obscuf®» 
but the effects conspicuous, to south, to north, and to W«** 
o f  earlier establishments in Phocis and Boeotia. The pr0‘>'  
able date o f its emergence there falls sufficiently close bel°* 
the probable arrival o f Indo-European-speaking folk, 
suggest some connection. ,

6. Approximate chronology for principal phases _ 
Minoan and even o f mainland culture is provided 
Egyptian cross-date marks, down to the Fall o f Cno·· 
about 1400 B.C. The long period o f Mycenaean cxpeBS*^ 
followed by gradual dislocation and decay, cannot ; 
securely dated. But Greek folk memory o f events«. *■ ^ 
especially o f genealogical sequences during this {wrioo, , 
sufficiently coherent, and sufficiently cross-connected 
archaeological distributions on the one side, and con 
porary record o f events, stich as the Sea-raids, on the f  ^  
to furnish such a perspective; and to prolong it, throug 
"period o f migration" in the twelfth century, into conto' 
with Hellenic families.

The movements o f tribes and adventurous fatnih**» 
disclosed, are in sufficiently close accord with those * ^
inferred from the geographical distribution of the 
to l»c accepted as giving chronological precision B*1 ^
tories! context to eh«»*c events; and in parficulBf
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f western conn**
achievements, within peninsular G[eeCJ ’ °tr„ved the Hatti
terpart to those Land-raider*r^h j in ;ts place the Muski,
régime in Asia Minor, and establtshe
whom the Greeks knew as Phrygians. Bronze-

7. Thus between the Minoan cl'rd’.̂ atî° which is fu^y 
Age character, and the nascent e en jtjonai period of 
acquainted with iron, intervenes a tra which various 
about four centuries (1400-1000 B. ·) w necessarily
Profound changes went on collaterally, and not
ln causal connection. . · Qr the “ Age of

a - Cremation, which was character! lands,
Heroes”  but never wholly superse e . an(j perhaps
18 certainly o f Central-European dériva » a rather
origin; but 0« »«««»«« antwrition m ‘ .eue* ,

»

■ »my ot central-tutropean « £ £ £  i  rather
_ i; but its transitory app«« on southwardOJ

early phase of culture, shows t a . g ̂ cen long esta ^
gradual, and suggests that it way *lt was propag
in the northwestern highland*^before^^fragmentary 
farther. East of the Ægean, evidenc Syria crem*
t° yield general conclusions, >° ■ «nd-raids, as t e 
appears in immediate sequel to t icad us to «1 * » .
Cric description of Trojan rttual *  ian advance t art 
Eaomcdon’s Troy stands to the Wjt8 minor coun 
Asia Minor, as the Pelopid régime sufficiently

'T i V  Ægc„  origin of
'«»Wished, makes WtellipW''h'  A,i,ric Äb̂ n' from 
°f the principal types of Gr eS already d _/ ·ιηε8. 
thereby confirms historical miuicCts, and to that
the distribution of languages* b ,ntcrpart »« lonic-

Particular an archaeology® C· tcrCourse bctw®„umed by 
temporary range of intimate «*«* whtch is presume 
speaking and ^lie-speaking .^ordsin
tHc peculiarities of Homeric u ^  *the ie*f-ehapej ·  whü

e. Similarly the distribute „ ftCtivities of 
brunze illustrates the Mediterrane»
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used them, and goes far to determine the proximate origin
o f these intruders; for this type o f sword is o f  Danubi**
invention. But the distribution and design o f the first iron
swords in Greek lands and the Levant dissociates them fro#
their Central-European counterparts in the Hallstatt culture»
and confirms Greek folk-memory o f the introduction o f ir®8
from a Phrygian source, probably derived from the sa#*
iron-working region in eastern Asia Minor as had been **'
ploited already by the Hatti régime in the thirteenth ce**
tury, and was eventually reached directly by Greek trad#*
through the colonies of Miletus on the Pontic coast o f As#
Minor. Probably the Danubian cultures first acquit#
knowledge o f iron-working from the same Asiatic center *#*
by way o f the Marmara region and Thrace; but the possib#
ity o f  direct intercourse across the steppe between Hung*y,
and the Caucasian iron-workings (which belong to the M*#*1
sphere o f influence) is not excluded.

d. On the other hand, on Macedonian sites as well **
the “ seventh city" o f Hissarlik, widespread and viol#*
aggression by people o f the Lausitz culture, from bey0#*
the Middle Danube, is demonstrated, and is dated t o .
end o f the twelfth century. As this aggression was trän»# J*
and has not been traced farther south than the north*** ^
districts o f Thessaly, there is no reason for identify#?^
with the "coming of the Dorians." It may, howevef»^
provisionally regarded as the shock which dislodged ^
the Pindus highland, and perhaps also from Maced*#»
northernmost o f already Greek-speaking {»copies.
these peoples were apparently so far habituated t0.
bian customs, as to bring with them the charactcri##
fade-fibula and a few other Danubian elements. But _  $f
ance must also be made for a well established *

ffict#1*rainfall during this and the following century, *u ^
depopulate these highlands and re afforest thern ** * tJji 
obstacle to further intrusion from the north. Prob*#’
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t̂ru$Jy£ <lfk* A

tej,ial civiliJI- Cu t^rc . at Lianokladhi represents the ma- 
deeorative art ’ ° n °* ^ ’B^landers ex tru d ed , for its

{he Late JVfv ,S 1 render'ng> *n °W Thessalian technique, of 
gating n o r t h " ? "  desiSns which had been sIowly  Ρ **" 
^mcdiately precccT^^ ^ accdonia during the period

t̂nbine t0 *̂°nf*,.ĉ â ect distribution, and intrusive fibulae 
Brians” aJ tab!,sh tbe rnairi course of the “coming of the 
Verging m*. 0ter West-Greek” immigrants, as a con- 
and consea„rnifnt t0Ward Att‘ca and the Isthmus region , 
r®fugee Coj .nt y, to  confirm  the traditional a ccou n t o f  th e  

¥  Asia Mino68 Tk*^ '^nd-world and on the west coast 
”*°ηι théine ·"* . e ^tensity o f  this converging pressure  
°lMycena rior !s demonstrated by the total disintegration 
"'here excen/*'S0Clc!y and ifs rnatcrial culture, almost every- 
a,1d Cypru^1 In Att*ca and in remote districts such as Crete

as«emblatie ftft fas '̂ therefore, is to account for the re- 
ae»n 8urviv°| m Uiy heterogeneous elements:—(1) Mycen- 
W d Z s· w  N ° " i >  -Ægean contributions from  th e  

8,tz faidCrsaSti! tcd and temporarily dominated by the Lau- 
c°lonisrs er * L ) indigenous arts acquired by th e refu gee
A«ia M: °m * C  H f l  f l  Μ  * * Λ  K  <1 A i t i k A M  « u k u t % l  Λ  f  Μ Ι Α β Ι » Α « · « Ιand other native peoples o f western

and
, 7 “ » m in o r  · , T  ««M u u iw  n »u ¥ 5  p w p ir a  ui 1«
fP  conrril, ' · eritor* ° f the disrupted Hatti culture, 
Lypm8> from the secluded hybrid civilization o f
i.b!y a'so o f a>’s tt principal source o f copper, and now prob
a b ly  aj) ? ,1Γοη>— into a composite culture and style, inev- 
“ Wt domi„ mhCrcnt|y t°icrant and receptive o f  novelties, 
Wt'cipjçjj 5Sttcd ,Tu,fc or less effectually by homogeneous 

other Co°  Con*ttuction. In the absence, almost complete, 
general Co>,\,,Cmi>orary evidence sufficiently copious to justify 
8uPplie* a ncIu»ions, the decorative art o f nascent Hellenism 
8tyle o f dcn UV,s’on{d clue, in the growth o f the “ geometric”  
t,0n o f jts ,bcri» c  composition. The geographical distribu- 

s Curlicst manifestations points clearly away from
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the districts most completely dominated by the Dorian and 
West-Greek immigrants, and also away from the areas d  
refuge-settlement, Asiatic and insular. It points, as clearly» 
toward Attica, and— second only to th is~to Boeotia and 
Argolis, which were less completely dominated by the new
comers than Laconia and most parts o f the north country· 

h. The validity o f these conclusions from contemporary 
and approximately dated examples o f the new decorative 
art is tested and, on the whole, confirmed by the character
istics and geographical distribution o f Greek metric** 
rhythms; the counterpart, in literary composition, of 
rhythmical ornament of painted vases. The structure **7 
also the subjects of Htsiodic epic, and eventually of AttlC 
tragedy and the prose histories o f the fifth century, 
träte the same principles o f aesthetic composition; analy*^ 
o f a subject into its elements, classification, subordinat*00’ 
and rational reconstruction. These, in turn, throw 
light on the constitutional structure and political institut!0 
o f the Greek city-states, which emerged as the character^ , 
and also quite original, solution of the practical probiert*·^ 
“ living well’ ’ in the chaotic and distressful circumstance* 
the migration period. ,

Similar analysis of the construction of Hom eric eP|̂ ’ 0/' 
in the supreme instance of the description of the “ Snte» 
Achilles," shows the climax of a technique, simpler 
still merely zonal or linear in its scope. This was inevit* 
sujtcrscdcd, when men realized the potentialities of
analysis, tectonic rhythms and projetions, and
quentiy the far higher types of composition, which *te *
trafed, in their origins, by the ''geometric" sf 
Athens.

The general conclusion is that the Greeks never 
were “ one people," but were ever in process 
that they achieved such unity as they*
“ great age,”  under austere regional controls

illU** 

ylc «I  C,r'r

of l»econ· ^
in

*1#
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, in an
selecting, fostering qualities, f“ 0'” 0 · “ ! £ Ï Ï * " in
originally diverse and heterogeneous \P ^  chaotic mter-
the last crisis it was this very 1 ivers> stimulus in 
mixture which became the most Ç* ab\c accommo-
struggle to “ live well,” and, throug  ̂ initiative, t0
dation between social order an P crecA0m . 
achieve maturity, in a self-mastering
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i & *nd MacColl» D, $, Greek Pose Point*

i n g s *  l^ondon, 1894,
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NOTES
Not** to Itrraopoern o*  ^

1. For detail. *e A. Michaeli*, t + f f f t f g Z Z i  <f *
Cmiwry (London, 1908); G. P. Gooch, #»,βΓ* . Neum*nn,
C e n t u r y  (L on don , 1913), e*peci»Uy ch . * » * 5  * ‘ on

H ieb en  der ulte» G e s c h ic h te  (Straw burg, »»«■· fa  m y Bennett Lecture*
2. I  have dealt at greater length w « h  t e  csv**.

The P o l i t i c a l  Ideas of the Greeks (New Yo . example* *e* E· * H ^
3. H erodotus, viii, 144; T h u cy d id e ., «· £  * £ £  » nd m y chapter on  H ero-

The A n t h r o p o l o g y  o f  the Greeks ( L o n d o n ^  i*J, m _ ;6 8 . s  .·
d o t « ,  i„ A n t h n p l z y  and the Classic, (O xford , ..Children o f  the Sun

. 4. Phoenician, in  early G reece! H erod otu ., u 2 .

Diodorus, v. 56—57. , .
5. H erodotu», i. 5 6 -5 7 ; T h u cyd id e», >· · 1898),
6. H erodotus, i. 5 6 -5 7 ; vii. 95. F r « e r ,  P a u s a n i a s  (L on do ,
7. F or numerous example* see Sw J· · H erodotu*, v. 64· ».«»nian 

index v. Ρ,1Λ φ  a "Pelagian wall" at Athen‘> ^ ,  U. 50-52; an A t h e « *

8. Petasgian religious belief* and custom», -utuelly
f*mily worshiping a "Carian" Zeus, v. 66- . the Hellespont, m
. 9. Herodotu., i. 57, Pelagian* in Macedom* * «

*  ,,7‘
11. P<top., Thucydide·, u *; * » »  ̂

/  H erodotu ., i. 6 ; i. 141*51, to  ‘Z 7 M t * ' ' *

tingui.he* Ionian and D orian  on ly , *· ® fa  Hell»***
aboriginal» in Peloponne*e, v iii. 73. ( “ Ion ian " * ? ! *  , C h a p * * * * : ’

14. T h e  association o f  "A chaean  famtl»** p or “ blond”  I*0”
fr· 10. In H om er, A-olus, father o f  the Λ  ̂  w ind gt**· 
9ttite distinct from  Æ olus the "v a n *  f  JV. n. 66·
(«•»M e«), see P indar, N e m .  i* . 40 , and

15. H erod otu ·, ii. 53. ... a n "ed u ca ôon
16. H erodotu ·, v . 66. u - ,  for P e r id ·* w t* ‘  u  an educatio
17. Thucydide, i. 144, * n d » .  Athen* f  a ch ie v e * « "”  tragedy **«· **

G reece," «  G reek , in general re g a rd ^  ^  w ^ V ^ t .  , >ηβ#4
m ankind; even their "greatest o f  in ht*' re*“  Λ Γ ί & * )  h**
Thucydides, to  be a "poa»«**ion for * w if« 0  **? ^ e r  here, her na
, 18. Euripides, M r * · .  «  oB*
Imrbariam and a rule o f  force, for H e » * " «  j j  #{ tba bad* ° f b e y  
*l»litie* have scope; i f  »he had l i* * l  W  (e f  φ β η ο » ^ , ,  >· · »

«ver have heard o f  her. , .  M v jo  a33) “ “  r -e d o m  1» P” * * * 6*
19. Aristotle, PtMcs,vii. 10. W  <■ *  w  h*v* * w f 

“ l « t h  Just and con ven ien t") for * «
*  P rite." t s 4&l
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Notes to Chapter I

1. V* Bérarti, L e s  P h é n i c i e n s  e t  l ' O d y s s é e  (Paris, 1902), I, 6 8 -7 9 , em phasi** 
the significance o f  such establishments whenever the risks o f  sea voyages #*** 
greater than those o f  what in this general sense he calls “ isthm us" routes*

2. R, C  Bosanquet, T h e  O b s i d i a n  T r a d e  in J H S % S u p p t IV . E x c a o s t h t t t  *  

P h y k k o p i  i n  M e l o s  (L on don , 1904), chap viii* pp. 216-33.
3. I ow e this inform ation to Sir Arthur Evans.
4. H erodotus, i. 142. -
5. In sandy soils, ami in some lim estone districts, there are conifers d o * » * ;  

sea level, ranking with other evergreens; the “ maritime pine“  and the cypr*·**  
corresponding with the “ M onterey pine“  o f  the same clim atic régime in C alif# '0**'

6. The Greek d i m t a , which gives us our w ord “ diet,“  was used aUntW* 
synonym  for b i a s  to  «knote that “ life in accordance with reason“  which 
gutshes M an, wherever found, from other animal*. T h e first form al cUs*»8c* ‘r* ’  
o f  food-quests is that o f  Aristotle, P o l i t i e s , i. 1Î. 1258 b  10-34, but before 
H erodotus and H ippocrates appreciated the significance o f  “ d iet“  as one 
condition* for “ culture“ ; see ) .  L  M yret in A n t h r o p o l o g y  a n d  t h e  C l a s s e s  { O * * 0 ™  

1908), 144-49.
7. H erodotus, i. 142.
8. W hen I saw this district in 1916, the m yrtles #nd other shrubs were *

five or six fret high, and fresh humus was form ing. t i l l *
9. Plato* O u t  a s ,  t i O t l  ; cf, A, Platt* J o u r n a l  a ]  P h i l o l o g y ,  xviii. ( I WÔ)
IQ. O d y s s e y , xxiv, 234* 336 4 5 ; six. 204 6
SL O d y s s e y , vi. 4 10; v*i, 1I2 33.
12. C hapter V IH , especially p. $03» , r | :
13. Sh eik  y « cransfatmn o f  Euripides* € y s l o p s ,  $7 58. Aristotle» P * * " *  1 

1256 a 35 “ farming a living farm .“
14. Herodotus, v. 29.
H , H eim iotua, v. 49. T he speaker is Anse agoras o f  M iletus. , «
16. Cydo|>e*, "rou n d -ey ed “  men* H om er, ( S d v n e t ,  v*. 5; / s r f ^

A k s tu *  fr* V I; H erodotus, u  ***** "m ea l ra tin g ,“  Sophoeks* P h i l o s  t r i e s ,  

preserves the meaning which com m entator* have dem ed to  O d y s s e y ,  **
Rim 2 6 l ) ;  “ a rm «la te  speakm g*“  l h a d ,  it. 285; ' ’ babbling ,“  ti* 8b7*
like crane*,“  »it. 2 7,

17. Herodotus* tv, 23 (A rgtppaei); n l (tretless Scyth ia). 
I I . Herwkitua, vim. 144.
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1. A complete bibliography to 1899 >* m .
(London, 1900). „ .. »,„/,· Hi. 23 (1867), l-98’’ ,V

2. G. Nicolucci, iftfi J e l T A t a i . délit lg93). s< Zabaro**»»
Beddoe, TAe Anthropological History of { y(l882) .  Theodore Ben »

BSA P a r i s  (1881), 234-38: R.
7 ^  v. 59: Klon Stephano«» art. “Grèce *« Arehéol Athènes 0̂ ®̂ *
■ « h * ,  (Paris, 1884), x . 452 ; C . * ■ ? * * ' ^ J Z a n t k r o p .

3. Luschan, Λ /Λ  xix. 3 1 -5 3 ; E . Chantre, .. 43_ s6| 77 -9 0 ; N eo-

(Paris, 1885-87): Con*rii /»/. We««· 1 7̂7.700. Tjk#
pHytoe» ΓΛλΜγ. B. 25-35: Virchow, . nd  Mediterranean

4. G. Sergi, M J  R o m e ,  i. 231 -5 2  » « J - ·  ^ 7- 93, 201-32i Λ  
M e d i t e r r a n e a n  R a c e ,  L on don , 1901; Z am p «· ^  Ass. f r a n ç a i s e  p -  l  *****

111, i. 625-47: Ripley, fee«, 406-11. But *7, note, both the ««««*
«lew« (1897); ΓΑ* R e r «  o f  M a n  (L o n d o n ,1 )» types tn ancient GtW«·

o f  evidence and the apparent prev.lencejf ^ ( C a m b r i d e e »
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10. E. Bruckner, Klima-schwankun%en seit i?oa (Vienna, 1890)*. ElltwefA 
Huntington, The Pulse of Asia (Boston and New York, 1907)i C. E, P. Brook*» 
Climate through the Axes (London, 1926), summary and criticism.

11. BogdanoPs life-work of research in this held is summarized in Riphtf** 
Roees> 352-5$: later discoveries, in E. R Minns, Scythians ansi Greeks (Cambridge 
1911), and in V. G, Childe, The Dawn of European Civilization (London, 192$1 
ch. x; The Aryans (I-ondon, I926), ch. viii.

12. Pmard, Bull, Soe. Sci,9 Bucarest, (1904), xii. 365 (Cucuteni); Rost«̂ ™ 
fViadômosci Archeotogiezne, Warsaw, ix 1924 25, (E. Galicia); Childe, Dawn%
(K. Bulgaria). 1 am indebted for these references, and unpublished informât*0̂  
to Professor Childe. _

13. For the "painted-ware” culture, aee the summaries of Minns and CWJ*
(Dawn, chap. 11): for the later history of the "kurgan" folk, M. Rostov***™ 
Iranians and Greeks in South Russia (Oxford, 1922). *

14. Lutchan, A fA % xix. 43 (Limyra); Virchow, Akh, Berlin, 1882 (Hiss**®**
15. Velde, ZfE, xliv. 845 ff. ^
16. Schiff, EfE, xlvi. 14. At Meligalâ on the borders of Arcadia and M****̂ | 

thirty-three men registered an average of 82.49: in Mani, a peculiarly secw»̂  
district, ninety-nine men registered 79,92.

17. Klon Stephanos, CR Conph Int. ArchteL (Athens, 1905), 216.
18. Duckworth, P r o s ,  B A  (1903), 404; B S A  it, 344.
19. Duckworth, Pros. BA (1903), 407 (Palaikastro), For other sites#j 

thoudides, The faulted Tomkt of the Me tari (translated by J. P. Droop» k**
1924), 126 28 pi. li*. j 0 :

2 0 . Ripley, R a s e s ,  427. Conversely in r r u n i t m  Crete the women At* g J 0 ' ·  

broader-headed (82.9) than the men (80 and 77.8), to jmlge from *m*» 
quoted by L H, D. Buxton, B t o m e t r t k a ,  xiii 99,

21. Hawes, Pros, BA (1910), 228,
22. Velde, EfE, xtiv. 845 ff.

S * * m 27 28 2923. All cone luttons as to Argoli* must however be quite provisioft*tt ÜÎ
of the cop ious material recently collected by the Swedish excavators from 
tom b · at Asm e, bur twit yet ready for {Hibhtatum,

24. V irchow , S i n .  B e r l i n  ( 189.1), 680 81, φ

25. O rnstem , PGA B e r i t n  (1879*, 305 6 But W etsbach, M A G J ^ Z Z  

7 2 -9 ? t records on ly 4 per ten t o f  "m ore  le<* lig h t" hair. See *hm R*
A r t  k $ r e s  S a t t  t e s  e t  A  n t h e a p  t A n h a i e ,  (* e «c v * t 1 (1914), 28 32,

26. C h iU * . /W » * ,  1!8  
V irchow , A i k ,  B e r l t n  (1882),
V irchow 's observations are dtaruaard m great detail by Peak*, 7*

ttl)****
Preliminary iteatm ent o f  this topic will b* fourni in m y 

G r e e k  l a n d s  a n d  t h e  G r e e k  P e o p l e  iO a ford , W 0 > , la ite
W. As has been m>trd already if*, i f ,  Srhh# regarded the·* * i H y *  

h#*dt as em igrant* from  the bwa* Und* o f  the U pper D anube; ami f ” *** 
st> fettle material ( t * m  central Italy that it is diffecutf to  prove

154

27.
28. 

4
29.
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H f|y^|e|» ™ --------------- < «ir

****»» ®ut * · culture of RemedeUo belong« essentially to the
Α,^ Α 1ριη « p u s - * »  * . t0 a P*™** when there is s o  other evidence that the 

3 l, 3 jr We**e is  use.

ÿ iiet>M em obof^ 'Î’· *?** thtG*,iU* Shäl in * * * * *  ·«
J*r- L . H . D . B u»tn „  B ritl,h  ? cho° l ° r Archaeology in Jerusalem (London, 1927), 
°und  along with norl«ei|Cf V* ? n*  B ronze-A ge tom b* with m e in Cypru* in 1913, 

;« ° i r n i2ed eim ikr varieties »  prim itive-looking type, «n d  has « a c e

i f i * ? * * * nd Syri* W , L . R  D uckworth.
J 1 hl* material and m . ^  1C,lmbrid* c · I904- 2 0 3 -1 1 » : he hope* to  pub-

* Primitive etock „ u WL, C write* t0 me th it  he cegw d* the»e skull« u  “ truce«
* ”  “ AuatraliojH»* " H r  w ‘d c*y  diffused” ; and recalls H uxley 's recognition 
32. Buxton T  ype m S e y p t
33· H , G ü n th er"*# * " ' E * c a t a t i o n s  «  K i t k  (Peris, 1924), i, 115.
34· G . E lliot ■ E * , s * n k u n d t  S e s  d e u t s c h e »  F o l k s ,  124.
35· B- A . S t Z T v  T k *  i n d e n t  E g y p t i a n s  (London, 1 9 2 3 ) ,  c  81 (m ap). 

2 7 5 * *  " P ^ -S c m ib *  T  π ExemMions(L on don , 1912), », 58-19. H a  
n d ,82· F or Syrian κ Lku * ,*hoWi Pe*k* «  73 end 78> * "d  smaller peak* at 69 

uckworth, ÿ /w . · , ,  ™cb y ccPhaly (whereas Bedawin are long-headed), f f . L H .  
o p t i o n s  ( 1923) , J „ m bnd« e· 1 # * ) .  203-11. G . E lliot Smith, T h e  A n d e r n  

if*  G * n e s i j  *  2> b « » d h e « d ·  intruded early am ong longhead«,3 /  ^ ̂ . , * Ä,,l, O,

(Vienn î904) wor*b'P. Macalister, Grier, i. 92t E. Sellin,
order, instance of this interdependence of craftmanahip and

r#v«ux de ΙΊ»-,!*  7** C o n s t r u c t i o n  C o l l e c t i v e  d e  M e s s e »  e n

»  For e x . ^  d E ' b * * * * >  P «ri«, 1926.
* ° ·  Deniker ί Μ w * M yre*» d e s s  121-168. 

.  4I.· H . J . £  * w/ ·  331-3 2 ; 7 A / f / ,  xxxiv. 182-202.
*̂ ecially **■*· 2*6# Brew*# ,/]# and the CtUie World (London, 1922,
.  ’O cate»! eon fr l e p r e m a t e  this view  more cautiously than m o o t  o f  it*
" ^ » « t h i c  M o « . f° re* am P,e W . J. Perry, “ T he Geographical D istribution o f

** m*"t* *"d ° ° ω Mine*·’' Pm- Mott.
G|^ | I r ^ Ä  MJ n ‘  * * * ■ >  xix. 533; BP I t ,  xxxix, 100 IF.; B i t . ,  ax. 10 ff.i 

43> Jiiaj  , />«· ̂ wriirep. λ( Jriwf. alvi, (Amt«lu-Reju).
- ’ ’ ~*9 · Thersite« is represented on  a fifth-century vase, British

Wft* If § iitMiia· L_, i MIlL̂ m. M.wtiri wlkssa, DamaUs nnnoittf Ιλ/Ι**“*um eIox’ ^ 9* .2T»er*ita« is represented on a fifth-century vase, Bririsk 
*° c*tefu||y, pj w** it a similar head form "like a squill” that Pericles concealed 
,  H  Bald Î »t?rĉ 1 Pericles3.
V ? * P i , « " , ,  A,fic vs«H>ainti»qif—BAf Car E 71 (A. S. Murray, Designs 
S 4* 3?2,378 ^ iT ?don· 27,44, S3); Leewv CW., G 152,154-55. «0 ,318, 
**«eCol!, <^r®J %u«d in Pettier, IID s B M . Net., 846; Hatrieoa and

<s· S chool«, * * *  p *isui»gs(LtMaion, 1894), idi. xiti, 2, 
a ^  8W dZ W vwe (Btriin) Puttier, Dsurfr (E. T., London, 1909), %  23, 

R m *:*nt**~AM Cut. E 48; Lew»* Ctf., G 126, 229; Pettier, Dear* 
189]) λΓ! , S ***. pi. 2; Milltn and Miilingen, Peintures de Fetts G m t 

* P* **î Gerhard, A em ln tn t (Berit», 1840-51), 111,
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C ctitaort t— G ardner, J H S ,  xvîî* 294, pl. v i.; Furtwängler and R eichhoîd , G r i * c M s t &  

y a s  e n  m a l e r e  i  (M u n ich , 1900), 86; M unich  168 (H -M  x xx ix ); B i è L  N a t .  9 l $ >  

Silenus and S atyre *.— B M  C a t . ,  E  31, 66, 387, 505, 570; L o u v r e  C a t . ,  G  425~2& 
4 4 8 -49 , 460, 481, 497 (H -M  xxx i); P ortier, D o u r i s  6g»* 14, 15; H *M  ix. 2 , XJO*** 
R iver gö d t ~ ~ * y y ,  D  6 ( E n e .  B r i t .  s, v. G r e e k  A r t ,  6g. 16); B M  N a t .  697 (H·** 
xxx viii),

47. L ow -dass type«: B M  C a t D  7 ( W h i t e  A t h e n i a n  P a s e s ,  p l  18 B). 
Pcrrot-C hipiex, H i s t o i r e  d e  l ' A n t ,, vi. 318, 6g. 118; M illigen, p l  46; Baiitf«*·̂ * 
D e n k m ä l e r  d e s  K l a s t i s c h e n  A l t e r t u m s , 1885-88, 6g. 903 (18 2 6 -3 0 ); C haron : F**R*^ 
k r ,  26, 27, 44, 80, 82. Pug-nosed »lave and H ellenic mistress. R . C  Β ο·*ηΦ ^| 
J H S  t i t ,  173, 176*77, p l  3. Satyrs, feckless and u id es«, H esiod fr, 28 (94)
Strabo 471. - a

48. "H ig h "  and "h e ro ic "  type», Portier, D o u r i s , 2 ,2 1 , 25, F -R eichhoid , 36 
shows extrem e brachycephaly with snub nose, contrasted with normal p r o 6 k > * 
J H 8 ,  xix. p l  3 ; G erhard, A V  327, O ther normal types: W P ,  x. 48 m ( E # t *

G r e e k  A r t ,  6g. 15). T he prom inent nose is usual until the early 6fth  een tu f? · 
never quite disappears, though the "G reek  p ro6 le" then becom e« a tiretoflM je**y 
nerism in the less careful drawings. Greek skulls from  A ttica. Buxton,
x i i l  pl. iii. 1 2 ,  5 6.

49 . Portrait* o f  Socrates:— Plato, S y m p o s i u m ,  215: T h e a e t e l u s ,  209*.
117: X en op h on , S y m p . ,  tv. 19; v. 5 -7 : Aristophanes, C l o u d s ,  146: R*
A n t i k e  P o r t r ä t s ,  (B erlin , 1912): J. J, B ern ou lli, ( m e t  h i s t  h e  I k o n o g r a p h k

1901), l  184 199, RctttovtscH, H i s t o r y , l*xiv. 4. gj,
50. Greek am! Persian stature:— H erodotus, ». 139; X enoph on , A n a l · * * * *  

2 .2 5 .
51. R idgew ay, B A G ,  L 304. t n t i & k

52. F or exam ple, the faience votaries from  the Tern pie* R epository  ** ^
Sir A . J, Evans, T h e  P a l m e  o f  M i n o s  (London* 1921), t. frontispNK**

. (0&&
53. Evana, P a l m e ,  45; I), CL H ogarth , E s s a y /  tit J i g e a n  A r t h a e w t ?  '

1927), 55* pis. vin , ta ( M a y a n ) ,  a (E g y p t). ........................... * * *

54. H rm .t h, r . l n t k r .  (II1H  ' i j ) ;  M . Hocrrvr., CVjt u k n k U  i f f

i n  F .n r v p n  (V V n n s, I M I i ,  ?Oi> fT, pU. nt »v .till, fc#*· I m 0
5$. M *J»e*  fijtufr., A. M *yr, "V «r*r«ch n  htUc h r I V nhm *W f »on  M

U r. eu e, M'iw.'uw i), *»». wo. m i ? u , **».«··»* W i η » ,·||
A l t t r i u m  (M u n ich , V m ) % 45 4 9 , IS*. V |7; Η η τη κ *  < ! « « .  » # .  | # &

56. C A H  pi», I TO, G  C4m?rnau, /-a  M e s s *  N u e  B a é y I o n i e n n e  i  

5?, Pr* brr«! Gorek ha»r w»* "g rn tly  cu rled" (see ch. »*>· ** j}, 1 0
"w otd ly M hs»r, howtvef* caused remark e M t s / e r ,  ai*. 246:
(in  C ok h ts ). f l y t i f c h .  t  i m o n ,  S , y  |t, | W 0

58, Early bearded hgurn* E gyptian  amt M editerranean. . .  u
P n k i i f m t t  E g y p t ,  p l  11  23; Sir A. J, Evan*, H u a l e y  I m t u f t ,  6gs* 
fo rt, S fm d t e s  t u  E a o E r  P o t t e r y  * /  t h e  S e a ?  E m  i t  <R> A. I. CX<**K*n#l 
L on don , 1927), « .  95 C r e fm o c f t l  .

19. Evans, P e d m e ,  » Hg. l O l a î i  3trt|Ua M i n n a ,  (Oafcwd, » 1 » >  " Γ  « g  *  
Hbaaet«, 3 M  « g !  c«»ifip#re R B, Seagar, M o t h l a t
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, . - f c o f  the marble
W t ,  1 07 -8 ; 322d (gem  from  P H « * tu .: f a »  face) J *  g  g .  W o rn «* »  
head from  A m orgos, Boaaert, 22 , 23, *n .
from  M ycenae (B . 223). χ χ ΐ ΐ . ;  ph

60. D elbrü ck , Porträts, Seleucus r # r W  (Oxford, 1926), ,
X X 111 , cf. M , R oatovtseff, A  H i s t o r y  o f

L X X X I1  2 , pi. L X X X 1 V  4. . on  the "H a rv ea ter-v «e
61. F or exam ple the leader o f  the p

Agia T r ia d », B ossert, 94 . 282- 84·. P - C  *  253- 4,
62. C u p inlaid with bearded head*» (clean ahaven). . 0 f
63. G o ld  musks, B o « e r t  2S2·. " ’ V* *  373  (beard). O

P-C, vi. fig. 372 (m ouatache o n ly ): O ^ 0"’ ,Wh
mouatache and beard, G . E lliot Sm»t ,
9 8 -99 , 137, 1S4. _  . 120-2 1 . Fxca«*·

64. Foradyke, J HS,xl. 174, p i. g ^ u ch h a rd t, s a ^ m t " " ll£  .

65. W arrior-Vaae:— Boaaert, “ ^ ' t s S  Ariatonopho.
l i o n s  (E . T . ,  L on d on , 1891), 280, fig»· w  D t n k t o  M s t i s t

vüi. pi. IV . W . H elb ig , D «  ^

1886), 252, fig. 89. M eltan a P 72_ WijW ·
n * " W 0 » »  (1862) pi. IV·. H elb ig , ^ c h h o W ,  ph L L  R o*t° V ’

66. Buairia V a a e - .-S M  C a/., E 38; 1 - R » « nn

k P i  L X  2 ; C A H  pla. I  382a, * . . 505.
67. Dolon Vaae: B M  C o l . ,  F  15J· B au » (p*ria,
68. Tragic actor, Mon. /»»<·. »“’· ' η0Λ) Ctromiq**
69. C om ic actora, 0 .  R ayet and M .

1888), 318 fig. 1 1 8 : and note 47 above. ^  ^  JSS· 70 71 72 73 74 * * 77 78 79 80

70. See note 46 above. Pettier, D o u r i s ,  fig· repre-
71. Persian type·.—  U u m  C o t .,G  H  · . typea among E «7P  A l u r t o t n t ,

72. See n o t e «  above. Remarkable ^  £
•entationa o f  prisoners o f  war (from  Syria or „  ( I m o t *  C o t * , Q

Ï L  1, G otha, 1928,* pi. 1. w r ib l e  figure o f  '  0 'd  in *1** ^ etr° "
73. See notes 46  and 47 above. 2 he w ( - « y i i i .  2.

234) is a microcéphalie id iot. O n the o t ttoatoftaeff» H i s t o r y ·

Politan M useum , N ew  Y o rk , i* n °  * . , «  £g, 61*
74. Cnoaaian ladies, Boaaert, 57,6^* ' Cyprus (1900)* P*· M ycenae

76. T h e "Parisienne,”  Bom ert. 5 6 ,Μ >  §  ,v o W » . *  fUn b r o n * .

•«“ ~. >«l T l „ „  f t « . » .  in . w p · ’ £ £ * « · * " · l“ ·
77. Faience v o ttn e* , H owert, 10 \

1 3 1 -3 1  T h e  mafe equivalent ^  ,923)* 77· d  introduction

78. G . G lo w . I *  GMMm * ·  Ν ον.-ί»«*·*
79. W ace , M a * * » * ' f l * " ?  1 *  water»

to  Burlington C lu b  C * i* fc*w  V  G r * t k  '  ^  civil*** k t *m relation »
80. l „  1917-18 it waa m y duty o f  Ä 2  ty pe· * « ·

tftd consequently to  study the f « * *  ® . u  im pre**»n* ***
tHeir abodes and destination». th* *
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acquired I have te id what »eem ed at the m om ent discreet in an address to  tk$ 
A nglo-H ellcn ic League» published in its R e p o r t  N o .  j ç  (London» 1919); see e*p** 
d a ily  pp. 5 -7 ,

81, T h e  "P arisienn e," B ossen» 56; the "L a d y  o f  T tryn s," 2 U ;  the " C s P *  

bearer»*' 59, K am pos boxer, 250—51, Com pare the Cretan athletes, 139, Ι 4 1 - Ά  
and the D ictaean bronze head, 129, T iryns youths, 216-17 , com pare the groo#*  
from  M ycenae, W ace, B S A % xxv (1921), pi, xxvii; R ostovtscff, H i s t o r y  i* 
L V I 3 ; a classical p o r t r a i t  o f  this type, Bernouilli, i. pi. V1L

82. M yrcs, H a n d b o o k  t o  t h e  C a n o ! a  C o l l e c t i o n  o f  A n t i q u i t i e s  f r o m  C y f ***
(N ew  Y ork , 1915), Nos. 1096, 1266, 1267, 1281.

83. Spartan caricatures, Dawkins, B S A t xit. 324 ff., fig. 4 ; 338, pis. XI# ^  
xiv, 15.

84. Unpublished photographs in H ellenic Society*» library, L ondon , -
85. D em osthenes.— Bernouilli, ii. 76 -77 : F.. Pfuhl, D i e  A n / a n g e  d e r  

i t c h t n  B M n i t k u i s t  (M unich , 1927), pi. IX , I , 2: C ow on , J U S ,  xlvi. 72, P»· V - 
RostovtscfF, H i s t o r y , i. pi. L X X 1 X »  3.

86. T he bearded head on P h ilip s  coin* is com m only attributed to Z *& 1 v *  
i f  Zeus at all, it has W en hum anized in to the portrait o f  a M acedonian ; ** 
coin  portraits o f  Alexander have no doubt W en deified into an A pollo  or  *  f t S S  
H eracles. Am i there are adm itted portraits on  coins as early as those o f
G . F , H ill, M e e t  C r e e k  C o i n s  (Paris, 1927), p i  V II 5 (G reek "low  t y f* M)i  ™  j 
(Persian noblem an). ^

87. Alexander: Bernouilli, D i e  e r h a l t e n e  D a r s t e l l u n g e n  A l e x a n d e r s  J e s  

(M u n ich , 1905).
88. For exam ple, von  l.uschan, "T h e  Parly Inhabitants o f  West**®

J R A ! % xli (1911), p i  xxix (lower half: from  Terun).

hé»
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Kicrod
Φ  six cities orwK* ^  M iletus, Mya$> and Pricne, on the Csrian coast; 
m **«land n d gh bo  p  y ^ an coaer> fro»« Ephesus to Phocaea; (3 ) Chios and its 
? f  the old  P a n J ^  * ra c* ^  Samos. These are the twelve constituent states 
Euhoea aruJ Am f n k * « u e : o f  the Ionian-speaking cities in the Cyclades and

2. The be«l tt,Ca* h* takcs no «ccount,
L a n f u a t e  j1* * ?11* ÄUmmÄr*c* results in Greek philology arc— P . Giles,

*  <"■«* S t M d L i c  7y,‘ Brit· (L on don · ,91° ) .  »"<· (w ith R . A . Neil)
G r t c o u t  in * '·”  , ®c ’ 191* ). î v " ‘ · l i  A . M eillet, A p e r ç u  d 'u n e  H i s t o i r e  tie  l e  

^ 2 1 -2 3 ) .  ç  η  *π*ι 1920): P. Bechtel, Z)»> g r i e c h i s c h e  vol*. (Berlin,
C l* s t i e e l p ù .  ,■ “ “ **» i n t r o d u c t i o n  t o  t h e  S t u d y  o f  G r e e k  D i e l e c t s  (1910), « i d

3, p Qr * ' w o g y ,  1926, 1 ff.

P ® ) vitiate>Xn|.?1.ple 1Sttr* ,>0> 333. R idgew ay ’s ecceptsnce o f  thi* statem ent { B A G ,  

^trabo’i  recoen if’ Who '  ^  j*“  argument (p. 660), a* hi* acceptance (p. 194) o f  
We*tern A *i»t ,0n ^ * r**'> ** som e sort o f  Greek vitiate* hi* notion* about

' b ' ^ e k  diaJecu, * «  A . Thum b, H a n d t u c h  d e r  g r i e c h i s c h e n  D i a l e k t e ,  

5 ·  H « io d  c  *>,bI,oe r*ph y ; Buck, G r e e k  D i a l e c t s  (1910).
6. H e &  ' T * " '  8 <Mark*cheffel). 
λ  T he w o n  ' raem ! nt ,0 >»» M üller, F H G  i (Pari*, 1885).

*, k*e, Sophoci » nouthosjg used to  de*cribe an eagle'« plumage, Bacchylidea, v . I7 j 
n,ehtingI le «***  " ·  o r  it* wing*, Euripide*, 487{ the throat of ·
u.*e *l  *l*o to i ^ S e m t m n ° n ,  1142, Euripide», H e l e n a  1111. Late writer* 
Clc*da, P e J  {''^ 3 7 3 *  ' * °und w‘ nd> Athenaeu*, 608d, and of the

tin>e at t 'C v  w 1" ’ ' '  S7’ **y* e*p l'citly  that the people o f  A ttic* "a t  the «»m e 
*  Strabo 1 «  f o r m e d  ' nt0 Hellene* *l*o ic*w ed  «new  the lengusge.”
" i s ,  jtjtyjj |»0  '  ' P °r  the history o f  the "Pelaegtan t h e o r y "  in Greece, M y  re*, 

l0 t I* *25«

‘ **«tr general ° l the*e *****. discovered soon *fter 1900, are atill unpubliahedi but
M 13, 2 9 ,  30 , # r*c t w  «» indicated in Evan*, i  and P a l a c e ,  1, especially

p- 40. Very im portant qualification o f  current estimate* i* due to M édiat,12. p
,by K ^ t c h l T Pleï. * re eiven M eillet, and the whole subject ha* been exam ined 

?.8S6)< A . b S *  A n l e i t u n g  i n  d i e  G e s c h i c h t e  d e r  g r i e c h i s c h e n  S p r a c h e  (G öttingen ,
*  βΓ*<? and κ·'ι PiechischenOrtsnamen (G öttingen, 1905), influenced b y  

u ? “ * · ' “ 1 Theorie· which are not generally accepted! W . P reU w l«, 
^ ed eU  ?*  *»erhuch der er, Sprache (G öttingen, 1905)* E . Boiaacq,

«3. H e Î S ' ^ ^ w M P I Ô ) .
••»d A t t i c a ^  , “ ·* *’ î 7  GVlaagiana i „  Hellespont and M *ced on ){ vi. 138 Lem aoa 

Λ  ( c f · S trabo 221 ä U m n o *  and lm bro*)i il. 51 (Sam othraee)} m

Notes to Chapter II!
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94 (A chaea); ii. 52 (D od on a ); i. 146 (A rcadia, cf. H ellam cu* in Stephanus «· f * 
A r k d s , H ellanicus fr. 1 placed Pelasgians a lio  in Thessaly, and regarded A* 
Tyrrhenians o f  Italy as emigrants thence: cf. E phorus, fr. 54, followed b y  $tf»&J 
337. Special language in Sam ot brace “ n ow " (1st cent. B .C ) ,  D iodorus, 4, 4% **

14. H erodotus, ii. 50—52, 56; vlii. 44 ; T h ucydid es, i. 3.
15. H erodotus, t. 57; T h ucydides, iv. 109 (Tyrrhenians in M aced on );

tus, i. 94 (in L y d ia ); Strabo, 221 (in E truria); Æ schylus, S u p p l i a s ,  246 -57  (on &  

S trym on ); P r o m e t h e u s ,  860; H ecataeus, fr. 334.
16. Etruscan language: Pauli and others, C a r p u s  I n s c r i p t i o n u m  F J r u s t * * *  

(L eipzig , 1913, in progress): R . S. C on w ay, E t r u s c a n s  in E n c y L  B r i t ,  

bibliography: C a m b r i d g e  A n c i e n t  H i s t o r y ,  ÎV  (1926), ch. xtt: E. Skutsch,
k i t e  h t  S p r a c h t  in Pauly-W iaaowa: G . H erbig, K  l e t n a s i a S t s c k c t r u s k i s c h t  N * * * *  

o t r % U u h u n % t n ,  Sirzb. k. hayr, A kad,, 1914, 34.
17. Lcm nian inscription, Pauli, A  It  i t a l i s c h e  S t u d i e n , ii (Ix ip z ig , 1894).
18. C om p a re««, M u s t o  I t a l i a n * ,  ii. 673; Evans, J H $ t t iv . 355; *v tl F  

C on w ay , B S A % viii. 125 56; x. 115, 247,
19. H erodotus, vii. 170 71.
20. R. M eister, S i t i b ,  P r t u s s ,  A  h a d , vii. 166*69: j ,  V endryc», M h a *  S û t ·  ^  

f u i s t t f u t  i t  P a r i s , xviii. 271. Scylax 103 after noting the principal O r·** ^
Phoenician cities o f  C yprus, adds that "there  are also other cieici 0Ρ“α Γ^$*Ι 
b a r b a r i a n ” — u r . ,  not Greek-speaking. D id  the old  language survive into C ^  
tim es, like the Praesian language in Crete? H e also says that the peop k  ο» 
were "in d ig en ou s /

21. M y tr» , Can.lUkk. S o * .  1*6.1, 1*64, 1*65, 1*67, 1*72, 1*75, *nd
other* *l*o, Kor the “ tn term cdt*ry" «cript, H a n J k o o k  N o. 4,111, B M  £ * ( \

(1900  27), fig ,. 5* « 0 ;  K v*n», S e n p u ,  t, 70  75, % » . 17 1* and c o m p # « » * *
**■ 39. fr

22, For exam ple, bracelets lieU mg mg to  Errandros, king o f  Papho·» 
scribed e t t  e iM ore  to , p a  p * ·  p a  n  i t  m  s e ,  C a n ,  H d b k , No·* 3552 53* ^  W

23, H erodotus, «. 173 »peak* o f  b a t b a r p t  (people w ho did not
C rete m the days o f  M inos and Sarpedtm, an*l o f  Sarpcdofi’ * cdfon«*·**^1 ^ 
w ith  them, D iodorus, iv , HO, on the other hand, writes as if  G wnA  had ^ ^ 0 0 .  

duced into C rete about 1330 fby  im m igrants from  Thessaly und*f  $*** 
grandson o f  H ellen), ami »peak* o f  a |w*poUttnn o f  "m ixed  barbare 0  
becam e #»*ttad*frd in tftnguag* to  their Greek neighbors. H e is clearly **** 
on  the H om eric description o f  Crete ( O d f t s e y ,  xix* 175 77) with 6v* diat*^ fry & &  

and « "con fu sion  o f  tongue»*’ am ong them. It has been frequently tfc**
ment «tors , presumably unacquainted with the early htatory o f  tb* 
thta passage is a late interpotatio«. -gglaj * *

24. A fhcitaeits, VI 2714, quoting * C a r t ·«  w m »r , WwHp &

Strabo, 66 0  62 on  the C anan  language; 652 on  C autw atu^ | k J t  

3 7 6  |4; SundwaU, 67**, si 464 #0, Caftan inscription*
t t m r m * i n  th* » » .ν κ * 1, A. M. S e n t ,  T r e n t ,  B t O <  ^  I***- 

» ·, *12 54s P * m „  f U  (1*95 ), 15 41 , 207 W . A Jf, W JJ," r
4 î * i  W  8  » » * « «  , « 4  j .  I., M yt**, 7 W * *»* 26? fcV.
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, c f  tbe American

25. E . L ittm ann , L y d i a n  Inscriptions, »· »  $ < £ * ,

Soc. for the E xcavation  o f  Sardie (Ley en, ,  n j e t  U p s d *

0 .  A. D avidson , S k r i p t e n  k .  h .  V e t e n s k a p s - '  ..oeciaU y
A n a t o l i a n  S t u d i e s  (M anchester, 1923), \ t r e e  (Paris, '8 9  ) .

26. H erodotus, i. 7 : R adet, L a  L y d i e  e

p. SO ff., 63 ff. H o  (1913),
27. Ads,xiv . 11. Fin371! Sundwatt»
28. Lyeian language:— K retschm er, * 8 .»

Beiheft n .; A rkw right, J U S  xxxviu. 45*·' ·  K ret5Chmer, E i n le i t u n g ^  above) .
29. Phrygian and T hracian  language. · A n a t .  S t u d i e s  (n· ,jo tu i,

Giles, C A H  U .i (bibliography 645-48), and (bib iiography)i H
30. T h e  Vannic k in gdom :— Say ce , o f  tbe Phrygians.”  . fiver;

vii. 73, describes the Arm enians as c o  o  hounded west b y  * e the
. 31. In  H om er, 1 1 . U. 848- 50, Λ * « · «  w eït o f  the S t r y j j » ^  wUe
m  H erodotus, v . 17, b y  the hill-country Thyw i a M , occupied the P  d e tc T lb e *  

Persian conquest, the E d om , w ho w ^  T h u cy dides, « ·  9 . country 
« s t  o f  the S trym on , H erodotus, v . ’  king 0f Thrace. F or history
many Paeonian tribes as vassals o f  bit a le ! A  1926) ;  and for the « Τ

»ee S. C asson, Macedan, T h r a c e  a n d  I l l y " * [_̂  (N ew  T o t  H og#rth,
and culture o f  Paeonia, G . H . M acu rdy , Jj discovery are by  JD. · .  tureii 

32. T h e  m ost recent summaries o f  ' T h (  (Schw^' , ,  1922).
C A H  U  xi (1924), b ib liograp h y: A . n  H i " 1“  jj  j  ( i 9 l 9 -
L ondon , 1918): F . C o n ten .u , ^ f ^ J .  B o ^ e u i  

^ or the language and docum ent»’ de» Hatti-Hetche»* . 1923)»
2 0 ): E . Forrer, "D ie  Inschriften und Sprachen d e . »

Π 4 -2 6 9 ; M  D O G  U i. (1921 ); DieΙΟ « « - » ·  W *
Berlin Mu». K e i l i n s c h r i J , - f u n d s  and $ * y «  ‘ B ^
revisions o f  the whole question are by  H all in ( 1928) 1.
1  0 9 2 7 ) ,  204 ff .: P r o c .  O x f o r d  B r a n c h  C l a s s .  · * , and

33, H erodotus, i. 96  99. . .. Thom pson» f  A s s y r i a  (N ew
X  T h ,  K a u ite  a , a . . t „ - * ·  C * 7 ? " ( J 1 „ S .  « " « ’ £ , ? " ( 19» ) ,  X .

appendices, pp . 6 9 6 -701 : it* culture, Λ· · M eyer. ■
Y ork , 1923), 31 ff., 504. O n  the whole ^  ^

appendices, pp . 696-701 : it* culture, A. » · M eyer, S i t * ·  " f  . x n d  god
I « !)” , ff..»«. Ϊ ΰ * * ·

„  35. H all, a L .  ,7 5 , th · k — ï  “  , £ „ 1  b  * « " * ·
»urift»ht the »term  god  M ur*ttft»h ; «n  *  ß $ r H *  (1919)*
Slavonic *o*u, and our own "b o g e y .”  Jensen, b lb lio g W hy)

36. H . W inckler, M iX X » ( 1907) ,  . . .  H  i. 13: Cook, 1 4 1 . Lucken-
367 ff.· Forrer, Z D M G  (1922), 254: Giles, C  < (L ondon, ' 9 *S)’
" l a r i a n n a :  M uret and l ) « v y ,  F r o *  D "  l70  „  M »  * * * ’
« « .  Λ - »  7 .  * « . .  xxv i. 96 ff·, ^  instance. «  H all, PA

37. Biridasvtt—Cook, CAHU 33  "Λήή
(I9 0 9 )t 234* .yjmftVj* 17L  * eurvei

38. A seal imt>rç»iion on *

'<«*** **v'< 7»;:. ot&cr ~
37. B in d ^ v f t ^ C o o k , U  » lle 331 # -b o u t 2000

l9 ?8  ‘  1 M ’ 'M t ' m '  a p p a t lo n la «  cuneiform L A A A
38. A  seal im pression on  * CaPP f animsl*. ' ·  „ggest a»»e*

B .C ., sh ow , a tw o  wheeled car drawn by prom inent ear. *ug*

* (1508) pi. X V H , 8 12. But their short m .ne*
- * . L·__

* u w r c ) p i  χ υ π » 8
tftthtr than har*r*.
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39. H orse transported by  sea: gem» Evans, B S A ,  tu %  7 : D , Ftm m e% 
k r e t i s e h - m y k e n i s e h e n  K u l t u r , fig j 103. M inoan chariots on  gem s, B ow ert, 3 $  * 
(V a p h io ); 325 d  (M ycen ae ; shaft-grave IV ); 234 (M ycen ae ; gravestone)* ^  
(T iryn s: fresco); 77 (A g it  T riada sarcophagus); E vans, J H S  xlv, 31-31« 
3 3 -37  (chariot construction and inferences therefrom ).

40. H om eric riding, O d y s s e y , v. 371; I l i a d ,  t v .  679; in x. 503-14 the
are driven. For Greek representations o f  dism ounted warriors and their g f0< ^  
W . R eichel, O t h e r  H o m e r i s t  h e n  W e i ß e n  (V ienna, 1901), p. 41 n. On the F rt*^ ^  
Vase, Troilus r i d e s  his horse to water, not to battle, when Achilles surprise»
C f. C hapter V III , p .  506-7  and notes 80 86.

41. Babylonian docum ents from C appadocia ; first recognised by  5* ^  
P S B A  (1883); sum m ary m S. I^angdon, C A H  I xii. 453 56; (b ib liogra p h e

42. Early H atti m ovem ent», sum m ary in H all, 'T h e  H ittites and 
A n u t .  S t u d i e s :  Cam pbell T h om pson , C A H  I xv. $61.

43. Breasted, A m .  J . Arm. U n  g. (1905), 153 If. j|
44. H ogarth , C A H  II xi. 259, dou bts whether the H atti dy n ***f

traced back beyond Î 580 B .C . and regards Subiluliuma as the fo u n d #  m 
eventual em pire (261 ). 3 |

45. J. H. Breasted* A n t i t n t  R e t o r d s ,  it, 485, 525. |
46. Sayce, C A H  III viii. 172 (bibliography 717). <j<£
47. E gyptian relations with the H aiti kings, Breasted, C A H  II

alliance-treat y o f  1271, Lxngdon and Gardiner, J o u r .  E f. A r t h .  vi l  ,* -jj:; 
T h e H atti text, M l X X l  (D ec ., I907i, 21; E gyptian text, M üller, M O O Q  

pis. I X V I , cf, Hall, A n t .  H u t . ,  364 67.
48. The "m eadow  A st« ,"  H om er, H u d ,  it. 4 6 l. Asm* as a p r o p #

l h a d ,  ii. 537 38 from A m h *  in N . T roa d ; his son P haenop· lived M i '|g|?
xvii. 583; (2) Hud, xvi. 717-18, xii. 95, xim. 384 771, Hecuba*» b r o t h s  
Ssn ganu t valley in Phrygia; he had a son A dam «*, xii. 140, xttb & E  ^  y /jjjjl .

49. VV D orpfeld and others, T r y #  / h o n  (A then«, 1902), I* Ι 0 Ι - Λ  * ^
T r o y  (lamdkm, 1912), th . m,

50. l e t l * *  in H**merf l h a d ,  xxiv, 544, t« on the margin 0 0 ' ·

tow ard the Æ gean, as Phrygia is landward, and "H ellespont* **** jL  wt 
It was rattled by A gam em non's force durm g the T ro jan  W ar ( /A W # i* . . *
664, < (. O d y s s e y ,  iv. ,342, xvu. 133) and was a port o f  call on  the h o f»* *
{ O d y s s e y ,  m. 169) l he H om eric 4bw*«»n to  l,e*bc* as the “ a c t * ^ f*Pj£ 
vouches for the early date o f  a cycle  o f  traditHm* to  which **ff f * ft** . I^gj
pp. 140, 151; for M ai *r (also called M a ta m ia ) had uccupw d l * * 1* *

0 i
toast islands, in the generation « f  1300, Duajnrua, v* 81, See mit« &

51 F o r m , A t o m  N o. *3  %  . ^
i t  A l O y a . - W ,  M ax MtdWr, A s t e n  und U * * f *  (UtfNNft 

394, H all, A m ,  H u t  ,  p .  243 n 269). A p o l^  A * * * * « * 1 *  * /s  | | § Ρ
at Tam asaoa, !W **ke, A m . AeW#* (1*87), U 2 , H aü , C / / /  II» W ^ 111 
M e m s f m n  H I ( I T O ,  9t)

53. I H»·loro«, v. HE 6 , data* thur dKohd settlem ent in 
w h k h  asatgn* the founder to  the gsnefarm * <*f I M i  I«** ^  
m aterial* wrongly as * 67 «Hows. A* betmghf loam **

he * Warty belongs 6» «he generation o f  Jo* (1 33Ô)*



NOTES TO CHAPTER 111
« R A « «  M inor) »contem porary

54. There w a . an A lakiandu  al»o in A r a «  <S E
o f  Rameaes I I ,  M D O G  (D ec. 1907). 141, Η ·#  H  M l » B u fy

55. M üller, A u E ,  354 ff., 369 ff. B te .t te d  «
487-88 . w ith the Greek hero P e r * « »

56. T h e  alternative identification o f  A tta n w y  p erMUa belonged to  the gen· 
(Sayce, J H S  x lv . 161-63) ha* the diaadvantage th «  foUc. meinory for

° f  ' 3? 0· J 1»  c K m n * » k . l  » £ - £ « ' ' „ „ t o t o  . f  r f
Rnd persons m  this century is too  close * T h e  Asiatic adven
adm itted; see C hapter V I and especially PP· orobable enough, in t e 
Perseus, recorded b y  Eusebius, C h r o n i c o n ,  *· gUuskm to  it Has ye
o f  Eteocles .o n  o f  A n d rew  (p . M  «h »v e )> . .
recognized in H atti docu m en t, o f  that genera ' · 333-42 . T h e

m ....................  . „ d  in B ew ert, n o « .  - ___  d  dU tnct·

157
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71. M yres and Frost, "T h e  H istorical Background o f  the T ro jan  W ar,”  
(1915), 393 -413 : Thrasyllus, fr. 3 (M üller) puts the R ape o f  H elen ten 7*·** 
before the outbreak o f  the W ar.

72. jou rn ey  o f  M enelaus, O d y s s e y  > iv, 83-85 .
73. In Atu% xxvii. 27, the ship drifts fourteen days from Crete to 

O d y s s e y  ̂  x iv. 300 -15 , nine days from  Crete to the west coast o f  Greece. See »· *  *
74. T ro jan  "d isp ersa l," Casson, C R  xxvii. 153. ^
75. Intercourse with Sicily, O d y s s e y  % xx* 383; xxiv. 211, 307, 366, 3 8 9 l * ^  

South Italy , i. 184; T rojan  settlem ents also in Sicily, T hucydides, vi. 2 ; P h***1*
iv. 83; V irgil, Æ n e i d ,  iii. 294 if. (H clenus in E pirus); i. 242 (A ntenor in Po
v . 30 (Acestes in S icily ). ^

76. M inoan intercourse with the W est .— T . K. Peer, T h e  S t o n e  a n d  & * * *  

Α χ α  i n  I t a l y  (O xford , 1909), chs. xvi, xvii; Evans, B S A t viii, 122-24;
». 87 (liparite); bone plaques from Sicily and HisaarJik, also M a lt«—  
fig. 75: H . Schm idt, S c h h e m a n n » S a m m l u n g ^  N o. 7953; from  M alta, 
A n h a t o l o g i a  Ixx (1920), 195, fig, 19, C f . C hapter V , n. 48 b e b w . / u é f h

77. de R ougé, R ,  A . 1867; Chabas, f o n d e s  s u r  Γ a n t i q u i t é  h i s t o r i q u e  1873 (*
Sir W . M . F. Petrie, H i s t o r y  q f  R g y p t  (L on don , 1905), iii. 148 ( ü b y * ) ·

78. Etruscan origin* reviewed -C on w a y , C A N  IV , ch , xiî. esp****"^
R andalU M acîver, T h e  h j r u u a n s  (O xford , 1927), C hapter I, A À $ tfa

79. T h e  The*piadae in Sardinia, D iodorus, v, 15, T h e  Argo in the A 
Apollonius Rhodius, iv, 307 8. See Chapter IV  η. 33,

80. Philistines, H all, C A N  U  xii.
81. W . M a* M uller, “ Die U olrnm chtir l».|>yru*,'· » .  ( 1 9 « » ·
82. M inoan titet in C y p ru ·, R M .  E u  C y / n u i  'b u t  the *Utea that* 

art aupcrtrtlnl by those o f  fcvant, J R  A !  ***  [I9U0|, 199 220); l*cml**^* j \ft> 

(1911), 215 48 ami M y rw , C u n .  H d k k  ,***. 45 4ft, 50; l ^ t h i » « ^ » " * . * »  

B S A  J e r u s a l e m ,  \ m , ami c. !.. W oolley , .S yrU,It (1921), l7T ' 94'  , J #  
(1922), 41. Sir Arthur Evans put* this mtcrvmime with C yprus * $  * * & f

83. j. I «  M yre* ami M . O hn efaU ch-R ich tcf, C a t a l o g u e  o f  t h e  f y ? * * *

(Chfnrtl, 1899), li.t o f  iter». ^
14. Safety p in . ami iron wea{«on* are fourni alao in * i « ·  o f  th i «*

•t Knkomt, ikttnbe·! in RM Ext, i'vfrm, ami iliuuweii |*. 4«· 
85. My tea, C a n . i t d i i . ,  K m . ,)94 99, 4M. 70.
» 6 . /A W . ai. 20  2 1 .
87. I M y i t t i ,* » » .  442 4,). |W*. . .  .... ,......
I t .  T he on ly inwrnptton», other than C yp riote , earlier t h a n t h ·* * " * ^  ,

dawKal 4eiM in the fourth tentury. are the torobMonr* of a Naaten. #***
‘ *---- -

tWUT;
fewuon.l »uklier fron» iUla.rna.au*, in Ion« .italet« a ml Irltaf**· > ! '  
found at Am.lhu*. d«w to the *e«, an»! ar* of «h* beginning of th* ; 
when a latfe fori* of Ionian* «aa in fc’ yt>fo* amt.eing (»teek «0** *
•tataat Petaiai H etm iotu«, » .  101 4, 1 1 »  H  R M  t u .  C r f u t i ,

IV, T h » beat κ ι » ·  i* from  A «  .Ion  l ’ h y th i.n  A J .m » , W ·  *  * l ) i  0 0 ^
Ι-u i} M E % 1  m it ), Iftl, l? 0 . (1922), 122 <J Uaratnng); ( 1 9 « ) *  * *
Oata ( »92Jj, 11, 19
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90. " ρ κ ί * * „

Adams, o i N » c a l t » t e r ,  I I I ,  pis. disc.—clxviii.; Ph

9,1 For exam 1 δ  ~8f Petrie* G é r a r > London I928· P l  1χ“ ' - ' ν* 
from T roy , and e, P ' j  V*aPenor ° f  Arcadia went astray on his voyage hoi 
88 t l> '  “ beach o f  Kdef  ! >aphos· P w a n  νίϋ. 5 .2 ;  his landing-place was 
date 117g, Achaean*,”  Strabo, 682. The Parian M arble 47 gl·

92.52 w

^ x i i .  26; xxxvîji* λ x .  2 ; I C h r o n i c l e s , i. S ;  E z e k i e l ,  xxvii, 13; 
the Ly<iian y  Λ8 * general phrase for the peoples o f  Asia M inor under “ G og,”  
(C halybcs). Hall 497““"  (M osch i); 527-34, 548 (T ibareni); 544-50
118 years be*/ *k* 386-88 (Tiglath  Pileser I describes the invasion
8ce P« 437· D  18 ^ mc> ^ ^ 7)· F or the special significance o f  the Chalybes
° J  t h e  H i t t i t e s  n  * '  , ° garth* € A H  H  247 AT., 274, III 54 f f„  137 if., 167; Χ ι ΐ φ

93, Cook lS S ° ? e 1926)* 56~<*.
years before *c l » ^ 7* ^  379: Josephus, A n t . % viii, 3, T yre founded 240 
J ^ r in , xviii. 3 ϊ X ? 8 T * m P l e i  one m r  before the fall o f  T roy  (i.e., 1183), 
*£*** is confuai0 iL Cnanc*cr· * am* 3 O W G  iv. 446: Josephus r. i. 18, 
^  other wirK *Wccn tw o H iram », one contem jxjrary with Solom on (ca, 960),

94. C o S  *U* (ca · 120° ) ·
A. O r, !!.11 m  ff·. 319; e

Justin0" ’ F J ' / t m a r n a  Τφ...______ _______  __________ _______ _______
» xviii. 3 j I y r<; WÄÄ founded by the “ men o f  Ascalon.'
lie’ h . *

A· K ftu dtxon^ rv ^  ^  319; contem porary docum ents in x v -x iv  centuries;
95‘ Justin y -  E U A m * r n *  Τ φ Ι η  (Leipzig, 1915), Noe, 146-55.
^  .... I «

97· S i d a r m M yarn· ' ' 0 ^ ·  x ’ v · 287-304.
•i8Si xv. H o  4 ,  " ° " ler> ^ »W , vi. 290 -91 ; xxiii. 743; iv. 84, 618; iciii.

98· I K L . 1 hrl* s> U i a d > >*· 38«« O d y u t y ,  iv. 126; xv. 247.99 c „"W» V. 1-6,
^ d i a ,  M ed iaS> a  * ''** .̂e R ic ia n  em pire "reached Pelusium in E gypt, and included 
*tand for ’ ,r” ' en>a. Pam phylia and C appadocia .”  D o  the "ft 

100. M„
"M edes”  here

1°0. \T <M*«ene)?
101. H W * « » ) .  M üller, A u E ,  340, 344; M yres, C A M  I I I , 646-47 .
102, // JCI * **
ιλ ί  . ν · 473-74 .*03, Mon ,

l ^ . S t r a b o ^ ^ r  1 'y c i l t henaeus, vit. 297 f, founded MaUus, see note 100 
f his M op8U8 * 75> * mi ha<* » «brine there, Plutarch, afc d ef\  o r .  45. C onon, N a r r .  6. 
* n°*bcr M om ** gr* iHison o f  Tiresias ehe great Theban »ecr (Pausania*, viL 3.2), 
v°y*ge to f * p  fm m  Ok-hiUia in Thessaly, sailed in the A rgo and died on its 

T hcrç w >#,> ΛϊΗ>,ίϋΠ*υ* ^ b , i, 65, 80; iv. 1518; Paueanias, v. 17. 4; Strabo,
104, |t :a * *  *  toWn M op iu* l>etween T’em|>e and I^iri»»a,
105. ß pjj cm ptin«  to connect Mopnus with the name o f  the Moechi (M uaki).

ifl laycia ant|Cf0 ^ n vi,  152-211, There were later legend» o f  his doings 
*igf” bcanee ^ «u iy  W issowa, R e a l ^ E m y c h p a e d i a ,  s. v. The historical
* ° n  and C v tft! f  * * * l * r n  wanderings is enhanced by the discovery o f  an 
^bambeNtor c°b m y , o f  the fourreem h^hirteenth centuries, with rich
N<Ätb S f r i J t h 'm  o f  M inoan C yj^us, at M inet^ l-B eida  near Latakia in 
xr l06* JavMVV héefçn I l l u s t r a t e d  U n d o *  N e w s ,  2  N ov . 1929.

hat i i ~ t Q * * * * h '  x '  4  *ï J C4r»n. ή 7, For AW **i#* the Authorised 
lJ o d * n t m t follow ing an alternative H ebrew text which appears to
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result from misreading an unfamiliar word. The same suggestion was 
recently in an Oxford lecture by the late Dr. Hogarth, but I cannot β*Λ 
allusion to it in his published works.

107. “Ionian and Carian” adventures in the Delta about 664, Herod0*0* 
in 152, 0

IÖ8 . Lycians, Herodotus, i. 173. That Herodotus attributed this ind<&R* / 
the “later Minos” (p. 321) is dear from his story of the contemporary ft#**** j 
Lycus the son of Pandion of Athens, consequently an unde of These«*» ^  
belonging to the generation of 1260, to which the “later Minos” beta«!**  ̂
here there is dearly a popular etymology, for the Lykki o f  Egyptian doett*0*” 
are of considerably earlier date than 1 2 6 0 . For Bdlerophon, //#W vi. 155-*®*

109, Carian armor, Herodotus, i. 171; Lycian feather headdress, viL
1 1 0 , Diodorus, v. 59. I (Aithaemencs); v. 54. 4 (Carpathu»); v. 84» 3 

manthys); v. 79. 3 fSarpedon, cf. Herodotus, i. 173).
111, The Rhodian “Children of the .Sun,” Diodorus, v, 5 6 "57,
1 1 2 , Macareus in l^sbos, Diodorus, v, HI. He had post» also at ft*

C m  and Rhode* but there may have been confusion in antiquity betwe* 0  

and the much earlier settlements o f Macar the “Sun man,”
113, Whether the names Attanssyas and Atreu* are identifiable

i* of minor importance, in view of the cumulative evidence for the 0 ^* 
the contemporaries of both; compare what is »aid on the whole question 
ter VI. gtg P

114, Though the folk-memory of l**bo* did not recall the doing* 
it went back further, to an Argivr settlement seven generations “beft**
Äodd'*; that is, about 1630, Diodorus, v, HI.

115, Arcadian and Cypriote words in Homer. T, W» Allen# &
( k i p * *  fChfordi, 1924, 100; C M ttowra, CS, **. 16« ?6 : another P*ï*f **

! 1 6 . Herodotus, i. 173; Diodorus, v. «0 . 2,

117, The “List o f SraqwiwerCY Myrrt, J H S  xxvi, «4 C, tPvrf 
bringing down the dates of the earlier sea powert m this Hat *****~μ$  
years below Eusebius* dates; but »er criticism» of EothefinghaW, /  KP:

tout «19 Burn* / "  ^m b075 ff ; C’rr, Tht O rtft* a/ Ty funny Ĉambridge, 1912), 95 99; Burn#
165 ft For Evdisn·. Thrauan«, and Phrygians in thia connecft<>,li **
I, 7 94, vu. 73 76. * n

Hi. R Mfiatef, *6M, k, t&ki. <*>#, H tfn> tph.'hui. 4/,)» *****
W H K  14 Hawes, B X J  vi. 25» 60,

M9, Strabo, 333.
1 *0 , Thucydides, i, 12.
123 Hihjubtwi, v 22.
122 I he Msrfibmen language

36, Cftbs, (  j i !  (1 31 .
122a In //iW, u M2 1.1, Agamemnon ♦* said to have 

etmimgent with tht$** “because they took no herd ft*
from the named Arcadian towns i* Ha* been mferml that Arc#1!* * * * * 1 
Cut off fm m  the sea B ut ihr At« *4**n cmintry r»m*m* *r«fh***f _
*W  language i* sp**k#n there What ts m question »* the 1 ^ 1 ^ ^

fink It*»/.<■**?***
m. ^ 3



,Tt 561NOTES TO CHAPTER I
ArcdUm *U * *  U Had

o f  a k ind o f  G reek w hich  cou ld  on ly  f t * * * ? *  U  not * - « * £ 3 5  
ceased to  be current in oth er p a rt . o f M o P 0" " ”  accu, e the poet o f  geogW P»· 
either to  regard the C a t a l o g u e  as post-D orian ,

or political inaccuracy. , ω  the
123. O d y s s e y ,  x ix. 17S. .p ok e  the tame dralect

Athenians in early tim es, Pauaawa*, m o  · -^es as result o f  *  * βηΛ fr. 1.
125. H erodotus, Ä  « , . · « ·  « ·  f Ä ,  Λ * .  Μ ,  « * · 1  - 1  * '

o f  Ionian and A ttic elem ents before Theseu > 355, 369.
126. Y evanna am ong H atti allies, M ille r , Λ

127. M üller, A u E  (L eiP» g ,  1893), 3S5 ff., 36V »

128. See note 112 above. a . . H erodotus, i. I*6" 4 '*
129. Carians and L ycians in Ionian citi , ^  Än<J

130. H erodotus, i. 142. . f  Erechtheu» uyEuripid«·*
131. T h e  traditional date for Ion  is * f  , the etory followed by

before Theseus (A ristotle , A t h .  P o I ' ' * h ,  „ " ς .  H erodotus i. l * s **7 * 1 tj,ey were 
few, places him in the generation o f  1300 . * , Peloponnes« was ei0pon*
^hy the Ionian» lost their former abodes m >ayf (vin. 73) t*1** y have 
''defeated by Achaean«1* and expelled* * inhabit that of others, ^
“ ·'»» AchHc.it. h.d "left th .it«.» ta* „f the I M «  '
regarded this movement at an incident o Peloponnese mu which
>»d b e , Ach.cn conque, of * ■ " * “ £ £ .  * * . » ,  ‘f  * * £ £ *
>n the H om eric C a t a l o g t  ( I l i a d ,  » .  5 7 * - J ·  under the rule o  „  M

in H erodotus’ list o f  Ionian town*h.p»,B* .D orian  p o p u l « « *  . ° Γ ^  this 
•on o f  A treus; and his description o f  t e C a t o b t * * ' *  d* * !" o f  Μ « · 1*’**’

W h  folk”  Aigialeis (v . 68) accords * * * * * *  the m ovements o f
« « » n  ss “ along all the beach ’ ’ * Ψ * Ι ° " ·  c<,rop ______ from Sicyon
D iodorus, v . 81 and notes S3, 112 above. .  Pel°P,d ρ Γ,η°  , ment* waa ι**®
. 132· Theaeus’ m other Æ thra. ίοΓ ow n P°»itic* l . î '  £ „ · ·  country *nd
Jost south o f  the Isthm us; tn d  one o f  1 bet ween »on . . . i d  time*, 
establishment o f  the Isthmus a . the φ  . ,  v l.

Pelops' island.”  One o f  the b o u n d a r y ,» ^ « »  ^ “ f  G w ec« , H erodotus,
Plutarch Theseus,2$. For the "Ion ian  Se* neighbors w ho
Vii’ 20 · » * ·92. , . . .  the G r e e k -tp e ^ n «

133, H erodotus, v , $8, says «aP1̂  immigrant* w* associate the
»eem ed the art o f  writing from  the Cadm * «|  ^  U t e r  w n r e «

134. H om er, U U d ,  ii. 536 -45 ; H erodotu*. . nd peopl ^  o f  theK

name Abantes with T h race, A rgos, » n account o  w ho »** n0*
125. H o n ,. , ,  , M .  Ä  « 5 .  1» · *  Ä ,  o (  . 1 « ·  f c « W «

contingents the Athenian* seem to  take _  t^e H om eric ft*t art an
R a t io n e d  again, and as they have no pi ^ Epetana m * e with the
that the AtK*m*n* *ki»mfteive* are mean » ,̂v%̂ re they * other

mei!lt?enîe ^  Athenian* seem to take w  r— uAm*rk L m *m ~ -  - - 
C r i  *“*'?· *nd μ they hsve no pi«* *p . in ^  Mroe lUt ar· «η 
■fitoli·̂  A,̂ enien* themselves are mean«· Jjje ·Ρ* ^  a war with the
S  *" PW*. who had also a footing in Ρ » «  mher sugg«·» Aat other
6 peian» k ΐ1*,ίΟΓ'* r°un«tr d*y*· Tt,i* m*n,î°" °f. ne;ahborhood of the people* 
bfm .n, âd moved from northwest Greece into the if
0r,g*ded with them heft. ,
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136. In the Catalogue the leaders of contingents from Orchomenus (H* *** 
512-15), the Abantes (1. 540*1), Salamis (1. 557) are "divine born/* as are Achdk* 
(1* 685), Protcsilaus (1» 698), Podarces (I. 704), the Asclepiads (1. 731), Polfpd** 
(1* 740) among the chiefs from Thessaly. For the significance of these "dttfl*** 
born** families see pp. 299, 308.

137. Herodotus, viii. 44.
138. Herodotus, ». 57; vi. 137. .
139. See note 50 above. Other instances «re Achilles* raid on Lyrnessus 

Thebes (7/iW, il 689 93); his great cattle raid on Mount Ida (7/rW, x*« P  
and the joint foundation of Achilleum by all the allies o f  Meneîaus (Hérodote 
v. 94).

140. Ionian and Æoîic Smyrna, Herodotus, i. 14-Î6, 149-50.
141. An ingenious claim that the first (»reek spoken in Peloponnes« was ArcsO»̂  

has been stated by J. P. Hariand, Harvard Studies i n  (Jasskai P h i h f o 0 * * , ^  
(1923), 18 fcf. (files, (  A l l  Π 29); but he assumes (I) that the Minoan colon**̂  
in Cyprus spoke Greek; (2) that the dialect which was spoken by coloni#**̂  
Cyprus mutt have been long established in their mother-country, an
which he would hardly accept in respect to I)ork»»peaking colonies«
Hariand s belief that (»reek of some kind was (he language of the ^
(*»MMtnyan*\) culture of Orchomenus there is probably good reason (** 
teen later, p. 287); but the arguments of P, Kretschmer, (i/o//at i  9, Μ. P*

d C. I). Buck, C.Ussual Phifafaxy, xxi (19W)· 
and especially Buck’s criticism of Hariand (p, 23), make it probable thal*** 
southern dialect was Ionic, ami that (as the closer resemblances between A li

Gétt, frf/. k t ,ilVMi, 534. »ml C. I). Hutk, CUttuJ l'hhkiy, xxi

_.........  ....  .. ^
*nd .4-<>ltc i tujii.tr') Amtlian »|*eih *»> ilifirrerifiatcil fanhrr mirth, ·***!
southward already weil characterised«

142. Herodotus, ι, 56 give# at the tarne time the rarbest and the *****
stantial account of the origin of the "children of Helfen/* In the wt^
there were other theories about the Dorians, the politics! temlende·
are obvmus, l he failure of (»reek ethnologist* to distinguish either
West Greek from Æohc resulted mainly from their $w«p«*m***km by * e ^  of
theory*’ o f the early inhabitant# of Arcadia snd of the <hi*
folk «memory in the northwest, ami the cimimstsm« that the HomtftC
in an idiom mainly lorm misled them ** to the relation# between «*
■‘Achaean#" and the Ionian* of classical time*. Compart p> 13t abo*·*
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N o r m  τ ο  C h a p t e r  IV  ^  B(tckground

1. I h *ve dealt w ith  this top ic at greater le n g th '“ * °  19 i 4) .  F or M oira
o f  Greek Scien ce" ( U n i v e r s i t y  of C a l i f o r n i a  „  ^  19 12 ) .  .  -
see F . M . C orn ford, F r o m  R e l i f i o n  t o  Phi(like Greek t h e o s ,  L a W

2. In  Lithuanian deioi.t i l l  m eant "g h ost. b u t ^  ^  came
d e u s ,  and other cognate*) wa* used for g o  Iranian d o i v e  the m alevo

to  denote the beneficent spirit* in  nature at *rg * .

"dem on*.”  V alinka J a h r b ü c h e r ,  rdv ( l92°  »3. F or the name* o f  G reek god*, E. . ’  jq

401 ff.; C . D . B u ck , C l a s s i c a l  P h i l o i c # , * »  <‘ 925 j > · < * „ * , * * F « »
4. A pollo :— K retschm er, G l o t U ,  f ' ; . . 242 ’  „ f‘ h li „ «m e  to  e p * / / * > *

(Leipzig, 1906), 388; B oisacq , s .  0. T h e  likene ^  .<Lord 0f  H ost* ? 
public assem bly, is tem pting; bu t was A po usual
what did a p e l i a  m ean? I f  it  is synonym ous «  th the ^  ^  # « ίβη«  

m ay be the " in it ia to r" o r  "c o n v o k e r "  o f  bruite 0r »ore (c f.
** H esych iu . »ays? A n  obscure w ord afguch injuries. I f  b '  
'red  *ore” )  m ay reveal him  as sender (and (R etulel-H »rris, J H S  ***’, Vlnt 

been a fertility-god, the derivation A pollo-apP tb tn  popular etym olog
"b rin g  him from  the north /* But Äre t e»

* n unfamiliar nam e? „  * » Ät D elos, U  R* ^ T S « * * * .
s . F or theories about the "H yperborean  ^  m onth „»m e d  « W N *

C u l‘ s t f t h e G r e e k  S l a t e s  (O xford , 1907), w . 356· circumstantial
* ? * »  « « » *  well be  sim ply A pollo ’s r̂ η Λ ΐ  show , at all hj 9
o f  the "H yp erborean  R o a d "  from  the head o f  the a  ^  w m bs n.

People believed in his d a y , however tgnorantiy. _ „ » t , r i « d  b y
below* r ^ A-u Minor,

6. T h t  current notion  that A pollo  (O xford, ^
U . W ilam ow itx, G r e e k  H i s t o r y  W r i t i H  · * *  „ m “  Nil»*«»«, ApoUo*·
375, and accepted  even  by  »0 cautious »  c *‘ fo r  Oriental origm  jç jq ,
(Leipzig, 1906), 102, w ith  the additional a r g u . ’  lk n ic
festivals are on  the seventh o f  the m ont 0 f  m *ny sanctuan (0
p. 368), account» for the geograph icald tsW  n(Jt for all. N U **«», „  y ,  bow
tinte», and for som e o f  A p ollo ’s functions, «b laster  o f  A n  k<^ j  «
bim  for the H ellenic counterpart o f  the bis tem ple » t  D e P >iv_y ii.
c l a im  him w ith  the other hunting g°d»* b y  Parnell, cha. ^
M ycenaean sanctuary. T h e  alternative »  ^ ^ P o t e i d a i a ) ,  FameU, « *  * » ·

7 . Poseidon (P o te id lfo n : c f .  the Pi*ce

K retschm er, G i o t t o ,  i. 27 ff. 7j i t , t h r i f t ,  ***«* ' 26! ;
8 · A phroditet— Kretachm er, h u h *  *  .  i  27.
9 . D ion ysus, K retschm er, F i n l e i t * * i >  ♦ p o h le « ,  ?
10· H ephaestus m ay be from  A « *

***vii, 549 ff.
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IL  H erm es, N ilsson, Griechisch* Festig 388 ff,
12. T h e notion that Hera must be “ Asiatic,** because the Heraeum  at Saint# 

is at som e distance from  the Ionian c ity , m ay be safely abandoned, now that A * 
tem ple site is found to be at the Late M inoan settlem ent: for this was eertai&if 
n ot "A sia tic ,”  and D iodorus, v, 81. 7, reckoned it as one o f  the foundation· 
M acareus, w ho cam e from  N orth  Peloponnes« about 1260 when that district * * ·  
still "Io n ia n " fp. 556, n. 53),

13. T h e  name H e r a  seems to  be a cognate o f  h e r o s f not in the "ch th om c”  i*0** 
(supposed by W ide, A r c h i v  f .  R é t i f . W i s s , t t .  2 6 2 )  but in the original m eaninf f  

"stron g  to save,** B oisacq, 329: it is probably related to the verb s t r t ô  in L*#1* 
and m ay be the Greek translation o f  som e earlier title; elsewhere there arc del*"* 
«im ply  called A n a u a  "q u e e n ,"  and A phrodite at Paphos was addressed as * 
Paphian goddess/*  C . Blinkenberg, " I *  T em ple  de Paphoa,”  K ,  D e n s k e *  * * * *  

S t i c k .  H i s t f i L , ix. 2 (1924), 29.
14. Athena pre-H ellenic:— W ilde, A t K  xxv i. 2 5 h  Kretschm er,

x i  282: W ilam ow in , S i f t .  H e r  t i n  (1921), 950 C  t
15. Owls representing A th e n a ;-D o u g la s , J H S  xxxii, 174 fig, I«

B C t f  xxxii. 541 pi. V II 3 ; D . tie t is s e u r , t e s  D é e s s e s  e r m t e s  é * n s  Γ erri t H & v *  

(Paris, 1919), 354, fig. 131. S n ak es;·-H erod otu s, viii. 4 L  J , E . H a m ^ n , * *  

l e p m e n e  t o  G r e e k  R t i i p t o n *  (C am bridge, 1907), 306, fig, 84; T h e m i s  (Gam bn#** 
1912), 265, fig. 65.

16. Gods* names as town names: Kretschm er, F t n h i t u η χ *  418 -20 . y

17. Athena is "A la lcom en e li"  in H om er, / / W ,  iv, 8 ; v. 908, asaoci^Ord
i t *

pr#
in both passages with "Argive" Hera, Mvkrne "f*ir*erowned,M O dy***7f1 
with Alcmene and Tyro, tragic figure* of olden days.

18. This Egyptian spear-and-shield goddess has been traced back
dynastic times, P, E. Newberry, U rerpvni A nn#itf \ (1908), 18; Free* B A  

penal· 1923), 184. f
19. Worship of monsters and bogey*, J. L  Harrison, Prvtiptm**** 5»
20. The "Averter of Mies" at Olympia, Pausamas, v, 14, t; comp*** *’

and Sir J, (>. Eraser** note of other mitâm es. . 4
21. The Greek cult of herort, U  K, Parnell, G r e e k  //era ft** * * * * &  

t m m e r t e t i / y  (Oxford, 1921), especially ch. xt, C n U i  q f  l ·  p i e  H e * * * *  ****
C u b s  t tf  R e n t  F * T i $ n t  (M hero* worship g*n*r*dv, see note 39

22. M. j. Bose, Primitive t.uitnre * *  Greece ftendon, 1925), 30; for 3 ^  fife 
hero rule» see pp 31 33. Achillea ami Sarpeduet lament their exit ft***

no# what they are to enter mfo. #eJ 4$
2 ). W hen the wraith i p t y e k f )  o f  Patrocbi* appears fo  Achilla* ^ 2 ,  wl* m i  

it ha* His natural v on *  and M* clothe*, ami ta just bke him ; but 
Achilles* dream . W hen he awoke, the phantom  sunk "urnkfffm O K ^ ^|#*** 
g ftM w m g "; and Achdlcs* words (a sm  10.3 1 )  tm$dy that he had mH 
m  m iKh as f h «  to  survive hi# friend * death ; " i t  was awfully Hk* f 

24. C om pare the qualiftr**met for saint h***f in the SUiman C h t 
XIV Ope** 0139) 4e Senmem Dei Breftfiam***, i 14; ttk 21* ^  ***
Iton of « serrant of God, «* w io »  that it be proven that the ' j J t *

m * pe^ammm and harm* degree the vetoes which 9#«tfd ***
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. „.·> tsoecial term* for martyrs
to  hit con dition , h i» rank, and hi» personal eata · · · · 0 f  heroic virtues
follow , and t h e ^ l . . . .  “ a . m any ** öfter the laudable « « ^ e  ^  ^  

died a death w hich w a» precioua in  the sight o  » ob iect» o f  canonisation.̂  
teaplendent w ith  the g lory  o f  miracle* these . “ glory o f  miracle».
B u t there it no evidence that Greek opinion m * *  . t  “ influence’ * or initi*
though som e heroes attained to  this. O n the G rec ,  t ) l t  f a u l t s  New Y o r k -
ative in man and in nature, see M yres, T h t  l , t c a  

L ondon , 1927), Chapter I I I . _  . Thebe* instead ° f
25. T h e  " »o n »  o f  Æ a cu s" were sent by  _ Theban» returned the Æ aci

(H erodotus, v . 80-81): a* they were no use, „rrived in the nick o f  time,
and asked for the m en.”  A t the battle o f  Salam i, they a m v ea

and did better (viii. 64, 83-84). sicyon to keep out the Argtve
26. M elan ipput wa» brought from  Th

hero A drastus, H erodotus, v. 67. . W r lost at »ea, and recover«
27. Pelop»’ shoulder wa» sent to  the T ro jan  w a r ,

later, Pausanias, v . 13. 4-6. . . . Λ β  Dl»ce ; the "Tumulus
27. Pelop»’ shoulder w a» »ent to the T rojan

later, Pausanias, v . 13.4-6. . , , ni.ce> the “ Tumulus qf28. And sometimes antiquity hsd mistaken t p, ’ i,ut tho»e of a neolithic
» t  O lym pia has been excavated, and "containe no
baby." D ôrpfeld , A M  xxxiii. 185 ff.i Rose, n ' (Athen», 1921).

29. G. oLnomus, D , prtjusionum ru
30. P. Walter», Jahri. i . Ins'., *iv. 103. 564-67; T. W. Allen,
31. Astronom ical date for H esiod: W o r k '

H on,« (Oxford, 1924), 86 ff. ____ „« w Am" burial»UwW** *
31. Astronom ical date for H esiod: ir

l o r n *  (O xford , 1924), 86 ff. “ Silver-Age”  burial. U su g g «ted
32. An archaeological equivalent o f  these N 0 m a d s  (if t k *

P· 267 V lachs: A . J. B . W ace and M . S. « νβ
(London, 1914), 5 1 - T n  contrast with the (J e e k s  w  ̂ roat meat, hot
°n bread, olives, cheese, and garlic,. . . .  the » . nimc,”

in Urge quantities ew cn tisl to  «n y  wor the deathlo·* god·^
M . H c k y l ,  . . 4  f t , , . ,  >67-73. T ta ' « *  ' “ · ' * *

mna them K ronos is K ina”  are not found heroes w

C0ld' in *er8e quantities essential to any meai ™>", — 
anw?3' 1?“ iod*WoTh ani Dey*>167"73, The Word* {u  ir0!Lntt and may be *.hfm Kronos is King” are not found in most manuscript* ^  ^

e addition. If original, they »eem to mean that the heroes dead;
£ « «  » ” "· “ * — » « ·  «“ >■ ^ " 1 . " , ! · ».. . *̂V® the heroes died the death of ordinary men. heroes who
changed their world." It ha. not been generally ^ (Urvlvorfc Of the

fate ****·" were not tho** wbo ' ÎeU mjth* W*thlmr Odysseus might have [«e of a few 0f theae, fotk-memory presented̂  J fo . went
to Γ *** Calypso if he had not preferred Ithaca an ... jçj ff,. Antenor
t il .Ulh Italy; Helenusaon of Priam aettled in Ej«rô  * ‘Trojans
.ηϊΪκ P the Po P*du*’ f l  « d ïh « ïw l  in s Â a ,J"d Phoow," 5n the weit of Sicily, Thucydides, vi. 2, and lhesp.au

°?7*· v. 15. . ,  »  Cilicia and
Cvn« '/**’ Mop,u,>tnd Teucer, on the o'her hsn > , Mokorin-msoi were
t Ä <P* l35)’ ν· « ·  1 ^  1 '^IhiïlUthic'tury settlements
*lone"!h.nd* ί  Mww or n*meIyJ ^  i#mc Wands were believedto Ü* *t*hoard of Asie Minor. As some of f0|WUre or folk-memory
*° have been «Ionised by Rhadamanthys, this P‘«e of folklo«
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may go back to the Homeric Age, And it may be that the basis of Hesiod1» st**·* 
ment it folk-memory of a widespread evacuation of “Achaean** Greece by uithe*0®* 
"heroes" who still had command of the sea ways. But, as the philosopher 
“Where are the thank-offerings of those who were drowned?“

34. Odyssey, iv. 561-69. The same privilege befell Tithonus, and was ***** 
rowly avoided by Odysseus.

35. Herodotus, vi. 61, ..
36. Pausanias, iti, 19, 9. But except Helen and Menelaus, did any “he*0  ̂^

the Homeric sense, of whom it was known that he was one of the survivor* 
had pasaed over to the Isles of the Blessed, ever become the object of a “hero#»» 
in the Greek sense? V

37. The Pelopeum ar Olympia, Pausanias, v, 13. 1, with Fraser1» note# ·*· 
E. Curtius and E. Adler, Olympia, Er%ebnisse (Berlin, 1890-97), Textband i**

38. Funeral games in Thrace, Herodotus, v. 8. __*
39. Hero-worship in general (and for most of the instances and phrase·

in the text): J. Hastings, Entycl, of Religion and Ejhics: art, "Heroes,” **Ργ|ί 
the sections by A. C. Haddon, A, L Krwcbcr, A. C. Pearson. For Greekt h  
Famell, Creek Heroes and Hero-worship (Oxford, 192Π: P. Fcmcart, "Te 
Héros chei les Grecs,** M im , Acad, /nier, xlü (1918), 40, That some "faded 
were worshiped with rites like those appropriate to heroes is not unlikclfl 
they were, that is strong evidence that there were cult» of real "heroes” 
reputed tombs: otherwise such assimilation could not have happened. jaäjJ 
Arxkst / .  Relig, fb'iss. (1904), 31Λ 39, and Mis« Harrison \

wrote before the discovery of the venerated tombs in Delos, Hcrodotu*» 1̂ ·
Picard end Replat, "Hérodote, i*Artemi«ion Délirn, et les deux tomba·1*^ 
Vierges hyperboriénnef," fiC H  xlviii, 247, But the continuous cult at *** 
hive" tomb at Menidi should have warned thrm,

40. Rembcrms, Esta Λ, A n sth a m , Î3t "practically ctmtemporsry
to H. M>. Chadwick, The H trok  A ie  (Cambridge, 1912), 255-56. ^
instances are smong col lev fed by Seaton m Hastings
Heroes; Tentante. T. W. Allen, J H  V *x*v. »9 connects Greek herowo**®1? 
ilarfy with a public catastrophe,

41. Xenophon, ( rr»p*edtat ti, I, 1, tn some parts of India and ** . .
the Near Fast, worshipful mounds are srdi atenbed to Alexander of ha* 0 β Μ ξ

42. T h e phrase« t\u«ted, from EefU **m tuns% xbv. 14, show the .
Israel commemorated, but not worshiped, nor were they conceive* l ** vT fry&  
m  Helping the men of today; so deeply was Hebrew thought perm·· 
Babykmtsn notion that from the moment of death ail was over.

43. Herodotus, vi. Ittg, , ^jsSr-^,
44. If is rncmiragum to find «hat in general the views express·» **

are in scene*! with those of Μ P. N'dsaon, The M tn # **  My ******* S r «  
1927), who h was mit published till these Ir̂ fUfeS were nearly fesd? 0 f t

Mtnoart hilltop samfuary sf Petaofâ tn i  nti, Mefe** t $ A  *** · ^ .gf^B 
It ts now browning $»*s»ibl# to distinguish lief ween ********

•nd collapsed #built W *   ̂.Srf

43
46,

«mpift whuh «ulmmaffd slam« tlOU BC «ml collapsed #*##** d t f
thug» nf the tulwesfueni cent um» from 12**1 to the Axsyftaft
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‘ h For the later style·B.C., thanks chiefly to the stratified deposit·« Cwchemu · (London,
the best collection of illustrations i. in D. G. h> 1921)· Though
1926). For the earlier, P. Westhein, HtthMth observance through- 
there may have been a large measure of continuity i “Muski” people» (neW y
out, the replacement of the Hatti power by t » . ;t ung»fe to draw con-
arriyed from Europe, as they appear ια ^ ν'  ^ 1οη )s not certain, one way or 
elusions from any monument of which tne
another for the male dre·»

47. C a m b r i d g e  A n c i e n t  H i s t o r y ,  pi»· 1 ^ . ^ ’ ^ ^ L e s  H e s s e s  e r m i s s  (Piris>
and prominent breasts. Other examples:

19148^nhn7als and monsters, Nilsson, ?<Att»«*«>j
.. 49. Statue, of gold and ivory: Ρ««»»η^ v. Π 17. 4; v.20. 10
». 17.4 (Hera); ii. 27.1 (Asclepius); occasionally also
(O lym pias and E urydice of Macedon). ... χ·ιν, 390'. O d y s s e y ,  t
, SO. T h e  "blue-black" hair of Poseidon, I M
528 etc.: of a horse, Iliad,x*. 224. .. 209. . ,. ,j

51. The “blue-black" eyebrows of Z e u s , .  336), F-Reichhol,
52. Hera, blond, on a “white-ground vase ( 34> Homer, Hymn

Pi- 65. Dem««, IKad, v. 500; Athena, Pindar, H e m . ,  .
D*»·. 279,302. ,, . . , on the "white-ground

53. Iliad, v. 427. Aphrodite is golden-haire
BM C“ · »  2· .. ,q, U. IS (Apollo); Hem. *· 14>54. Pindar, 0 1 . vi. 41; vii. 22; I s t h m .  vu. 49, P y ‘ » ·

fr. 34 (A th en a ); N e m .  v. 54 (Charités).
55. Pindar, 01. vi. 91. , ,n ProfeMor W. D’Arcy Thomson
56. Theophrastus, H i s t .  P i n » * ·  vi· *2> }  ow e a lw  reference to  <*· l** .g g o ’
St. Andrews valuable help in this section, * j t n k e n . ($)

V ‘ lc h e  B l u m e  h a t  m a n  s i c h  u n t e r  d e n  O l .  vi. SO; J f »

57. More com m only i o n  refers to dark ' Cgnpho), Simonides 2 «
33; P y t h .  \. !.. Alcaeus fr. SS Bergk. (describing S»PP<«” ·
»res, Pindar, fr. 113; Hesychius ( < ^ ) ·  ^  A  6g0>

5B. 1  he L ycian  X an th u ·, l h * 4 >  » .  ^  ^  ^  hone«» **· ’
59. Achilles' h on es , I l i a d ,  viii. 185; ***· ’  com plex-
60. Hair of Gauls, Diodorus, v. 32. ».-„eg Ijsistrata, 43 ( »

. 6)' Dicaerchus, fr. 19 (Thebes). Anstop * p blond indi-
»ns in fifth century). ... *3 i*. 16 (athletes)· .

Â t 'S Î ·  ι ΰ + τ τ 1 î ï ïS - *
—. Μί ί (Spm *n»)i viii. 23, ix. io
of * êtZ * n \ *** notc 66 below, From Theophraitu»* dcecription (Pm  HihÔn 

** ****** (which he contrat» with the Mb!ood.redM hematite)
jt ,n côor> bur rather quite white, ehe color which tht Dorians call 

°*herQ^j^*?^ *Ppe#r that the Donan* u»ed the word for a lighter tint than 
f a  Z* l  ut» tht contention (cf. Sir W. Ridgeway, Antkropohptal

*»th (Oxford, 1907), 3Ö3HI) that the Spartan» were “Illyrian»”
evcr «hat m P1***01*# of a "neolithic” «tack and “Pelaegian” antecedent», what· 

me***.
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63* A pollo ’* hair, Pindar, Q l,. v i  41 ; I s t h m *  v i i  49 ; P y t k *  \u 15 (go ld en ); 
lx. 5 (cop iou s); P y t h .  i i i  14; I s t  A m .  L 7 (un cut). Tyrtaeus fr. 3 Bergk (gold««)*

64. H erodotus, vit. 2 0 3 -9  (T h erm op ylae): O d y s s e y ,  xix. 177. O n the 
hand the com panion* o f  T lcpolem u* in R hode* are “ in threefold order”  i «  *** 
political sente, I l i a d , it. 655.

65. P indar, ΛJem * ix. 40.
66. T h e Spartan poet Alem an describe* M egalostrata a* “ fair-haired”

Bergk) and hi* own cousin  H egesichora had hair o f  “ pure g o ld ”  about a ” *dA* 
face (fr, 13. 54-55 B ergk): com pare the H om eric simile O d y s s e y , vi. 231-35. *

67. P indar, N e m .  x. 4 ., c f . fr, 34 ; Pauaania*, t. 14, 6 mention* a a t*# *  
Athena with gray eye*.

68. Zephyrus, A lcaeus, fr, 13 4, Bergk, Blond hair in Greek va*eq>*b*d«É*  ̂
Fire-dcmcm in underworld, A r c h ,  Z e i t u n g  i, pi. x v ,; Eos, A /. d ,  I n s t * ,  Η» P* . 
4P, K ,  vt. pi, 7; Sleep and D eath , R ayet-C ollignon , 6g, 78, B M  C a t . ,  £12*
D e s i g n s  f r o m  G r e e k  V a s e s , 1894, 7. fig, 1 , ;  Pelcus and T hetis , Berlin 2279 v * * ^  
xx iii); B M  C a t . ,  E 73; M aenad*, Berlin, 2290 (H -M . x * i) ; boy* and snake» B M  

D5, W h i t e  A t h e n i a n  V a s e s , pi. 16.
69. T h is red hair i* som etim es very bright. Riexler 44 a , use* the ***°*^T| 

m ent for the m i n i  robe and for the hair o f  both  figures. Sim ilarly, colored
ts e d i t e d # * * *have “ b lond“  o r  “ red“  hair, G . D ickens, C a t a h % u e  q f  t h e  S c u l p t u r e s  q f  t h e  * 

M u s e u m  (C am bridge, 1912), l N o. 663,
70. C ontrast o f  fair and dark hair: W* Riexler, Wei$$pMndi$e attitete ~Vyff

(M u n ich , 1914), 32, young man fair, older dark; 4 7 ,6 1 -7 2 , wom an fair; r
73 one m an, 71 all three figure* fatr, A t h e n s  N a t ,  M u s .  1688 (Collign*#1»
xlix) one fair girl and one dark, * ιϋ ίί6

71. Fair maul and dark mistress, B idder, 49, 50, 83 ; fair m iiffe**» Π »
28. Adam anttu*, P h y s i o g n o m s e a ,  B 22, quote* from  Pofem o, a writer o (  ^  

Century B .C ., the follow ing description  o f  the “ Greek ty p e“  o f  beau *?**^ , 
have preserved pure their H e lk n k  and Ionian breed* they are sufficiently 
broader than rrawt, upright, w elU tm t, rather p a k  in com plexion , x a n s h ê l *  * a Os.

m oderately a a n t h a n ,  rather soft, gently curled; face square, lip* t h in ,«*** ^
«ye* glistening . . . .  w ith  m uch light in them : for the Greek ha* th* * * * * *  

all people*.“
72, P indar, N e m .  Is. 40,
73, Meleager* I h * d ,  it. *42« Achilles* b 197; x x ii i  141,
74* Agam ede, I  h a d ,  x i  740. K h sd sm sn th ys, O d y s s e y , 564;

«ü A  
tk w

€

*~w·* Agsrnede, # **»■**, w * « » t v .  . . . .  . *  a __

X an fh u s aisu as a Trojsn*» name, l h a d ,  v. 152, and G anym ed**, a t w t h m  

H om er, H y m n  A p t e ,  202. .
?J , T h e »  » * »  *noth#f "R e d  K in g ," AU·«**, »«* **rty T h ****lf 

I U ) ,  w ho·* t U n  » * ·  »till (» .w r it« ! in »he e*»ty fifth  century 
110, It. ÎI), g0Ù W

% .  In th« * * m *  * * y  H eeodofu» n o » *  «h* BwcIhm «  « w y * * * * 1 - j f A w  

m \ m  p*o)4(*  o f  fk y th i* ] th*y vt*”» U  * »d  n un »* '««* , #tt P * T * *  ,; v
f*44wi»««r (or. I0l j. , y

n, Qiftttf. *». 2JO 2,tf, MW. m  H. 430 f  <Wy»#«· mu w « T . 
tw «n*t, t o  «h* *of}#«** o f  T .W m .ih u »  f**t. H I ,  I M j *t*l o f  t o *·**1 
b u t  an h a  says, Athens e a m U  *fo what «he ph ased .
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---- v .e * . r o r  h y a k i n t h o !  see note 56 above. .fromOrchomenu*,
79, Y ellow  hair in fresco from  Mycenae; W a c e , /  · ^

H . Bulle, O r c h o n u n u , ,  i. pi. X X V I I  8, bu t G . R od en w .ld t , ^  ^

v o n  M y k e n a t  (H alle, 1921), 69  (A  10)  think* th e P » ,n ‘  m  ?  ^  can hardly be
A  white man in fresco; R odenw aldt, T i r y r u >  Π  » P ·
accidental.

............. -  uune* were P - e r  vec, «

»houlder blade was eent to  the arm y before Pausaniaa, v . 13. 4 -6 ·fiahed up »„d Identified, pre.um.bly by ia.votyfint.hi I « « a m

84. j .  Gray and J. F . Tocher, J R A l  «̂d-brown, E . A . Gardner,85, G reek statues have also eyes pam ted o

d n c i t n t  A t h t m  (L on don , 1902), 192. M Charons son o fH ip P * 80*
K. Nircu. „ „  of (ΑΛ...Ο) ft ·* « · 2 £ * £ L  „ .W ·*  -

(T ro jan ), xi. 426. A later poet, Pei.ander, fr. 17, mafce. m 
Well a* yellow-haired and tall. , c  O xford.

87. 1 ow e this in form ation  to  Profew or . · 2 2 1-4 4 .
88. Blonds in Western Asia, von Luachan, J M i  · £ ^  parntuou
89. W are  and T h om p ion , N o m a J s ,  271, quotm

0883), fr. 298. -  3Î. li * «  they"·«
90. The Graces ( C h e r i u s )  a t O rchom enus, P * « ·™  (Pw ifc i* . 38. «

Worshiped in the form  o f  certain stones *  cn , . as blondes,
d id  not prevent P indar { f t m .  v . 54) f t « *  d ‘ ' crib' ne them
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Note* to Chatte* V

1, T h e pre-M inoan material from Cnm sus haï not yet been deacribed ^  
but it* principal feature* are »um m arized by Sir A rthur Evan* in T h e  M i * * * *  

P a l a c e  o f  C n o s s u s ,  i f te n d o n , 1921), § 1 , pp. 32 55; ai*o ti. Î, | 33 ( 1 9 2 8 ) » ^ .
2, T he earlier material i* collected by C, Blinkenberg, A r c h a i o l o p s c h i  

(C openhagen, 1904), l f t :  K avvadia», P r o i s t * A r c h ,  Athen» (1909)*
3* Britith School at Athen», E x c a v a t i o n s  o f  P h y l a  k o  p i  i n  M e l o s  (London*

C* W . Biegen, K o r a k o u  (B oston , 1921)*
4. Feet, S t o n e  a n d  B r o n t e  A x e s ,  hg»* 5 $ 6 0 ,
5. Sir W , M , F* Petrie, C o r p u s  o f  P r e h i s t o r i c  P o t t e r y  (Ivomlon, 1920* *  

X X V I  V ît ,
6 . N orth African basketry, F. R a u e l, H i s t o r y  o f  M a n k i n d  (E* T .t

1898), lit* 262, 282 (pi* lit*. 8, 18, 23). J p
7. C itt grave* at M an a-M a tru h , 140 m. w rit o f  Alexum irt«, c o n t a i *  ^  

pottery  »om ew hat resembling C ycU dic »hapc», w ith »tone vane· which 
influence o f  the T w elfth  D ynasty o f  E gyp t: O ne Bate«, A n c i e n t  E d ß t *  *
t. 159-65*

8. A  Sardinian exam ple, Taram elli, M o n .  A n t ,  xtx. 397 if,, hg. I s *

9. Bcil<be»krrt, C hilde, P a w n ,  122 , % ,  59,
10* Sardinia, Taram elli, M on  A n t .  x i x .  22$ if , pi* V I ; 397 C ,  h g*  ,4 » λ  £  

ff*, Sicily, Or»», B P  I t .  x v t  65, p k  VI V II I , M alta, T a g lia fe tm  
1-21 : Italy (C opp a  N Vvigafa), M o**o, M o n .  A n t , xix. 306, p k  IX -X *
France, Child*, P a w n ,  bg. 59, *  " f ÿ

H* i«b*tt<m , C , L. W oolley , S y r i a ,  n  1 1921), 177, l . A A A  ix (1922)»
12* C rete; C A N  p k  I 94 a , Evans, P a l a c e ,  », 41, fig. 8; Xanthottdtd«**

T o m h s  o f  t h e  M e t a r a  < i  ivrr j»«»!, 1924), p k  I, X V II I , X X V , PI» * « * · 1 
M o n ,  A n t ,  141 224* . g  |ÉÉ|

13. C ycled *» : Bent, J H S  v. 54 56, hg». IQ, I I ,  13? IXkmmtan Λ *  j | $  
15 4*0 Bnaanquet, P h y l a k o p i ,  82 84, pi. IV , I 5, V Edgar, B $ A  «C **

14. T e le m a d u k  <|ue*f)on, f t d y t t r y ,  %, 17.1, .  „ . « j û w *
15. E v in » , J  A 47 Iv iH u tlry  f a r t »irr earlv C yrUdlC f % * ‘ L  4 gjjgigfi A f t  

ih ip t (% * . $, n> i»»m p*rrd with per dynatn e E gyptian  *hg* 1 , 2h k a f g ^ i v
ana** Seewesen * Berlin, 192 \ >4 Du«t*ud, * tv pet heil ,415 I ft, and othej* 
the high p#*»w «1 the CytUdw boar» t*»r <h* high »trrn$«wt. utM*! ift 
from the Early Ιοπ» Agr n* Ute *)««»« »I mm, But Nr Arthur E»**#· |
me fexample· p*»Ki»»hr4 m /M f , n I, I 42) that the entign* weff **

Ift. N ew berry, l A f i  m 51 , p * * i  B  f  I ivrrp**»l, 1923), I '  L
17. Leitt »π Ltm, Iknuioiu«, *v, 175 M Sw**n*r*ft

the ( i r m a  ila»mkm, 1897),
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** 3 * TT £ »
18. D . M ackenzie, A u s o n U  (1900), i'«. j j 3*

Peet, 5 /on i en d  S ron w  A g e s ,  cha. Π 0221 29 ff· T . Ashby,
E . T .  Leeda, 1 « .  201 L A A A  « .  (1922), 29  *
575 ff·

19. See C hapter 111, n ote  73. . r rete and Lihyft> ®;vAne*
20 . C orbel-vaulted tom ba and oth er buiW mea 1899, pi- V U ·

7 Λ ί /  Iv. 199; X anthoud idea, 134-35 ; Chr.
21. Cretan corb e l-va u ltin g ,X a n th ou d «d w , M in oe„  C rete!E vana,
22. E arly N ilo t ic , L ibyan , and EflPPtJ*1 1 t\ 1903 173 ff. \

7 R A I  lv . 199 ff.·. N ew berry, P r o ' .  i .  Λ * * * * * *  t * * 0 »
23. M aceheada, E vans, P M  1. 54; E b er .· ^ “ β”

a. v . K t u l t .  T u bu lar drill, Evana, P M  Π . I  48 fig. 13 (20 ) (d e s c r t W  "
24. T r i d a t n a  shell o b je c t , in  C rete, E v a « ,  P M  ,y  226), P M H  46.

“ alabaster”  bu t corrected H u x l s y  L s ' t u r s ,

n. 2 . Tribulnais com m on also in the R e  , j 896) .  Boasert, N os. 8 -20 , '
25. Blinkenberg, M A e . 5oc. A n t t q .  d u  Ebers,

C A H  pis. I  112 (T h essa ly ), 113 (Cyclades); O . w

Porgsschichte(B erlin , 1926), a. v . I d o l . ,  P»· l  ± J ! U _ v l I . Orm erod, B S A  » * ·  « · »
. 26. L yciat Peer, L A A A  ii. 145 ff. p '*· J g J 1  ”  ^  1551, upside dow n and
he· 1. H issarlik, Schliem ann, I l i o s  (L on don , » *
mistaken for a “ flow er/* . t £Α Α Α

27. Adalia, M yrea, J R  A I  m .  251, pL » ’ · m  fig. 1551; ***■ N° - 644 "
28. H issarlik, Schliem ann, Ilios (L on don , *
29. L y d ia , P -C , v  (1890), 293, fig. 209. , n E bert· ,
30. E vans, Pror. B A  (N ew castle), l 91J> 1  ’ . w i n c e s "  o f  t h e «

Porgetthichtes. v . W o /, G . K aro d istin g u ish « ^  f.TheW alian," nl
adjacent to  the Æ g e . ^ - O )  “ South R » « > » " J (2 ) ^  ^ m .  »
0 )  T ro ja n  w ith  C yp rio te ; (4 )  W est and
** M alta  belong* essentially to  the W e it  t culture from  * cy o *
P«rhap* influenced b y  the derive* » , ,  fig*.

D anube (n, 52 below ). , j i tg rt u m  (M unich , ojUT u

Q 21. M alta , A . M ayr, D i s  I n s s l M * » * ' ”/* 3, 1« .  179; Evans, P M  
5 Ί 6 ;  T h . Zam m it, A n h x s o i o g i * ,  l*vu . 127, !* * »
4S-S2. Sicily (V illa frati), Peet. 207. ( P « “ > l9 , „

32. G . Contenau, L e D / « «  ^ S g y p t , Petrie> ?

33. N aturalistic female figures in P « *  y v .U a r ieh  in
1920, pig, ii-v i. . ,  m ou n d·««*  .

34. T h e  paired type ia recorded * d »  l f J . H  G rothe, M s m *

«entrai Asia M inor. C ontenau , S y r i o  vjn » (K ul-tepe). ,
E x p s d U i o n  (Leipzig, 1 9 1 1 ) , c e l » » . ) ; 2 0 0 9 - 1 6 C ' ^ t a r  W

35. M yres, C a n . n L ,  Noa. 2001-7  independently b y  D .

36. I t  is satisfactory to  find the ·**” *  forij  1927), 55-62. „ < . j

H ogarth , Eunyton A i g t o n  A t t h o s o l o g y  £ ·  C . E d *  »
37. Melos·, the “ Pel&s" type o f  pottery ,

35 f t ,  8 2 -8 4 , p it. IV  1 -5 . V .
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38. D üm m lcr, A M  xi. 15-46. T h is  material ts now in the A th m d b tn  M u * # * * *  

O xford.
39. Red-poHthed and black-polished pottery , Frankfort, S t u d i e s  I I ;  A*

J  R A  I  iîx. 113 ff.
40. Bandkcram ik, G u id e , D a w n ,  ch . xii.
41. C ycladic culture, P h y k k o p i ;  Dussaud, C h .  p r é h e l i , 1914*, ch . iiî

81*83. Vasüiki in C rete; H . B oyd (and others) Q o u m i a ,  P a s i l i k i ,  *****  

delphia, 1908); Evans, P M  I 27, fig. 46. -
42. D ouble flute and lyre in C yclades, Boascrt, 16* 20; in C yprus,

R ichter, K B H  (Berlin, 1893), 218, 330  31; M yrcs, C u n .  H d b k . ,  1023-28, & * * *  

in Crete ( Ag. T r J . —  0
43. Intercourse between E gypt ami Crete has been fully discussed w f-

Arthur Evans, P a k e t ,  i f| 2, 3, 4, 14; J R A !  Iv (1925). ^

44. On these points, the second part o f  H . Frankfort, S t u d i e s  i n  F + a rfy 

o j  t h e  S e a r  E a s t  (L on don , 1927), appeared too  late to  be o f  use. I can u n lf 
m y general concurrence in Frankfort's far more detailed examination
questions.

45. Thessaly, Chr. T sountas, D i m i n i  a n d  S e s k f a  (in G reek; AthanSt 
W ace ami T h om pson , P r .  T h .

46. T h e evidence is collected in C . W . Biegen, K o r a h u  (B oston , i W l* * * 0 0
47. G . A, Fapsvasileiou, O n  th e  a n e i e n t  t o m b s  o j  E u b o e a  (in  Gitak* “  '■ ' £  

1910): Kavvadias, P r o i s t .  A r c h .  (A thens, 1909), 375.
48. T rade in obsidian from M elos to the (»reek m ainland, Boaanqo**» “

ch . viii; C . A. W ainw nght, A n c i e n t  E j y p t  1927, 77 93. ,
49. Frankfort, S t u d i e s ,  li, 190 92, He notes, p. 118, a vase f«H »

Crete as "exceptional** and perhaps o f  mainlaml origin, (Seager,
v i X X U . )

$0 , Early use o f  spiral ornam ent, Evans, P a l a c e ,  i. I l l ,  in 
from  Butm ir cu lture; 121 22, in E g y p t; 200, E gyptian  d e r iv a t iv ·  · 
design. _______

51. Spirals confused with concentric circle*, Chr, 1 wmntas, A p * * * * ^ f r * · *  

87 -8 8 , fig. 15, pi. VIII  h  Frankfort, S t u d i e s ,  n 50, 117. See * \ m P : * > *  ^  Φ

52. T h it "pa inted-w are ’* culture is rom t convem enfly  d e a c n o m b  

references, m C hdile, ( > « * * * ,  ch. s i ; J U S  she 254ί cf. f »  M* M i»11*»
a n d  G r e e k s ,  ch. vm. : Thalfon, J H  S  mix ta, 185. i j S M

53. T he "k o r g a n " culture o f  the steppe folk , C h ild«, P a w n *  | | M ^
54. R eform «*# «η C hild*, J k * * ,  Chapter X I . ;  X. Csaattn, M # jf * * * ^  a p m f c

5$. Frankfort, S t u d i e s ,  h , ternis to exaggerate what ha tfe lB i··
btan" influe m es m the ACgean, ami does m»f cWarly dtatmffu**h * * . 
fur»» o f  the d i f f e r e n t  "D aaubtatt”  regains in the gecg faphtcsl 

56 Agta M an na, S & i m m k * ,  AVs / i ,  Gr.« 1912, 270 % Λ  

m  H
57. Korahoti, Biegen, K a e a b e m  fifoatoo* 1921),  A*«na, A* ▼*· m

r*f, r a y ,  d e  1 * * 4 ,  1922 2 1  » ·
58 O n  home n o», H  B u lb , Ο κ 4 * «κ « * ι  I ( AWi M a n ch  A * « * *
19, T immo, W as» and Thm w pao«, / V  74  , 131, Î . A A A ,  1909»
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Palast, 1908) *>°U*e8’ ^'mmen> 39-41 (reference« e«p. F. Noeck, Ocalheus uni

6 2 . A . T ^ '  Plat° ’ M inos, 31i*·*912), 204 239 and ^  S· Thompson, Prehistoric Thessaly (Cambridge,
Wide, A M  (189A1 " **°*8ted ««»«pie of mound burial is at Aphidna in Attica, 
and IVfiHJi. r  , 2” > P*· *iii. ff., thirteen cist-graves with local “smear ware"

63. Fr«nkfC C >i,Ued*n»de potterv rk"1’ Judies,it. 141-42, applies to the interpretation of this wheel-
22 ff·. that with h rmi0n ° f  V*n Gen"ep’ R n · <rE>hn· “  Λ Soe- **' tn»liied, and t 1 * ***' P°tter'8 wheel, pot-making tends to become indus-
,evolution the° P8̂ fi TOm l**e *land5 o{ **** women t0 those o f the men. With this 
feiitimate to i *!gn'”cancc °f pot fabrics obviously changes; for it ceases to be 
P°Püiatioft * ĉ *̂ ge of pot technique any general replacement of

64, s L ^ J  ° T cr * * * "  »■ !0·l26 (AeiRtid CK'Hngm8 for the iKMraIIcd “Minyin” ware: Foredyke, 3«S* x»dv. ti°n, D p :’ I CT* 3W  **xv. 196 (indigenous); for it» geographical dis tribu* 
m«nu».ware- w  D”  Κ η *“ *^Μ Υ  Kultur (Leipzig, 1921), 79. “Orcho- 
UP fcy A, Lu a*yC ftnd,®kffen> S S A  xxii. 175 ff. Much confusion ha» been 
Black, crr.v . j K A ï  lix, 113 ffi, on the color» of ancient pottery, e»pecitlly

65t *nd ^  ware».fr°m faiIur̂ )Utjk0.W€v*r he noted that »ome confusion »eem» to have resulted 
kBric» of Vtr° cili*|neu*#h the genuine “gray ware“ at Hiaaarlik from other gray 
explain the o*°^ * ^Ätee> whlch may very well be local, and are not adequate to 
*t Wuiaj.|iu ng,n ^  warc“ of Orchomcnus, which moreover only appear»

66, The ?,°mp*rative|y let«, and in »mall quantity.Though it h Ware" d*d not however supersede the older fabric» altogether.
itself, the f  ** Ue °Γη Γβη̂  workmanship, especially at Qrchomtnu*
tran»vereeĵ >rm<l * trav*l far arv few and uniform, the deep bowl on a high 
rising hhrh I °U *tem> *nd *h* **<*« CUP or howl with two handles 
trt«c than r I* *!*. rim‘ 1heie h*d a vogue which look» more like the result of 
even in earl° r0fn*n*on» *nd though it may be true that “trade follow» the flag“ 
*ere followinĝ 01*** ** êtnain» to be shown whoit flag the “gray-ware“ exportera
Äft̂  Corinthian derivative« of “gray ware”: Biegen, Korakou; Wace

6g ***» B S A x ù i  175 fT.could AHnt 0*24-25), 78, assume» that no such “driving power“
cultû  t Z  * * * * * * *  Thcaaaly from the north without leaving trace« of it» 
period pi *** * *° *h«f the northwestern highland« were impenetrable at this 
note 64) ?kco"*c<juent!y .cccpts, with qualifications, Forsdyk*·« suggestion (see 
to c x J '  f  the "Minyan" gray were wss introduced from oversea, snd represents 
themselvJ^ **’* Minor during the period when the Hstti folk were esesblishin* 
of th« BI ****· But is it necessary to identify the intruders with eil the elements 
discu» *T,^ ir* »hich accompanies themf TI» ssme question recurs when we 

69. „  comi'»g of the Dorian»" in Chspter VII.
“«»ert, 279.
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70. “ G ray ware“  m ould-m ade, Persson, A  s i n *  (1924 -25 ), 6 7 -68 .
71. Chitde, J H S  (1915), 196 f t  *
72. A good  exam ple is at Asine, where an ova l house, and then a “ meg·*011 

house on top  o f  it, lie within the lim its o f  the “ gray-w are“  stratum , Per*·#**
A i i n t )  75, pL X X I I .

73. F, (Klm ann, H a u s  u n d  H o f  i m  A l t e r t u m  (B erlin , 1927), i, 42 f t
74. R . M aunier, I m  C o n s t r u c t i o n  d e  la  M a i s o n  e n  K a b y l i e  (Paris, 1926).
75. F or exam ple, W ace and T h om pson , N o m a d s ,  pî. III  2 (V lach ten »)*
76. C hild*, T h e  A r y a n s , pl. V III  i (neolithic house from  W u m em bu rg )·
77. W ace and T h om pson , N o m a d s , pi. X V  1 , 2 (V lach village); R- h le F j*  

R a m b l e s  a n d  S t u d i e s  i n  B o s n i a ,  etc. (E dinburgh , 1895), pU. I, V I I I , XI*
% .  16 shows hip roof, and lean-to on the same stone plinth, and (near b y ) * Ψ * *  

hut with no wails at all.
78. W . D orpfeid , T r o j a  u n d  I l i o n  (A thens, 1902), 171, 6g, 63. ß

79. A t Lianoktsdhi in Thessaly , one house has been attached t o  * n o ä &  . 

one corner, W ace and T h om pson , l , A  A  A .  it, pi, X X V H I .
80. W 'scc and T h om pson , N o m a d s , pi. X I  3 (Sam arina).
81. M unro, R a m b l e s  a n d  S t u d i e s , 74, fig. 16.
82. Fim m en, 6g. 39. /pefifc
83. H ouse-roofs in Balkan lands, J. C viji£ , l *  P é n i n s u l e  B a U a n i f ^  '  

1918), 228, 241, 254, 258 ft.
84. H erodotus, t. 173. ^
85. T in  at an early site in the Crisaean plain is reported by M r. Ο. V  ^

86. G old  cup from Humarltk, S c h i . N o, 5863; from A rcadia, Child«» 7  f a ß

16Ji ornam ent. from S ( M .  N o». 5*7S 5 % 6 , SV?* 99, 600 M * ‘  ^
M och lo f, Seager, M o c h k t t  cup* from  V sphm , Boasert, 24 2 -4 7 x signet ^ g ^ g g f c  
M ycenae, Bnasrrt, 285 86, 324 26; Evans, J H S  *lv. Î ft*. Ægtft* t f * * · * * *  |

dm«1J H S  ttitt (1893), 195 f t
87. Both at T iryn* and at M ycenae, however, recent work has

great fortress*·  were superim posed, in the fourteenth or thirteenth Jl*
open  settlem ents, G , K ao», b a h t  e r  d u r c h  d i e  R u m e n  t*>* T i r y n s  (Athene»

88. T hebe», (#, Krr*rooptnjlkw, t . p h .  (1909), 57 129; (1910), 177 "25
89. T he O rthom enus tom b ceding has an even c M m r  parallel in a f i t s c f r ^ t g j f  

from  the ^Quetn*» M ega fon “  at Cnowm» which Sir Arthur Evan** ^  
S u p p l e m e n t  *J«lv 15, 1920), ««sign« to L r M , 1 (^ 1 5 8 0  1450 B .O »

90. W ace ami T h om pson , /V . T h . t 79. . .  f a ,  0

91. W are, B S A  s sv  V40 ft potsherd, gold  leaf, heads* etc,i 
Evans, J H S  alv. 45, regarding these remains a» “ cleeHy intrus***♦ 
sarltet date ( * #  the “ Treasuries“  on  ground» o f  style, and 
equipm ent, But see also D roop , L A A A  am
in volved  in this controversy , M r, W a rt writes . .

Arrau# shows n o *sgn o f sny repairs,“  but hi* earlier d#»cfip**m  «4 8*
(qu oted  by % t  A rthur Evans, T i m e t  I  s t o r m y  S u p p l e m e n t ,  J u if  γ *  

patchw ork o f  three »maU blocks“  better 8*i the photograph* ^  
and the deam pfm x* pp  1*7 * 8f m R s A  aav ftf- 73. îh e

but its key*#*#*#· s i t  o f  lim estooe. T h e fussent *®d* wé**

4 1  48 , for the tw o d ü fft**  ß  

^ntf* to  m e that * T h t  T r i^ F f ^ y
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do
PP

not bond  w ith  the façade; and their »tones h a * ί «  College, O xford, for ,nde- 
pp. 34 2 -4 6 ). I am indebted to  M r. 0 .  Davie» o
pendent observation o f  these detail». . -  in the analysis o f  Æ ge»1'

92. T h e  “ D anubian”  elem ent» which »re Jy in the most general
culture proposed b y  F rankfort, S t u d i e s ,  » ,  are anu the M iddle Danube
« n s e  as link» betw een the Æ gean and the ^ ^ ‘ “ ^ h  ^  com m on also to  the cul- 
and the A driatic. E ven so, they include m otive» w and t),e Black Sea; an
tore o f  the "b la ck -ea rth " region between the distinguish from the
“ highly-polished carboniferous ware”  (p . « )  »  ” e abKnCe o f  detailed
"b lack -w are”  technique o f  northwestern Asia M  » M iddle and Upper
publication. I f ,  as seems probable, the first cu would seem obvious th*
p a n u b e  itself ultim ately originates from Asm Cultures locally specialised, «  
intervening regions m ust be full o f  intermet * cultures o f  the Danube bas 
owing any similarities which they m ay show to  "D anubian”  influence,
beyond, to prim eval affinity rather than to any |ater “ crusted ware* 0
unless the latter can be fully dem onstrated, as in . .  » j with fabrics o f  M oravia»
the T h ird  Thessalian Culture (p.4S). These are id e n u c s lw ^  ^  # southward

and Low er Austrian sites (C hilde, D a w n } > much later date than Fran 
shift o f  peoples, o f  considerable range, but at a v 
fort’s view presumes»
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Notes to Cmarter VI

1 . F or these date-mark*» and synchronism s between M ycenaean and E $ T P * * * ?

culture, see Kimmen, D i i  k r e t i s ( h ~ m y k t m $ ( h t  K u l t u r % 181-21$; Evans, f *  ■ 
Î, In troduction , _

2. Quite deliberately, and with very few exceptions, I have restricted *nf 
tracions o f  the m ethod o f  investigation here adopted , to legends included in ****** 
G rote * H i s t o r y  o f  Q r m t y book I, Chapters IV* X V , partly to econom ise
but chiefly because it has been m y ob ject to take up the question at the 
where G rotc stopped , describing the legends, as he says in his preface, * 
presum ing to  measure how much or how little o f  historical m au ert these
m ay contain*’ ; com pare his skeptical criticism m Chapter X I X .  His great f » ^ v  0  
in  this enquiry, Karl On fried M üller, had taken the bolder view , that it &  ^

historian*· butines» to  investigate the historical content o f  such «tone** 
set about it, his pioneer works on Æ i i n a  (1 8 Π ), O r t  h o r n  n u s  u n J  t h f

Ho*

ύ Φ
ami T h t  D o r i a n s  (1824) «how, and, above ah, his P m U p t m e n *  to  a S i t t * t i r *, ^
o fp & y  (182$); and it w*s in the ewirse o f  an equally adventurous reco 
o f  the scenes o f  those legendary events - thirty y ea n  before S c h h e m a ^ ^ i ^  
bcg*m ~ th at he met his untim ely death, E xcept his pupil and friend Ero** $ 0 *  

M üller had no successor in this held, and indeed he was before his 
after fifty years o f  archaeological research on prehistoric site«, it it not tta 
to  reopen the question o f  the historical content o f  Greek fo lk -tnetnoff*

X  H erodotus, ü. Î4X
4, G tate , H i s t o r y  <sf Greece, bk. I* ch, tv, "th e  same person who * * * ^ ^ $ 14· 

by  the belief that he was descended from  a god  in the fifteenth 
have accounted it crim inal tnsnlemc to  affirm that a g*xl was hr· fath·* 
father/*

$, I have dealt at greater length 
in a Presidential Address to  the Folklore Society , fW I/arv, xxxvt».

6 . Sir G eorge G rey, P o h n n s a n  M y t M o f y  (lem doft* Ι·55ϊ* ***
7. O ther m stam ei are o o m e t t m *  the Saxon |wdigfee*, going 

from  K ing Alfred*» time to  the Saxon occupation  o f  Britain* twenty 
tkm ·

ith the historical content o f12·^ ·||

*»"’*>* IW  »«> *nr Λ««οη on,.,,,
«ml mcmmuII, u, l>, M H.ijih, TK, :,* ,·/// V

• * * · * ι  ι ί Λ η , Ι ο η ,IK f.ii, rh tit || «>*, (h i. n i m m t  in  I W » · * *  F- 
*>l (he h K i n m i r  wf F. S**hr.hm, T n M  C m U m

(OtnOrm, I902)i (he s -.!i* tT , , , i  \ r„b  "r m tn *  m w *»h rîit S i* * n » ,  Η . * ·
T* i f  «»»»lit 51 «Μ (.,.«! „f t.’g.mU. ni th,nr-ώη*
Sh»Mm*n«, Μμ Fmm Ι'λχΚ» id,//*·, j>$>, |Vl «*«*«*” ***r)r«fr
W«mJ iKÏom» Mi.,«. «,** ,* tfc* iw«k I
«·*»». ch.f^ ,n «s, „ . „i »π . · νν»η. «Μ iwt«wt f^Taa
Γ “ / “  m “ r** '"* l**»»*4  h r t h t  mtttnttA*n »* (hr g r iw . io g i«  < S  *** * ß Z u  

* *  t o w m »»*J h , O r*» k *  th * m .m i ,ιικ ίο χ ι  β ί V »
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J * ·  *he a,chievem e«  Of A n  Frodi in Iceland. W . H . R , R iv en ,
’ ^ - 2 8 ;  y / e ^ ;  t o  T o r r e s  V (C a m b rid g e ,E n g l a n d ,  1904),

ia still attach H ^  l " lvers rcPe* ted !y  insists on "th e  great im portance 
{ R e p o r t ,  p, 1 23) Λ ,  .to  t” c ifcnealogica in the regulation o f  social relations”
" * tency  is so remark . ,  ,eMentie! « c u r a c y  o f  the genealogies” --------"T h is  con-
^• ult o f  natural m , * » , *  tbe w bo*e •5'stem  w ould be impossible except as the 

t p olynesien o e d i ! ! !*  I26 ): they are " »  faithful record o f  the past”  (p. 127.) 
® «e rs  6; they are 1 -m  Sam oa « °  back 33 generations at most, others 20-15 , 
history, and are i;Bipn*,,* f*nt. w ' tb eacb otber> corroborate events o f  constitutional 
'danders: A . K ra m , n ·  ,ntefmarria« «  with the long pedigrees o f  the Tonga 
. In Uganda the , ! ! ’  f * *  S u m o u . I n s e l n  (Stuttgart, 1903), I. 465-68.
Q uotin g  Stuhlm an!! >̂ . P? d ‘erce gocs back 33 eenerations. R idgeway E A G  i. 127 
c  ! "  Albania Μ ί.1 n  l / , * w4·  “° «  4 ^ * - »  IBerlin, 1894), 191-94).

ouls D ay· they » „  i , U, m tc^s me> pedigrees are habitually recited on A ll 
^ u c k  show twf* “ k C , ο  ^  KCnerat ôns* Albanian pedigrees collected by M rs. 

c°ftimotior, in A lbani·*^**11 ** a^ °ut am* A «D .; b°rii wcrtt periods o f

“ comim* o frtL ^ n *  ^ ortunfttely the list is here continued upward beyond 
^  310) is * DDrn . f Uftf  * t0 ***« generation o f  Heracles which (as we shall w e 
***» We fin<j tL atc y  ***** o f  1230 B .C .; and reckoning downward from that 
j^ t h  fr0m Herat ! f l! to<7 mu8 ***c c o n q u e r o r  o f  Laconia falls in his proper place 

* h w  ***** p o i n t  ln  th t g cn e m io n  0]Γ 1100  B -C - A11 ^ n o r m a l i t y  is thewfore 
9* T he , ... 7)

The
0r the H ersclcid T *  ** l *ustrntei* b y  the double reckoning o f  H erodotus (i. 
* te?r *8 the re g n a l1 yn f* ty L ydia , “ tw enty-tw o generations or 505 years*”  l w  

to 660 ycer  tw enty-tw o generations o f  thirty years each would amountyears.
10 . ^  η

h i s t o r y  0/  λ · , ϊ η ' / '  Z u l u  l a n d  a n d  t h e  Z u l u s  (London, 1879*) ; G . M cC all Theal, 
v  ,« * . S o l y a J  ?r rl c a  s i » < *  0 9 5  ( l in d e n ,  1908).
yelleius, i. n  · ‘ » u c y d t d et,iv. 42: the date o f  the invaaion is given as 1098, 
(1230); Corin’,!, · *ea^cr A k tes  was in the fifth generation from that o f  Heracles 
... 12. N e|eu w *s occupied thirty years later, Schol. Pind. Ö/, xïii. IX
' .  2· I. StrslJl’ i r i  r0d,Otu*' '* · 971 Ptwumtt,vti, 4 .9 :  d e fen d a n t«  o f  Agam emnon, 
v '· 35 (g jVc · , ; G cphyracsn», H erodotus, v . 57 -61 ; Isagoras, v. 66; Miltiadea
• ,3 · G elo ’s "  r  '* M nrccllinu», L i f t  o f  T h u c y d i d e s ,  2).
'* *n echo „ t  l ,|,ree· H erodotua, vit. 153. T he name Telinea in the same fam ily 

14. p  °  th cn a n ,« o fT e l o * .
” dk-m em o '" ·  * f  2, notes the disastrous results o f  political troubles on  the
Uxfortj, jg 4 | ,  Meeaenia. On the other hand, aa Clinton wrote { F a s t i  H e l t e n i c i  

tr«ee hiatory’ P‘ ^  , b i  T rojan  W ar it a cardinal point, from which we can
* °d  Im tchu. ô r  m ore fbftn ^ve centuries and a half up to  Phoroneu#
y°id  fo llow s ' ef . Lti? wnw* rd» for about 140 y ea n  to Codrus and Neleua. Here a 
^ »ro e b u ,. ·> Wh,c”  ·* *» im possible to  fill" between Neleua and the O lym piad o f  
•ftd V I «  • J " »  lnterv*l filled with im portant transactions”  which Chapters V II

^ « n e n t i  ο  n  f f m i e  (C a m b r ig e , 1912), 353 ff. has im portant
'» and other social features o f  the period.
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16. T h e link with Zeus is supplied from  late sources (O vid , M e t ,  xiit* 1 4 Ü  

H yginus 109. 1 ) but Odysseus is “ divine born “  in H om er, and the denial o f  divttt® 
ancestry (W . l>eaf, H o m e r  a n d  H i s t o r y , L ondon , 1915, 12 ) is unwarranted.

17. 7 /jW ,  ti, 666.
18. H ere, as throughout, the dates in oriental history are those adopted &  

the C a m b r i d g e  A n c i e n t  H i s t o r y , except where reasons are given for alternatives*
19. I l i a d ,  iii, 184-190, .
20. C om pare the fate o f  K olskcgg in the S t o r y  o f  B u r n t  N j a l  (G . W , D m ®0* 1 

edition , E dinburgh, 1861, i. 256), w ho “ fared east to  Russia and was there 
winter. T h en  he fared thence out to M icklegarth, and there took  service with 
Em peror. T h e  last that was heard o f  him was, that he wedded a wife there 
was captain  over the Varangians.*’ W hat E m peror? A nd what poetic fafltai^  
i f  we had not contem porary history o f  Constantinople and its imperial gustd 
N orthm en!

21» E ndym ion, S c  h o l  A p o l l  R h od ,, iv. 57. ^
22. I l i a d , xxi, 450- 54, E ven  i f  A tu rissya* stands (as Professor Sayce tfc*w ' 

J H S  x lv, 161; P r o c .  O x f o r d  B r a n c h  C l a s s .  A s s ,, vi. 2) tw o generations higher f  f  
Forrer's identification o f  him with A frcu s, this does mit affect the historic#* ^  
nificanee o f  the father o f  Agam em non, in view o f  the Achaean raid on
his time, N or doe* any doubt thrown on  the recognition o f  T ara i»» with 
dim inish the value o f  H om eric tradition a Unit L aom cdon 's  fortre·#, &*** ^  
participation in a Phrygian cam paign on the Sangarius when Priam 
young, It is the function and value o f  * hypothesis that it supplies a 
o f  view from which to exam ine familiar materials, W ithout Forrer's idenO**c*  
few realised the historical im portance o f  A treu* or l#«om c4on, , j j f

23. In J H S  * * vm (I9Q 7), 1 7 2 -7 4 ,1 propwwd t<* p lw t  the»# P e l»»*** '«**  
we|[.ni»rkr*l bill-country between th* lY nponrn  *n*t the lower » » lie r  o f  * " * ! ? * /  jj, 
snd  this still seems to  me most nearly in accord with the “ Catalogue! * ÉÊ0 i  

I3$~S45. Rut in W , le a f ,  T r o y  (L on d on , 1912), chap, vii. the case *» * pn g  th* 
for including the Pelaagians in the “ hom e d istrict ," ami placing *h««a *
coast between T roy  and Antam irus which was m some sente Pdaagtan ww · ^  
dotus (v t l  42K I f  this be accepted, the Thracians roust be supposed to 
cou ntry  north o f  the Propontis, . ,  *

24, Aroaron W art P au lvW isaow * s  c H ca d a t, t a x .  O r *  H a * * *  M y *  ^  fù*
25, R idgew ay, E A C t 6 .1 1 4 ! was aware o f  this longer p e r s p « ^ ^  #  

PeUagian theory prcvrntird him from realitm g its full sigmfkanc*«
wa* Farter » con jecture A //* X 7 , 1924 (6 ) ) ,  10, that the H atti word * Ρ * Ζ * ^ % } d t  * 
s*tiled the descriptive (ir trk  term a n * i * t ~ ~ whether a n u k n am i as ** 
statu·, or a category o f  m ervenam s, that lasst to  this review o f  M e m *

Äu« as tfa trd  here, the argum ent deal* with pedigret* only* and mW****j f a  

and valid , even i f  Foflrer has m islead a y a U s m s  as well as rotatt*«*^ hj
the word is w rm en  without s “ »k teerom a «*»4* by a H a t «  **
«mp·«;tad >f it wa* tit fact an eptfhet* signifying; as m uch or a* fjg g **
applied N? m tnaiutrtf« in *ht days o f  Akaaoa* *w «*  ****** *****
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n o t e s  t o  c h a p t e r  v iNOTES ι υ  ------ /w\th references)1,

26. L ate  M inoan « m a in ,  at j f p î S l
KeramopouHos, £ p r t . (1909), Ρ1" Γ  ’
find .). R odenw aldt, T i r y « ,  » ·  l8 8 " ^  1 ,<tomb  o f  Alcmena ) '  i(u N o  
S o c r a t i s ,  5 -7  (inscribed leaden plate f a n  » *  thirty «>w M ‘ \ ^ Γ already.

27. T h e  “ C ata logu e ," M  « ·  or h »  ^  ^
le t . than eighteen early aite* have been e*  1923), ingeniously ,U? t i y c e n M

28. G . G lotz , L a C M isa s io n  ^ , (  ^ n « u r a g e ment to  laundt M y «  H
“Amenhotep III had perhaps contributed by ha nder Thothmes ΠΙ, **
»gainst Cnowus” For a ĝovernor of the w ^  mshortlT
Breatted, Ληα>η< Times (New York, l91. » J f Athens by M'" e* |hould be

28a. Iliad,in. 144. A. Theseus was driven in her old age ,*^  ^
before the war, it is not at all impossible th*l*‘“ ^ l°where Theseus as
making herself useful at a foreign court. .^Hellespont. and ne“^‘ i^tor cap- 
buried, was a port-of-call on the w * y [ °  , Theseus 34, says t Rector or
we learn from the story of Achilles. Plutarch, i "  wh>t WM either **

Æthrs at lstrus und brought Her to » ^  Eleuii»i
«thra doing at lstrus? li60. and Eumolp« # Thracian
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T h e  "C udm eian  letter·’ * shown to  H erodotu« in the tem ple o f  lim e n t««  Apoll# 
at Thebe* were “ moat o f  them like the Ionian letter·.’ * A ·  he cou ld  read these in* 
•criptions, which were in Greek hexameter verse, it is *afe to  infer that they 
o f  the ‘ ‘ western”  or “ C h ak id ic”  alphabet, actually used in Boeotia in early H e l l s t  
tim et. A t they were engraved on tripodt, it hat been com m only tupposed that th t f  
belonged to  the Early lron*Age culture which made large use o f  thit kind o f  votfr* 
offering. But it it not at yet pottible to define an upper limit o f  date for A**f 
m e ;  there arc tripods in I^ate M inoan tom bs in C yprus ( B M  Exr, C y p r u s  fit* 
as well at four-footed ttands (figs. 18, 24 ): and at Itopata near C n ottut (E v*#*  
R o y  a !  T o m b s  o f  C n o s s u s  [ A n k a t o i o p a ,  lix., fig. 38, pi. L X X X I X t ] ) :  to  far ** 
form  o f  the ob jects  goes, they may quite well be o f  the thirteenth or fourteen01 
century, well w ithin the C adm cian régime. #

36. A nother puzzle it the statem ent o f  H erodotus (i, 56) that “ in the 
D eucalion”  the ancestors o f  the Dorians lived in Phthia, and m oved thenc* 
H iattaeons “ in the days o f  D or us son o f  H e lle n /’ W ere there then {and *« 
sense) Dorian# before Dorua?

37. Diodorus, iv. 60. 2.
38. Strabo, 477, M inos was an "a lien ”  in Crete, according to  some.

39. “ Beehive”  tom bs in Thessaly, W ace and T h om p son , P r ,  T h * (Index)* ■

40. T h e History o f  the Danube as an early waterway has been dite« !·*0
C hild*, A n h p u t y ,  i. i 1927), 79 91 . ^

41. “ Baleful s»gns in a folded tablet,”  M W , vi. 168 69, lVrw>na) * * * * *

lottery-stones, / / .  vu. 175 89. · * & 0

42. N o  town in this district is included m the baronies o f  Argo* or o iy  ^  
or l^rccdaemort in the U h a d % n. 559 85). W as it perhaps he*\  η φ  

M cncU u* was prepared to  “ sack one fort”  to m ake room  for Odysaeos?
iv, 174 77, . ^

43. 1 his violent but brief #pell o f  cop ious rainfall seem* to be the «£*** ' j .  
equivalent o f  the well established “ high water catastrophe”  which over«
Swiss lake basins and destroyed temporarily many of the Brunie-Age 
By comparison of a u h a ro ln g u si evidence this deluge i* placed about 1 ^  VyjdJf

wed, but the fact is certain* 1 
»dl serve to correct the archaeoM lw'*! f t

later than the genealogical date here prouva
the genealogical argument will serve to corrrcc tov p»
C, E  I*. Brooks, ( itm*U tkroutk Me Apt iiemdofi, IV26), 339, 363* 4 * jgjßr 
Gam# and 8. Nordhagen, (itaiUik. htnUtth /a oM ssp *  (Munh *
H eft 23, « d i t i T K

44. îhat the story of IkiKiism i refuge on t^tnsMin la dujdk**#4*
•«ban legend, with a tsmdsf “ Ararat” on Mount Other# (Schoi,
## only what n to le expected, in view of the physical »trw tuet of ? . .  TM*eÜ 

*h<i tt( rKr nihrf Ug.nl, Uy tIf ff. U<H». {yt>
w#a formerly “ open κ ι "  ami that the gorge of l«mpfl wi* j # 0
opened foe ewqwned1) br çeftHqoakr Î Here is ctwiuirfsWf |tnl«r*d ^  ggjlld 
gim iisg water (the /w « i  feeM d  m the ifttfricl of eastern g*
Efiaagtott# If the name of the !*f!*ag! Ha· anything to <k with 
bamn suggested, this may be ths reason for if# m e offer«* half*
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. . „ other van*"»

That the "flood” or "downpour” Γ Ϊ Γ « · . ^ 5 * «
of the »tory, with refuges on Geraneia “Parian Mar perhap»
Virgil, Eel.vi. 4 1 ), and Etna (Hygtnus, »S3)· ^  fay cXCeMive r“ ” \£Mtern
Deucalion was driven d o w n  from Parnassus'  flood” „  n0rth of
an Athenian legend. From the moment ° ^ „d ed  from a'1 dl* Cadme»*n 
precursors of "Ionic** dialects were, rt\o * i£nl\y. And »* rwcaHon 
the flooded Copais, and free to develop the return £  £ £ .  the
occupation of Thebes occurred only a gcn , ftt least a g=neraU ·,„ the 
into the low country north of the floo c h’ich the great dram*®''rpo8ed for*- 
Minyan régime began at Orchomenus» further barrier was drove
CopaU were ascribed by Greek tradition, . gt 0f the C*̂ *1̂ ** iy into the
w ith; more especially if  it was a northward t h r u s t ^  ^  T h e ^ l y

the ancestors o f  the l>oriftns (as ^ cro otU* » ecen (p . i53)> the oni mers#

« t k U « k i  o f  P io d o ., U » .  .■  «  » »  Α " ' “ ΐ . Ξ  «  * ·
eastern Peloporm cte were driven back , m i  Ä similar conce c0\iap§e o f
Probably Arcadian-speaVing, from the w est, .hoaar·) rcfugees,
north resulted (as the legend o f  the «  by C a d m «* «
the Cadm eian régime and the “ migration _ of· the Copat*· Grofr·
which established Æ oîic  speech in B oeo t · ^  , ee M yr«*i

O n the prehistoric clim ate o f  Greece m  "m igr*t,on
C o n g r e s s  (C am bridge, 1928). , . . rec*t»blished by

45. Cadm eian« expelled from  Boeott* 

front A rne," Strabo, 401.

n o t e s  TO CHAPTER VI
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N o m  το C n a m i  V II

I* Archaeological evidence f o r  a Danube highway in early tim e»: Child«# 
A n t i q u i t y ,  i (1927), 7 9 -9  L ,

2. Other example* arc the Gaul* in G alatia, the Saxon* in Britain, and the 
M oors in Spain. For the extent o f  this Phrygian régime, M yret, L A  A  A ,  i. 13~I& 
a “ M idas” « inscription from Tyana,

3. As this page goes to  preaa com es new» o f  M r. Heurtley** excavation o f  
stratified site* in Chalcidice, to Ix  published shortly in B $ A .

4. F or Ionian cult*, F. BilabeJ, D U  I o n i s c h t  C o l o n i s a t i o n  (Leipzig, 1920).
5. T h e possibility o f  a M inoan epic at forerunner o f  the H om eric,

J H S  (1912), xxxii (Presidential Address)*
6. On the T rojan  aide, the place o f  the Lydians is taken by the

Paconia extends as far west as the Axius river; and, since P » phi agoni a borde** &  

the home district o f  T roy , there is no Bithynia yet such a* resulted from the 1 · ^  
spread o f  Thracian tribe* in to Asia M inor ^Herodotus, vit. 75).

7. W* Reichel, V e k r r  H o m e r  w h e n  H ' a ß t n  (V ienna, 1894 [1901*}) gave the &** 
full com parison o f  H om eric texts with the M inoan data, YV. Helbig** ifaawrW* *
E p o s  (Leipzig, 18W )  states fully the Hellenic evidence, but was written too #0*"ZjjfJ
to  d o  }u *oce  to M inoan discoveries, Later discussions: M . S, T hom pson ,
V , Iff,, i i  L  Ixxrimer, I  A A A ,  xv. 89.

8. R m m d shield carried by Shardsna mercenaries o f  Käm est* Π , Γ
'o  nr)***Æ x y p t t r  u n d  H e t h i t e r  (Leipzig, 1919), 52, hg, ? t  H . Boaaerr, A l t k r e i s  \ i r ~ ~  * ^

H I, 1) F immer», D i e  k r e t i s c h * # *  k t * * *34$ i Sea-rsjder enemies o f  Rame***
K u l t u r  (L eipzig , 1921), fig, 188: B o w r t ,  fig. 343,

9, Oft
carry mg round shield «nd “ kaLshaped” «word (p. 431 ) wears also a joint»

a Late M inoan  ivory m irror handle from  Enkom i in C yprus, *
*t $f* 1,4 vJr‘ f wcaI* wsw ** if'1“— , _

ukr t h * t  o f  the S f *  r * t 4t r % % *m l a hWmrf *rm*<i w ifh b * * * t  ^
Mrc*n**ntm ;  UM t„<. Cypr*pj, II |?2, »hhtlm c«, »■ 1340 

tn,itr rtKxiririi: oilwr ««amp!#· Bowrt, 27,
10 . {»reaves, B A f  E s t e .  C y p r u s ,  fig 2fi
11. U l f  U «  <»f U fgr »httWn hun* ft««»  the n rtk , K ctchtl, p, 25, _ ^

12. I hr rar!«*»* rrprr*rnu«io<t.»( ihr "Bor.iti.n'· »h «U  t, « gt.M r i ( 4 lrm
*  nry U te M inoan  tt*nb m .« * » > · ,  K rant, J U S  m i. 212, hg, 2 U .  f  φ  

IJ. Ih m w iK  huuaaai , .Η κ Ι  *«#»*  *rr w n n i i m n !  in J . I -  M  y#**t
11»; Uter mtfrprfiaiwn·, ii. tMrm,JUs **m. J9.|j K. A, i,»r<i»*r, JUS 
S, I ,  Hanrti, ,r j  tII 2W 311, J» (, Rhtot, TA#
191 j . )  ^

lom jm » lh* t'hiiiafiiw fthilnl itf Saturnin'* «tfrnglh too ilangcftm·»»
* > « a n  „ I I ha fw r f /  «  A  &. M a t a i « « « ,  TA# (U m J on , l W &

An ht«#« «tirai iru* «m tpi «h* '*«««#, a» en" lj|» t»f ·) »tiling, K. iJM*·*·®* '
*  /###., »Mil J* 5|,

N . H * « * * *  » » » «a * . K. A, tian in ar, Τ //Λ  t* i. 325 g



15.
n o t e s  t o  CHAPTER  VII

A 8ener,llIy· D i° e « «  Laertius, ix. 810; b u n d , at
J'PPwn 3 J ; * " * * 5 .  2 , i  for crem ation, /A W , xxüi, 71 j O ^ r e y ,  » « .  111 

®β) Æ lian, A'. / /  · a?*r disposal o f  t h e  d e e d  body  (hung on «  tree in a leather 
,er'ck  M a c K e n , : / ’ r c- tb '* m *tter I am indebted for much help to M r. 

^  «· ^  College, Oxford.
in prenarm cmbelm": Dloe*ne« Laertius, ix. Lucian, de Luctu. 21: 

/l ,<  *vi. 4S6 674 ?  * «*»>* for moû  bund, Iliad, “Wg| ^  w> 0/4: hot __ _ * - L. 1
|J|

* ?γh ĉhei 
,  J7. :
; ^ , h ...... . ________ ______ .__________

it we* eithl!· T  m *tef cc  cahdned born»* i f  ü r c $  were lighted in chamber*
, £ * * * >  134-5: Tim m  *** rhcm ( ^ n t h o u d i d t * ,  E p h t m m s , 1912, 23; t fw d W  

v*n*» 0/r r ; *n * 6 5 -6 6 ) ;  or  at mo*t for tom e rite other than cremation

o f  r 8* *  O v e r a c t  / £  '  f t ’ .1« 1  * * * * * *  36-143),
^ ° P h o n iUe) . p a 1 * * * t * k $  S c A r j / t y t i t / k »  ( L e i p z i g ,  1868), N o«. 57-66  (Treatury
; ^ b c a ) j  s cl , **$ΛΛι* * » *** 37. 4 ( o f  H y r k m  at D elph i); k .  I I . 1 ( o f  AJcmena 

Paton 7 / / o „5 °Ρ ^ «η ο ·, C h a d s ,  508 ( o f  Augcia« in Eli*). 

cn 2°’ The *W2i Pllton *nd >*» 242 ft
***** hereof*.,. /  ft< ^ H fer7 from  these grave* are di»cu**ed in their retpective

.. 21. E0un̂  r 410, 449),
{.43 ( g c n e a l ^ n Φ * · · » ι  Pau*aniaa, vii. 2, 5; o f  Miletu*, H erodot««,

* 22t Cariant»«r.Hec*ea*u*)·
?  df teîl* o f  th* t a r h a r o p h o n o i ,  I l i a d ,  it. 867; with topograph-
Γ6 district, h i j^ W b e r iio o d  o f  M iletu*, ao exceptionally foil a* to *ugge*t that 
ù& < *  w** c< * f l<jj ^ ay*rer valley (it. 461), waa xlresdy familiar when the CW- 

23. Lydian . ^ Uf ** n°  ^ η β «*  follow* that the C a t a J o p u  i* ‘ la te .”
^ M o t u *  j n ? mtuil* P -C . v  (1890). % * . 193-202. The "T o m b  o f  Alyatre«' 

Plored by  v L f? e H ea rth *  " I o n i a  a n d  th e  E a s t  (Oxford, 1 9 0 9 J, 76) w a
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T-----Ί ----- --- ----
vii. 85; at a distance,_>( 456 *7 ** vu* j«

? * *  ,t0#«ted ’ ’ j». al bUt a ,tcf  lr*nf ' t> n ot before. T he suggestion th*t the corpse 
oo *L·'* m ° rc inaeni, ' l tbat tb '* r' tc »hould be reckoned as a variety o f  crema- 

1  / ·  A V * . ™ *Π Convinfine· w · D ötp foid , Λ 7 « Α  (1905),
·'· T 'betn ieier **·* (*912), I f f . ;  A l t - h h a k o  (M unich , 1 9 2 7 ) ,  i. 211»

c J \ ^ i o n « l ! ; ^ ^ r ^  “ * V (U ipzig> ,907)* 196 £
fo, but there i, „  · * *n<̂  burnt woo<  ̂ bave been found in M inoan tombs in 

’’ ’ bs it W(u . , °  m *f »nce o f  calcined bones; i f  fires were liahted in chamber*

was,;P«>rtd by Von n ;- “ · H««sr.h, “ hnU  .W  . . . . ------------- ---------- —
M  by Denn, e '  A W ' *  * * *  0 * « ) »  « Μ » λ  « » - » I

0un* S ipyi,,. '  c f · C · Η  Sm ith, C Ä  i (18*7), 82. T he 'T o m b  o f  Tantalus”  in

k Λ1 Unfor,V ' " ? 'Ur> lKC> v- fi«»· >+-‘7·
^ W ish ed , r>'ltc ,y  the pottery  from  excavations s t  Sardis is not yet fo lly

25, Th
*** bfyres o f  Sea*potrers”  is quoted by  Eusebius from D iodoru ij

26, « » .e u  **” · "4·
27, Coli»! **,*'J*HeracleiddynaityinLydia1Herodottts, L vii.

» / . ? * ·  T rte  L’ f  , f  « ' v .  I If, (R em edelio).
ii. 2|q  *n *nci*fif C okh is, Æ lian, H .  iv, 1; N ym pbodorus, fr. 17,

29, V
Î«dtv 1<Ä̂  ^  Eumpcan ertmation«, V. G, Child*, Dam  (London,

: *· 'Hurtal K ites” ; A r y e m  (l^ m ton , 1926), s .  e .  ' ‘ C r e m e t i o n "  and
30, y £ r  144 ” 68.

"*  n,°d**  o f  d ispoad  in H ungary, ChiWe, D a w n ,  198 (references).
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31. Crem ation-cave at G ezer, M a ca lm cr , C e u r , *. 74 -77 , 285-88 ,
32. A lpinc-A rm enoid crem ation : Childe, A r y a n s , 147 correct« the earlier gen

eralization* o f  M y res, C A M  i. 73 -81 , and Christian, M A G  H i e n . ,  liv. 42.
33. C hildc, D a w n ,  fig, 64.
34. Taram elli, M o n . A n t . ,  xix. 397 -540 ; tkulU, 530 34.
35. For exam ple, at Athens, in the D ipylon  cem etery there ta no crem a tion  

am ong the grave* at Cynosarges, o f  the same period, there was one urn containing 
aahes, C . H , Sm ith, H S A  ti, 25.

36. Thracian funerary custom s, H erodotus, v, 8,
37. Spartan royal funerals, H erodotus, vi. 58; other burials, Plutarch, ! . y < u r p ü *  

27; A l t a i a n s ,  40: X enoph on , d e  R e p , I m c . ,  x iv. 9 only say* that the king* ***** 
“ treated like heroes.“

38. This im portant material i* fully published in W . D orpfck i,
2 vols. f M unich , 1927) i. I discussed it in detail, A n t i q u a r i e s  J o u r n a l ,  viii, j j M * ·

39. P. Kavvmltas, P r a k t i k a  (1912), 250 H. There w also M ycenaean paift**^
pottery  from the Chocrospilt* cave in Leucas itself· and a few sherds from 
Am ali hill overlook ing the N idri plain, M r, O liver Davies calls m y a t t e n t i f  
however, to  other sites where the "gray-w are'* culture seems to have persi***0 
till the Iron Age, uncontam inated with M ycenaean elem ents. ,

40. I  h a d ,  X. 415; xL 166,371 72: “ m an-w rought“  m ound o f  llus (w ho 
to  the generation o f  1360); it. 793, m ound o f  A foyctc*,

41. “ Placing foundation* in front“  o f  a m ound, I  It a d ,  xxiu, 255,
42. C ham bered tumuli at (rordu im , K oerte, G a r d t o n  (Berlin, 1904).

43. ! he Home-Und o f  “ Hellenes and Achaean*/* l i t a d ,  ti. 6H4, tf. 530; eftf*1**5®*" 
graves at H alos, W *cr and T h om pson, R S A *  xvm  (1911 12), 1 ff, t

44, A  close parallel to the coalesce at m ound* at H alo · ts the ynsyrnfttfi1̂  
enlargem ent o f  the circular anti rectangular buna) places o f  site “ *SM in 
(n otr  38 a bove). Fven on site “ H“  the rmg walls are but a few fret *p*H*

45, Mim*an men * dtr**, Bossrrt, 58 59, ? 8t 87 97» 133 36 e tc ., an 
»ketch o f  it, 333.

46, 1 he men s vest I t A t t o n )  in H om er ** d ose  fitting “ like the skin o f  aft 
( O d y u t y ,  six. 2.12 33) a man dressing or undressing sits up in bed and P* 
in to“  tt, or “ em erge*“  from  if ( I l i a d , ti. 42, * 21, * Π Ι ;  t t d y n e y ,  t. 437, * ¥; g  
l is e  verb is used o f  entering a house K M  xvn. 336), a gateway (//*
grave ( H  vi, 19), the sea (//*  tv m , 140)* or a crow d K i d  sv , 128), and ô f  *  

plunged in to  a m i n i  body U l  svi, 140).
47,

oèb ^Men* vest, frescoes from M ycenae and lifyns, RixWnwaldf,
II* HI* fig. 28 from M ycenae, K ostovfs*# , H n i t t y ,  i. pi. L V I, fig· 3* ^
€AH pi*. 1 15W; charioteer end waff**» from Itryns, Hoiaeff* 213* * 
from Mycenae, 220 “ Wart**, vase“ Boaaart, 265 66 Cy$»ttote stato·**
O t *  i U H , H * m . U m  48» 1052, 1054 57, 126?» 1356 5?, 1361, A 
at tfu* vest, louver and sîeeveies·, is shown on a« Athenian white 80^^* 
the fifth century, K C. Boa*#*|uef, JUS ***. fd. Ill*  fglfi

4i, iHsuse ad kxn cloth at City tnptf Crames, I hu< yduka, i. 6> 
cloth «* i l f f t t f ,  Myras, Cm* H M ., Hm, HHI 4?* <S«,».U«S·.RicSW* ‘
pi. C C X IV  u .



N O T E S  T O  C H A P T E R  V UN O T E S  v » * -  fw t

(  l e t )  U dosc-fitting (W ^ >  ^ ·  or twelve 
49, T h e  w om an’ » undergarm ent k  ( / / ) W , *tr . » »  ^ g r o u n d "

ened with “ inserted'· clasps ( t n t m f )  ™  χν,;;. 2 9 3 ); «  materi(d »
gold p e r o n a i  “ fitted with hooked catches » < u _ «  vin. 3 8 5 -87 ); _ .. 254)
when discarded for a m an's cAiioti v * Uncn ( / / .  xviiu 35 i)
“ soft”  and the aame epithet h e a n o n  1» ftPP

^  136, ^  etcI i<r*rian**
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58* Our ow n w ord “ brooch”  form erly meant a skewer «at well a» a dresM&&* 
the Latin f i b u l a  ( h g i b u l a )  m eant “ fixer”  and is used for the shin bone— a ready* 
made skewer— at well at for a brooch ; and in the H om eric vocabulary p * r * # t *  

p o r p ! ,  and e n e t i  are alike “ perforators”  for “ insertion.”  B ut none o f  these 
originally o r  necessarily “ fibulae”  in the archaeological sente o f  “ safety-pin* * 
H om eric people evidently wore pins that were by no means “ safe” .* I l i a d s v . 42$*

59. C ypriote pint o f  the Bronze Age, M yres, C a n .  H d b k . $ 4674-76  (plain h**$* 
4677-91 (eyelet pin)*

60. C h ild«, D a t e n ,  216, still followed K ottinna, D U  I n d o g e r m a m n

though with subsequent reservations, p. 318, in regarding the fibula with ip ” *1 
spring as a local “ Upper Italian”  m odification for the northern cyclet-fib*?*4 
C om pare Η . T . W ad e-G cry , C A U  ii, 523. But this was before the public**1?* 
o f  B im kenbcrgs m onograph, reviewing which ( J U S  xlvii. 161) C hild« *<$**?; 
that Æ gean origin deserves “ more sym pathetic consideration than it has 
received,”  and that “ given the violin-bow  fibula in G reece, the local evolutk*** 
all the later H ellenic types is perfectly straightforward, with the sole cxcep T ^  
o f  the spectacle brooch” ; and “ curiously enough, the leading Germ an authd*1 * 

Belt*, considers the (spectacle] type to be o f  (»reek origin .”  ^

61. Harriet B oyd , U m t r n t t  y  o f  V e n n t y h a m a :  T r a n t a e t U m  o f  

A r c h a e o k g y ^ }, (KAM), 17; (B lm kenberg (L  14) quotes (pp , 43 44) well 
Italian and Sicilian derivatives from the same northern prototype,

62. H ooked dreas-pins; X anthoudides, V a u l t e d  T o m b *  (Liverpool# |9M)» ή
L V I 1957; E *»n » , f ' u k u t o r u  T o m b i  o j  H I ,  fig, 129; R ltnk in lW f« ^

$
if*A similar pin but furnished with * large head appear* fastening the cor**yq0 i 

Minoan woman on a statue Hr said to have been found in Crete* A. J* r io t1* 
A Cretan Statuette in the l ttmtihum Sluttum (Cambridge, 1927), 10, Thjj* * 
head” device is found «lv> at (trief (Macabstef, OVser, its. pb C X X ^ ^  ^  
and m tomb» near Carvhettmh (C L, Woolley# l A A A vt }I914), $  ^ A 0 : 
XXIV) whuh cannot l*r Utrr than 1500 BA., and may be conatderiWf 
but as these are usuaIIv eyelet pm* there is nothing at present to Cf>lt 
with the Mmoan hooked pm.

63, Bbnkenhrrg, fig, 6 l Art adia), l vpr Π l h. Lf'UgmaK
64. Bbnkenberg, Type L
65 Blm kcnberg, I vpc I, 1 . r , P *n b cm t Λ  P i t  * * *  M h  * * * ¥

Other example«, H Monro, The lethe Ihtelhna */ Pumpe
66. For former con m» venue« a* to the fibula« place of origin# *9 

»re given by Hhnkrnberg, j> 3* n. . jgfd
6?, Bbnkrnbrfg, Type I K M 2, II H  Lafef vamties (U lb  ̂ fa &&

. I?*. *+ 0
\ m > * r

vogue o f  this “ tnlftd”  type t» Attic S*|arm*t I**!**, bxh** 
significance of this type, *r<* p 4 LI

6i Bimkefîlvrrg, type I II (“ elbow“ )·. I 12 (with second »pfWigb
Blm kenfwrg, T y pe  1 Lt, ç f  fig from  HhotW«, j j g

t'Hhut#***  armUêh II**
t!9,
Ji}
71
7 1

#
Bhnkfolwfg, p (6, ) de Morgan, /Vi
V. l4#rvan. Ueina i Hwarot, 1926), pi XII 2, X
At their upper ttm# limit, fibulae do m *t <w«ot at *M tfi  ̂ 0 ^

^  - . l ; A  - ___ : -  ___ i uml tha to ***My ***** which contain ob*** f* imported from Lgypt*
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.«  mai 1-1375)· A* lower J1”!»’ I Ate Minosn 
Wong* to the time of Amenhotep Π1 0 destruction of th
fibulae had already reached Cyprus be ο _ spring
colonies about 1200. . tj,eir bow contint» tho*e in

73. Blinkenberg, Type* Π I"9· ^*'e,e . morphologic»My Pn ,jj 10-12);
to catch, and are therefore distinct from, 1 X ü ttA "«  both ends Γ ^  ^  
which a "pilaster" bow, only slighdy culled, ^ the bow ftndlocsl
»till further removed from the widesp«» Type IX Rrt 0f the
»wollen and "leech-shaped" (Π 13, H)· . fay tht bronse-engr .^  ^  n0te
Boeotian derivative from this sériée, m ^ yill (see PP* tjcfaeum, th*
contemporary "catch-plate" fibulae m hw j  the AW« . The«»ly;
®°)· Types 11 1-9 occur also «t Ol. ThsuUusi irtemis'um·
fhthia sanctuary in Sparta, and the wnCtU‘ J dia, »nd the F'Phe?“ p. 62).
>n Early Iron-Age contests at Um*« »  A* V  ̂  wUl P^ ^ d
Among miniature fibulae it remain* com 111 1, 2 which

74. Blinkenberg, T y p es  H l5-23i co (| .|B jy . v j l l  It#,Λ *'
bow, though the catch is becoming a » P ^ ^ m e s  in two « »  esampl*

75. In these the stilt is exaggerate  > A ^OU ■ ' „  tatet objects,
Th*y P*»« over into Syria (BlinkrnUrrg * cnW#n vases an Wyrei, C«»> 
from Curium in Cyprus was "found wi , „  XIII \· 4· ‘
“ 'S « ,  ^  Λ  «S « ·  η"·'“ ·''* "· * *
H<W*. « 3 4 .  . w  related to  U  19  o f  »He

76, Blinkenberg, T y p e  Χ 1 Π , p. *- Salam is); »  1* ^ Λ ) Γ* ι »
fibulae from  V rokastro in C rete, and example from  t p ro o p ,
fibulae grouped under 11 are from  Cyprus.■ m‘ y be »  * » “ * ’  U
** Sparta tv rutted si» a "subsequent type, . .  £k,,i* from tl*

NOTES TO CHAPTER VII

b eVno«Tl,'‘h*Petl fibuUc, ow,„v , _b ***4hetpçg J " * *  Sp*rtà9 where McncJau* ana «·*.—.C ^ *** 147, ·**  ̂* "°w m<*fekd aa * lion (Blinkenbet*, Type XVI2 ; Uaw*—,
*e *nd sSiciJv * I}* ^or other animal fibulae of early “pivoted” type from

t j j ·  hga. 8 and 29.Il Ϊ1 in &>uth ί* i * e öli«kenberg, Type XVI 3, from Attica, Epheau·, and but * y em* th* early quotation about Samian dree» in Athenaeu·
. %». 2-j u, ***** ^  Sttidnicika in Thucydide», ed, CiaweiiwSteub1, p. 390* Wor„ ;**.ch* "cicada” ornament· fibulae at ali, and if »0 how

7o ” }n to t hr-1
* *̂ «*r «ο fwoUen in the middle that the lateral
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opmcm o f  these divergent types, with stilt and catch plate* respectively, to A* 
eighth century; but the Cypriote evidence already noted makes the tenth & 
eleventh more likely, and the divergence may well have begun in the twelfth,

8L The forms of the bow, and the height of the stilt above the spring f&f 
differ greatly, even within the principal varieties of catch plate; and are of W* 
importance either in typology or in geographical range, Principal reasons for Ai* 
variability arc (l) the custom of threading various kinds of beads on a plain **** 
bow, and imitating these decorations in solid bronze; (2) transfigure ment of a» 
»wollen ’ 'pilaster” into boat-shaped or spoon-shaped bow»; (,1) flattening of ** 
bow into a vertical or transverse plate on which to display engraved design*·

82. In Macedonia, one "Thessalian“ fibula from Chauchitaa, BlinkenW* 
VIH 4, Î; another from Patch, of Blinkenberg’» “ Helladic“  Type VII 6 (% 
allied to it.

HI. Blinkenherg V: from its distribution in west central and western Gt*** 
it is clearly a local development of the catch-plate hlm la. I

84. Blinken berg’s "Sub.Mycenaean“ Type Jl 1 9  together with hi* Π 
which are stilted at both ends, and have the bow more or less swollen in the 
The rest of his “ Sub-Mycenaean“ Types (II 15 23) which have a stilt only 
bow and catch, have been discussed already as prototy|>ct of mir “ mtd-ÄP** 
aeries.

85, This is Blinkenherg’* “Asiatic“ type (XII), which he rightly dcriv** ft*

Type II fp. 206), though the two group* unavoidably stand apart in his
86. Bknkenhcrg, Type HI 3 ami 4 m II! 3, recorded from BoeotUb * 

um), ami Arcadia, the l*>w ts oj
catch is large enough to spoil the symmetry. One Macedonian specimen
(Herarum), and Arcadia, the bow ts of twisted wire, an early feature»

tomb of the early snub century at Aivasil (K A, Gardner, HS.i siui* ||||l 
12?; two from graves at Chauchtfs* fCasson, A6ov*/om*i, 146, hg. 52k ,
(from Crete) a more symmetrical result is obtained by the use of two sUpp^B**^  ̂
*t*t*H. A f##

87. Cassoft, \fiKfijQHi*, 1-13, W A Ilrurtley, so, 1$ ^  ( C * *

for***

/Çppw*.:
simple “ semi circular“ hhol* remained in u%r at Cham hit** in Maced****** A T**?

? tlViH, jd. \ f{, figs 2 G» with a " t hrssahifl IÎ i Iff 
fully forme*! “ Asiatic“ hbuU <2 6κ 1 he fibulae of I hr ace Ate 
H I’ofwjff, Î* r*Um 4 ' *ni 4* ft a* èt «tin i nr at Orvivs on the low*? l\ 
(Sphia 1926; the symmetrical resembling ih«*se of Mer/rgovin* $$r
Hat Ahtfh λ hi H atn t** VIII, 25 hg 40: and illustrated also from 
C.Hympts, are *«rhef than those whnh resemble mature? lirlleMC 
Ttm p end Mi*

*8. Bit nke ft berg, XII !H
19. Bhftkenhefg, XII I g, ftum A*tg«na, ίΜχ
90. In Syria and Cyprus th* stiHf bdatrral iletofafmn of the bff* 

the curva*M?r at it* middlf \**mt, so that the profile of the whole hbol* ** tt f * *  
iHmàenlwrg XIII 12 and 1 i  The |ηι?ι*»*τ of this was to prtmd* 
for a guard i Ham, which is p?*sereed <m tsamples ft**m t «tikff*
U .14 VII, pf SUM !> I*

VI* IUmkenlwff, XIt 9.
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92. Blinkenberg, X l l  105. _ _  tue spring *  repl***^ ^ΤηΛβ* pis.
93. Blinkenberg, X l l  and X I H  3. A t ,  n^o n , 1927,

joint (Petrie, C a U k t u t  P t l t U i n i * *  , nd in CyP«*». ®Her*«*"'
xvn-xviii) and similar makeshift* occur , γΠ 13;cf. lSf from ,
Types X I I I 3 and 6 : in X l l  15« from Dtxtot». a »d  X «  ^  D a S  w W

'  · rivet. Fibulae from B abylon , H . 1 «
~ *ûû * Μ  P. W >  .

N O T E S T O  C H A P T E R  V II

S C t ei r p'c Ltfter,cnί'̂ Τ Α 'ΐίΓ  pu. ......... .I904)# ^0crtc> ^or dion (Jahrh. d> Inst., Erganzungshefr, V, Berlin,

p ^  GfÇçJi' î̂ ff0r,fîth, |ς *** °n wme of the piece* are in the alphabet of Sicyon or of

98. FveT j  0 Ul*
carliegr of the tumuli with interments are subsequent to the 

t*Vt *ecn) ;n ̂ Ulat|on of the "Asiatic” type of fibula, which occurs also (as wc 
Crernatjon t0 . ,R8ar‘tk VII· so there was time enough for an original practice of 

nifcr Mcertainŝ q̂  ÄCC *° Cô n burial under stress of local considerations no

«en*'e» stilt. 43P*wIijn.*· B S/t *·«■ Ή Λ-·: J. P. Droop, xiii. 112-14, fig. 3; D. Mac- 
«Pectacij... ,  * . v,0l'n-bow" fib«!«, Π3, fig. 3«; "symmetrical” type, fig. 3>;
ctriciii»* t|uj „ ^ ‘vatives, hg*. 17-21 found "with great frequency'*; the “aym*
P̂es ft8 <*y *ri types are described as "subsequent," and the "catch-plate"

Ttt tĥ r *̂ ί* ** wkat was to be expected in Laconia even in a sane*

J°0. Crete· dT·*? tW° kalian type*.,01· Ceublii ■ Bbe'*· 1 '3-1 HI 6e, i. Blinkenberg, 1 13>.
I02· Wink Γ Μ: fi*urcd Dtition 1919, 95, fig. 11.

Λ »°3. BlLt n1bef« ·1 "  *«d 12,*he fMlio,, -η (η ΓΓΚ’ X,V 2* ; Droop, B xiii. 84, 112-13; ««· 321. Clearly
!kMtcrP'ccet. u , bad become divorced from the »kill to »upply the**
h‘* w*tK fun’cH Cr*fum*n *1»« had inherited the "violin-bow” fibula, dbguued

*®4. B|;, °,n <’*> Wlfr work, and ivory modeb it.
Jos. κ'," .η1>ΓΓ»· xv.,(>6. Chilt ,*Jf0rtm>v«*y, Chiltl«·, flaw*, eh. i*., and the referencea to ch. viii.

1°7. Ch 7* /W ,  l«6.fir», /  Γ· 193-94. The une ofcoib of gold wire for carring* probably 
****tcrly mJ !m 1IV°y m the Danube, then from the Danube to Mycenae. In the 
te,,h*r the 11 Of «piral dettgn* on metal work, honor* are divided, but
1{ ̂ Cur, in ,*nr*n  rn>r the ,4%«*« Bronrc Age invented thi* kind of decoration.

. hitmen I in my*̂  foml»*" at Ifr,^  *1. 157 e'vc* reference* for amber; but it had only a »Hort vogue. G. Karo,is
y  a im n t

unknown in the north is 
4 -* Karaglari be*

j A.*1* i $7- <» ̂ ,Vce f|,̂ rrçnc>ei for ami«.». - 
I t * ,  5* ‘

l t specialised Minoan rapier was not unknown in the m«*.
round at Gfmn* on the Haliacmon *ml at Jvaraglari
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tw ccn Sofia and P h ilippopoîis; C aston , M a c e d o n i a ^  135—73* It was w idely used W
the M editerranean, in S icily, Feet, S t o n e  a n d  B r o n z e  A g e s % figs. 218, 225, 240; m  

Palestine, M acalistcr, G e z e r > i l l  p i  L X X V  13, But it ia not d ea r  in what aeail 
“ they correspond to the centra! European Icaf-ahaped* swords which at the aa 
period penetrated into the M editerranean area from the north, and exem plify i 

balance o f  com m erce between the two re g ion s /' Casson, M a c e d o n i a ^  135. 
sequence o f  types has liecn studied by H* J. E, Peake, T h e  B r o n z e  A g e  a n d  1 
C e l t i c  W o r l d )  L on don , 1922, ch. vît x,

109, Bronac leaf-shaped »w ord from M ycenae (in the ruin» o f  the M y  €*8*5 
palace): from C yprus, in possession o f  Prof. P. G eddet, (unpublished), and a ftjjp  
ment, B M  E x t ,  C y p r u s , fig. 31 (963 ): from E gypt, Pert, B S A  xviii* ( l9 U * * jj|  
Borchardt, Æ g .  L. 61, pi. V ; P r ,  7*. iv. 233 (Berlin fnv, 20305 inscribed; 73ffi|> 
The swords o f  the L ibyan  invaders in 1221 were o f  the same long straight-cdlÇ  
type, which the Egyptians called s f ,  / ;  which may represent the Sem itic w o r d ^

D um ichcn, H u t ,  f n t c h r .  i, 26-27 . I f  the Greek x i p h o s  is also connected, 
originally have been a L ibyan or Sea-raider word.

110. Swords o f  the Sea- and Land raider*; Bnaaert, 343; o f  Shardana 
arte* o f  Ramese* III , Bower? 345; actual exam ples in bron tc from G eter, H* 
and M , Borchardt, P r m ,  S o e .  A n t i q u a r i e s , London xxvii. (1914 15), 1 27 30» 
Phoenicia, C . L . W oolley , S y r u r, it (Î9 2 U , 180, fig. 4; represented on a CyP^jT, 
vase o f  the Early Iron Age, B M  C a t , C  737. Swords brought as tribute t o T b ^  
me* i l l  are o f  the Land raider type and probably Syrian, like the still caflic*
inscribed with the H yksot name Apepi, W sin w n gh t, L A A A % vi (1914)»
IX  18, X I 69, Χ Π Ι  100 , X IV  l 3.

I l l ,  B M  f * i f ,  C y p r u s  (la>mlon, 1900), pi, l l  872. There t* the *aft*€ 
in other equipm ent. The M m oan rapier was projirrly used with the g fca l 
“ body  shield" ({». 376) familiar from Mrnuatt representation*. But Sea 
E gyptian mercenaries, like the C ypriote warrior, carry round “ p a r r y in g ^ ^ g L i 
and the C ypriote, like the V *  raider*, wrar* bod y  armor o f  jo in tn l *«*n£§» . T m  

the gone* o f  Agam em non * breastplate, whit h w »t a present from  Cyp*^* f,
%i, 19 28. Ih e  grammar show» that the description o f  thi* "breastpl*** 
inserted a* an afterthought « but H«»w %n**n after the test was t n f f ip a r ^  ^

I l l s .  A sword αϋ o f  b fonse < J d v u * r >  vui. 4<>3 6 ; nrverth<dc*# ** ***** 
‘ 'handle*’ and "»ruds.**

111. / h a J t sin. 576, su m  808 w oh  Schot, Vet*. A. “ alone among 
the I hr#« t*n* use *w»*rdt of tiw largest s u e / '  *

ILL I he sword o f IVieu*, Apolk*fo?xj·, ui 113; Apoll, Hhod. u #041 m 
Plutarch, T k .  7.

114, If is o f  the type know** in u assu ai times a* m a e h a i r é t and * 
rtsson  to doubt that the m o h a i r *  which Agam em non h * M u * H f *****

*****

rrw*a

52; it was worn also111
t f  t  ο  was used by Λ ΐ·.

sword was of the asm# kind, ( h a d ,  m. 271, tu, 25 
(had, tviH 597, ami for general use, t> 844. t-usfrf 
Thucydides, u 96, 9#, v*t, 2?; and Egyptians, m the fifth **ni«ry,
1*2, and in Ur**<* in the fourth rentuiy, Xenophon, < >rwr, lh  j
#aampiraT and for other Ihraoan «««pmi, see Caswott* Maef****** 
l  aria*# m krtwi* army %m*\ "an kies/' deep***, ! Ml, vie 93*
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9 0 4 ,2 9 , fig. 7 (broad , but m  o r o » ‘ w . _  |v i. * * > ' * ( ! * ” >·
7. Iron in antiquity, W. G o w la w , G (London), 20° T ’ ghout thia 

MS ft: H. R. Hall, Old«! Chihutton 4«V  19-23. ^  8C8fifornia.
No. 86; Sir W. M. F. Petrie, Jnc,e J ' r K  Rickard of Berkeley not certain 
»ect'on 1 am indebted for much help to ■ ■ DyniSty text*;bu “ metal

118. The Egyptian w o r d ta occur. ' I  r text, have ^  ,  with 
whether it mean* "metal" generally, or 1 · king’» arm '* “ jron” ate
of gold," and in a laudatory text of Ramew* Π "  d Coptic k » V  ^  ̂  
* * * »  "metal of heaven," whence D y j S j j !  m eta l." *ite*, *
^ vcd . Another late phra*e *» U-n4* 0 . jy  ̂y f And VI J tccnth, *n<*
of prc-dynastic age, other object* o f ir0" „bject earlierthan̂ 350) had one
»Pear from Nubia of the Thirteenth, one 01 " Tu,_ankh-»men 
» halbert of the reign of M  Mwon .aber ----- --- Howard W i n  ffom the R » « * ^
OaTG a .

ĥi* of the i lurrcciu.,, »...
S  ,aher evidemÎ*” °f  R*me** 1,1 (« · 12«), Tut-..-----hat* Μ Nxxv|{  ̂ ^  prcdoun; Howard Carter, Tomb qf Tui-*nkh-fim*~ _
Sy ** >̂fX)n*c httndl k°Ut there « re iron knivea from the Remewieum; one 
t ri* Un̂ cr the K V*** 0fî *** ^Ul nö iron t» mentioned in lier» o f tribute from 

r Mereijpu» a/  ,*«nth Hynanty, nor with the 9,000 bronze iword* collected
cn ,9· Iron a „Tthe Ub̂ n raid of 1221 (Petrie, 22).Tk" . °n with h . ct*> O dy/uy, xvi.291, xix. 3; it* hardne**, tr. Î10, xtx. 211;

e Harri» ]ίβ|ιν. G. A. Wainwright, Tht labyrinth (London, 1912), 19.

, 0> "Gray·* · * men,ion* «»luette*'H · "Flam in^«//,W ' xvii· « « , Odynty, ix. 393.I ' A 'V if * (name-colored) iron, Odyttey, i. 1β4{ axe», Iliad, iv. 48i.
», 2j· Hon m’r*,r ’ m8°t, Hiad,xxiii. 826-3J, axe* and half-axe», xxiii. 851-58.
* *«·, ... ***> "fad,vii, 141-44: knife, xvlil. 34; fetter», i, 204;

21 Comn'l chariot axle, v. 623./  °Hnd ¥  toj„v remarkable "furnace" »tructure at Uchuh, F. J. Bli*i,
or >ron (j ·,. (1894), 47-50, fig. 94: though it wo* apparently not u*ed
» ,l2S. IÔ y  ~'*‘1*ton« inBli*a, p, jpo), See a(*o PetHe, Gtrar, 1928, Chapter VI.

conm 'l"": vi' l9 H  iron it included in the loot from temple trea*urie* at
'  -«· l.. P re rhr loot from Baahan and Gilead, xxti. 8, and the iron‘ *“ "  '«J**/.iv. 13. H. R, Hall, ii. 291-92 auggetta" * -  -mong the conquered Itraelite*,
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127. Gerar. Petrie, C e t ,  Peint.Antiq. (L on don , 1927), S. G W  (1928), pi. x*»*·
128. Bronze swords from C yprus, »ce note 109 above.
129. Iron swords from  C yprus: ( a )  s t r a i ^ h i e d ^ e d :  M y  res* C a n ,  H d k k » 4 7 3 $  

C M C  3821, 3911-12 ; A . P. dt Cesnola, S a l a m i  m e  (L on don , 1882), pi. V  2; o tM *  
from  Am athus, P -C , Π ! p. 421: B M  f i x e .  C y p r u s  (from  T om b  286, noted in 
diary, but unpublished); from Tarcusxu* and Curium , O hncfaU ch-R ichtcr, K & &  

C X X X V H  7; ZfE (1899), 313 -27 , fig. xxi. 11-13: Berlin Antiquarium  8142 ( S * $  
( k )  l e a f  s h a p e d :  M vres, C a n ,  H d k k ,  4726 (and a silver-riveted hilt) 4727;
3913; S a J a m t n i a , pi. V 1 (w ith cross-hilt); Fitzwiliiam M useum , Cam bridge 
lishcd). O n an engraved silver bowl (M yres, C a n ,  H d k k .  4554; P *C ,IH , fig· 
both  type* are represented, the broad blade held by an Assyrian figure, the .tr a * * *  
edged by Egyptians, J

130. Iron in Asia M inor, Η . T . W ade-G ery, C A H  ii. 524. W . Belcfc, 
alii. 15 IF. suggested that iron was introduced into Philistia by the S
but offered no p roof that iron working was earlier in the Æ gean than in 
H ad he suggested the Land-raiders, he would have been very nearly right*

131. H atti supplies o f  iron; I), G . H ogarth, C A H  ii. 267.
132. Assyrian iron: Petrie, A n d e n /  E%ypi (1915), 19·-23. ^
133. Phoenician iron from Asia M inor (T a fsh ish "»T arsu s). E t i k i é i ,  8* ^

C f. 13 (T u bal and M csh ech ); H ogarth , C A H  n. 272 (T iba l), λ ^λ Α Α

134. C h sly h ri in Greek literature; A*Vhylii*, P .  133, 715;
A h a / t t  980; Apollonius Khodm s, n , 1001, A lybe: H i n d ,  m 857, S t f * ^  ^  

G iles, C A H  ii. 5, In the fifth century steel cam e through Scythian h*n^  *Jfr 
sum ably from north o f  the Caucasus, Æ schylus, S e p / e m ,  72K, 816 18. Κ' * * ^ ! *  
I r a n i a n s ,  18 quotes A. S. H unt, ( ) x y r h y m h m  P a p y n ,  X  1241, v, 3 ff* 
"inven tion  o f  iron*' by Saneunm , a kmg o f  Scyth ia; ami gives esatnpk* ( 4  *
o f  Scythian iron work,

I t5 Tem rse; ( S d y s s t y ,  t 184. Str*|*j, *5C. 56, M r. O liver Davies 
&*r metallurgical reasons, iron working m C yprus may have begun

»Irrad y they were trill irnp 

*kn/fyttdifn (tnp*«g>

Similarly while the Greek» were making iron an 
steel from the Chalybes,

136, Dactyl*, J. Overbeck, Ihr anukg ΛΥ 
27 39, A polk mm» Rhodius, », 1129 *S« K**t. i quoting the lost Phare*** rP*** 
f  r, Ip  6>, 211 if 2. Hc***d wrote a p«»rm ihmt tliemi I Hodofus* ^0^  
they cnsaol into S*ro*rthracr and Europe ’ 'with Mygdon, * « Phryg*  ̂
in Cftte, !)« .! ». 64 Pliny, Λ7Λ ».· V? <197?: in Cyerw, Clrm**«. *"**1Orrum·

$**
Other Greek folk mem**? tHrfrnlwfg ‘’'a g ho, Ihtt Anftf: t» v,

117, Teichm*« *n Rh*»dr*t 1 retr and Cyprus, C h trb n k  No** 40- 1
138. A. If, Sayre, "Cuneiform InscrqUirms **} Lake Van, 7· ^

*t*. 378, %%t tsvi. Hei« k and I/Hitunfi, i UA H**hn fifW  90)» alglC* ·
Mas Cepgr iigt H*mk*?{ (I99D I8V9? Π R Hall, Am, Hal i ̂  Jj£pj% fihrosmi IGup*. Armtmen ttntf und f*txi ■ Betlm, 1910), i ; W Î on 
und Amamman, 1911, 114, n ^

139
tat

19 I hi* «h*«η«# td ônri#t tmg hftli« s» at ihe main &»/·**’ *
of V, Ci; t h»kla, A rra n * fVifeh P 124* that tfc* t & * * * ^ *
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n o t e s  t o  c h a p t e r  V llN O T E S  T U  V —  M inor.

♦ λ Danubian cultures «· nQt suggest 
for similar elem ents in the Caucasian *n ^  ti ^ n° W^rsCt TW «
Asia M inor U still very im perfectly n0 * fftther the rev y ^ g r o v t * *  m
any such northwestward trend o f  COttt Λ  $ ron w -A gc laycr
also to the occurrence of iron s l » i  '** *· /too7,l 94, P* ^  *
M acedonia, O , D avies, B S À  * * V1U\ /* .  M yres,

140, G ow land, A n h t m k % ' * >  ^  W  ”  . . o f  the D a n u b e
A. U n g ,  CR (1908), 47. 58. -T h e  Ρ* * « * 1 [  those p r o * " « *

141. F or example, Caston, Μ · « * " » * » . ?  the e, t»bl«hment ^  The
regions to Thrace and Macedon resu gt ^portance a coMt and esta
«  *n early date of an Iron-Age wit w,y to tbe Casi0n di*«"«“'* .
ancestor of the Noncut emh of Horace cut (> ^  „here C « which he
liahed there settlements of a northern cult«^· «phry*«·" ‘nV
W e e n  the people o f  the "Ir o n  Sword,
rightly assign* to the Late Broft*« ! Caa»°n» hi* * * . signiftcant 0

M l -ta«™ .- ...«a  tan. 4 *  .. *>·? « ■
M 3. A , the T io je n f  in the O t a  Μ{Γί 0{  the t « n "  . fibitMe, t°

M uski conquerors o f  the H atti covm tofftthef w kh  i  ,he twelfth century*
Bested) that crem ation w a . in 'rod uced  ^  ^ , ,  period « ^  whether the
“ « « t r y  round Carchem ish, . »  the reoccup r furthc * " ? * & » *  e*p‘ * " ‘  
W oolley, LAAAvi. (1914). %  98. «  in the in v ie *  o f  * «
R a t i o n  custom  o f  the "d iv in e-born  i » « « «  R ^  0f  the 
tion o f  the sporadic crem ations in the **

evidence from la u e s t  (p . .195). .

144. Caason, M * e e d e m * >  ftg. 10 S. qchweir»cr> f )

»45. Caria, S M  C V . 1101, 1103, u i  ’  »it«·, ® ‘ (K „ f Uruhe, I91 ' ·
I « .  "P r o tn .,w m e tr ic » l"  ■ » . « »  “ "  * * * „  « * * · * ■ '  “  _ _  (6>

***** tur C h r o n o l o g i e  d e r  G e t * * * * * * *  ^ 7) .  pi*
1 10-14, ,  (O xford. V U  h  v

„  1 « .  Sicily, l ) .  R a n d a U -M ad ver, * · *  ‘ U U P ^ f S V e i t -
λ  IS ), Apulia, p|, X U I  (4 ~ 6 ) · ,  „ 5  ff<) ii. 326. j j  * 54, 7 0 « τ » * £  Age,

148. P h ilittia ,M aca lister , ûjtL519 , 608,6 3 2 ,6* M iddle ®J° ted ,
149. C yprus, M yres, C rr«. H * * »  5 ,V  „h ic h  * »  o f  ‘  d i f f e r e n t  eW t

**r’ ·  list includes tom bs at A gi* ^ Är* ,n that cul*«**· „  j j t

^ery  rarely concentric circles d o  #PPf ^  Iron A *·· 5$, l -
*nd in no way relsted to  «hose o f  t , 7 t 48, S°> 5 _ iine»,

ISO. C aston , B S A  n i » . .  P » · lV ;  * 5 W  Â l i  , ? » « )  fii· 74’
Pr»»ierj Miunuit U Metidtint Ec#//" 3 Î ld  H893'· * 

131. H ltsarlik, H . Schm idt, W . ^ , ( 4 .  6) .  . M y rts,
J W ,  3921, „ ο ,  local clay , 3735- 3 6 = ^ ,  (W 0S), P· ^  C P P » ^  ^  25. 
^annonian circka , M . H œ rn e·» , y i î »  4, J  * Q e r d f o # *

t*!??' LycU· T"to O°rawfn’ Koe ’ eu«· «a * ·
»* * «» . 367 <r„ pl. X ln  »» a  s  fi«. 1«· . rv n ru , ,  M yre». C' '  im i» *  

^archem iiH , F ra n k fon , S t u d i e h  ^  * i^ n d  111 \706^9 ( ft*  ,
v, 153. A * · . «  »p m w te o m e tr * 1'  ^ c i t h e r  ^ 5l  h ,v e  record o (  *  » » «  

N os, 1710-11 (concentric c irc le ·)! | (other d e s4 n*^1 *.*«94 tom b I98*
W ) .  B M  Bet,Cyptu*. H ;  U W g ,  Am“ * *  18 
m«ntary how l with c o n c tm rk  cin l^ »
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154* O ther mainland elem ents m  the Early Iron Age o f  C yprus are the troft 
weapons (p . 129), ‘ 'A siatic1* fibulae (p , 484), conical and pyram idal seabatoitffc 
and the rectilinear panel decoration (p . 486)*

155. Rem arkable early instances arc engraved designs on ivory  and bone 
M inoan tom bs at Asine and K akovatos with drilled circles replacing «p ir*^  
P c m o n , A  „ n e  (1924 -25 ), 73-74 , pi. X X V I ,  4. K , M uller, A M ,  χχχιν (190&  
285 ff. Even earlier, on rude pottery in Crete. Evans, P M ,  I, fig. 2 1 .

156* Concentric punches: in neolithic S icily, P. Orsi, U P  I t ,  xvi. 65, pis* *** 
VI11. _

157, Influence o f  w ood turning on C ypriote pottery , M y res, C e s n . M ” * * *  

Nos, 517 19, 622 4.3; 'V ertica l circle** ornam ent, 647, 649, 704 14. 
exam ple o f  concentric circles in w oodw ork, A. van G ennep, f J u d e s  d 'E t h n o f f t f * * ?  

d l g f r t e n n e  (Paris, 1911), 59, figs* 21 2 7 ,  In the Pitt Rivers M useum ,
a w ooden tankard from southeast Asia M inor, ornam ented with concentric 
cu t with a center hit, jl

158. For this derivation o f  spiral and meander by dislocation { P e r s e & *& *Γ*ϊιi 

concentric patten
(W u rf/b u rg , Ι9 Π ), l 22,
o f  concentric patterns, G , W ilke, E l i r a i  m a u n d e r  k e r a m t k  u n d  Q tf& J #

159, Rosserf, 28 310, Similarly Hungarian bronze engravers somed1̂  ^  
place spirals by circles, M. Hoernet, Og. Kunst (Vienna, 192$), 401.

160, Ilossert, 26$. H M  < a t . A 885 (circles), A 928 29, 959, 1094, 10W  (J ^ · ·
circles), (kcasw m ally similar circles appear elsewhere, quite early, E***1 
S t u d i e s ,  ii. ph V II 2 (C ypru s), 4 (Syria). . φ

161, Macedonian »itr* Casson, Macedonia, 127 M. I leurtley, LA** /tfäp
15 26 (Vardtfto); Jnityuanei ‘Journal, vu (1927), 44 $9; HSd, xxvi?« I ^  
darovtsa) xxvt. 10 ?f ί surfait poticfv); xxvm 158 'HotibousUh kjfüÄ

162, Bossed and grooved pottery (Ämketteramik) from |fi*#ariikt *jj||
SeAJtemann 3565 3587; Ihiipfeld, Tre/#·//««, 2(8) 3, fig* 215 16< P* 
other com entries tft W designs as on Macedonian pottery, 6g*. 2l7~l$* «

163, l he "Eauait*** culture: Srgef, fain utter ku/fur (m M. Ebert, K

d e r  Vötieuhtihte, Ikrfm* »n progress), Il<«rrne«, ( >£, Kunst,* 412 I fi if'·
790 92, »28 < Rutty); Chdd*. Man (1923), No, *, Antiquity* *h ^ 0 #  
I He same culture spread widely also in other direc tum«; the character 
amt grooved pottery (Urne better arm k} appear», for example, beyond 1 tLÖ^ ^ 
in the CaUbmn site »? Torre Galhi IT Kendall Mavlvcr, hnn 
13), fig, 69 f a««osiftted with * degenerate "«fireta*le** fibula, fig 74)* *
Isard y at Bt»wantov* ( Bandait Maclvcr, PsUan&rans and E trustant
m i l  pi X I X ,  16» IA  2*>t V h  §§>

164 Marmariam, w Λ f luertlrv* Jut Jour , vu 215* fig 2îd F* ^  
tfiV Com entre» tire lea on r<it>w«n g»itit?yt 4 «««on, dut. Jauf  ̂

pi, IX, fig. Is Heurt far?, ,int June., m  (1927)* hi
Î66. CofNtanttsr ct#«Vs m gold w«ffc* Caaerm* M***4***a% ^
167. Ibwrne#, /V f KunsiJ 407*
IM. K«rv.Ui| Μ*. i»E(, / « *  .#!#. %». 7, 21, H. XVIII W

Ifel .(·« ,* , ( ·  V|o«l.ii·»*, (  w i t i λ / , φ *fr t m t t i t *  t n  pi »  ’
9|̂  f 4)4r6r 64wN&g*# î %t**itl*dm* 1912), |, 69, figs- ^
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• . C hild«, A n t i q u i t y ,  ü (192 )»

169. T h «  socketed celt, »  " U u s i » "  invention.
«>% 2· . · ,rt resulting from Uthe-v-ork. P«t

Π 0. A  Serbian flask w ith  concentric a r c  . ^
Rivers M useum , O xford. . ♦ ru  ornament, ÄtÄ0C

Π Κ  Geographical distribution o f  concentrt 19 17 )  i. pU.
E je c ts , B . S ch w eizer , U n t e r s u c h u n g e n  171-73. Π925)*

> *  "P ot-h ou k  , U ~ S Ä

„TT 595
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N ot it s τ ο  Cham kr V IH

1. Principal contributions to the study o f  the "geom etrica l style** in Grace* 
are as follow s: F. Comte, S M .  A k ,  M  i s s ,  t t ' i e n  (1870), com parison with primitiv* 
art o f  Central E urope: G . H irschfcld, A n m l i  d ' I n s t . (1872)» com parison w i$  
V iilanovan art; J. Kroker, J a h r b .  d .  I n s t , ,  i. 95 125, com parison with E g y p tW  
figure drawing; F. Dü mm 1er, A M  xi, 209 t f % m ,  280 If., geom etrical $tyk  w 
C yprus: J, Boehhtu, J a h r b .  d .  I n s t tti. 225 364, vases from B oeotia: D* P h i l ip  
E p h ,  (1889), 171-187, vases from  Eleusis: A. Bruckner and E* Pcrnioc* 
xvin. 73-191, more vases from the Dt py lon ; J. Bohltut, E t s t u h r ,  e n t h r o p *  ^  
xxvi (Cassel, 1895), 89 UÖ, fresh com parison with V iilanovan art: S, W ide, A * j  

% x i, 385 ff., pre-M ycenae an geom etrical ornam ent; A M  xxii, 233 f t ,  su rv iv a l^  
M ycenaean ornam ent into geom etrical; J n h r E  d .  I n  i t , xiv, 2 b  If., distinct i n * * ,  
und other local schools; J, L  M yres, J R  A I  x x x m  (1903), 367 40 0 , geom etf ^  
style in Asia M inor. H Dragendorff, T h f t a t it (Berlin , 1903), insular scb oob  ^  
mainland infiuem es: M , Vollgraff, H C J t  xxvm  U 9 0 4 ), 364 9*), local 
A rgos, survival o f  pre M ycenaean geom etrical "p ea sa n t" art; F. Poult**» *\ . 
D i p y h n p r é b t r  u n d  d a  D i p y l o n  C a s t *  (E cip /ig , 1905), distinct earlier 
stages: E. Pottier, I ·* p f t A i è m t  d t  R a r t  d o w n  (Parts, 1908), northern <8̂ !  
j .  P, D roop , H s  f  t i n .  118 tf. Spart»; A. J* B W are and M. S, Ih o in P j^  
P r t k t i t p r i t  T h i s s n i y  (C am bridge, 1912), lâanokladhi and other Thessah*1* ç f y  

K, M idler, T h y m , i (Berlin , 1912), k xa l s tv k  ami succession o f  period·*
KifKh, I r o n  h a  ( Berlin* 1914), fresh material from  R hodes J, !*  M y « · »  I f * * * * * *  

t o  t h *  C t t n o U  C t d U f f i n n  o f  A n f i $ n t H n  f r o m  C y p r u s  (N V * Y ork , 191$)
style o f  C yprus: B. S<h writ ter, l u t  C h r o n e h % \ *  d n  i h o m t t r m h f n  S t i l t  f*
U n d ,  I (f>i»s H eidelberg, 1*117), u { A M  xhn. 1918, 1 M 3 ), Aegean 
Attn: origin: S Casaon, A n t i y u n r u t  J o u t n é J  ι (1901), 199 i f ,  a n h A e o f c ^ ^ j ^  
«knee fi»r Dorian invasion C . Dugas, t<a l  h n m n f u i  d * f  C y A n d t t  (P*f**t Jjj, 
insular and Argtvt styles. A W , PefMon« A n n *  t y * p  i t u m l, 1926), I T p * »  

Boohm**?*, W . A. H eurtley, A  /V M t i t a r u  s * f t  in  f t  a t n n  M m ê é ê * * *  é n d t ^  

im t p ê t i o n  ( R  κ· A t savin M 8 PH ) . . . .
2, I h r  hirfsf* h r o f  stries t« a phrase happily coined by Μ .

to  whom  the study o f  s m »ent erram n art owes so much? f . * t * i * i * *  

m n t i p t t i  d m  l a m p * *  f l»9 # o , t. 250 5t· *)u»tm g A. H. M urray, ^  £

n ,  m
3, Hsn-h "B a n d k ffa rm k ," m  which the d m # « t « d  surface hi t r t · ^  

infinite estent *l«mg an *<go«t»rt »* earliest and best represented t# 1 - f  4 *  

"F irst Ihmulwan*' p*>tfery <C Hddr, /k «r* i4 hg I W r i a i ,  (  rg* j|tf ^  
hsit all * * * * *  ikeoratum  rtsgnd cy h m lfx a i ubyret* -woinl, Isooa, bam
m * m  «wwnnal ^uahty .|A

4, held ' »îeeswstwm of M*44k Ytmoan |»»tferir 8*a*td# 
iS&, l i t ,  and w ith  naturaiw tx con test 14**, M 9, U»2 r*3# 2id>f
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tKe painted surface is regarded as cry*t,ft| J ^ fu d ly  in 162- 63 , 166, 8em
«.nd the same im pression is conveyed 87„ 97, 1 ^ * *  g f a

5· Free field in M inoan  relief w° rk__ - . « j q . spiral design» 16 · 
design, 315-26 ; fresco painting, 6 4 -6 » , 71, * p  y * .
294, 312; foliated, 164, 165, 169. . w » ce and Thom pson,

6» T h m a lia n  decorative art, o f  * «  ? ι / ι ϋ - ΐ Χ '  W *cc
(throughout, but especially the fron tisp ie «  * ^ S es k Io >  pi*· f t n c y d o -

*nd T hom pson, P r .  T h . ,  pi. I ;  $40, p b . « ^ 1IL trk  styie which
p e t d i a  B r i t a n n i a »  (new volum e*), ***  ( Î j \ $  (o f  the geornct —

8. Com pare Puttier, I a u w  C M *  0  V* * charmer, ell* h
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I, i7»*n ^ .ri{ for a **** r
nd there *  * °  < χ .  *

- r ............... , . ukc B M  E x < -  * bu »
.. U . C ypriote chariot scenes and * ^  B o ·* " ·* 26 ’

(passim)·, the ” W a m or-v a»e  f»»m  N > , 8 1 Î 8, pi*· ^  *

264; M . S. T h om p son , U A A  ν · ( ' 9 . ‘ « ^ , ·  (R om e, l9 ^ ’  ’  A r g « ,  261·
»2 R hodian  local style, A. , 7 2 , « « »  ^  A  8 7 3 ,9 0 6 ,* * »

simitar vase» from  eastern Cre ? « ^ n  2# *
13, O ctopus design, a* panel frame g£g} 875» 881, *

100R, i o n ,  1020, 1029,1067  (2 ). .  î 7 l „ j ,  ß M  * jth full brush an
»4. "C orkscrew ”  design - Ä  h * · *  C » «o » >  * *
15s \ n  these ornam ent* on ly doe uroft** birds 

replace «hading w ith opaque »Vlhouc* * occasional

« Circle _  ̂ t ^16, T h e com m on  "M altese  cW ·* {’™  ^ t r i e  c*1̂
»bot») from  filling the " b u l t V e y « " ο ί  * E . P füW*
« t h e  sum m it. e  -  iii. t  * +  "*** ’ k ^

W . A m y d a e i Strabo* 364-4 i *  in* * *trgc»tion* fr° m  ^  €
Z i k k n u n t  ^ t r  G r i t t h t n  (M un ich , fr.corft«mcnt on  * ®

18s T h e dependent# o f  m uch | (|896)» ^  *
**» noted bug «*» by fbnbr* £*#** ^
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J9. G eom etrical schools o f  design west o f  the A driatic: B M  C a t .  Η  248-6ÎÎ 
D , R andalU M acIvtr, T h e  I r a n  A % e  i n  I t a l y  (O xford , 1927), chapters v (S icily ), vS 
(C alabria), viii (A pu lia ), P robably these painted styles go  hack to  an incursion 
from east o f  the Adriatic, such as brought painted ware o f  Thessalian affinities to 
Leucas, W . D orpfeld , A l t - h h a k a , ii., pi. U C X X V H U

20. A ttic geom etrical vases im ported into C yprus, M y  res, C a n .  H S k .  Non 
1701-2, local im itations, 1706 9 : fabrics akin to that o f  H alos, 1710 1 i : natW* 
* ty k , N os, 400 f t . (su b-M ycenaean ), 501 f t . (geom etrica l): B M  C a t .  C  738-64  
814-15 , etc. / . o u t r e  C a t . A 103, 1 1 1 , 120 , 151: Pfuhl, Nos. 4$ 46. P -C  itt. f i t *  

479, 4 9 6 -7 , 507-8, 523, pis. ΙΠ , IV .
21. Cappadocian  pottery : H . de G enouillac, Céramique c a p p a d o t t e n n e  (P ifw · 

1926): Frankfort, S t a d i a  % ii, 154 64, pis. IX -XII» hg«. 17, 19: M y res, J R $  

xxxiii, (1903), 367 ff, (based, «s its date shows, on very few exam ples). T h e "h lid ^  
otMtfhfte”  fabric enhances deliberately the contrast between pattern and grm*0* 
b y  a dense white priming or slip ; the "tr ico lo r ’ * technique em ploys red ptdlR J  
hi! up black outlines, and detach the pattern more com pletely from  the

22. T h e "b la c k e n  w hite" technique is represented in C yprus by the *
slip w are," M yres, C a n *  U d h k . Nos. 281 317; K. G jerstad, S t u d i e s  a n  f ' r f h i t & y *  

C y p r u s ,  Uppsala ( 19261, 194-200: the "tr ico lo r "  by λ  fare and probably 
fabric quite at the end o f  the M inoan series, B M  C a t , C  732, 737 (^ »G jersta d ,Ρ» 
hgs. 5 6 , cf. 207 ); M yres, ( e i n ,  f l d k k .  N o. 391. The use o f  fed  paint as an *t(€* * ^  
to  "bU ck-oft* w hite" in i4sgran fahrics begin* at M elos quite early in the 
A ge; merges in the M iddle M inoan polychrom e stv lr ; then fades out, except ^  
l^ t e  M m oan  rarity and in the foreign fabric from C yprus almve mentioned*
in the Early Iron .Age, thmigh not quite at it* beginning, broad red bandij iJjgP
time* edged with blstk a% in the Bronx«·. Age fabrics, replace the broad** 
band* of the rhythmic turne«, and red hihog* invade the 1«»tenge design* in P* 
Mym, J H A t  xx*m U 9 0 3 ;t 390 f t : ,  C a n .  I t d k k . p. 66, N o·. 519, 543, , J t

559 60, $79 ft t 608 H 66$ ft., (»76, 751 g t the climax t ome* in hgu 
va»r* of the eighth or seventh century, M v res m It is ft in .Alean '***\L u  
(Oxford, 192?/, 77 7», pU XIII IV. On the whole question m  
Stadia, n 83, 157 58, More e*pr< i«lfy u the "tricolor" traditum 
the painted at* httrefural terra «oit** of Sard«« 1 ! .. Shear, Sard*** *
Mass , 1926), f*prually pi XIV, ami through th* art of I ydu it tftk*** 1,1 
the painted pot fabric* of for***, g  Qfß

XI. Myre*, JKAt xxsim (IVOlq 36? if Frankfort, Studies, d* ^  ‘
"Hermspheru *1 bowl" of chats« tefistic Cypriote Bronie Agr fabft* ** 
from Htdgsr Ma*kn tn Taurus dr < jemiudlac* 130, ftfe

24. Diagonal ih*a*«t*o*i of panel design** M y ft*, Can éldtà, 
5% ,60M U ,#tc

25. KfcmW· /M f < *i A W>! /.*.»<■ (*> I- A I9*’
A 281 (Ciiwt«i) l^vhl, N« 47 it mdu»', 48 49 K amifwi) j
Ànnaan* of ihr Italian Vh«*4 at AtMm, ii iJV16)f 271 \ Maŵ b ^
7t H f,p b  XXI X X It

26, C 1 hags#, la i tesmi^uê da C a lades 1925), 140 A4.
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. 1927 î p t é f a M * 9 * *  χ

27. Cnostms: geom etrical pottery **tav^  t0 ^  published ^ “ ^ a b o v e -  
B S A  1899, 83, fig. 5 ; E van », Times,15. 7. » · * red color 8Ce note *

H . G . Payne. F or the significance o f  P** 0  ( 1925) ,  1 ff*t T ' i ^ u itT

28. Arcadia in C rete , D . 1 -evi, L A A  * u Courtes,
14  Sept. 1924, 319-322. . , mVi0; 43 ff.·· E rgano·*1 , d t I n s t .

29. Praeaus, D ro o p , B S A  * » ■ j  other s ite* .vVlde’ ^
H albherr, AJAv (1901), 3 0  ~  ‘ nJ
Mqoo\ *,δ  a  . o r ..1,1 Nn».

note*, 
b y  M »·

're te , D . la :v i, d m o»··—»

^  * * · « · - 3 δ ί £ 8 * * ί * * ~
Halbherr, A J A  v  (1901), 302 ff.'· AnopoU» ch »p. iv«
(1899), xiv. 26 ff.; P fuhl, N o». 34 -39 . (Berlin, l # » ) .  . ^ p W i d e ,  7 eAr>· *

30. T h era ; H . Dr.gendorff «  ^  (v90a), pl.1 x̂ ' ConK, M*liscJ f
^ v r e  Car. A  266; de Kidder, C tf. ^ ^ o *  32-33. Mek*· C°n ’ , BCH
’J ?  *v (1899), 31-32, fig»· 6 -9 :  1 «  ^  46 ff. J ^ n d  
Thongefâsst: Hopkinson and Penoyre, i oUVrt C a t -  A 4 ’ . Cti·
»s . m ... ;  «. ο ,.« , s , ; ; .  », Khi» «f5S !’ Ä . » s r
. 3 *· Attica*. I t o u v f t  C a t , i» pl· ^  * . C ouve, B C f/ **u. Fuboca»
U * X X H p f“ W . H ««· 1 6 ,1 8 . 19 · ^ g e o m e t r i c a l  v » « ^ mJ J  th*t »  * J  
ém iq u e , m >  227 28; a quite c»rl> * (paris, 1923)* » „f

A, Jardé, / .*  f o r m a t i o n  d u  χ ο  A ttica, the *ï>Î t A  c f. ß C H

^cotUn style own more to the 1*1*«^* “ Dorian** theory 
art ** Here in the opposite direction to w at rrhrraV* Schweit-
***v (1911), 390. „  fw, pl· v > V  ‘ "Vive» in the

32, Adjustment of center panel* 1 25-27. And < '*vtscffi Η*110̂ ’
*». '· 72, fig. 12 (Thera); 10 2 -4 , hg». »  1701·· Kostov«
im p o s it io n  o f  such masterpieces »* > ‘(A thens). . «  « b  1**<ν · 17,.......... .......................... '»-«* 1 348(a) (Λ*.......  f,V*rr, U»t JP1 p SeU„ey
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39. Pottery from ArgoR*: W ttlditetn and others, T h e  A r % m  H e r a e u m :  K . M i&  
1er, T t r y n s  i: Persson, A  s i n e  (1924-25). Corinthian and A rgive geom etric*! 
vases, Pfuhl, Hi, Nos. 26-31 (C orin th ), 21-25  (A rgive).

40. Proto-C orinthian  polychrom e, L o u v r e  C a t .  i. pi. X V . Pfuhl, No*. 
“ orientalizing0 styles, 6 0 -7 1 : L o u t r e  C a t . 1 pis. X L I -X L V .

41. T h ere has been occasion«! use o f  red paint on  Æ gean p o t t e r y  even be&f*
the rise o f  the M iddle M inoan polychrom e school: Bo#anquct P h y k k p p i , 
p if. X X  X X I I :  other instances in Dugas, C é r a m i q u e , 69 ff, where its relation 
“ half-tone** is discussed (73) but w ithout noting the new source o f  “ trichro#* 
or “ tricolor** art in Asia M inor, J S

42. M yres, J R A I  xxxiii (1903), 165 ff.: foreign vases with red paint in W g  
cenaean tom bs in C yprus, R M  C a t .  C 732 ff.; native copies, C  736 -37 ; **»*1  
C ypriote  geom etric«! style, C  738 ff.

43, Polychrom e terra cotta  at Sardis, T , L. Shear, S a r d is ^  %, 6g*. 15,
V l l b l X ,  T he dependence on supplem entary red co lor is especially cl***

ή *Ephesus, H ogarth , B S t  E x t ,  E p h ,  (1908), p i  X ! -ίX : l i r u » ,  Winter,
226, p i  V i · m

44. Shields from the Idaeari C ave: E. Ilatbherr and P, Orsi, M u s e o  i t * R * * *  

a n t i e h i t a  c U s s n a ,  ii (188$), 689 ff. Atlas, pis, I X I I I .
45. Th is aspect i* noted, though from a rather different point o f  

P oftier, i . o k i r e  C a t .  t 249. **le fjrssein géom étrique «jm nfané et lu b je c^ »  ν 
sterile* le dessein naturaliste, réfléchi et ob jectif, est fécond.** But is it not
istic art which is "»pow aw ou *,**  ami the geom etric that »  “ ir f lr « rive**? * 
or rarher “ vtrgm ,“  it may have Iwcn* in adolescence; but how fruitfully 
later!

46. (ieomrfric ornament on a metal strip, P C vu. 115.
47. A ttica , SchweiMtcr, R. p i  I*
48. la icon ia , D roop , R S A  am. 119, fig. 1* (0?fht*> *»xty per cent 

parallel straight lines, vertu#! or Horizontal,*' with % “ habit o f alternat**1# 
a thick «m l a thm  lin e." W w k, J a t o t .  4  i n t i , H * V 9 l 84, hg», 41 42

49. Samoa, j Ibddau, A u t  tum uhen  und  aeoituhfH  S tktP poR ^
I l 9 i ) ,  pis. V I, V III . 1, 2, 3, 6 C om pare Eafe M inoan rsam ple», f i M  € & *  ^ l·

$0. Athens, Ac rofml»* grave», Schweif Her* tt, 58, ^ ' · ψ κ Μ ·

51. Samian “ «bittedcircle** «»rnatmnt, Kohl**«, p i  It 3, 4 ; i  Î 4 ;
VI 4, VIII 14. 9t, M

52. Sehwcit*#*, »«. Hgs t t ,  19, 24 (b o d y ) ; hg. 17 {Ttrynab Pfwbl*
53. “ D og too th “  ornam ent, V H w n u * r , u p i  I 2, 3, 4, Si f ^ W / ·

6, 21: ft»# m “ w avyd in e“  ornam ent, Shear. S * r d t * t * ! . r .ggjHpt
1 here t# in*lead some use o f  ft hange m I.vdian  «k<«Mrative *fS» ::· # ^
that if M d w b t fa l  whether it is here native <*# a b*#«
fact angle, diagonally d iv ided ami coMnierr hanged - . ig fS iM p l
C tppad**«#  amt tit C rpfuft, ** well as sn l et# M in o rs  (Ä 3 f  f  ^  
and in Creek gvswnttri« w**k. I here *« * M ycenaean matanii« *** fj&& 
ornament," /ill Cat A 93U a “ikg tooth" ft**** Op*«·, M W  ̂

M , b # e » l  fret? X hw #*t#*f, n, pi t 2, 3, 4, Sf »I I* 5;
(chtt$g*r| iw* (iw aatilia f fig 11* P foh i, N o·, 9 , 16: P  C  ** i 1M
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diaper); 37 (the original outlines reappe S a rd » ; SHear. " “  * ^ e , ,
"L -ahaped”  pothook  on  t e r r a i t « «  W  from  ^ ^  p, . χ χ Π b  
P'· V , and on  pots in C appadocia, Cicnoui » , (1 3 8 ) ·  S im »*1̂  ii, 95) i
even a m acandcr panel in this scries» P * ö arc panel ( ^ wcl rhamkue* 
generated from S h a p e d ”  pothooks wtthm *
though it som etim es arises also in basketry or ^  ^  “ running-^ ° ,rn* n C t  o f  the 
^ 7  thinks that the guiUoche arose 1<*Λ y, K e n0t exclude the w vt;nders fr°m 
goes back to  a M ycenaean  spiral»

NOTES TO CHAPTER VIH

eu ΙΓΜΠ1 1/-»ΙΙι»*)'̂ ν* *'*■' — __
it sometimes arises also in basketry or e Mrunning*S” ôrn*mci 0f tHe
»k , ,h „ ,h, ,„ilk*h, .ro« ·*· iU .

-. -«k  »  ,  Μ , . Ι , . η  ,pW . * « *  »n · · » « “ " « “ S S »
onentat "cable pattern" (p. 236), which »  ? ” 4,;W. H. Ward, O
A lia  M inor (A . Furtwängler, A n t i k e  G e m m e n ,  u n decoration. Varioti·
0/ Katern Asia, 271 ff.) and became pop“1* A 916, 1010, 1057.

55. Panel ornament on false-necked y a*·®* £zq_ /.vtoous)»
M ycenaean vases from Cyprus, C  487, 5 > * ’  g \ {  C a t .  A  873, 90 .• -— rate panel*· η ,Λ1Α (indeterminatê ·

i / .  Octopus as frame·, w i  >·"*· ' ".„.wd-hunters, t|,UUB" ,
which have escaped the notice <> *> q 413, 514» '
«cognizable. . bM Cat. A 92«. « f  - in A * »

58, Experim ents in panel decoration, ψ j , For* £ Rn art » ct'mp '
59. Tree trunks as frame*. ß A f - * . j| E v e n 'n *f N estor," R v * ’

■ d r c h a t o la ty  (O xford , 1927), 27 -30, P1*· ’ m¥>terioos Rmtt on the "Sarobw  
‘ Heme had to  be treated »0 ; for « · »  ^  device o c c « «
w v  , w  ( TOS) , « .  « . ,.k 1 ' , s . —  „  s o » . 3 »
disc Bossert 350. art ftossert V »  ^

60. H eraldic sym m etry in M w on n  > 2
tHirds and anim als); 3 1 7 ,3 2 0 2 2  (gem sh 1008, 1020. , t , n t h *

« ·  M ere partitions, H M  C a t .A 932 .9 5 6 . ,l ( o n « J  . b o » « * *

62. Schweitzer, » .  126 * .  has ·*«
« » p e c t  betw een G reek and Rom an ® 1  end Era t t C l i s ( h * n

•topped if  authority "»aw  lightning > j u l  g
63. l .# tc Samian vase-painting, "  * 5 314 - 12 » 3 » e#nder

en (Heipiig, 1K9Ä), fig». 22 29, ^ 288, 290» 3 jy  1 , VI nt» ) ,

64. Other Ionian school*, l · * » « * ‘ ' d  t o " f i 'Unef  " 1 )8  613.
65. Insular "filling ornaments," »»***' , χ , Χ «  S43, 596,608,

« » u w o , iv 1 J>1 VII i - J j ® J "  a „. H»· ‘ ! l ' s (ώ Λ.
» .  h . l « t w ,  in C v ,· « . « . ” · „  J .  V I ( - O k “ 1*

696, 697, 699; Schweitzer, it. f i» » ·* · .  * ^ i - j e r ,  Λ * .  131 -3 ). , „ t h e
67, G eom etrical v»*c from  Carta* ς. jv 32«, 6**· ,n rel*tl0n 4tlün

* > * - .  em , c x c v , »  A  « J «  * * . < * » £ * .  .*»
hg. W ood w ork , influence o f  CÄfl ^  growth o  „  pecogui^e 

^  S ch w ctm r, iu I U «  he c o n » ^ S i  Hss M  ^  ^
to y !« *  H U ) ,  T h *  same source of ^ m \ Greece ·

^  u à i m t o m .  , p i s t e r  e f im » «  ** *  ^  0 ^ * 1 *
69* That i . *  a r c « k r  * * *  i h r * » * *  m  t  4  ω
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70. In the northwest* where rainfall is still adequate, and exploitation  I: 
w ood still plays much the same part in peasant life as in the forest z o  ne o f  een* 
E urope, Arcadian shepherds com m only carried turned w ooden flasks within 
m em ory, In 1897 I saw a cargo o f  turned w ooden milk bowls unloaded from 
Albanian sailing vessel at the African T ripoli, and was offered kuskus, like Sii 
from a "lo rd ly  dish”  o f  the same make at a half-nom ad tent in Tarhuna«

71. H erodotus, i, 147.
72. H erodotus, i. 146.
73. Prim itive geom etrical in Ion ia; an am phora with concentric circle* 

semicircles, Pfuhl, N o . SO.
74. General absence o f  plant ornam ent, A. R iegl, S t i i f r a ^ t n  (B erlin , 1

150 f t ;  an exam ple, however, from Rhodes, l j o u ît *  C a t ,  i. A  288 ( « · Ρ - € ,  ix. \ \ 9 t  

207, fig. 418). p
75. Horse* and ducks from the O n  hi a site, D roop , B S A  xiii. i l l ,  fig.
76. Casson, A n t i q u a r  te x  J o u r n a l  i. 202. t

77. D ugas, C & a m i y u t ,  129, fig. 8*M. '{'he C yclades, like H om eric Ithaca» 
not much use for horses, thr representation» o f  which on C yclxd ic vase* arc
fore essentially conventional and borrow ed, fXigaa, 202. -gJ

l i a ,  H orte» on Boeotian vases, Pfuhl, N o. 16 ; on A ttic vase lid , Pfuhl, N *  *
78. M jr r « ,  C u r t .  U S k ,  2078 HI.
79. D uck vase from C appadocia , G em m illae, O r .  C a p p . t pi, X I ( I

but why is this and also the goat vase H I 165) de»cril*cd a« "P on tic  
w ork? Ionian ceram ic m av have been influenced by this inland style* ^  -
conversely, * * é Æ ·

80. H om eric or* US ruling, //*«*«/„ xv 679; fh /y tier, v. 371 in //taaf, **
Athena ilecu k d  Duomeiirs to  t o  h u h  f o r  Me «ur m itead o f  killing troxre

81. Ridden horse* at Catchrmuh Woolley, LA A A v* (1¥14),
2  4, 95*. in Palestine, terra cotta , at Bethshem rsh, M ackenrie, P h F  

( 1912 13), pi, I V , but it >* later than the dtsappearam e o f  the painted 
p ït te ty ; on a Cappad«* j*n vasr, t*rm>uilUc, CM. (  *pp. N o 129. in t  TP*11*1 
C « / T  C  A 165 72, 212 20, 2.V«, pi IV M ere ·, C * , « ,  HJhk 2086 97 0»
76# 69 m A na M ow *, M a te ·, J L A I  m o i  199, pi X X X I X  I, 2, and U * P * '

»rfirs f?*>m Ah letm near Main a n a t  l indu», Kimh, JV»w/ia, front1 
r* cotta): on Dtpyfan *««■*, V C m, 2*7, fig*. V9 loo, Pfuhi, No*. 
raff terra cotta riders* /M/ (of ! C B *6, 61 (4 on (. *>rinf h»«n vase 
Athena Nat, Mu« , Ml, inscribed Λtppotfropkai "horse »tretet ** ”  * 
were unu«uah i f  in. n Vg 4*)

8*. H M risanef, H o t * * # * * » ? *  * * * 4  Α η γ η * *  illeu le llw fg , 1920)* 93* % Α 0 0 $ & .

84, I*. IVrnW s, ! > * t  * f r ? * * /  * I ̂ tpmg, 1912), Î3 , fig 13 ( Aibwotof***
Uter fig« 14 19

84 liom r*  m D im ib ian  <m îh iu , H n m v « , tV| A #**6# 485 ju l f t  ^
507 i S i r t e t m t t k  .* 559 it hsienburgi, efi V h*Me4 jfhiW#* I ? l i  *#

•5 O u k k *  *^nüf*N#y, μ f 192 ·), 3#.
•A· tinfinn* t'Aftt##», an*. 295 ·; fb to , Ih*4 t. 2*8, M> 743? λ   ̂ ^  gj Ip ®

107 tfi7} Rsdgewaf, t  A C  17 8 78 the fit** hie raft *lh**»of* t® it#*
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_ _  the m y *  o*cK, . and " t h e

bodied U Pindar, PytA. U. 41 8 . ,  but ^ * d U t\ n g « * ^ d 
metric (tenth century). Calbstratua, ‘ . Colvin (Ρ· ' v ’
Homeric figure" of them, but did n<* c b pire Vincen i „ ^ jg j t i t » ”  bird*

87. These oriental b ird , are J * * « *  lhlntw the ^  ^  M in0r:
« 6 - 2 0 2 :  E . Sau ,« y ,  S y r i a ,  v . 1 6 9 - « S >  Birds on  v a « »  ^  from C y p " *
»W essentially o f  the o ld  continent, terra-cotta 1 pfuhl, N ° ·
M TO1, J R j f l  3 .4  « ! ,  6 « -; “  , , « . 1  « « “ · A ‘ “  ,
B M  Cel. T . C .  Λ  189-96 , M S ' I“ " 1·  Μ»J " *
(confronted), 14 (zon e). „  534 -3 S note» that *  doubt,  w h etn «

88. T h e  lion : H oernea, U rf. J J " *  * hin,  and β ^ η*> * bJ> S o .  « 1  Att ^  
Hellenic lions arc alike sym bolic» bkc Boeotian bon®,
any o f  these were drawn from  eye-witne e *!* ;i*.
N o . 20 . . w  S c h a f n i t e l . ^ ^ T ^ o n g t h e « ^

89. T h e attem pt ha* been made >y ^9|7>, to d ia tm e" n K #n  art, *** .
h o m e r i s c h e n  G l e i c h n i s s e n  (D is*· in *P'r1'  *° roetric art-aty * .

between a naturalist descriptive group, . Jatter with 8* c lassific*t'° . 
narrative humanist group, and to  con «d ifficu lty  recur». ft* human re
tt* love o f  genre scene*. But the » »  , ,  themselvc*» ® snakc* or nn
»eene» w hich describe animals, w dd in f  t0 the tr*ve„ .  ’  den.”  ,
'm n ,,u c h  as game for the hunter, or * -  306, *rt>w‘  Λ* Alc'mou»’ “ ’ l l
bees. Even the mRiding poppy Z '  t T o d P ^ Λ  * " ? Ά

90. Odysseus’ com plim ent to  N » u « c a  .  * * £ ·2  ^  cUu ,v »t
•nd kitchen garden, vit. 114 -32 : c o m p * « ^  ^  336-44.
«en»’ recognition o f  his "v ery  ow n tree*
olive trees I l i a d ,  xvii. 54, xviii. 50-7. »9-31- j; t n i i c h i * *  f

91. Agam em non’s breastplate; f 1 y { u ! e o  *#<*̂ *e .
„  92. Idacan shields; H albherr am ’ ^  O r i e n t ,  « ·  b _ iit.

“  0 8 8 8 ), 689 f f „  Atlas pis. 1 ; » W ‘  ^ v e d  !*>*'*> ’
93, HcrcKlutu*» in 5,3, Vor the * M - \ 4. „  . j ^ xt
94. T he belt o f  H eracles, · r w O * * »  ctu«1'  aj, _g8) the at*««1"

n o t e s  t o  c h a p t e r  VIII

• » . . . ........... ... .tend the
i,c , cou ld  full in w ith  bin w  

^  were eastaneta, A i h e m t u s ,  636f.
99. Schw eitzer, H „ fig. 21. . . »84 ,
100. Schweitzer, ii,, fig. 1*· t e n d o n .  *905).
«1. Schweitzer, ii,, fig. 23.
»02. a  H. Walters, ,< M*** V A *(

* .8 4 .
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103. Schw eitzer, h§, 20, com pere p. 98,
104. Ö . R ayet and M . C ollignon , C b a m i  q u e  s  d t  ία G r k t  propre, hg. 17 (

V« (1898), fig. 52).
10$. The T em ple o f  H era at O lym pia , W* D urpfeld, O l y m p i a  B a u d e n k m U i t f S  

(1892), pis. X V U l - X X I I l ,  T t x t h a n d ,  27 36 : F-C vi*. 362 ff. T h e " p r o t o - i * ^  
capital from  Cyprus is published in A n h a t o h g i a ,  ixxviii, (1928), 4 Î -4  hy Mr. ® f 
Jeffery, Inspector o f  M onum ents to the Island G overnm ent, T h e  new m o v c f* ^  
toward a rationalized architecture certainly fall* within the same period («lev*#** 
and tenth centuries) a* the structural treatment o f  vase surfaces, S c h w e i f  
i. 78 79.

106. T h e  Shield o f  Achilles, I l i a d ,  xviti. 478 608. Λ

107, Inlaid metal w ork, Bossert 282 85, 287 94; the "C u p  o f  N estor,M B ^ 5 .
naturalistic gem -engraving, B .MS < d , 4, i, k ), 319 (a-c, r ), 320 4 ), 326 (A
faience, B 8 1 -8 3 : fresco, B 64 68, 70. φ

J08* Bosscrr, Nos* 54, 64, 67 68, 159, 292 93. Evans, P a U c t ,  ii, I , fig*. ; 
(sweet peas). , léj

109. M ycenaean inlaid metal w ork, Bosscrt, Nos. 289 93 ; for the "eddr*J 
stream o f  O cean* 294: the "H unter** l ) * y °  C J m t n h  d t  C h a u t ) ,  C  S* C l*  * 
Gatineau, L ' l m a g m t  p h d m a t n n t  iPari*. 1880 ), i { ^ P - C  in*, hg, 543): a do\  

from  the same hand, M yrcs, C a n ,  H d h k ,  4556,
1 10 , Asia! sym m etry on bowl* from C yprus, M yrcs, C a n ,  f f d h k *  No»* u f -  

4556 ( P C  m. fig. 543); and also in F-C  iii, fig. 547, a city  wall marks the
and end o f  the ton e : in 547, the whole com position  converges on it, iftd  ύ ρ  

diverges from ir. In C t t n  f f d h k ,  in 4561 (F -C  in. fig, 482), a scene o f  

and tn 4557 a royal feast, is axial: in 4555 (it) two shepherds, diam etric*«? ^  

site, determine the m ovem ent o f  their fimk», in 4^54 (F -C  «I. fig, S U )  

group dom inates the ou ter rone, I nit there are tw o subordinate »
Simitar bowl* with von verging m ovem ent from Ffaenrste, Foul#*«* 
fig. 15; and from  D elphi, hg. î 1 . Shields from  the Idaran C ave, see not* ^

111·  "Wave cod" depicting se* surface, in early He I le me aft: on :
Furtwangkr, (irmmtn ?Hcfhn, 1900; 111, 96, hg 66, G |,»pf*dd# ^jjk
and Kvmwn. Stuttgart, pi 49 (I2)s in vase-painting, F Reuhhold« f>b 
III, 23.1, 391 tn tfr»co, 4, Wcgge, I ttmkuth* It *ndm*iftti ? Halle, 1921)i * *
F or a co rop k *  com position  in *h i*h  the "p ila ster»" )htrv form ed k f  * *  , { J r  
tkaign*) arc alw* the renters o f  antithetical gf*Hip*, com pare the silv** ^
H m . 4554 i P C  fig 5521, already ^ n h n  no«* 110, :

112. T h e n ofion  that the I l i a d  «m l the O d t n t y  n t t  eomfWNNfd «Wl * i0r

plan was not very popular a» long as it was fathwm ahk i n  ^  ^ j r -

m>t "c o m p e te d "  at all, Ihm "e m erg ed " from  « *t.f*pè*x»k « f  * ^ ^ 1»^  J
That repftMmna were due, not <0 larme sa or editorial Up**«, In#? to /
remote from that of other #*m* *kogn*, 1· noted by J, W 
ßrve# P**trr f|a*mkm, I90flr, "Much çcMarniy, probably m*wl· ef
i f  fsrpftftg by a U trt hand is dehberst# ami original, like the pattfff*1*”  ^  
«aptatry #«r the carved  figure* m  * p w f* * * m * l  h i n »  F*«r fh« 
ihts kind o f  n p t it w * »  was an r**#ot*ai «kim rnt m deasgr|,Μ C*«W*f  J td *

( , ‘e m t n é  ( * I * ä ?, ( U  <>n "t fc i  M «* * *
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n o tes to  c h a pter

quail ties, the pow er o f  construction , o f  ^ ^ ^ ^ o r t t o n »  o f  o n t  PÄf| k due to 
to the end and controlling the relation» ÄIJ ^ wkole on tne·® ufiCftusc M r.
But the first system atic analysis o f  1922). I t  »  to carry
l ·  T . Sheppard, TAr Ρ λ«<τπ  o/  γ , „  (p p . 1 -9 ) does o  metrlc vase-
Sheppard’ s “ pattern0 o f  the Shield o f  & c\ue »applied ®Kc te*t.
^  own m ethod Into as intim ate detai ** tter more fully m  g.'fftuble*» 
P ö t i n g  permits, that I have dealt f ^ ^ k ‘lon In an a ly**0"

Por an elaborate example of panels \ qyj\  especially the fl in Chap**
A n h a o t a t u  d a  THukydida( L« P« * * 2. 3. 2- ^

PP. U O -129; «h u ., T h u c. i. 1 hM  the Τΐηu i  
ter X t ;  between these co m e , the » r 'cnt ’ ι i  a b , 2  a h, 3 a

1 a b , 2 a b , 3 a b  | * («  * h  c . ’ Wr c o m p o s it io n s  
followed (Chaps. I V -V l l t )  b y  »  ^ n * c r  b \  2 a b , l  II C£  wdU. ( l929H

il 1 2 a b , 3 ( · b  «)» *  * T hom pson , *

For similar artistry in Æschylus ^  * * * * *
155 ff··· in H erodotus, M yres, "Herodotus th / # * / »
<e 7- M .  Mackey,L iverpool, 1914, * 8"  _* »  H 890 ’̂

U3. Unfinished statue in Naso«, *· \ * g  ^  Gardner»
(.Munich, 1840), i. 34 (p la te )t other e*»mp . 

î9~42. For early architecture *e* . j, . r for art's s*5“
1H . H . S. Jones, in JUS*» .  Willed each other 
115» C ontem poraries o f  Benvenuto ritv-*tfttc* *n **?

fw  power or love . . .  , he b u M « «  o (  ̂ r r t ( k s  (N «w Υ θΛ >
„  1 16 . 1  have dealt in greater ^  t * *  G  

^ o r « e  Slocum  Bennett lectures on  the 
especially le c tu r e  1 1 *



INDEX
N .  B . — T h *  N o t e s  { p p .  $ 40 - 60$ )  o r e  n o t  f u l l y  i n d e x e d > h u t  r e f e r e n c e s  w i l l  h i  

e a s i l y  f r o m  t h e  r e l e v a n t  p a s  s a p e s  i n  th e  T e x t .

N u m e r a l s  p r i n t e d  i n  i t a l i c s  o r  f o l l o w e d  h y  uj f > "  r e f e r  t o  th e  p r i n c i p a l  p a s s é f f i .  

R o m a n  c a p i t a l s  r e f e r  to  C h a p t e r s ;  R o m a n  l o w e r - c a s e  t o  th e  / n t r o d u c t i p n ;  ( / )  v*ro 
d i s t i n g u i s h  i n d i v i d u a l s  o f  th e  s a m e  n a m e ,

Abantes 15#, 324.
Abat 314» 341 «
Abraham and i/>t 62.
“ Abstract" decoration 49t, 495 6 .
A by du» (Tfoad) 313.
Acamanian» r <c J17.
MAccidental” ornament 497. 
Aeciimattiafmn <31.
Achaea Phrhiotl* 116 16t; Athaca

in Rhode» 119*
Achaean» ***v; »tatore 70; »perch 129;

ideas 178; tom!* 40*;; adventure»
135, IM» ?7 î; rfgimr 150, 1 <7, \ \% 
JJ<, JQ ; colonie» #*», VU < Magna 
(irateta* 1 t j 'Crete)» 129 ‘ Cypru*?; 
harbor m Cyprvi« 119; (a u U tu e  
416; anerifor #4, jy ,

Achaean Demeter 494.
Athaemrmd kmg* of IVrata I I.
A< harnar 171, 494, U?,
Ac Heb ni» K, H I,
AcHijlfl, blond *9*»; |*r%ligfre fOl, 
ptaytf ill, afoeld t ; Vi hofaca VK, 

A* mm* μ i
Ate»»|w»U« arttWmertf* 4*7; grave» 49C

ufe
A*0* .$17.
AioaiUu« fo |.
Adah« lit ,
A*bmi* 1·?
A*iftafw »H* Argo f*i; Abed** 424,A# »rut k*>, j*>tt μ*, jti, tit 
Aegean *, Ü9 ||t, tg, 49* 
A*g**» )t<
Aegoon*» t19« 4*#

Aegim* 159; gold 279; pedimen® 
5*7 ; (v. Aeacu»).

Argyptu« tig; arm* of 320, p h $ *  
W*

Arne4* 710; Jeneid I3 Ç,
Aeolic dialect» xxîv* 83, 8ç, *4?*

2H8, 469; aeolum in HomC? 
"variegated”  folk xxiv* 194*

ifa
*er.

ΦArtdu», Art did« #7, j|6, 
d*C 119, ;\n l , M  .134· J** 

Aefopc 139, 309* 311,
Ae*< hr urn u i<<.
Aeathyltu xvh, 167,358, j>3>
Ac* him* 317+
Aefhra 33c
.Acfotu 4v4 108, 311,316.
Aetolu* 31 i t 117,
Agamrde I97, Agamedci j*$* φ  
Agamemnon, régime N b

tf»9 i bfraaipUf* »39, 
ant» foe; {wdigf** jof*

Agaf**tnrr |<8.
A g e  td IlrfcaNi V, Hero*« Ag** gffc

Agva Marina ***; Ag, Τή*&
31C 5· 8.

Agto*<t«> Apollo *69* - |JÄ
Ahhiyav* lié» ff.» U b  

«'·», MJ, .1»?, M?i ( f ' 
ahal

Auittnrif* I73,
Jivtadts I fft, f f I»
Ai a» jo*# $*% o f ,
Akhaiw* aba ***» **> ^
Akhertairn, fcymft _
AhtWaft«, ^
AUkfand* M7, ·|Μ*** 
AUU<*ro*n*«
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Alaric 292.
Alasiotcs, Apollo, né,
Alalya né, 118,119,134-6, 141. 
Albanian type 4*1 43» 49» %, 7 ;̂ mi

grations 55,475·
Aïcmous 18, 308, 310, 518.
Alcmaeon J 3 5.
Aitmena, vase api ; tomb 31a,
Aleian plain m , 136.
Alexander son of Amyntas iji; of 

Priam (Pari*) 117, 141; of Philip 
xxxvi; physical type 77; conquests
m , jml

Alexandria 13; scholarship 307, 371. 
All Souls* Day 179,
Alma 299; Almus 318,
Atom 408.
Alphabet, Chalcidic 9a*, Cadmeian 

339* Jéo.
Alptne-Armenoid types 39, 34 ff., 43, 

75; hybrids 66; in Minoan art 73; 
in Greek art 685 beards 71. 

Althaemenes 139,
Aiyatfe* 539; tomb 384,
Alybe 313, 437,
Anthony, Saint, relics s 80.
Amathua u8; bowl 378,
Amaxon* 190,3*4i wwn 3*1,314,330, 

335, 34a* 35a, 384.
Amber, Minoan 438,
Amenhotcp (II) no, »40; (Ill) rio, 

»40,3305 (IV) 113, no, m , 511, 
Amen-tursh* no.
Am erica, Central, migration* 36, 
Am phiaraus 1 3 $, 17 3 .
Am phA bm eta  374.
Amphktyon 335,339» 347,361. 
Amphiloehua *34, 14t.
Amphkm 339, 333.
Ampbitrite 130.
Amphitryon 338,383.
Amurri folk 303.
A m ydaa  37*, 4?7i Am yclaa 399.
An·« 331, 343.
AmiHm  187,
Anchiae* 173, 310.

Andreus 114, 141, 306, 337 £ , 336, 
352.

Andromache 134,314.
Andros 475, 494.
-a n a : tribe names
Angle style and circle atyle 456.
Angle*, Angli, Anglais 357,
Angoni 337.
Animal-shaped fibulae 413. 
Anjelu-Ruju 66.
A m m  184.
Antaravas né,
Antenna sword 430,443. 
Anthropology and folk-memory xxviii, 

299.
Anthropomorphic vases 133.
Anticyra 316.
Antiparo* 43.
Aones 316.
Apennine frontier, and passe« 37. 
Aphaea 173,
Aphetae 503.
Aphid«· 260.
Aphrodite 169 IF,; golden 193.
Apmkia 393.
Apollo xxv, 78; blond *93; functions 

167 ff.; sanctuaries 171; Aguicua 
if>95 Aiasiote* lié; mouse-god 177. 

Apolloni« 173; Apollonius 35& 
Apostles, portrait* of 72.
Appearance and reality, in geometric 

art 498.
Arabian origin of Semite* xiti, 6i; in

vader* of Pale·tine 6a} Arabic lan
guage no.

Ararat, Mount 1 *3.
Arcadia, of the poet* fOJI home of 

Pan 74} pre-Hellenic 87; Homeric 
316; city in Crete 48*.

Arcadian dialect* III ff.» *4 *» *4 7 * 
*$*, »64, 288» 358 &

Are·· 3Jl.
Arcctiua 308, 351.
Archaeological evidence xxx, Ch. V, 

V II , V I I I ;  m ethod tx v ii, 2 »2, 373 , 
3*4  405* 495.
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Babylonian script too; merchant* joj; 
garment* 488; pottery 331; Kassite 
dynasty 102.

Bacchyiidea 195.
Background a* pattern 496, 512-3 (v. 

Counterchangc).
Backwoodsman type 68, 74, 77;

"backwood” style 460.
Badarian pottery 216.
Baetyl »87.
Balearic Islands 220.
Balias 194,
Balkan Peninsula 3; avenue* 55;

balkanization 244,
Baltic invasions 260.
Band-keramik 232; map 237 (fig. 9). 
Ba-n-pet 433.
Bantu invasions 56.
Barbarossa and Tithonus 462. 
Basketry and pottery 216, 239, 283, 

285, 464, 468, 471, 477, 480, 502. 
Battle-axe 393, 437.
Batik 0 /  Frogs and M ice 305. 
Bavarian settlers in Greece 42.
Bay Horse (phoenix) »97,
Bayeux tapestry 518.
Bean-grower cult 176.
Bear-goddess 17t, 177.
Beards 7« ff,, 78, at 5; beardless folk 

3*4*
Bedawin 62, 124.
Beddoe, J, 28, 30,
Bedu t*8.
Beehive Tombs 138, 22t, 282, 323, 

350, 382, 394 (v. Treasuries).
Being and not-bemg, in geometric art 

498, 500.
Bell beaker culture atb, 389, 426. 
Bellerophon m ,  t.j*. y** 14** *5̂ »

» 3 .  3*4. 3*7, 3*9, J$3* 3^9·
Bent, TH, al.
Bentley, R., on Humer xv,
Beib-tl 187.
Betb-ihemesh 419,
Bias 3 56.
Bigfat« ill.

Bird ornament 130, 422, 471 ff., 474, 
477, 48*, 490, 50H>, 5 o 8 % 514; 
votive 415, 460 (v. Ducks). 

Biridaswa 103.
Bithyma 143, i46, 313.
Black country of Acharnac 494, 
Black-earth region 38, 257. 
Black-figured vases 495, 496; black- 

polished ware 230, 269; black-slip 
ware 233, 266.

"Blanket-stitch’* ornament 471.
Blast furnace 443.
Blinkenberg, C. 408.
Blond type* 39 ff., 194 ff., 533; in 

Near East 203; in Italian art 196. 
Blondel le Neale 298.
Blood offerings t88.
Blue-black hair 192, 197.
Blue brick 263.
Blue eyes 201.
Blush 201.
Boar’s-tusk helmet 378.
Boats, primitive 217.
Body armor 376- 8.
Boeotia, dialect 150, J 57; Homeric 

3*f>, 3**» 337» fibulae 414-3Î vase* 
49«, S3?- 

Bogey cults 176.
Boghas-keui, archive* 100* 124, 190,

3*3*
Bohemia; early culture 2425 tin 426. 
"Book of Settlements’* 30t, 309. 
Bora, M. »69.
Boreal (v, Northern type).
Boreas «69, 174.
Borinn* 383.
Bosnian site* 34.1 ; houaes 2735 fibulae 

418, 420, 435# 437i « *  4*7ί »P*rei*
tnaeandef 451.

Boston, founders of 306} “Lady o f  75. 
Bouboust« 459, 46#* 486·
Boulogne, Saxon place name* near

165.
Boyd Dawkins, Sir W, 30. 
Breastplate, in Homer 376,
Brennut and Pelops 463.
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Brige* 44?*
British and Hellenic 358,
British Isles and Attica 493« 
Britomarris
Broad-* mi-narrow ornament 470,476» 

479 &> 4 4̂, 490, 5*3*
Bron?* Age, of Hesiod i8i; impfe- 

ment* $55; portrait* 3öq; style 465, 
Brooch 375; o f  Odysseus 413 (v. 

Fibula).
"Brown Race” 3a If., 611 soh, 388 

(v. Mediterranean)*
Brunets in Greece 196 ff,, 30a  
Brush«ork ornament 459, 465, 471, 

491; multiple brush 451*
Brygii 44?*
Bkithirtf m m  *63*
Budim  4IL

Buff ware a6ç, 369, 287 8, 469. 
Buhbons» physic *1 ty jv  74,
Bulgarians 17, 43, 45, 49, A>, 4?<; 

early sues 14 t,
Bull, symbolic 187 8, U?r% m art 

470 C
B«rgt>n vs*e 488*
Burials, etlults 255; infants 254; con- 

tractrd 4; Homeric ;#o; and 
crémation 374, 3*0 fT, 385 If. 

Burnished ornament 4ha 
Burnt offering* 1*4» **of ΐγχ Buiiris-vasa 73,
Button» I, If. I> 31,
Bw#au toiture 4U.
By Mua» .̂ akardsaat* king fd t r*. 
Bygamute physir *S type* 7 C, tuliurr 

*vri
Cadmus » tu, I*>, pit, the, C*d 

meumt to Attn* # H t fil; «t 
thsbes 3*lt 3 μ, jj»* ,|4f« .If 5* .!*<* 
4ft; itsiwherr 349; *ι:πρί 1 19, 3**̂  

CgffW&tti, eye color *03 *
Carsur*» metric«! μ 4,
Cal***#»* *7.1 
CafydnwMi Islands p i*
C t d f è m  * yf* 337, bus# hunt *9?* jt t,

33·*

Cal y m no* sox, 317, 40a*
Camel 10,
Garnira* 481, 500,
Campanian import* 37a.
Canonical book* xvi» 37 t,
Capital*, Minoan and Doric $*6. 
Capitoline dungeon 383, ^
Cappadocian pottery 449, 468, Ä  

script too, tot; earth (mU$*s) &Ê  
Carchemish 130 If,, 315, 395, 4d#® 

4<o, 479, fob. ^
Caria xxii, 155, 305, 330, 506; Ο β  

language aj, 36; armor *̂ 8»
403, 43a; dress 40*; pirate* l^ jp  
islands t4Ot * 3 * h  3S h  
in Humer 314» 384; lufrir*^, 
Greece 97; tumuli 333, 8f9#S ·  
398; art 485, 49** $©*·
3<Hi 494, 0 7 *

Carpathian* 38 ff,t 389*
Carpathtw 139, 403,
Carthage 227,
Caspian Sea, level o f 38*
Cast iron 434, 443,
Câtïfiiurirn 2«.
Castor 43g,
Caf*r|y«ms m Greece M#»
Catalan furnatr 44** ||ĵ
C a is k tm  Homeric 97* Ht» *^«|||

IA  l«4*4M,4*GdlJ«W  ^
H3 ft'., Achaean 318 *  t^rjm  

"CatihpUte”  hbttlaeeM'*1*^ ^ 
Cattle in Greek land* it* _ igi  ̂^  
Caurasu*, language* #*! '

,J?l »<·<*!«· 4,}*« ife*
Cauniftita tj·* 30 =
Cavalry» first use of I*#'
Cas* buttai III, *f fs 
Css0*1*· t|> 3 A  3bl*

VO
....... “ “ * «

t>ti* »yp« Μ» t*w*k A * A | * ^ | p
i  c n i a u r » .  | A » * * * t

.«»S'C'tmimm Un*»«*« *<*♦ A ,*>[,
< <r[.h*)knt* m » #·#* #
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q * · 1 °^ Ρ » 'ίπ  G V ? * n) ^

g * * * / * * · * » .
C ^ - ’ X r d 3'7·
C h ë ka^ > * 44' ; VMc» ^

Ci
Ch

i n d e x 611

cw ;;;* ?  ,r t  - ». Cha|yhcj

494.

Ch,

^h«,.
■593, ">mb, , J f  *Λ’ 4 (ν·

3 · ■38a· 3*5, 390,
a antre· E· 2oĥ ctet 9:.a97. * «m cnee for iBdiWdMl

Ch?0 * · ÎOJ. m' r ,cM 4J ï;m  Kft

Çl ^  hoû n

Γ̂ “ > < Χ , , , · 3*,·Λ6· cC i  ̂ to,or 30i’ 3°4; w8 â = a ~
f e - f ï r · ·-■ «··
C h ^ 'iïfT h V * 4·λ * t,îc Sun**

» • s · *
c i S > .
CMorhT4°4-

-ln *
C h *'**·

Χχκ M9.

v,V!gl .
Î^Hj|Î0Ptr<Â*t ^Chri,»;„ .̂ "K* 7«.

CW*Vii* ·"«.
Çu^icc Î 08*"*'* Js*. 

C ^ C 1« . .  «fi. 
4‘ ·»·Mich. J·‘ ^ “n» ,.,

S ’C  TfC * jJ ; cJ7*.îio·
** »J6. 4* C* <««· 494«

Cimmerians *8, 137,
Cinacthua $ i u  

Cinyras 129, 317.
Circle style and angle style 456, 
“Circuit of the Lands” 14t, 220, 
Cist graves 2$*, 384, 396» 399* 
Cithacron-Psrnes frontier 290, 36 3. 
Citium  *28, i j6,
“City at Peace/' at War” xvi,

5*8 C
City-states in Greek lands xxxv, $16 . 
Clasps on dress 401-2.
Ctextica! type of beauty 74, $ 3 2 ; in 

metiern Greece 79; art xvi.
Clays, heavy and light 499,
Cidsthcncs 305, 494,
Climate of Greek lands 7; of Ionia 8; 

o f  Danube valley 232$ periodic vari
ations 17, 503; optimum 17,» cli
matic selection 63, 377, 380 (v. 
Rainfall).

C lym cnut 32 8 .

Cnidus *40, 17a.
Cnossusi situation 275; resource# 13? 

physical type# 75; stone age 314* 
lipatite 126; supremacy 280 ft.,* fall 

m  ft» 3*0. W* 347» $341 
early iron age 48a (v* Crete, 
Minoan).

Coalescence of styles 486.
Cockerell, C R. xv,
Cockney accent î(5a*
Codrus 30 s, 493*
C ok m im ion * Hellenic xxxvi, 14, 23. 
Comans, cult *89.
Combe-CapdJe physical type 61 ♦
Com mage ne 436,
Common descent etc. xx.
‘'Companions” of Homeric heroes 276. 
Comparative chronology 392~3» phil

ology t t m  relation xxvi.
Compass-drawn ornament 400, 43a,

4f2.
Complexion 4a,* and sunlight 64; dis

ease 04,
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Composition lu geometric art 485,498, 
516; in literature and music $23* 529. 

Concentric circle ornament 130* 428* 
4 4 8  ff-, 474.476,479,48». 484,490, 
5οι» $ο6\ confused with spirals 240; 
compâw-drawn 400, 622, 

Conquest-states 294* effect on crafts
manship 471* 474* $06, 526, 

Constantinople, economic »3.
Contact of races f t ff,
Contracted burials ifri.

Convergence of cultures 214, 508, 
Copat· 248, 2<4, 269, 339« 34-. 34?. 

15?« 3* 1 *·
“Copious“ and “precious** iron 447, 
Copper-working 220; early imple

ments 231; distribution of type* 
235. 28<, 42b,

Corbel vaulting Hi, 383,
Corinth, neolithic 330; Homeric jib; 

Fphyra 332; Honan jot; < obmies 
3fJ; trade 490 fv. Proto·Corin
thian}; modem Albanians 48, 

"Corkscrew“ «miment 470, 473·,
Corn-grow mg 64; trade t3,
Comm* 3m .

Corpulent type 7c? 71,
Corttlatton of phytic*! character* 4t, 
Cortk· 320.
Con 13*3» 1 < t. H 5
Ceitumt v life**.
Counter*, hange *n dec«*c»tivf art 480* 

4Wst4*/* 7Chg,. til; mlirrratore 434, 
Counterfeit %|»*r*1 fibulae 424,
Court yard Houses j#»i,
Craftsmen m Hfrek society 
( rsnoifw sin, tit
Cremation ami Hunal jl#  ff#

444, fJ5* geography of 3»74, origta 
,2V̂ ; *n i.4W*i Pif* t!*H* |v9» 
GoftÈKim 422 

Clef*« S ri 3.
Crete, **ï«*r*«o 2)f, %i%t twm*>m*4 

fj*. phf** d type 44, yf; I*W 
tf*M il; He «fis 41, neoliflwe 114« 
nartgàti»* ill; iwernt****** 1311

C here t hi tes 533; colonies 35*1 
Minoan (early) 233 (middle) 3jÇ 
(climax) 274; Egyptian influe***; 
236; C. and Mycenae 283;
273; swords 433; invasion of AOT*·· 
320 (v. Cnossus, Minoan).

Cretheu* 346,
Creusa 32t.
Criteria of nationality 24. 
Cross-breeding and red hair 202- 
Crucible and mould 293, 367* 3*  

VII.
Crusade* and Trojan War 352* 
Cucuteni 240.
Cults, Minoan and Hellenic 
Culture ami Race x*vit, 24, 64*
Cumae 126,
Cupbearer fresco 75 b,
Curium 13H, j t j .
Current* in Mediterranean 3*9* 
Custom and change l?8, Ä
“Cut a wav4* neck of vase* 33**

CyeUde*, physkal type 43
Curias* and »word 400$ *3* ** *|f|$

j*
3M; early trade tab; 
a il; influence of Alt* » 
pottery a |i, 185; painted 
ment 4U, figurine# *34*?* jg# 
on mainland 24b; <*** i*4**·̂  
m Humrr 317«

"yelk Ι’κλτtry H4. 
,‘ yclops r t m , 17* Jô A  
y îitmta 9b. 
y Oof ta» Ι^,ι 

Jynutia 154, fbt -________ _ , . * £
yt*»·, j'hvtu «I HI* -»'*

7*; * £ w ;
i nn»i1··»'! 419!|}|| a k

7, v .M M k w  a?

smile 
moots 
H I* M9 
ÏI4J samtuafW*
3*7 *kW ,k  <** a*
*i* *7*.
feiWfaU jit, j*H 
&m 43ft *» I**1** 0$^*
4*h **?*gl$t*
iwwk a«* 0̂| * '*
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Cypeelus 305, SH- 
Cyrene aa, ait, 
ôactyl* 438.
dagger and «word 419 ff, 
ütimonts 1811 
Dalmatia, physical type 43.
Kanaan island* 119; mercenaries i*U 

dynasty in Argon »11; Sta-raider# 
ιαι» *35« fair-haired 195-197*

®*η*«ι π9> \2\t 139, 310, 323» 3*8»
331» Danae 313; Danuna iaö, H3*
3H-

Dances» national 51a; goat- 177*
Danuhtan climate 231; îocts-land 37* 

Culture# xxvi, 388; spreading 2$*»
*8S, Soi, 533; D. and Htssarlik 1331 
Bronxe Agc 426; figurine# 71» P0**
*tTY (Band-keramik) 131; House- 

274; pin» 408; fibulae 410 ff*» 
4H» 418; leaf-shaped sword 426 
437» I), and Caucasus 439~4°* 
•piraUmeander 451; art 5°8♦ *n* 
vndm into Aegean 443,

°ftrdanu!i 309, 320, 331; Dardam***

*riu*» religion of 167; ghost ot **l*‘ 
Dftrk AgrM of Greek history x**«1»
$16.

âtc-mark*, archaeological **3~4 
(%. 8).
f̂tvid king of Uracl 131.
*̂yakku toa.

*Wativ* art 464, 47*· 
r̂ foreatarlon 6, 16 (v* Forçât). 
Deformation of akull» 35·

eiftcation of king« 329,
°«iocea toa»
Dc'°» *v, j i7, mthoir 5n ; Hyp*·

borean# *69,
^Phi xv, 3*6; her« cult ito; 
n ^ 4, 52s*

^cter 169, 171-2* 177, 339, 4941 
Mond* 193.

tuht m ,
*£****r*ik: *ft w>v

»̂luatkettea, physical typt ??»

Deniker, J, 65.
Denmark, cremation 395,
Descent and migration 300.
Desert conditions 10.Deucalion (I) 248, 269, 316, 332 ffM 

339# 36*; his children 140, 164, 
ff·. ff., 36a AT., 472» 529Î

his flood 87, 249 (v. Copate); ( I ! )  
son of Minos 308.

DAtf 168, i$i.
Diagonal draping 405.Dialect# xxx, 83; distribution 147,353# 

534» and embroideries 76; origin
*59-

Dictynna 171-2,
Dido of Tyre 136,
Diespiter 168.
Differentiation of dialect# 159.
Diffusion and evolution of physical 

type# 66; of cultures xxviii; theories

XXh
Dik*t Dikatoi 526,
Dimini 241, H3# *50*
Diodorus 141, 146,346,35t.
Diomciie* 308, Jti, jj6, 346,356,5̂ 6·
Dtone 172,Dionysus 170; goat dances s 77· 
Dipylon, objects 437» 443» 494» 5°6> 

C09, 524; skulk 48.
DttttY|Hutclet in pedigrees 307* 8. 
Disem bodied Powers 166 .
Dispersal of Trojans 125* 
t)kpens*ry vases 489.
Dissociation of ornaments from mean

ings 495·“Divine-born** Î59,18a, 108,294,30*» 
J»? ff.» 3t>, 3*6 Λ, 341» 346# 351-1.
375# 380, 4Ή. 4*6# 445» 462» 471» 
493» SH-Divine-wrought 318.

Dmetor m*
Dnieper R. 3« * · *8i*
Dodanim 136.
Dodau* 317 8» 433* 44?·
DotrpfWd, W. 397*
’’Dog-tooth” ornament 490# 496-?.
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Dolmen« as a*
Dolo η, physical type 73.
Dor lay.
Dorians, Hellenic 164* 333; in Homer 

!$2; pedigrees 335-7; physical type 
«xiv; invasion 56, 140, 288, 393; 
political effects 294, 306, 310, 349, 
35a, J55» 457» 4fo> 4M* sol, 5**b 
537; linguistic 295;date 304; archae
ological evidence 400* 425, 440. 

Doric dialects 8j, 8 c, 127, t t f  ff.; 
chiton 403 ff.

Doris xxu, 149, it j, 319* 4<7,
Asiatic 163, j%*

Dr>trus 334, 337,
*#Dot?ed<*fde° ornament 4X4, 490*

4*A
Drachmani 255, 2<V> r,
Dress, Minnan, Hellenic, Homeric 

400; Musk? 132; .pins \ \t'
Drilling 22?; ornament 4%.
Driving and riding 105, <06« 
Druggists, ancient 489.
Druse*, physical type 1 ?p 
Duckt, VoHVr 460* 4?H 4rffb <0f. 
Duck worth, W. !.. H y>,
! Hi Ik ha ha K**t tty.
Duktdftm*, den ial |ti,
Durrensteifi 398.
Duty, Hrhrt* and Cifrrk ideas xvim. 
IhÙét jHtÄ iftf,
Dyme, Dymuftt* p < ( 4M
Dynasties m Λη» sr nr Kam sur.
Early Iron V|f+ VIM, 4 \ \ ff.; ru*.

fumr 402; fibulae 4 to ff,
F.*?f y M *n<>* u Age 3 21,
**K*rrHb**tV* men i n ,  ι π  
EeftH-Mofke? 1|4 ftr, Mother*.

a* ( n .« w »  a i i ,  
fdlftltw*i?k* 4 27,
lUromstssM" régimes u , <9, Minoan 

fmdwfmn |o| 
keh Mk £ En* Met*! ·μ:%
R*f*oo 44 )
iüffpf, left 1 htt M, phyto *1 fy\*r y ie

pre dfna*«o 11M «««4 * »nh  A*f**.ft

*4» ! 20, at8, aaa; Ore home n us 28$ 
Mycenae 283, 295; Cyprus 3J*1 
imports lob,113, tao; invaders ι<Φ  
io6; their swords 430; Mino*£ 
tributaries 324; visited by Mend*#* 
HU versions of foreign names i $ ß  
K. elements in Mi noun cults 
treaty with Hatri it5, 310, 3*$ 
deified kings 184; figurines 226; 
«basera 489; pottery 231; iron #  
ff; furnaces 4471 horses 103. 

Kilirhyia 17«,
Ktoncus 207.
Elba: iron-working 447,
*'E lb o w "  fibula 410,

Kkti»jj7. _
I'.leiisis, phy»u at tyj>e 49; pottOT ~  

<2ft; \mt city 348,
Élis* population and dialect 

Homeric jib; immigrants 33?»

t#
J4*>

!<-»·
In hah (Elisa*) t ff>.
I y si um 183, 121. 
m boated lottery 413, 
mbrutdr rie * and diakcti T̂ t
pottery 472, %q$, 
migration from (»trek lands if*
4« 7.
ftjntn+u 174» 
ndvmion i i i t 117* 34*·
*■**>' i74. J *

Kogtiur turned** ornament 4 00··
figh*h, l’ figîamkr ***, 
pared woh Derek* ****** *g gfjk: 
r(graved bowl*» t ypf^S
ί i. O·!. V * $**. Nt*7 f f ,  

Fagf-avo-tg and pamMOfl 4 * * 
nkutm 1i*.
H*ign* on fatly bo*** ****
« it»t,I ;», bWwwl· <«*'
|Ui,.hl4* jit. _V
jWioA* I s·. 1'», It?. 7 *'.<ft*Ai ^
|.hr.«., .V .W  10 1 . « »  ”  ^

k.4. r*<i *** 4
H *.

i«. ,e,W 1»̂ . I**4"
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îN PE^

Epklaurus 49$. t
Epirus, physical type 7 *̂» HhuUe 4 
Eratosthenes 307, 3*0, 3α̂ * Ä
Ercchtheus 31$; ‘"House of *7*»34  * 

$17.
Erembi n$.
E m m  4H3, 488, 543·
Erginus 3^8- 9,
Eric, Norse king 183 .
Erichthomui 173» 3α$» 33$^*
Eris $ao,
Eros 170.
Erysichthon 315,
Erythrae 351.

33*

Erythrae 351.
Esparto grass lib (v. Ba*ketry)·
Eteoclea n 6, 140, 106, 3*7^»

33b» 35Ί*
Eteocrttans 96.
Etesian wintU 7, . >
Etruscans (v . Tyrrhenians) 9*1 cli ^

H ; language 97 ; name **$* *Γ 
91; im ports x v , 3 7 1* , ·

Euboea, physical type 491 P*>PU rttu 
H8; early culture 1391 rt*°arC*
1%  in Homer 313* <oUmiei 3* * 
hhulae 410; Early Iron Age 475i 4 

Eumaeus m , *41» n ^
Eurasian ftat-\*nd (v, CirassUmU * 

53*~a; population 37* ** *
Europa 17α, 310, 34b; “ E. Minor 
Eurotas (folk*memory) *99*
Eutybatc* 197,
Eurymedon 199»
Eurynome S77,
Eurytanca 337.
Eurytu« 343,
Eusebius 146, %%qt
Ev agor as x xxi (v > Teuc ri ans) »
Evans, Sir A. J, xxxi, 1 1 1 * 1 *̂ * 3^* 
Evergreen vegetation 6, H * * ** %
Evolution ami diffusion of phy*li 

types of cultures xxvuu 
Eye color* ^at ft,
EyeWt.pl

Fwf h»irin GtW(?,T w 1> '*9t

U · » " “ “ · 4W' , co,tefl.

tT '.Ur tree 199 'K 3 ? t r *  _
p eiither h e» bySiC »ltyPt

VtbuUe (**f'  JJ 4oi vVl«}° K  dis-

4*7» 44̂ ‘ Ä

Vigor*"0' *  te ço*· 
P d ling-of"*m d h*nd* 7°·

Fin"»' n b\„n<l >9(,‘ _
F*« ^U rd-h.'t 4Wff*
p,n,e «1.300 ,

ff#*1 ^

ŷe colora sot b.
EycWt.pio fibuW 408, 4*8 
Eactsurni 133,
Eatkd** gtnk tĤ ,

EWmvsi; "  ctXva*l·

î c s s s r *
jn u «· ' a° Û  cUH 'T6 ' C .r «*  »5*

F ^ -£‘ U I> r y  V I . *** 7 o7, 5,,?· 53 ’  
j « .  373>;° M*or‘ 3 

"9* *** {il* # * *  Za \*#*  
* * ^ ι* λ « » ' *  
à »  * ?£ «* * *  *” 'creUV 'ruf . i 65·

V ^ ;V t W  5“ Â onoÎ*6S·

^ Â S 1· ^  * in

jj, üf***6
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Forrcr, E. 327»
“Fought in the War/* men who, 305, 

309, 324, 358.
Four*horse chariot 32$,
Four-square houses 270, 397; draping 

403.
Fragility of pottery: consequences 243. 
François Vase (24.
Franks in Greek lands <» 26, 462. 
Freedom as Hellenic ideal xxxiit, 539. 
“Free-held” composition 232, 265, 

4^5 7» 47* 3, 5*8.
Frescoes, Mmoan 280, 4 7̂.
Fnexe style 467* 488, 490, 510, $t8 

fv. Zone}*
Fuel and cremation 386.
Funerary hgunne* 217: funerals tn art 

<05*
Furnace, types of 441 2,
Gaidamnun [«lands 300,
Galati* 8, 142, 462.
Gallo*, culture 242 3; tumuli 50. 
Games, funerary 182,
Garda Fake 409.
Gauls, physical type 4 t* *»*, 2<H; 

moustaches 72. migration* M, Iho, 
4(h, 4/12; m Italy $7; ** Delphi 142* 
in («alalia 98, 142,

C*eU* G*k» yo6.
< k m  en g ra vin g  am i »«miles <18 
GeneakgfK't 297 If., 33 G j?3, h» ίύκηι« 

J03*
(«etH»a : t «miner* e t {,
Csenrr, m ease pamtmg 477, fd^;

in literature f M, 5*7.
Ganges phnal control* *m, sssv, 23, 

éj If, pp* ii*(nbt*txMiolarasitun* 
4I1; o f hUdae 4M» of d take f t 147, 

Geometric art 374» ¥*>* 449* 457* 4** h 
4*4 # * 47*. 4*4* 494* P i & .
|}t, t ifs oeqpnahfy m Citsn« 
49I, light ‘ étvi 'Mali" su la* 48$. 

C#ffar* hW** 4*9* 43$
CkfWnk F W, F te
t## ·*# , p d U t «uif 6 4 , t f « m * o i a  *&*♦  

jKM» 4I9« 449.

Gh* 3J7.
GUnt*, physical typ« 68,74; "Gi*a*^ 

grave»" in Sardinia aiî; Gi**» 
killers 298.

‘‘Given of UfcM in art 452.
G kukùn: eye color 202; C k u k èp U  1&  
Glaze*, oriental, on pottery 229. ,
Goat* in Greece b, to, ta, »6, I?»#* 

goatherd in Ithaca 17; goat ά **&

God* of the (»reeks 168; appe****? 
192 β\; functions xvtti, 135* ***** 
below” 17ft; in Asia »Minor 9&* ^  
Shield of Achilles $2M goddc#*®* *
*·. *7** . ^

Gold, supply, Minoan 278; 5ard^^  
Hungarian 42h; units 28*» «*
382; gold· p)a ted hlndae 4#( ^  
and-ivory statues 192 If* ^  

Golden Age 18; golden M fct****

382; golden hair 193 C* Ŵ* ^  
Goliath of (»ath, physical t l f *  

weapon* 435,
(kiroer 117,
Cwirdium 395, 399, 4fa - 
(mrg«>n $09; (k*rgophot>4 3(8*»
(kith* m Mediterranean * « #  
Gourd* and climate JJ*i 

(pMftery) a jo, <03idwtf̂
334. 344» 2(8, ]l(.

(kmrm* i j u  physical tfP* P

Govttnment, Gfftfc art
**(k>vefftor <>f the «U*d·»

119,
Gr#«e» (». Ouutril 2^« f 
(itassUnd, Furaaia» J9*34& 

df’ «> f*’ G 427 *r
(Gray ryes *oti of #*#*#** g  t f f  J*v

f * 5 f
h*fr «button 358 ζίφ $&h £0

f  14* d a te  SÀ *, sdvfif I*13* * * ^ ^  
n̂ vad of 2*|, tfl, *f*i ^ 
«*** 4 *N fm g w * !*  * i * * * £ ~

^ iUpm u% JP* jfcjfl **
I 4M,
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in d e x

“ Great C ircuit o f  the L a m b "  *4* » α ι α  
Greaves» H om eric 37^»
“ Great M other”  1 7 1 » *88, 533» *f 

Babylonia u*o; Asia M inor 
Thessaly 19 1 ,

“ Grecian”  key-fret ornam ent 497» 
“ Grecian urn”  and it* contents $ < &

Greek lands 1 ff.; structure and s o o 
ft d.*etica 4*

Greek language 111» xv» xxiv» 80» $3*5 
introduced into Crete *4ξ>1 voc* 
bry <*>; verb m ; religion IV» *vn. 
*74» 433» portraiture 73i ***tlK* * 
srt xvi; type of beauty xvi» **VIU* 
7S; later variants 78» beardn 
priests 74; beliefs about origins $*9* 
political ideas xviii, xxxui. 539»vieW
0!* *x*.̂*a .    t _ „ .̂̂ 1» i>W y· f li til
Political ideas xviii» xxxm , $39» v 1 
o f  life x v i; genius for rhythm  am 
symmetry 515,

Grey, Sir G. 30a,
Gfiflii '

Sir V,. JV*.
M inoan 187 .

Grocer» and druggists 4®9·
G rooved pottery 4$3* 473»
Grown-up*ne*i xix*
W d lo c b t  ornam ent 501» 51 5*
Gyalar» iron furnace 44^
Gyges 369» 519 .
Haddon» A, C . »84*
Hades cult 176 , 18 1 , 3 1 t.
Haem atite 434,
“ air and beard 71 ft«; and eye« 33» 3**

mir,
“ H a lfto n e ”  devices in vase

Hahavmon Η, ι$ ϊ , 188» 3 '* »  459» 
Haliartu» 3 1 1 ,
HalUtatt graves 445 ; sword 43°* 
u * ^ 3 i tiding 547,
HtW*  453» 456, 414, 496; c « m * t tô «  

3»9 ff.; tkuH 77 ; tilmlnc 4*3» 41' ·  
431i pottery *»g .

3*4.
j '* m m «r»b i {Ktkxl 7 1 , «90 , « 6 · 
H tntW tcpé, »kulU to .
* ~ η<1* *t>d f « t ,  ph ytic* ! type* 7°* 

orn tn w nt 490 ·

Hftrm«*,H* stry 30S, 5*7*
H arm o.iw *. ®n ft(j.form  67.
H *t-form  and hf ,w 103; co u n ty  
H «tti (H it t» « )  folk 3 ^  173 l89

Ungu*«e ,0»' °? i+3;'"story ’ ?K ff »oSiorigm*»̂  43:treityW,tb 
in; . d e  B tbytoni* 06. ^  1?5
cjjvpt t*5, 3*°> J  3a7, 3*5* 
neighbor* « ft  j i '
„ η , ρ κ ΐ « . ' ^  ” hi „ , « f t * « ;

, ί » . * 1» " 1 " 1 *
3 i$ , 43^* ^

r r c H % , 5 ,

S2 S*«1 ‘ J l.£h ?d»y *7 4W-

ture 5»* , philietine *J7<
*νϊιί-»*ί *nd PW lo6<

H ebros R * 3^ o f f  »9«· 3° 4’ ‘
Hrc*t*eU*’ **c

3°*· 34‘;  109> 3«5.3?8,
|4çctor »34» 3°9
Hfc«b»3*®. . „ t a *
Heine, <>n ^ 309, 3‘ 5>

s s f t · ·

,t ‘ ·
SSSSÄ̂

Uee 9 l Ό*

lkÏ * 4 .» ^ 3,9‘ 3 ’ -
Ï ^ u iunU y53uH ^

hS « ^ ^ 144
«mÛo
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lions 508, 518; similes çoo; script 
3&>; genealogies 87, 306;
97i lives o j Hiimtr 331 ; wa* l'c W'ml? 523.

Honey-cokHr - '■ '■ kin
S i . 4 " " « » ·
*̂ {)rror t. ^
H n „. * * « '  in dec*

20ö„

.. ,u accomûve *r*
lorse, Poacnion’s gift 17; KtMttc 102;
Mitanman ami Egyptian 103; Mt* 

and Homeric 105; in Attica 
3*5; horte deities 169* horsê foilc 
(v * C e n t aura) 145, 169, 305, 3 1** 
3*$5 Horte vehicles 392 (v. driving
arul riding); votive homes 447» 4̂ 4» 
475» $06; in art 474, 477, 4^ ·

Hou***» typen o f ip *, 379; on wheel*

Huguenot refugees 300» 5*7·
ΉΛαη sacrifice* 188.

«utnunittic art 505» $oB, <ΐ7 ·Hundred years' *H true« 4ttf,

/ / m *

ungary 16, 37; Magyar invasion *Ho; 
hrotue age 42b flr., ,pi, 44°*» crcm*~
tUm 389» 394! HHvdàr 4U H'· 

HunWH Hav** — engraved t»wlon

S C i · »
It

Wl
7*0*
ki* 461

îJ ^ S T : ""■ <'«■  
·»■'■>■

Hi it-
.It, H i.

. .,7, I1Ä
a  s u *  ( C y p r u s )

3*9~30,
Uvonen 137» W. }*v
Exrian physical typ« W
Icelandic folk memory 30*

in  art 4hMow***·
id

u *· <C «ri») 

«ni,

If9i
*4«

i t *

5C#
1, r «·>.f4Vç

22 i ?*>
,}d Hr

r̂ ei
U(,U h

i ->*
fö|t

dot V* ?α

Itfriaa vase (Caria) 492, 502, 508. 
/ / / W  325,  337, 3 7ί> 377- S, 38 1 , 394, 

39$~9, 462; pattern o f  523. 
ilium  jtxvi, 1 17 .
Illustrations of Homer 373.
Illyrian language 91, 446.
Imbroa, pre-Hellenic 91 ,
Imitative style 465,
Imm igration xxii; and climate 18 ;

type* of 54,
InachuN 299, 393.
Incised-ware, culture 237, 466,
Inched ornament 216, 232,* leads to 

painting 238, 246, 249; Pannonien 
428; Danubinn 476.

India, p h y s i c a l  types 36; immigrants 
lot; literature 10r, 103; castes and 
industries 471; dress 40?.

Indo- European languages xxiii, 8o, 89,
3 4̂* 532; eastern and western 99,
104, deities xxv% ί02,168;  p n r k ~ h t u l  

o r i g i n  392; immigrants into India 
ιοί ; Asia Minor 142 if,, 287, 2$6; 

G r e e k  lands 533.
Imlra 103, 189»
Inertia and advancement 277*
Infant Initials 204.
Infiltration of people* 54.
Ingitevoncx* I n g v i f r t y a  184,

Initiative, evidence for individual 296,
3?«·

Inlaid, metal technique <18*
"Inner-guard” region 369,
I no 3£f.
I n t e r m e n t  i y t .  

invasions, their causes 33.
I « ven t ion 277*8, J 78.
Ιο I an* 126.
/rm dower îqj»
Ion 86, 154» 335, 343» 349*
Ionia Ion tan climate 8# 16, 156; di*- 

Jet ts 8 i, 147. i f.} l6ä,4«9,3j8,J(Sl,
417; in A*in Minor

î )7. (04, m i  in Petepwina» ij6,
Λ.Μ; in Attic* if*; peJigrec* JOJ} 
trifte* I <4; culture m i  tlritie* 170;
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Homeric 158t 327; epic 371, 510, 
524; art style* 488» 524; fibulae 4*7; 
catastrophe of 1922 xxxvi, 24, 527. 

Ionian Sea (Ö) 157.
Iranian speech 99, 10i, 369; religion 

167-8; cremation 391,
Iron, origin 433* 445* 53*; ofe 

Egyptian and Mtnoan 374; Homeric 
374, 434; in Cyprus 129; at Halos 
400,426; at Kobsn 439; in Scrtphos, 
etc. 278; furnace* 441 i; "copious" 
and "precious" 434; wrought and 
cast 442*

Irrigation at.
Isadora* χχνι» 52?.
Itandcr 138,
I*<hy« 359·
tshur-figures 71, 226, 236, 
f stone 338.
I lk  of B y  3 <7; I lie* of the Blest

i#2, t8$,
! «mar u* 313.
I* datum ami speciahration 4<7» 4̂ 2,

53 ».
Israel, hrror* i8<; national it m $  2*0 

Cv. Hebrew)
*ii?P49 termination »22.
Isthmian *ih««dt of art 490.
Italy, population 4j ; modern c*; mo 

gr*o<m* <7» imr»*U jlh; vase» 490. 
Ithaca 124, 434.
If Hal Ü4
Ivory compka*t»n 19 i t »98, 301, 
Jabin, King of Ha#<*f 43 c, 
jache* ami fluff * Mwt**n 4.0, bu 

f o p * a n  4 r%.

Japan*** 3 pi« drtaa 4014 n*tu
faiwun 4*o>, 

ja p H e fh  * I?

Jason ami Mask* **tm 
Javan 11*» 7, *H
"J§w" t« «g*c*#att*« art * *-f 494, 499, 

♦ M
j# «*o* Ifc-en* * 9 ·
Jehovah and /*ua tMI.
"Joiltt 1Μ Γ  physical type h \  *4,

Joie-dt~t>oir in naturalistic art 470. 
Judah, kings of, cremated 39a 
Jupiter, Odin, and Zeus xxv.
Jura, iron furnaces 442.
Justinian, physical type 78,
Kabyle houses 272.
Kakovaro* 428.
Kallisto 3 $8.
Kalymnos, physical type 200 (** ™  

lymnoa).
Kamadeva-Ananga 170,
Kampos, physical type 76,
Kares φ  Iv, Cana).
Ka»*ue folk 102, 391.
Kafhian 124.
Keftiu folk it9, !20, 129, *34»
Krr 5*’· »
Keyd'ret ornament 45t, 49* 

M ar* oder).
Khtlikku 134. 
Khmimir* 212. 
''King*· Feast" on ShielJ of

ί«ν » .
Ktngihip, Homeric *nu 
Kingriry, C,, Hyprtt*
Kdtkc* < v, CtlKta).
Kokt sha 134.
K»*h* physical type ho, , gj* 
Km*»n 124; Kitttm «J*̂  ίν*

ΐψ * <

Kitt*va? 428.
Kb>n Sfrphamai it , -M* Λ  g li·^ ' 
K*d«s«f gf*rrs 154* fibtfki *

4 î*2’·
Kot »té «haket fol.
K at»4 *0 * i f 8.
k<*«fc«*« lM, 246,

471,
komm fif  2.
Ku*n u, Chm#** htfo 1 
******* if*  jflçJ*
kurdish, phriKêl typ* ^  $£··
"  Kurf-ait’ ' t«#ntüb J** * ^

<uliut* iif* ****
Mh »91, 391 J *gf*

{ .*  a s p *  M t h , t6 f*

#
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ιΤ ν\ Μ,ηο*η 28’ ·
'̂»yrinth 187.

folk‘m<fmor>f m .
*****

Mino#n a8a*

^ u 'on" ’ "· Leke-'j^ii1„.!:,·!0®· f°9, ji>.ho,u»e* mg'
*7*; folk_  1 LL 57; m ap 237 ;

I .40*  il» M«‘t* ‘f mi,,ion J«9i «bul.e 
* î0·’ ·

**. 4<o ';
} i t t4 A . ^ 50» $35» fot* n , J If

w*·
£■» « n i * *  **iv· a«* «"J»07. CtU*  'ög; *s > h l h M r t h

Î Î Ï ^  JO*.

’ '*6l' 109~,Ü’ J,a' J ,,‘ m

t ^ S i r  '*7·^  aoj.
h ĥ : Hr jos

»  ̂*9, 46̂ °̂ *n»etit *00 . y
r .  * *■« »Ur» *y* 4*·<* 4VO,îft>. Î J 6.  *  « 3 . 460,

* *"«IV<|

<*s( 476,
Nth“ 4Äi,

5.151C > ; ; r s f  ».......
,o ' ' w  w

O t ! 4,’ î0 * (v À ' ? ' t' ry  * JO . 3 )4 ,  Î j t ,

j 4 ÿ * 3 t i V ,7î,imfirr «*
^ * v £ * * * « « *

Weges χχιί, 96.
Lemnos prc-Heîkftic 91; Minoan 351, 

356* Mittyan 475; Homeric 438; in
scription 9a.

U n g y e l, culture 389.
X-eorychide«, |>edigree 304.
I*pfi$ Magna 219.
Lesbos 115,· Homeric 116 £ ; early 

aetflm 139, 155, 161,346,351,355. 
Leto 169,
Leucas, skulls 31, 43, 46; graves 2$S, 

3 9 !  f t ; 442» painted ware 24a. 
Levantine physical type* 78; Mmoan 

46 ; Homeric 316; Achaean 397. 
Lisnokladhi 459, 468, 486.
Libation# 176; to heroes 184; Minyan 

iM ; Haeri 190,* libation pita 182, 
188.

Libyan folk 120; invade lïgypt I2J, 
123, 127; navigation 2213 timber 
3*9; Argonaut# iaa, 14*, 3*3; 
Odysseus 132; Greeks 355; dress 
403; Athena 172.

’"Light” ami ’’dark” styles in geo

metric art 48 c, 500.
"Lily-white” eompkxbn 3ôt.
Limestone scenery 4. 
f imyr* 29, 43·
Undo# 135, 3<Â 4,58, 48*; Athena 

cult 173.
Linear style 4̂ 9, 465·̂ » 47*» 47̂ * 497 

(fig. *8).
Linen 402,
IJttp ta /ran ts l i t ,  365.
Lbn, distribution of $08; H om eric 

518; symbolic 187, 1%, 190; deco
rative 4 ^  S ° $ *  & S  f t ,  $10; "lion - 
digger” 375* 465, 518,

Ltpart J25; liparire n&Literary ami archaeological criticism
2y j t

I M m n m ,  Oriental and Greek |U*
I4#s Hm*r $7U
Loan words in Greek 90; in Turkish,
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Locm 149, ι$8, x 348; Homeric 
j i l

Loe$$4 ârt{| of Danube 37; “ black- 
earth'* 98, 

lioin-cloth 401. 
ftokâpâias 169.
Lombardy, physical type 58,
Long !>*rmw$ 388.
Longitudinal propagation of people*

U*
“ I^mls of the North" tao*
Lotus ornament fot.
LtKttttt 4 .20* 4 24«
Ia$w4 >rcrt*ed physical type.
Lubbock, Sir J. aavitt.
I-ogga ii#.
Lytaon 3<8; Lveaoman language 97;

fort re *.34; names f $$*
Lyc&su** 34#i»
I rye ta, I,yuan*, physical type <9; 

social structure 27 ;̂ llrrndntus on 
118; alite» of Hafti t t*r; in Homer 
314, BtilffQrpho* 12 2, I pi; S»rp*d<m 
139; If male figures 22.4; lottery 449, 

Lydians* tangiiage 92* fntnb* *84, 398; 
*tft.g.*»wrr 3H4; and Tyrrhenians 9*, 
97, igjh; Cjitges and (W t u i  *fî9 , 
539; Persian ««»mp**’»! 293 

i.ykkt ? v  , t 18, u c  
l yre pUymg 234* 2 i t. U i.
Lytu «trie 463, mettes u î  
Ma, cult 1H9.
Ma* »ma** |ύ,
Maexdom* |>hy*ual typ*· 7·; i^opWs

W» Ml, M. 3, i Μ * 14 »Htn age M.l; 
amlitHw Ιφ'ί ΐον*»*οη· M, 4<h; 
4<vaM4tM»n 4Φ *, 471* t<r?f 419; 
tomb* tv4« tumuh 7 3  rfemtfton 
394; hlHiUe 4*7, prftftif l'|t# t p ,  

tlt4 My+***·*» n jtS-, h**w* 
in*f t*f4 » 44-3 L»?h; Inm Ag* 449 
ft·,: 4i J, lK*wft 4 fi, h»t«4 H4 l jN j 
loyal lamdf Hl,

M#f* h**4* $t|.
»*n*m*nt f cci (*. M#

çkanw «I !...

Madid 137.
Maeander ornament 45t, 459, #$!

481, 486, 493 497, 501, 514, $äJK 
Maenads, blonde 193,
Macoman* 97, 117, i $j, 313. 
Magdakntmt naturalism 49$*
Magna i#racd» 333 -4.
MagnesiA-ott*Macander 143» 
Magnesite and pot.<Uy* 363,
Magog 137. j.
Mainland culture (v, Mycett^^ 

290; spread to Cyprus and 
295; type of house 274* 379* 
with Crete 294 Ç.

“Makers of I fistory** 297.
Malachite face paint ï t î *
Male companions of goddes»** ^  
Malltis f 34 c, -ÿ m
Malta, as causeway 33; ncrditW ^  

sanctuaries 322; female 
H , NJjUrw m (*fcrk l*n̂ * 
Maltese crn»s 477·

Siam la 117.
Mänetho l ?!<
Manitoba and Vvtht* 494··
Mannu* fMallu») f t p 
Many andifat, m »M *9 **
Maori prdlgfrc* |θ3.
\t4 jkii 2 l.
Μλιjth.'M, hen. I* S b*M

«|8,
tAiUrfSsa lo|,
Manne M» *f? 47̂  *
Marmar* Negern 4, t C nfc

11 rv *4̂1, 14<, 3$** IM* * 
M*tm<HA*m 43 I, 4 4 8- 
Marfa*alfas *84.
Marriage ^  *̂**̂1* JlfÉP"

I. K, ,71, »,1 *.»!*»»** **0f
I ·.,·..

'jst
M *»·*«, m n ,l »**i 
M>m>«>»<·« 1«** M*

t?*·
*« ΜλΑβ·*·

Mattaufeof# s*·

*.·*** Ά$!
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v n d e x

Maximian, physical type 78.
Maxyç* in ,
“MeaUfaT folk 23,
Mechanical aids, effect of xit, *34* a9$*

4$0, 455, 469, 471, 476, 49$·
Media ιοί; hero cults 184.
Mediaeval analogies 88, 96, 103. 
Mediterranean race $9* 31 ff*> 37* 4°>

6*, 7$; region xi, xxix; structure G
climate 7; soil 9; vegetation 
economic xiii, t2; uniformity 
variations t6; east ami west ba*m*
3 ;̂ physical type 71; culture at?»
**$» 5*9 .

\JmA 1 $:4, 1*0,353, 49 f·
Mffraroti \η̂  1H3, 287.
Megiddo 131,
Melampm 356, 
λίί/αη, eye color 201.
McWagn
Mditenc 134,
Melon 118, ^ 5*, obsidian 279» 3 *7» 353« 

«mphorae 73» 4*8*
MemphU 133,

Belaus, blonde 195, lo t , y<&\ v0 *̂ 
*#e* UG Mt, 334; cult 18*; *ulW*
m«mory 170  ̂ 308; McncUeu«'
37U
ettestheus 31b, 3 μ , 348.

Mcnidi aljtfekuU 48·, ritual 281* 
Mercenarieŝ  Greek, in Kast 308, 

crionet, helmet of 398,
Msrnepuh m ,  p a ,
Mery

A
Migrations, period of 89, 367, 370 ff.,

527, 534; types of 53 k ; modern
527; and diffusion 242; and lan

guage 108.Miktm 155, 312, 339, 432, 493-4*
Militaries 299, 537.A/f/Zor 49 r, 494; v, *'‘Cappadocian

earth/*
Milyas 138,
Mince pics, folklore 177.
Mineral resources of Greek lands 6.
Minoan physical type 44 ff., 70 ff’«, 

19 8 $; culture 274 if,; sites 275;
naturalism 374; dress 374, 401; pins 
409; silver 268; script 89, 145, 372; 
religion 173, t8t, 186; imports into 
Cyprus 128; Egypt 120; Sicily 126; 
Greek mainland Ï45, 28a; Rhodes

— * Afi
Mcxhcth 132,53b, 43h,
Mexhwtd\ m ,
Mtsopc>t am\s, ph y*fc si * V V* ’
Mswtma 282, 353· »
"Mnf  «( V *»W  43.V‘ W*‘*u\\«r*tftnd pottery i<>3* 5° G m

*3S*
Mntortc iron 433·
Mttrkxl xtTuctute 5U» $3** 
M ubAegean fibulae *H< &
MuW* 14b; fautif ÿdl·* *

Cyprus »
Greek mainland
140,Minoankation 288, jr  362,384, .527.

Minos 94, 139 if , 308, 383; (I) 320,
J 2b 32h, JJG  34b 34̂ 7i (Π) 3°9#
3* 2, 3*G 33*, 346~7>35*.

Minotaur 280, 527.Mmyas, Minyan dynasty 327-8, 342,
382; pottery 247, 433 (v. Gray

ware).Mixed-oriental style 375.
Miranni iOj, 1 14, 189, 39t.
Muhradafes jfj,
Mitra io j, 189,
Mochbt 279«Modem Greek people xxxiv, 49,

204Mohammedan genealogies jtx»; in
vaders in Aegean 26, 29.

Λ/etVa 167; Moirat 169, 307,

Moffetts 342.
Mommsen, Th, xv,
Mongolia, painted ware 243.
M ongoloid, physical type x x v iii, 29,

34* invaders 27,3*4»Monster*, physical type 74» W f cults

176, *88,
Montenegrin house 273«
Mop*«* 134, 3Î3I &* aties 135, *4*·
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Morava R. 55, 448,
Moravia 242,
Morphological and stratigraphkal 

aerie« 483.
Mote hi 131, 137* 436 (v. Muaki, 

Mesheth).
Moses and Homer 371,
Mown, A. 31.
Afo/ 2*1/# in verbal melody <1 !♦
Mother-goddess 170, 173; o f  the God* 

17s so#; of Aty* 173; f a m  174* 
Moulded pottery 268.
Mound-burial 2e 5» 380* 392* 422; cul

ture 237* as<-
Mountain-zone t, 364, 529 flf.; phys

ical type* 34; pottery 2j t·
Mousai i f y  ( v* Muv»},
Mouse-god 177, KVh 
Moussian 480 (v. Su*a).
Moustache* 71*
"Movement” within symmetrical de

stins Ms, fit, U|.
Müller» K. O. xv.
Murad I oh, Ith,
Mutkt 111, 3*7 *t 4 M  A  4&<% Uh;

Most hi 117 (y, MeshechK 
Mutailw 117,
Muse* 198* 207»
Mycenae sxvt; name (Myrene) 171; 

HtMfrwrm |tt% i7i; $»hv«u *1 type 4?, 
73; tomb* in , i*i tv, Shaft graves, 
Treasuries) ; gold tup 119; «itver 
ït *, h*»?*** it>t; decline 171 » hboUe 
17*<

Mycenaean culture .**% <34» settle'
ment» i f f ,  317; architecture a?T

Mytcmoa t# 3,
MyUaa 370,
My tu to 1*1.
Myrts* J I if
My liana i$%  \i\

Myths irti, 177 , |*&
Sam-»leas «femes t »4,
*V#*r t 74,
Natalya m?j ,  f§*

MmiVi language 104 ff,, 14a, 308, 287,
36*

Nationality, criteria of xx*
Nativity (ox and a**) »77* 
Naturalism, Minoan 276, 374,

505, 508,
Nature-myths 297; -powers 16b, *7^ 

?74, 180, 208, 276,
Naupactu* <03.
Nauplia, physical type 48*
Nauskaa (09.
Nau«ithous 308, 321,
Navigation in Aegean 217; W c l ^  

Mediterranean 220. ..
Naxos, physical type 43; cotostt#

Nt in Sicily 293, ^
Negroes lrepresentation of), Mi#®** 

281, 288; Greek 73«
Neith 172» 190,
Neleui joç, 309, Jtl, 33t, 349*

3<h; NVJrida xxxt, 305, 33°*
49J.

S>mean Inm 297,
Nemrtia 173 4,  ̂ a
Neohrhu Cnoasus 2*4; others*5** 
NVophyto* A, G 29.
SVopttilermii, red haired 
Sent (SamtI folklore *??> * 0
Nestor x*vt# 30t, 309, 3**· 

cup 17h U8
New I* ngland geneshigte· J0®*
Nrw («range il l .
Newton, Sir C f, xv.
Nr* /eaUm! Ml ^
N«t*|fc»vc* >8.
N nln  f l^ cK é il |<#(
NVtohr R G. xv·
Nihdiün in aft 4*7* *9**
Nik scene, Mttvmtl (d* _
Nmeveh, towf* « îcvi Â ^ 4
Niff os 3*>|. g  ,
Ntoiad dwellings *0*

4 7*-
Non Mt no#« «glfgwpgi Μ*Φ

Η ».
N̂i«#h*lk f totêtdT jfil·
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Norman conques» toi, *93·
Noras andHellenic religion *68;NorfC

code ofiaw 301. *
“Northern” physical type 37 "·* '

hybrids 66; ancient descriptions 69; 
invaders 404, 506; culture 39°> 393* 

“Number of the State“  5*6«
Numerals, Haiti 103.
Nuraghe ay,
MNut«eatmg‘* folk 13.
Nymphs, cult 519.
H*k forest in Greece 503*
Q*i*o* 1*4,

Obsidian 6, 7 1; trade 139, *79« 
ĥstacWt to archaeology 3*4« 373’ 

^bstinacy and invention *77*
^canus 170, 18a* *99» 3*3» 5*°’ 
^hre-grave“ folk 39» **3> *H> W* 
hair-color 196.

^roi complexion aoo.
^jpui ornament 470» 473* 499· 
j*hn and Zeus xxv, 167.

i7l m , 1*9» 13*1 133* ***· 
*78,191, 306, 30S» 3*° ff** 3t6>
3̂ > 413, $06, 509; appear«*0® 
!9?-8; sword 431; dog $05,

^ y**y «7, t*3» t*5A U$* *»7t 3*7,
3*9» 334» 353* 357* 37*, 377» 437. Ho.

0**?“»307. 3»î.35t.

S fS »O i.M 7.
(V1»*nd Wme >4. »3. *4-

,r*de *ft3 ***** 4 9̂*
 ̂ Testament and Homer 37*· 

phyiùcal typt 43* 
l f̂ 494 (v. Oil),
317.1,
Whtoork *46» *5*,

* * **3l pilgrim mad 4*0 ; bowl 
excava^ *v* .

yi**p4*a deities *vm# xxv* *»vn. *6®
$3* ; ortgin ̂ constitution 1*9»

*ΡΡ**τ*η<* aoh; Zeus xxvi, 174*

Olympic fmival xxxi, 151, 334,
Olympus, M. 164, 322, 343,345, 355,

45«, 5*6.Open-air life of the Greeks 500,
Open-hearth furnace 434, 441.
Ophiones 155,337,
Optical illusion in ornament 452,
Opus 348.
Oracle* in Greece xviii,
Q r>//1 e r r  a r u m  xii, 2 21 .
Orchomenus xxvi, n6, 449; situation 

248; early culture 247 ft; Minoan 
199* *«3i gt»y ware a6t ft; Minyan 
3*7» 33*i 336, 356, 3«*i «lit of 
Graces ao6, 529.

Ore« re* 351.
Orestheus 336.Orientals, Greek representation of 

73-4*'Orientalizing” style 491, 509.
Origin o f civilisation 277.
Ormuzd 167,Ornament, incised 216; skeuomorphic 

229; substantive 229 (v. Geometric*
Linear, Naturalism, etc.).

Crop«* 135.Orthi* **nctu»ry 4*3,475~6,496, 506.
Qsaa, M. 74» 3*** 343» 349, 355, 45«,

507.Ossuanes aat, 284, 386.
Ofhrys, M, 459*
Ottoman Turks ay*, 287,3*3-
Owfgodd#*« IT1*
Os-hide shield *23.
Pact»!*», R* *79»Paecmians 99# *5*> *55, 3*3» 43*«
Pageantry in vase painting 4««» 490,

5*3«"Psmfed-warc“ folk 39» 50, 52, *jto,
*41, *57» **>  m  469, 5331 map 
w  {«*■ 9h igmtMii$i Egypf»«
IHunwl were i j t ,  i40. 

IVi*«*, M int»« iW , a il, Ι Α  »*>1 
it Ihr be* ja*< Homeric 379· 

pulMdithk w nrivtli J9S 
type in GtJik* 60.
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Palaikaatro 275, 284; physical type 44. 
Palermo (Villa fra ri) 480,
Palestine 126, 143, 41a, $0$; pottery 

480; physical type 62.
Fallen« 527«
Palm to, 317, <09; phtHtmx 197, 
Pamphylian dialects 84, 98, 152; his* 

tory π 8, 127; cities 135, 14t, 369. 
Pâmphykw (Sparta) 461.
Pan, physical type 74; function* 174* 

5*9 *
Pandioti (l) 3*0, 325, 33t, 339; (II) 

3*5.
Panel style 130, 4 <9 . 47 .1, 4?*», 479» 

4&0, 48t, 484 5» 49* ,5 »Λ  5^9» SU» 
5*4*

F«ngscan, Μ» 279«
Pan-1 (ellenés 320, 335,
"Pannônian" pottery 428, 454 ff, 
Paphoa 138, 17a,
Paphlagom* 313, 417*
Parable of the Sower 17,
Parian marble 32t, 32h, 340, 43·* 
Pan# t as, 397.
*TamMrnneM physical type 75 6,
ParMartd 392,
Parnassus, Μ. J39, 3̂ 3*
Paros, physical type 43.
Parrying ahwU 37#*.
Parthenon mulptures re, *vu, 166, 

5U» 5*3
Paaaag« g fi rr* 232«
Passe«, Alpin* t*.
Pastoral hie 9, i t 4,
"Patchwork" ornament 4*9»
PafifMit 317.
Patou It», hi net si j i t ,  394, p#i* 
Pattern ami background 49b, 5Hi 

pattern of the I had u p  
Paul, Sêtm, phyttcal type ylj royagts 

f ?, t lfiia * .
Pauaantas 191, t*I, f 
Pauses in |shi«gree* jng,
P«*i#»» 117
Petlgptes I99, ieftfset*» 1031 pause«

in 309 t*. («»«walngtM).

Pelaagian xxti; physical type 28, && 
theories 87, i6o| survivals 92; aetdP) 
ment* 143,346,359; Africa 86,3*6 
475; Homeric 96,313; Pclaagu* 3ί^ 

Pelethitea 13h
Peleus 159, \φ% 298, 308, 318* 3 f i

43*«
Pelkm 74,507,
Peloponnes«, name 143,
Pebp* 143, 180, 183, 397,307 

354; dynasty 293, 527; ivory 
der 20*,

Pel6* 228, 346.
Pencios» K, *51, 327 8,
Penelope 18,309, 323.
Pergsroum 171»
Pericles ussiti, 166, 399*
Perteres 319, 349*
Period of migrations 89,
/Vre*/ 374 (v. Fibulae).
Perseus 111, f3f, 323; Pcf***»1 *

3 *3» 3 3 *. 3 4** 457* # 0
Persians, physical type 69, 

language 99; hero cults J 
*h8; empire 14, 2931 script 33^ 

Perspective, Minoan 5°°*
Peter, Saint' physical typ* 7®* 
iV iW i lift, *Λ*
Phatacia *#; pedigrr« 30*1 3 1 1 
Ph«estas ïio,
Phaiefum rases 495«
Pharmak«****« island 3 0**
Phttdi#« tfcb, 19*
Pherat 172, 370, 4*** 
l^wrrt y*Wt 303.
H h n  $07*
Phdaem im>*
Philip *># Mambm* Ί
Phi Um» nr*, physical ’*■;

t**, waapon* 187* *3**
♦**. *n, v*\ · * * d I

» % 1„ Ι ι * * . Ι  # * «* * » » * *  ”  *
Hitegtw ril, j|*· lit* _jf

, „  ISO t**  ̂n«** *· **
41%
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Pulls*u i2j, ia6t 143.
Punic cities 14, 22.
Putnam pedigree 306.
Pybs 331.
Pyrrh* 164; pyrrhos 197.
Pytho 171,
Quarrel« of artists <2<.
Quedi 133 (v. Cilicia» Circuit).
Race and culture xxvii, 
MRac«|uef-headedM pin« 440.
Rainfall in Greek lands to, tv, 3$), 

<02 3; and roof* 272.
Ramcse« (IIt 114* 124, 377, 436; (III) 

i%h ί α ,  Φ ,  377 , 430, 435* 
Rapier and «word 374, 4*9, 
Rationalism, geometric 49!; Hellenic 

xvi, xx*
Raior* and «having 72, 279. 
Recitative, epic <12.
Red hair 42» 302; red figured

v**es 492, 49*% C2<; paint 485, 4vt;
"red-blatk and white**(v Tricolor}; 
red-polished ware 2:9, 237 (hg, 9), 
*hj, 28<, 464; Mrrd -skins" (pk̂ in* 
iktt) 12 2, tK , Kx>j dress 404. 

Rrdupltcated pedigrre* 316,
Refugee* <27 fy. Migration*).
Ren bet. W, 377, t?*o 
Rejuvenation, national jftÄ, 
Relationship m folk memory 299, 
Rein « o f  h rfoe« I 184 ,
Rfligy«» belief# IV, xsv* t it , lb*», 

*71
RefnedeHo, phy#M *1 type *7, 
Represent »for art 2*2, 4 4̂» 49* S*

Rrshrf Î89»
on ervhagidogK «Î *M*k 

tH
Retaliation, tuff t «4*
Revival of («taming *tv, tvi.
Rh*4* to «rohr# t p* t φ4 |ii, 142, 

|#bt 3< a* lahtod t*|7 
Hkimmi·, « uit 
Rhe**** *>?, (â

Rhode« 130, 136, 139, 316, 494; d**» 
ket 153,311» folk-memory 310,43I1 
fibulae 417, 424; early iron age 48M 
vase« 488,498, 504,529 (v, Camiru*, 
lalysus, Umius).

Rhodope, M. 20.
Rhythm, metrical and geometric*! 

<ro, <12 (fig. 19), 5/<$ **
band« 48 t, 499; in panel« 513 ($Φ
20) .

Richard IrioivHeart 298.
Ridgeway, Sir W. 30,
Riding and driving 105, <06.
Ripley, W. ?,M 30,
Rtthii 184,
Ritual, Greek 174; Haiti 190; Mime**

188,
River», m Grerk lands 20.
River valley cultures xi.
Robert of Normandy 31a*
Rodamm 136,
Roger of Sicily μ 1. t j ,
Roman and Greek xiv; m Greek **T\

it*, front ter defense <7J rrlnP^  ̂jg 
iron furnaces 442;

Romance languages I t<R 
criticism 29?. . \;.f

Rosette ornament 4 «2*
"H m r “ complexion to · , tngjjß
Roumanian, physicil tyi*

2“ Ci tumult <1, painted ****
id ml**- 41 %,

Round form«** t<l 
towers ? Irish) 17·*

” R*mod eyed** b*lk 17» M 
ï lop«}.

Routes tn Greek land# 5*
H«*<k »<»n* mBWHW*** **
-μ ,,.,fun« i.»r* .wn»m»«< «  *

R os n It ok 2 ί 1

ί*

3$
cr

*S#cff4 $°8«
i|a«tgn 50 f , f  l*k

Sale« y |«S, v ( h
Sag* man and hi* aod**^
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Saigo Takamori *$4* a
Samt* compared with k* , " ς1$. 
SakmW  (A ttica ) 4*/>> 5 *

(Cyprus) xxxt> n 4*
Salmoneua 349*
Salomatki 114*
Salonka, Gulf of 3*̂ *
Samaria 13 1»
Samarina 49. h <0ο«
W ·  170-1 , 35 î 355» 494» 4* * >

$<H* 51».
Samothrace 438,
Samutl m **hèro* »*$♦ u-iWic 
Sanctuaries, M’rnoan *i·» c 

*7S» fibula« from  4*** 4*4* 
Savant*, R, ! 1 $* 3U , 3* 5» 3Μ' % 
Sanskrit xxiii, 90,99*ÏQXi >09t
Sappho 197, «
Saracen* m G reek UmU *7» 3°4* . 

Tunisia aoi; in Spam 33*
$ik* 300; pot fabric* tVl· 

Sardinia, physical type Mk 1 
œ oÜ thk 1 1 7 , i a o ;  tom ba 394* 

®**®a U 4, 179 , T F h  3*4, 49** 4 
of Assyria t o i .

~***Htk QuU 114; »tyk» tot. 
***^ 0η 134, *39* *4*

494*

— - ty»e* **3
F—V„ V.H» t « ,  M», ,<(’ · 5’· ’

J 5*6. 35», 3î<». 3** .
language. l'H. * ' *· 

phyakat type W, 74- 
^  *t Emit» îto.

**®ft pu«« »am«« \n N«tm*ndy ,i**· 
5crt&Md*, ( k m  ami »*md«*n
s ,43*·
»«»ftdinavian folk «wnwty l» ‘ i *
J"**"» m<
■*"■"»«**, H, *v, a**., t*. J
d lVj: a«1·

Λ-

s c p i ^ ^ ÿ Æ S · * « " , ? '  °1
SeM »*'r *?* *nd eafc*· {J* 354,

u6’ Ï Î  3o ff'* ^ ‘ 2 ’ 5  H U  Sea-mder* »3 arm« ’

’ ” ■ 5* J ; S « * i6W
S***“"* «tÎdw»reM3·
SeUt«nP»'"tf (Âment.I3 ^
Sélection o . s39.
Sekucidpot"
Self.mw«fy *n
Selge *3i· , . type» &·

* ^  % ? * & * * * « ! ,« «  
s « - *  « * £ ? * ■

Sc$tu*3l b nn 113*43°* ..a
^ )U4 »Ji. *»·*** *
ShniviP**^ „ 3, 315,377·

S k tt «

■ f t . - j c " ·
a S S ^ S ^ T “wofahrt -

30I ,

y ^ 3 a « i,
«T**^h*ftmth toiture *44.

Waiter a««i, tyf*
J 0g.

#?** ,37̂ 1 Mtitt** %, alt* VW 
9I* CkaV

S J '/* *  **“» t*#lWtr* a« «<*:», <4*

Sli^m ii*n t ,  M .

SM***4]4 3 !U»** *  ’,?Λ  AcH®·*
Skdda’ici ’ i,,0 i*7i »b'*^ ff,,
S h W i d w o ^ ^ l f i * . ^  5 7 

»vn, 3'̂ * . : „§ . in
Ο*'·* 4

S M *. ' n(kWe Vi5*

*n S*L«4type 5*\ «·*« uhSicdy. i f ‘ K n ;  pain*·0 * t W  

♦7Vi " ,ml ·
i*0* |

s^ i-ir
*«* *^  4,

^  lt «I ,
s*if w* , 4e«*il*«·* 4 * gM«pt
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Sin, Greek and Hebrew idea* xviii, 
Sinai and Olympus t68, iio .
Stntie* 4,18.
Siphno* physical type 43; gob! 178;

silver 268.
SUtrum 190*
Sityphu* 332, 348,
Sitra 44.
Skeuomorphic ornament 229, 374, 

464, 502*
Skull*, ancient and modern 28 ff,;

Slashing and thrusting 376, 429. 
Slave, blond 196; trade 22, 279 8i. 
Slav» in Greek land» 2?; phyiical type 

36; language* 104; migration* $5, 
iho, 475; alphabet 339*

Sleep (represented blond) 196»
Slip «η pottery 228.
“ Smear*ware" *44, 249 (·, 256. 8, a8<, 

4 (9, 4& 0  4?*; m I-euea* 395. 
Smyrna rug* 488,
Snakr-godde*« tji*
Social hie, Minoan 27  ̂ 8; in geometric

period 487,
Socrate», phytic ai type 69, 74, **/»; at

craittmtf* 498.
Sotl, m Greek land* 9
Sob la*, t a8, * *<.
Solmu# 1 u
Solygeun K l̂ge y><-
Solyifii u i ,  I 36, 118, u*.
Sparta 77{ cancafttfea ’ 5» Mond tvj** 

»9G pe»hgr*et jol, UG 
3042 funeral* J9Ç; fibulae 42;} tf 

Spate, pby**a! ttpe
Sprat* t j & ,

**Spectacle ' hlntia 4*0, 423 fi , 447,
460# 47 f* y A  t 36*

Spent hen** It , culture tgS, 419;
Homvrk kA

Spkàkwrt#t |dky»4cat type- 4 % #*9. 
Sph****̂  Mitwkai* il? ; Hellen :̂ 4Ü 
Sfufal hr #4 *4  p**% i f f ,  40g, «mawumi 

844» *l|, 458, all* 419«.
gfif, 47 ,̂ 49^1 hWl* 418,

Spiritaout drink* vary with d im a l*
16,

$ponge*fi«heni aoo, 219, 47a 
Square houses 270.
Stage scenes* physical type* 73* 
Stagnant culture* a* barrier* 245. 
Statue*, phyrical type* 68.
Steel in Greece 374» 434* 437, 494* 
“ Step-fret” ornament 497,
Stephano* K. 28, 31, 48, 69.
Steppe ( v ,  Graasland)»
Strtichofu* 182. a
“ Stilted” fibulae 410, 413, 420, 4$

Stirrup-handled va§e* 489.
Stone Age in Aegean 214 #4 

vessel* 223, 276.
Storm-god 190,
Strabo on Greek dialect* t$0* 
Stratigraphic*! evidence 2*3~\l* 
Sfrynum H. 313*
Stufla Tbordwwm 301,
Style in art 4^4; hierarchy 

4^*
Subhtiuhuma ii j . ;
“ Suhatamivt“  ofttatneat $2#*

4?i, alky, 488.
Sumerian phyau *1 type*
Somum 173,
Surgît*! fife ne< fof*ib* 39**
Susa 469, 4*«·* I, 408. .a..
Swallow--hoi#· m ( »rrek 
Swallow itU n d « 494- 
“ SwanVneek“ apcHtt 233*
Swvdtah <lalt*ffti 1 *2* «ί*
Swineherd m Ithaca *7

mgb
Sw ord , dtvMMh -wrought 5 * ^  J  |β-ν

H un gaft#« i i l $
*i*> i t , râper» J?4l ™*\**$& 
~Η«Μ««ιΓ und SmM**1* j| v  

SyUahary m
1 29, t ****1

|*4, 4*44 fWi« f*f!
*‘m mm**?* *T fitârf** *

Syf**04# tgi*



^ a c v ;;· ;;1 ty** « «  tomb. MI.

in d e x

Syria u8; mflutn« on Babylon >9°i 
ftbuke 403; swords 43^ P°ttef479; Ärt 508.

%ros, physical 
Banach 131,

Tabgah, physical type 6a 
Tachtaji woodcutters *6, 28» 43» 59·
Tacitus on Ingacvoncs 184.
Taenamm 173.
Ttkamori 184.
TaUovtt 138.
Parnassus 437,
T*nagr» 49$,

‘"Tangent-circle** ornament 455» 4«°*
Tantalu» 143, 309.
T*pHo* 381; Taphitna 113. 3n * 33 *

34«, 434, 437 >
Tarrh*«, Tare harm 381 ♦

Tardcnoisian Uinta 39»
**rentum, Mmoan t*h.
TertcAoi 38 t,
Ta-rtvUa 115,31$*
Tarshish 136*
*»tius 135.

£ atar Huts 154,
Tatomng 72, 22$, 394.

Μ* I **·tW
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*Jv "■*· «1. I* 
T ? £  >90. **>

J > «< 3o if*  ÎOI.

Ï C « · ·

J S * ? · * ’ * 419,

ί ^ Η ι  -ιΓ***‘ 71, ié,
Ï Â ·  · ) ” · ’Μ·

■ • 5 5 .Ï Ï ! - .  » ,’ '»S*  ,#», JJ1**** «<*.
h* mar« m*

Teucer xxxi, 317* Teucrians 124, 
Teutonic type in Greek lands 30; 

ancrent descriptions 42, 69; lan
guages 104; alphabet 339. 

"Text-anddbotnote” composition 525. 
Textiles and pot decoration 428, 451, 

47*; Oriental 488; counterchangcd 
patterns 48î*

T k a l u s s a  t u .

Thaptem 3#*, 394~5·
Thasoa 321,
'Thebes (Egypt) 133; (Boeotia) 135, 

172, 283, 29% 3*2, 32a, 328, 33*, 
342, 355, 362, p7f Thehsn ladies 
dye their harr 194,

Theocritus 203,
Theodora, physical type 78.
Then  321, 3/3, 394, 424, 483, 498, 

Sot,
Therapnc 182.
Thermon 252,337, 40«).
Thermopylae 338, 503.
Thersites, physical type 68,
Thoseus i 54,298,305,3*4,32M 33 *»

342, 432, 45*i 493~4« I«?·
'Thessaly, gct»gf«phy 239, %$Qi phyê* 

real type 49, 206; neolithic xxvi, 2*4,
238, 533; pottery 231,287,468,453; 
tumuli 259; relations with Cyclades 
239; dialect» l|Oj Deucalfemd·
(q .v .) *40; C # f # /e g i t t  3 *7» Hellenic 
ja o ;  centaurs 3 *8; riding 507; 6b- 
ol*e 4I4,

Thetis 298*
THobi v. Treasuries 
Thor and Ares 209*
T h o e h iM  ( i l l )  *06, 1 13 , **9, 3 *3 ·
Thrace, rumuli 50, 259» §®W *79»

Minerals rlj» 39*
Thracian« 98; language 1*3» *43 

gt*l* *70; H om m e 3 *3 ; sword* 43*,
431; historical 369; in Attica 320,
329; at polio# 38*; in Naxos 475« 
riding 507; Thracian Sea 3; Thrace« 
ward parts 493·

T k m y m é m  19*·
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Thriwylîus 438.
Three-bodied monster on Acropolis 

167; "three-color”  décoration (v. 
Tricolor); "threc-ttrokc”  rhythm 
510,

Thrusting and slashing 376. 
Thucydide* xvit, xx, xxi, xxxi, 150, 

158, m  36a, 37a. 457î *tylc of 
composition U3» 525.

Thyestes 310.
Tihareni (TihaL Tubal) 132, tj?, 436. 
Timber 6, 219, $oj; construction* 175» 

262, 271, 287.
Tin supply 426, 
l  ira* »37,
Tiryrv* xxvi; physical type 75 b, <99, 

382, 409; neolithic 215; smear-ware 
2<o; house* 253 ; fournie«! 323; su- 
perseded 371; Hellenic 449» 482, 
40 t. $00.

Tthoou* 4**2.
TUbarnat u*,
Tkpokmut 139, 310, u*«
Tk* t j8 
1 mol os a?«#·
*ToÉitcf]M corpse* vA 
Tffgé 403.
Tom s .Straits Hero cult 1S4,
Traditions about events 2«# 7, 
Tragédie«, structure of U4,
Ttans Caïn «ata 4)9» tf*n*J>*nubt«n 

culture 340*
"Tfanavenc” mtgrafioft <4 
Tranayleaman gold 4 A  mm 442.

322, A l, 1*2, date **4. 
Tire butta U |**ι; fruit* 7, *«χιΗφ

fly, u v
"Trémolo"
?Nc4#t**t *v5
ffKfdor «facoraturti 4§o, 4!*, 49I 
I tslaa* *h*d 22 î 
I rtphyhan Ik tw uf iVf 
"Trift** àked” mçuaimot 47lr 4VV
?**4 4|l 
TfUgMrft 4VÎ» tv'*?.

Troia 115, 312; Troy xxxvi, i i 6, 14% 
*97» 31U 34* (v· HiiMrlik); tumu$ 
398; Trojan» 23; Tr, War 117, taj* 
306, 32b; diesmal 125; Caiahf** 
3* a.

Trophoniu» 173, 328 v, 382. 
Trough-spout 223* 230, 394, 400, 4** 
Truddhi 27 t.
Tsani 251,
Tubal *33, 137. 43**·
Tullianum 383.
Tumul* j ,  39, 49 If., 2<9 (v, Kurg*^ 

at CWdium 422; "tumuIu#do8f 
m  % 263. .

Tunisian tomba 394; pottery a$7»^^ 
ryes 202,

Turkish invader* 2*> 7* 2vj in (
60; language n o ; alphabet 33*  

Tuftha î 2o t<
Tutankhamen'» dagger 435*
Twelve (rods, altar of l<r}+
"Twm spring" fibula 418, 4*0» 

symmetry” 5*9, V i
Two dimension cfunpoaitteii 

"tw*> pteie”  film!« 408, 4*8#
Tydcu* 308,
Tylor, .Sir K. B, xxvm*
/vwHof t*t<
Tymphrrsrus, M, 4 <9*
TymUfcu* |1 *, 319, J4V'
7Vr*«*»f 118,
Tyre, er« of 1 jl* Ihdoof * f 
7 yrrhrm*ft* 9*; o*me I l$f 

*4 ) * v, f (tu·* «η»).
Tyrtaeu* Hi,
U**h* *H* It)
lien «mon a  t,

I Jgfts Altaic folk 4 s*
117, I p  J*f*

I/krame, pamied wart
Tlfiilt Sam” physical fYP& I V
"< ,V.Ir.I of Alt*** «**
"Unknown (w 4 * *&*,

*4V t>.
l  ‘4 i  169,
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Utilities" in p 

Valley r 2?8·
V a ir°Ute**>*

mvadcr« 32, 202, i6o, 304.
v*nnic language 98,146,439; physical „type 304.

105, 119, 179, 477; * « '
*Phit> tow[,

V ^t'onA tV ’ ,68’ ' 7°- *·».

o/V
ioj. Gr« *  lantj, 7, ,0 ff.,

V k'3'.
C re,l ° mni^ c c  , 1; V,

><•rc'c 46.
*ftica|

cnetian* m
circle

Vit|̂  Cor»m

ornament 4Ç1, 
an‘ i H om eric 401,

V -W . cîür S  's,av *7-

‘ 9J: with hair
*̂0/* flower

a \97'
,rV\ol\n-bow** fibula 4O)·
Virchow, K< 28, 29-
VWH* iH; pbyMCAl m * 41* 

meat-diet 181,Vb\u»p4 167,
vtJ!* Luschati* t*\Vrn̂ «

49, 30Si

> « ( , ,ιν>. change in («reek v mit»,tm 41
Vur*,3e. 4
t ahUtein, C. 333.
^»m or-vaae”  7 3 , 4 0 1  7 « *7*>

jWa*p-w»i*te,r type ?o."^»νο^,ήρ
. Sio (%.

JÄ. .10, tv.

H’
»6».

47β,
W "  «»

tv I , 7 , ,

“ ’• - O ' * 1· ' - . «  
< S  . v -  ■ «* > »,

"· 6, a»
and

West Greek dialects 86, 147 ft, 161, 
354» 35 ,̂ 4?6, 537*

W est Mediterranean neolithic 2 1$, 
West W ind, blond Ϊ95.
Wheel-made pot-fabrics 234, 26a, 469, 
White-faced man in Minoan fresco 

388.
“ W hite-slip”  ware 480, 491.
*'White-ground” Attic vases 492. 
Wholesale and retail trade 489 -90. 
Wigwam construction 253.
William the Conqueror 292,
Winds in Mediterranean 7.
Wine and oil 12, rj, 64,
Winter in Greek lands 10, 19.
Wolf, F. A. xv, 372.
Woman's work 242, 277, 471; position 

in Minoan Crete 276; fibulae 411, 
415-

Wood, R. xv.
W oodw ork and pot-forms 263, 454» 

471, 502-4, 523; and architecture
504*

Worship, Greek *74; worshiper simu
lating deity 187.

Wrapper-costume 223,
Wrought and cast iron 44*·
Wundt, W. 184.
Xanthism 196.
Xanthippe 237,34JÎ XantMppu· 299* 
Xenthium Strumen urn 194.
X * n ik im #  194,» Xanthùk& m èi *97i 

Xanthôphyt* 194, Xanfhùs îpï £ 
Xanthu», R. «94, 3*4·
Xenopatr* 86, 334.
Xurhu« (Xpuihtt) xxiv, 86, 3 2 5 ,334*5»

3 5**
Y'amariMjake 184.
Varna of iiûlor* 13|.
Vmtiîi-kaya aol»
Vevanna t f i  (* . Javan)*

^abotimwski, S, 28,
£ik*r baal 137*
Eakkant 133-4* ***> *3*·
Zêkm 124* 375%
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Zampa, R, 29.
Zetia, name and functkmt i68, 208; 

appearance 19a; Jupiter and Odin 
XXV; Carian xxvi, 305» 494, 528; of 
Dodona 318; Phratriux 17t; Poliai 
336; Thauliut 413; human descend* 
ant» 308 ft; ram̂ iancet 177.

Zcuxippe 325*

Ztgouriex 255*
**ZigtagM ornament 400, 477, 4

5*5·
Zipparla π 8.
Zone «y le 467, 473, 476, 478, 4**

484-5. 4'« ·
Zoroaatrian fire*worchip 391.
Zulu invaaiona 305, 337*


